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1Velcome tO the first national conference on the lUstory of the Chinese in
America.. It was our great pleasure tor, be iiwited by tile tutional American
Revolution Bicentennial Administration in 1971 to help observe the :tooth

birthday of our country. ft crystallized our desire to help spread interest
about the Chinese in Amerit4 to the entire cOntinent. It gave us the needed
impetus tostart planning this Conference and the Society 'proceeded to Unplement. a plan into reality which today reaches fruition. We are looking
forward to joining hands with vont to nuke this a most successful affair. We
hope the e9nference can be the catalyst to) bring about _greater cooperation
and Coordination in this field of history which has lain dormant for so long.
Doubling our pleasure is the occasion of the Mvin San Francisco Bicentennial, which coincides with the ARBA year.1976. Chinese emigration to these
shores focused on the "Gold lountain" in the t9th century, and gold pro-

vided the reason for thc exodus of our early pioneers from China. Their
destination washSaO Francisco. Thday we participate in mbscrving the San
Francisco Bicentennial as well.
It is therefore a double pleasure for the Society to accept the recognition
and the endorsement of both the city and national administrations.

kilt REASON FOR.IIIIS CONFERENCE
During- the past two decades, there has been a significant growth in the
awareness of the role in, and contribution to, the American 1,vav of life by the
Chinese in America. It is ironic that such conclusiobs should be reached only
within the past several decades. Researchers and historians began to discover

not long ago that the history of the Chinese in America is buried 'under a
"shield".of anti-Chinese hostility which persisted even through World War II.

This "shield" can be illustrated by the dearth of literature available on the
Chinese. A search of the literature of the history of California and the Ameri-

can West from the' i 800 until the present time will reveal that the word
"Chinese" is rarely to be found in such indices. Additionally, Chinese language documents relating to such history have been largely overlooked. It is
rare indeed to find an American historian of Caucasian ancestry conversant
in the Chinese Janguage or -able to reSearch Chinese-printed sourceS.
Chinese-Americans intrigued by tl.:,eir ,own history in the United States
were, unarecently, few in num ber. 1 his isoattributed to the fact hat Chinese
(like their Caucasian counterparts in the U. S. public- schools) are being
taught that the Chinese only built railroads, panned for gold,. or operated

restaurants and laundries. Few had reason to suspect a more significant
historical past.

1lcn.iiid `.111C(' I he hic 1,)61)%; for Lilinie history (oiiI',c III colleges .ind
univer.ines has t_lirned the attention of many new researchers to the subject
of the ( :Iiinese in .Aincrica. Hie Chinese] listorical Sibeiety sp)nsored a day-,
()Vcr two
11)69 al
scimitar till (WI('.1t1)1-k, 1).11 thIS kalhicct in
././istory of the Chinesc... in California.,
litindred aml fifty pet sons attended.
.r(M-11.1gC SvIlahtiN, repared for thy seminar, haS gone. through live printings
to date, .itid in retrospect cciii' 1 Vcry meager tool for ;1 topic which has e
panded a do/op times over. liolav the need for this history m tronger than
evcu is research continues ID opuut new vistas in ihis
A few short years ago. the Chinese in America wore merely given some.

cre(ht for the "labor- in the building of the first transcontinental railroadin
the 1 srio's. I listorians now reali/e that they contributed skills in wore varied

operations.

In the production of shoes, lamps, furniture, (...:arriages, and inany other
articles of colunion manufacture, the Chinese learned thqe skills with rare
speed and contributed much in the mid-19th century to die development of
these light industries in many states ranging from Massaehus tts to California.
It was the Chinese, too, who began the commercial fishing industry on the
West Coast of the United,States. Fbr much of the latter tyth entury, Chinese
supplied maj.or cities from California to Washington with hrimps, salmon,
and almlone. Chinese contributions,to American agriculture are staggering,
though again little documented until recently.
In more recent years,. Chinese in America have made impressive contributions in the fields of plivies, enizineering( chemistry, politics, biochemistry,
hormone me/arch. literature, art, architecture, and finance.
OB JECTIVES

The objectives of the Society in planning for thc first "National Conference
on the Lifc, Influence, and the Role of the Chinese in thc United States
as follow:

For thc first time, nationallr, to discuss together the inflAke and contribiltions of Chinese who.have been in thc United States between the

1:

years 1776-1960.

2. To encourage the study, research and development of papers on the
, subject.

;. To disseminate information on studies. in process in thc various. fields,
and to act as an informal clearing house for informatinn available.
4. To continue tbe work beyond thc period of the Bicenvnial Observance,
as low,- as interest in thc field remains.
5.

To augment and retain consultants to and beyond the conference as a
voNntarv body to advise and consult in their field-of expertise.
rs AND BrNEFITS

Researchers from d.iyerse fields related tolthe Chinese in America, May at

lam he (11.3s.vii 'together ihrough the first "National Conference on the Lift.;,
Inihience, and the Role of the Chinese in the Unittid States.- Scholars, histori;
ans, teacher, students, and large segments of the Chinese-American population will /finally be able to share' the results of reAearch and the connuon
knowledge retained by elderly Chinese.
Through .press coverage, the publicity attendant with the conference has
focused on the role of the Chinese in the United $tates and suggesting thereby

that the Chinese have, indeed, played a great part in the fulfillment of the
American dream. This aspect of the life of the Chinese iH America has been'
denied them until i'ecently because they, as a .group, have been so excluded
and ignored in history and literature. The stereotyped loth Century Chinese
image will be sharply brought back into focus,
Proceedings of the conference will he publtthed in bound &billies. Additionally, otber papers submitted, but not presented will be edited and published as monographs. The conference will help identify researchers, and
scholars who cimtribute&to the conference' will ftrve as a pool of resource
persons, as possible lecturers, writers or backup authorities for schools the
printed media and television.
The long-range outcome of silch a conference may bc even more critical
to the Chinese in America and Ole preservation of American ideals. For the
'first time, many non-Chinese as. well as'young Chinese will be realizing that
the Chinese have, and always have had, an enormous stake in thc building of

the United Stata Young Chinese, who have all but ignored their past, will
awake to the potential for research and specialization as historians of their
own ethnic background.
This Conference with its piany contributions by participants will help to
bond more firnily the divergent Oriental heritage that is also a pall of Amer"
ica. Often ignored and forgottenthis ethnic minority urgently needs exposure
now. Just in the past generation the-contributions of the Chinese in -America
have furnished proof positiVe that their. entry 'into the whole spectrum of
American endeavor has enhanced this country's research 'and deVelopment
potential..
BACKGROUND .'

S

,

The Chinese Hisrorical Society of America is a non-profit° organization
.founded in 103 by Thomas W Chinn and four co-founders: C. H. Kwock,
Chingwah Lee, H. K. WOng and Thomas W S. Wu, D.D.S.
The organization also operates a small museum irt San Francisco's Chinatown' at 17. Adler Plke. Both the museum and .organization operate with
trolunteers only; there is, no Nid staff. It is well' known in California and surrounding states. Many of the libraries, both municipal ari\cl university, arc
members. Membership in the Society spans the 'continent 4nd ranges 'from
many university
professors', his-torians, writers, to'senators, judges, and a large
c
cadre of teachers'from elementery to college level.vii

incept HIti, the ( liinew I liNtoncal Society 1)1 Anienc,1 kr, teilvcd
the unqualified approval and styrrt t tlic Chinese and Chinese cumillunineN
throughout the state. Iii its varions nndertahings the Society has alsy I CCelVed
the cooperatinn an(1 :1SNIS1.111(T Ot h.idiiig organizations. S4)111C of thew
C:IlifOrina I listorical Societsn'. (:))nference of California I hstoi ICA Societies.

and the Society of California Pioneers. State and national figures have also
codolsol thc Socicts' and its purpose. At it.. klith Anniversary In 19 t. resoln
taons honoring the Society came froin both the City of San VkIIICISCu dild the
StAll: of (,,difurnia.
111.'1)1MM/ring thiti CUIIICITLICe, the SOCiCtV 1101ie,, (0 lay OW Umunds% (Os

crcAtiv greater participalion Ill esploring the history of the Chincsc'in
\V CHINN, Pre,hicrit

4

HOSPITALITY CFNTER
Autnromum, 1944 StocKWN STRYET, SAN FRANtISM
(Between NVashington. and Jackson Stryets)

Through the courtesy of the Chinese American Citizens Alliarice Grand Lodge, the auditorium and facilities of their Grand i.odge was made available to Confererice members, their
families and fricnils.during the'Conference. It was manned hy Society inemheNnd friends.

).'I.
II II: (.1 I \ 1101 \ N

ix%

5

Slates his
The first national contei (lice on ( iiinst hist», N: In the I.
come and r one, l-he exhilaration and 111)11,11- ot king .1 pal t ot the Ivententual
experience him ever, is still %% [di us in this p1i1 unitivcisitv id Mir 11,111u11.

lA held m late
dle first planning sessiulls tut die oiiteicine
e
great.
We
had neatly three
the expectations for a meannirful
and
rie
'Llters
a
chance
to prepare
,
years to publicize the event
hure
simi,r
be
him
to
devdi)
new
their papers in depth Arid in -ariety.
(:hinese
activity.
Then
too,
there
would
research, and provide nutv
be \time to explore the hitherto %.-ague berinnings of the Chinese in colonial
America. I loweser, as year followed year, and funding prospects dwindled,
hopes also diminished. The final few months prior to the July conference was
fraught with big decisions. Ilw tin:11.011C: whether to continue to hold Iie
cventOr not. The turning point actually occ.tirred when ts've) major pwlilems
Funding:Our finance committee turned from seekresolved themselves: (
ing foundation and federal NullI"CC.s tIt IhAI (If conttibutions from friends and
the general public; r ) the chairmen and speaktrc all %:oluntarily waived their
tra% el And eXpullsc

WA& Ills M111,111'.111(2.ernelltS for attend-

ing the conference.
In the face of such magnanimity, the Committee decided to hold thevonference. What happened is now history. Those attending larv,e1Y approved theprogram, in spite of the obvious imbalance of speakers Ind upportuMties, for
.

audience'(1ialogue.

Vith little or no publicity across the euvitinent ( because of- the nited
,budget), we still received. a 1:400d representation that exceeded ;5o, with
overall attendance well over the 400
It may be well, ar this time, ro make sonic observations and endeavor to)
answer sonic of. the gliesti,ms that posed themselves during the conference,

During initial planning, the title and purpose of the cpnlerence was L'on-

sidered c3refully. ilhis being for a bicentennial %Tar, and the conference a
bicentennial activitN, nmch has since been made un why the conference subject ,petiod ended with Ivo°, One would have to have a working:knowledge
of Chinese history in America to realize t%at, ill) to the early part of the to6o's,
exclusion of Chinese was still public lawalbeit crumbling around the edge,
in the, prior decades. It was nor until October ;, 196;, that the last vestiges
of these eNclusion laws were lifterl by a stroke of the President's pen.
1Vith the repeal of these laws, a new chapter in Chinese-American history
came into being. In to(59, this writer penned the introduction to the Society's

,SyllabUs:."A History of the Chinese in California -.in which the following
observation was made:
iX
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fish canners operations over a period coverinLI nearly 1 half-century. It goes
into the economics that impelled A good-sized ts, irk force to make the trek
to Alaska annually. .1-he work was hard, the hours long, and toany, of these
cannery workers never cattle back from this seasonal workthey were buried

therevictims of the period and circumstances dot dictated so little employment opportunities f6i- the ethnic minority. Vor nearfy a century, the subject
of the .Alaska fish canneries drew lmshed stories of the lonv hours, brutally
demanding the maxinaim effort from each tnan the reluctance of men to sign
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lopettilly, these first papers %cif! provide n incentive tor others to take
up the clialleng,e and *In time, proviile the inissinu, portions' nt the 'IL:sass
puz/le that is so incomplete. \Ve t»,is. Maine the many factors of the pAst
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history still in the inakitug.it included a
L'hetu ,this conference ss as first publiek innounced
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-in general, it is hoped that \vial-ever the ( :hinese have t»aterially

left their marl; in this couture, this conterence \sill become the
catalyst that seill brim; forth its history. Such other tirlds is the
sciences. government, 55 omen, in tact, any other intere.st can be the
subject for exploration..lt is also expected that Idivss ledgeable persons
on each subject %sill be called upon to volunteer their expertise 111
the 3 -dav session.. , It is hopea that an informal panel of volunteers
ss-ill be selected to serve this phase 1,1 research coordinatioll tinder the
SIICictv
general otwoing administrative are (4 the (Thinese I histi
of America. In this fashiim, an inrornial clearing house Can he established tiu provide continttintz assistance ti) hbrarie5-rtifil schools :mil to
ak, the general publle
help researchers, writers difil historia
.

rr
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in this field of history."
In this en eaVor, we should not overlook the job of coordination. In the
-cdttrse of the 1t few years, many persons have written to the Society asking
for asSistance Onsa particular Subjectand we find that elsewhere, others arc
similarly engaged. It is in the hope of avoiding dupli5atiim of effort that
some thought should be devoted to coordinatink such work,
Some persons arc net familiar with the role of the Society. We take this
opportunity to print the following from the Constitution .announcing its
6 purpose:
"To establish, maintain and operate a scientific, literary and educational organization;
"To study, record, acquire and preserVe all suitable artifacts and
such cultural items as manuscripts, books arid works of aPt or their
facsimiles which have a bearing on the history of- the. Chinese living
in theitnited States of America;
"To establish a headquarters to enable the display of such Items as
are acquired;
."To issue paRers and publicity pertaining to the findings of the
Society; and

"To promote the contributipns that the 'Chinese living in this
country have made to theittadopted land, the United State'r of
America."

The Society is dedicated to this task, and even step that advances this
preamble is a step we heartily endorse. We invite the contribution of both
time and material by each person interested in our hi§tow.
History is 'not the sole 'domain 'of the qualified writer or historian. The
subject demands the coordination of a team: the researcher, the transcriber,
photographer, and in many cases in Chinese-American history, the translator
and interpreter as well as the writer in Chinese:
And, somewhere, soMetime, future historians may bring together all of
the little pieces of Chinese-American history to form that ultimate history
we strive to attain.
To the conferees who attended this first national conferencé, 'bur thanks
fOr working together to reach that initial milestone. Thanks, too, to all of
the volunteers who worked so hard on the project. The publication of this
book, therefore, is ,the Society's and friends' observation of our -nicentennial.
In the period ahead, let us lopk for greater accomplishments when we meet
again to compare notes. And who knows? Maybe the, next time, whoever
the sponsor may be, we ean expect a greater, more perfect conference.
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TIIURSDAY, juty
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9:00-9:30
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1975

Registration.

Entry of Hag:.Troop Three, Boy Scouts of America, S.E
Pledge of Allegiance;

THOMAS WCHINN:
Good Morning:My name is "Flionias Chinn. On behalf of the Chine-se Historical Society, may I wekollle you to this, onr first National Confeeenee. There

are just a few announcements we have to make before the formal prograni
begins.

it

Our color guard this morning are menthers of Boy Scouts of America,
Troop 3, an all-Chinese Scout troop. It was organized in 1914, just 4 year?
after the Scouting movement started in America. We believe it is the first
Chinese Boy Scout troop in the world. That's why we are particubrly proud
of it. I am also proud of the fact that I have been a continuous member,of this
same troop since 1921.

To orient ourselves, this particular room is Room 25o. The one just next to us is 25 L All of .the sessions will be held in these two rooms, which will be
separated by folding doors. You may choose the sessiOn you.wish to attend,
and just feel free to pass back and forth between sessions.
Those teachers Who are taking the 3.3 program to further their knowcedge

and teaching sldlls Who want the second unit of credit will have to Write a
tirief report following the conference in ordecto get both unit credits. So
please bear this in mind and check agaiii with the registrar in this rooni.
Regarding this conference and the planning which led to our presence here:
because there were so many imponderables, we founrd hurselyes wondering
whether we were going to have so or soo or i,000 people attending. It posed
a great many problems. Finally, we decided we should select a place that
would be flexible enough to accomntbdate all who came.
As we go int6 the seminar rooms we want to emphasize to the Chairmen
of the various sessions 'to bear in mind the time schedule. We must try to
have all the sessions terminate about the saitie tiMe. So we would appreciate
your cooperation in trying to maintain the schedule printed in your program.
It is my great pleasure to announce that this conference has been endorsed
by both the National Revolution Bicentennial Administration as well as the.
Sau.Francisco Twin Bicentennial. In honor of this special occasion, We have
invited representatives of both organizations to be with.us today.
May I now present Mrs. Anna Chennault, a member of the board of the
National Bicentennial Administration.
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AIRS. ANNA CIIINNAll. I.
pr. (:hinnolistnignished guests, ladieS .1101 iy,cotlemen, and frwAids from afar.
I bring gre(imp tr>iii \\ ashou;ton, 1).c., the Mute I louse and trom ARBA
I .Amerieat-Re% ()lotion Ihectitcmual Administration 1. I'm very excited because
su Much has happened in the last few years.'" he Climem: have tried to aeconi,

plish so much and we have tficd to c.etch up because we have lost so much
time. Otile. recently et as it last year, I 4. Chinn, that we met in Washington,
this meeting ;Ind I 111l11111Ti 'Atom the
when Dr. (Amin
(.4)iiit..roucc. People cooling to thi, tpe (doweling ;sometimes very seldom
realiie how much work and (2 il(o.1 and nine peliple responsible for this .kind
of tweeting 11:0:4: to spend to make it w irk, to make it happen, to nuke it
possible. particularlv s he6 viol are running an organizati6n where very little
funding is available. I hi ipc tbat in the future seminars of this nature get better
national support. Not just spiritually, but financially.
Last night when Airs. Chinn met me at the airport, she told me that many
of the teachers volunteered iheir time to write letters, make name tags, and
just do all kinds of s ork; and in fact, someone provided transportation and

tried to pick up people at the airport. So kere were all kinds of little work
and big work that needed to be done before we could meet together. So.for
this I think we should be very appreciative of Dr. Chinn and his staff for
being the first to hold such a conference. I hope that maybe in thc futurc thcrc

will be more gatherings of this nature, Don't let other people do our work.
I talk to people arotind various parts of this country, and 1 try not to address
myself particularly to the Chinese because I think if the Chinese of this country
want to be recognized for their accomplishments tha,t we can move forward

faster. \Ve nor only have to work together is a unit but wc also nccd lots
of support from others. I am honored and privileged to have this opportunity
to bring greetings to all of you and s% ish you a very successful meeting.
Again, Dr. Chinn, -you and your helpeis are to be congratulated for doing
such a fine j(th. "Flunk you very much.
T AV. Chinn: Thank you very much, Mrs. Chennault. AVe deeply appreciate

your kind words and rrcetings from our National Bicentennial headquarters
and, as you say, front the White I louse. AVe look forward to hearing from
You later this afternoon.
als4 have a truly distinguished historian who is well known in the San
Ftancisco. Bay Area as well as throughout California. Hc has traveled back
and forth until he knows not onlv historical sites, not only historical places
hut also individuals. Ile is chairman of the San Franciko Twin Bicentennial

HistOry Committee. It gives me great pleasure to introduce Dr. Albert
Shumate.

DR. ALBERT SHUMATE:
I bring you greetings front the San Francisco Twin Bicentennial and a wish
for an extremely succes4uI conference.
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I think for those out of San Francisco I might mention w hy we call it the
.kvin Bicentennial. It's not only the bicentennial of the United States lnit
also the bicentennial of the beginning. ot Sao Francisco and thus w c call it the
twin bicentennial. 1,Ve were very pleased to endorse this Insoirs. conferei4T
and I also :1111 pleased to lueiition diat Thomas Chinn IN a niemher of our
I listory :ommittee of the San Francisco Twin Bicentennial. To those of you
5010 live itl S.Itl Francisco this !Iced 1104 be said. but to those vvlio May come

from afar I'd like to mention that l'homas Chinn is one of our tine historians
in this arca and also anyone who 1,nows liiiij will affee with this he is truly
One of our .great gentlemen. 1,Ve ill Sill Francisco are very pleased that the
headquarters of the Chinese I listorical Society of America is located here.
Personally, I have always bei.:n proud thlAt I've been :I
tucwher of
this Chinese I Iistorical Society.
This is really the beginning of the events of our San Francisco .-Evin bicentennial and I think that there is no other event that we would bc more
proud of than this :is the tirst major event. So I congratulate
(lion and all
his committee for having this conference. Thank Yon.
9: 3o- to: ic a.m.

(11.\LITNC.I'S \CING TI
CHINFSF-ANIFRICAN HISTORY OF Tiff: FUTURF,
OpeninK Addrc.o By'
KTNIN STARR

As a native San Franciscan, born and raised in thc Richmond District,T aM
quasi-Chiticse.by assimilation. and proud of it: proud to live mow side by side
with 3 great people who hay done so much to build, the'City of San Fran-

cisco and the State of Calif( Ma. Today, as you open this most important
National Conference of the ,hinese I listorical Society of America, I would
like to share with von a few otf=the-cuff remarks regarding thc focus and
assumptions that might be shaping thc Chinese historiography of thc future.
Histn-v is a viniversal discipline. combining c.:lements of both art and science, or, as Aristotle put it, coMbining realism, and poetry. History assesses
facts arid quantifi,cations; it also.attempts the evaluation of nivths, symbols,
and the subtle processes of intei=1141 life, personal and communal: the way
.individuals and communities know thernSelves in time and in retrospect. You
yourselves, meeting.in this City, must feel in'the presence of the more elusive
aspects of historical memory. San Francisco's hills and streets must, for you,
evoke an anceosal memory of hope, pain, strug_ C. success, and bitter disappointment froniViat time past, the 18cos and aft , when yo I came here,
working so hard, thrOwing rails across half a contin it in a
oic feat of
labor equalling thc constrUction of the Great Wall. In t
then, of the
11
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- government of the City you helped to build and whiCh*you linked by rail to.
the rest of thc Nation, I extend to you the Official greetings of,San Francisco.
For some time now,: I have felt that we need a book on Chinese immigration analogous to Oscar Hanci lin's The Uprooted, a work, that is, searching
for Ott inner experience of those Chinese wh6 came here in the nineteenth,
century, dealing with family life, personal_ histories, and based in diaries,
letters,.mid 'dictated recollections, Professor Handlin was unafraid of going
after the elusive partSof the Caucasian immigrant story. At times, in fact, he
functioned as an epi,c poet, as much as an academic historian, weaving togcther strands of fact and clucidating metaphor in the manner cif, say,. Willa
Cather-in her descriptions of entral European and Slavic immigrants ork,the
Great Plains. Francis Ford Coppola's "Godfathdr II," incidentally, had to it

much.of this same feeling in its marvelous evocations of Ellis Island and
immigrant Italian urban life.
i'
The assessment, furthermore, oi. Caucasian,immigrant values, styles, and
contributions co American cultUre has been ab aim of academic history for
the past quartei- century. Underlying,this historiography.is an implicit Manifest DestinY. The focus 'is Caucasian and the. movement is'Westward. Its culminating moMent in our litetature was perhaps "The Song of the Redwood
Tree&by Walt Whitman, in which an archetypal Caucasian i migrant stands
on 'the shores of California, facing the East, realizing tkat th circle of the
world has been encircled. Migration, Cancasian Migration,, is c plete.
, Yet what about movement from the other direction? What about Asian
immigration castWard toward the rising sun? What were, the internal forces
that set, that migration in motion? What thoughts of California if any had
previously been in. the' Chinese consciousness?
California as a fact of Chinese experience, aS'a.symbol in Chinese litcrature,
as,a place made Chinese by immigration: these are some of the things I have
wanted to see studied by Chthese-American historians-. Professor Samuel Eliot
MoriSon (If 'Harvard, once'uote that a Red Alan will eventually write the
great
history of the Red Algrin America. The same is true Of the Chinese,
American history I am talking about: it will be written from within liy
Chinese-American as part of a larger forging of ethnic consciousness, as
part of a total act of self-identity and liberation. History, finally, is both a
study and a discipline and an interior aet of sclfknowledge on the part of a
people,- by which they determine their own usable past.
.
This conference, if one were to jucige frdm the talks plannedseems to be
focusinsg, .on both internal and external history.. The first or emerging
phase Of internal history has been Characterized by anger: anger over prejudice, stereotypes, suppression, injustice. It takes its origins in the consciousness of the l96os.and has as its primary goal political definition and coherence.
It seeks to.locate and to exorcise pain. Even I a non-Chinese can yet feel ...
some .of that nineteenth...century pain, the resonances of a thousand lost acts
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of. barbarity and exclusion. Even an outsider, can feel its moral burd0 on the
.
present
The second phase of awareness. (and of a- consequent historitigraphy) is.
of what was survived, endUred, and accomplished. It focuses upOn the elusive
premiseS of accommodation and hope. The third phase and, this Conference
is in the thirct phase sees the suffering people, the immigrants, as having
suffered and endured but also as having been significant protagonists in tbe
larger American experience.
'There are so many tasks to be acComplished iind questions o be anSWered:
about the Asian forces operating on Chinese immigration, al out the .interital
okganization of Chinese -immigrants (especially their deveroped. ,scheme: of
rnutual.Ssistance), aboUt how the family survived for 'long .fenmlelesS years
of loneliness, how railroad workers set themselves to their task as a matter
both engineering and otganization..Did art and music survive?. Who negoti.ated arrangements with the- power elite? Was justice administered internally?
Was a New World folklore devised?
Many of the conferences of this convention will be attacking such problems. The fullness of sources arrayed here in the talks- bodes well for a rich
sense of the Chinese-American story; 'for sources or source-selection; is histbriography's first
Also exciting is the -e
asis upon individuals. Caucasian historians seem
to see the Chinese only en masse or as nearly anonymous figures in a dim
,

histOrical landscape.' But you arc rescuing individuals, bY name, and by
specific careers, men and women alike. The ftudies to be presented on the
careers of, two women dovetail, obviously, with today's feminism; vet the
emphasis is not upon' their suppression, but their expression:. what they
achieved for themselves and for others, in business and_medicine.
Let us 'hope that this 6onference opens up a new era in Chinese-American
historiography, one that will-send Chinese-Arncrican scholars back to reassess

th6 nineteenth as vell as the twentieth. c'entury. In doinq so, you will be
enlarging our totil sense of American culture. You will be funding into it an
Asian formula now lacking. The very presence here of Conimissioner thennault of the .National. Bicentennial symbolizes the American- aspects, the
natibnal aspects, of your quest for an understandinir, of your past. The great
'crowds which arc ,now- docking to, the exhibit of ancient Chinese art on
exhibit at the Brundage Museum provide us encouragement in the matterof
the ultimate universality of all human experience. Your history is also, in some
very deep SenSe, -my Iiistory.;..trid nw history is yours. FrOm understanding
can perhaps Come reconciliation. Welcome to San Fr:mcisco, a CirY which
wishcs you the best for a lively cooference.
o: 15-1o: 3o n.m.

Break.
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RESEARCH IN CHINESE-AMERICAN HISTORY

Chairman: Albert H. Yee, California State University, Long Beach

CHINESE STUDIES IN FEDERAL RhCORDS
By

.

JO ANN WILLIAMSON

The holdings of the National Archives in Washington and its eleven regional
archives branches' in the Federal ArchivCs and Records Centers are records
of the Federal Goveinment i-Vhich have been appraised-as having their continuing use-in the necessary pdcesses of government, for the protection of both

public and private rights, and for research use by scholars, students, and
the general puhlic. The regional archifes in the San Francisco Archives and
Records Center are accessioned from the non-current records created by
Federal agencies in Northern California, Northern Nevada, Hawaii, and
American Samoa. An important distinction exists between the two kinds of
original records in the Federal Archives and Records Centers. The majority.
of the,records stored are still in the legal custody of the originating agencies
and the agency alone may grant access to the recordi. The records accessioned

by the regional archives are in the, legal custody of the National Archives.
The records discussed here will come from this last category.
To find materials pertinent to a research topic in4 the Archives, it is always
necessary that the Federal Government has a connection with the events,'
persons, subjects, or conditions about which the researcher seeks .data. For
example, the bulk of the California-related holdings are dated after 1846, the
year the American flag was raised in Monterey. As we all know, the Chinese
people have had a lengthy involvement with the Federal Government, and the
Archives is rich in nOterial for those interested in Chinese-Anierican studies.
RECORDS OF THE U.S. DISTRICT Couirrs

One of the most important collection?: we have at the San Francisco Archives
Branch for the study of the Chinese people in the United States is the records
of the United Statcs District Courts. Circuit courts, ih general, had jurisdiction
over what are today called civil actions and they had appellate powers from

the district corts. District courts had jurisdiction over admiralty, criminal,
bankruptcy, and certain civil cases. After 191 1 they asSumed jurisdiction
over the civil cases formerly heard by the circuit courts and the Circuit Court
.

of Appeals assumed the circuit courts' appellate powers.
Each court created two forms of records: ( ) bound volumes, reflecting the
work of the couft, such as dockets, minutes, orders, final records and indexes,
which live generally been retained by the clerks of the courts, and (2) the doc-

,
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uments for each individual casesubpoeneas, briefs, pleadings, deposidonS, etc.
The San Francisco Archives Branch presently holds the records of the U.S.

District Court, Northers District of California, 1851-1950 and the United
States District Court, District of Nevada, 1865-1953.
ADM IRALTY CASES

After the passage of laws regulating or suspending Chinese immigration,
each Chinese immigrant had to make a plea to enter the United States by way
of a writ of habeas corpus in the Admiralty Court. The laws governing Chinese
immigration and nAuralization were quite cbmplex and difficult to enforce.

The bulk of the Admiralty cases berween r882 and 1902 are composed of
Chinese cases involving the proceedings of a writ of habeas corpus.
The Exclusion Act of May 6, 1882, prohibited the importation of Chinese
labor, but did allow teachers, students, travelers and merchants into the United
States. Most of the Admiralty cases involved attempts of Chinese to prove they
were merchants and thus gain admittance. For this purpose each defendant had
to have a certificate issued either in the United States or China stating he was
a merchant. Later, as other cat,egories were allowea admittance, all Chinese
were issued ceitificates which may be found in the Admiralty cases.

In .1883 and 1884, passports were issued in China to gain entrance. The
passports were unusually large andgave thername, age, Occupation, residence,
.height, complexion, color of eyes, physical:peculiarities, official title (if any),
and a photograph of the person holding the passport. In December 1883 and
January 1884, there began to appear writtec testimony among the cases filed
in which the immigrant attempted to prove previous residency by describing
his life in the United States.

The large Canton passports ,disappeared after 1884 and were apparently
replaced by small individual photgraphs of the person seeking admittance.
These small phot9graphs began to appear regularly after January 1885.
In June 1892, certificates issued in China began to appear declaring the
person wais a merchant and stating the value of his property upon immigradon. This was probably a result of the extension of the Exclusion Act in 1892
and of the Scott Act which stated that the immigrant had to have property
valued at I,000 or more.
In 1902, Chinese immigration began to dwindle and the number of cases in
Admiralty began to decrease. However, the Chinese Exclusion laws were not
repealed until 1943 and some cases may be found up till then.
CR I

INAL CASES

Once the immigrant was'in the United States, he might still have further contact with the Federal Courts in a case of common or criminal Jaw. The criminal courts dealt with various types of cases, ranging from smuggling to failure
to pay Federal tnces. Some of the criminal cases include thefollowingexamples:
(1) U.S. vs. Sing Lee. September 1882. Sing Lee was convicted of falsely
impersonating a Chinese laborer by using a name other than his own. He
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was found guilty, fined $1000, and sentenced to years in San Quentin.
(2) U.S. vs. Fong Ark. October 1887. Fong Ark yeSs accused of failure -to
pay a special tax on cigar manufacturing. No verdict could be found and
, the case contains only a bench warrant and indictment.
(3) U.S. vs. Wong Ah Hung. November 1887. The defendant was acCused
of bringing a wOman into the United States for purposes of. prostitution.
VVong Ah Hung pleaded not guilty, but was convicted, fined $1,000, and
sentenced to 5 years in San Quentin.
(4) U.S. vs. Fung Chun Shee. January 1888. Fung Chun Shec was accused
-of 14inging two females into the United States for purposes of prostitution. The defendant pleaded not guilty and the case ended with a hung
jury. This case is interesting because there is a good exhibit of written
Chinese testimony on very thin rice papa' and two exhibits, written in
Chinese and English, of testimony by the two girls. The case also includes
phothgraphs of Fung Chun Shee and the two girls.
COMMON LAW.CASES

As mcntioned before, the Chinese immigrant might also appear in a court in
a case ,of common law. These cases arc interesting for a variety of reasons,
including the fact that the Chinese could and did use the courts to protest
against the discriminatory practices of the State and Federal governments.
In 1885, Wing Hing and other Chinese merchants sued the City of Eureka
for $13 z,8zo in damages alleged to have been sustained in a riot in Chinatown
"by a mob of disorderly and riotous persons" on February 27, 1885. Damages
, done to "merchandise, clthing, provisions, furniture, fixtures, personal,effects
and money" would run A-om $24o to $5,599 for each individual merchant.
The case was dismissed after it had been called three times with no response
front either the plaintiff or the defendant. The plaintiff was ordered to pay $15
in court costs when the case was finally terminated on Match 2, 1889.
In 1886, the Circuit Court:heard habeas corpus proceedings in which Wo
Lee, a Chinese laundryman of San Francisco, contested enforcement of an
ordinance.passed by the Board of Supervisors which made it an offense "for
any person to establish, Maintain, or carry on a laundry within the corporate
'limits of the city and county of San Francisco,. without having first obtained
the consent of jhe)Board of SuPervisors, except that the same located in a
,building Of either brick or stone." Wo Lee argued that the ordinance, as enforced, discriminated against Chinese since most Chinese laundries were---1
ho-used in frame buildings and thus the ordinance favored large white-run
laundry establishments. The ordinance also said that those laundries employing one vehicle with a horse pay a license fee of one dollar per quarter; those
who employed no vehicles pay fifteen dollars per quarter. The Chinese did
not employ horse-drawn vehicles. The Circuit Court ruled in Wo Lee's favor
and the United States Supreme Court declared the ordinance null and' void
when the case was appealed.
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Another landmark case against discrimination is that of Ho Ah Kow vs.
Matthew Nunan in May 1878, whichinvalidated the Queue Ordinance. Passed
by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, the ordinance stated that every
male person imprisoned in the county jail should immediately upon his arrival
have his hair cut or clipped to a uniform length of one inch from the scalp."

The queue, according to Ho Ah Kow, was worn by all Chinese men and
losing it was regarded by the Chinese as. degrading, as a 'disgrace in the eyes

of .,their fellow Chinese, and as a cause for eternal suffering in death.The
" Court invalidated the ordinance on the grounds that it was cruel and unusual
punishment.
RECORDS OF THE U.S. COMMISSIONERS, 1892-1905

The adminestration of business of the Federal district courts is largely aided,
especially in criminal procedures, by a class of officers known as United States
.pmmissioners. Some .of their more important powers include authority to
issue :warrants-for the arrest of persons charged with offenses against the
United States, to examine such offenders, and to imprison or admit them to
bail; to enforce decisions Of foreign consuls and vice,consuls relating to codtroversies arising in United States ports benveen masters and crews of vessels
belonging to their respective countries; to entertain complaints under extradition treaties and issue warrants for the apprehension of fugitives from foreign
justice;)and to take stipulations in admiralty suits.
Many cases involving Chinese immigration and the writ of habeas corpus
were heard by the Commissioners rather Ahan the admiralty courtt because
the person attempted to enter the United States over land borders, particularly from Mexico, rather than-by sea. The Commissioners heard case§ all over

northern California and their records usually contain the name of the defendant, attorneys for each side, witnesses, dates of the proceedings, and the
court's decision.
RECORI OF "I HE U.S. SUPREME COURT, 1790-1950

In addition to the original records from the California and Nevada cOurts,
the Archives Branch has microfilm copies of cases, dockets, and minutes of
the proceedings and cases heard before the United States Supreme Court;
1790-1950. Thus, if one is interested in tracing a-case,,such as the Queue Ordi-

dance,. all the way to ,the United States Supreme Court, the records arc
available in our search room or through inter-institutional loan.
RECORDS OF THE BUREAU OF CUSTOMS

Next to the court cases, correspondence from the District Director of Customs (San Francisco) is One of thc most valuable sources of investigating the
Chinese in California. Through reading and studying these letters it is possible to learn of many aspects of Chinese life.
The first collection district (Bureau of Customs) in California was established in 1848 and San Francisco was made a port of entry for the new District

of Upper California in 1849. Original records frohi San Francisco held by
4'
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the Archives Branch date from 1849 and include letters received, copies of
letters sent, and records of the movement of vessels in and out of the port
and the employment of seamen thereon.
The Customs correspondence, 1851-1911, is divided into two categories.
First, the microfilmed letters, most concerning the early years of the Customs
Honse, the second, letter books containing copies of letters written by the
District Director himself, and other letters ivritten by his*subordinates. Slightly more than half of the letter books are indexed as to the Contents of the
book.-When the books are indexed, most notations of Chinese people are
listed t:)nly as "Chinese" rather than by individual name in the index.. Thus,
a search for a specific person can be difficult.
It is pOssible to find specific information, such as names, dates, addresses,
and businesses of the Chinese in these records. For example, in a letter dated
October 191.896, to. U.S. Attorney H. S. Foote, the Collector states that he
wishes to institute proceedings against some importers of illegal lottery
tickets. The Collector includes the specific name of the Chinese firm, the
individual addresses of the.inembers of the firm, and data in regard to the
importing vessel. The correspondence is also useful in obtaining information
about everyday lives, as witnessed in a. letter of August 28, 1908, from the
Collector to the Secretary of Commerce and Labor. conCerning the case of
Sing Kee. Sing Kee, owner, of a gasoline launch, was fined $250 for operating a launch without a whistle, bells foghorn, or light. Sing Kee stated 'that
the launch had sunk while ded up in mooring and an engineer had been hired
to raise thelaunch, clean and repair it. The engineer then took the launch
out for a run dd}out knowledge or consent of Sing Kee. The penalty was

suspended,

Another aspect of this correspondence is its usefulness in examining the
,policies, procedures, and activities of the Bureau of Customs in regard to the
Chinese. There are numerous letters written by Custom officials to law enforcement agencies asking questions about the various exclusion, laws and the
procedures to be used as a result of these laws. There are also letters and
circulars
to the Customs Bureau stating that procedures were to be used in
con lunction with the laws. For example, in a letter dated November 6, 1889,

the Collector wrote to Judge Lorenzo Sawyer stating that he had refused
the landing of a group of Chinese for lack of positiveproof of identification
of the individuals. In the letter he details the testimony given by, eachindividual as to'why each should land and he asks the Judge if he was warranted

in refusing the landing. There is also an 18-page Fircular, dated August, 1882
which provides a detailed account of the provisions of the May 6, r882, Exclusion Act and the procedures to be used by Customs officials in determining
if and when a Chinese immigrant was to he allowed to stay in the United
States.

With regard to the Exclusion Act, and the conduct of the Customs officials,
it can be seen that the officials, for the most part, did try to uphold the basic
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right's of thc individual by adhering t.rictly to the letter of thc .law. In a
letter of March 21, 1895, the Collector requested a search warrant from thc
Attorncy to enter a Chinese dwelling to search for possible contraband
goods alleged to he hiddcn thcrc. On May 17, I Soo, thc Deputy-Collector
wrote`to the Sheriff of Alameda County instructing the sheriff that certain
Chinese being deported were to remain in his custody and "be cared for
,pro.perly."
The correspondence also shows that thc Customs officials did try to extend

the normal courtesies to Chinese officials visiting the United States. A letter
of April 23, 1888, from the C011ector to thc Chinesc Consul in San Francisco,
states that two Chinese officials expected soon will be allowed to land without
hindran
But the Customs officials didn't take chances. The 'Chinese Consul
infor ed the Customs officials on August, 20, 1888, that the Chinese. Consuls
Lima were sailing to China_ but wishcd to land,in, the United States
temporarilv,:. The Collectocreplied ihey could land in the United States onlyafter'someone frornthc San Francisco Consulate had properlyidentifiedithern.
As mentioned before, it was the Custrs officials who did determine who
could land in the United States., It was at this point That the.Chinese denied

.initial entry, could and did go to the courts with"a writ of habeas orpus.
The Customs Bureau did have the right to refuse randing to .any Chinese
whom they believed did not have thc proper identification and th correspondence contains many lettersoon this subject.

Thc letter books also include corrcspondcnce from the public reuesting
information on regulations in regard to landing Chinese. Many of th,lese peo-

ple had friends or relaties who were.trying to entcr the United States. On
July 31, 1896, 0. C. Conlv wrote to the Collector on behalf of hIs friend
Gec Dong who wished to bring his wife over from China. Mr. Fhilhp Drive
asked on behalf of his Chinese client if thc client's 5-year-Old son could
come to the United States. The Deputy-Collector replied on Septeinber 21,
1896 "if his father-is a merchant, or othcr than ,a laborer, the boy clan comc
under certain conditions; if hc, on thc othcr hand, iS a laborer the boV Cannot
come."

Another type of correspondence in thc letter books pertains to possible
criminal activities. Opium smuggling, prostitution, stowaways, forged papers

for entry, and other crimes, arc. included. Many letters of this type are in
thc nature of the Collector asking the U.S. Attorneys to institute proceedings
against thc criMinal.
U. S. FEDERAL POPULATION CENSUSES

Another rich source for research is the U. S. Census records. The first
decennial census in California was in 185o an'd thoSe which followed in 186o,
1870, and 188o have a wealth of-data. Each censbs gives the country of birth

of individuals enumerated who wcrc not native born, information on an
individual's occupation, family relationship, literacy and physical disabilities.
II
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*The censUses of 1870 and 188o show if a person's parents wcrc native or
foreign born and the 188o census goes, further and shows thc countries of
parent'sibirth. In addition, each of the fOur cenSUSes included a color category.

In 185O and 186o, thc enumerator was hmited to codes for white, black and
mulattO. In 187,) and. 188o, codes were added for Chinesc and' Indians. The
ArchiVes Branch hOlds tlie ,185o, 1870, 188o, and,.1O0o.census on microfilm.
Nin4y-nine percent of the. 1890 population census, including all schedules

for /California, was destroyed by a fire in thc Department of Commerce
in 1921.

With rcspcct to thc Chinese and ,the 188o census, it would be fair to jay
census has poten,tial for being a go&1 sourcc on how the Chincsc
lived, thcir occupations, family relationships, and health conditions at the
time of the census. The qualitr,of the information docs vary because of thc
kinds of questions asked by each enumerator and the carc he exerciSed in
taking.the census. Samples/ ,so e of thc cities and counties in' California
r. help to illustrate this point
Butte County. Ch.
chool District. Thc enumerator found a grseat
Many Chincsc here,
hc ha listed thcm all 5S not being able to read or
write and there is no detail a the phice of birth. In fact, one man listed as a
physician.is described as no being able to read or write. The enumerator did
'Liiot ask:if they coulsi. read 'o write.Chinese.
Chico TOwnship. The cnun vator'has taken pains to detail something about
thesc people. Hc gives us how iiNny months the Chinese were.unemployed
! during the ccnsus year and haS taken time to find out who could read and
I write English:
..
Oroville, There Were a grcat many Chinese living here and thcy wcre engaged in all aspects of trade. This census is rich in detail about thc occupations, members 'of;a family living in a home, nunther of boarders in a home,
months unemployed, and marital status. Most of these Chincsc are listed as
being born in Canton.
.Placerville. This census is also rich in detail about thc Chincse and even
giveS thc street where they lived.
i4liat-,klie
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RECORM or 1 I1F U.S. SATE DEPARTmENT

\

The records of the U.S. State. Department are useful for thnse interested
:not only in thc history. of 'the Chinese in'America, but also for those interested in Americans in China. The .Archives Branch holds several microfilm
publications of. thc State Department fecords which arc useful, in studying
thcsc relationships.
.

DIPLOMATW DU:SPNIVIIES. 1843-1906

The Register of Correspondence, /870-1906, tells who wrotc a letter to thc
Department, thc date thc letter was received, thc despatch number assigned to.'
thc document, and summarizes thq.contents of thc letter. In a letter received
January 23., I 878: the Ambassador wrote abouc"Social intcrcourse between

Chinese officials and Foreign Representatives. Practice- of a formal interchange of New Year's courtesies seems firmly established but nothing further
in the matter of social iriterco"urse has been effected." The correspondence is
also useful in examining Chinese relationships with other foreign countries.
On January 2, 1878, Ambassador Seward wrote that -China and the British
Government had a question about harbor conservation:in China. The Chinese
GoVernment had consulted four English lawyers whose opinion was that
"China had the right to take such measures for conservation of her tivers
and harbois as she truly deem expedient, withOut having reCourse to foreign
authorities located within her;territor." And a letter received on January 10
is concerned with the amelioration of the condition of Chinese "coolies" in
'Cuba. "Treaty recently concluded between Spain and China on subject enclosed with comments. Foreign Office expresses gratitude for mediation of
Dip. Corps. in negotiation of the treaty 'and requests that U.S. Consuls in
Cuba be dir,ected to cooperate with Chinese Consuls to secure compliance
with..the terms of the treaty."'

Dirtwer.ul: DEtip.VRIAFti, CHINA-1843-1906
The Register of Correspondence may be used as an index to the numbered
despatches'found in the Diplomatic Despatches from United States Ministers,
to China, 143-1906.1:The ,Diplomatic Despatches consists mostly of despatches sent to the State Department from June 'z7, 1843 td August 14, 1906.
The despatches enntain information on such subjects as the opening of
treaty ports and the eXtraterritorial rights of American citizens, the Opium
Wars, the Taiping Reli8 Ilion, the Sino-Japanese and the Russo7JapaneseWars,
the Boxer. Rebellion, the need for U.S. Navy ships in Chinse waters, piracy,
the prot,ection of missictnaries, the "coolie" trade, the Exclusion Acts, diseases
and plagues. shipping. ali.d trade, educatiOn; -communications, and many other

subjects. On May 20.. t882, Ambassadoi. 6hester Holcomb wtote from
Chindin regard to the Exclusion Act pf May 6, "I have watched the Ministers
rather closely and have failed to discover any signs of-uneasiness because of
the recent legislative .action taken by Congress on the 'Chinese question' of
which full details have been given in the newspaper press, nor any diminutive

in the feeling Of exceeding kindliness which they profess tohave for the
Government and people of the United States.- The subject has however not
been discussed, either directly or indirectly, beeween the Foreign Office and
myself."

In addition to the numbered despatches and their enclosures, there are
some unnumbered conmiunications which were a more informal means of
confmunicatirig. They might .report official matters requiring secrecy, clarification, of a. despatch, personal news, bills for fTicial expeditures, and
announcements of arrival/or departure. There is also some - carespondence
from private citizens;-kit;yernment agencies,,and White House officials and
memoranda from the State Department..
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DIRLONIATIC INSTRUCTIONS, U801-1906

In addition to the DiploMatic Despatches, which is a record of incoming
correspondence to thc State Department, thc Branch has a microfilm cnpy
of Diplomatic Instructions, 1801-1906. Thc Instrtthtions are record copies of
correspondence sent.by thc State Dcpartmcnt to its diplomatic and quasidiplomatic representatives assigned abroad. The Instructions include notice
of appointments,, Convey information or inquiries, gxpress approval or disapproval of proi5osals or actions, and transmit enclosures. Essentially however, thc greatest number arc instructions in the most definite and narrow
sense of the tcrm. They .tell the. American official what he is to do and say
on a given issue, incident, treaty, and so forth.
LISTS OF OFFICERS, 1789-1939

Two other publicatiobs arc useful in studying the State Department records.
Thc List of Diplomatic Officers, 1789-1939, gives thc names and dates of
service of the U.S. Ambassadors to China, the. Secretaries of Legations and
Embassies, 1915-1939, and the names of student interpreters in China, z9021924. The List of U.S. Consular Officers, 1789-1939, gives the names and
dates of service of Consular Officers by name of the city.
SUMMARY

To summarize, the San Francisco Archives Branch has many kinds of recordS useful for Chinese histofy research Court. Customs, Censtis, and State
Dcpartmcnt. And these records can be used ir the study of Chinese in the
Unitcd States, Americans in China, United States-China relations, and-China's
relations with othcr countries. There is a wealth of data in thcsc records and
past researcherslitaye only begun to "scratch thc surface."
We are constantly, if sometimes slowly, accessioning ncw material. Therc
are still original records in the Center and thc offices of othcr Federal agencies
to be examined and accessioned. A few of thcsc might have occurred to you
such as- the records of thc U.S. Public Health Service for Angel Island and
thc rccords of the United Aates Attorney's Office. The National Archives
in Washington is constantly sending us ncw microfilm publications and starting somctime in thc next fcw months we will bc receiving video talie equip.

ment so that a researcher may usc CBS news tapes in our search room.
Transcripts of the CBS news broadcasts will also be available on microfiche.
The researcher will thcn be able to examine such events as President Nixon's
.visit to China in z 972, as reported by the television ncws media.
The Archives Branches in all thc Federal Archives and Records- Centers
are constantly growing and accessioning valuable sotcrces for historical rescarch. We are interested not only in preserving-documents, but als(-1 in assisting you with your research. Conic and scc ,us. Thu Might, be surprised.
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RECORDS USEFUL TO CHINESE-AMERICAN
STUDIES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO ARCHIVES BRikNCH
U.S. DISTRICT COURT, NORTHERN D 'TRICT OF CALIFORNIA, 1851-1950
Admiralty Cases
Criminal Cases
Common Law Cases
U.S. Commissioner Records
Partial indexes of U.S. District Court cases on deposit in the Archives Branch are available at the Branch on microfilni. The indexes are in the Office of the Clerk of the Court,
450 Gollien Gate Avenue, San Francisco.
Reel i Chinese Habeas Corpus Indexes, Volumes 1-5, 1882-1904. (Admiralty Court)
Index to Chinese Habeas Corpus cases in the Circuit Court.
Reel 2 USDC General Index, Plaintiffs (Circuit Court cases) ca..1896-1927
USDC General Index, Defendants (Circuit Court cases) ca. 1896-2927
Reel

3

Index to Admiralty Cases, ca. nos. i.69o-866O

Index to Opinions, Land Cases (Circuit'Court) ca. 1854-1873
Index to Admiralty Cases with revised numbcrs (Involving seagoing vessels
as respondents).
Reel 4 USDC Criminal Index, 1904-1921

General Index to U.S. Cases (undated)
USDC Admiralty Index, Cases 8271-1.3204 (ca. 1890-1904)

U. S. SUPREME COURT
M-215 Minutes of the Supreme Court, 1790-1950
M-216 Dockets of the Supreme Court, 1792-1950
M-4o8 Index to Appellate Case,Files oEthe Supreme Court 1792-1909
M-24 Appellate Case Files of the Supreme Colin, 1792-1831

U.S. DISTRICT DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMS SAN FRANCISCO
Local and Outgoing Correspondence. 1851-1911

U.S. FEDERAL POPULATION CENSUS
M-432-1850 Census

M-595-1870 Census

.1--9-188o Census

"I-4523-1w) Census

U.S. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Income Tax Assessment Lists, 1909-1917, San Francisco I)istrict
M-756 IntCrnal Revenue Assessment Lists for California, 1862-1866

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
M-77 Diplomatic Instructions, i8o1-1906 China.
Reel 38 April 14, 1843 - April 23,-7867
Reel 39 September 13. 1867 - Deceniber. 2.7,

Reel 40 January I, t879 - February 28, 1885
Reel 4! March 2, 1885 - June 2, 1893
Reel 42 June 5, 1893 - June 23, 1899
Reel 43 June 24, 1899 October 25. 1904
November 1, 1904 - August 14, 1906
M-92 Diplomatic Despatches. China. I843-1906
M-17 Registers or Correspondence, 1870-1906.
M-586 List of U.S. Diplomatic Officers, 1789-1906
Reel
Reel
Reel

1

3
3

r

China
Secretaries of Embassies and fegations. 1915-1939
Student Interpreters in China, 1902-1924

M-587 I.ist of U.S. Consular Officers, i789-1939

is
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1878

Reel 4 Canton
Reel 5 Changsha
Reel 5 Chef 00
Reel 5 Chinkiang
Reel 5 Chungking
Reel 6 Dalny
Reel' 7 Foochow.
Reel 9 Hangchow
Reel 9 Hankow

Reel 9 Harbin
Reel 9 Hong Kong
Reel 9 Ichang
Reel to Kalgan
Reel to Kiukiang
Reel to King-chow
Reel f3 Mukden
Reel 13 Nanking
Reel 13 Ngwchwang

Reel 1.3

Ningpo

Reel 14. Pakhoi
Reel 14 Peking

Reen8 Shanghai
Reel to Sivatow
Reel 19. Tientsin

Reel to Tsinanfu
Reel to Tsingtau
Reel 21 YUnnanfu

CHRONOLOGY OF TREAtIES AND MAJOR FEDERAL LAWS \
AFFECTING CHINESE IMMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES
By Cumusz CuAN
San Mateo. California, October, 1972

i. Prohibition of Coolie TradeAct of February 19, 1862 (12 Stat. 340):

(Note: Still in the Federal statute as of October 1972)
First Federal law directed against Chinese, Japanese and other Asiatics. Levies fine and
imprisonment for those engaging in transportation, sale, or transfer of Asiatic "coolies"

as well as those contracts to supply such labors. Voluntary emigration of "coolies"
excepted. Also refuses certificate to vessels carrying immigrants to U.S. for "Lewd and
immoral purposes."
A
A deterrent to'American shipliers for engaging in the type of notorious Chinese "coolie"
traffic". to West, Indies and South Americas practiced by the French, Spaniards and
Portuguese between 1845 and 1874,
2. Burlingame Treaty (July 28, 1868)
As a special evvoy abroacrfer China, Anson Burlingame signed a treaty with U.S. Secre-

tary of State, William H. SeWard, which reaffirmed American privileges in China,
disclaimed any intention of intervention in China, and ga% e the Coinese the mostfavored-nation
of travel, visit, and residence in the U.S. Through this treaty,
China gained the- rinciple of reciprocity (in privileges, immunities ind exemptions),
and the U.S., reinforcement of good will, trade and cornmer,ge with China. (Burlingame
had previously served as a U.S. Minister to China for six years).
The treary was the first of its kind in which inunigratioh to one another's country was
specified. The Preamble read:

"The United States of America and ihe Emperor of China cordially recognize
the-inherent. and inalienable right of man to change his home and allegiance, and
also the mutual advantage of the free migration and emigration of their citizens

anti subjects respettively, from one country to die other, for the purpose of
curiosity, or trade or as permanent residents."

However, the privilege of naturalization ws not included. It staked: "But nothing
herein contained shall be held to confer naturalization upon citizens of the United
States in China, nor upon the subject; of China in the United States."
3. Act of March 3, t8.ks- (18 Stir. 477)Immigration of convicts and of women for prostitutionlorbidden:
(Note: Still in the Federal statute as of October 1972)
It prohibits the importation of women for the purposes of prostitution; fine and irnprisonrnent are imposed on those who are convicted for such aCt. It also forbids the
entry of convicts, except for those charged with political offense, and women "imported
- for the purposes of prostitution."
Although written in general teims, the act was executed with rile Chinese in mind.
Included in this Jaw are-requirement of certification on whether immigrants from China,
Japan and other Asiatic countries have contracted f or '"itrinuti-al purposes," and the levy
16
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,c)t nne ano imprisonment tor tnosc woo nave transporteu sum mumgrmlts tor ty
service without their free voluntary consent.
4. On March 1, t879, President Rutherford 13. Haves vetoed the '.kiftecn Passenger Bill"
prohibiting vessels from carrying more than this number of Chinese passengers to the
U.S. at one time. The President klt that the bill contravened the ,Burlingame Treaty
of 1868.
5.

"Proclaiming Treaty Between the United States and China Concerning Immigration"'
Signed November 17, 1880:

a. 'Yielding to pressures, President I !ayes dispatched a commission to China to negotiate modification of the Burlingame Treaty of 1868;

b. Article 1: "Whenever in thc opinion of the Government of the United States the
coming of Chinese laborers to the United States, or their residence therein, affects
or threatens the interests of that country, or to endanger the good order of the said
country or of any locality within the territory theraif, the Government of China
agrees that the Government of the United States nitty replate, limit, or suspend'
6.

such coming Or residence, but ntay not absolutely .prohibit it ..." (Einphasis added)..
Exclusion and Restrictive Acts frot\1882 to 1904:
a, Act of .tray 6, 1882:'(:: Stat. 58)
.(1) The basic Chinese Exclusion act which implemented the Treaty of 1880;
(2) Entitled: "An act to execute certain treaty stipulations relating to Chinesc;"-:'
(3) Provided for suspension of immigration of Chinese laborers to the U.S. for a
Period of ten years. "Chinese laborers" defined as "both skilled laborers and
Chinese employed in mining."
(4) Permitted re-entry of certain Chinese laborers who left U. temporarily;
.(i) A Chinese person, 'other than a laborer, could be admitted upon presentation

of Certificate from Chinese government certifying his right of .admission under
terms of 'the treaty with China ("Section Six Ccrtificate-):
(Chinese teachers, students, merchants, and travelers were so admitted. This
Act of 5-6-t 882 did not apply to diplomatic and other officers of the Chinese
Government.)
(6) Nathralization prohibited: "That hcrt.after no state Coll rt or court of the ljnited
States shall admit Chinese to citizenship; md all laws in conflict with this act
are hereby. repealed... (SeC. 14);
(7) Note: Fatly in 1882, President (Mester A. Arthur vetoed bill suspending Chinese immigration for twenty years as he regarded it to be too long of a period,
of suspension. Accordingly. Congress shortened it to ten years, and the President signed the Act of May 6, 1882.
b. Act "of July f, /R,V4 (22 Stat. 115), amended Act of Atay 6, 1882;
First of a series of acts to strengthen the basic Chinese Exchision Act of 5-6-1882;
(
(2) "Section Six Ccttificate- cbuld bc,issued by other eountrics of which a Chinese

person W3S then a subject. Could also be issued to those Chinese in transit through
U.S.;
(3) U.S. had right to not accept such certificate for entry, if pot Warranted.

C. Proposed Treaty of ISS.Y. (Forwarded to Chinese Government for ratification in May
1888):

(1) "Entry 'of Chinese laborers hlI be absolutely prohibited for twenty years. (Added
by Senate: thiS prohibition shall extend to the return of Chinese laborers):
(2) Prohibition not applicable to any Chinese laltrecr.having wife, child, parent. or
property or debts due him to the amount of St,000.00;
(3) Ceitain Chinese suNects, not laborers, to have admission privilege;
(4) U.S. to guar:mtee Chinese residents all rights of the iliost favored mition except

5i

naturalization, and to exert all power to secure protection to persons and property
.of all Chinese subjects in U.S.;
(5) U.S. agree to'zpayment of S276,619.75 as full indemnity for all losses and injuries
suffered by the Chinese in U.S.
d. Act df September 13, 1888 ( 25 Stat. 476):
(i) Law passed in anticipation that Treaty of 1888 be ratified by China;
(2) Entitled! "Prohibiting the Coining of Chinese Laborers into the United States";
-(3) A 0 e labore.r was not permitted to return to the U.S. unless he had a lawful
wife, child, or parent in the U.S. or property therein valued at 1161,ouo.00 or debts
alike antotiqt due hint and pending settlement;
(4) A Chinese laborer within these exemptions who needed to depart temporarily was

required reset:tire a return certificate, valid for one year, front the collector of
customs. In certain instance could be extended for additional year.
e. Act of October 1, 1st'? ,(25 Star 504) (Known as the SCOTT ACT):
(i) Law enacted when American papers published London Press dispatch whieh stated
in effect that China had refused to sign the Treaty. of 1888;
(2) Prohibited return of any Chinese laborers who had departed from the U.S.;

(3) .Forbade the issuance of return certificates to Chinese laborers;
(4) All certificates of identity issued to Chinese laborers who left U.S. for temporary

visits abroadunder the Act of 1882were declai-ed null and void;
(As a result, at least zo,000 Chinese laborers who h'ad left with such certificates,
and about 600 who were already on their way back to the U.S. had/their permits.
for re-entry revoked);
f. Act of May 5,1892 (25 Stat. 25) (Known as the GEARY ACT):
(1) Entitled: "Prohibiting the Coming of Chinese Persons into the United States Ind
Providing for Registration of Resident Laborers";
(2) Extended all Chinese Exclusion laws for a period of ten years;
(3) Registration required for all Chinese laborers within one year and the issuance of
Certificate of Residence to those who were legally admitted;
(4) Chinese in deportation proceedings had burden of establishing right to remain
in the U.S.
g. Act of November 3, 1893 (28 Stat. 7) (McCreary Amendment to Geary Act):
(1) Extended time of registration of Chinese laborers for six months;
(2) Defined "laborer": . . . shall be iconstrued to mean both skilled and unskilled
manual laborers, including Chinese e.niployed in mining, fishing, huckstering, peddling, laundrymen, or those enga0d in taking, drying or otherwise preserving
(5)

.

Shell or other fish for lionie consuMption."

(3) 'Defined "Merchant": "A merchant is a person engaged in buying and selling
merchandise, at a fixed place of bUsiness, which business is conducted in his name;
and who during the time he claims to be engaged as a merchant, does not engage

in the performance of any labor, except as is necessary in the conduct of his
business as such merchant."
h. Treeity of 1894:

(1) Exclusion of Chinese laborers for ten years, except those registered laborers who

ad in the U.S., lawful wife. ch4 or parent, or property or debts due him to

the amount of $1,000.00;

(2) All Chinese laborers required to register;
(3) (Sanctioned Acts of May 5, i882 and November 3, 1883);
(4) China gained slight degree of reciprocity in registradon of American laborers in
China.
i.

faint Resolution of fuly 7, 1898 (3o Stat. 75o):
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(t)

Entitled: "Prohibiting the Immigration of Chinese into Hawaii or Their Entry

into the United States from Hawaii";
(2) Prohibited further immigration of Chinese into Ilawaiian Ishnds except for those
who are declared admissible to the U.S.
j. Act of April 30, /900 (21 Stat. 141):
.

(t) Entitled: "Fixing Status of Chinese Within flaWaii an& Rroviding for Their
Registration";
(2) Chinese in Hawaii also required to register and obtain Certificate of Residence in

manner as specified under ChineseYxclusion Act of May 5, 1892.

k. Act April 29, /902 (32 Stat. 176):
(t) Extended all Chinese exclusion laws indefiniwly;
(2) Registration and obtaining Certificate of Residence.also required of Chinese perL

sons in insular possession of the U.S...
v0
January 1904Chinese Minister at Washington &nounced the Treaty of 1894.

rn. Act of April 2.7,

1904

(33 Stat:428):

(1) When China abrogated the Treaty of 1894, U.S. Congress exterded all Chinese
exclusion laws without any further limitation in tinie. Thus the exclusion of Chinese laborers became a permanent one (until its repeal 39 years later on December.
17.1943);

(2) Made such laws applicable to the island territory of U.S.;
(3) Prohibited immigration of Chinese laborers from such island territory to mainland U.S.
7. Laws affecting U.S. Citizens of Chinese Ancestry:

a. Act of iyzi (57 Stat. &I) :
(1) Alien wires of American citizens, irrespective of race, no forq.,;er acquired U.S.
citizenship by fact of marriage;

(i) Prior to this enactment, many alien Chinese women ent rcd U.S. as American
(t) Provision for national origins immigration quota syste
pecifically for European
citizens (1,943 fron; 1917 to 1924).
Immigration Act of May 26, 1924 (43 Stat. t 53):

countries. (Chinese laborers were barred from admission under the Chinese Excl...sion Acts, Japanese. laborers under the Gentlemen's Agreement of 1907, Korean
anc, Jaunese laborers under the President's proclarnation of March,14, 1907, other

Asia...es under the "barred zone" provision of the Immigration Aet of February
5, 19r-)....
(2) Alien: ineligible to citizenship not admissible to the U,S., (Primarily against the
Japanese aliens.)
(a) 17 Chang Chan et al v. John D. Nagle.(268 U.S. 346), the U.S. Supreme Court
cn May 25, 1925, dedared that section 13 (c) of ihe Immigration Law.of May
1924, excludes Chinese alien wives of American citizens. (Chinese Were
:Iarred from naturalization under the first Chinese Exclusion Act of i881.)

(h' It thus revoked the right of U.S. citizens fo.Chinese ancestry ro bring their
foreign-born Chinese wives and children into the U.S. number of wives so
admitted averaged 15o per year from 1906 to 1924:
(c) On the same date, the U.S. Supreme Court decided that alien Chinese wives
and minor children of domiciled alien Chinese merchants may enter U.S. for
permanent residence as non-quota immigrants. (Chan Sum Shce er al v. Nagle,
69 L cd 640).
C.

Act Of lune 13 1930 (46 Stat. 581):

(t) Provided for admission to Chinese wives who were married to U.S. citizens of
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Chinese ancestry prior Jo May :6, 1924, the date of the enactment of the Immigra-

tion Net of 1914;
Number so admitted was alunit on per year from 1921 to 1941. (None admitted
hetween '92; and 19;() due to Immigration Act of 1924.1

Loss.of US. Citize»shipby marriqge to allin-ineli3Oble to citizenship:

d.

(I) An wrican born woman loses lwr U.S. eitizenslnp upon marriage to) person ineligible
for citizenship ((hinese, J.fpanese, and other Asiatics). (2 Amer. Jur. 56o. Aliens,
Sec. IRO;
(2) This was later rectified bv law for non-Asiatic synnen who enuld regain her U.S.
citizenship (Chinese. Japanese, and other Asiatics). ( 2 Amer. Jur. 5(o, .Aliens See. t85);,
c.

Child born abroad of a father who is a US. eiti.zen:
(1)

Under certain circumstances, 3 child born ahroa'd of a father who is a U.S. citizen,
citizenship ( in Stat. (44-0+55, and _others). Such a child
admissible to the U.S. As 3 citizen;

inherits his father
12/

/I;

Numerous Chinese aliens were uhuitted under this provision surreptitiously.
Following the San Francisco carthquiikc and fire when official records were destroyed, quite a fesy Chinese chimed themselves to have been horn in San Francisci). Such a Chinese would return to Ii wife M China, father a son -1.iiho 4as
subsequ'ently admitted to the U.S. as derivative citizen. Later, among sonic, a
system was devel(Oped whereby the father claimed extra "sOns," thus creating a
slot which was available for sale to those who wanted a piungster admitted to
the US, Such son.s were known as "paper sons.-

( ;)

Between July I, 1920 and June to, 194o, 71,004n (.hinese persons were admitted as
U.S. citizens. (The number (if Chinese aliens admitted the same peri9ii was only
(56,o m. which included re-entries).
(4) Ati the result of Consul G:lieral Drmnright's "Report on the Problems of Fraud
in Hong Kong (19;;) regarding "paper s-ms- and of the eorwerted efforts of the
.Atneriean Consnlate in I long Nong and the Iminigruion ;ind Naturalization Service in the C.S., strbstantial number
Chinese gave "confession" of their
true identity. From4potioinnately 195n
1969, the-San Francisco District Office
of the Immigration ;end NatUralization.Service had obtained 13,0on such confessions,
vith :m averagc if co per yvar.
oonsiderable number of them s'ere later permitted to adjusr the. tams
t' at of permanent residents and eventually apply

for naturalization.
8.

Repeal of the Chinese Exclusum Acts

December 13, 1943:

President ErAthn_D. Roosevelt signed the "Act to Repeal the Chinese Erichision Acts,
to Estabhsh Quotas, and for Other Purpose on December it, 194; (57 Stat. 6on-11:
a. Repealed past acts rdating
ex.clusion and deportation Of Chinese ;diens;
b. permits ChMese aliens in.die U.S7 to appl.; for naturaliz.ation;

c.° Provides ftr admission of in; Chinese per year, with preference of up to 75% of
the quota given to those horn and residing in China;
d. Restrictions:

(1)
g.

Generally, an alien's quota is chargeable to his cmintrv of birth. However, a
Chinese person must be clixrged to the Chinese quota oi los. irrespective of his

country of birth:
(2) Immigration regulations .defined "Chinese person" as those who are "as much
as one-half Chinese blood . . ,
e.g.. a person wlui is half English and half

Chinese, born in England, is Chinese. and thus is charged to the Chinese quota
bf loc. and nor to. that of England;
(3) Chinese wives and children of American citizens, unlike others, were chargeable
to tlie Chinese quota of inc. (European wives and children of American.citizens .
were admitted on mm-quota basis).
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.

a.

Laws.atlecting /WM/WS III
,trined.tritces,
Public Law 162 of June 24, 1935 (49 Stat. (Part 1) 397):
( I) Several hundred ahen veterans of Asiatic ancestry, including Chinese, who served

in the U.S. arnted forces during World Var I. were granted the right to apply
for U.S. citizenship throiigh mauralization.
1945 (59 Stat. 659) ( Public Law 271):
Var Brides Act of .December
Facilitated the admission of foreign-born spouses married to members of the U.S.
armed forces during Vorld War II;
.(2) Public Law 21; of fuly :2, /947 :Ifficoded the Var Brides Act by extending: the
sante benefits tO alien spouses ineligible to citizenship if, they were married to U.S.
eitiz.ens before or within thirty days :titer the passage of the`Yet;
35 war brides, 327 war grooms, and 4.537
(3) lkiring its threeyear operation.
children were admitted. Approximately 6,0oo of them were Chinese women.
c. G. 1. Financees Act ot lune 29, 046 (oo Stat. 119):
Facilitated the admission of foreign-btu-It fiancees engaged to mentbers of the
U.S. arum! forces. More than 8,ouo ahen fiancees and fiances were admitted between 1947 and 1949. Only 91 of them were Chinese.
d. Act of Ailgils1 19, 19to (64 Stilt. 464; 64 Stg. 6):
(1) Made spouses aild minor children of niembers of the U.S. armed forces, regardless
of the alien's race, eligible for non-quota imntigrant status if marriage occurred
prior to Ntarch 19, 1952. Bencfitted mainly aliens of Japanese and Korean ancestry.
to. Act of August 9, isy5 (60 Stat. 975):
lit correct the inequity of the 1943 Itelvtl of the ClUnesL, Lxclusion Acts, Chjnese
alien wives and children of American citizens were placed on non-qUota basis, and
thus iir,t chargeable to the Chinese quota of 105 per year.
Tbe bilmigration and Nationality Act of /93: (66 Stat. 163):
(Known as the NValter-MeCarran Act)
a. Made all races eligible for naturalizalion. (earlier, tile Chinese were given this privilege in 1943, and the aliens of India and the Phittppine Islands in 1946).
b. Elimingted race as a bar to immigration. Most Asiatic countries Were given the maximum qu( ta of too per year;
However, the quotas for Asiatics were extremely hmited, due to the principle of the
national origins quota'and the new Asia-Pacific Thank.' quota provisions.
An alien of at lAist fifty per cent Asian ancestry was chargeable to his country of ancestry, or the Asia-Pacific Trisugle in general, regardless of where he was born or lived;
Status of Chinese aliens remained unchanged.
12. Laws aff eiting Displaced Persons, Refugees, Escapees,
for wbicl, were included as beneficiary:
BetWeen 194S and 1959, several emergency and temporary laws were enacted to:
t) permit 3 certain number aml types of displaced persons, refugees, orphans, and
relatives to be admitted to the U.S.: 21 grant non-(1uota status to certain aliens who
have been waiting for a quota titnn1J..r for many years; and 3) allow for adjustment
of status to that of permanent ii sident for students, visitors, skilled aliens, who were
not able to return to their own country for fear of persecution.
a. Displaced Persoris Act of 948 (ail, of June 25, 94S; 62 Stat. 1009). (amended and
extended to June 30, 1954):
The Chinese Communist occultation of mainland Chnta, before the end of 1949
had ninde a number of-Chinese temporarily in the U.S. eligible for adjustment of
status to that of permanent resident on the basis that they were unable to return
to their country of birth, residence...or nalional origin because of fear of persecution on account of race, religion, or political opinion.,
( ) A total of 3,465 "displaced" Chinese students, visitors, seamen, and others had
It.

(
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their temporary status in the U.S. adjusted to thar''Ofpermallent resident.
b. Refu,gee Act of 19f; (August 7, 1953; Stat. 400; expired' December 31, (956).:.

(1) Allotted a total of 2,000 visas to Chinese whose passport had been endorsed by

the Chinese Nationalist Government or its authorized representatives;
(2) Chinese persons included in the category of 3,000 visas issued to refugees front the

far East (Asia);
(3) Adjustment of status to that Of permanent resident for those alien temporarily in

the4J.S. w.ho is unable to return to the country of his birch, nationality, or last
residence because of fcar of persecution on account of race, religion or political
opinion. A majority of those who had
adjusted were .Chinese born
in China.

c. Refugee Escapee Act of Septes;;>77, 1957 (71 Stat. 639; Public Law 85-316):
. (1) Adjustment of status for skilled aliens in Elie U.S. who are beneficiaries of an,
apProved first preference petition filed before September 11, 1957. an:d who were
admitted to the U1S. temporarily July I, 1957. If his spouse and children were also
in the U.S. on July 1, 1957, they were able to have their status adjusted likewise.
Approximately 815 Chinese skilled aliens and their spouse and children had their
status adjusted;
(2). Non-quota status granted to immigrants abroad for whom first, second, and third
preference quota status had been approved prior to July t, 1957. (ist pref.: skilled
aliens; 2nd prcf.: alien parents of. U.S. citizens; 3rd pref.: spouses and children
of aliens lawfuly admitted forApermanent residence).
(3) Suspension of deportation for one who had obtained visas or documentation by
fraud or misrepresentation, or if he is the spouse, parent, or child of a U.S. citizen
Or permanent residentkeien. It benetiited those Chinese who had confessed to the
immigration authorities of being a "paper son" under the "slot system."
d. Act of September tz, 1959 (Public Law 86-363):
(1) Non-quota status granted to second, third, fourth preference.alvs who were on

quota waiting list prior to December 31, 1953 and whose p&Itions had been

,.

approved prior to January 1, 1959. (The 115 persons from China who were thus
admitted had already waited at least six years for a visa).
I3. Hong Kongrefugees paroled into U.S. May, 1962, to the end of 4965:
a. Asi a humanitarian gcsttire, President John E Kennedy signed the Presidential Direcrive on May 23, 1962 permitting some Hong Kong refugees to enter the U.S. immediately as parolees. This provision terminated at the end of 1965;
b. As of June 30, 1967: 15,111 were so admitted. Most of them had been on the waiting14,
list for quota,,Lisas for a number of years.
c. Under PL 9(9-226, they were permitted- tit.adjust their status to that of permanent
residents after a two-year residence. By the end of 1966 fiscal year, 9,126 of them
were accorded this status.
',1/4.12
14. The Act of October 3,1965 (79 Jrat. 911):
a. Major purpose of this enactment was to abolish the national origins immigration quota
system on and after July I, 1968;
b. The Asia-Pacific Triangle provisions were repealed immediately;
c. During the interim period, July 1, 1965, to June 30, 1968, unused Onion of sit),
country's quota was placed in a pool from which visas were issued to qualifiedViens
from countries in which quota was oversubscribed.
.

.

(1) An estinvte.of 6,000 Chinese were admitted under this provision betWeelf January,
1966, and October, 1966.

d. As of July 1, 1968. each independent country outside of the Western Hemisphere is
granted a quota of up to ao,000 per year,.
(1) A Chinese is.no longer restricted to the Chinese quota of 105 per year, irrespective
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' of place of birth. I le is now charged to such country's quota of 10,o0o per year
if he were hnrn in that country.

e. The quota of a colour or dependent area outside of the Western Hemisphere is

,

chargeable to the quota of its mother country, not to exceed i',1e of the latter's quota
number;

(1) A person born in the colony of Hong Kong has his quota chargeableto that of'
Grcat Britain.
f.

Abolition of national origins system and Asia-Pacific Mangle provisions brought
change in number of immigrants admitted from Asian countries: (1) Years ended June ;0, 1971, and 1965;

lif Number

Country of birth:
China (includes Taiwan)

Hong Kong
India
Japan
Korea
Philippines

Percent

19,1

1965

14,417
3,205

4,057
712

.14,310.
4,457

Change:

+

'

28471

350.1

-1-

3,I130

+

2358.8
40.2

2,165
3,130

,.._..--...-+-

56°4

582

14,297

2554

-1-

+

,

Oo9.6

(From: top Annual Report, Immigration and Naturalization Service)
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SAN FRANCISCO LIBRARY -AND THE
CHINESE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
By
GLADYS C. HANSEN

The San Francisco Public Library occupies the block bounded by Larkin,
Fulton, McAllister and Hyde Streets. The building is a three-story granite
strutture in the Italian Renaissance style, an imposing monument to learning
but inefficient and not easily adaptable to modern techniques of librarianship..
The Main Library building is suppiemented by 6 branches located throughout thp city, a business library downtown, and a book-mobile and mediamobile.
San Francisco's.first public library was a reading room opened in 1878. The
founding Board of Trustees boasted among its 11 members Andrew S. Hallidie,
developer of the cable car, and economist Henry George. 'With an appropria-

tion of $4,000 from the Board of Supervisors, the trustees bought 6,000
books, installed them in a rented hall, and invited the public to conic and
read, but notito borrow, them. When books were first circulated in 1881,
about 10,500 persons held library cards. The number of patrons has tripled
and the book collection had grown to 1.4o,cloo volumes by 1906, when earthquake and fire totally destroyed the-wing of City Hall which had housed the

library since 1888. Abou't 25,00o volumes were returned after the disaster
from homes and branches, and the library continued 'operations in tempOrary
The present bui,ding Was an elegant addition to the Civic .Center when it
was dedicated Febrw7y 15, 1917. It was designed by architect George W.
Kelham, who selected the Italian Renaissance style as "seeming best to repre, sent. the scholarly atmosphere which a library 'should attempt to convey."
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Of the $1,152,000 expended for Construction and equipment, $375,000 was

contributed by Andrew Carnegie, who contribated a like amoUnt for the
construction of bmnch libraries.
The building exterior is granite; across its faeade arc carved tile words,
"May this structure, throned on imperishable books, be maintained and cher-

ished from generation to generation for the improvement and delight of
mankind.7

The San Francisco Archives and History Room is lOcated on the third
floor. Here you will find a collection of-Chinese Materials, which I am extremely proud of, and, one which I have thorouthly enjoyed ,assembling.
In 1963, we at the Public Library bepn a program to further develop the
libraries' existing Collection of bOo.ks and ephemeral materials relating to the
study of the Chinese in .California'. All of this was in ariticipation of new
interest to researcbChinese history among scholars and students, mainly due
to the formation of the Chinese Historical Society.
At 'that time, considerable hook references were available in the library's
file, actually more than enough, to. adequately handle our every day requests,
for information on California's Chinese. However, we wanted to include in
a forthcoming bibliography, some new information, and began searching out
additional materials.
The 126 titles listed below was presented to the public in an attractive red
cover with Chinese lettering. We circulated hundreds of. these and even today
I occasionally see one still in USC.
Alley, B. F., compiler. A History of 711olumne Count y,California. San Francisco:
B. F. ABeY, 1882- ( .9794 A431: 2 )

Anthony Charles Volnev. Fifty Years of Alethodism. A History of the Methodist kpiscopal Church within the bounds of the California annual conference front
1847 to 1897. San Franciscq: Published by the Methodist Book Concern, i9o1.
(979.4 An86f)
Bamford, °Alary E. Angel Island. The Ellis Island of the IVest. Chicago: The
Woman's American Baptist I-Jome Mission Society, 1917. ( 325.252B219a)
Bamford, Mary E. Ti: Story of San Francisco's Chinatown. Chicago: David C.
Cook, 1899. (*81o.11 B219t)

Bancroft, .Hubert Howe. Retrospection Political and Personal. New York: Bancro.ft Company, 1912. (979.4 I322.1r)
Bates, Mrs. D. B. Incidents on Land and ,Water. Boston: James French & Company, 1857. (917.94 B318i)
Bode, William Walter. Lights and Shadows of Chinatown. San Francisco: H. S.
Crocker, 1896. (,*917.9461 13631L)
Boggs, Mac Helene Bacon. My Playhouse was a Concord Stage. Oakland, 'Cali-

fornia: Howell-North, 1942. (f979.4 B634m)
Bowles, Samuel. Our New West. Records of travel between the Mississippi River
and the Pacific Ocean. Over the plains over the Mountains ... to and up and down
the Pacific Coast. With details .
of the life of Moribuns, Indians, and Chinese.
Hartford, Connecticut: Hartford Publishing Company, 1869. ( 917.9 B68io)
Brace, Charles Loring. The New West: or, California in 1867-1868. New York:
.

.

G. P Putnam's Son, 1869. (*A:m.94 B722)
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Buchanan, Ralph Earle. (

/Li Eat Choy, or Happy Nel:. Year ,73. Celebrated
rancisco's Chinatown. San Francisco: C.B.S. Radio
Inc., California, March 30, 1956. ( ;94.1 138CT)

Now and Aforetime in Sar

California. St.lte Board of Cunt a )1, Californi:1 and the Oriental: Japanese, Chinese

anti Hindus. Report of State Board of Coiurol of California to Gov. Wm. D.
Stephens. June 19, 19:0. Sac ratiictito: State Printing Office, io.m. (3z5.251 C121)
California. Stat e Board of ( ;on t rol. California and the Oriental: Japanese, Chinese

and Hindus. Report of State Bwrd of Control of California to Gov.. 1Vm. D.
Stephens. June 19, t9zo. Rev. to January 1, 193.3. Sacramento: California State
Printing Office,
(;:.5.251
(Cary, Thomas G.) The Vigilance Committee of 1851. The Chinese in Caliornia. - Clipper Ships.and the China Trade. od. (979.4 C259v
Caughev, John 11alton. Gold is the Cornerstone. Berkeley, California: University
of California Press, 1948. (979.4 C31g)
Chan, Mrs. Ida
Visiting in Chinatown. Women's Home Missionary Society,
Methodist Episcopal Church, t so Fit th A Yen

NON York City. (_917.9461 G358c)

Chinatown Declared a Nuisance! Reports by Anti-Chinesc council, WPC. San
Francisco: The Committee, 1880. (979.461 C441
Ninese and Japanese in America. American Academy of Political and Social
Science, Philadelphia: 191)9. ( 335.231 Arn35)

'Chinese Immigration. The SoCial, :Moral and Political Effect of Chinese Immigration. Tcstimony taken before a cominkree of the Senate of, the State of California, appointed April 3, 1876, Sacramento: State Printing Office, 1876. (*979.4
C1-271)

Chinese Immigration. Its Social, Moial and Political Effect. RePort to the California State Senate of its Special Contmittee on Chinese Immigration. Sacramento:
1878. (979.4 C1271c)
Chia-Ping. Chinese Labor in California, 18ro-188otri Economic Study. Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin for the Dept. of History, University of
Wisconsin, 1963. (325.:51 C449c)

Cleland, Robert Glass. California in Our Time. 1900-190. New York: Knopf,
1947. (.979.4 C589ca)

Cleland, Robert Glass. From IVilderness to Empire. New York: Knopf,

1944.

(1'979.4 C589f)

Coleman, Eli7abeth. Chinatown U.S.A. NeW York: John Day, 1946. (325.73

C71c)

Condition of the Chinese Quarter. (incl. map) San Francisco Municipal Report,
1884-1885. ( '325.73 Sa53c)
Cone, Marv. Two Years in California. Chicago: S. C. Griggs and Company, 1876.
(6917.94 C756)
Cross, Ira B. Fra>k°Roney Irish Rebel and California Labor Leader. Berkelev,
California: University of California Press, 193 I. (*13 R6687)

Conwell, Russell FL Irby and How. Why the Chinese Emigrate, and the Aians
They Adopt for the Purpose of Reaching America. Boston: Lee & Shepard, 1877.
4(6979-4 C76.)

Coolidge, Mary R. Chinese Immigration. New York: H0k. 1909. (.325.251 C77)

Cowan, Robeit Ernest. Bibliography of the Chinese Question in the United
States. San Francisco: 'A.M. Robertson, 1909. (16.3.352 C83)
Dall, Caroline H. My First Holiday; or, Letters Home. Boston: Roberts Brothers,
t88i. (1'917.94 D16)

Dana Julian. The Sacramento River of Gold. New York: Farrar & Rhiriehart,
1939. (*979.4 D192s)
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Davis, Willi= Heath. Seventy-five Fears in Calitornia. San Francisco: John
Howell, 1919., (1'979.4 D199s)

Davis, William Heath. Sixty Years in California. A history of events and life, in
California; personal, political. and military. San Francisco: A. J. I.cary, 1889. ( *979.4
13299)

Davis, Winfield, J. History of Political Corm:ntions in California, 1849-1892.
Sacramento: 1893. ( *329 1)19)
-

De Quille, Dan. History of the Big Bonanza. Hartford, Connecticut: American
Publishing Company, 1876. ("979.3 W937b)

Dillon, Richard H. The Hatchet Men; the Story of the Ihng Wzrs in San Francisco's Chinatown. New York: Coward-McCann, 1961. (*979.461 D587h)
Dobie, Charles Caldwell. San Frani-ocu's Chinatown. New York: Appleton, 1936.
( '9.17.946 D653 )

Dresslcf, Albert, ed. California Chinese Chatter. San Francisco: 1917. (*917.9:33

D817e)

Eldredge, Zoeth Skinner. History of California. New York: The Century History
Company, ca. 1915. ( '979.4 EL.,14)

Elstob, Winston. Chinatown, a Legend of Old Cannery Row. Orinda, Calif.:
Condor's Sky Press, 1965. ( *979.476 EL79c)

Fang, John T Chinatown Handy Guide, San Francisco. San Francisco: printed
by Chinese Publishing House, 1959. ("917.9461 Fn4c)
Farish, Thomas Edwin. The Gold Hunters of California. Chicago: M. A. Donohue & Company, 1904. ( "979.4 F.2177g)

Farwell, Willard B. The Chinese at floMe.ond Abroad. San Francisco: Bancroft,
1885!

979.4 F254)

Fisher, .Walter M. The Californians. I..on.clon: MacMillan & Company, 1876.
(.917.94 F539)
Fong Wan Company. Herb Lore.,-San Francisco: Fong Wan Company, 1950.
(1'615.3 F73111:7)

Genthe,sArnold., /Is I Remember. New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, 1936. (13

G189)

Gibson, Rev. 0: Chinese in America. Cincinnati: Hitchcock and Walden, 1877.
(1'917.946i G358c)

Hanna, Phil Towsend. California Through Four Centuries. New York: Farrar &
RhinehartInc., 1935. ("979.4 F1195c-r

Harris,ry. California's Medical Story. San Francisco: Grabhorn Press, 1931.
("979.4 Hi41c)
Healy, Patrick Joseph. Some Reasons Why an Exclusioe Act _Should Not be
Passed. San Francisco: 1902. (325.251 H349so)
Healy, Patrick & Ng Poon Chew.',1 Statement for Non-exclusion. San Francisco:
1905. (`3z54151 H349s)

Helms, Ludvig Verner. Pioneering in4the Far East, and Journeys to California

in 1849. London: W H. Allen & Company, 1882. (1'910.4* H369)

Hittell, John S. A History of the City of San Francisco and Incidentally of the
State of California. San Francisco: A. L. Bancroft & Company, 1878. (*979.461
H638)
Hittell, Theodore H. History of California. San Francisco: N. J. Stone & Company, 1886-1897. ( .979.4 H638)

Fioy, William. The Chinese Six Companies. Chinese Consolidated Benevolent

Association, 1941, (*325.251 H851c)

Hunt, Rockwell D. California the Golden. New York: Silver, Burdett & Company, 1911. (.9794 H914)
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Prwice of Ca liforni,i Pioneers. Caldwell, Idaho:
Hunt, Rockwc
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Stailford University
Press, 1949. ('B St48i)
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Kerr, J. (;. The Chinese Question Analyzed. A lecture delivered in the hall of
the Young Nlen's Christian Association, Nov. 13,, 1877. San Francisco: 1877.
(1'325.251 (4411,)

Kirchhoff, Theodor. Californische Kulturbilder. (:assel, Theodor Fischer, 1886.

('9i7.94 k633c)

Kothe, Leonore. Original Pencil Sketches of S,rn Francisco's Chinatown. n.d.
31 mounted plates. (917.94(11 K848)
Lantis, David W California: Land of (.'ontrast. Belmont, California: Wadsworth
Pub. Co., 196). ( '917.94 1.295e)
Lavres, Prof. .Nugustus. Both Sides of the Chinese Question, or Critical Analysis
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Lee, Rose I loin. Chinese in United States. London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1964.
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Lee, Samuel I). (comp.) San Francisco's Chinatown; History, Function and
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Council, 1940, ( ;2.5.251 11.510
Leong, Gin- Yon. Chinatown Inside Out. New York: Barrows, 1936. (325.251
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1,55c)

Lester, John Frastus. The Atlantic to the Pacific. London: Longmans, Green,
and Co., 1873. ( )I 7.94 L567)
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McClellan, R. Guy. The Golden State. Atlanta, Georgia: Flint & Comriany, 1874.
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McKenzie, R. I). Oriental Exclusion. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1928.
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Speer, Villiam. China and California; Their Relations, Past and Present. A lee,ture, M conclusion of a 'series in relation to the Chinese people, delivered in the
Stockton Street Presbyterian Church, San Francisco, June :8, I ç San Francisco
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StOdd#dj harlc.s Warren. A Bit of Old China. tian Francisco: A. M. Robertson,
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Co., 1866. (97.9.4 T881)
U. S. Circuit Court (9th circuit). The Invalidity of the "Queue Ordinance" of
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States, for the District of California, in I I() .Nh Kow vs. Matthew Numan, Delivered
July 7th, 1879. San Francivco: J. I.. Rice, )879. ( 32.5-: i Un3i)
U. S. Congress. Joint special connuirte to investigate Chinese immigration. . . .
Report ot the Joint Special C'ornmittee tO Investigate Chinese Immigration. Fb. 27,
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Western Directory Compltw...Cbine.q. Business Directory for California. San
Francisco: I89o-,89i. (.917,94 (A27v.9)
Whitney, James A. Tbe Chinese and the Chinese Question. New York: Thompson and ATIoreau. 1880. (.525.251 C44fp)
Villianss, Albert. A Pioneer Pastorate and Times Embodying,Contemporary
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In .197o, The Chinese in California, A Brief Bibliographic History, was published. Both William F. Heintz and I were delighted to have the opportunity

to put this vOlume together. Significantly, it originated with the Public
Library, a logical source for information and research on the city's Chinatown. For over a century the Chinese in the United States, looked to San
Francisco's Chinatown for aid and direction in affairs ranging from political
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to personal. I lere the records were kept, here the important. decisions formulated. Although the 1906 mthquakc and tire destroyed much archival material on the Chinese and Chinatown a great de31 still exists in personal or family.
collections.

No real attempt was made to gather or collect family holdings of Chinese history until the Chinese I listorical Society was organized. Through
strengthening this organization and diSpelling the heavy residue of fear and
distrust still held by ninny. Chinese of American instinitions, this aspect of
California's history may yet be saved from the destruction which -is inevitable with the passage of time.

Our annotated bibliography was not an attempt to be rlie 'definitive bibliography for it contains only 421 titles. Such a project will require a good
deal more work and years of effort, now that it is apparent how much material
is available. Obviously, this list of books can be expanded many times over,
and will haye to be in searching ma the history of the Chinese in this state.

The Chinese .in California have contributed as much as, if not more than
any other single race in the State's early economic development and played
a strong vital role in the formative staqes of many of California's major industries. Tragically, however, this story has never been told in other than
fragmente(Uorm and the J',hinese-Ainericans now in California have suffered
from this sliglit"on their history. One of our most popular exhibits, and certainly the most colorful one, is
the exhibit we install to bring attentiorito the celebration of the Chinese New
Year. Along with our printed materials we displaS7 some of the very beautiful
vases and clothing belonging to the Chinese I listorieal Society which wy
have stored in the Archives for iust such occasions.
The accuMulation of historical matter profzresses with ever increasing
rapidity, once donors arc aware that their gift is adequately cataloged and
available for use. Therefore, 1 believe the Public Library provided the most
help to the Chinese Historical Society in 1971 when we removed all boxed
paper materials from their headquarters so that wc could sort and classify
it. The actual work was pert'ormed by members of the society who worked
under onr direction. This task took Many months. but eventually two vertical
files were filled.
By transferring the material to the library, the Society did three important
things: i) They made avai4ble to thc public a collection which would not
otherwise be ready for public useIor years.
By putting the initial collection in order it allowed for collecting more material with the knowledge
that it will be put to immediate nse, and eventually be part of the'finest collection of Chinese Californiana assembled in one place. 3) The material is
housed where a trained staff sep:tice it and where study facilities and more
convenient honrs make it available to the public. Unfortunately, at this time
we cannot boast a catalog which describes the Society's holdings for there
is none. However, the contents of these tiles are arranged so that easy retrieval

is assured. This-is done by assigning the material to .broad subject fields or to
geographical areas.
How many of you know that the first person to classify materials.was.the
eminent writer and historian Cheng Ch'iao, Who in the i zth century realized
that no person could .encompass all the written knoWledge or investigate all
the myriad fields of learning, without fi,rsehaving a system of classification.
He once remarked "classifying books is-like conmianding an army. If there cs

a system, no matter how large the number, it will still be under control. If
there is no system, no matter how small the mrnther, all will be confusion.
Classification is not handicapped by greatness of nunabers, but, by lack of
devices.to cope with the situation."
I have quickly reviewed some of the library's contributions to further the
.study of the history of the Chinese in California. We intend to persist in our
search for new materials for this collection, and perhaps some da l. to bring
out an enlarged Chinese biViography to include the hundreds of ncw titles,
now in thc library. In addigcm, we,will continue aid to thc Chinese Historic.
Socicty by maintaining their files and soon...hopefully, to start work on
Society's catalog,
.

Listed beloW arc some bf, the titles of -the slides 4lown during,.mrpresentation.
The Campaign of 1877 Eloquent. Eloquent addii!ss by Dr. Chas. C. ODonnell,
Human Rights and the Powee:of Corporations. On Chinese Importation. (Broadside)

2. Address of Dr. Chas. C. O'
1, fiorn the Balcony, NQ, 22.9 KcarnY Street.
Aug. I, 1873. (Broadside)
3. The Chinese Thug Again Considered. BY.,Dr: Chas. C. ODonnell, No. 807
KearnY. n.d. (Broadside)
4. TO the Honorable President and Senate of the Unitbd States. The Petition of
thc Undersigned ytizens, Resident in thc State of California. Respectfully shows ...

That your petitioners view With, just alarm the:systematic importation and iMmigration of Chinese laborers into the United States; to be eniploycdat at rates
of wages ruinous ro the free labor of our citizens .. J. Mason Chairman, Oct. 5,
.

1871: (Broadside)

5. Sight-Seers Attention! Free Guides Through Chinatown Furnished Patrons
Afternoon and Evening. 1897. (Brwdside)
6. Seeing Chinatown, San Francisco. To visit San Franeisco and not see ChinatoWn with 'our guides would be like going to Europe and not seeing Paris. PeekJudah O. 1908. (Broadside),
7. An Appeal for Justief For the first tnne in the history of man the 'Chinese
residents ol San Francisco appeal to the thinking class of. Americans . . . Signed.
Chinese Residents of San Francisco. Cal. May 24. 1900. (Broadside)
8. Mission To The Chinese in California Rev. 0. Gibson, Superintendent; Appeal
to the Methodist Women on the Pacific 'Coast. Oct. I, 1873. (Broadside),
9. Official Map of "Chinatown" in San Francisco. July 188c.
Map of Chinatown Having A Population of 25,000 Chinese, .10g-ether With
a Key to the Places of Interest. Compiled by H. J. West. 1873',
Patent Concrete, Fire and Burglar-Proof Safes
Broadside poster,
.
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16 x-10 inches; aside from English text at head, the entire broadside is in ,Chinese,
wit11-1 calligraphy by jin Mun. San Francisco, Ca. 1860.

I 2. United States of Amerrca. State of California. Anti-Chinese aonvention. San
Francisco, July 17th, 1870. To Kong Chow, Ning Yeong, Sam Yup, Yun War, and
Hop War, the Six Chinese Companies of San Francisco: Gentlemen, We have the

honor of informing you that on the evening of the t5th of July, 1870, the largest
meeting of the people ever assembled in this Cin- was held in the Mechanics' Pavilion for the purpose of protesting against the further emigration of Chinese to this

Country, the full account of which vou will find in the newspapers of the next
day ... Signed. Temporary President of Anti-Chinese Convention. (printed letter)
13. Circular from Golden City Lodge, No. 190, of San Francisco. To the Officers
Aid Members of the Order of the Knights of St. Crispin, Throughout the United
States and Canada; Greeting. We earnestly call vont- attention to the existing state.
of affairs in the city, and on this coast! For, if ever a grievance existed since the
organization of the Ord, of the Knights of Saint Crispin, (vhat we have to contend against in this city ts a grievaiice of the greatest magnitude and injury to the
Order ar large, if allowed to Continue, viz: the introduction of the Coolie into
our trade ... San Francisco, March icth, 1871.
14. Membership certificate. The Chinese Equal Rights League of America. New
York, Dec..4th, /897. Received of Chin Fook the sum of two dollars on account
of above League for demanding Equality of Rights for Americanized Chinese of
the,United States.
15..Pro Wino Publico. The attention of the toot will he drawn to any and all
promises where Chinese are employed or ALLOWED. Proeern- Owners, Insurance Comphoie,; and Emplovers.may make a note of this whale there is time, and
before the .ftkv
7s of Oppressed Labor thunders at Your door. (signed) 'mot. ri,d.
6. San Francisco Daily Report. Supplement. July, i885. Startling Report of the
Hideous and Disgusting Features in. Chinatown, lyt the Special Committee of the
Board of Supervisors. 16 pages.
£7. ChineSe Theater. Misc. Materials.

a. Platt's Hall. Tuesday, March Aist, 1885 ticket for the play "The,Chinese
Reformer" with Guiv Min.
b. Chinese Theater program. Sept. 1911.
c. Shanghai Theanir, Kearny & na-'17ington Streets, San Frane .co. 191

program.
ig.Thirteenth Census of the United States. Chinese Consular Proclamation..191o.
With a list of the questions to be answered.

19. Notice To Our PatrOns. San Francisco. .iune 1 1917. During the pasr six
months the cost of All materials used in tin: Laundrying of clothes such as soap,
starch and soda has'increased to such an extent that it is impossihle for its to
continue doing Laundry work for our-patrons at our former rates ... Very respectfully, The Chinese Laundries.
f
20... Proceedings of the ,Asiatic Exclusion League. San Francisco. October', t9o8;
October, £910; June, içii.

Comment:. Him Mark Lai, Chinese Historical Society of America
Fmt
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#2 CHINESE ART AND MUSIC IN THE UNITED STATES
Chairman: George M. Williams, California State University, Chico

CONTRIBUTION OF' CHINESE ART
TO FRESNO CULTURE
By
S. MICHAEL OPPER and LILLIE'LEW

I am going to show an4 discuss four representative art ohjects that Mrs. Lew
and I selected from in: ny that were in a Chinese Art Exhibit held in Fresno,
Januaiy 7, 1974. These 'ere selected for authenticity, subject mattter, material and the interesting ways in which their oWners came to possess them and
brought them to Fresno. They represent a sampling of the many collectors
and people interested in Chinese art arid culture in the Central San Joaquin
Valley.
CH.ICKEN-BONE JADE:

Thefirst item I am going to discuss is an art treasure of chicken-bone jade.
Thc magic of jade has captured the imagination and desires of people over
the centuries. A precious stone, due to its limited quantity of quality caliber,
it has innate aesthetic appeal due to its translucency and luster.
Today, one of the most highly prized pieces of jade a collector can have,
according to Chinese antiquarians, is "chicken-bone white." This is the jade
that- thrOugh contact with earth chemicals in tombs has lost its original color
and, due to calcification, hanost its original translucency.
Among the items that were presented at our Art Exhibit was a significant
example of "chicken-bone white" jade, authenticated to be of the Chou
Dynasty (1122-221 B.C.). Of unusual silhouette and largtt'dimensions, it is
7-1/16 in. long, 4-1/16 in. wide, and 5/16 in. thick. Thougb calcified, it still
retains its saft, sensual tactile aspect. The design whorls on the surface create
a sophisticated pattern. Unobtrusive, they are incised in shallow relief with
a minimum of flare, creating a low linear overall design on the surface. Giving

it a feeling of tremendous strength, it is bordered by a geometric pattern
emphasized by a slight undercut. It is crested with exquisite open work that
flows into two facing, undulating, agitated dragons. Current research indicates that it was used as a symbol of rank, probably a breast plate, as the
fineness of the execution of the designs seem to preclude the other possibility
of its being a muSical striking instr ment.
As few pieces of its quality and a are in private collections, it was a major
attraction at our exhibit. It is part o a large collection of jade tht Dr. and
Mrs. Timothy Wong, now*residents
Fresno, have collected over the years.
Dr. Wong was brought up in the.ti e-honored Chinese tradition of strict
disciplir , with an emphasis,on cducatio Born in Shanghai, he lived there till
.

.
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he was eighteen. He look the British exams in Singapore and won a keh,Olar-

ship to a private school in Virginia. Instilled in Or. Wong was theobtigation
to succeed in his role in life. As he stated, "If he failed in his,educatiOn, he
rwas not just shaming himself, but his whole family." Fulfil litigv his family'sexpectations, and proving to be a good scholar, Timothy Wong4: having completed his education, became a professor of medicine before moving to Fresno

to open a private practice.in nidiation-therapy.
Dr. Wong's wife, Evelyn, is an artist and a c'ollector of Asian art. Evelyn
was brought up in an environment devoted to art, scholarship and service.
Her father is a diplomat and her mother is a newspaperwoman in Taiwan.
Dr. Wong is a radiation-therapist and as the practice of. radiation therapy
can prove emotionally draining, Evelyn Wong interested her husband in the
study of Chinese art to relieve the strain of his medical practice.
Caught in the fetvor of what he was doing,he enjoyed researching his new

interest. He has collected many and various types of antiques, but find that
his real interest is jade.

Dr. Wong and Evelyn have spent many hours frequenting antique shops
and out-of-the-way places. It was during one of their trips that they acquired
their "chicken-bone white" jade. He had developed an eXpertise in jade and
was, therefose; able to discern the qualiw of the "chicken-hone" breast plate
and added it to his collection. Evelyn and Timothy Wmg graciously allowed
us to display this priceless treasure in our exhibit.
UREMONIAL BASKET:

The second itenFI will intioduce is a Chinese ceremonial basket. In the
summer, of I73, while searching through the curio and antique shops on
"Cat Street" in Hong Kong, my wife Betty and I were attracted to a box made

of lacquered woven wicker. The proprietor referred to it as a "wedding"
box. He suggested that it had been used about 100 ,'ears ago for weddings.
Attracted by its handsome -traditional shape and its .beouty and quality of
exçcution it greatly impressed us. Realizing that something this beautiful
must be significant, we purchased it. We then .proceeded to.track down any
and all information we cOuld.find that pertained to it and its rise. We found,
minimal material on the usageV the baskets or their perpetuation in Chinese
society. Lillie Lew and I found limited textual material that merely described
the size, shape and dynasty dates. No mention was made of the interesting
iconography or the basket's usage. I suspect that Airs. Lew and I are preparing
the definitfVe work on this subject.
Most of ounbeginning clues Were obtained by talking to grandparents who
remembered seeing the bpxes used and who had Imecdotes aboUt the boxes
that had been related tQ them by their ancestors. We were then able to,go to

textual material on Chinese society and piece the anecdotes and tidbits of
textual materials together. We disc(ivered, as we had suspected, these baskets
are an integral part of Chinese culture and history.

We discovered also that it was a custom unique w Chinese weddings, to
3r
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use portable, utilitarian baskets often called wedding boxes, made of woven
wicker or wood, surfaced with lacquer and embellished with exquisite draw-

ings and designs. Used for the transportation of edibles, money and/or
trousseau items to the family of the bridc:to-be, these containers"Were pro- -duced with a high degree o'f quality by craftsmen of consummate skill. We
were able to identify traditional shapes, techniques and symbols found on the
',..
wedding basket that I am going to discuss.
A large wedding basket, it is made of woven wicker NVnod,- finished
vitlacquer for looks and for protection against termites and other insects,
carved handles and fittings of hammered bronze. It is 151/4" high and 151/4"
round. From the bottom to the top of the handle, it is 22 !,:;" high. The handle,
is attached to each side of the basket with a stylized bronze-bat synibolizing
felicity. decorated with a lotus flower representing purity. In the center of
each bat design is a coin pattern syntholizingwealth. All these symbols are
to help the newlyweds in their marriage.
The large flat-fitted wooden handle that circumscribes the basket exhibits
a carved geometric drci.-.1 in which a swastika, representing infinity, can be
discerned. Cresting nis large wood handle is a small bronze handle bearing
two stylized phruxes, fear double happiness, in a dorsal format repeating
and emphasizing the characters on the lid, reinforcing the wish for successful
Marriage. The portion of the wooden handle running down each side of the
basket is intricately carved with squirrels and grapes which were againsymbols of longevity. Terminating the handle at the base of the basket are.three
. stylized bronze fittings symbolizing the three "manys": many hapPiness,
many years of life and many male.children. This is repeated on both sides.
The central portion Of the handle employs the same forint t on both sides
of the basket; calligraphy at the top followed by four Ta,iist in mortals ini-:
inediatety below, eight inunortals in all.
..
N

.

On one side of the baslc-et, the Chinese characters identify the Young Family
as the original owners of the basket: on the other side the calligraphy indiiates
a date, 1874, the Year of the Dng.

Each immortal s'ymbolizes an attribute for a successful marriage, For example, Fin. i-lsien Ku, the female sage, who assists in home management is
carved in bas-relief holding a lotus blossom.
This basket is a good specimen of the genre. Utilitarian, it remains- ati art
object of distinction. In our exhibit we had a complete 'traditional wedding
scene; the basket was part of- this.setting.
M iNo PLATE:

._,,,---

The third item thiLt-INyould like to show is a fine example of a special type
of sling dish (1368-1.644).'
,
Ming porcelain is orrie of the decorative arts for which the .Ming Dynasty
is note'd. Many neW tgchniques, such as the developthent of thc underglazed

blue which started in the Yuan Dynasty, were furthered in the early Ming
days.

.
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was dUring the later par

f the Mins ynasty zhat illUstranOn on pottery

started to change. The oo A Try.Brm zge co11oe4ionb'f Chinese Ceramics

indiCates that artists began to clude pictorial
.,anecdotal scenes as very popular
decoi.ation qaterial, ,Often relying, lisayiK Wn.contempeirary subject matter
:.for inspiration.The Ming Dish I-am going to discds4ccame the possession of Mr. and Mrs.
.. William Charig, proprietors of a Chinese restaurant in Fresno. Second generation American, William is the grandson of .Hi Loy Chang, one of the original
Chinese pioneers in our N.-alley.
NVilliam Chang and his wife Florence have always been interested in Chinese
.

.

art and enjoyed living with it. Their restaurant has huge wood, carvings oh
thc walls that once belonged to his wife's family. Carved in deep bas-relief,
then gilde, they are striking and set an immediate atmosphere for art appreciation.
,The Changs arc friendly, warm people and this atmosphere permeates their
establishment. It was this same warmth and friendliness that eventually made
thcm the owners of an exciting Ming Dish.
William Chang's first business venture was a service station, where he met
Aol, Jones, another service station owner. With similar interests, they became
good friends. After:William sold his service station, the Changs and Florence's
sister opened a Chinese restaurant. Bob and his wife would visit the Changs
and cat at their restaurant frequently.
After Bob died, his wife. Helen remained good friends with ANTilliam and
Fliirence and they continued to visit each other: Helen would tell the Changs
about a Ming Dish.that they had inherited from .her mother who had lived in
Santa I3arbara. In talking about it she told the Changs she was going to leave
it to them in hcr will. Later Helen became ill and bedridden. With true compassion. William and Florence made syccial efforts to visit her often, particularly at holiday times and cook her Chinese food that she enjoyed. They
remained close friends until her death. Much to their surprise, as they hadnever seen the plate and didn't know that it actually existed, they found themselves the inheritors of a beautiful Ming dish.
The plate was brought to our attention when a friend, Mr. King, invited
kis to join him for dinner at the Chang's restaurant where William kept the

.
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Ming Dish in his safe. Mr. King's brother, John, had seen the dish befor6 and
was eager for us fo sce it.
Approximately 14" round, it is shallow in depth and has a crackd glaze.
The.center contains.a scene that is suggestive of old-fashioned jostling bouts.

The rim is brown with geometric designs in ancient Chinesc motifs. Deep
green "serrated" foliage in the left rcar and front fkregiround create a space
in which the actionproceeds.
Animated figures tin horseback and foot, flying banners, and two forceful
looking men in the front foreground arc arranged in a circular design. On
the extreme left.and right arc dignitaries standing with their banners watching the scene, their cycs'forcing your eyes to the sccnc they arc watching.
The white horse on the left and the gaily decorated horse on the right, cach
have one foot lifted, thereby adding to the feeling of motion:
Thc flowing banners extending from slanted staffs create diagonal thrustS,
producing a canopy effect under which the action is taking place. Sincc .
the glazes, and composition arc unique to the Ming Dynasty, our task of
authenticating was not a difficult one. This plateedid not appear in our exhibit,
but was a result of it, and is parr of our ongoing research.
-4'

TANG cANIEL:

The final'object I would like to show you is a Yang Camel. The Tang
Dynasty (618-9o9 A.D.) Was a cosmopolitan one that produc-ed a varied and
prolific ammint of luxurious arts, amonu which were an outstanding amount

se figurines cnconipassed all forms of
of burial figurines (ining-ch'i).
secular subjects: animals, humans, dishes, furnitures, etc., the phrposc of
ming ch'i was to bc installed in t owner's tomb upon his demise as sub.

stitute possessions.
.Nlany of these figurines have come to light through excavations in.China.
.-ess the vigor and
Realistic horses and camels arc most predominant, and
energy of the T'ang Dynasty aesthetic. Done with consummate skill, pieces

of up tO three feet in height wcrc fired successfully. Thc majority of the
figurines.are richly colored lead-glazed earthenware.
It was with great pride that we were able to presenuan authenticated T'ang
Camel as a prominent feature in our Art Exhibit. Its arrival.in. Fresno was
due entirely to the mental acquisitiveness of one man, Peter Brown..
Born in Visalia, California, Peter is an artist of considerable reputation. His

work has,1on displayed from New York to California 'and .hc enjoys the
a of having many onc-man shows; and of having much of his work
(Win
places.

has snidied.at the College of die Sequoias, Vienna and Austria,
s to study and work in New York and in Europe. It Was while
on studol 1-1-rn in New York in 1956 that he discovered a statue of a camel.
Ins Wife Rose were decorating their rented apartment in New
Pete
Thrk. Peter wc:rit out to purchase curtain rods. Unable to obtain them in the
rô

;s
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normal places due to their odd size, i/vent to an upholstery shv near 74th
Street in New York. The owner 4might he might be able to faaicate them.
They went into the rear of the shop to see if he had .any useable .niaterial
available. Brown spied a pile of debris on a high shelf that seemed to alsO
contain some glazed ceramic fragments that looked like parts of an animal's
belly.

Intrigued by the shrads, he asked the owner if he wanted to sell the pieces

so that he might put them together. There was something about the fragments that kept drawing him to them. The proprietor told him that one day
he would get them down and for him to stop in again sometime in the future.

Peter eventually got his curtain rods and made several trips back to the
second-hand store to inquire about the glazed pieces of ceramic. On his fourth
visit, the upholstcror had gotten the fragments down and had them laid out

on a work bench. There were four pieces. Most of them were still covered
with dry tomb scum. The Fresno man asked the cost and the price Was set
at $3:oo.

4T he purchase was made on Friday 13, 1956. While trying to clean them at
home, .Peter had a growing suspicion that his purchase was more valuable
than he .at first suspected. To confirM his suspicion that he had an antique
of value, the artist took the four fragments to C. T. Loo CornpanY Of New
YOrk, a respected cOnnoisseur dealer in Chinese En. Here the authenticity of
the.camel pieces was established. His suspicionsTsupported he noW owned
a T'angatnel. He was 'informed thht only one craftsman in New /YOrk was
able to do the fine work required for repairing the camel. This man worked
for the Museum of Natural History.'When approached, he happilfr accepted
the task of restoration.
When the artist picked up the repaired camel, the restorer pointed out that
the kiln stand opening in the rear was one indication to its age. ;He had a`ISo
!

cleaned the tomb scum off to reveal the beauty of the glaze,'againfauthcnticat--.
'ing its age (11369-1357 years old). Now the camel was intact: 15f1/2" from the

bottoM tO the top of his head,.11" from rump to chest, and 7' long in the
legs. Its head oscillated gracefully on a 9" neck; it commanded the space
it'occupied by its sheer presence.
The camel stands on four legs and- stretches up from th chest to tl muzzle
in a serpentine movement arresting the viewer's vision vi
slow grace.
Potential energy and vitality emanate from its very being.

On the terra cotta body, the glaze has a N:ibrancy created by its flowing
transparent rhythm that follows the stance. Particularly noticeable is the
,flow of opaque white glaze down the neck moving swiftly to ithe side of the
chest juncture, and then swiftly floWing down the leg. Over part of this flows
a transparent yellow-brownish thin glaze, in parts acting almoSt as a graining.
In other areas, as in the white of the neck, a thin arabesque line .followS the
natural curvature of the body enhancing its sculptural power. The saddle is
splashed with a complifientary transparent green mingling With the white
,
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and brown-areas, -ad.ding subtle vibrant color which activates the contained
space in the saddle arca. In totality, full-bodied, aristocratic, animated, graceful and expressive; the figurine provides one.with asvignette of the high style
of T'ang art.
An artist's eye.for color, and his innate-sensitivity.to the quality of a bit of
glazed fragment that caught his eye plus perseverance until he finally got
possession of the broken pieces were the fortunate circumstances that
brought a Tang Camel to Fresno. In.our Art Show it was placed on a high.
pedestal in the center of the main room where its power and dignity commanded attention.
-nese were just four examples out of many Chinese art artifactS of high
quality that we have discovered in,the Fresno arca. We will continue researching, compiling, and authentieating the data and, because of the strong interest
shown in our work by the commUnity, we are collecting .the material for.
publication.

THE CANTONESE OPERA:
A CHAPTER IN CHINESE-AMERICAN HISTORY
.

13;
"RONALD RIDDLE

One of the unfortunate anomalies of Far Eastern studies in America is the
focUs by scholars and universities on the language and culture of North China,

almost to the exclusion of other regional traditions. Although such a focus
finds justification in variou, ways, it results in such studies being of very
d help with respect to understanding the traditions of America's own
se population, which of course is primarily South Chinese by birth or
ancestry. To cite perhIps the most obvious example of s\uch academic onesidedness, one can study. Mandarin Chinese at any number of American colleges and universities, but courses in 42e Cantones dialect arc lmost noneexistent. Hence the diligent student can eventually learn to converse in the
official tongue of Peking or Taipei but is at a linguistic loss when it comes to
communicating in Chinese within his own country.
A related and similarly u 6t te result of our North China fixation is
a continuing ignorance of t e iusical and dramatic traditions of the southern
provinces. One of the .11 ( prominent of such traditions is that of the Cantonese opeca, an art
m of great splendor and cultivation which is enjoyed
by cou
ns\sof Chinese around the world but which Western scholarshi
'riitua'lly untouched. Aside froN a few isolated academic
type
(here,
is not a single book-length study on this subject in a
\ Wes
nguage. Indeed, Cantonese opera is scarcely mentioned in those
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works which do purport to explain the history and varieties of Chinese
music-drama but actUally deVote the, bulk of their attention to the Peking
opera of the North, which in turn haS provided the -principal stylistic foundation for modern-day opera in the People's kepublic.
In recent years, an elementary understanding of the Peking opera has been
relatfirely easy to come by, 'as books, articles, eduCational films, and courses

in ethnomusicology have helped to explain and publicize the. form. Even
more ubiquitous of late arc the printed materials, performances, and media
coverage of the newer styles of Mainland China. But the traditional Cantonese opera has remained largely a..mysterv, not just to non-Chinese but
even to many who speak the Cantonese dialecr. Younger Chinese-Americans
specially tend to feel that Cantonese opera is purely .a thing of the past, kept
alive only in their elders' memories and in the inner sanctums of music clubs.

That Cantonese opera is so little understood in the \Vestand eskcially
in Americais both sad and ironic, since it was performed publically and incessantly for nearly a hundred years in the New World. From the Gold Rush
days until the end of the. Second World War, San Francisco supported fulltime Cantonese opa"ra-Lsometitifes running, in two or three theaters at once.
Similarly, New York had for many years at least\,0e Chinese theater, and
opera performances were frequent events iirgiath6F large Chinatowns, particularly in the Western states. Yet, by and large, Americans have ignored
this art form which has flourished in its own backyard, just as they have
largcly ignored the ever-presetit musical cultures of American Indians and
of a host of other minoritr groups. And- curiously, enough, it appears that
American cities harbored .soMe of the very best examples of the Cantonese
drama, nurtured by loyal Chinatown audiences during the years when opera
was the number-one entertainment attraction of any good-sized Chinatown
and thus provided financial incentives for first-rate performers from abroad.
In very brief fashion, I should like to outline the years in which the Can:tonese opera held sway in American Chinese communities and to highlight
both the opera's history itself and the reaction to it as chronicled by nonChinese observers. My purpos4; here is not to explain Cantonese operanor
to bury itbut to sketch its history as,an Amerietan phenomenon.
It was onlY a feW years from the time that the first Chinese immigrants wcre

attracted to California by the discovery of gold %di the first troupe of
Chinese operatic artists arrived in San Francisco. In October of 1852 a touring

company of one hundred and twenty-three performers debarked in San
Francisco from Canton. Opening night was October eighteenthonly about
a year, incidentally, after the first full-length Western opera had been pciformed in San Francisco. The theatre companywhich called itself, the Hong
Took Tongappears to have scored a notable success in this entertainmentstarved city. One reviewer who covered the opening night noted that the
performance had drawn .a full house, a mixed crowd of both Chinese and
other San Franciscans. In general, the reviewer's comments could well apply
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to a modern-day Cantonese-opera performance. The wings of. the theater,
he said, had been removed for the purpose of giying-the greatest room for
the production. "The orchestra," in his words,
(which was I composed of about a dozen musicians, occupied the
rear of the stage accompanying the whole performance through
with their peculiar strains, and regaling themselves in the interval
with their pi:)es.and cigars.'
On the whole, the reviewer's notes were restrained and favorable. The novelty

and visual beauty of the productioa apparently more than made up for the
incomprehensibility of plot. "The dialogue being: of course unintelligible,"
says the reviewer,

the American portion of the audience had to enjoy themselves in
imagining what w'as going on, and in admiring the stage properties
and the costumes of the numerous performers, some of which were
really splendid. The performances were also diversified with some
very agile and dextrous ... tumbling, which seemed to be a portion
of the plot. Upon the whole, the exhibition is a great novelty, as
such is to an "outside barbarian," and is well worth seeing..
Another reporter had special praise for the ostensible ladyolk who graced
the stage, womenof any sort being a rare commodity in this Gold Rush city.
The "ladies" in the company, he said, were "altogether the best specimens we
have yet been fAvored xvith."" Unbeknownst to the reviewer, of course, the
"ladies" were male actors, specially trained, as actual women had no place on
the Chinese stage.

After its initial run in an American playhouse, the resourceful company
proceeded to erect .its own theater, a pagoda-like structure with a seating
capacity of over a thousand. The new theator opened in late December akl
ran at full tilt throughout the winter, with performances morning and eve'ning, 'even days a. week. In late March the company announced the end of
its season, put the building up for sale, and departe'd by steamer for points
eaSt. A scheduled East Coast tour was to include performances at the Crystal

Palace in New 'Thrk. The company's successes in San Francisco were not
destined to be matched by good fortune 'on the road, however. Their further
historY..was asad round of postzrements, p7formances without payment,
and a variety of other financial woes. Finally die troupe had to rely on charity
for the fOnds to return to China.
But the Hong Took Tong had established the Chinese theatre in San Francisco and had proven that tke
burgeonin...1 Chinese population with
help from Caucasion y9yeurs would provide a reads; audience for further
operatic ventures. The ill-fated Hong Took Tong was quickly replaced by

other touring ennpanies, and within a few years theatrinis troupes made
treks to the north, making appearances first in Sacramento, then in various
locations in the Gold Rush hinterlandswherever a sizable audience of Chinese could be found, In October of 185(5, for &ample, the San Francisco
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Bulletin cirried a detailed story on peirtornmiyees of Chinese opera in Calaveras County for Chiilese miners and their American counterparts. Here a

troupe of some thirty actors and maiciatisiperformed in a frame building
.covered with canvas, the structure having Leen erecte*d at a cost of fifteen
hundred dollars and furnished with carpeted stage, theatrical lighting, and
all the necessary accotiternients for performance. Touring to remote mining
catinps and other far-flung outposts to stage elaborate, performances must
have required considerable managerial skill and coordinationnot unlike that
of the "big-top" days of the circusbut such nomadic forays were actually
more akin to,the players' existence in China than was the relatively s-ettled
theater-life in San Francisco. Moving froM town to town and performing
in temporary structures was a routine matter for actors from Kwangtung
Province, and they were thus well prepared for the exigencies of uera in the
Gold Rush country.
By the eighteen-sixties, the Chinese theatre had become an entrenched
part of the San Francisco' scale.. A, ready :ludic:nee was assured: Every tenth
person in California in i 86o was Chinese, ahd by the end of that decade there'
were sixty-three thousand Chinese in the United States, hinety-nine per cent
of whom were un the 1Vest Cwst. The audience for Chinese opera, however, was by no incans exclusively Chinese. Reports of San Francisc&s exotic
ChineSe drama appeared with increasing frequency in newspapers, books,
and magazines,around the world, as travelers reported their impressions of
the,city. Once a priMitive settlenpent '9f .rough-and-readv opportunists, San
Francisco had become a city 1/vealth aiid cultural sophistication, exerting
a magnetic charm for vacationers and world travelers. High priority on any
visitor's list of sightseeing attractions was Chinat( n. Andas in subsequent
decadesno trip tp Chinatown Wati COmplete Wi
a visit to the Chinese
theatre. Typically, the occidental visit6r'.s react
.as a sort _of stunned
fascination 'which found delight in the colorful co'stumes and acrobatics,
and mystification as regards storv-lines and- stage conventimis. The vocal
styles and particularly thc ,instrumental accompaniment evoked reactions
that rangeil from humor to hOrrOr. In any case, there was mi denying-the
theatre's attraction, as typified by the words of a visiting geologist in The
early eighteen s ti s, who wrote home,
Ayhethe
was opera, tragedy, or comedy or a mixture of the
three, I have no ideaI think:it was perhaps a mixturehut it was all
comical enouli, and yet intensely interest.mg because of 'its extreme
singularity4;o very unlike anything lAhavesver see.n before!"
By'the end of the sixtids, Chinatown cmild boast three theaters going full

time, one of whichTerected in 1868was constructed at considerable expense speccally for the performance of Chinese opera, the other two having
been modified for -that purpose,
The Seventies and eighties-were a turbulent time for California's Chinese.
A series of economic -downturns began with the completion of the transcon43
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tinental railroad k a nd thus a w holcsale hiss of jobs) in (869 and culminated
in the disastrous depression (;i- the hire seventies which stemmed froM the,

petering out of the gold mines and the exhanstion of the Comstock Lode.
With a multitude of (nen out of w(Irk and the evaporation of thCir economic
hopes and dre:mis. thc time was ripe for -demagoguery and the seeking of
scapegoats. In.this respect. the hard-w.orking Chinese tilled the bill nicely.

The decade of the seventies rang increasingly with the shouts that "The
Chinese ust Go!", a slogan of the ,spoWballing Anti-Chinese sentiment that
would finally result in the Exclusion Acts of the 1 8 tios, cutting off Virtually
all.Chinesc.inimigration. During these troubled Years, Chinatown was racked
with riots :And nets of violence. The 'theaters of the communitV were the
frequent scenes of such disruption. As the largest indoor gathering places in
Chinatown, they were both a target of anti-Chinese agitation and a setting
for violence among the Chinese theiuselyes, whose internecine conflicts aggra--... -4ted the general air ot racial terfsion and hostility. It may seem curious that
"ainst this gathering
-storm of hatred and economic defek-, the Chinesp
,
,.
theaters flourished and grew-, reaching a peak in the late seventies, when there
was a veritable boom in the construction of new Chinese theaters. But then
it is not unemmuon for the business of entertainment to prosper during tiMes
of general cconimuic adversity. In thk case. the Chinese were walled into their
San Francisco ghetto :is they never were before. 'and for 111311V ()f .them the
opera WAS perhaps the closest thing to escape. For others, esca'pn,e took: a
more literal form. and a (!radu.11 exodus took place to are4s ICss inflamed by
anti-Chinese hysteria. ln the new Chinatowns which grew up in large cities
around the country, (imposts of tile Chinese theatre developed. By thelate
seventies, a full-time Chines,: theatre lud been established in Portland, Oregon.
and eventually other cities followed suit. notably New York and Boston.
Chinese operA Was thus becoming a narional institution of sorts, and touring
companies from Canton And I long Kong had a wide circuit to.cover, rather
than beim* cootined to San Francisco :md the boondocks of the Gold Rush
country.
In San Fraocisco itself, the theatre continued to be the showplace of sojourning operatic troupes from, China. Put the orchestras of such _foreign- .
based companies would occasionallv he fleshed -(itit with local musicians,
however, is suggested by the establislunent in Chinatown in 1877 of a small
training :;chool for musicians, established explicitly for the ,instruction of .cal Youths in the music of the Cantonese opera. In the Same. \Tar, a new
Chinese theatre was .constructa in Chinatown..and still another 'one .was
erected two years later, The booin in theater lmilding Attests to the vitality
of thc art form durino those hectic years :lad to the optimism of' thc entrepreneurs that theatrical prosperity would continue, despite Widespread econornic doldrums and the creseendo.of,anti-Chine,,c outcries. Their,optimi:sm '
proved warranted..at Icasr .for the time heing, ;Is the theive. continued to
flourkh in the eighties. It was not unt il. the final decade orThe century that
.
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the effects of anti-Chinese legislation tipally resuked in a reduction of Chinatown's population and a consequent dechne in The fortunes,., of the Chinese

theatre. For Chinese opera in America, the Golden Age had passed. The
final curtaig.asit were, was rung down by the lefo6 earthquake, which devastated Chinatown and abruptly called a halt to) the opera-theatre's half-century
reign as the unquestioned entertainmeht center of the Chinese emmuunity.
In fits and starts, Chinese opera did continue to be perf`Ormed in San Francisco during the early decades of the twentieth century, oftcn in makzeshift
circumstances in quarters ,desigticd for tither purposes. FindlY in" tof:14. the
first theater to be erected for Chinese opera in forty-five Years %vas opened
on Gr.ant Avenue. followed a .ycar later by another theater In Jackson Street
both of which sUrvi4',t, in the pressnt dav-a.:; movie houses.
The twenties and thirties
much change in the Cantonese opera. Western
instruments such as thc; viohn ahd saxoplmne gradullly infiltrated thc orchestras. A low,voitcd Style of singing.--:dmosf crlioningW3S often employed,
The .classial eihroderv o).f opera clistumes ;lave way to sequins. Tht sim'phcitv of the Md settinE.Ts yielded fo the Western procenium-stage, elalmrately
httered with props and modem-daY backdrops. Perhaps the most profound
Charfge Was ill the use of Women On stage, 3 Illnyc which had good effects at
the box office but which rather precipitously wiped out t4ie dnturies-old art
of female impersonation in the classicly all-iTiale art form.
The Cantonese opera would continue to hold its ()\ n for some vears in
San Francisco, New, York, 'and other major Chinatowns. But it would never
ag:Un reach the height's of succe-, that it gained -in the nineteenth century.
Movies, and especially talking.pictures, proved to) be a devastatinff competition.-

Theater-owners were readily won over to thc relative simplicity :Ind lack
of logistical and personnel -problems inherent in showing motion pictures.
EVer.) the opera theaters themselves alternated hvc performmees with movie

nights. Still the opera mointaincd a tenuous hold as a culturil and tourist
attraction.
When China was 'plunged into 'A dr \\ h Japan, numerous stars of the Cantonese stage werc,effectiveli stranded in the L'nited States for the duration.

A few of these became pernunent residents, but the majority returned to
China at the end of the Second World.War tO resume their.carecrs. where they

had left off: This exodus to the hiimeland naturally depleted the American
Cantonese theatre and dealt the local opera stage, a blow from which it
would never recover.. Occasional short-lived tours of opera companies to)
American Chinatowns would continue sporadicallv even to) the present time,
but continumis Chinese-opera theatre in America was ,essentiallv a thing of
the past. a victim, as it were, of World War IL l'he increasing cost. of im-

porting opera coMpanies, together with the prohferating bureaucratic red
tape involved in- admitting them to these shores, became prohibitive, in hght
of deIchhing box-office revenues. Further; the competition'of the movies and
finally tLifeyisi9n wo10 prove deci.sive #)y the late forties. And finally, the

liberalization of inunigration laws for Chinese women and the removal of
other restrictions on America's Chinese caused a gradual change from a
once virtually all-male ghetto to a Community in which familY life and the
home became the .center of activity,-Nranv fannlies found the means to move
away from Chinatown itself, and, the once-captive audience for:the ,Cantonese opera, for all pnvical purposes, simplY ceased to exist.
The extiaction of the full-tim(:i Chinese theatre in America did not, how. ever, signal an end 'to all interest in the genre. Even in the puesent day, the
sales of opera recoidings,' the popullifity of-Cantonese-Opera radio bffladcasts,
and even piped-in opera "muzAk" to Chinatown's .i.;arincnt factories attest to
a continuing lovc of the form, especially for older Chinese. The most iMpor,
tant institution through which opera traditions have been kept alive in
America, however, is the private music club. A half-dozen clubs devoted to
Cantonese opera aie .presently in existence in San Francisco, and other s. hye,
been fOrtned in the Chinese communiticsnf New York, Los/Angeles, Seadie,.,
and Honolulu. San Francisco's clubs date mostly fmni.the.,194.0S'; as if th
take up the lack left by the departure of the full-time-theatre.. one SUChclub, the Nam Chung Musical Society, lates back to 1925 and celebratet
n anniversary 9nly a week ago Ion 4 Jply 197; I _Once the prov s of
Chi atown .bachelors who emulate& the ivofcssional theatre fo
Na Cluing hasliecothe a family-ceir l organization 'whose hu,.
enthership includes inanr reSent and fornu. professional opera avers, who
.

coacb the predomnantly anmteur membership and help enliven. the four:
and fiVe-hour sessions of opera music on weekend nights at.the club's Chinatown headquarters. Other smaller`.Clubs operate intkh in the same fashion,
providing the stage, mnsical instruments: ;Ind encourageMent for members
to recreate the sounds and sights<of-CanroneSe opera in its palmier days.
There" is little question but th) the classical Cantonese Opera, here and
abroad,, has seen its best daysa.% en with ocCasional Louring performances'
and the lively.activities (4f mtisic :lubs. the.foA*appeals almost entitely..rii
an .oldergencration (if Chinese. InreCent vcaN other 'types of Chinese music
liave gained a foothold in America's ChinAwns. One nim: finds a veritable
kaleidoscope of musical stylesmusical clubs specializing in traditional Peking
opera, others.in purely instrumental Music, still Otheks in the vocal and instrumental music of the People's kepublic..Almost totally thnbeknownst to out;
siders, America's.urbasn Chinese co1rirninitics are. hotbeds Of musical actiMtv,
more so. owotban at 'aov other ti-ne of their. hiStory. Nitny of Chinatown's
.yglith no -find that the learning ii d cultivation of Chinese muSicAnd musical
iritrume ts fosters a sense of eth le identity and pride. Whik 1\i-e Classical
Cantonese opera itself has cused to be a cornmercially viable enterprise,' it
'jives on in the ,yafieties of music and music-drama it has helped to- spauth.

:In very teeent years; a new variety of Cantonese 'opera has been emerging
in Mainland China, ',whose pk-mcipal. output:6f "revolutionary': operas are

more customarily tailored to the Mandarin dialect. Some of d;ese.works.are
e
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being performed in'CAntotvse' and, 1. A 'whole 114. tradition of Can..,,,v
tone Music-drama is. enrCegIng arg... ,tt, dy been reflected in the nmsical
:
.`k 'activities.of Anierica'Sthinc'se conmiU0it4.
-4..4Like ,the phoenixheloved in Cttiaks51- iaythology and drama-i-the Cantenese opera appears to 'te enteril Tv ' life. Though. altered in plot and
,
ideology, and removed from a pure . minercial milieu, .the new Cantonese
-

,

.

,

,opera oacc again helps to embody not just a Chinese approach to life And
rt, but a specifically Cantonese approach. In historical perNpective we may
?Ind that thc venerable tradition of Cantonese nn 11 rama in America's
,..:Chinese communities is simply entering ett,,,, phase,
her than becoming
i -.'h closed'chapteralbeit a fascinating onef
*iltural history of America's
'/. Chinese.
qi
1,

.
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LOCAL HISTORY
Chairman:'EdWard C.Lydon, Cabrillo College, Apta, Calif.

A. HISTORY OF THE CHINESE IN
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA.
By.

S. MICII.AEI, OPPER and LILLIE L. LEw

The history of Fresno.,
c'..Knia would not be complete. without including
the Chinese, for the catlY.4- 41inese played an important role in thc building°
and develOpment of the'San Joaquin Valley. In the 18;o's they were-introduced to
nd
. Millcrton and7Coarsegold through gold mining, other vades,
adventure.
The Americpns who We e mining beloW and above Millerton excluded the
Chinese ffom Original discjovcrics. So found on a page of the mining records
written in Chinese and t mslated in Vnglish was-the following)in July 19,
a 861: "We, a company of r 2'Chinanin, Sue and Company, claifp the bed of
the river onepile above Fort Miller.1' This wasione of the man, reasons the

Chinese settled near the river in trton.

Other reasons the residents.
e ated the't Chinese from, that area were
because the Chinese who had general merchandise'stores sold their merchan4-

84'

dise not only to their own
plc :mt to rIW white miners who came to them
or mining equipment art upplies be6uSc of their fair prices; some fdt
tier the %
worance of t Chinese wtrs corrupting tfltir children by their
strangcsounding language,. their long- hitt,,,their different food habits (cluip7

sticks); and the'se men bathe in the iillIt'dailv after working in the water
twelve hours a day.
,,;,
.
The Chinese did not mind livingaWaOromthc
main part of town for dur..
. .
.

ing the tnile of the Civil War, the sOldiers re-occupied Fort Miller which
was one-half mile from the Chinese quarters and .fouml it cast. to buy from
./

the Chinese merchants than to go into tAwn. Also if they became drunk, they
would be away from the law and ,leSS liable to be picked up and be punished.
By the end of 1870 bliere were A.chinese li -UT in Alillerton, including -18

women. The Fort Miller BlockhWk, erect .d in 18;1, is now restored in
Roeding Park, Fresno), California..,:

In 1872 the Central Pacific Railroad was completed to the Fresno Station
and many inhabitants decided...to 6 (WC to the new- town. So by 1874 when
the county seat was moyed,fr
1 lillerton to Fresno), there were 200 Chinese
'at the Celebration. Most. of'
l had begun to. establish ncw businesses and
residences in 1 he new city b. le railroad. For many years Fresno's.China-

town was the meeting pla4 for other Chinese in the surrounding tOwns of
Hanford, Visalia, Armona,4n
,emore and even as: 4.,
-rt:is Bakersfield.
some of the Occupations of these Chinese. at . t4ime were: contracting
labor, constructing irrigation ditches, gardening, cooking,' doing general
housewo/k, openiting herli stores,.managing laundriv, grocery storFs, restau.
rants and even a Chin& opera hotie.
Fresno's Chinatown; not uhlike 'tither Oriental quarters, was situated near
.

,..,

the railroad tracks. This aten was limited to a four-block square China Alley
and/G Street between Kern and Mariposa.
;The first groups of Chinese to settle in the Fresno arca were.Cantonese from
_ the Sam.Yup and the Chungshan -regions of Kwangtung province. As early
,

,
.

os 1887 the Sam Yup group .had established a company house of their own
in China Alley; On G Street was located the Kong Chow Society Temple.,
'ancl next to it the Chinese Associntion or Six Companies. Then came the
frIternal and "single men"troups such as the BiA, hung Tong, the e5upT On
ii.
Tong and numerous others.
Thg, main content of this research paper will consist of four Wog aphical
nu,
.., erof s-ignificant perstmages who have contributed to the develop ent of
entel San Joaquin Valley and illustrated itthe back of the arti le with
ricapictutes of Fresno. chinatoWn in the 'two's, the. families f these
ur persons, and a few photographs of the Fi binese Baptist Chur h when
if 'was a Mission from t 882..to iw g, the per
)efore Miss Amy Pur ell took'
.

'.

.

r

.

over a's missionary from 1918 to 1947. [Pictures not used.-,-Ed.1

\

:

The:sources .oi the material were obtained by- personal intervi ws with /
firilies?f the personages, old newspa er articles from the Fresno Republican
,

,,.1

8

i

and the Fresno Bee, and interviews with friends of the family and with Amy
Purcell, the missionary, who still lives in Fresno and is now 9; years of age.
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FOUR SIGNIFICANT PFRSONAGES

SAM. WING CIIEE

t 849-1,937)'

Wing Chee was bo7n in 1849, the eldest son if Sam Sui Ying, in Kwangtung province, China, P on Yu District.

In addition t those who came to America, knowing Alone but still precir fortUne. were those fortunate few who came and settled
() S
, wi relatives who were already here. One suCh fortunate man Was Sam Wing
pared

_,/

mile arrived in Millerton around 1869 to enter into an already stabfished general mArchandise store founded by his uncle, Sam King Ying sometittle before 1869. This general merchandise store was one of the three Chinese
businesses in Milleton. So it was with family help that Sam,Wing Chee came
to understand life in Gum Sun (Gold Mountain).
Wing Chcc 'worked in his uncle's business in Millerton until 1872. When
the Central Pacifie Railroad was 'completed 'to the Fresno.. Station the community of Chinese in Millcrton moved to Fresno's west side. -It was here on
1019 G Street that thc Tong Duck and Tong Sing General Merchandise store
was relocated.
incse came over to work for thc railroadYnew
Years later when More
arrivals discovered room and board for themselves in Frcsno's west side. TIO
arca was ientained within walkin distance of thc railrnad and to t4is-daN'T is
still known as Chinatown. Bounded by G and Streets on the noilifi 'arid
south, and Mariposa and Kern Streets on .the east and west,. our:fanno4,\.:
China Alley runs cast and west,' right down thc center of this sty:6dt\ where
thc major Chinese population settled at that time. It Ni.as to service thisCgroW- 1111

,

ing Chinese community that. Wing Chcc's store \vas oliened.
clothes, Chinese herbs, Chinese groccrieli, and all types. .of Chinesc.4 nar'es.
As thc community grew, his business prospered.
From his selling he became interested In agri-bitsiness -and s fiknanced
%Aare ayeasie p
many orchards and vineyards in the HanforVArmona and
o si
During thc perio'd from 1875 to t908 hc madi frcqueBk
horland to sct up the family estate and to get'Th. arried. Indee
indicate three marriages in China. From these three marriages'
e' t2no'(.)
., offspring. In 1898 hc married'Kong Soo' Lum, .his fourth Wif

.

.

,

She was only 16 years of-age. Early marr ages were quite common

-A,tneri'ci

at t at time, not only for the Chinese.± roni this union there Were,
chil ren of which twelve are still .1iyin r. They are all living in
Sta s; thc eldest being 75 years. old in San Francisco and two ;A

1930' Wing Chee retired at:age 81. He died in 1937 whe:11
yea s cild and his wife died in 1938:TIclied'a lo , vigorOus, prod
vith his genera
and contributed much to theicommiinity a Fre
disc store, service to his own peopli, active in hi. ?tinily a&sociation,.an
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his children educated ;io that today they arc successful citizens.
An r..1.1-1. ( 1430-090
An Kitt wa; born and educated. in China and came to America in. tl e 185
) in search ofnew pdycnture. *His occupation in China was in the bl: eksm
ykltinesS
:561%01CW he Camet() Abner' toll he, naturally, opened a bl cksmith
'N.
/
...shop., Most of his patrons were Americans. He spike verv. little English,
just
.

, I
'. &laugh, to get by in his worl:'.
.
i lis. shop Was loc.ated nest a small creek W hcr,c, tnc CMIIMIII ty of Chinese
lived and each .day IiiE would bring his horses-there for: w: ;le was there
that he met his fneure partner in business, Jefferson. Milam
..#non;.a hog

raiser (one
of his many trades), who also- brought his stock therel iwter.
...
When the cOunty scat moved to Eresn4 Ah Kitt and Jeffers14;. hannon
decided to opcna blacksmith shop on what is now.. Merced Street,`between
,I-1 and Broadway. Besides ,his many' trades. Jefferson was the depftVshotiff
Fresno County, the first railroad seition agent, and sold town lots for the
Pacific Improvement Company. This company consisted of the""Big.Four"
'Leland Stanford, Collis P. Huntington, Mark Hopkins and Charles Crocker
withwhom Jefferson had become acquainted with. WithAh. Kitt's eNperience in blacksmithing and Jefferson Shawn's connections in acquiring, a lot
in, a very favorable part of town, they became good friends in Inkiness find
personal life.
IIIL,

When Ali kites first son N'vas born in 1867 he named him Jeffei=son Shannon

Kitt, after his frjend. Following old Chinese customs, when the baby was a
month old there was a big celebration in A h Kitt's humble honiC. The American friends who attended the.party had never seen such festivities and enjoyed
immensely the delicious Chinese fimd, especially the red eggS and red envelopes with money inside.
--.
Ah Mitt and his wife had four children, two girls and two boys. He lived
until 189c and never returned to China.
*
'Jefferson Shannon Kitt grew up in a basement apartment on 1051 G Street.
Upstairs was a tailor shop owned by the Chow family.'On November .1, 1894
when he was 27 years.ol'Of was married to Ah Lin Lee, the Idest col eleven
children. After their tuarriage,.they-rnoved to los() Ching:. To suppOrt
his family of four boys Gam; Nick, Creichton, and. Fred
id moot -ocid,,
jobs such as labor contracting, erpreter for the Chinese'
,pAid not-speak
Enalish and whatever was-agked o him.
Sindie .Ah Lin came from a large family and Chinese girls did( not attend
1,

either English or Chinese schools in those days, she MUcated herself in Chinese

'

by listening to others read the newspapers and, hinese novels and by asking
questions,. The writer, who happens to be a niec of Ah Lin, 'remembers the
times her aunt used to read and tell of these C incse stories and folk tales.
Ev$, though Ah Lin had "bound': feet she got around, quite well in taking
-:care ot her family, emitting :Ind sewing forlemAlleause she loved girls and,'
50

oflidn't have any, she took care of her four nieces mien her siSter died quite
young.
,

Jefferson Shannon Kitt died quite Young, at till:$4 i but his wife, Ah
14n, lived till she was in her (So's:

t
4

As.of this writing, April 1975, one of Jejerson'S sons is still living in 1,os
AngeleS by tile name of Creicliton itt Leong (Leong is their Chinese surname). Crcichton and his wife-, I.a,., a, have three daughters, kVinifred, IAir,
rainc, and Betty. They arc all living in California.
Creichton is now 77 years old, 'retired from his insurance and accounting
business but still very active and healthy. Frequently he travels to the San
oaquin Valley to visit his relatives and to lish and play. golf.
.

,

HI LOY W6No

Hi Loy Wong was born d educated in China. When he was sixteen years
of age he came to Ca liform n search of gold, like many Chinese at that time.

Before he made hillip his parents had married him to a girl in his province
se that he Would saffieday return
to China. Awns one of a family of three-.,-.
boys and one girl.
Hi Loy's job warith the Miller-Lux ranch in Los Banos. Mr. Miller owned
many acres of lanfforscattle in California; Nevada, Oregon and Arizona; he
was called the "Cattle King of the West." Hi Loy worked with the MA*
family as a. hired help and all-around boy, helping them around the house
and fived with them. They thought a great deal of him and ta%ht him all
the American way of life and treated him just like he was their son. Mr. Miller
even told him 4.11put up a tent and homestead there and hccould get as much
I land as lw wanted, but he said to Mr. Miller, "Mr. Millet, I don't want all this
land. My parents tell me I have to go back to China and die. I don't want it.'!

Years later when he was raising his fourteen children, he realized, what a
_mistake he had made by. not listening to Mr. Miller's advice. He could have
acquired,..all that land free and become a millionaire.
He never returned to China to his first wife but did get married to a girl
here in California. This'was a ?'pictilre-ruarriage" to Lily Lum, an American-,
born from the little town of Almaden, San Jose arc:i. A "picture-marriage" is
whenVihe marriage is arranged by matchmakers with photographs ofthe,..,.
twc parties con erne& Lily was only thirteen years old when she 'married
Hi Loy, who w. thirty-three, twenty years her senior,
Lily' father .. from one of the first groups 'of Chinese who came oVer
;Item C ina during the
cr
sh DaNs in California. He landed in San Francisco a d then went to the A aden arer.to pan for quicksilver. But he didn't
' like w t he was doing, especi Ily wearinit khaki pants, khaki jackets, bamboo
hats, arid a Chinese queue hanging down the bGek of tiis neck. He just couldn't
stand it. So he' ininlediately -cut ofVIiis queue,(
his hair the English.
style and got hinilielf,aiblack, long-tailed cOat a
nrc a Windsor tic. He- .,
Oen went to Jug-la-deli, County and applied foir a job. Ile was hired as super.

,...
....
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visor to Hire the Me 4iiyan people to work in mining quicksilver. I le was called
"Sam, the boss." Since he worked daily with these people, he spoke excellent
Spanish besides Chinese and English.

ills family in China sent'a "picture-bride. of twelve years of age to California to meet and to marry him. They were married.and after the children
reached the a!zes of around ten, they moved to Safi Francisco. It was in San
Francisco where his daughter Lily and I li 1.ov were married.
After the .w4ling the Ili Lov Wongs moved to Fresno and opened the
I li I.ov Company, a general merchandise store, on G and Kern Streets. One
of Els brothers was sent from China to help him in the storeAesides selling
gctieral merchandise he contreeted ChinAc labor for the farmers in the area
since he spoke .three languages. Many Chinese would come to Fresno to work

in the grapes and the fruit, so he would contract these laborers, giving them
groceries, denim' clothes, bamboo hats'tind whatever they needed ,for their

jobs, all on credit. After the fruit season and the laborers were paid their
wages, they would return to Fresno and pay Hi Loy for tyhat they owed him
i.ov w.as a very successful business tan and had a family of fourteen
children. His eldeSt son is now 86 years old and still lives in Fresno. One of
.his daughters, 76 years of age, is a very capable and successful insurance agent

and was the first Chinese woman to qualify for life membership in the Nlillion
Dollar Round Tahlc in Life Insurance, She travels all over thc world-and is se
active in the insurance field which she started in_ the early 194o's and sells,
much to her prid o the third generation Chinese she hasknown. Another of
Fli Lov's daught4 is married to a very prominent physician in Eresno; and
another son who is in his seventy's is still managing a produce business in Los

Angel&
1-li Loy died at the age of 68 and contributed much to the coninniniry of
Fresno, California.
AN! Y

URCE1,1. ( 1882-
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'Our care should not be so4uch tii. liVelOng, as to live vell. Amy Purcell,
nihety-three years of age this April, has rt) anag61 to do both live !Ong ahd
wisely. Small of stature, large of heart, she has made 4,i mOnument otit of her
life. She says that she expects to live "as.long as the Lord &an Use
met' and one
.
is tempted to reply that as long as she doesiive. Jhe is of use to the Lord.
'Born April 8, 1882 in Marion Center, Kansas, hie daughter of Dutch phrents,
,

.

Mary. and' David Purcell, Aniv44urcell spent aimajor pi.vn of her adult life
.'iletirig,missionary service in Fresno's Chinese sction. From her, earliest child-

1.)o( &days
Odoctrinated by her father -to "not to be lazy, make your. life
...:, ,
s

F,ac ount to' s(bmething," Amy was..active.in church work. Attending meetings
an Christian conferences 'kept ie.r in touch with missionaries whose Work

sh admired.
Miss Purcell's education condnued through 191 f.eA' vhen ar three years
of atteridance, She graduated from the Baptist .MissionarY Training Schoik in
51
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Chicago. Now known as ( ailqate Rochester School, it still prepares missionaries and ministers for work at home and abroad.
The beginnings of Amy Purcell's missionary endeavors included working
\ with the Japanese in Seattle' in 1913-1.} and working aniong the Italians in
\ Portland, Oregon till. \ lay 1915. Her first commission, with a salary of $5o.00
\a mOnth, 11'as in San Francisco in March 19 6. She renrained in San Francisco
until .Alay 1918 at which time she was galled home due to the death of her

nther.

September 1918 she :;is sent by the Woman's "American Baptist I lome
:Mission Society and the NOrthern California Baptist Cimvention to Fresno,
California to be the missionary at the Chinese Mission. In addition to her
delight in being sent to Fresno because her brother Roy lived there, her salary
was increased to $55.00 a month!
During her missionary work in Fresno she kept in dike contact with Dr;
Charleg Shephert'Direetor of Chinese Alissions in America anJ later par-ticipated in the opening of Chung Mei [-tome in El Cerrito, Californi'a, to help
chinese orphans.
4,4!iv Purcell's introduction to Fresno, however, proved to be ,startling.
Arriving in the middle of a ilu "epidemic, She was astonished to Sec all the
people on the streets wearing little gauze.maks. The epidemic made for a
slow start, but eventuAly she began to win the trust of the Chinese people.
In a letter writtep in 1936 to Afiss Oliver Russell, Woman's I Ionic il ission
Society in New York, she says, "When I began Inv work here in the fall .of
1918, shortly after Aliss Bennet left,. there were, only a few Chinese home
but many boys and young men livifig in stores and rOonlinfi. !musts. In t
summer rime they all went out twvork in the fruit. ..\-../work -was aln
,

,

entirdlY w4,14 ydung men, saV'e for die English lessons I was giving the wo
in their ,,hgnieS; There were few children."

The Gttinese missi6n to which she was sent was locatdWn a bouse on 10;3
E Street: Yhe two front rooms were used forreligious services and the reSt
of thebuilding was converted into rooms foillipagle Chinesiiwoung men. It
was here that Aliss Purcell started her work:

It Miss Purcell's early admonitwns trom the Director of the Board of the
.nierican Baptist Home Mission Society4mcluded instructions for her to go
from house to house teatthing English and exposing 6od'S Work and praor
to all the Chinese:She ivas also to instruct the,wonieh in,domestic duties, careJO!'
of the family and the sick, institute social .gatherings, provide wholesome.
tivities for al, agc. g oups st,tch.as chofr, sewing-, cotIting,Alolher-Daughter
teas; Guild GiHs an , of cour'se, otrize a, Bitke tudy Class and Sunday
School:

''.>

Little by little she ,madelproads into the ve-ri'sall Chinese society. She
taught English to the &ung menotid went into the hOmes to teach/ -the few:,
Chinese-women to speak English -andto. learn ,setYing and cookinOV'Wa..
not always helped to the best,advantage.by..heMieagues. At tiMeber.pOsi7
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tion was put in jeopardY.aml callcd for (-mirage .ind strength mi luk part to. ,
overconw misunderstandinizs.
\
( raduallv the Chinese men begnn to bring their young wives from China
and families started. Perhaps the Most pei:sonally fulfilling moment in Amy
Purcell's life WAS when she started the nursery sehOUI in 'the e"arly Iwo's. s.he
calls this the "golden key which'Ainlocked doors to all the homes," and her
obvious love of small children reflected 'in her annual reports.
e
In 1927 due to the inunigration laws, the ranks of the young Chinese
cut oir and 110 cOege boys were available .for the janitorial work at th4lission. MissoPurcell went beyond the call of duty and did the work herself.
But discouragepient such as that of hayinu, to do the j4nitorial work was offset-by joyous moments such as the time in 1928 when she was presented With a
bouquet of carnations at a Mother-Daughter Banquet as being the -1'Nlother
of die Chinese of Efesni)."
The list of .uctivities of,.the 'Mission eontinned to grow, until it included
girls' all classes, picnics, I lime
t
cams-tiny, lessonsfamily nights, three language
schools, a women's societ and in addition to all this, she personally aided in
helping the Chinese with their citiZeriship papers.
By 1,937 she considered' herserf.and her Chinese friends and students to be
,

:

..

.,

a "family." Their losses during the tire of China's invasion 'were her losses",
their sufferings were her suffering.
As the work of the Chinese Nlission went on Miss Amy Purce.11 and her
friend and constant yoltuiteer, Rutli-Nelson, sincC 1918, grew older and beV they still continued to.worl: ong and hard hours.
cam e more tired:et
In 1942 she requested a leave of absence beca se of ill health. After two
years she did return to the Mission and was required by tly new law to take
a year of stody :It l/resno State College in Child Development. In a special
letter written in September 19, 1944 to her friends, she spoke flowin ,-"With
Ong our
renewed health and also with, a new awareness of the needs
Chinese here, these last si:V months have b 'en joyous ones indeed. MV welcome"home" as the Chinese said, Ni-as truly,il piring and touching."

,2

The 1940's saw the .status of thilMi ion being chalked to the Chinese
Baptist Christian G6ter and in 1943th enactment ofa Iongtime dreaiii of
Amy Purcell's came true. Under the le lershipjbfr. John M. Hestenes the
FirSt Chinese Baptist Church...mos ( ganized. Dr. Hestenes had formerly
served as SuperinteAllent of all Misis an Center worlitof the Baptist demonination in 4-1merica. With a Church e tablished, Amy Purcell was reldy to retire.
In her retircmentletter of May 1, 1947 o Miss Dorothy Bucklm, Secretary
of Missions of the Woman's American l aptistome Mi sion Society, she
wrote:
"This Annual Letter is a pivotal point in mtvz life it is the last one I shall
writ'e las a missionary of our tehlved Womatli,s-"Amer an Baptist Home
Missihn Society. But years do flit byandnow it..i§ time to lay aside some
of the strenuousiiving of today, so very different from the starting point
1

,
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Yvhen the Society. sent me to the Japanese work in Scut le in the fall of
loi3 ..
The work with the Chinese is very difficult, dies are so very charming
that one is nearly swept ()if one's feet, but one must ,have great insight
and strength of purpose in order to implant the right motives for creative
living."
Ana so Amy Purcell retired, leaving behind, her a legacy of hundreds of
Christian Chinese,. She gave of herself: her thoughts, her deeds, her numey.

She helped her "famik," the ChMese people in Fresno. No story of Amy
Purcell, however, is quite complete unless it gives mention and pays homage
to Ruth Nelson who, though mit a missionary herself, worked hand-in-bed
with Amy Purcell and dedicated herself to lielpilur bring Christianity to khe

;

Fresno Chinese.

CONFLICT AND CONTACT BETWEEN THECI-HNESE AND INDIGENR)US COMMUNITIES
IN SAN FRANCISCO, 19oo-1
I

By
I,: ,EVE A HAI ENTROUT

As is common
edge, after a brief, initial period Of good relations, the
attitude of theican conmninity towards the innuigrants who came to
the t;nited States rom China'cluring the nineteenth and'carly twerOicth cen,..
tunes was not only unfriendly, but activdy hostile. 77EW ses,ulted...iA the
Physical mistreatment of individual Chinese in the Americas, ib legal restrictions, and in imiingration'restrictions dedicated to limiting or even eliminatink
any further, immigration from China, and forcing Chinese residents of the
United §ptes to return to their native land. In addition, laws were passed
that made it impossible for the vast majority of Chinese to become naturalized
American citizens. Much ofithis mistreatment of Chinese hale United states

was done in violation of.the treaties b4:ecn-Citina and the iinited States.

One result of this ill-treatment was to isolate the'Chlricse front the indigenous Americanrcommunity,
the. language barrier
. an isolation strengthened by
.
and significant diffcrefc s in both customs and social systems. The Chinese
and American commurf res .vere not entirely separated faint each other, however. If nothing else, 4eriodi confilict brought them into contact. In addition,
many overseas Chinese adtm ed varions aspects of, the social and political
syst lem s obtaining in the United States, although, of course, deploring the
fact that the ideal of equality prescribed by the American constitution was not
always adhered to brthe Americitf people and government!
Many writers have already conllmented on the discrimination' against over-,
seas Chinese in the United Statesj. Most often; hoWever, thei .Plication has
been that the Chinese community was relatively pasive and,..;!-OPles's,against
these attacks. Furthermore, those elements in the Ari\erican coMmunitY who
,
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sympathized with t hc Chinese cause havc othen been overlooked. By studying
tlirce major mstances of conflict between the Chinese and American communities as well :is commenting oi some other forms of contact bet %% cen thc two

during the .period woo to to I, this paper hopes to show that the Chinese

-

comimmity could both actively and in SUIlle eiscs, successfully,yrise to meet

the challenge of the American community's hostility. hl addition, it did
so largely tlirough the knowledgeable utilintion Of the United States' governmental institutions. Finally, this paper win hope to show thattlie attempts'
on the part of various elements in the Chinese and American -cornmunities to
form a common bond through mutually shared interpretatio)v of justice
foiled to materialize during the period.1900-111, thus leaving the Chinese
community in its original isolation. For the piirpolse of concreteness, this
study w;ill concentrate on the city of San Francisco, although particularly with
referencc to the boycott movement of 1905, other areas will also be dealt
There arc several reasons for concentrating on San Francisco. In the first
place, in the period under discussion, this city and its immediate environment
had the largest population of overwas Chinese in the Americas. In moi, the
Chinese impulatiom of San Francisco) was 30,000 or so, as compared with
25,767 in all of I lawaii, lo,o0o in Oakland, and 8;000 in New York City.
-Furthernmre, the Chinese popuktion in San Francisco was quite active politically, and was the reputed hcadquarters.of all the major social organizations
of the overseas Chinese in the Americas, such as the Chinese Six (ompanies
4Chung-hua tsung hui-knan), clan associations, political parties, and the
'Fin:Illy, there is more informaation concerning affairs in
ChiliLkung
fran Francisco alau in any other part Of the Americas, artly because it had
the largest numher of Chinese-language newspapers, and partly because many
of these newspapers have found their way into collections to which the public
has access.2

The conflicts and contact between the Chinese and the A nerican communities between too() and !oil can be roughly divided into tw ) categories, positiveand negative, according to whether the primary intcn a r .stilt was to
bring the two communities close together, or to furthri
t them. The
classification "positive contact- ill also be used in Cases w e a conflict
between the two 'communities al )se which was solved to the Atisfaction of
the Chinese coniMunitv;%or those elements of the Chinese Com iimity most
'directly involved in the 4inf1ict. The tlirec major eonfliccs to I discussed
are the quarantine of San Francisco's 'Chinatown in moo, the' mo .ement, to
improve the trentmenr of 4tirF lessen the immigration restriction against
Chinese which culminated in\the 1905 boycott of American goods, nd- the

attempt in tot to deny to.riative-born Anwrican citizens of the Ihinesc
race the-right to vote in*California elections.

.

The quarantine of San Francisco's. Chinatown was the culmination
s'er,ts of events, that first 9,lit started. in [goo, when Atnerifan official
Hawaii learned that cases o`f death from plague had 'been reported iir'H
leacting to this news, in .the Winter of 1 sao- low) alrd t)he-early sp
of 19oo, health airthot,ities in Hawaii decided that they had fo'pnd eviden
an oiltbreal; of bubonic,pla,gue, in .Honniul4Chinatown. Aleting onde
....4.1.4ack.
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conviction that I 1.1 all's ( kinest residents were alum. responsible Joy the
plague MOULT, for several months people of the Chinese race were forbidden,
to board steamers bound for the continental 1..'Mted States. Other measures

taken, including the burning of a part of I lonolnlu's Chinatown, need not he
.discussed here."

In ipite of these precautions, in May of woo, the doctors of San Francisco's
Department of Public I lealth became convinced that bubonic plague had ako
become entrench,cd in San Francisco's Chinatown, having beeu brought there
from Idawaii ankl Hongkong. This FICWS caused. the Department of Public
I Icalth to rule on ir:ii own authority that .111Y perssms of the (Thincse race who
'desired to go outsik t the boundaries of the city and county of San. Francisco

would first have tk smbluit to arritiocufation. flUs action; which I lealth De.'Itartniciekuficials iere careful, to enforce, was both blatantly discriminatory
..and i,treiftius,slitz'"had'ilot ei-en bothered to inform the mayor and super- .
4i-qni.9),als.well as medically 1m5ound.-1

.

Tit Counter...let this ruling of the Department of Public I kalth, a Mr. Wong
Wai brQught suit against t'lle llepnrtment in the United Stmes District Court.
Wong was successful ill-both the district eour yuling and subsequently in the
couti of appeals, and on Alay 28, lotto, Public Health officials were ordered
to cease and desist. hijheir rulings, the courts questioned the presence of
bubonic plague iy SaArTrancisco, que.stioned the efficaeity of the type of
inoculation in question, and questioned die legality of restricting the inoculations to people of tine race and of acting without proper a'aborization.5
By this time, however, the San Fraih2isee r vamint.''r, certain businessmen,
many resident and various officials in San Francisco had become alarmed.
-Convinced that the Hawaiian officials had ;meted correctly .in their anti-plague
campaign, they came to the conclusion that a similar campaign should be con:'.

,...

ducted in San Francisco. It is to be assumed that reports from China concerning

thc progress of' the Boxer Rebellion did nothina, to lessen their conviction.6
Bringing thcir canlpaigil to the Board of Supervisors, health officials, led
by Dr, Kinyo and Department Chief Sullivan, were able to convince this
body tha
ould be legal and medically efficacious to enforce a quarantine

ttgaisI

.

I of Chinatown. It might be noted that sonic Inkinessinen at first

opposed this move and apv further talk of plague, as they felt this was searing

..

off customers and hurting them financially. Ilowever, in the end, on Nlav io
a resolution was passed-by the supervisors, who turned over thc implementation of this quarantine to die Depariment of Public Health, aided by the
police department,Thc Department of Public Health sticceeded in obtaining
hn ordinance to close Up all businesses in San Francillo owned by people of
thc Chinese race; Chinatown was then surrounded by the pdice, barricades
wcrc put up,- and veryo e (except officials of thc I epartment of Public
calth, properly ft migat.:d mailmen, and a few Chri. ian missionaries) was
orbidden to enter .r fen e the arca: An attempt was mile (strenuously rcsisted by tilt inhabitants) to inoculate everyone within thv quarantined area
with ,the same, questionable inoculatjon used earlier, alid,there was even a I
'uggestiim that Chinatown be razed ( after:the inhabitants:were removed).71
0 Under these circumstances, thc Chinese chnsui'm San FtV#co, Ho Yu._
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ne('estiltieti 14)1 Ow tvapjwd residents of ihe quarantined A MI. The I.,:vamiper,
rhich gave the quarantine and the I lealth Wpm tilo.nt. its foll support,. reacted most untiavorahly to this demand. Agreeing that food...was, iinportant,
the F.ramine( olOccted to the fasInon in whivli tht. request was made, noting
that -let lnin I lo I remember that .111ev I Vhinesel ;Ire 111..4: On Stiller.lticc,
and that we 1.white Americans I itiev some ground, tur.c,limplaitit mirselveS,"8.
In the meantime, cirious busmosinen raised S.:s,..oiO to t2;IV'e to tke..lioard (if
1

Health to help det ray the evoses of the trarailtine and' indicate tlicir support for whit thc Ilealth I )epartment was doing....
There w:,.
several organi/ations and. indiv.ido)ds \kilo fought to secure
eoual
treatment for Chinese lituf cud the &Firm le and threats ro destroy.
I.
Chinatown. In particular, Ow Chinese constil f hi 1 u-ch'in, referred to above,
the Chinese Six Companies, and in l000 the only existiniWhinese language'
daily in San Fralickoi, the C /au 7/ g Sli Ir at P(1 ( :bling42.0 1 ii, -Pa() ) joined
tosethcr to tight the-ordui's of San Francisco's lIct lament 'of Puldic I Iealth."
l'heir tactiyts consisti:d of latinchinv legal ba tle, publicizing their cause,.
and searching for support '-oili:ide of Jilt- ChiM; e community. In additioo,
the (:hinese SiN Companies hired several docti,rs nut collllei.:Nd with. the
Department 'of Public I lealth to come and.je`i.1 nine the Chinatmyn area to
.

see whether or not they found ally evidence of b Monic plague. A court order
had to be g Attained before these doctors were p rinitled to enter the quarantined 'area, but this was speedily accomplished. Uiese -.doctors found no evidence ( )r plague.,"

,

,
,

The purpose of publicizing their cause, nati i'allv enough, was to increase
solidaritv xtithin the Chinese conummitv. ahd help in bOth the legal battle
and their efforts to gain wider suppOrt. .Atauln, .the channels they used were
the C lin n g Saoi 1. at I'q, whith would reach t
Chinse 'community, and a
San Francisco Friglilt language newspaper riva to.the Examinci4. the Morning
Call,.one Of whose repairters :ittended a puldhi strategy session; convened by,
the Chines!: Si\ Companies and-agreed to print' their criticisms of the Depart-.

ment of Riblic I Icalth. The reporter, who nOted..thc pyri4itisness of the
enaction 4 the quarantine as well tile hardslii.Rit imposed oil those hying in
the qiiaratitined Nea,.:tlso publicized the court`case fhe Chinese Siv Com-

,

panies was`briuging against the Public I lealth Departmeift I lc further noted
m
agreed that if legal channels,Ayere'riOt effective
that the t ,hin ese comunity
in .endifi, thcquarantinc, force would be used.' 2
Apart from thc synipathetie report published4g-the Morning Call, support
from outside the. Chinese Commumitv came primarily- from various ministers
.

:-

.

.

.,1 and church gmoups who had missions an.the Chinatown area.. They conviened

' a meeting to' declare their public sOpport of'the Chinese community,:
having sgnt representatives ..to the aforementioned. Chinese Six .Companits
'meetine; and been convinced of the,ja5mess of the Chinese causq.'T
the
church gr4ips would send representatives . t1 o the Ineeting probably ba
uch
t.0 dO with the peasuasiveness ot their colleagues, the Chinese Christian Preachers of San Francisco, 41nC of whom mimed "Wu P'am-chao (Ng Po' on Chew)
(,
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...

l'.III HIC VI/UN' Sai rat Po %%luch.A% As Arkluntly And ailivtiv plcdt:ctl to uphold,

the (littlest. cause.' '

.

'Floe legal battle. was I.I.Illdlt (III (Wu innIts. ()to the one hand, Woo 1-ing-fang,

(Thinese Minister to the United States, presented their cause to Aloe federal
.goveinment. %%lode on the local level, the Chinese Sis Companies hired the
American lawyer. Samuel l. Shortridge. to take their ease through the local
courts. I hese vsrious efforts resulted in success: on June 19, woo, Wu ring-.
fang notified the Chinese Sis CoMpauies. Consul I lo. and the chung Sai rat
I'll that the federal.gov ernnwnt had Wired San Francisco to say that the actions
of the Department of Public I IC.Ilt h Were :orbit r.irv a id unjust, 'and no quaramine could be effected without the permissidn of tk (;overnor of California.
4

AccordinglY, the kitratantine was lifted:Chinett busi112'sses allowed to' re-open.

and no burning' took place., .A. few days l4tcr. the loc:d judge also ruled in
their fn'or, and the issue pretty much laid Co rest."

'Fhe positive aspecti in this rather negative episode included the hnal
triumph of justice through the judicial process, .the federal government's
determination to enforce due process. ..,ind the mutual sympathy :unl interest
evident in the relationship litween tIke Chinese .c ommunity alia leaders of
oe.noh-Ckinese. church congregations Of San Francisco. In .another histance

o c niact, the question of copal rigAts fof 311 cititens arose, -in spite othe
States government's ruling drat 'people of the- CliMese race could toot
- naturAized eitizeus, a small number of American citizens were of the
.Thiscainc.alwout through their bcong born in the United States;
in i9O2 it was decided that- persons o'f the Chinese' racc< who had
n born or lived for 111:11IV Vt-TCS't 4.11_11:1\-VAI prior to woo were als o
tates' citizens. That this naturantiimion rule could be circumventei is
stmed bY the American government's decision to deport one so 11
.._
..,:....%:.-Aritii.ert.who entei,ed a Congressional race in I lawaii against a white America
This opponent declared tlw. .ClatleseLAinerican could not prove his long rcsicc., had therefore ,illegally obtained citizenship, and could' not rightfully
U

IA

.

,

Tart in the Congressional race. Deportation proce'edings vore subse-

quently begun against the Chinese-American, and. ot course. he was ilisbarred
from the Congressional race."'
'The case of people of the Chinese race born in the continental United States
sbould have presented no question. I lowever. in 1911, the California legislature
attempted to pass A bill making it illegal fo)r American citizens of the Chinese
race to vote in ealifornia'rlections. In response. San Francisco's T'ung-yiian
Hui, an organization of Chinc-se-Aincricans. sent two members to Sacramento
to, :ittempt to defeat he bill. 'Floc two chosen
go were I. n I lua-yon and
Huang Po-yao, the lat er. incidtritall* being a nu. nber (of the .1 'ang-nieng I lin.
They were able to ol min the supp4rt of various legislators at d through them
get permission to ad( ess the Legislative Assembly. In their a !dress, they told
the Assemblymen th. r...-il -AC proposed voting bill violated tile deals of ilastIce;
Huang pointed out that it also Violated articles fourteen ;,11 d fifteen of the
California constitution. Slimily afterwards. at least in part as a result of thcir

efforts, the bill was defeaeed in the legislatu4: Once again, the potential
responsiveness ofthe American system and at least a minimum of American
i

6

J

.

office holders to the ?cinands of justice was demonstrated to the Chinese
communitY.16

There are various other instances of positive contact between Americans
and the Chinese community in San Francisco. One of these comprises the
relationship between non-Chinese Americans, ;Ind a Chinese political party,
the Pao-huang I lui. PCHLipti it might be well, first, to give a brief outline of
the relationship between Americans and the principal leaders of this-organization, 12ang Yu-wei and hang Ch'i-ell'ao.
In 1899, N2ang Yu-wei first tried to. come to the United States to ask this
government for the military and diplomatic support necessary to return power
.

.

.in China to the Kuang-hsii Emperor and re-install K'ang as his advisor .
knowing of the Chinese Exclusion treaty between China and the, United States
realizing that he did ti or have the reqUisite documents with, which to effect

and

entry to this country, he first sought to-obtain the support of the United

States AliAister to Tokyo. This official refused K'ang's request, although he
-did write to the:State Ilicpartment to inform them of K'ang s prominence and
'the purpose of Ins projected visit.17
Next, Icang'went to Canada and tried to cross the border there. Although

given a very warm welcome bv Carthdian officials, from Prime Minister
Laurier on down, and although the United State.s consul in Victoria was
quite anxious to convince \Vashington to permit K'ang to enter the United
,States, the Department of the Treasury (which at that time exercised juris.\dicti6n over the matter ) was adamant in its cefusal, probably more out of
consideration for his race than his politics. A second attempt towards the
end of the year a Iso failed."

In 19os-, after branches of the Pao-huang Hui had been established through-

out the United States; K'ang again tried to enter this country and this time
succeeded, although primarily due, to the actions of the aforementioned
United States consul to Victoria; -who this time did not consulr with Washirwton before permitting K'nng to enter. Once in the United States, howeVer;
K'ang wa's feted by mayors, governors, and other state and local officials.
He generally received excelient press coverafze,. and *was even granted an
interview. by President TheOdore Roosevelt- (as well as Secretary of State
'John Hay). In both the munewhat quasi-legal method of his -entry, his sub-,
sequent enthusiastic reception by the American press and state and local
officials, and his reception by Roosevelt ..ind John Hay, K'arw
., was but repeating the pattern already establiShed by Liam! Ch'i-ch'ao in Lianifs 19o;
-visit to the United States. After spendinit several MOnths in this country,
IcaUg
.

'1/4.vent

to Mexico where he was warmly received by. President Diaz.,.'9

-In 1906, he desired to return to this country via New OrleanS, a port hith-

ertofOre closed tChinese, bur this privilege was not accorded to him. In
addition, hisTersonal request, to president Roosevelt that substantiv changes
be made in the new, internal Chinese Exclusion laws then in effect in the,.

,

United Star& met only a verY limited response. K'ang did, in -fact, return to
the United States where he now had various business in vesrnients and wealthy
American friends as Well as his political party, but once again, his 'entrance
was somewhat cIandestine: he entered ar New York upon the permissiOn of
the Chinese Inspe`ctor there, which official reported K'ang's entry
to the De-,
6.)
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partment of the Treasury only after K'Ang hid, landed, 'this timethere do
Wuj, and
not seem to have been ;iny parades in his honor ati OCIT
althOugh he retained the support of OTIV. Of his most influential friends
(Charles !Unica Hint, the "father of tlke trusts"). American.oliicials on the
ixhole seem to) have lost inte,rest in him, a pattern also characterized by his
subsequent trips.20

Some reference,should also bc made at tpis point concerning K'ang

and Homer Lea. Although Lea's escapades on behalf of a change in China
have been discussed by others, it inight be pointed out that the fact that a
roinantic, unlitarily inclined; (and physically handicapped) CaIifornian should
so enthusiastically espouse the cause of the Pao-huang I lui as lomg as it reto the point of .organizing 'and training an armY for- it, is
mained
-perhaps simply an extreme example of the interest many Californians had in
the political situation in China. This interest, perhaps greatest in the period
1898 through mos., is attested to in part by the reaction of the nom-Chinese
community in San Francisco) to the. Pao-huang I lui there, and by the reaction
of other Americans to San Francisco's Pao-hirang Hui.2'
entered the
When, in moo, Liang Ch'i-ch'ao's relative. I ,iang
United States and Went to California to help establish branches of the Paohuartg Hui there, Wu T'ing-fang asked that the Department of State sec that
Liang be expelled on the grounds of being an "agdator and insurgent," enemy
of the Chinese government: The Stiite Departmetit thereupon asked the Secre-

tary of the Treasury to launch an investigation, who referred -the matter to
the San' Francisco Collector of Customs. This official refused to take any
action agairist Liang Ch'i-eien, and went on to accuse Nlinister Wu of being
an intereSted partY whose allegataions should simply be ignored.' In response,
the investigation was droppeS22

Furthermore, in 'moo, the United States Minister to Peking agreed to for-ward a telegram from the San Francisco branch of the Pao huartg I hii to the
Kuang-hsii Emperor on the occasion or the latter's birthday, in spite of the
was proscribed in China and the Emperor imfact that the Pao-huang
prisoned in his palace. yarious Americans (several local peopk?and a Wash--

ington,h)wyer) also attended the Kuang-hsii Emperor's "birthdav dinner"
in moo, giving speeches in suppoit
given by San 'Francisco's Pao-himng
of-that organization. and the Emperor. That this interest on the part of Allied-'cans was not confined to the 'ea r 1900 or to San Francisco) is demonstrated
by the attendance of justices from the Uhitcd Smtes Supreme Contrr and lower
courts as well as various Congressmen and others at a dinncr LT,iveh by the
Pao-huang Hui in New York in 1903; once again. several of these Americans
gave speeches in praise of the Rm-huang Hui and the Kuang-hsii E.mperor.

,Finally, in March of 1904, when the 'wealthy businessman and manager of
San Francisco's Pao-huang Hui, Ch:en in-sheng went to Washington. D.C.,

hc was granted :m interview with President Theodore Roosevelt. At this
interview, he mentioned the strength of the Pao-huang Hui (over 2,;oo,000
members) and its wealth, but rather than suggesting that the money might
be used to field an army in China, hc said it shourd be developed through
investments in banking and strectearTines.,23
Members of the Pao-huang Hui were not the only- Chinese to obtain ,the
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car of Americans. 'Fhe Rev. Wu Iran-chat), a Presbyterian minister and
owner-operator-translator of San Francisco's 01/mg Sal Fat Po was frequently
invited to speak before non-Chinese audiences, usually by church groups or
societies interested in imernatiohal affairs and the China trade. In addition, in
191) t and ag4in in toni-, he undertook a national tour, as representative of
San Francisco's Chinese Six Companies and other groups, which eventually
led him to address thi. I louse of Rettresentatives in Washington, l).C., in an
attempt to modify-the Chinese Exclusion boxs; In this attempt, he had only
limited success, but Tay have done better than K'ang Viit-wei. In any case, he
was not only asked to address A Illeti.C.111s, but was feted ana applauded by
them and his American hosts even, un occasion, sent carriaucs
to thc train
,
,
station to meet hint if he were ,arriving from out of tow1.'-'1
But what about Sun Yat-sen. who also made several tours of the United
.

States between Iyoo and lo1 1 2 Sun seems t9 have been generally ignored by.
the English language pre.ss with she exception of the entimsiastic covera-ge he
received by the San, Francisco Examiner in 1004. ic did 111a111112:e to win thc
1

'

Itiwalty of limner I.ca (and the Chinese cadets I iea was training) 'away froni
thc Pao-huang I lui and K'ang Yu-wei; by the end of loo5, Lea was definitely
( isallusioncd with K'ang and by iw8, ile Was 'actively soliCitinE IllonCy to
mince Sun's revolutionary tit-tempts. Finally, in 0)06, Sun'acquired tile sup:
)rt of .another American, Ritil .Nlyntn Wellington Einebarger, Who did implirtant work in terms of fund-raiSing, organizing, and inteiligenco activities
from then until Sun's death in Jo: c. But S'un was never granted an interview
with President Theodore Roosevelt or any other American pre-sident, and
he never addressed tr session of Congress or a state legislature, hc was not
received by governors and mayors, and only rarely spoke before an American
audience. This was undoubtedly partly deliberate: Sun Vat-,sen was a professional revolutionary, and a secretive man. It may also 'llav slit vn that
American audiences were uninterested in a man who had such di ulty ohtainirii.r, the support of the Chinese conununitv.2.5

.

These, then, arc thc major instances of posiriye contact.hetw

n Americans
and Chinese in America, particularly in San Francisco. A fv others of -a
miscellaneous type'miglit be mentioned.,here, before going on
egative
contact between thc two communities. In Iwo, for thc first time, an American
president (Theodore Rockevelt) visited San Francisco's Chinatown, .althonh
.

he turned down all invitations by the major Chinese organilatirins there to
meet. Nyith them. Thc San Franciscii law firin`of Stidger :Ind Stidgen (headed
by Oliver P. Stidger) is said, to have helped Sun Vat-set draft a national con-

' .stitution fof China. Various American companies were interested ennugh in
thcir Chinese customers ro advertise in the Chinese-langUagT newspapers (for
example. Was. Fargo Bank. PotSific Steamship Company, -and Oriental and
Occidental Steamship Company); sonic also had Chinese managers drawn
"from the local Chinese communities to handle thc affairs of thcir fellow coontrymen. Variou American lawyers worked valiantly to protect the rightS
of Chinese and the Chinese communities. -And, of.course, it may be presumed
that some of the contact between the Chinese consuls, the Chinese Minister to

..

9

! Washington, and the-American govenunent WAS of a satisfactory and positive
nature.26

The major and continuing area of negative contact betweeo Americans .uid
Chinese in the Affiericas concerned attempts to exchide Chinese from the
Americas and to mistreat them once they. NN ere here. Itm he period 18ni"-- WI I,

most notorious instances Of this were the Chinese exClusion treaty and laws
of the United States. These in turn led to the Chinese boycott of' American
goods, a movement 'that Overseas Chitrese in the Americas, and in particular,
overseas Chinese in Sall Fralleitic() cre deeply involved in. lot time purpose
of this paper, general account of the boycott .ind the role of San Francisco's
Chinese community in it shall suffice.

The first stage in the movement culniinated by the boycott of American
good !. began in iqoo aul i)0i. \N :MI the Chinese communities and Chinese
officials in the United Siates first called, on the Ch'ing court,to let the inunigration treaty with the United States lapse in to04, attl negtulate a more
favorable one to replace It. In too3, the ChMese government did indeed tottify
the United States that it wanted a !slew treaty.'llien, in 11)04-, the treaty lapsed
and while a new one was being negotiated, the United States Congress passed.,
internal laws that, in effect, re-instituted all the features o.f
f
.ormer
treaty.
In addition, China and the United States were not able to come to any agree-

ment on 3 new treaty, primarily hecanse The American government's d-eter. mination to perpetuate Chinese exclusion was met by Che Chinese government's demand that some relaxation in immigration restrictions be 'accorded.

lit t9o5, negotiations were broken, off completely, and various groups of
Chinese merchants, s..tm.ents. and laborers in China as well as overseas Chinese

in the Americas called for and instituted a boycott of American pmf, At
first, the Chinese government supported them, but after several' weeks,' this
support stopped. Various circumstances caused the original boycott move-

ment to become ffagmented. and in fact, by mor6 it was evident that the
movement had lost its impetus and failed in its aim to cause substantive change

in the American attitnde towards Chinese immigration and treatment of
Chinese in the United States.2'

One of the principal organs through which the opposition of the Chinese
communities to Chinese exclusion was aroused and oruanized was the Chinese
language newspaper, the Chung Sai Far Po. This newspaper and its -chief
editor, the Presbyterian minister Wu P'an-thao were, the same ones invidved

In the fight against San Francisco's Department of Public Health in low,'
discussed earlier. Until m.L.-1002,
I
it was the only Chi%se language newspaper

published in the continental, Americas which ventured beyond the,realm of
commercial news and advertising into politics and news- reporting. Bacted
by the Chinese Christian community, on friendly terms with the Chi-kung
t'ang (thc Triad organization in the Americas), able to persuade large Chinese
and American, firms to purchase advertising space, the Chung Sal Yat Po
had ccess to as well as influence in the Chinese Six Companies and even in
too-,
en other Chinese language newspapers had been founded in the
con
In

tal United States, it boasted thc largest circulation of them'all.?.8
inc of ujoo, lesS than six months after its founding, the Chung Sai Yat,
Po pro osed that China should refne to discuss a new trade treaty-with, the
63
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opposition to the renewal of the imBY the middle of I nt) 3, considerable
migration treaty and the principle of excluding Chinese had develorkd in
Chinese Six Cominnies
the Chinese community. In October of that year, the
1 the inunig ation
decided
-to
favor
A
termination
in San Francisco formally

treaty in 19(q. ii hen the treaty was due to come up for reo'tvw. 'Iwo days
later, ;1 meeting of SatoFrancV,co's Chinese-Christian community was called.

At this llieeting, it was decided that the e \isting treaty,,would 11:11C to be
modifixd so as to guarantee better treatment for Chinese ill the United States.
to permit Chinese IllIssiOliuRs (Christian and Buddhist), to come to the
United States .to proselytise, and finally. that the telan -laborer- latii!?; I)
used in the treaty must be redefined so as to enable more Chinese to enter the
United States. tine of the ministers, a delegnee from Cana:ula. suggested tint
if the United States proved unwilling 111 Nu 1111odify th.c.,t1T:111, :ill trade be
tween China :Ind the United States should be cut, (dr; and in ully case, the

majority agreed that no treaty was better than the Hull-existing treatv. Hit
delegate from Canada (Cli'en Vao C:in tirgvd the San. Frawisco Christians
to he most active in this cause: he noted that when (":inada sought to impose
a $;o0 head tax 011 all Chinese enterint! Canada. the 'anadian branch of the
Chinese Six Companies had Ilnt provided :my but t ic 11Takest (111HNIti(111,
whereas the churches had been most vocal and united. Unfortunately. the
Opposition of the Canadian Christians had come too Late -to he of any use.
The San Francisco Christians closed the ineetimt with the motion tly linister
J.iang Ch'eng be notified of their opposition, organization, and resohltions.

Finally, in November, while Liang

.

was in San Francisco, the
Chinese merchants in that city held a series of meetings that he attended in
which they drew up petitions to the Ch'ing court, the governor-general ,of
Liang Rwang, and other officials saying that exclusinn should he ended, and
that the restrictions against laborers were unfair. Both I .Ling and the editoir
of Hawaii's official Pao-huang Hui newspaper agreed with these propositions.
The editor in Hawaii further wrote to the S:111 Francisco merchants to suggest

that a boycott of American goods be instituted to force the United States to
change its policy.33

In spite of these protests. althowgh the ClUnese government did tell the
Unitcd Statesit desired to negotiate.a new treaty rather than continue the old
one, on the American side little wasAlonc to modify the objectionable featurc;
of thc treaty or the way in which itwas enforced. In addition. in the spring of
1904, the thung Sal 1/at Po noted that in fact, Chinese merchants in San
Francisco had no effective organization. The churches Also seem to have let
.

thcir anti-exclusion prganization die froin disuse. It was not until the old
treaty had lapsed, the United States Congress enacted a set of internal exclu-

sion laws, and negotiations for a new treaty had bccn brokeTi off by the
Chinese government that thcrc was any further effective attempt on the pare
of San Francisco's C.hinese community to influence the course of events."
-By this timc, the idea of a boycott had been picked up in China but had
died in San Francisco. In fact, the first reaction iv San Francisco to the news
that negotiations had bccn abandoned was a move on the part of the Chinese
Six Companies and the acting consul in San Francisco to raise money for thc

legal defense of any Chinese arrd4ed under the newly enacted internal.
Chinese exclusii'm laws. More significantly. the Chinese Six Companies requested that people 'deliberately violate these laws in order to enable thc
courts to rule on their constitutionalitv.:'
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LrY rem3inco agness to relax the exclusion prov isions and the wea kening

L.I.:'',;(111k1Q'ul

unwilli"
'r dn of the
movement in China all helped to lessen the effectiveness

organization by the end of moc. In addttiim, a fight. deChing Sai lat Po and Chih-kung fang (and its news.na;'''''11 between
ring Eft Po) on the one hand, and the Po-huang Ifni On the
t-rter.
Yu-wei and the Pao-hnang Hui were acc.used of comhei% in w(tich k.lag
question
of exclusion. Part-of what was involved seems ro/'
ow
h:
.sin
cootion'of the ultimate aim of the moVement, As in Chino, some
)ivc beet':
rc1110VitT all-immigration restrictit ms , wheteas ot-her. agreed
itl"Ple
I.:tic:if-oil
,,It 1:11,r,,... should be ecluded but that the exclusion should apPLY only to
tl,

tlta Franc'isc().
the

.

'It',hurers. K't,srio ond the.Pao-huang litii generally ascribed todelkiS latter ylew,
t`hhereas thelOnh-kting Cang.:ind the Ching Sai Yat ro presumably espoused
I

ea:flit:Irian view. In any case. by the spring or 1906, the
cx ""'re radical.
dod, letter. A brief attempt in 1907. hrl
--ec again supported by

t;11)...e,o(t.

,!.: 0,,,,,
I teatv
At

p 0 , w as mad.e to reinstitute the.boyt:ott. and 'revive the Anci_t

Sap Francisco. but nothing came (4 ies
fuer. learned from. these incidents concerning the relation-ship be).

.

tw -;t1ch can t;c

Chinese in the Americas and the , At'nericon communities,
types of political action most likely ro be favored by the
'Clde"ncernintr thc For example.an loo,o it must have seemed Aif theseOurt5.
thli-esc '24)111111'11MR%
and San Francisco's Christian (Chinese and non0.e,. national to..crtatnent,
ttluese) con-Inutilit would he the groups most likely to give overseas Chinese
ln woo, the non-Chinese churches in San Francisco
csbs,Thpathetic horing'
purely out of' on active interest in seeing
otv
presuniThly
t 'osed
an e211 the ovcrsc.15
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RCheIlliIII II1111111.1.
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.111(1

woo. l'ILit ,-op III \ ineticani. Iniii4

4 toneat,i..t.,41

favorably disposed t,,\\ Aois rk1,1\(.!il

businessmen, especi;illy do oe ii). `1\11,1 ill'

thri(:11'111:isat rti:::"Illl'1.151t.\l'(:Inc..5\Y111;:;:.:(1'1111.:
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Studies of tuneteenth-centurr Chinatown have al] encountered the same
problem: scarcity of reliable smurces. Hie majority Id the materials 5% rittell
on the nineteenth cenon s pint the Clunesc
lunatou
\\ riltell h\
Whitek. who wanted wend (:lunese nimulfration. hit this rea,on, thew ,ourecs
concentrate,un what the AuthiuN behcvcd .1, the degraded state ot the Cruoese petilland the squalid conditions of the Chinese quarter of San Francisco.
The ProtTtant missionaries, u hi also wrote about the Chinese, were generally
far more s:iiipathetic, hut the condescending attitude, uith 5% hich they looked
at the Ciunese, show, through their 55 ntings, at times making it hard to separate them from anti-Chinese 5% titers.

It k for these reisons that the manuscript U.S. Census is such a valuable'
source for studying Chinatown. rile information t40'2'n In thn: censiis, such
,
,
name, age, sex, occupanon, and birthplace, dm noF- Imo itself to distortion
in the same 5%:iv that subjective uobscrvatinns did in the and-Chinese writiiTs
of this period. There are undouhtedly some inaccuracies in due census in
terms of informati.on that w.is mit recOrded or was recorded incorrectly. Bur
these inaccuracies .ire reduced by the use of a large sample and by interpreting
'the data not :1s hard facts, but lti:tnore general indicators of life in Chinatown
in the census veary, 187o and 181.o.
.

The pedod between i 87o and ISSo-was a particularly imporsant time for
Stin Francisco. During this period rhC ;old Rush, whichhad such ;in import:On influence 'upon die development of San Francisco, came to a close leaving kyacumn readily tilled by the newly finished 'transcontinental\ railroad.
With the final demise of the gold mines. San,Francisch ceased to ola51 the rok
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6f a front.er city and began to 'Clove toward a more modern industrial -city.
It was an iIi.portmt time for the Chinese. It.was a period in which the Chi1..ese left the hinsand the Central Pacific Railroad for the cities and ggriCul.
tural area's. It .was.also a time of growth for' the anti-Chinese movement;-...a
movement that .culminated in the boycott of .Chinese-made goods' and the
,ending Of iMmigration of Chinese laborers in 1882.
1. THE CESUS
There are significant differcnces between the information in the 18=7o Census

.and the -188o Census. The inf6rmation in the 187oCensns, relevant to this
study' ,,inCludes the'dwelling house number in order of visitatiOn; the number
Of the-family, also in order:of visitation; the naMe of all ihdividuals and their
age, sex, place of birth, and the value of their real and p ersonal estate. The
08o Censns dropped the value.of real and personal estate but added three
/other important pieees'of informatiOn: -the address, marital status, and the
1

..-relationship to the head of the househOld of'Aeach respondent.
The relationship, of each person to the head of household.in the I88o Census

can be used fo'r determining the nature of.tlae few Chinese families in San
Francisco. This detdrmination is more difficult with the 1.870 Census since it
lacks any explicit information stating wife, son, or daughter. It was possible,
.however; to use the occupations :;11a make edUcated guesses, in that housewives were generally listed as "KeepingEouse" and children as "ha Home."
The final difference between the I87o and 1880 censuses is due, not to the
set-up of the censuS, but rather to the census taker in I870. The instructions
given to the census takers in 1870 request that they be as specific as possible
when writing down the birthplace.of each resident, but the census taker for
ChinatowWwrote.down only "China", for everyone. This is in contrast to the
1880 CCH/sIls where listed birthplaces range.trom individual villages to "China,"

depending on ffbw sgecificthe ccnsus taker for each block chose to be.
Though the 187.i 'Census is nurkedly deficient in comparison to the .188o
Census,lit still contains the most important information, namely occupation
and.age. It is through a comparison of these factors between 1870 and 1880
that we can detect the changer in shape and character of Chinatown in the
nineteenth century.
2. THESANIPLE

Out of Chinatown's. population ,of 8,128 in 1870 and 14,688 in .188o,-1 a
saMple of about one-third of each census was taken or..about 2,700 from the
87o Census and 4,00o,from the 188o Census.

The sample was selected from random clusters of 40 people in the 1870
Cet-isus and 50 people in the I88o Census. The advahtage of this sampling
technique was that it would give a 'picture of the general demography of
Chinatown and at the, same time preserve the familial and occupa&nal rtlatiohships between individualS.

The data .for 6ach, individual were then Coded and key-punched onto an

'ABM dat;Nci-d. The cards were run through a computer and ineasurements
of association were made between the variables, such Ss birthplace and occupation.

The compilation of these data produced meaningful results that explain
much about life in Chinatown and how it 'changed between. 187o and 1880.
3. CHINATOWN IN 1870

In 187o, Chinatown was-6r from a:city unto itself. It was a society in which

men outnumbered women 3 to 1. It was a community with little basis for
%self-support that looked to the outside for numbers to maintain its population
as well as provide financial support.
Of the 2,830 people in the 1870 sample, only 627, dr 22%, were won-kn..
Of tliat number, 67 were listed as children, 13 as young servants, 54 as keeping
house, and 483 "as prostitutes and madames.

The 54 women listed in the sample as "keeping house': are the group in
which the wives were included. Out of the 54 women, only 15 can definitely
be considered to have been wives. The rest appear to have been older relatives
of the head of the household.9r they were ,women who lived alone or with

other .women, who had "keeping house" listed as their occupation by the
census taker.

The wives tended to be much younger than their husbands, with a mean
age difference of 8.8 years. This is in contrast to the age difference Of 4.8 years

found by Wolfram Eberhard in his study of the Jung Clan in Kanturg in
187o-1889.2 There arc two possible reasons for the large age differ4 between husband and wife in the United States. It could be that the poierty
immigrants experienced in China and the United States required them to work
foi- many years and save money before taking a wife. This was often the
pattern followed by men from poor fannilies.3 The other explanation is that
many of the wives were concubines or second wives. Ta Chen in his study of
the emigrant communities in South China found that men had often established
a family in China prior to emigration and then established., another one in
Southeast Asia after emigration, though usually with a nonChinese wife.4
It is impossible to determine which of the above was most conarinon in Chinatown. Any chance for Chinatown' to maintain itself without immigration
rested with these families. If a large number of the wives were second wives,
they could not- be expected to contribute to a stable Chinese community.
Theiatnilies, themselves, tended to be quite srnall. Of the.twenty-five women
who could &finitely be considered wives, sixteen had children, the average
number being 1.8 per, family. It should be noted 'that there were many more
children .who were living with prostitutes or in two groups of nineteen
dren thatwere not included in this discussion/of families.
The sniall number of families and the small si e of those families show,
clearly that 'Chinatown was completely dependen On iminigration from the
eastern counties of nOrthern California and Ch. a. Had the Chinese who
returned to China not been replaced by new im iigrants, ChinatoWn, with a
73
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limited capability of populating itself, would have been so diminished in size,

-that it quite posskbly, could not have survived as a separate area of San
Francisco.

..4

4. OCCUPATIONS IN (870

ihe major occupations in Table I show t at Chinatown had a largely preManufacturing and service-oriented econo y.

t

/fi

I
TAB
Majcir OceVations, 1870

N= 2,.633

Number

Occupation
Laborer
Prostitute
Cigar Maker
Miner
Gambler
Cook
Fish Peddler
Servant
Barber
Tailor
Vegetable Dealer

629

1.6o

23.9
17.9
1o.o
6.8

102

3.9

55

2.1

53
52

50

2.0
2.0
1.9

48

1.8

43,

1.6

37
32
27

1.4

611

22.5

470
264'

FisherMan
Shoeniaker

Porter
Other

Percent of Total

1.2

1.0

With the.exception of the cigar industry and the fledgling shoe industry, the
newly formed San Francisco manufacturing firms were not yet employing
Chinese labor.
The' largest occupation group is formed by. the laborers. The 1870 Census

does not elaborate on the' type of work in which the laborers,werengaged.
The census doeS ljst people as labor contractors and intelligence officeworkers. It is likely that these contractors found jobs for many of the laborers. It
was not uncommon for a San Franciscan in need of inexpensive lab9r to inquife
at these offices. Many farmers found the Chinese laborers indispensible for
reaping and shocking wheat.5
The major portion of the money ,from San Francisco's whkes that flowed
to _the Chinese, passed through these laborers and cigar makers. It'was these

occupations, along with prostitution, that formed the area of interseetion
between tile white and Chinese economies in 1 870. They provided labor for

the white community and produced goods for consumption by the white
community.'The rest of the Chinese economy was oriented toward serving
San Fiancisco and the Chinese in the counties east of San Francisco.
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he most-noticeable of these professions is, of cOurse, prostitution. Given
the lopsided sex-ratio that existed in Chinatown in/187o, it is hardly surprising that prostitution was common. It does seem kemarkable, however, that
there were so many 'prostitutes. Subtracting the qliildren and wives from the
sample; [9.2% of the peopk arc prostitutes, or )ne prostitute for every 4.7
adult males. It would seem that.the prostitutes were serving a larger cornmunity than ChinatoWn .alone: Undoubtedly, p rt of this outside community
was the white community. In 187.6, James B. ogers, a special police officer

for Chinatown, testified before the. Califor ia Senate that, -nmst of the
Cl9nese houses of prostitution are patronized/by Whitesby young men and
oTd ones." When we consider thlit the imbalknce of the sex-ratio of the Chinese was probably greater outside of Chinatown, it is likely that the prosti.tutes also served the outside Chinese coimnunity -in addition to the white
community. The outside Chinese community also..contributed to an active
gambling industry that is shown by the large number of people, 3.9% of the
sample, involved in gambling.
This "outside community" was probably the Chinese in San FranciSto not
living in Chinatown, and the Chinese living cast of San Francisco. In 1870,
less than 25% of. the Chinese in California, lived in San Francisco. The other
75% were spread over California, but principally in the Central Yaller around
Sacramento and farther cast in the gold country in Nevada, Placer, and Butte

Counties.' It is hard to say, given thc low incotnes of the Chinese, that they
would be in a position to 'take trips to San Francisco, but when we consider
that 1.6o, or 6.8% of the sample were miners, it is apparent that a cOnsiderable
number did. It is probable, noting the large number of miners, that there, were
agricultural-laborers that had come int
Franciseo but were listed in the
cens-us simply as "laborers." 2-

,

Chinatown in 1870 Was a separate con
nity apart. from San Francisco..
Its Contacts with the white pOpulation.'Were limited to those established by
the cigar makers, shoemakers; and prost`ituteS. And though Chinatown must
have receiVed a large part of its income through these limited contacts, it
depended upon the Chinese population of northern California for itS economic welfarejust as San Franciseo's welfare in large part depended upon
the entire populatiOn of iorthern California.,
5

0,9AL STRUCTURE IN 1870

It is clear from the orgaii ation of the Six Companies that merchants arc
Jon top of any social struictuteiat might be drawn or Chinatown. Following
the merchants, it is diffiCult t( establish any orde by occupations without
further analysis. The census pro es no sure method.. of making any determinations for .the entire population. he 187o Census provides columns for the
real and personal estates of responde ts, but for most of the people in Chinatown these columns were left blanl which. makes these data 'an- unreliable
indicator for all Chinatown. An alter te, method might be to use the wage

levels given in the Compendium of the Manufacturer's Census, but no distinction is made between white and Chinese wage-laborers, and in addidon,
as we have alreadv.seen, a large segment of the Chinese in Chinatown were
self-employed or in the service sector of the economy. Faced with this problem, an index of wealth based on the number of people per household, NPH,
was established. NPH can be a very valuable' indicator when used in a very
general way. With this restriction in mind, a social structure for Chinatown
is shown in Table 11.
TABLE 11

,

.

.

t

,

SOcial Structure of Principal Occupations in 1870
No iList
Mean Age..
Mean NPH
Occupation
*Merchant
Fisherman
Barber

Tailor
Porter
Servant
Cook
Fish Peddler
Laborer
Mean NPH for
Chinatown

%

22

0.8

4.73 ,

32.24

5,62

31.38 r,

37

1.4

i7.6

30.58
29.36
30.96
16.13
22.89
37.67
32.16

so

E9

48
27.

1.8
1.0

52

2.0

55
53

2.1

404

2 3.9

5.79
6.00
8.02
8.44.

.

8.62
8.78

2.0

s

8.94
9.33
9:59

1.6
Vegetable Dealer
43
34.05
6.8
22
Miner
32.46
25.36
11713
17:9
470
Prostitute.
102
12.88
3.9.
Gambler
35.29
1.2
32
22.38
20.41
Shoemaker
10.0
264
22.41
21,88
Cigar Maker
The.list seems to show five general categories: merchants, service occupations, peddlers, illicit occupations, and factory workers. Considering the
control of Chinatown the merchants exerted through the Six Companies,
.

.

-it is not surprising to find them heading the list. Following the merchants
are the fishermen and the service sector; -which includes barbers, tailors,
porters, servants, and cooks. The third category, hiade up of peddlers and
independent laborers, includes the fish peddlers, vegetable dealers, 1aborers,
and miners. Following that ccimes those occupations that are illegal today and
were considered undesirable in 1870; prostitution and gambling. And finally, in
the category made up of factory wOrkers.are the shoemakers and cigar makers.
The social structure also shows that, in a general sense, 'those in the higher
occupations were older than those in the lower occupations. There are two
.possible explanations for this: one, older people caine-to this country with
More capital and, hence, were able to get a better start; or'two., there, was
social mobility in Chinatown that to a certain ,degree, was determined- by
76
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time. It is difficult to say which of these hypotheses is correct, but based on
studies of the Chinese in Southeast Asia where social mbbility did occur, it
wduld be reasonable to _assume that sOcial mobility also occurred in the Chinese community in the United States at this time.°
The social structure of Chinatown in 1870 conforms very closely to what
might be expected for a/White community in 1870. Though the people Of
Chinatown' were, of a different race and culture, the values and desires of
these people, whether inherent in their culture or gained through contacts
with t white society, created a social strucre,
tu not unlike any that might
be fo d elsewhere in the United States. Age differences between those holding occupations of higher status and those holding occupations of lowerstatus would seem to indicate that social mobility was occurring within the
Chinese community; though these dataido not indicate "whether there was
upward mobility of the Chinese popula ,on relative to the white population
.i
beyond a few wealthy ikclividuals.

t

.

6. CHINATOWN IN 188o

Between 1870 and i880, Chlhatown underwent a fundamental transforma
tion that changed the ')ase of itsexistence. The use of Chinese labor in manufacturing, which was liThited in 87o,.was nuiire extensive in I880. The demand
of San Franciscans for inexpensive cigars, shoes, and ready-made clothing
created a demand for inexpensive labor, which the Chinese,were prepared to
fill. The result was that Chinatown no longer depended upon the surrounding
Chinese community. It had developed an internal source of income [rased on
production of cigars, shoes, and clotling. Still, Chinatown had.not undergone
the most important change that would have given it stability as a community:
the ability to maintain its population without new immigration. This, in fact,
was the problem of the entire Chinese population of:the United States.

The reason.for this was, of course, the same as it had been in 1870 and
before: a gross imbalance in the .sex-ratio. In 188o, as a result of increased
immigration. of nien, this imbalance had grown. Only 13.6% of the) 1880
sample were woinen, compared with 2,2% in 870. Despite the decrease,bf the
percentage of women, the percentage who were wives increased froM z'.o% in
1870 to 6.7% in I 880. At least sonic of the increase, was probably due to,Wornen
deserting the ranks of prostitution for matrimony, as demonstr4ted bx a sharp

drop in the percentage of prostitutes- from 17.9% in 187o to 3.6% in 1880..
Chinatown's history is repleile with stories of missionaries saving prostitutes

who were then married to Chinese Christians." In other cases, prostittites
could have been .sold to men for wives. And then, it may be that there was
simply an increase in the immigration of wives totthe United States and an
increase in the emigration of prostitutes froni out of the'United States.
The percentage of children :in the saMPle also diminished between *870
and 188o, from 6.ro to 4.g%. This difference could.be due to sampling error
or to the decline in prostitution. The average number of children per husband
77
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and wife was only 0.75 children and for those who had at least one child, it'
was 1.5 children. This figure is almost the same as the 1.8 childien in ;87o,
but both are sthaller than the average in China, where the typical family had
three to four children:11 This could be the result of a desire for fewer children

in families who intended to return to China and had transporion costs
in mind.

Though Chinatown's population grew in terms of absolute numbers between 1870 and 188o, it made little movement toward long term stability.
Immigration of men continued to be large and immigration of women continued to be small. And so the increase was only illusory, in that it meant the
Chinese population could only diminish after 1882.
7. Occupxrio Ns IN I 88o
The major occupations in 187o and 188o shown in Tible ill demonstrate that
by 188o the rise of Chinese labor in organized production was reflected in the
displaCement of service industries by burgeoning manufacturing firMs.

z. TABLE HI

1

187o N=2,

Occupation

Laborer

/

Prostitute
Cigar Maker
Miner
Gambler
COok

Fish Peddler
Servant
Ba rber

Tailor
Vegetable Dealer
Fisherman
Shoema ker

PorterOthers

OccuPation

%
029
470
264
I6o

23.9

102

3-9
2.1..
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.6

55
53
52
50

48
43

17.9
1o.o
6.8

37
32
27

.I.4

611

22.5

1.2

1.0

188o N=3,685
No.

Cig /1Iake
LabOrer
Shoemaker

Servant
TaUor
Cook
Prostitute
Merchant
Barber
Actor:
Clerk
Peddler
Laundryman
Carpenter
Shirtmaker
Sewing Machine
Operator
Porter
Sailor

Grocer
Gambler
Others

659

17.8

542
288
269
188

114.6

153

4.1
3.6

133
127

87.
76
74

7-8
7.2
5.1

3.4
2.3

2.0
2.0

69
64

1.9

5

47

1-4
1.3

46

1.2

45

1.2

1.7

40
39

I. I

13

0.4

699

18.8

The most important of these were the cigar. Shoe, and clothing industries.
The cigar manufacturing firms, which had already made extensive use of
714
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Chinese labor in. 1870, had increased their employment of Chinese in 188o to
thc point where more Chinese were involved in the cigar.industry than any
other occupation.

41.

The most dramatic increase Was in shoeMaking, which employed 1.2%
of the Chinese in 1870 and 7.8c; in 1880. Chinese labor, first used during
a strike in 1869, was used increlisingly through the ,1870'ti.12 Much of this
increase was due to the establishment of Chinesc2owned firms, whose owners
had learned the trade in white-owned factories :ind then established their own
sluie factories which undersold the white labor firms. The Chinese factories
not only offered employment for the Chinese but they arsolunited thc opposition of whitc management and White labor in the shoe industry."
The clothing industry was another arca in which the Chinese established
their own! firms. Chinese -labor in clothing factories had been almost nonexistent in 1870. It peaked in 1876 with over 3,0oo Chinese employees and
it was still very substantial in 1880. When all of the different occupations
within the clothing industry are added together; they amount to 3.4% of the
188o sample, mt including tailors. The major portl.m of these people were
shirtmakers, 2.3%, and sewing.machine operators, 1.2%.It is interesting to
note that this is the only industry where ChineSe wortien' were employed.
Of the 420 adult women in .the sample,/seven, or:1.7%, were seamstresses,
shirtmakers, or sewing machine operators. they were generally older women
with a mean age of 37.9. Of the seven seamstresses, four- were widows, two
'were ma2lied, and one was single. As' in the shoe industry,- the Chinese
learned to manufacture clothing in white firms and then left to start their
own. The resulting competition created anti-Chinese feelings among white
clothing manufacturers and workers.'1
"the cigar, shoe, and clothing industriet effectively increased the arca of
intersection between the Chinese and white communities, which had been
small in 1870. Twenty-nine percent-of the 188o sample were employed in
these manufacturing_.firms. up from
187o. An even more dramatic
change was the emergence of, Chinese-owned firms that produced goods for
the white populatiom This 'was important for Chinatown. because it markedly
reduced Chinatown's dependence upon the surrounding Chinese community.
The firms:provided Chinatown with its. own internal source of income. At ,
the same time,--ho4ever, tlie Chinese-owned firms had the negative effect
fanning the flames of antilCbinese sentiment which were so powerful in this

paiod.

-

Chinatown's economy was further strengthened in 188o by in rcased mercantile activity. In relation to other occupations, the numb of merchants
increased almost five times from 0.7% of the 1,870 sample to 3.4% in 1880.
The census does not elaborate oh the businesses in which the merchants were
engaged. A comparison of some of the merchant's home addresses in the
census with the business addresses given in 188o San Francisco Directory
suggests that most of these merchants resided at their place of businessi6
79
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'Ole census
tists interpreters at many of these business establishments inch_
llsosubstantial
1
portion of their business was with the white corn::
e"1,g that
four of the Chinese merchants were members of thc San
fl:rallitY' INventYf he directory lists ten of them as tea inerchluts,
neiisc0 \ lerchallt; 6"ild.'"
three as grocers, one as an insurance agent, one as-:
f s'f"p1V as merchallts' and for four of them there is no listing. The I 88o
merch"nt,
shows .the Chinese menaers of the Merchants Guild on
anuscript
rheilsitis
'erage irla ,,, employees who lived with, them. The five generally
e'lldQd 'ati _Itcrotetcr, clerk, i)orter, bookkeeper; and cook. The employ...
til. ant of boic:kkeicper, in addition to the other four employees, -demonstrates
trade was large.
h t th
c -/- e volume of
cigar, shoe, and clothing makers were importantmbiescauvsaes
he

,

the surrounding Chinese communitye oPscialiv ini ,ortaot because as mining declined, the Chin& began migrating
f otithern ...difutnia and other parts of the United States and, hencc , could
pot be de
i upon to support San Francisco's Chinatown.
,
cc
penu.nlnortance
The risin
of the manufacturing industries.effected a coneom_
/ ifdrit deeji g 1 r sector or the service industry: prostitution and gambling.
, prostitution fell from 17.9% (470) of the,saninle
nc of onc ,i.to,
f3er\ve
r to
"
187,,
and
'3.6 ro (13,
d aarribling dropped from 3.9% (102) to 0.4e7o ( i4). As
freedre.(b:alliilItlsa'town of

/7

Chj.n.QtfAn 'nua)nved -toward self-sofficiency,and a stable economy, the important
1..,n
and gambling gave way to.the new industries. Though

of prostitution and gambling declined, the importance of
the service industries did not. The percentages of cooks,
o xer
tic% 'ants, hlrbe'rc: and tailors all increased. At thc ,anic time the laundry
siffniticant part of the Chinatown economy. The increases in
el erged
rl.iesc
service industry are not surprising jn lig:ht of 'rbe other
;-_,Iaee in ChinatOwn. \Ve would expect that as ZThinatown.s
Oanges
ccononn. !n:. r ward stability that these occupations wOuld continue to
e r
itiOvd
play
.
4k
'
(\rall'inip' rtan'ot; rt(h)lee.manufacturing firms, Chinatown moved toward selfItb the ?,ise
5on yrancisco, Chinatown Came out of the gold rush and
5Acienc,,, .\
the fron6'er la' Rd proceeded to a mOre modern industrial-based' soeietT; Suenn
cessflit
-of the Chinese into San FrancisCo's econOmy, limey cr,
.1' tion
contributedtp. i rile failme of thc whites to accept them. as fug partners in'the
5an rraneiccocorruntinit,-, and led to antiL-Chinese viOlence and ultimately
of Chinese immigration in 188:."..
r th irill3c)rt:Ince

s

CO' tbe rstrictiOn

8. Socim.S.rin:.crtiAN 08o

I

\

Table 1,.,
hit the' occupational social rstructure for ifiSo cannot be
\
reve ilsi tis it was for r 870.,
peativ

`ategorizeo, '
-ii donunated and, in a very general way, factory occupations

4nts so
lich as cioIr
114ing and 410emaking were still near thc bottom. though
NPR for Chinatown, cigar makers were quite typical.
relative
i:hc
,

'
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but at the same time the average
The NPH for, cigar makerS had
NPH for Chinatown had follen P an increased population for a static
number of households. WO the 'le ed Po lation -and increased number
i
of factories, the status of cigar 4)akhcreas
ger the exception, but the rule.
ers was ri

LOT
1 Strrir, U r e
ta

h

Occar4ti
1870

Occupation
Merchant
Fisherman
Barber

.°,141soc

i88o

Av. NPH

Tailor

Porter
Servant
Cook
Fish Peddler
Laborer
Mean NPH
Vegetable Dealer
Miner
Prostitute
Gambler
Shoemaker
Cigar Maker

Av. NPH

4-73
5.62

0,8

5.76

1,9
1,8

5-79

6.00
8.02
8.44
8.62
8.78
8.94
9.33
9-59
11.13 .

1z.g8

3-4

r er

4-19
5.02
6.13

prosntilte

8.-39

.6

9-52

1.2

1°3

Grocer
Actnr

1.6

6,8
3:99

2

1.9.0

1.2

SeWIng Machine

operator

26- 41

21.88

merchant
porter

-Odor
Shirtinaker
peddler
CoeX

Clerk
Cigl%71.

aker

iviegn

carpenter
ShOernaker

scront

Laundry
sai]or
Laborer

,

9.85

1.1

10.12
10.43
11.13
11.19
11.44
12.04
12.36

2.0

13.41
14.01

5.1
1.1

1.9

2.0
17.8
1.4
7.8

15.17
16.30
16.96
19.70

7-2
1.7

2446

14-6

i. I

Thi \could, of course, lead tot,the assuttiptionctlilat fhe general welfare of the
ed between 1870 and 188o,
.had dc
but sUCh., an assumption carin".t t) °
011 the basis of NPH alone. We
lf
must 've pOsitive c nn siderot1911 made se_
.-Isct46ciency of Chinatown in
188o an also to a set of other taetors ueb as 1" ollle levels and the self-image
of the Chinese, that the' censos does ' 5
eastj re.

, ChimeSe coinmunity in San f "ItIcix

no with the exception of the laborers
arus of the other
T
and pros 'tutes, changed verY litti:nbse'ri,yeell .170 and 1880. The rekitive
status of porters, barbers, 3rid Pe 1 ler rert°11.ed fairly
constant in these
.
years, The status of the laborers tirtl cc! when all increasing suppiy of genao , by the manufacrdring
eral labor met a depeasing daYlanci pp unskilled 1-or
firms. For example, Within Pe' q'°.,r iridt0TY- it wal's the skilled sewing
ning

machine operators who were, of a higher living standard than the general
shirtmaker ör clothihg factory worker.
The standard of living by occupations reflects the changing Chinatown
economy. As the manufacturing firms grew, thc status of-their employees
came to typify.41e status of the average resident of Chinatown: The changing
economy, with dependence on skilled labor, also created a sharp decline in

the living Standard of general laborers as the worth of skilled laborers increased. These changes, once again, demonstrate how many more similarities
than differences-the Chinese commimity had with the white community that
surrounded it.
9, BIRTIIPLACES IN IggO.

Almost all the Chinese in Chinatown were from Kwangtung Province, in
southeastern China. Of the 92.1% of the peopl listed with birthplaces more
specific than "China,".91.3% were from Kwangtung. The r piiTher were:
'children born of Chinese parents in California, o.3%; immig ants from Fukien,
a province just north of Kwangtung, o.3%;Kwangsi, a ,trovInce just west of
Kwangtung, o.1;%; and Shanghai, o.1%.
The speCifieity of birthplaces varied greatly from rine census taker to the
;

next; ranging from "China" to local village names. In many cases the association

to which a person belonged was listed as a birthplace. The most useful information, for the purposes of comparison was the districts and associations
listed for respondents.
If we keep in mind. that. 42.0% of the birthplaces arc listed as Kwangtung
and 7.;%, as China, tlie percentages given in Table V- for members of 'Young
Wo and Yan Wo in Chinatown correspond closely to those given ii Table ATI
forChinese in all of California-,in 1877. The percentages for the S e Yap and
the Sam Yap, however, present a very different picnire. In the 18 o Census,
only 2(1.6% of the people,,in Chinatown are listed as Sze Yap. w ereas the
fignre for- California..in-1877.. iS 82.o%. Only if we assume that all of those
listed as bCing born in Kwangtung and Cliina are Sze Yap, an unlikely assumpnon.based on the knoWn. distribution for Chinatown, does the perce tage of
the S7e Yap in Chinatown approach that for California. At the same t me the
percentage of the Sam Yap in Chinatown is two and one-half time larger
thah the percentage in California, regardless of the 49.c% listed as Kwa gtung
'and China. We can explain this when we consider that the Sam Yap we e from
the urban districts in which Canton is sinmted and that the Sze Yap were from
rural districts fifty miles to the south of Canton. The people of these two areas
tended to live in environments that were most familiar 'to them even in this
country, hence, more Sam Yap lived in Chinatown and more S7e Yap lived
elsewhere in California.
Though the Sze Yap and Sam Yap were from divergent\ backgrounds, the
occupationA stnicturé, a structure where such difference\s might manifest
themselves, does not reflect some expected variances. As is \shown in Table
82
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TABLE V
Birthplacesof the Chinese in San Francisco,'IgSo
District or City Cityo't
Area
Association I
.
.

Province

Cher Hiog (0.1%)
Swatow (o.o%)
Chon Chouls (o.o%)
Hoi Fong.(o.o%)
Hong Kong.(0.4%)

-

Ko Yiu (o..1%)
Sun Shui (Q.1 %.)

Local Names (0.0%).
).an Wo

Sun Oh (o.6%)

. (1

Kwangtung

Young Wo
(3.6%)

(91 3Cr )

{Heung ShaO ( 1.6% )
Pok.Lo (o. i %)
Tun Kun (0.5%)

713('30
( 1)

Sam Yap

Canton (.2.0%)T;7217
Namhoi (54%)

(19

Punyu (i.0%).-= 'i/oar,r4.();

9

)

Shuntak (3.5%)

r Hoiping (1.i%)

Hop Wo
Sze Yap
( 20 6ot )

1 Yanping (0.2%)

Ning Yeung
(1o.oci..)

Kong Chow
(2.4%)

(Yan Hoi)

{ Sunning (3.5%)
Sunwui (1.7%)
Hokshan (0.7%/
Szewui (o.o%)

TABLE VI
Association Membership in California, 187718
A ssodiation
'Van Wo

Young Wo
Sam Yap

Hop Wo
Kong Chow
Ning Yeung

Percent

Number

2.8

4,300
12,000
11,000
"134,000

/*9
7.3
22.5

i5,000
--Sze Yap 124,000
75,00o J
,151,300

0.0
49-6
100.0

Sze Yap 8 2.0

VII, the Sam Yap were not more numerous in such occupations as mOchant
and peddler, nor were /he Sze Yap Significantly fewer. The Sam Yap did.,
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however, tend toward other, urban occupations, such as prostitute, actor, and
tailor, and tended away from thc lesser skilled occupation of cigar maker.
'Conversely, the Sze Yap tend,ed toward low and unskilled occupations, such
as cigar maker and laborer, and tended, away from urban ocenpations, particularlY prostitution. Given our previous knuwledge of the dothinant position of the merchants in eaCh of the Six Compa,nies, it would be wrong to
assume that the lower percentage of merchants among the Sath Yap and Sze

'Yap in the sample is necessarily signt.!

This is also true in the case of thc Van Wo Wui Kun where the sample did
not include any merchants js interestin to note that' despite the enmity
"an Wo) and the rest of the Cantonese, Table
existing-b'etween the Ha
VII 210es'not indicate that fhis forced the Hakka into lower status occupations.
In fact, the Hakka possessed such higher skated occupations as tailor, sewing

machine operator, and sleil-iplaker. The only exception to this Might be
bAiie'r, which was considerelra low status occupation in Confucian China
and was also an ,occupation in which thc Hakka were more numerous. The
.relatiVely higWstatus of theiHakka is reflected in the average NPH for the
Yan_Wo II, kun of 2.8 as.'ipposed to 8.0 for lOung 1,Vo, 9.0 for the Sic
Yip, and..16:4 'f4 rlic SIM
'.,

TABLE VII
Percnt Of Each Association in Principal.Occupations, 1880
Yan Tiro
Young Wo
Sze Yap
Chinatown Sam Yip
Occupation
05.1..
12.2
o
Tailor
.3,1
. 10.4
......---Sewing Machine
Lc
I)
Operator
0
2.6
3.5
Servant
3.4
0
9.6
1.6
I.o
1.;
Shirtmaker
.

.

4

Sailor
Shoemaker

Prostitute
Porte?
Peddler
Merchant
LaborerLaundryman
Grocer.
Carpen'tet

Cigar,Maker
''''
4,
Clerk

\i'

.

,.,

0.4

0

7.8
3.6

-,.: I

6.2

2 2.5

6.7.

r'.9

0.9

1.2

0.7

0.9

6.1

i .9

0.4

o.8

0.9

;.4

.3.3

2.4

7.0

1. I

14-6
1.7

I 3.

24

1.1

2..p3

1.4
i 7.8

1.0,

0.5
o.8
28.0

2.0

5-8

Barber

4-1
2. 3.

4-4
2.5
1.ç

Actor ,-

2.0

6.6 .

Coerk

'

`.-

2 3.4

.r.6
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'.

14.7
0

2.4
14.

0
%

0
2.4
o
0
o

3-5

0
2.4
12.2

1.2

0.9.
o
0.9

4.7

4.4

9-8

o. f
2.R

3.5
o

o

0
7-3

,

Caution must again be e cruised in using these figures .is hard empirical
facts especially in light of the ao.cYc of the hirthplices given as, Kw.ingtung
or China. The importance of these figures may noi be in the situation they
indicate, bur rather in the situation they do not indicate. Whereas, we might
have expected the flakk7a to he discriminated against in the occupations they
held, the infornrition in the census indicates that this was nor the catie..fr is
the degree to which this was not true, that cannot be obtained with complete
certainty. The liirthplaces arc most valuable is an indicator of tendency or
direction, rather than as hard truths.,
The data on the birthplaces o? the Chinese reflect the influence ot on.e's
background on the pl'ace in which he chooses to live. In the case of Chinatown,
this is shown in the high number of Sam Yap and the low number of Sze Yap
relativetto their numbers in all of California. The influence of background
is again demonstr:qed by the presence of the more urban Sam Yap in'urban
occupations and the, rural Ste Yap in less skilled occupations.,The birthplace
da`Ea.also reveal that there was no apparent discrimination against the flakka
in terms of what occupations they could hold.. This might indicate that, at
least in terms of. occupations. Chinatown was an open society, within theconfines placed upon it by the white society.
CONCL USI ON

When supplemented by other materials.the Census can tell much about a
period or community that could not he found in ane other way. In this exami-

nation nf Chinatown, the Census revealed [Mt only where the immigrants
came from but also thc type of society in which they-found themselves after
their arrival in the United States. It was a society where men far outnumbered
women and where families were. the exception, not the conunonplace. The
result was that Chinatown depended on immigration to
maintain its numbers
db.
and vitality.
Nlost importantly, the Census shows the many similarities Chinatown had
with the white community that surrounded it..ylany books have been written
on Chinatown that concentrate on the so-called exotic nature of the Chinese
quarter. Books of this kind have ignored the degree to which the Chinese and
white economies had integrated byt i 880. In 1 8-o, Chinatown. had depended
-upon Chinese miners atad white patronization of her prostitutes for part of
its enomnic sustenance., BY t 88o, this situation had been reversed with the

decline`of miinga,pd the rise of manufacturing. The outside society now
depended tipntiChinatown for inexpensive labor, cigars, clothing, and shoes.
It was not a situation where,the Chinese laborers were overlorded by white
managers and owners. Rather. the Chinese had gained sufficient; ground in
ownership that the white frrnis now considered them dangerous dimpetitors..
The result was the united opposition of white management and labdr leading
to the exclusion of Chinese laborers in I k--k 2.
St
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SOURCES OF .QUANTITATWE RESEARCH
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°

BEfrY LEE SUNG
AI

I think you will have to be a little bit indulgent with me..I don't have a .formal

paper to present because for the last month or more, I have been traveling
in the Far East. I just got back here in time for the Conference about two
days ago and I.was shown the program. I spoke with Chairman Thomas Chinn
before I left, and had asked, "What do you want me to speak on?" He Said,
"We haven't formalized our plans yet." I said "All right, you find me something." Therefore, my topic is more or less extemporaneous, so please bear
with me.
Another thing too. HaviUg traveled constantly-over the past month or so,

you get What one calls jet lag. You sort of forget where you are, and you
_have to catch up with time. So I'm suffering from that. AnOther handicap
that I'm operating under is that the work that I've been doing has been more
-coritemporary rather than historical..I thitik One of the young ladies brought
the subject up about the 1960 ciit7off date this morning. I am on the Executive
Committee of this Bicentennial Conference, and we did discuss this question.
It is true, as Mr. Chinn said, that we have to let things, contemporary things,
season a bit, so I went along with the decision to cut the date off at 1960. But

that sort of leaves me out because most of my work lias dealt with the last
decade or so.
Also, I think events most of the events of the Chinese-American the big
events, happenings, have occurred in more recent vears. Some of the important ones are the change over-in government on Mainland China. That is the

time when most of the Chinese decided that they wouldato longer be sojourners in this country and that they. .would opt for permanent residence
.or become citizens of this country. Another very, very iMportant factor that
'affeCted _Chinese American history is the rising cOnsciousness of the ethnic,
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groups and minorities resulting from the Civil Rights movement during the
6os. And then, of Course, the most important thing is the revision of the
Immigration Act of 1965, which brought the quota from a mere 105 -to over
20,000. This onc factor ,has tremendously affected the situation of the Chinese
in this country. Nov4 we have for the first time. ;a:;.niore .balanced population.

In ead of an all adult mlle society, we now have the,elderly, we have the
yo ngl we haveteenagers, we have women, so that our whole population is
a c nged population. For the first tiMe we have a young, riing teenage
group 'a youth group now entering the colleges, who have a different outlook
on li who arc challenging the status quo. The result is a whole shake-up of
o Chinese-American society.
With this great upheaval, we are encountering massive problems. So the
intist crucia l. and agonizing period of Chinese-American ;history is NOW'
'Brit since the'Committee decided that. we would confine .onr period!pyior. to
the 196os, I was confronted with a &lemma,. I couldn't speak iibont the findings of my research baSW .upon the' i976 census, so Mr. Chinn suggested
that I tell about the sources, the iivailabilitv of thcpopulation information,
and what those figures mean.

Perhaps I should mention that I was awarded a research grant from the
Department of Labor to do a study of the Chinese, their occupational status
and economic characteristics based upon the 1970 census. Mr. Chinn had said,
"Here you arc, generating all these figures, and rows and rows, and columns
and columns of numbers. yhat do they mean? Most people take one look
and they arc seared off." So let me confine my topic to talking-about the
availability of statistical data, some of the sources, what Uses can you Make
of the numbers, and what information can you derive from these numbers?
One of the sources that I have been workin.0- with is the U.S. census. For the
first time in 1970, we have a separate booklet that the Bureau of Census published. This is a separate booklet on the Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino. Prior
to 1970, the availability of data from the census has always been very limited:
'Even in the 196a census, the Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino were lumped

togcther in another booklet calfed "Non-White Population." Most of the
time, the data pertained to the Blacks and ale. Whites, and we were always
"Others." Since everybody else was. lumped into "Others,'" we were quite
indiStinguishable.

Although the information presented in the 1970 census is very detailed
giving breakdown on age, sex, marital status, educational level, occupation,
physical' mobility, native-born or foreign-born, etc., a lot of this information
doesn't give one sufficient material to work wiTh. I was able to cid a 'special
tabulation on my own, and I cross-tAulated a lot of this information, which
will come out in a report shortly. There is a great deal of basic demographic
information in this report. It would take more than 20 minutes, of course,
to go into detail about my findings2 but when the report does come out, it
will eome out under the auspices of City College of New York and
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' penver Administration of the Departincnt.of I ,abor. When I get back to New
York I will put it into type and it should conic out by the end of this summer.
(Report iisued in September 1975. It is called' Chinese-American Manpower
and Employment.)
In my research I had to resort to many other sources as well. Some of these
were summaries of Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Reports.
From this source, data are available about Orientals in various types of jobs
by city and state. Another very good governMent source is the Immigration
and Naturalization Yearbook in which detailed information is found about
the Chinese' immigrant. The' Anntiailkeprts are one of the most up-tg.clate
sources of information because they ciime out every year. This publicafion
will tell you who'are the recent immigrants coming in. How many are there?

Where are they going? Where are they coming from? Are°,they male or
female? What kind of occupations were they in? These are very important
data and do have a great dea of economic and social significance.
figures in school enrollment are very iniportant. In the big cities you have
reports from the 'School districts giving ethnic breakdown. From khere you
' can get a count of hoW many Asian Americans, Blacks, Puerto-Ricans there
are. ppfortunately you do not get the Chinese by themselves because we are
iti'Svitli`the Asian Airre-rican group. But generally you can get sonic ideas from
areas that have a large Cliiriew. opuiation.

Also, as a result of niy res rchalthoughl yas only supposed to study
employment and occupation, I felt that here Nv.ts a rare opportunity to go in
with the computer and find other information from the Census. So I tabulated
other information: L-- sociahnformation which will eventully come out in
other publications.
A number that I have already done are a series, of three monographs showing Chinese population Ey.census tract. Most of the Chinese are concentrated
in large metfopolitan areas like New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco,.and
other urban. centers. Qenerally, the Chinese population Nvill be given for the'
whole city. But then yoU'Inay ask:. Where are they concentrated? In' what
area? How many do they have in Chinatown? Are they spreading out; are

they dispersing? Where are they moving to? In what direction are they
going? Are they going into the better neighborhoods? Are they living with
other minority groups? How are they 'redistributing. themselves? As a result
of my tabulation, I was able to break down the Chinese population by census
tract. As I mentioned, three of these, booklets have already come out. Some
of the libraries may have received these'copies, which give a breakdown af
Chinese population by census tract for eleven Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.. That almost covers about 95% of the Chinese in this country.
I. have a limited nurnber of copies here with nie, and those who are really
doing serious work,J can let you have copies.
Another source oi statistiqat data is local .organizations. Some .of these
organizatiOns publish their own booklets. Dramples of these are the Chinese
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Chamber of Co;nmerce directories, the Restaurant Association Yearbook,
student organization publications, etc.
City and State governments sometimes publish their own information on
the Chinese. But as Him Mark Lai says, "You have to dig:" Yon have to dig
very hard, and sometimes you're rewarded very amply with a great deal of
information. One thing I'd like to emphasize is that wlien we do find new
sources, they should be Made available to other researchers so that others
won't have to go through .the same route and waste.tinie ckihg the work all
over again.

Now a word of, caution: I would like to point out that these, sources are,:
governmental Sources. They are done by outsiders, and we have to take into
accoUnt that there' i,s a a,r6in amount of bias in them. The figures may reflect
cultural leanings that ate:.not obvious to the outsider. The data may not be
entirely accurate.-,For example, the census may be an undercount, yet it is
the most reliable source that we have, because it is a too percept count and
we have a zo percent'sample. So with the large numbers involved, I think we

can get some trend and some sense Of the Chinese populatiOn from the
numbers.

As Mr. Chinn said;'1'igures a re unromaptic. What can yoU'learn from pms
And rows. and. columns ancolumns of gures?" Actually ,figures tell us a
great -deal. I thought perhaps: F.d lake ju t a :few, minutes to tell yousome
.the information 'that can be gleaned.orl interpreted frem my figures. (Of '
course, other people may interpret them i4 different wayS.)
From the census we can learn how many' there are of usWhere we are, and

hew we're distributing ourselves. For inssance, a very interesting fact that
I've discovered is that more Chinese are, now going to New York than are
staying in San Francisco orin California'. Irt fact, three times\ as nmny :Chinese
are,going. to. New York ,rather than to San Francisco. Yesten ay I Was talking
with Charles Chao, and he was' mentioning the,problems f Oakland,,California and hoW 'difficult it was to get funding for the:buildi s that are going

._up. ts there a reluctanceon the part of th /Chinese to go,topakland China
Chinatown seems to.be jUsy busttown? And Yet eVerythin g in New Ye
ing out all over. Everywhere you see, Chinatown is just reaching out. Froni
an 'area of about eight square blocks, we, can see by the -Cencentratiottof
ChMese that they ,have, spread toabout .nineteen ceilsus tracfs.. BightA,A,Vis;;;;.
little area 4f. nineteen census tracts in lower, Manhattan ydu have 'more
Chinese than the:entire states of Illinois or MassachuSetts combined. So from
'\ this information:you can see where the problems are, going to arise, where
the adjustments have to be made, where tbe greatest need is.
Houston, Texas seems to be gaining tremendously in Chinese population,'
What is thereason.for this?. Again it is an intriguing questio'n. San Jose ,has
a tremendOus ntimber of prOfessionals. Again, what causes ,this? I think I'll
leave ;hese 'questions to some of the other social scientists to ferret 'Alt.:H.6w
about business background, business prospeiNg? In- New York's Chinatown
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there arc ;thous zoo restaurants going full blast. More secin to be popping
up every day. Ihere's over. zoo garment factories utilizing Chinese women as
garment workers.

Not only do you get a distribution pattern and the movement of population, the cenSus also gives the figures of physical mobility. Are we a static
populationri Do wc move from state to tate I ound out that most of the
Chinese three out of five have moved in the last five years. Either they,
have made !the trans-Pacific leap, or they have moved. And this gives you
tremendous feeling of physical mobility. When they move'out of ytinatown,
perhaps we', can call that,social mobility... .1,, .
From the census, we can alsO obtain'AtOcial aita,:suCh .as 'Sex, ,fpOgn-borti,:,
or nativeborrt.;,age, marital and fannly status, etc. I think an inpoltatit.chieltoc

sociarbehavior is whetheryou're native born Or foreign born; Anothetitini
of information whiCh came out in my,studies although it did not pertain to
employment, was the rate of intermarriage. The census gives a breakdown
in-the married category. t figured that within the age group of 24 to 35 about
4o percent of the males are now intermarrying. Forty percent! Two out of
five.1That is a tremendously high rate. These are some of the interesting facts
you can uncover.
I 'found Mit also that the number of Chinese children being born is declining

at 4.,fantastk rate. The average ChineSe fa, mily is only 3.7. Not eKerttwo
children per family. The women arc not having children until a much later
age, And when they have children, they have one or two.
Iii ettinornic ciate, the census ieveals a, concentration, of occupation: The'
Chinese are no longerrin laundries; theyare fast becorning einct...The Chinese
are no longer in laundries, but they are concentrating heavily in restaurants.
One1out of every,third person employed is in the restaurant business. And
one out of three arc in professions. The proportion of Chines, females in the
labor force is higher than that,,for eitherwhites or blackr-Ehere is a social
implictpn jn this. faCt because':formerly Chinese women did mit work'outSi'de oftiheir hOmesi. Again, what effect does this have on the, family? Altnost

half of the CnineSe women wOrking in New York 'City work in gahnent
faetories as Searnstresses.

MOW about .bealth data?, Health data is n'ailable froM the Public Health
4rninistration and,from the Vital Statistics Bureaus 'of the various citieSA
remernier I woke tO, an AsiaRAMerican class justa while back in Seton'Hall,.
New Jersey,d` one of the young students '. challenged:MC..11e said; "What
are talking about research on statistics' fir?' Don't you realize_thefe are 4Ocial
erTFsTri''Clitinatov,

---

1

I asked; "What kind of in7Ob-l-Clims?"--"'

He replied, "Health, for instance."
"Well, What, shall We do about the health problem? What are the main
problems?
His ansWier. was , "T. B., for example."
1
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low.do you ,know? What is the rate of .1. 13:?'1

repV: "I don't know."
I said, "What do you thic.k is the Inaip liqaltli prol;lein in Chinatown today?"

In my courses at City College New \ur I put iiw suidents into the cmu..munity. I mean we.don't do things in ant isolated fashion, aside 'from reality.
My stuaents,%'nrk right in thc7y;ommunity. I assign them particular problems
to deal with:in one clinic which was set up in Chinatown, the doctor asked
that his diagnoses be tabUlated. From a year's worl*at the clinic hc haa seen
about 900 patients. One Of my studentstabaured the diagnose's and the illnesses..
rjt Was. fOuhd. that Out of'900 patients that visited that clinic during thc year,

there was only one case of TB. But to his surprise, what do you think thc
,firain problem plaguing the Chinese was? You would never guess.' Can I get
a response from the audience? Yes, high blood pressure. Hypertension.is the
inain prOblem.. Not very lrng. ago doctors used to say, "EverYhody should
rice .becauSe the Chinese have:low bloOd presti,re." Toiav,bccause of the
Cat

ilnental stress in adapting to a new land, the Number One health prcibkm
Inong the Chin* is hypertension..So thar.is.how statistics ca,n help.
Comment: Stanford M. Lyman, NewSchool for Social Research,New York
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SIGNIFICANT CHINESE FROM AVERICA'S PAST

.Chailltnan: Robert A. Nash, Sierra Madre, California

.DR. NG POON CHEW AND
THE HISTORY OF THE CHINESE IN AMERICA
..,, By
CORINNE K. HOEXTER

Chapter XII Thc Politics of Immigration*
Econothic compedtion always tends to increase the feeling of 'nationaliStic 'prejudice.

'
Brown, ImmiAiration. .

. .

A.

Among the rare journalists Who 'sympattize with the Chinese 'hi San
'Francisco at this time was a disciple of Henry George's,Singld Tax movement
named .Patrick Healy. Healy had written article's sympathetic to
stigation by the-- vio
in- several magazines. Ile had been shocked in
ese m all fields of labor despite the
lence of the prejudice 'against the
were honest, reliable workers. He determined
universal conviction that

to touch America=siconscience and encourage her to render justice to the
much-abused Chinese.Thooking for a Chinese-American with, the background

to help him, he had been introdked to Ng Poon Chew.
Patrick Tlealy/rfiet Ng Poon Chew, just aS Chew wayfilvolved;jp,his own
plans to fight the stifling provisions of the latest F.,-ausiori\Ace.thew perceived that thi's neW \Act was:a threat to all the hopes that he had cherished
for the Chinese in Anierica. hew agreed to share with Healy the documentary evide te that he \had b en accumulating for several years listing antiChinese ts by AmeriCans. Healy and Chew agreed that they would write,
book/iogether, using Only the sober facts that Chew had assembled. Theyd"
'lloped that the facts were powerful enough to tell their story.
At the time.of the Treaty pf 1934 Chew had alloNikd himself a rare outburst
bitierness:
... we are/-ntiw stuck with an Agreement, nominally to protect the
Chinese in the United States hut in fact all Chinese, whether they are

merchant orofficials, teacherS, students or tourists, are reduced to
the statu '.of dogs in America. The dogs nthst.have with theM necklaces [t ir registration] which attest to their legal status before they
are alio ed to go out [into the streets]. Otherwise they would be
arreste as unregistered, unowned wild dogs and would be herded
ECh'opter of fu thcoming book.)

Copyright
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into a detention camp ... This is analogous to the present plight of
the Chinese in America. The U.S. Immigration officers in the interior
keep harassing our merchants, officials; missionaries, students and

tourists. Their vigilance is not too different from the street dog
catchers .. Though the Ireaty St IS designed to ..prohibit labor and
protect officials, students and merchants, now the 1. S. Government
.

is attempting to expel all (hinese)

S1t1l on by his cmnprehension of the extreme.,situation
the Chinese
in America and h a dynamic mixture,of anger an& hope. Chew
and his friend Healy worked swiftly on their. ,ctatement for Nok-Lrclusion.
They traced the whole history of American invol'Vement with the Chinese
back to the tea trade conducted by New England merchants in tlie late 18th
century which helped bring China the dubious gift of cheap, plentiful Opium
They pointed out that America had usually been the, .aggressor in Sino'American relations, forcMg the Chinese to ti-ade. Ceking.out labor fur-mines,
and rattriiads;the great ranches "and the kitchens and parlors of San Frano

commum

cisco homes. Akt-ays,...the Chinese. had 'come bskausc, their help had been
--%!
-z
wanted for--a job nO one else cared to fill. SadlYTIev teCorded the lerhglist
of atrocities agains the Chinese going back to the 18s-o's. They explored the
preSs propaganda w hich fiat] WhiRped.economic fears of competing labor into
a hysteria
Of intib h.tred.Tliey entimerated thAitter fruit born of this height.
ened prejudice agai st the Chinese from the discriminatory California laws
and.San Francisco ordinances,of mid-century to the Exclusion Laws and rigid
immigration regulations of their own day. As Chew studied the situation, he
had'6ecome more and more disturbed by the contrAt between the treatment
.

of Chinese in the United States and that of other foreign groups. And the
reason for that difference was all too clear to him, and imPossible of remedy

in the current state of the I*:
.

In the American political system, the President and legislators are
elected by.citizsps. In America, all other aliens are granted the right
to naturalizatio7 and hence citizenship and the right to vote. Since the
American President, senators and congressmen do not have to court
-Chinese votes, theyean deliberately violate the principleS of equality
[for the Chinese].2

As Chew and Patrick Healy worked at white heat on their book, the spirit
of newly awakened nationalism was bearincr fruit throughout the Chinese
world. The reforms instituted by the Afanchus, restricted and i3artial as they
were, opened the gate to a longing for more fundamental reform. When the
giant backward Russian Empire was defeated by the island kingdornof Japan.

it As seen in China as a victory of 4s0 over the West, of constitutional
reform over 'despotism.

,

,

For America the most immediate4racticil'result of the new national pride
in China was the development- of/the boycOrt against American goods. The
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boycott began in the treaty ports %%lien: Americans had established thcir
main tradirT centers. The rising class if ClMwse merchants there were angry.
These Chinese businessmen saw their countrymen barred from free entry into
the LI,S, and %VCR: faced with degrading restrictions themselves when they
traveled to America,
In July too5 Chinese firms in the treaty ports were pressing for a ban On aIl
business dealings with America, including such imports as cotton cloth froth
Southern milk and kerosene. Schools and colleges discarded American bool4

.fr'om their regular course of study. By the end of July, Getz Bros., one of
thc biggest American firms trading with .China, had RI: ived Word that the
boyl:ott was a total suceesfi from the point of viewy th 9) Chinese' merchants.
Thc New York Times vditTial cohinin explained thc connectiv between
the boycott and American treatment of merchants and other exempt classes.
It also spoke of ChineSe resentment over U.S. extension of the ban on Chinese labor to our newly-woo dependencies of I lawaii and the Philippines.
"In the context of t.V.',Pacilic.'it makes no sense and threatens thc prosperity"
of Chinese inerchant0
Chinatown in San Francisco responded with even more enthusiasm than
to thc cause of thc Reform Party. Placards appeared exhorting all local merchants to observe the boycott and press for the repeal of the Exclusion Law.
.

.

Meetings were held to raise money in support of thc boycott. Inspired by
first unified expression of Chinese pride in many decades, Chcw had
especially high hopes for his book, urging Non-Exclusion.
Americans were stunned,' especially when the boycott began to pinch
Southern cotton growers. Northern textile mills, and Standard Oil with its
"oil for the lamps of China.- I lad we not always been China's friend? they
this

asked somewhat naively.

'Though not so eager for land, nor so prone tn ."gunboat diplomacy" as
Europe, .America hitt, treated Chinese on American soil, even in some cases
diplomats, in such a ,humiliating way as to cancel out any benefits wc might
have gained by our lack of territorial greed. One Chinese diplomat in Washington, arrested for lacking visa.or registration. had been tied by his queue to
a fence. The loss of honor u-as too much for him tri bear, and he committed
suicide.

erican bankers and millA month before the boycott nfficially bega
owners had already called on President Theodore Roosevelt to protcst the
conditions which were making this :inti-American movement possible. Faced

with the threat to our China trade, Roosevelt was forced to cxaminc our
whole China policy.
Though unable to force Congress to amend the law without popular support, hc intended to do his best, as he informed thc worried businessfuen:
Our laws and treaties Should-be so framed as to guarantee,to ali China,

men, save of the excepted coolie class, the same right of entry to this
country..and the same treatment while here, as is auaranteetFth anV
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other nation. I IV (*CIIIIVC :11.110n, I :1111 15 rapidly is possddc piittitT

a stop to the abuses which have grown up during many year\ in the
administration of the 1:1. CAtt do .1 1.:te.it ile.11, and w ill do .1
1

de:11 eVeti Without tlic

of. ConiTy hut I cannot do ill

111.11

is taken I by (:(mgre\sl...'

shoUld be done 11111e5s solla"

An executive order from Presi,dent Roosevelt did go through to the Immi
gration Service charging them to discard their abusive treatment of legitimate.
Chinese merchants and travelcr. Mc,mwhile :ongress went \() far as to con
duct an .investigation into the causes of thc boycott. The committee turned
np the information that Anierican immigration practices were the chief cause.
of Chinese resentment. There the matter rested.
Unfortunately for Roosevelt's good intentions and the liope nourished in
American Chinatowns and Chinese treaty ports by thc success of the lmycott.
Atnerica:s whole view of immigration was changing. The Chinese were mi
longer the tnain hone of contention in the eves of most Americans, titit they
Were to be coincidental losers.

After iS : there was a dramatic change in the size aml nature of immigration to the United States. Whereas nioq of the "old immigrants" had come

frotn northern and Western Furope, the "new immigrants" came fr(y
eastern and southern Furope. Before this time inunigrants from ItalY, the
Austro-I lungarian Fmpire. Russia and the Balkans, together with Turkey
and the Near Fast, had-not sent more than 8,000 to to,000 immigrants a year.
Butlietween 1,)oo arld i 914, the outbreak of World War I. each of these areas
sent as many as ten times that mimber and more. The. Austrian Fmpire accounted for 3,1o0,000, Italy for ;.Ooo,000. Russia for :,too,o0o and the Balkans and Near.Fast for 900,00o. In fifteen years 9,3.00,000 people enterCd the

United States, mostly, through the port of New. York where many of them
-stayed. Anlerican Protestants beheld Roman Catholics, Greek Orthodox, Jews

and Mohammedans bring their custoins and modes of worship to the la<14\
of the Pilgrim Fathers. Many Americans, forgot that they too had once been
immigrants seeking religious and political liberty and teonotnic betterment.
Many did not realize that even in the years of heaviest immigration the foeeign-born population of the United States never exceeded I 5%, a 3% rise
over the average of otherYears. Owerwhelmed-by a sense of being engulfed
in"a foreign invasion, many more Americans came to feel about the new immigrants as they had once felt about the Chinese, that they would corrupt and
dominate the American w"al.' of life.
.

On the Pacific Coast, meanwhile, Japanese immigrants, who had 'been
taking over Chinese jobs, especially in agriCulture, had heightened antiOriental feeling in California where most of them settled. Now Chinese Exclusion grpups took Japanese and Koreans as their targets as well and
TeOrganized into Asiatic Exclusion Leagues. "
The "new immigration" was becoming the target of other groupS besides
the Native American and super-patriot groups whn had always opp6sed
9"
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1 immigration. While mostly. simple peasants like the "old immigrants,- the
"neYv inuni)_tr.flus-

yy ere I I( of Id irw, 'UM, i Ill. CUR'S WhCIC diCir 1.111)1. Was re-

quired.rmfactoi ies and on construction projects instead of roing west to farm.

)

.

ln the ciiies yy hei'e 1 he imum.Jrants \very crulY ded together in shuns, they came

into more direct. aln'asiv.e contact and competition wit.h Americans than
formerly. As a result, organiied labor became vocal in opposition to all
inmlig,rants, who. they. telt, %%ere takint: job, from American yvorkers.
Ity HP.: itilmi!.;ratl()i1 had beCullIC IIlle Of the central..ind ohsessive concerns
of the .AincTic..in people. .\ mono, those organi/atiuns impressed by the importance Of the issile \Vas The Naiitfilal (.iVIC Federation, one of many' reform
groups associated with the Progressive movement. The Progressive movement,.
which ha'd 'strongly influenced Theodore Roosevelt, had arisen :rround the
turn of the century to) combat the evils spays ned by the Industrial Revolution
and the rise of citn.s. Ilie Federation issued invitations to all groups and pronli-:

tient individuals concerned with immigration to send delegates to a Conference on Init»igration to be held .it A ladison Square ( ;arden Concert Elall in
early DeecIllher I Quc.

The Chinese community iti San Fraticiscoi AS being the nuist important in
thc country, received all invitation to send a representative who could speak
in its behalf. By this time the Chung Sal Yu' Po and its editor. once so fiercely
opposed I./y the establishment in Chinatown, were universally' regarcled A,\,.,
among its brightest ornaments. \'hat hetter Chinese delegate could there be
to speak before a distinguished American audience than Ng Poon Chew., the

witty dramatic speaker and editor, co-author of a major treatise opposing
.
exclusion;
Er is probably at this time that Cliew requested and was granted an interview
with PresUlent Theodore Roosevelt.. ,I ake the majority of Americans'of his
generation, Chins WAN fascinated bv t e character of Theodore Roosevelt, the
first President to make such a strung i,Mpressiim on his country since AbrahAm
Lincoln, the first to achieve stature in tip eves of the world. Rousevelt's strong

posture in foreign affairs, his sponsokb. of domestic reforms, his honest
administration and strong executive leadership contrasted with th.c.colorless
presidents who had preceded him.
Clew's interview with the President only reinforced a lifelong admiration.
Early in his administration. Roosevelt had shocked public Opinion by inviting
thc ranking black leader, Booker T \-l'ashington. to lunch at the 'White House.
Representing another sometimes-despised race. Chew received a yvarm welcome from the Presio lent. who shared with the former Presbyterian minister
a concern for the "moral tone- of his times. He pointed out to Chew that his.
Executive order calhng for fair and courtefous treatment of Chinese immigrants and visitors was reportedly bringing improvement in their reception.
Lipwevar. Chew must reahie that any major modification of the law must
conic. from Congress.

..

In the euphoria of actually having talked to the President. Chew went on
Its

..
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tir the (:onfcient e in New
TheW' \1.1s Well :1\t tIC it the Intense ulTusl
tIoll tu ills Vie
even before the conference got around tO ,liscussing \ slam.
immigration, st
(ill the, LINi
(AC
December s.

Wednesday, I )t'l (*MIRA 11, Angost Itelniont II 111C5Idellt
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tile Vt1(111.1l Livle I.cderation, ivened the Conference before soo
I le set the keynote .1 judicloo stlids of the "[elation of alien to domestic
labor" as well as the -effect of alien 1.liOl upon the progress ot the negro."
.hvo of the most prominent labor leaders of the day "ference Powderlv
of the knights of I .abor and Samuel Co/nipers ot the .AilleriC011
11.31)01- -Were to be among the main spealsers. l'loiltpets. himself -.In Mimi
grain 'from lingland immediately attaelsed .111 alien Titiiiiei.s for tahni! the
bread out of the mouths- ot American n orker,. Isador -Strauss, the depart

Mem store owner mid pint lutill-opist who helped build \ lacy's int() the
the speal,ers, himself :Ind (
WeIT 1111lllif,lt1ts, .111d th,:l the tither. BehllUllt, 51.15 the Null (If ;141

world's biggest store, recalled that

(flyers,

\Vhile admitting that the crowded situation of modem American cities called
for some restriction Of immigration, he spoLe p-ut for the "fundamental human
right to Illifirlte from misery :ind poverty to hooe.' .
The next day. (;ompers tried to tahe me floor again with a special attack
ifl (Thinese immigration, but \vas told to save his remarks on the .subject till
Friday." (;ompers was to be (..licw's111(lst strenllUlls 311d deWrinined oppment.

His most lanrous utterance on tile subject of Chinese exclusion had been
his pamphlet .11C,it
RirC which set out to Ft we that American workers,
f,amilv men' who needed meat 'to Leep up their stretvth, wers: no match for
work well on rice alone. ,Nloreover, hc
I
the 'single Chinese, who ct ni.t,
poisoned his economic arguments with Vicious turn-of-the-centui`v antiChinese xterentypes.

On Friday morning ex-Senator I liggins took tile Chair for the discussion Of
Asiatic immigration. Though favorable to the entrY of' merchants, students,
etc., hc utterly opposed the admission of lahorers :'for..racial reasons.: Chew,
the personification of the adaptabilitv of the Chinese thAt they :ill 'sclaimed

was impossible, walked to the platform in his modern dr(*, short-ex hair,
Teddy Roosevelt moustache. \lost tcllimn, symbol of hit; American credentials
w:pi his exceptional masters. of the Fnglish 1.,..ngulf.le.'I'he essence of his speech

was reported in the Ncv." York Times thc next day:
atn here to plead the cause of the yellow people. not a yellow eauSe.
Some people have .a gxeat fashion of calling things they do not, like,

exclude thc Yellow Man. You fear the yellow peril.. r
cdit a whitc paper turncd (nit by yellow men, and many white men
turn (nit N:ellow parers. [Laughter and applause) I do not ask thc
acInlission.of all thc Chinese people, or even of the laboring classes
although of right they ought to conic.
TOrding to the ideas of civilization of the twentieth cc,nturv, a n:Itio has no rig it except that
which it can e:iforce. This tltiCtrine denies u the riTht it entry here
-

011
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until we have the might to demand equal treatmentawith other Coun-.
tries. China' will some day be ready for ,this..She is preparing to be a
great nation by learning to kilt the largest number of men in a. given
time, with.the least expense to..herself. Tlien,.and not until then, will
she be looked upon as a power to lig reckoned with. Of course, we have Chinese people 'of bad character,- ganiblers and

opium eaters. If I were ;1 wonian, I would rather my husband, if
he insisted on taking something, to-ok opium rather than whisky.
Whisky transforms Men into brutes. Opium transforms them into
living corpses. The AMerican, filled with whiSky, comes home and
kicks his wife. The Chinaman comes home and his wife kicks him.
[Laughter]
You.say you are afraid thc 100,000 Chinamen will contaminate your
(-_
80,000,000 people. 'Am,- erican Workitigmen, who fear neither God
nor the devil, say they are afraid of the inoffensive Chinaman. I cannot credit that. I do not ask the repeal Of the. Exclusion Act," but its
modification. The ExClusion Act forbids the entry of Chinamen into
the United States except five classes;officials, merchants, teachers,
students and travelers, but the restrictions are such that it is imposSible for almost any of these classes to enter. We want better Men as
inspectors of iniinigration, not the pigheaded,
oyster-brained officials
,.,
,

.

you have noW:7

A great burst of:laughter, cheers arid apphiuse greeted the end of Chew's
speech. The Tithes`tsiimmed it up neatly by saying that he "made the hit of
the day."
`,

1.:

Yet the enthusiasr?1 of,the crowd in..no way deterred the ,next three speakers
from making their sereOtyped attacks upon theundesirability of the "coolie."

One speaker, Waltei AfacArthur, a labor leader, went further by asking to
extend .the.ban to fapanesc and Koreans. "The MOngolian race is opposed
to the Caucasian," tie.insistig in a popular cliché. "They corrupt our men.
'and women. Mr. P.34.,Chu seems able to do more than_meist other editors.
He can travel across4 . country to express his .opinions when other editors
in California are stiai0 o their business."
MacArthur's "persdilal '4,ttack" upon Chew was highly unpopular with the
delegates, who "greeteki it vith hisses." After lunch two missionaries praised
.

.

the good qualities of th;Japanese and Chinese respectively. Perhaps under the
influence of this more positive approach the Resolutions Committee reported
a .resolution about Chirlsq Oi.frnivation that was a slight improvement over
the current law. It advocA.ed admittii!g all Chinese except "coolies, Chinese
skilled and unskilled labor,"*;

.

,.

' Samuel Gorripers rose,_,..4* personification of the middle-of-the-road labor
leadet:-With Strong iro, li,:.said that it was all very well for the "reverential,-

and professionargentlOeiir:
to "throW your gates wide open, but it ,is a
,
...'
':...
,.
9r
the ,Nmerican workingman. The American
very
different
proposkti
owi.
.
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is better than that of anv other work. workingman realizes that his condition
,
ingmanirFarly part of the-world, but he is.not yet satisfied. There is rooM for
improvementand in securing it, the admission of the Chinese would be fatal."'
Terence Powderly Of the Knights of Labor strongly secOnded Gompers' '
view and stated that the American people did not wish to associate with the
Chinese. SWayed by Chew's eloquence, the Conference had at first recommended .a more positive approach to the Chinese immigration question: But
now, pushed by the anti-Chinese forces, they were in the process of Changing back to the unfortunate wOrding of "oiclusion" with the exempt classes
metely "excepted" from the provisions of the law rather than freely. admitted.
So- Chew had journeyed East to see President RoosCvelt and address aro
Imniigration Confe'rence with a plea for his people. What had he to shoW,t),

f

4

;-

for itP The epitaph for the Conference was an editorial in the New York
Times on "The Chihese Labor Puzzle".which allowed Chew to be "a Chinese

humorist upon whose shoulders the mantle of Minister Wu [Ting-Fang,.
former Chinese minister th the U.S. and a very popular. speaker] has settled."

But beyohd this brief accolade, the whole editorial dealt 'with the "yellow
'peril" in polite terms. Even though the Chinese were unlikely to come here
in such numbers as to "engulf". Americans, there was a possibility that they
' .might. After all, they had done so in Mongolia and Manchuria. Far from
.

being inoffensive as Clfew maintained, "the- Chinaman's single mindedness"
_.---was what "gives,-him the upper hand" when he."comes in competition with
another people ... "Let us beware of complicating our problems bv, open ng
the gates to a flood of yellow brethren."s The Conference had still 'another ironic footnote which Chew could 4iot

1,

.

yet foresee as he rode home on the train, contetiplating the wreck of

,

.

is

hopes. His speech had done for Chew what it had.not done for the Chinese.
'He was,shortly to emerge as a man much sought *after, most deSirable for
addressing public meetings ancl.speaking before organizations of every. stripe 7(
\ -Irom schools td churches to sryice clUbs to veterans' groups.
\
,
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EXAMPLE FOR THE NATION:
NEVADA'S EXECUTION OF GEE JON
By
LOREN B. CliAN
,

On the evening of August 27, 1921, Tom Quong Kee; a seventy-four-yearold Chinese laundryman and nominal member of the Bing Kung Tong, Was
awakened by someone knocking on the rear door of his' cabin in the little
mining town of Mina, Nevada, located about 175 miles south of Reno. Clad
in pajamas and a jacket and holding a lighted candle in one hand, the old man
groped his way to the door. When he opened it, he was confronted ,by two
other Chinese, one standing in front of ,another. The man standing in back
pulled out a .38 caliber Colt revolver, and promptly fired two shots at Tom
over the shoulder of his confederate. The bullets went into and through the
old laundryman's heart.'
It was a brutal and senseless killing, but a part of the overall pattern of tong
warfare then plaguing some segments of the Chinese-American community
in California.2 The violence spread to areas in the neighboring state, since
most towns in western Nevada were economically and socially tied to the
cities of northern California.
In -1921, the Chinese sections of many northern-California towns and cities
were afflictea by feuding tongs. The fighting in San Francisco supposedly
started because a member of the Hop Sing Tong stole a thinese slave girl
belonging to a member of the opposing Suey Sing Tong. To avenge the injustice suffered by one of its members at the handsoaf a member of an opposinf

tong, the Suey Sing council, supported by an ally, the Bing Kung Tong,
declared "war" on the Hop Sings. The signal was given for the commencement of ten months of tit for tat violence.3
Just a few hours after Tom Quong Kee was-slain at Mina, Nevada, Chinese
opera performer Legng Quie Sang was shot twice in the head while preparing
a late evening snack in the kitchen of his San Franicsco apartment.4 Wherever
there were tong members, the violence was bound to spread. By the end of

August 1921, even, smaller towns like Watsonville and Marysville were
affected.5 In Fresno, Gee Sing recgived a bullet wound in his right' ear after
a tong assailant fired three shots at him with a .32 caliber pistol.° To the north
in Oakland, Woo Wai, a prosperous San Francisth herbalist,. was- stopped on
a street corner by two men in a large automobile. Two shots rang out, the

first of which struck and killed him.' There were probably other murders
which went unnoticed and unrecorded.
In Nevada, however, the killing of Tom Quong Kee was the big news: On
Sunday morning, August 28, 1921, a Chinese vegetable peddler went looking

for Tom. Peering through one of the windows of Tom's cabin, he saw his
friend's body Zprawled on the floor. He notified the justice of the peace in
102
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Mina, L. E. Cornelius, who in turn called the situation to the attention of
of
deputy 'sheriff W. J. Hammik!! The deputy examined the body and sc
the crime, and traced the footprints of two persons from the cabin to a spot
weere there were automobile tire tracks and' some empty heer bottles.
Only eight to ten/days before, Hammill saw two Chinese strangers in Mina
at the Palace Cafe, men who were supposedly looking for work. At thaftime,
the deputy was warned that the pair were not unemployed and innocent, but
were tong members sent from Reno to kill the aged tom. Because of his suspicions, Hammill teIePhoned Reno police chief John M. Kirk ley to be on the
.1Ookout for a car bearing two Chinese malesuspects. The men were apprehended.°

Physically, twenty-nine-year-old Gee Jon and nineteen-year-old Hughie
Sing did not seem intimidating. China-born Gee stood 5 IA inches, and weighed

zo pounds. Hughie, who was born in Carson City, measured only 5 feet,
z1/2 inches tall, and tipped the scale at a modest zo5 pounds.1° Gee emigrated
ffom Canton, China around 1907 or 1908. Except for a brief stay of two to
three months in Stockton's Chinatown; he lived his entire life in the United
States within the confines of San Francisco's Chinatown. Hence he had

culty in understanding and speaking English." Hughie 'Sing, On the' other
hand, attended grammar school in Carson City, and could speak, read, and
write both English and Chinese.12 He had been a meMber of the Hop Sing
Tong for only two months prior to being enlisted as Gee's partner in crime.13
After their arrest, both suspects were interrogated by the Reno police:
Chief Kirkley advised Hughie.that anything hesaid could be used against him
in court, and that it would be best for him to tell the truth." Thinking that
he might be set free immediately if he cOoperated with the authorities, Hughie

confessed his role in the crime and also implicated Gee.15 Both Gee and
Hughie were sent back to Mina, where they were held' without bail until a
preliminary heating was held on September 8, 1921. W H. Chang- of San
Francisco, most likely a Hop Sing Tong member, secured the services of Reno
.attorney James M. Frame as defense counsel.1°

On the advice of counsel, Hughie repudiated his oral confession." Both
Gee and Hughie waived the right to-make a statement at the September 8
hearing. Their counsel entered pleas of "not guilty" for each of thern.18
Trial was held in Hawthörne from November zi? to December 3, 1921
before the Seventh Judicial District Court for Afineral-County, NeVada. Both

men 'denied being members of the Hop Sing Tong, shooting Tom Quong
Kee, or going to Mina with the intention of killing him. They claimed to be
on their way to 1opah, where they wanted to o in employment in a
restaurant."' 'Hugh also said that he confessed to/f le Reno police chief in
the belief that he would be immediately freed.2°
The court was not convinced. According to prior testimony of Witnesses
and law enforcernentofficials, the two accused Chinese were in Mina eight
to ten days before the killing. At that time they looked over the town, and
103

surveiled their intended victim. Previously, Hughie had lived with Tom in
Mina for two years; such exj5erience and his knowledge of English made him
the best person to guide Gee Jon on his murderous mission."
Both men were found guilty of first degree murder.22 After the new year,

Judge J. Emmett Walsh pronounced death sentences on the two killers.
According to a law passed in 1921 by the thirtieth ?ession of the state legisla-

ture and signed by Governor Emmet D, froyle, all criminals sentenced to.
death were to be executed by means ollethal gas. Gee Jon and Hughie Sing
were the, first to be affected by the new law.23
Prior to 1921, criminals sentenced to death in Nevada were executed in a
variety of ways. Before 1905, most Of the condemned were put to death by
county officials; hence from 1866 to 1913, only ten men were executed at the
state prison." Moreover, methods of execution were variable. Up until January 1, 1912, hanging was the most common mode of execution; from 1912 to
1921, a 'condemned person could choose between a rope or a firing squad.26
When the thirtieth sesion of the state legislature convened in 1921, Deputy
Attorney General,Frank Kerninfluenced by the ideas of Dr. Allen McLean

Hamilton, an eastern toxicologistprevailed upon Assemblymen J. H. Hart
of Lovelock and Harry L. Bartlett of Elko to introduce a bill in the lower
house that would make lethal gas the sole method of administering the death
penalty.26 Gas was believed to be the most humane way to end life, especially
if it were tO be administered while the condemned person was under the influence of a soporific drug. Little paigWould be felt in passing fromlife to death." Hart and Bartlett introduc&I- tli6r Assembly Bill 230 on March 8, 1921.
It was favorably reported out of committee, and passed the lower house by
a vote of 30 to i infavoi\on March 15. The Senate received the bill later that
same day, and quickly approved the measure by a vote of 14 to 1.28 On March
28, Governor Emmet D. Boyle signed the bill, which stated that "The judg-

ment of death shall be inflicted by the administration of lethal gas . . . "29
Thus Nevada became the first state in the country to permit the use of poisonous gas in legally ending human life.39

The new statute was to be implemented for the first time in the case of
Gee Joo and Hughie Sing. Only adroit legal maneuvering and persuasive
argumentation could possibly save the pair. They were ably represented by
attorney. James M. Frame. After Judge Walsh pronounced death sentences
on the tWo Chinese, Frame moved for a new trial. Walsh denied the-motion,
and Frame was ready to appeal to the state sUpreme court."

-After their trial at Hawthorne, Gee and Hughie were:taken under the
cuStody of Sheriff Frederick B. Balzar to the state prison in Carson City, where
they were to be incarcerated until their sentenceS,were carried out.32 Hughie
was confident, but also prepared for the wOrst:

I don't think there's no hope, unless maybe the Supreme court does
something. Our lawyer said he'd file 'something in the supreme court
within thirty days, but if the court don't aCt IgueSs we'll have to die.3"
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During the latter part of February i922, Frame filed an appeal with the
state supreme court, contending that execution by lethal gas constituted cruel
and unusual punishment. The appeal autoniatically served as a, stay of execu-

tion for the two men, who originally had been ordered executed between
April 16-22, 192:2.34 The first of a long series of legal maneuvers started.
In January of 1923 the court ,rendered a decision, on the 1922 appeal. The
murder convictions were sustained, legal gas execution was held to be neither

cruel nor unusual punishment, and the state's execution law was deemed
specific and precise in the wording. of i*ts title. 'Moreover, a defense motion
for a new trial was denied.35
,
Undaunted, attorney Frame filed another appeal to the state supreme court
fa a rehearing of the Gee and Hughic case. The court. reacted unfavorably."

Frame and his partner, Fiore Raffetto, then decided to apply for a writ of
certorari in the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco. They stressed
the refusal of Nevada's highest statc court to grant Gee and 8ughie separate
trials, the cruel and unusual nature of lethal gas execution, and the defective
wording of the title of Nevada's 1921 capital punishment statute.37 '
Nothing much ha pened as a result of the action, however, for the Nevada

supreme court refus d to give its assent to be sued on the writ. Thereafter,
the attorneys fo theChinese petitioned the state supreme court a second time
for a rehearing; and again, the court ruled in the negatiAz. According to the
court's procedlires, second petitions for rehearings were not allowed. In
addition, defenSe counsel wanted to argue the case on new grounds beyond
those contained in the first petition. Therefore denial of the second pctition
was certainly jUstified."
..
By the first pa'rt of September 1923, the U.S. Supreme Court seemed to be the
court of last resOrt. Attorneys Frame and Raffetto applied to the state supreme
court for a writ Of error,"so that the case of Gee and Hughie could be carried

to the nation's highest tribunal. On chalf of the state court, Chief Justice
Edward A. Ducker denied the applicl tion for the writ."9 The judicial road,
however, was not completely blocke . If one of the justices on the U.S.
Supreme Court .were willing to hear a\lease
petition for a writ of error, then he
and his fellow justices could hear the
even with the prejudice of the
Nevada suprenre court's refusal to gra t a writ of error:4° A petition for a
writ of error was first presented to As.ociate Justice Joseph McKenna, and
then to Chief Jnstice William Howard .Taft. Both members of the highest
.court refused to permit the petition *to be filed.'" Thereafter, Frame and
.

Raffetto could only direct any furtheriefforts to spare the lives of their clients
toward state" officials.
In January of 1924, the two 'attorneys tried to persuade the state supreme
court to allow a petition for a writ of prohibition to be filed, whereby District:,

Judge Walsh would be restrained from setting a date for the execution of
Gee and Hughie. The title of the executiOn law, according to Frame and.
Raffetto, did not specifically cover the subject of lethal gas execution. If the
-.
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law was invalid for that reason, an execution date could not be set until the
title,of the law was changed. The court considered the title of the law valid
and sufficient, and denied the petition:12 Bv mid-January, most of the legal

avenues of appeal were exhausted. About the last group that might be
.

.approached was the state board of pardons, consisting of the governor, the
three state supreme court justices, and the attorney .general.4"
Believing that the board would be swayed by the nature Of public opinion,
Frathe and Raffetto started t(i circulate petirions in various parts of the state:
.

>

. four in Reno', one in Carson City, and one in southern Nevada." The petitions,
addressed to the board of pardons, declared:
The bndersigned 'respectfully petition your honorable body to cOmmute
the sentence of Gee Jon and Hughie Sing, Chinese, rico death to life
imprisOnment.
We are ,infOrmed that Hughie Sing is a mere boy, being only nineteen
years of age akhe time of the colimnssion (if the crime, . and that Gee Jon
was at the time of the commission of the crime .an illiterate Chinese un-

acquainted with American cus. _Kris and not likely'to fully know and
" appreciate the enormity of the act.
,
We feel that the .extreme penalty should not be exacted and think that
commutation of the sentence to life imprisonment wOuld fully vindicate
the law and subserve.public good and avoid the horror of taking human
life bv administration of lethal gas, a new and untried method:15
In addition, the two lawyers sent more than four hundred letters to prominent
Nevadans, imploring them to intercede with the board on behalf ,of Gee and
.

.Hughle.46

---Fratrae4nd)taffetto became engrossed in trying to save_the two Chinese.
They droWed all ''of their other case work to concentrate on Gee and
Hughie.47 Time indeed was runnihg short. Judge Walsh set February 8, 1924
as the date of execution.4s ,The board of pardons would meet on January
Public opinion, on which the two defense .attorneYs hoped to rely, proved
to be quite varied, Several different matters had to be weighed: the racial and

ethnic origins of the two condemned slayers; the nature of their crime;
Whether or not they deserved to be executed; and the mode of_their execution.

On the various petitions circulated, about five hundred signatures were
obtained. Petitions were sent to the board of pardons from students on the
Reno campus of the University of Nevada, the League of Women k-oter'
Reno, and from the citizens of Reno and Carson City. Letters to the board
calling for life imprisonment instead .of death for the Chinese also arrived
,

from Reno, Dayton, and C;emra.'
On the other hand, those nwst familiar with the actual crime committed

by dee and Hughie were the least sympathetic. Mineral County District
Attorney Jay H. White called the murder of Tom Quong Kee
purely a clean-cut prenieditatcd'murder without any extenuating.circumstances. The crime was one of the inost atrocious .and cold-blooded in
106
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the history' of the state. Testimony of the trial will show that applicak6ns
for commutation of sentence are illogical in view of the f
e case. 51
In support Of the district attorney''wev ten of the original nvelve districteourt
jurors. Only two'bf the jurorS favored *commuting the sentences of Gee and
Hughie to life imprisonment.52
If the jurors could not agree on the question.of eommutation, neither could
the press. Racial considerations were prominent. The Fallon-Standard maintained that if Hughie Sing were white, at most he would have been convicted
'of seconil degree-murder. _Gee_ Jon did die actual shooting, not Hughie. Thc
tiounger Chinese was merely an atkomplicc. The Standard's editorial conluded by asserting that if Hughie were white, he would not be in danger
of being executed.'"
.

In ci trast to the Fallon newspaper, ttie Tonopah Daily Times used the
estion in a different fashion. It called the convicted slayers "Chinese
co les," and termed the long,legal iTppeal process "the stubborn fight waged

by the tongg.for the lives of;heifmurderous tools." The editor of the Times
insisted that
the state should serve notice on the high court of San Francisco's Chinatown
that its behests will not be obeyed in at leastene state on the Pa Oft
..
coast. Let thcse murderers survive through coMmutation or pardonthe
action would establish Nevada as the slaughterhouse of the tongs."
Th9 race issue thus'was used to plead for justice in one case, and to incite the
.

.

"yellow' peril" prejudic'es of white Nevadans on the other...,
The racial consideration was kept alive when the board of pardons met in
the governor's offfce in Carson City on, January 25, 1924, Arguments for and
against cohimutation of the death sentences of,Gee and Hughie lasted for four
hours, and the room was filled with curious reporters and spectators. James
.

Frame, representing the Chinese, pleaded for clemency on the: grounds of
Hughie's youth at the time the murder was committed, and Gee's illiteracy.
Moreover, he gave the race issue still another mist. Mercy should be extended to the condemned pair, he ,argued, because of their lack of mental
ability, the inferiority of their race; and the inherent inability of Chinese to
distinguish benveen right and wiling."
After all the various arguments were considered, the members of the board
voted on the fates of the two convIctcd killers. In the case of Hughie Sing,
Justices John A. Sanders and Benjamin W. Coleman voted in favor of commuting the sentence, as did Attorney General M. A. Diskin and Governor
James G. Scrughatn. Chief Justice.Edwar\d A. Ducker cast the lone dissenting

vote. In Gee's case, however, all the Members of the board except JustiCe
Sanders voted against commutation. Hughie's youth and role as an accomplice

Were duly considered by the board, as was the fact that Gee did t e actual
shooting in the crime; and the reason why. Justice Sanders voted for c

muta-

tion of both sentences had to do with his general opposition to capital
pUnishment
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Reactions to the lmard's decision were immediate. CarsoA City's Chinatown
rejoieed iii the board's conunutation of Hughie Sing's sentence. Firecrackers
were lit, and banquets were the order of the 'day. At the state, prison, Hughie

was/ removed from his death watch cell; and put to work in the prison
laundry.57 Gee Jon -was left to face death alone.
hoWevcr, was still trying -every, legal device to stay his execuOn FebrUary 4, Frame asked the state supreme Court for a writ of habeas
,

'co.rpus,\on the ground.that Gee Jon was insane. The court denied Frame's
At the 'prison, Warden Denyer S. Dickerson requested a medical exaMinaof Gee. _to dispel ,iiny dotabts about his sanity. Dr. John E. Pickard of
Reno and Dr.-Anthony -Huffaker cif Carson City, the prison physician; per-

formed the exathination and declared Gee sane." The conclusions of the

,

doetors, however, did not discourage.,Frame.
Failing to get '.,action
the state, supreme court, the 'attorney then
appealed to the Ormsby Coun district Court for an injunction to stay Gee'sexecution. He ass rt
k
rden-Dickerson had not called for a full investigation and hear r into Ge 's smity as provided for by state law. Judge G. A.
Ballard promptly denied ame s petition for a writ of injUnction.q° Frame
perseyered..
On Fellruary 7, One da before the scheduled date of Gee Jon's executiiitr;
he went into the U.S. Dis ict Court in Carson Ctiy with an application for.
a writ of habeas corpus on trie'grounds that Gee was being denied due.proceSs
of law on account of being insane, and' that Warden Dickerson did- hot haye
the legal authority to pass judgment on Gee's sanity.. Judge Edward S. Farrington denied the application, since Gee's case arose in a state court, and
federal jurisdiction did not apply. After Farrington's decision, Frame appe led
to Governor Scrughain in desperation. The governor, however, did not
.h
to give any further consideration to the matter of commuting Gee's sentence.0.1
Frame had exhausted all legal possibilities. By the evening of February '7,-he
conceded defeat. Gee Jon was to be executed the following morning.
The Condemned nuirdcrer was to be gassed to death. On the recommendati of state food and drug commissioner Sanford C..Dinsmore, hydrocyanic
acid ( 'N) gas- was Chosen as the death (Iealing agent. At temperatures
above 2 2 ° F, H.CN is partially gaseous; below that point, it is a liquid. Because
of its susceptibilim-to
temperature changes, HCN could not be shipped by
.
'the California Cyanide Company from Los Angeles to Carson City via freighL.
or express' trains. Therefore, Warden Dickerson sent Toni 'Pickett, a prison
employee, to Los Angeles'. Accompanied by his wife, Pickett drove to south- ern California liytruck, loaded seyeral tanks of liquid HCN aboardihevehicle,
and transported q1 e. cargo back to the Nevada. State Prison."'
To make sure that, HCN gas was effective for more than 'exterminating
the San' Jose scale, (a', parasite) from orange trees (the use to which the gas
was, mdst widelY putin 'southern California), Nevada officials conducted
,
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several experiments before the day of Gee Jon's execution. They found that
HCN gas effectively killed bedbugs.."" Cats were also vulnerable. On the day

before Gee:s execution, one or two cats were gassed. According to. the
Chinese account published in San Francisco's Chung Sai Yat Po, "i-ehih lang-

tang claih pai-se ta-nrao" (a stray, white. large cat") was administered the
gas to test its effect; and according to Reno's .Vez.vda State Journal, two
kittens were gassed in rehearsal for .the Gee executiOn."
The fateful day, February 8, 1924. finally came. The weather was cloudy, i
humid, antd a cold 49°F in Carson City. Gee Jon arose that morning, andil
after fasting for ten days, decided:0i cat his last meal: ham, eggs, toast,. and \
coffee. At 9:35 a.m., two guards .eseorted him the distance of forty yards
from his cell to the gas chamber. He was strapped in the execution chair, and \s,
started to weep. At 9:40, four pounds of hydrocyanic acid were introduced
.

1,

into the chamber.a3
Hydrocyanic acid becomes volatile at 75°F. But On the daY of the execution,

the temperature outside of the chamber was 497, and inside the chamber,
a maximum temperature of only 52°F could be attained due to .a malfunctioning electric heater. Thus HCN was present in the chamber as both gas in the
air and a pool of potentially volatile liquid on the fltrcir."
Nevertheless, after five seconds 'of exposure to the gas, Gee appeared unconscious; his eyes remained open, and his--head continued td Move for six
minutes. The condemned *man ceased-fo move. after 9,-.:*IK At ten o'clock,
the chainber's ventilator gate was.oPened, and a suction fan wa,s turned on.
The chamber door was not opened until twelve o'clock noon.47,,
After the chamber was.Ttoperly ventilated. Gee's body Was carried out
by the prison guard captain and a member of the state police force. jt.was
placed jn the prison...hnspital and examined by physicians with stethoscopes.

Gee Jon was pronnunced dead at 12:25 p.m. by the pri§on physician, at.
Anthony.Huffaker; Dr. Joseph B. Hardy of Reno; and Dr. Edward E. Hamer,

-

Ormsby °Rimy physician." One of the physicians, however, refuSed to
believe that Gee was permanently dead!
Major Delos A. Turner. M.D., of the U.S. Veterans' Bureau in Reno, wanted
to inject Gee's corpse with camphor. The injection supposedly would bring
Gee back to life. Turner asked that he be allowed to conduct his experiment
"in the interests of science." Warden Dic k.e. son wisely refused permission."
Turner remained a skeptic. He recominende \ that all future bodies removed
from the gas chamber be shot or hung to makC\sure qf death being inflicted."
But Gee Jon's body did not receive such treatment. Indeed, mit even an

autopsy was performed on it. The corpse was placed in a plain pine box
without the services of an undertaker, and buried in the prison cemetery on
a hill overlookingihe institution."
Gee Jon met h4ate. He was the first man executed by lettfal gas in the
state of Nevada and in the United States.72 Vet even after widespread press
coverage of Gee's execution. public opinion was still divided over the quesriA)

.
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tions of whether lethal gas was a cruel and unusual punishment, and whether all

forms of capital punishment were actually deterrents to the comniission of

crimes. In California, an editorial in the San Jose Mercury Herald commented:

one hundred years from now Nevada will be referred to as a heathen
commonwealth controlled by savages with only the outward symbols
of civilization."
In Nevada, state prison Warden Dickerson believed that shooting was a more
humane method osf execution than lethal gas because death would be inflicted
quicker on a condemned person. Others, like Major Delos Turner, disagreed
with him."
There was sufficient dissatisfaction with the state's 1921 lethal gas execution
law fOr a movement to be started in the legislature to repeal it. Attempts were
launched during the 1925 session, but the legislators refused to repeal the law
despite pleas from both Governor Scrugham and Warden Dickerson.75. In
1926, the state executed its second convicted slayer through the use of lethal
gas: Stanko Jukich, a Serbian from Ely. Few cries of protest were heard."
In the years between 1924 and 1961, thirty-one individuals were executed
by lethal gas at the Nevada State Prison.'" Other states and the federal government followed Nevada's example by adopting the use of lethal gas as the
means of executing persons convicted of first degree murdcr. As late as 1970,
the following states also had laWs authorizing the use of lethal gas in the
implementation F)f the death penalty: Arizona, California, Colorado, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, and Wyoming."
By the early years of the 197os, however. there were many Americans who

sought to .eliminate or redefine the death penilty." As late as January of
1972, eight criminals were under death sentences in Nevada, but none had
becn executed since 1961. At that time, the U.S. Supreme Court started to
consider arguments against the death penalt? in the case of Furman v.
Georgia.so

_

The high Court reached a decision later in the year. BY a 5 to 4 vote, the
court ruled that capital punishment as it had been imposed in the United
. States was in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
Constitution. Each of the nine Supreme Court justices wrote separate opinions. Capital punishment had not been uniformly applied for specific crimes,
the court maintained. Judges and juries had been allowed too much discre-

tion in the application of the death penalty. Selective applkation of the
, penalty was deemed humane, but neveithdess unconstitutional. The effect
'of the court's decision was to invalidate Nevada's capital punishment law 6
and similar statutes in thirty-eight othevates and the District of Columbia'.51
However, the court's decision did not spicifically rule out the poSsibility
of imposing again the death penalty througli the tpassagfrof new laws at the
state level which would eliminate the elements of prejudice and chance."
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger Offered the following opinion:
°
The future of capital punishment in this country has been left in an
et

H0
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and unambiguous answer
uncertain limbo. Rather than providing a.
on the hasic constitutional question, the coll?Etive impact of the majority's
ruling is to demand an undetermined measure of change from the various
State legislatures and the Congress.8"
Initial reaction to the Supreme Court ruling in Nevada was one of surprise.

Attorney General Robert List called the action "an insult to Nevada, to its
law and to its people.""
\\Then the legislature met in 1973, capital ptInishintot legislation was a serious topic of discussiiM. After one hundred days of deliberations,TM5 the legislature passed, a new law.
relating to crimes and punishrnentsl, defining the offense of capital murder
and providing a mandatory death penale5,' therefor; denying admission to
bail for capital offenses; eliminating the death penalty for other crimes;

and providing other Matters properly relating thereto."
The new law is.now in effect. Its constitutionality will be tested in the
future. Whether or not the lethal gas chamber at the Nevada State Prison
will ever be used again remains to be seen.. In 1924, the Silver State set an
example for the nation by executing Gee Jon through the use of lethal gas.
The influence of that action eridures to the present, and will probably last as
=

long as thinking men and women continue to pose questions about life, death,
and justice.
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THE CHINESE IN HAWAII
A Slide Presentation by
BikY

IRMA TANI SOONG

The Hawaii Chinese. History Center (HCFIC) as established about four
and a half years ago to gather the history of the early Chinese in Hawaii by
tape recording all the old Chinese we `could interview. It wasn't long before
we rciized that we could not do an effective job without first gathering all
tI+e puLications, documents, photographs, and other archival material neces-

pry for

oral history program.
A very ;imple way to begin, we fOund, was to ask for family photographs,
to get eac --. persori-in the photograph identified, anerti),work from there on
genealogy family history, and the aChievementor contribUtions of the
Chinese :1-,out which they had most information.
As an example, take my own family history.

.1. Here is an old photograph of my grandfather, with my grandmother,
my fat.er, his brother, and two 'sisters taken icc.the early i000's. Notice the
queue wound 'around 4-1is head and my grandmother's bound feet.
2. I found this precious painting of his store, 'lee Sing Nani Kee, in an old
trunk under our house. It was located on the corner' of Maunakea and Pauahi
Streets. Pasted qn ,the huge flagpole were notices of important events and
pages of the.daily Chinese newspaper that some literate person could read
aloud for the illiterate to hear. At the 'corner of -the store was an open-air
butcher shop. The store sold rice, salt fish, firecrackers, dried shrimps, and

/52

other groceries. Next door was Chinn Ho's father's grocery store. My grandparents lived upstairs.
3. My grandfather celebrated his 6 ist birthday in our home in Kaimuki.!He
is standing next to t table of goodies: Behind him and on the walls are congratulations and good wishes in beautiful calligraphy given by his friends.
4. Grandfather took a pietnre in front of our house with all his children
and their spouses and his grandchildren. My grandmother was dead by then.
5. This two-story home, in our native yilrage of Ngai How in Chungshan
District, Kwangtung Provinc.e, was built by nw grandfather when he was,
.

.

financially able-to do so.

6. The main .haH. Notice the altar table, the altar to the ancestors in the
niche above, and the ffightof steps to the second floor.
7. My father, when he graduated from Oahu College, now Punahou Acad-

emy. It was through the hdp of American missionaries that he received an
American education.
8. The Chinese Students' Alliance, of which my father was a founder, put
a dramatic performance to raise funds for a service project.
9. Officers and directors of the United Chinese Society in 1934 when they
celebrated their soth anniversary. My Either was treasurer.

lo. It was a great surprise to me to find that my mother, ,irnained Sun,
was related to Dr. Sun Vat-Sera, Father of the Chinese Revolution. My aunt
in Kowloon gave me this photograph showing Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, his daughter,
and Soong Ching-ling ( then his secretary) with his Sun relatives in the

village of Tso Pu Tou, my mother'llage, to celebrate Ching Ming .at the
Sun ancestral grave.
Hawaii's State arehi yes has still the best colleetiOn of old photographs of the.
Chinese, in Hawaii...
1. Chinese laborers on a sail

vessel. Note the' laborer with a queue wound

around his head.

12. Lunas -or uperiis on horses cm a sugar plantation.
13. Farmer with buffalo pkming a rice paddy.,
14. A vegetable farm.
15. A Chinese pounding poi in true Hawaiian style.
16. A duck farm with Diamond Head in the background.
17. A farmhouse- near a stream:
18. A pack train on the way up to the Pali, a steep mountain pass.
19. A vegetable farmer carrying two baskets suspended on a pole.
20. Another farmer with produce to sell.
21. Still another fanner from Makapuu; traveling ten miles to sell his vege.
tables.
22.

A letter writer.

23. A shoe repairman.
24. C. Q. Yee Hop Store in the Iwo's showing off its National cash register.
I ió
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25. Lee linna's cigar store. He was a fminder of Dr. Sun's first revolutionary
society.
2'6, A jewelry store.
27 Pmduce stalls.

Here are some pictures of Chinatown probably before the Chinatown fire
of 1900,
.

28-33. I3uildings, niost of them two-story. Notice hacks and carts.
34. Furniture being moved out in preparation for. burning of an area.
35. The fire hose in action.
,
36. Kaumakapili Church Which was destroyed when the wind shifted and
caved the great Chinatown fire of 1900.

The State Archives is, the best source of documents on the history of the
Chinese in Hawaii. Here are smuplings. /
37. Form of contract pas,age ticket of, a laborer: In English.
38. A memorandum of agreement; alsf, in English.
...
39. The same in Chinese.
,

40. A statement regarding the char cter and other data on immigrants assigned to Francis Spencer. One was a suicide. The comment below explains
the cause of the suicide and rates niOs'it sof the laborers as first rate.
41.list of Chinese laborers to be/landed from a vessel July 1865. Note that

some are skilled: "carpenter, tailo , cook."
42. A letter from a Mr. Chong to his father-in-law.
43.. An act to regulate Chine e immigration by the King and the Legislature of the Hawaiian Kingdom..
44. A petition to the Trust i s of the Chinese United Society and the Immigration Company for help n alleviating their troubles at the Paahau Sugar
Plantation.
,

One of the ways to prescirve historical material is to preserve old historic
sites. Our HCHC task forcie is composed mostly of young adults who have
gone on summer trips to li he neighbor islands to taice pictures, gather oral
information and to make rubbings of gravestone inscriptions or to copy them.
45. This grave of a Mr. Chou from Sun On is on the grounds of a Hawaiian
church in Kula, Maui.
.
46. The Ket Hing Society building in Kula was the headquarters of one of
many secret societies scattered throughout the islands. Downstairs is a hall
for New Year cdebrations, parties, or a school.
47. Upstairs' is the temple where the society's rites were held. Kwan Ti,
the God of War, is the patron god of the Hung Men societies. The three men
are trustees of the society.
48. Side view of the building with a very old structure in left foreground.
49. This old building is the only One of its kind in'the Islands: it is divided
into a gambling room, an opium-smoking room, and a kitchen where the
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cooking is done for Ching Ming and Chinese New Year celebrations.
50. Close-up of the opium-smoking room and the gambling room;
51. The two-wok stove in the kitchen. Rice was cooked in these woks.
52. HCLICs young adults surveying the cemetery in Kula, Maui, and making graveStone rubbings.
53. Above the cemetery are siume old buildingS: the schoolhouse, the worship room, the schoolmaster's dwelling..
54. This is a gravestone to ranember all the departed Chinese in Kula, Maui,

whether they are known 1known. Offerings are made to them at the
Cluing Ming Festival.

55..One of many different types of graves in the Fook On Tong Cemetery
in Kula, Maui.

Many of Hawaii's early Chinese were either followers of Dr. Sun Yat-Sen,
Father of the Chinese Revolution, or his relatives or his friends. HCHC, in
cooperation with the Consulate General of the Republic of China and lolani
School, has started a Dr. Sun Yat;Sen in Hawaii Bicentennial Project in order
to arOuSe interest in Dr. Sun's five visits to Hawaii and to gather what little
information there is left of fiawaii's involvement in the Revolution.
56. Portrait of Dr. Sun Yat-Sen.
57. The Sun Yat-Seelausoleum in Nanking today, one of the architectural
wonders of China.
58. Dr. Stan's parents.

59. His parents and all themembers of the Sun family.*
Go. A page from C. K. Ai's My Seventy-Nine Years infiawaii, which recounts his schooldays in Iolani. Dr. Sun enrolled there at 'the age of 13, supported bY hi's brother Sun Mi, who was bter to own a large ranch in Kula,
Maui.

6. Map Of Chungshan District, showing location of Tsui Heng, the birthplace of Dr. Sun.
62: Map of Kivangtung showing relation of Chungshan to Macau, Hong
kong, andriTuton.
63. A plge from Dr. Sun's autobiogtaplw, showing that he did go to both
lolani School and to Oalu,kpl/ege (which is Punahou Academy today).
64. Rear view of Sun Mi''94anch in Kula, aui, where a study for Dr. Sun
4
was built by Sun Mi.
65. Artifacts dug up near the kitchen ares by HCHC's task foice.
66. Willie Fong of Kula, Maui, our chief resource person for Kula Chinese

--------- , ---------

history.
67. Our young adults digging for artifacts..

68. A view of the ranch from the main road. It is owned byRichard Baldwin and is called the Haleakala Ranch.. j.IICEIC hopes that a Plaque or monument will beerected on the roadside overlooking the ranch as part of our Dr.
Sun Yat-Sen in Hawaii Bicentennial Project.
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.1.While

many projects arc crying for our attention, one of the most pressing

is to record what is left of Chinatown as it is today before redevelopment
programs change its face, completely.
69. Oahu Market on the corner of King and Kehaulike Streets. This openair market is very popular but does not meet Department of Health standards.
70. A butcher's stall and Chinese women customers.
71. This modern market replaces an open-air one that simply toppled from
age. It did not attact customers in the beginning but is doing better 'now.
72. The Maunakca Street side of the C. Q., Yee Hop Building which extends
from the market past two restau
to the Bank of Hawaii. HCEIC has an
office on the fourth floor.
73. A Chinese grocery store on Maunakea Street, the Dupont cai of Honolulu.
74. Another view of this store.
75. The Third Arm, a project of University of Hawaii Ethnic Studies Program students of all races to come to thc aid of the elderly in Chinatown. It
is doing a great job.
76. An herbalist's store.
77. Old two-story building much like those in existence after the Chinatown
fire of 1900.
.
.

78. The Liberit. Theater wheiS once. Chinese' operas wsre performed
nightly.
; '' ;
.
79. The Japarrese Kokusai Theater, which ig toctly elie Fpress TheUter, a
iChincge-owned enterpriSe showing Chinese films excluMvely.
.86. tkcross the street from the theater is this empty lot urion which a.. hi0i=
,
tise is already coming,.up. Soon it will hide the beautiful mount*? in the
etkbackgrotmd.
/.
.

,

,

A

The.i'ituation
speaks for itself.
\
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SEATTLE'S CHINATOWN..,A-Film Presentation gy
BETTIE KAN

I am,..very honored to have the privilege to present to this conference a film
that ..,Was made in .Scattle and produced through thc Wing Luke Museum.
Sonic of you have heard the song by Perry Como ealled."The Bluest Skies
YoU Ever Saw Are In Seattle." Well, I didn't believe it when I was ;here, but
after landing in San Francisco I'm beginning to wonder. (It rained all week
in San.Francisco.)
The Wing Luke Museum is kind of a miniaturized version of the Chinese
Historical Society that you have here. It was named after a dynamic politician
who was the first Chinese-American elected to public office here on the wcst
coast.

%lie are fewer hands and pocketbooks in Seattle but we have some very
talented, members in the Chinese coitMiunity. Theresa Woo was a fifth year
art student when.she started the project on this film about two years ago. She
is the daughter of the architect who designed the Wing Luke Museum, and
helped assemble an exhibit which was 'entitled "The Chinese Pioneers of
Seattle." As an extension of that exhibit; Theresa developed, researched,
photographed, produced, wrote, recorded voice, music, developed a sound
track and assembled the entire project. I helped develop it with the writing,
the narrating, and Philip Choy of your Chinese Historical Society was one
of our technical advisors. At the time this .project was launched we Clid not
know that exotic money language called "grant-ton-ese." So without grant:
money or know-how, thc Wing Luke Museum paid some bare bones supply
money, the U.W. Asian-American Studies donated a Sioo, and Theresa dug
into her own education trust fund. And then she supplied the sweatlave,
and tears that went into it. We really operated on a shoe string,hti,dget but
I think her product was suite professional. The film tells more'than the story
of the Chinese in Seattle. It is Fepresentative of the Every-:Chinese-American
story. And that's the idea which really excites inc. ,BeCause the story Of the
Chinese-American here in this country is a story w-hich should be tofd, And I
feel that it, is about time that we Chinese-Americans stop bcing the "silent
and invisible Oriental" and become the assertive Asian American. Go back
and listen to our elders and listen, really listen. Go back and research the
Chinese language sources and listen to the drum beats that talks about a return
to ethnic pride, that talks about making peace with your roots. We have to
go back and find out this information and tell it to the media and put in the
schools. All the information that I gain myself through this conference, I
intend to take irack and implement .as much as possible in, the Seattle schools
system. Now this 1:ind of information is reAv relevant to this day and time
with the influx of the new immigrants. We've got to tell the old story and the
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t you nc awarc i,t thc Black .American history 'studies that
ncw
arc on national 'television. The Native Americans have just- completed a ten
part series telling't heir story. And it's time we started tO move on a national
level and tell the .Asian Anwrican story and puttnig it in proper perspective:

when and where it Occurred, with the rest of American history. I'd like to
sav a whole Lot moreon that subject but right now, I'll let the film talk for me.
Now just for technicalities. There are a bouple spots in the fihn where it
kind of blacks mit but don't worry ;thout that: \ye attempted.to do that as
kind of a transition ;ind wc're not too happy %%.itli it. But wc are happy with
tlic filtnas a wlude. So this is olll" 111111"(iim Saan."

4

him Slum

SAAN, Seattle's Chinatown, produced by the Wing Luke Memorial
Museum.
Filmed, prOduced, edited by Theresa Woo,

Narrator: Bettie Kan.
In the Cantonese vernacular, America was Gim Saan, literally, the mountain

of gold. Most of the early pioneers came from Kwangtung Province near
the city of Canton.
The trickle of enterprising men who braved the long voyage across the
Pacific swelled to thousands as the demand grew for their labor. Theyworked
on the railroads, in the mines, in the fields, in the kitchens and wash houses of

the west. Here they sought fortune, but so did those companies who employed their cheap labor. "John" as-the Chinese one and all were piled, found
nothing hut backbreaking \%'ork and low wages in this land ot gold.
In the/i8óo's, Seattle was a rough, frontier towii, barely ten years old. She
grew raPidly from shipping, lunther and railroad influences.'
The completion of the railroad led to the boom o.f the west. Of those who.
bifilt the railroad, 90% were Chinese.
Aftcr the last tracks were laid and the golden spike was driven; thousands
of workev poured into tile city seelnng other jobs, of whiCh there wererfew.
.

The'hard working Chinese wi'm naturally accepted any job and any wage,
drew immediate resentment. Seattle fell into one of her sporadic depressions
and the Chinese were blamed. Tensions increased and the Knights of Labor
began planning anti-Chinese meetings. One of Seattle's newspapers spoke of
the Chinese as the "two-bit cOnscious of_the scurvy opium fiend, the treacher-*
ous alniond cycd sons of ConfUcious, those yellow mouthlepers,'!

The call "All Chinamen out" echoed throughout the town. The threat of
civil disorder compelled city officials to ask the Chinese to leave. Helpless to
resist, the Chinese complieci.
When thiS was heard of, a kind of victory meeting was called by the labor
class. Guest speaker Judge Thomas Burke took the stand. Thought to be an
ally, he spoke as an Irishman to his Irish tountrymen in the crowd; the main
body of the labor class.

"If the Irishman is true to his countrymen,
he will not deprive anyone
.
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not even t he defenseless Chinamen

of those I:aws which fonnd the Irishman a serf and made him a free man."
The crowd was furious. They booed and hissed as he walked from the stage.
The next mOrning, an angry mob moved into the Chinese quarters.
(I,ung Sing Luke) and (Bettie Luke Kan)
Chinese words:

our narration ...

"He's talking about the time ...
When news of this assault reached the authorities. Sheriff McGraw called
the guards and Deputy Marshall Henry read the riot act. ( Jim read.)
Meanwhile, some 350 Chinese had been herded down
thc docks and
were being led up thc planks to the steamer ship Queen of
acific.
.---Sneitknly, a man dashed through the crowd and handed to Captain Alexander an order to appear the next day in court with his passengers.
The Chinese were put into a warehouse on the dock for the night under
.protection of armed guard.
Next morning the Chinese again expressed a desire to leave the city; the
angry crown outside the courthouse helped to influence their dccision. So it
was.back down to the docks. The mob, was relieved to finally sec the Chinese
board the ship. When thc legal passenger limit of 196 was reached, the remaining Chinese had to be escorted back to their homes to await the next ship.
Not knowiiig the reason for their return, the crown reacted with betrayed
v6ngeance. Rusig forward, someone yelled:
"Where arc yop taking all of those Chinamen?"
Chinese' fell to the ground with their bundles. (Shooting sounds, phys,
ical fighsing.)
XVhen thc shooting stopped, five men lay wounded,.one fatally.
( Jim)(Fades into darkness echo chamber sound) Seventeen men vere
indidtcd on charges of conspiracy to deprive the Chinese of their rights. he

jury decided in io minutes they wcrc not.guilty. (Gavel.)
'< Fade In.
Those who stayed or rcturncd a fcw years later found education the ker
to escape from thc drildgery which had, bt:en thcir lot.

Chin It'ing Shing spent most Of his life in low pay jobs, hut his children were
to sct landmarks of educational achievement.
Lew King Who served as interpreter in thc Supreme Court sent his son Lcw
Kay to the University Of Washington. In 1900 he becamF thc first Chinesc to
earn a degree in Engineering.
Cioon Dip who was appointed Chinese Consul for the State of Washington
sought to bring Chinese students into American universities.

In China, thc merchant was not very high on the social scale. But in
America, thc Chincsc merchant had thc most powerful and influential position
in Chinatown. His shop m'as thc ccntcr for supplks, labOr contracting, correspondence and communications.
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Chin Ching Mick was one of the earliest merchants. I le combined a shrewd
intelli Tence with a gambler's instinct and hard work. His base t4 operation
was ic WI Chong Co.
n early immigrant, If ;n) Bak Gen, became a partner in the lVa GhoniCo..
His success enabled lion to return to ( :him to marry and bring back a wife
to this savage; uncertain land.
an energetic little inan named Chin Gee Hee. He
Another pioneer,
worked on thc placer tracks and fields of C.,lifornia before settling in 4eattle

to found thc Qung Truck Co. In loot) he gathered his American fOtrid
knowledge and returned to China to w in international renown as thc first
railroad builder of Southern China.
Other pioneers sought to improve relations outside of thc Chinese Coin,
munity. Ah King in 1909 opend the Chinese Village,.a popular attraction in\
the Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition.
Chinatown was a home away from honie in this fotcign land.
Food was prepared in the Chinese kitchen. The Chinese regarded western
concoctions with suspicion and distrust. Their own herbal medicines werg
prcfcrrcd.
Some were avid smokers. They owned all of thc paraphernalia necessary.
These shoes were a Chinese development of women's vanity. Beantiful and
impractical.
'No occasion was more glorious than the New Year celebration. The strccts
came alive with lion dances and firecrackers. Children paraded in ncw clothes.
Debts and disputes were settled and homage was paid to thc Gods in hopes
to, start)he Ncw Year with a clean slate.
One could attend the splendid Chin*. oura or:Place bets in thc popular
lotteries.
Fade Out G.
< Fade In.
Slowly, tradition gave way to changc as generations of Chincse sought.to
adapt to life in America. Yet today, the struggle continues a struggle to
crcatc a blend, a balance, a harmony of cultures.
Chinatown today is more than a tourist attractionflt is an alive community
struggling to deal with community problems.
_

Comment: The Audience
3:00- 3:15 p.m.

Break.
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3:15- 4:15 p.tn.
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CHINFSE-ANIERICANS IN POLITICSPAST, PRESENT AND FUTURF
By
ANNA CIIENNAULT

Dr. Chinn, all the distinguished guests, friends, and all the distinguished schol-

ars, I'm humbly honored to speak before so many scholars and appreciate
the invitation of.my good..friend, Dr. (Minn, t() share with you some of our
experience and ideas on this verY special occasion.
I realize we arc a little bit behind schedule, therefore, I will not deliver a
long speech. If time permits after my talk we might have a question and
answer period about lo minutes.
. When I accepted this invitation, I gave some thoughtabout the East-West
culture. History reflects the past and guides us in the future.
When I look around this room, I recognize many familiar faces,, many. of
my friends and I thank you for coining. NOu represent different associations,
organizations and I'd like to take this opportunity to congratulate you for
the excellent assistance you have been giving to.us the minorities and to wish
you continued success in this very difficult challenge of tomorrow.
I was talking to Dr. Chinn and others just before the niecting. I am -4isappointed and assume you share my disappointment that this kind of sem nar
arranged by the Chinese seldom receive the financial funding and assis nce
from other institutions. It is this kind of discrimination we have to w rk to
correct and hopefully soine day our voice will be heard.
At this very' special meeting, let me share with you some of rny thoughts
and experience as a minority. One of our problems today in this very complicated world is this we cannot continue to live within our own isolated
cubbyhole. The Chinese-American organizations have not been getting any
kind of supportj because we have no political muscle. Each one of us comes

to this land bringing with us our

heritage. I.et us be proud of our

heritage. In order to be proud of oui heritage we ha.ve to know something
of our own culture. 1 he combined heritage of different people is one of the
elements to give strength to this great nation of America.
(*in proud to speak as a representative of Chinese-Americans. We are truly
the minority of the minorities for tlic Chinese-Americans represent less than
1% of the American population. Therefore for the Chinese-American who
wishes to be recognized as first-class citizens of this country, just doing a first
class performance is not enough. We need first class unity and cooperation

among ourselves. We Chinese have a saying that we arc like a handful of
sand loosely divided. We have too many chiefs no Indians. Everybody
124
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wants to lie .the leader. If we were united, we cutild all be leaders. But before
that hapjfiens, we all need to c (irk a httle bit harder and be willing to sacrifice

in order to promote .and. improve ihe Chinese-American position in this
country.
,

,

;1 lung .journey for all of us aml c share the Sallie frustrations
and disappointments. This;afternoon we particularly want w pay tribute to
the un ung men and women who diligently and positively have overcome
the pr judice antprublenis placed before them ith dignity, compassion,
-dedica ion and hard wOrk.',Unfortunatelv, thi#, group of kledicated ChineseAmericans, represent a very inall number. In the past decade most of the
Chindse-AnicriCans in this .countrv preferred not to he involved or they
Were afraid to be involved,in politics or other social movements. I'm eucournati

aged to see itr'thek'se past few years some significant change taking .place. In
the Mid 705 I'm sure many (if us .:hinese--. Americans are no longer conteat to

sit back and let otherS arnMge.our future ;Ind affairs. The changing world
demands that we take a poSitive approach, not a neggive 'attitude. More
realistically we recognize that if we Want changes, we must seek to ihvolve
responsible people to build strong leadership in order to meet the ever chaning social environment of toda and tomorrow. Ve take this npportunity to
salute and support our dedicated Chinese-American leaders. At the same
time, encourage total involvement of other (linese-AmeriCans in all communities to conic forward to take on their share of obligations and responsibility to improve the opportunities of the Chinese-Americans in this country.
Vle must and we demand total involvement of every Chinese- Ainerican.
kis not that we lack talent. It is. not that ,we lac-k knowledge. It is not that
we lack good will. But for sonic. time we haVe Suffered from too much apathy
and disconcern .and disagreement and divisiOn. Let me ask those of you
working in the academic field in the past. linw litany times you worked on
certain projects and somebody else gut the prOinotion. And I'm speaking
from experience. Don't think because I am Mrs. Chennault I get special
very hard too. So
treatment. In this cold world of industry I have*,
t. we arc asking
today I think that we are not asking for _speciiil t
d not be satisified
equal opportunity. The modern Chinese-American
just serving chop sucy. egg roll, in the carry-out. Fin sure many of ug are
tired of working, washing ol!ner people's laund y. This is certainly no offense
to those who operat ,. restaurai!-s or laundries,. iut it is important to recognize
that the Chinese-A'nencan h. Ais country prefer social justiee. We arc not
asking for social ckintv. Wc w.nt equal opportunity, not second class citizenship. 'kW arc not black, .,..e arc not white, but I dare them to call me-yellow.
Val sure these talented people with their rich culture can increase their con- :
tribution to this country. Even inure once their ability and their knowledge,7
are fully recognized and channels of opportunities are justifiably provided. \
I would like to re-emphasize that we must have toral involvement and pal2:0
\
tieipatinn from all of the Chinese cominunities. Ai) begin onr bicentennial/ \

I
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our firSt priority is to seek equal opportunity for ;111 the
Illaities. I serve
On the ci,nninittee oil the ethnic group 'of the bicentennial also. Smile milmrity
groups prefer to demonstrate and protest but ue Chinese arc 'note peaceful
people. We prefer to uork oilliullv .ind wait fon' recognition. Ntaybe s c haVe
not heen forceful. Hie one problem or shall I call ir all isslle that I hare lt
covered among the Chinese-Americans is this that w e have many small
groups and they are not coordinmed ith each other. Ihe important issue
fs boss to ort;aniie all these small i;roups in different cities and in'ake them

re.diie that we must work together itid help, each other. Americans with
Chintse.heritage thcrefore try to preserve our heritage and trying to nuprove
the Chinese-American position in this country should he offir first respoosibil-

ity :Ind priority. I'm sure that all Chinese.Amerieaus of today are ready
to come out from their forced isolation and end the years of painfnl discrimination and nei.;lect. I et us remember our great-grandparents, grandparents and parents tt
(irked hard in this country in order to send us Co
Codleges so) that we would have u,00d education. Now don't he ashamed of

vgiir heritage and don't be ashamed of the backizround wherever you come
from. "Iiiday the Chinese-American finally recognize how important it is to
he able to speak Chinese, In he able to' read ( :hinese, to he able to speak
Chinese with your .American friends. -To find out s1 here We Cottle from and
where we are'gojng. What are we doing for our future.
It is encouraginiz to see that we have so many concerned young Asian
Americans. They are more intellivnt, more mature. They dare to ask many
questions that u c didn't dIr.e to ask before. Confucius said "When one admits
what he knows and tvhat he doesn't know, then-that person is-a knowledgeable person."
Today, all of us sitting in this cooni have a mission because we are all concerned about our future and out-Children\ future. I used to,hear
okl saying

that the Chinese help themselves, therefore, they don't need others' help.
That's a ,wrong assessment: Just a myth. Particularly, nianV of you living in
the east coast and the west, coast realize that the Chinese conitnunity in all
the big cities arc growing. It is beyond our ability to solve all our own Problems even if we wanted to. As part of the American lieristage, if we ignore the
. fact that the Chinese community need,s a-ssistance, that is insulting. Recogniz-

- ing that the CLUnese-Aniericans have problems but not getting the equal
opportunity for improvement, that is inexcusable. There's no more disconcerting waste than the waste of human potential and there's no better investment than the investment in human fulfillment. To change the situation and
the condition for the Chinese-American in this country is our obligation.
In the past few years many Chinese leaders of all ages from different states
have come to me in Washington to discuss the future of the Chinese-Americans
in this coUntry. 'Nlanv new organizations have been established. Chinese men

and women have begun to realize unless wc move into some of the policy
making positions wc will have nothing to sax to determine our future. There.126
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fute I :tin tooc for the Chinese partApanon Ill politiss. Don't be afraid to
be inv444/ed, in politics at all Ii vuls, slalom; from .5 mu local community.,
county level, municipal lc\ el, state Inc! aRd then move on 14) ilti federal
level. \ve hAve seliatm. I lit?' ()! I IA%\
c jitoil to 111%
I:MIg
Mit CI101114II. \\ 111C11
111,11I\ IlIntt, -And for
those \vim
I,I11 iii LILL- a look at hoss \\ ell the Japanese work
together. We ha e something to learn from them. les, they light too and they
argue also. I his is 11 lilt democracy
all ahout. We have the right to disagree
but wc don't have III Ile disagreeable. There are about the N.1111l: number of
Japancse-AmeTicans in this country litit they ate much better oiyani/ed. In
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they
Washington they are getting much
present. Why" Rcl:Ause they :ire willing toscnd the best talent to 'Washington
to work for thcm, to promote their project. Where are \s e" It's getting pretty
late. We have bceiamoving too slowly. During the last election I was encouraged that a few (:hinese-Americans tried to run for office and some have been
successful. That is a gimil beginning.
We .gather here today to e \change information, to talk about mu- com-

mon interest and to give strength to each other. We can all take pride in
\ve still hay,:
recogni/ing that we have mos-ed.:1 long \\
go. Let us not be too critical of some of 1)111 failures and our disappointnients

of yesterday and at the same time not lie overconfident of ouraecomplishfnents and our success toda5. We encourag,e nes% directions as well As ncw
ideas from each one of you. We till ,on all concerned eiti/ens to take implore
responsibility and obligation.
In closing, allow me to say i few words About ins. .iilopted country, Amer-

ica. Regardless 55 hat other people around the world have tn say abont
:\Iutcruca, thc majority of the people still ceard America as the hope for freedom and the land of opportunity because 55 e in the people who care, IVe
are the people who are not afraid to I2,ct invoked. Shaping .1 pcuuefuh world
requires an America \vim remains strong. ..1n America who cares enough
to get involved. For we know wherever there's progress, there is challenge.
The combined heritage from different people is one of the greatest strengths

we have in this nation. As we move into the third century we know that
domestically, internationally:our problems increase. There is no instant solution for sonic of those problems. "Ills afternoon. may I ,ask each onc of you
in this room to re-dedicate ourselves in giving our strength and our effort to
face thc Manly du:Menges of tomorrow.
I am honored to he included as guest at this very special gccasion and I
hope that more Chinese will be honored for their achievement ind their effort
for building a better America and a better world.
A proper speech is like a mini-skirt. long enongh to cover the subject, 'short
enough to be interesting. [hope I have,done that. 'Fhank you.
4.:

5-

5: iç p.rn.

I Iighlight licports from tic!iltriar ticy.inrp..
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7:00 p.m.
8:oo p.m.

Dinner

\THE CHINESE DIASPORA iN AMERICA,
I850-1943
By
STANFORD M. LYMAN

1Sociological studies' of immigration and its effects on the

anization

of the United States have taken a new turn. No longer 1 "assinu
n" assumed to be the ineluctable final outcome of a peoples' settle ent abr
much vaunted "melting pot" is now being increasingly recoghzed by ciologists and journalistS as an efficacious illusion: part dream, as in the wot.çrfuJ
wish of J...Hector St. John de Crevecotir, the 18th century "American farm t,"
that America would dissolve in herself the divisive national identities,that had
madc Europe such a cockpit; part tactic, as in the case of thOse Jews who supportetl and celebrated Israel Zangwill's play, The Melting Pot (1909), because
they thought its homely message would altay widespread fears that Jews in
America would remain an alien and subveiStve people; part ideology, as in the

insistence, ritualized in th.Invation to the flag, that the American people
are "one nation, under Gwdivisible, with liberty and justice for all." The
general domestic unsettlement of the 19605, and more especially, the renewal
of racial and ethnic consciousness, the revival of nativistic movements, and the

retreat of white Anglo Saxon Protestant hegemony have occasioned a reinvigorated search for the basic social values that underpin social organization
in the United States. There is a vague uneasiness surrounding the recent claims
that Americans are living in an era of "the decline of the WASP," and "the rise
of the unmeltablC ethnics." Whereas Gunnar Myrdal sought a solution to the
"American dilemma" by appealing to the ultimate capacity of the core values

..equality and progressto end political; social, and economic inequalities,
concerned sociologists today are beginning to wonder whether any core
values even prevail.

.8r
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One intellectual problem arising out of the current disenchantment with old
formulas is the absence of compelling conCepts. Concepts can organize the
raw reality into a new intelligibility; more important, they can sensitize sociologists to aspects of their subject that have gone hitherto unnoticed. Yet in the
sociological analysis-of iinmigration, race and ethniL, relations, and minorities
concept- development has lagged. The very terms of refersnce are unsettl
\In thi 19205, undoubtedly impressed by the conditiorpof stafeless but nation sk
istic people in Europe, American sociologists began to perceive social issues\in American society in terms of majorities and mino. rities. In this same era,

\
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impressed by the birth and maturation of the immigrants' children in America,

Robert E. Park and Everett Stonequest, borrowing from the, insights of
Georg Simmel and Werner Sombart, coined the phrase marginal man to describe one wherWas- a product of nvo cultures and a member of neither. For
four decadys..spciologists haiN debated the efficacy, dimensions, and correlates of,that concept.-&-different collective experiences were described the
sociologiel vocabulary appeared always to be inadequate. Race prejudice,
racism, Ins itutionalized.racisni, pluralism, ghetto,colonialism, congregation,
Segregation, and integration arc all 'ternis that have bidden for conceptual
;legitimacy. hie rapidity of social change in this arena of American life sug,
gests that.1,he cultural and linguistic lag that has already been noticed will
continue.
ImMigrants in gen(11,. and Asian immigrants in particular, have been among
the beneficiaries..and victims of this sociological struggle for conceptual dominion and conseIisu As new issues and problems have arisen, each people
has been subjected or threatened with a re-analysis and re-evaluation of its
history and present social position. Rarely have the members been consulted
about their owh.categories of identity or experience. Rather, the social scientists, impelled by a belief in their own intellectual superiority and by a distrust
of the reason that might prevail among their subjects, unilaterally defined
the scope and meaning of these histories and lives.
Perhaps
ther people has been subjected to more investigatinn in reference to an unanalyzed but much vaunted assimilation and the failure to achieve
it than the Chinese in America. In 186o Henry George opened the discussion
by insisting that the Chinese were unassimilable; in 1928 Emory Bogardus
-suggested that the social distance between the Chinese and white Americans
might decrease as the former ended their ghetto isolation and entered the
middle class: but in 1960 Rose Hum Ler-lamented the tardiness of5Ate Chinese
in assimilating, accused them of preserving unwarrantable special inteiests
in rChinatown,..and urged them to develop the will and strength of character
to enter'-fully into the mainstream, of American life: The failure, hOwever,
was not that of the Chinese. Rather, there has been a failure of sociological
imagination; a faltering of perspective-Assimilation, and its attendant theories
and ideologiese.g., the rnce relations cycle and the inelting ot ideology,
respectivelysuffer from what Robert I3launer has called a "man, erial bias,"
gauging the histories and attitudes of an immigrant people in accordance with
'the social wishes and group interests of the dominant race.
An alternative approach would seek concepts that translate the aotual lived
experience of people into 'a sociology that clarifies it. Such a sociology has
not yet been developed, but several steps along the road have already been
taken. The philosophical sociology of Alfred Schutz with ,its emphasis on the
common sense understandings of the everyday world,,the division of life into
routine and crisis, and the significahce of temporal and personal perspectives
provides a groundwork for conccpnial development and new empirical
.
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vestigations. The etfmomethodology of 'Harold Garfinfde, Aaron Cicourel
and their followers introduces both a healthy skepticism- about absolutism in
social scientific explanation and an innovative approach to the rational and
social foundations of human accomplishments. Finally, a sociology of the
absurd, first presented by Stanford M. Lyman and Marvin B. Scott, promises
an existential and phenomenological socialscience that should avoid the pitfalls of ethnocentrism, manaaerial bias, and hidden ideoloaical bias.
In the orientation of these new schools of thought, borrowing from them
indiscriminately and yet not necessarily taldng over any one of them wholly,
this essay hopes to explore the Chinese experience in,America. The analysis
is at once historical, sociological, and, in
- the phenomenological sense of that
term, psychological. It is also tentative, suggestive, and in the limiting sense
of the term when employed in the historical sciences, experimental. My aim
is to sensitize the reader to -ertain dimensions of the social and psychological
..condition of a peOple that rise_out of their own experience.
TnE CHINESE DIASPORA

Looked at from the perspective of the immigrants, Chinese migrations have
created a diaspora. a scattering of a portion of the Chinese people over the
face of the earth. A diaspora may be said to exist where group migration. has
occurred, where acculturation has not taken place, where a people maintain
themselves in accordance with the culture of their original homeland, and
where there is at least an ideology or strong sentiment calling for an end to
exile. In the case of the Chinese it is clear that their migradons were not motirate(l by plans for colonization, settlement, or permanent residence abroad.
Rather they souaht the Overseas areas as places where, because of accidents
of opportunity. a chance was offered to enhance their status- when theyltturned to China. A trip abroad, a few Years of work in a foreign land, and a
stoic acceptance of the alien land's prejudices and discrimination.could, with
luck, earn a Chinese sufficient wealth-to return to his village in splendor.
From'Annam to Zanzibar, Chinese toiled.in ihe hope that they would one
day have enough money to retire in the land of their hirth. Theirs, then,,was
not to be an irremediable exile. not to be the disapora of absurdity described
by Camus: permanent exile in a strange land and a life devoid of memories of
a homeland left behind (Canms, 1942:18). Altlmugh they were neither involuntary migrants nor slaves in America. Chinese were excluded as much
from the larger society as Negroes. But unlike the blacks, Chinese were not
deprived of knowledae about and sentiment for the country of their origin.
Nor did they lack hope of a ren rn to the promised land of their past. They
did not experience a divorce h tween themselves and their familiar lives,
only a separation. They had pnl temporarily departed from their natural
setting. A return would restore th m to the fullness of their-existence. They
could suffer the exploitation hecaus their hope for return to China served as
a sou . ce of strength.
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But the dream of an honorable return did not usually match th0*,ea1ity of
their overseas existence. In alien lands Chinese watched helplessly a9.03e years
of toil stretched out over nearly the whole of their lives. The Chine Se-Came as

strangers, desired to be homegoers, and all too often lived, ia died, as 'permanent sojourners, Their children became niarginal men, products of two
cultures, members of neither.
THE CHINESE IMMIGRANT AS STRANGER. lb speak of the Chinese as strangers

is to see them in terms of the perceptive com!eptualization first employed by
Georg Simmel. "The stranger," he wrote in his essay of that title, "is ... not

... the wanderer who comes today and goes tomorrow, but rather is the
person who comes today and stays tomorrow." The Chinese who journeyed
to Southeast Asia, America, Europe, Africa, and Oceania were not wanderers
in the strict sense of that terrii; they had fixed places to go, a definite purpose
in mind; and a keen desire to return home to wife and kinsmen in China. Their
several courses took them where opportunity beckoned. To the lonely Chinese
immigrant the place where he stayed in the diaspora was hivesidence; Whcr
he happened to be was his abode; but only the place from which he had start
out and to which he intended to return was home.
The Chinese as a stranger in America was in the society but not of it.
imported things into that society that were not native nor original to it.
In the most primordial sense we must necessarily recognize that the Chinese
brought his body: his physiognomy, his anatomy, and his external appearance
with him. In the very act he created a powerful element of his strangeness, for
a part of the hierarchy of relevances, the system of prioritiesthe basic values
of America included the social construction and evaluation of persons as
bodies categ-orizable into "races." It was in America that the man from Canton
discovered that he belonged to a "race," that his physical features were an
irreducible part of his social identitynd that he would forever exist to his
hosts as an undifferentiated rnemberof his rcial catetmry. To most Americans
Chinese were impenetrable as persons, knowable only as men of "slanted"
eyes and "yellow" skin. To be sure his subjective qualities could and did become at least partially known, but, as Robert F. Park's perceptive essay on
the Oriental face indicated, his personal and human qualities seemed forever
to be hidden "behind the mask," encapsulated within :In objective physical
frame from which they could not emetge.
Second, the Chinese as a stranger brought with him his language, or rather
to be more exact, his languages. The peoples of Kwangtuiig who made up
the bulk of Chinese.immigrants in America spoke several dialects of the tongue
Occidentals call "Chinese." Although all spoken dialects had a common written script, their verbal forms were frequently unintelligible to those who came
from but a few miles away. Linguistically many of the Cantonese were strang-

ers to each other, a phenomenon, which found organizational expression in
hui kuan (speech and territorial :issociations) which they established soon
after their arrival in San Franciseo.
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HoweVer, it must be- remembered that the Chinese-language appeared to be
-.but one language to Americans. To them Chinese speech seem_exotic and incomprehensible, a tongue incomparable to the more familiar languages of

Europe from which their own stock had, sprung. To the American the Chinese speech melody seemed a cacophont.; the accent it imposed on learned N.
English was a cause for mirth and mimicry; and its characters, forMed so
carefUllY with a brush, seemed bizarre and utterly remote from thc forms of
European or American Avriting. FiLzifilly, and most important, it seemed fundamentally to be the case that Americans clid not care to learn about the Ian fillge
or to learn to speak it. It w as the immigrants' duty to learn English or s er
the consequences of restricted communication.
-Third, and derivative from his language and culture, the Chinese stranger 'brought with, him his ways of life, familiar and taken for granted to him, unfamiliar, peculiar, and sometimes frightening to Americans. Even in his absence

from hearth and home, the overseas Chinese derived strength and purpose
from his family. The Chinese ideal of family loyalty found painful expression
in long term b*achelorhood abroad, in the association of men of -common surname in clans, and in the single-minded purposefulness of returning to wife

and village to retire or die. The Chinese ideal of congregation beyond the
family revealed itself in the hui kuan which united people of common dialect

fli

but divided persons who, though rachilly homogeneous, hailed from different
speech communities of the same land. And the subterranean Chinese ideals of
resistance, rebellion, and fraternal outlawry transplanted themselves in the
form of the secret societies that sprang Up wherever large numbers of Chinese
settled, forming a parallel system of immigrant institutions inside the ghetto
colony. Above all. the central characteristic of early Chinese community life
that impressed itself on. Americans wns the immigrants' adheccice to a system
of kadi justice, traditional law, and partimonial power. Clans hid kuan, and
secret sotietics governed the lives of the immigrants. dispen:,cd justice, adjudicated quarrels. settled disputes.. levied fines, punished wrongdoers, and on
To the Americans, Chinese seemed
- occasion, meted out capital punishment.
to have established an imperium in imperio, a parallel state, and to owe to its
institutions and leaders a depth of fealty and allegiance out of proportion to
its worth and out of character with what Americans expected of its immigrants. To the Chinese the social system that they established in Chinatown
was a familiar form of political and economic organization. It was not universally loved or even uniformly favored. but it was respected and for some.
revered.
HoWever..;it was- not only their institutions that puzzled and angered Americans. The personal life an(1 style of the Chinese excited curiosity and, on all
too many\occasions contempt. The plaited queue in which Chinese men wore
their hair W'as a constant source of amusement and derision. The queue origi-

nated as a symbol of subjugation imposed on the Chinese people by the
Manchu conmierors in 164.c. Gradually it had 'evolved inn) the badge of
I 1.1
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citizenship in the ii4'erial-starc.
tO America, Chiiiese \k'cre taunted

centigy'41
inigratjOn
,
.
pigtailV, shaved. the scall;
'..:13y-mobs,and unAurcants, ankii`im; 4-i6; ordc44 by law". to .hai.'e thcir 'cplcurs
gt(off ifhy se!nse&a sentence n firison ol'twere.jaifectwhile awaiting trial..
To-taliforilrans, the blue over-a' s,loose,:fitting shirtsrmd wid,s-brimmeddlck
hae favored. Etc Chinese's' efiedless a co.-slip-lie than n'uniform, and tended
to tricou
e'berlef that'they,We'ec serfs:and, bondineri
unfit for, stittlement
.
ir a free.
Further, the practice.of binding 41e fe4tof woinen, common
aTovetuneSe gen --;_iutby no means unIforrivaniong peasoitry and labor"*.ailed,;sthOCI. and nuftpati6n., h11,the sedmingly looSeand dissolute
hihesp bachelor:
." life of
ked. a ,,c4frus of 'moral .irnprecations against thc
-immigrants from th0Iicial Kingdo, Coctemned 'first .by Chinese custom
A
then by American law to arialmost7coinpVeA celibacy in the overseas country,
the Chincse lived as hornelesS,me4, titrning.to prostitution for sexual outlet,
.
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.garribRug 'for recreational rcica-d ,on.,occaion opium smoking for sur..

Cease frOM,the cares of their lonery sojourn.

As immigrants from a tradition'al society who had taken up temporary
reSidences in a frontier land to make their fortunes, the Chinese exhibited
special characteristics. They were in America not to colonize nbr to spread
the culture of China. Neither were they there to be absorbed into America's
melting pot of races and nations. Rather thc special and unique character of
their immigration required them to adapt America and its ways to their own
purposes rather than adopt it to the exclusion and surrender of their own
values. The experiences to be had in America were bracketed within thc allencompassing:goal of the trip itself: to acquire wealth which in the homeland
could be used to recoup status lost by flood, poverty, or war, to demand
greater esteem, and to enjoy a generally better life. In this sense the Einiliar
context in which contemporary American scholars,,examine immigration
historyin terms of "assimilation," "contributions," and "mobility patterns"
ddes nor describe the Chinese immigrants' own perspective. He was there
to earn enough money to leave; he was there in body alone, while''his spirit
remained in the homeland; he was there because it offered him an opportunity
to pursue his aim, not because he desired to stamp its future history' with !Us
presence..

The Chinese approached American society with the outlook characteristic
of sojourner strangers in genera'. The most prominent features of this outlook
Are an enterprising spirit, a willingness to move wherever opportunity beckons, an orientation toward the future which overrides both engrained tradition and current condition, and a freedom from convention. In spite of:the
hostile prejudices against thcm, the Chinese persevered and endured. Their
'A Chinese woman in traditional dress anci with bound feet had been exhibited as a freak
attractiob on Broadway in 1534. Missionaries exhorted.the Chinese to halt this practice

and cited it frequently as evidence of the horrors and immorality that characterized
pagan peoples.
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efforts arc testimony to thc unsung genius and enormous capacity of aK oppressed immigrant people.
Tun CMINESE INI MR;RANT As SO JOURNER. Those Chinese who stayed on in
the overseas arca, postponing their trip home year after year became the
sojourner stock of America's pioneer Chinese (Siu, 195z: 34-44). The special
psychologicaLcharacteristic of the sojourner is manifested in his clinging to the
culture and style of the country from which he has come. Degpite having been
transplanted, he retains the outlook of a Chinese villager, loyal to his family,
nostalgic for the Cantonese countryside, friendly to the members of his hui
kuan, and dist:mt, aloof, and "objective" toward the peoples in the host society.
Typically he is neither hostile nor despairing; rather he regards the conditions of his long lonely existence as a challenge to wit and patience. The
overseas society exists for him as a job and an opportunity, neither as some7
thing to reject, rebuke, or revolt against. To the sojourner his own primary
groupkin and friends in Chinaare the center of things. It is for them that he
labors so long abroad. It is to them that he oweswhatever his work may bring.
It is by them that he will be honored and remimbered. The sojourner is a
man who remains in an alien country for a very long period of time without
being assimilated by it.
-4As a Chinese wishing to remain Chinese the sojourner characteristically
encloses himself in a Chinese world while abroad. "Chinatown,"'that qurter
of the city reserved to Chinese businesses and residences, becomes his basic
abode. To be sure his choice in tl 's matter is not entirely voluntary; racial
hostility, housing,segregation, oc .ti ational exclusion, and the general pattern
of discrimination in- America com ne to force ghettoization even on those
who have more cosmopolitan ou ()oks. Nevertheless, in the ghetto, surrounded by compatriots who hail from his native land, the sojourner is in
touch with his community and .culture. The larger society is, physically near
but socially renmte. Enclosed within the narrow confines of Chinatown, he
cats, sleeps, works, and plays under the tutelage of his native values. So long
as the outside society does not intrude on his solitude, he remains a Cantonese
while abroal.
Even when he is bereft of a Chinese community, the sojourner may be able
or be forced to retain his outlook. The lone Chinese laundryihan in a white
neighborhood, the solitary Chinese restauranteur in a small town, the Chinese
cook on- a r 9i1iotc ranch in the territory,.and the isolated Chinese student in
jii -it ,NatipIc k provided by Frederic Remington's description of a ranch cook
hrlic;

hz of San Jose de Bavicorti in a reniott part of MeNico:
1,' tile Chinese (A:01,, has :1 Hg room Lith a stove.in it, and he and the

never-ending wonder to all the folks, and the fame of both has gone
nountains to Sonora and to the south. Charlie is :m autocrat in his
irions911ii.tts-e way, arid by the dignity of his position as r. Jack's private cook
-iwwn Anteevlents, he. conjures thil Mexicans and d---s the Texans,
/ an(
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which latter rtfu'se-to take him seriously and kill him, as they would a 'proper' man.
Charlie Jim, in return, entertains ideas of 'lexans which hc secretes, except when
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they dine with Jack, whenhe inay lie heard to mutter, 'Cake and pie litt good for
puncher, make him far and lazy'; and when he cross the patioAand th y fling a
rope over his foot, he becomes livid; and breaks out, 'Da-- puncher; da-- rope;
rope man all same horse; da-- puncher; no good that way.
.."An Ouipost of Civilization," Frederick Remington's Own West. ed. by Harold McCracken (New York: Dial Press, 1960), p, 139.

a metropolitan university may keep their minds on their single purpose, their
contacts secondary, and their associations brief. Cultural .distance from the
larger world may be enhanced by the language barrier, while a self-enforced
isolation may reduce the possibility that major life adjustaignts will have to
be made. Finally, the ready manner in which race contacts become instit6tionalized in a formal and rigid way may perforce assist the sojourner, whatever,his real desire, to remain a stranger in the society.
For the sojourner life abroad is defined along the narrow lines of a job. It
is something that must be done in order that something else shall follow it.
Thus the overseas Chinese student studied so that he might assume a post as
sc4tentist, engineer, or diplomat in China; the overseas Chinese restauranteur
cookedchop ales' because that would hopefully make enough money to return home where chop sucy 'was unknown; and the Chinese laundryman
washed, ironed, and sewed because that was one of the few occupations open
to Chinese men in .a frontier society lacking large numbers of women. The
jOb is not a career. It is a preparatoq- state of existence. But that preparatory
state could and often did last the lifetime of the sojourner.
The Chinese laundryman is the sojourner par excellence. His job did not
come to him by choice; iather it was gleaned from among the occupational
leavings of the American frontier,* To be a laundryman in America did notentail a career commitment. Instead it involved the location in a job niche,,an
acquisition of the skill related to it, and the willingness to continue until.far,.
tune had at last smiled. All too often the millenial dream of good fortune
receded into an ever-long future. But still the laundryman toiled on. Eventually his condition became ritualized, a thing in itself, rewarded by thc small
satisfactions of aiding wife and children in China, continued because nothing
else seemed to suggest itself. The novelist L. G Tsung has captured this condition in a passage from his nm-el, The Marginal Man:
The neon sign of a Chinese hand laundry reminded Charles of the
Lin Yutang has :presented this idea in fiction in a sensitive spe.ech by a laundryman in
Chinatown:
I did not choose, son. And it is not bad as you can see. I have made a living, and we
are now all here. There was no other way. All you have is a pair of hands, and you

do what the Americans do not want to do and allow you to do. When they built
the railroads in the West, there were no women there. Those American men. They
could not cook, and they.could not wash. We Chinese cooked add washed better,
so they allowed us to coOk and wash. Now we wash America and cook America
because we wash better and cook better. I would have opened a restaurant if I had
the money (Lin Yutanei. 1948: 27).
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several shirts he had not yet picked up. The sign said Wen Lee, but
Charles had never been able to ascertain whether the proprietor's
family name was Wen or Lee. Hc entered the shop and saw the old
man still hard at work behind the counter, ironing under a naked
electric bulb, although it was alrea-dy ten o'clock at night ...
'How many ycars have vou been in the States?' Charles asked out of
curiosity as he paid the man.
'Forty years,' the old man answercd in Cantonese, and raised his
four fingers again. No expression showed on his face.
'Do you have a family?'
'I3ig family. A woman, many sons and grandsons.All back home in
Tangshan.'
'Have 'you ever gone back since,you, came out here?'
'No, I only send money,' replied the old man. From underneath the
counter he brought out a phOtograph and showed it to Charles. In the
center sat a white-haired old woman, surrounded by some fifteen
or twenty men, women and children, of various ages .... The whole
clan, with contented expressions on their faces,.were the offspring of
this emaciated old man, who supported, not only himself but all of
them by his two shaking, bony hands. They seemed to represent the
flow of a great river of life, originating from a tiny stream. The
strcam may dry up some day, but thc river flows on. The old man
put on his glasses again and identified cach person in the picture to
Charles Lin. A toothless smile came to his expressionless face.
Charles Lin realized that this picture was the old man's only comfort
and relaxation. Hc had toiled like a beast of burden for forty years to
support a large family which was his aim of existence, the sole meaning of his life. Thc picturc to him was like a diploma, a summa cum
laude to an honor student. Behind thc facade of sadncss and resignation thcrc was the inner satisfaction which made this old man's life
bearable and meaningful (Tsung, 1963: 158-159).
THE CHINESE IMMIGRANT AS HOMEGOER. Should hc fulfill his dream in
the overseas country, thc Chinese immigrant returned home. To do so was
to retranspose memory back into experience. The customs, ways, and institutigns of China that hc carried away with him into the diaspora were discovered
again, life was recreated in i Ori *nal form, and thc joys of the familiar were
again a source of everyda h ein'ess. Such at any ratc was the ideal. However,
two sets of changes mar, this wish-fulfilling picture and rendered the dream
the dreamer supposcd.
less of ayossibility
#"<hc
picture
of returning home was clear enough. Pardee
Ts
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of a Chinese mmigrant to America, describes his father's
rhat it would mean to return to China:
ler was' deeply sensible of the great honors which would be bestowed upon him if he retuined to Sahn Kay Sawk. All kinsmen
.
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w ho returned, le remeMbered. were held in very high esteem. Beli.

cause of their ortunes they were not treated as ordinary villagers
who had never gone abroad. Instead, they were hailed as Kum Salm
Hock (Guests- from the Golden Mouhtains). N'bthing the village

could offer' was too good for him. They feasted off the fat of the
land, and were treated as mandarins (Lowe, 1943:5).
This image of the return to China presumes that the historical and cultural
clock will stand still, that the society that was left behind will remain as it
was, that its traditions will not erode, its customs not expire, its fundamental
ways not change. So long as the time between .departu4e and the return was
short and so long as..po major change cracked the cake of custom in traditional
China this resuMption remained valid. However, for many Chinese what
began as a brief and profitable sojourn, abroad, turned into years of exile.
Thus after decades of waiting ifOr his return a ,Chinese wife wrote to her
husband, "You promised me to go abroad for only three yeacs, but you,have
'

stayed there nearly thirty years now"' (Siu, 1952: 35-36). As thedeeades
abroad passed China changed.J.p' 19 i i the Manchu Empire fell before the
onslaught of Sun Yat Sen and his'i=evolutionaries. the warring factions even-

tually united under Chiang Kai-Shek or joine&the .groWing Communist
Movement. A few independent warlords playediiolitics with the scene. In
1949 the. Comnnmists succeeded in capturing the state and driving Chiang
and his minions to Formosa. Throughout all this period many overseas Chinese held fast to their dream. Those who returned found a different China
than the one they,..had left.

.

After 1949 the Chinese in America were cut off from remigration. In fact,
although few overseas -Chinese realize it, the diaspora had ended. For the
aged Chinese the sojourn had become a permanent exile. In 1962. Willi= Willmott and I interviewed an aged Chinese in Welles. British Columbia. He told
us he had a wife in China he had not seen in forty-five years and a son he had
'never seen. He said fhat he receivedletters from them regularly.. When we
asked when he planned to rejoin his wife and.son, he sighed,and,said "Maybe,
next year." Then he asked ifthe present regime in China treated old people
well; he wasafraid, he said, and wondered what would happen to him if he
returned.
\

'However, 'even if the traditional home had not chapged during his absence, the immigrant had. The years abroad in ttf new society could not
help but leave'their mark. Perhaps he had learned another language and batk
in his home country found himself thinkingand even occasionally, speaking
in that tOngue. More likely he had acquired new skills, interests, and habits
which estranged him from his fellow men at home.Some Chinese severed their
queues while in America and had so come to favor the tonsorial styles of the
Occident that they were embarrassed at . the requirement in force until 1911

that they rebraid their hair when they remigrated to China. Abroad the
Chinese immigrant hadperhaps unconsciouslycome to incorporate and
.137
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appreciate sonic: of die fundamental ideas and everyday practices of America
as his own. Back home in China he found himself alienated fromhis own
peoplenot Chinese anymore, but certainly not an acculturated American
either.
However, many of those who dreamed cPf going home one day from the
overseas advanture could not make enough money to do so. To assuage their
loneliness and,.or.en enough, to marry and sire children, they became birdsof-passage, returning to China every few years to marry, visit with their wife,
enjoy the comforts of hearth and home, and then going backjo.the immigrant colony where they labored in lonely solitude. Pardee Lowe recalls that
his father had at one time returned to China toacquire a wife, repay the debts
of his family, and retire in luxury. However, "Marriage And redemption of the
fLnily homestead soon exhausted. Father's meager fortune. Hc returned to
America, not gladly from all I heard, but reconciled. Thousands of Chine;e
were doing the.same thing every year; spending in their native villages a for-.
tune gained abroad; and coming back to this country to toil laboriously to
acquire the necessary money to repeat their trip" (Lowe, 1945: 7).
Even sonic of those who returned for good did not resume an ordinary life.

All too often the "fortune" that they had earned abroad was eaten up by
family debts, by bribes to the ubiquitous corrupt magistrates, and by the in-

evitable feasts, gifts, and ostentatious splendor required of one who had made
a success of hiMself. After funds kid been exhausted some new mcans for
making a living had to be found. Sometimes the skills acquired abroad could
be turned to use nearq to home. A nice example is found in the recollections
lof Hosea Ballou Morse, a scholar and administrator who was quite familiar

----With old China:

'An incident which occurred to thc autkre in 1893 throws some light
onsthe usual result to a returned Chinese emigrant. At a railroad sta.'tion M.Formosa he was addressed in fluent and correct English by the
propriewrLtopk of the station restaurant; and in answer to a question
of astonishment,the Chinese explained why he was there. He had
returned from California with a fortune of $2,000.00. He had first to
disburse heavily to remain unmolested .by .the magistrate and his underlings;-then he had. to relieYe the necessities of his aged father;
then an uncle, who had fallen into business difficulties, must be rescued from impending 14nkruptcy; and then he found he had only
enough left to procure, himself o wife, with a fcw dollars margin
wherewith to esthlish himself in his present business, Which at most
would require $i09.00 capital. (Morse, 19 io: 166n).
MARGINAL MEN. If the immigrant who stayed became a permanent sojourner, his children found themselves one step removed froin that condition
vet not fully a part of the society in which they had been born. They were,
in kobert Park's memorable words, marginal men:
Thc marginal mon is a personality type that arises at a time and a
138
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place whire, out of the conflict of races and cultures, 'new societies.
new peoples and cultures arc cwning into existence. The fate which
condemns him to live, at the samcsime. in two worlds is tlw same
which compels him to assume. in relation to the worlds in which he
lives, the role of a cosmopolitan and a stranger (Park, 1961: xvii).
As marginal men American born Chinese experienced the variety of senses
in which they were cultural hybrids. 'File Chinese Americans Were products
of two cultunes, partial menthers of two societies. They shared in the cultural
traditions and social life of America and of Chinatown intimately at some
times, formally at'others, on occasion casually, but in some instances with
excruciating f silent anguish. Not quite able to break with the manners :me

customs of their parents. they were still unable to completely join in the
ways of America. Racial prejudice kept them at a distance from white Ameri-

ca, while Americanization reduced their commitment to Chinuown. The
Chinese American, like the second generation of other ethnic groups, "eas
a man on the margin of twio cultures and two societies, which never completely interpenetrated and fused- (Park,-,19;o: 354).
One aspect of their condition that differentiated Analerican born Chinese
from children of European immigrants was race. So long as America retained

its racial prejudice and mist practices, acculturation would not result in
acceptance. As late as 199 William Carlson Smith observed that "Many years
will pass before American-born Chinese and Japanese in California will be
accepted by the white group, no nmtter how thoroughly Americanized they
be'come. Skin Color and the slant (sic!) of eves categorically classify them
with their alien parents- (Smith, 1939: 369). In their relations with other
Americans, the offspring of immigrants from China discovered the ubiquitous
intrusiveness of race.

-

Even when Chinese Americans believed that they had oveicome racial
prejudices and unfavorable stereotypes they unexpectedly encountered hostilities and antagonisms. A student in a midwestern college reported on an
ugly inter-racial incident that later gave way to friendship:
In colllege I was taken irito a fraternity. In my second year I took
part ihhe initiation of the new men. 1.Ve had them lined up and were
paddling them with some boards and staves. Several of the fellows
had paddled them and then my turn came. After I had given one of
the fellows a swat he turned around and said; 'You damned Chink!
What business do You have to hit me?' That was a big shock to me.
.Why should he pick on me? I said nothing and when it came to the
election I voted that he be received. After some time we became the
best of friends (Smith, 1937: 193).
But the racial distinction often combined with cultural tradition to stigmatize a Chinese American not only in thie country of his birth but also in that
of his parents. Such experiences served to drive home the unique position of

the second generation Chinese, impressing upon him the fact that he was
I39
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caught` in the middle of a conflict 'over which he had little control- Fcii.,exampfe, an Hawaiian-born Chinese girl who had been treatedas'afiAnterican
in Honolulu discovered quite a different response in California:
I gradually learned that I was a foreignera Chinese-,that I would
be wiser to admit it and to disclaim. my American 'citizenship, particular,ly when I was in a Chinese group: I accepted my tide-as:a
foreign student more graciously. I became more accustomed to the
starcs of thc American people, to their remarks, and to their snccrs.

I did not feel inferior to them; I did not feel antagonistic toward
them; but I was .disappointed and .decply hurt (Smith, 1939: 372).
But when this girl despaired of Ameriea, schooled herself in the Chinese Ianguagc and culture, and journeyed tothe land of her parents' birth, she found
that she was still a foreigner, an Americanized Chinese and thus an alien
to China's ways:
gay,c up trying to be a Chinese; for as soon as the people-4n China'
learned that I was an over-sea (sic) Chinese, they remarked, 'Oh, you
arc a foreigner,' Some asked, 'Where did you learn to speak Chinese?'
Sonic thought it remarkable that I spoke Chinese at all. So you sec I
was quite foreign to China. I .wore Chinese clothes and tried to pass as
a Chinese, but I could not so I gave up and admitted my foreign birth
tapd education (Smith, 1937: 245).

.

As she lived and reflected on her experiences in Chinaand CalifOrnia, the

girl was torn between the questions of identity. 16 bpeither Chinese to
people of hcr lineage nor American to people of het birthplace left het- in
limbo. But limbo is a land where few care to live and mist jOurney out of it
to compromise and anguish and, perhaps, resignation. The girl concludes:
I lack very much a Chinese background, Chinese cultute, and Chinese manners and customs; I have neither thcir viewpoint nor thcir
patience. Sometimes I was homesick for America. Where )1 had
friends, I felt bctter. I got more or less adjusted to sonic things
one of them was the rieks14W. But most of the time, I had very mixed

feelirts. I find that uncOnsciously now I try to avoid the subject of
China; Irtry to put it out of my mind and attention; I don't want to
think or feel about China ... America is really nry country and niv
hoene (Smith, 1937; 213- 244).

Marginality is a problem not only vis a vis the dominant racial group but
also in relation to thc self. It produces one of the cardinal elementS.of anomie
self estrangement. Alienation from one's own self iS a probability When pschosocial acculturation is accompanied by racial stioaril.
In such a situation indic,
viduals find that their very bodies arc problematic to themare issues worthy

of both philosophical reflection and worrisome anxiety. To an Americanborn Chinese the very face hc presents, masking behindlts Oriental visage a
half-American mind, may evoke a painful, even excru rang, contradiction.
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Frank Chin captures this moment of self-estrangement in. his haunting 09vel
about Dirigible, a young man of San Francisco's Chinatown:
_The clean shaven face, washed and dried, cleanly drily opaque;.pink,
ish, brownish, yellow and vaguely luminescent in the light was grmd.
Seeing his skin in the mirror, touching his face with his tingers.,-he.,,
sensed color and essence stimulated to movement through his faCe
like petals and leaves stiffening in the sunlight. Pockmarked, lined,
shadowed, full of character, like the face of :1 mudflat dried into a
desert of potato chips. Dirigible's real
Thc face was forced
still, to be looked at in the mirror h him (Chin, 197o: 31-31).
Beneath the sense of dual and unresolved identity, and beyond the angst..f
self-estrangement, the Chine Se American senses his own non-membership in
the two cultures. Product of both,,member of neither, he lives between them,
participating in the activities appropriate to both but feeling his alien identity
even as he acts. Victor Wong, a Chinese American who grew up in Scin Francisco's Chinatown in the 1.930's, vividly', recalls the pain and misundirstanding
that arose from his marginal status:
So we were all inlmigrants in those days, no matter where we were
born. Benveen the Chinese and the English education, we had no
idea where we belonged. Even to this day, if I wanted to .say I'm
going to China I would never say it that way; I would say go back
to China. Because I was taughtporn the time I was born that this was
not nw country, that I would have to go to China to make my living
as an adult. And I think tlut if it hadn't been for the Japanese War

that is with the Americans; December 7, 194Imany of us would
probably have had to go back to China, with our parents (WOng,
1970: 7o).

Until the outbreak of World War II Chinese immigrants retained a 4)journer

attitude not only for themselves lnit for their children as well. The sacred
duty to be buried in the village of one's father's birth meant little to Chinese
born in the United States, but prejudice and discrimination served as a constant reminder of their unequal status and limited opportunities in America.
Parents would counsel their children to pay little heed tothe daily slights and
the legal, occupationaL and social restrictlaiiS they encountered except to
let those acts of injustice -remind them that their ultimate future was in China

and, in the interim, in Chinatown. Therefore, parent's would advise their
children, both a Chinese and an American education was verYimportant. The
English schools would provide one with the training, skills, and techniques
which would prove useful in China; the Chinese language school Would pro-

vide one with the language, customs, and traditions which Would make it
possible to assume a new life in the homeland of their parents. Chinese Ameri-'.
can youths were encouraged to adopt a dilicrcnt but instrumental orientation

tovqrd America and what it had to offer. They were to acquire its methods

and technicshut they were nor to be seduced by its culture, style, and
,41
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way of life. Though born and reared in America, they wcreto remain Chinese.
, At the same Mile the schools were interested in Americanizing the offspring
'of all immigrants, though not necessarily in encouraging all Of them to aspite
after social equality. Chinese children were required to speak, read, and xrite
English. They were taught to revere Atnerican RevolutiOnary....War leaders
as the Founding Fathers of their'country. Chinese Arnericans absorbed many
.of the ways of America 'readily 'and as a matter of course in school, in the

mass media, and in extra-curricular activities. As Chinese Alm:duns they
found that they cduld riot step into the white American mainstream because
of s Yerexacial prejudi -e.and discrimination. But neither couldthey acquiesce
a sojourner eXiSteik ; their own acculturation had progressed too far.
Caught betwecn the po es O absorption and remigration, thcV managed an
existence, ca tying a way of ifc out of the half-a-loaf provided to them, by
Chinatown and the largeroOiety, respectively.
'The ambiguity'of 'this existence produced a painful and atvkward adjuk-,.
rnent for the Chineè Americans. Many found themselves Chinking mdre and
more,like.,,their white pecrs but denied the opportunity to:practice,an Ameri7
can way onife. Respectfirl of their parents, they nevertheless could nat..
form to their wishes;
rican
self-control in t
C
he reinarkable difference in d isciplinand
CC that
lic and Chinese languaae schools is a reflection of the dual "e
lo studied
actcrized life in gc n e'r a 1 for Chinese Americam. Galen Cho
in %n Francisco's4fternoon Chinatown schools in the "early l'o4o's,-.. recalls
the experience, in a vivid description of children's life among second generation Chinese in America. Chow's parents had cailefully advised him on proper
behavior in public school.
In contrast no preSsure was exerted by my jp.arents to do anything but
a

attd .Chinese school. This double standard led to a akyll-Hvdc
existence for me on 4chool daysAn public school I was a 710 d e l of de-

portment, snidions,-and ci'mrteous. In Chinese scroôl I was n'listle
terror-baiting, die teacher constantly: fighting and getting into,,all
kinds-of-Mischief. The reason for tnytents' attitudes was not lost,
On me. In public school, where all the teachers were white; I had
to present my best posture in order not ro shame the Chinese In general and my family in particular. In Chineseschool where all the
.students and teachers were Chinese wc mild revert ?1inormal. HoWe r,' probably due to t4e. strain Af my role playing in public school.
I would react to an extrenw when tu ned loose, inChinese. .schOol...,
..
enerally, I think thesie aetions and reactions'.Were true'. tO 'some
,
e tent, more or less, in 4ll the Chinesh children.
'Het n Lowe summed up this cultural/generation gap when she said, "Father's merican ways arc not American enough, and as' for his.Chinese haKts
.

.

;

\

.

-.

and igeas, they arc queer, rinteasonable, and humiliating!". '(Lowe,- 19,45: I75).,

Her beother. Pardee, has recorded in minute detail the increasin i tide of his
,

..
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Xmericanization "the ino \.e. to la fltalthirters fo tie family, the purcha eind in§tallationof irltithriihl ep
ic :ei4he wooden bucket used through-

,e

-;:,;
.., ..,:cout hi§ childhood, thtlong.stnigg e-to' o m his father's permission to enter
..,.,:tanford University,'ii-nd finally -111.21; .inge to ;1 white girl (Lowe, 1945: .
-

149-161,

i 74-195, :25-7). IAOweirr'r /i I loratio Alger success story did

tteans. Elmer Wok Wai, born at the
not,describe the life of all Chines0:
tUrn of the century into the Slum of San Francisco's Chinatown, saw his
broffier and sister sold to mect,expenses, was educated in an asylum for waybecame a thug and
.nvard,youth, and then turned' oureinto the streets,
ki ed a
'strong-arm man for a Chinese secret soe.
, and spent seventeen
.:.«,._._ed he ended his days as an
Years in, San Quentin prison. After b "...
.i'r.)V of White people (Griggs,
overworked and underpaid domestic i ,.,

..

.,,...,;.-

WO.

.

.

ntually crowned with success,
Even when their dives overseas' were
Chinese 'Americans suffered because of their marginill status. Pardee Lowe
nged from his father for two years-and spoke to him only when

er they had quarreled ,bitterly over the proper way to live in
.

.

iriç.

945: i 76- i ER). jade Snow Wong, whose ,ceramics became

lv renowned in the (940's, entered into her life:s work under a
.
donke' mrden. As a Chinese American she suffered from the prejudices and
§tercotypes commonly ittreted on members of her race; ag a woman she had
tO overcome the'traditiOnal Chinese view that oppoSed the presence of women
in.. independent professions ( J. Wong, t94 5: 211-:46). Rose Hum Lee, born

. into a Montana family of Chinese descent, endure4 both local and family
ostracism and generalized racial discrimination in her efforts to become

,

:,..,,leadingsOciologist specializing in the study of Chinese Americans (Levoio6o).
Vict'or Wong- a Chinese American born and reared in Sin Francisco benefitted
xt

from-the greater opportunities for Chinese Aniericans during World War II
and beCame arrh,ineer. But he anguished so niucli over his ambiguous status
*An.America that he first repudiated his Chinese background and sought a com-

plete American identitY.,' then, unhappy in that situation, he retOrned to an
all-Chinese setting and,etiined a more ethnically exclusive existence ( V
.Wong, 1970: 71-72).
Before' World War ii the likelihood that many Chinese Americans Would
realize a secure and prbductivie life in America seemed remote.' yp until the
1940's the number of Chinese born in Americ`.1 had beep low because of the
shortage of minfen in the immigrant grdup. The fe Chinese Americans who
Jr

As the umber of Chin e Americans began to grow' Ind their ethic:at m improved,
,

Chinese onounity leaders expressed concern for theirl rure. In inzn Ch atown newspaper e totmNg Poon Chew oblerved:
Pcrh ps the future of our A6ierion born Chines wil have ro look to China for
their life-work. In this there +is 11,11 hope. China will pen thousands of line foir
ambitious tooderni.ted young n;cn to utilize thuir lajrnings tu help develop 'the
country's resources (Clie%%, 197: 8).
143
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reached nmturity in the fir I thirty yeart,;700 ale twentieth century entered
into the business established . their kinstrien'in Chinatownrestaurants, laundries, curio shopsOr went t China to make a living. .41
i

,

.

ImIT he idea'of a career in China excited niqt.th interest among young Ainerican-

born Chinese in the 1920's and ' w's. IldWqyer, among those Chinese Ameri .
cans who went to China were many Ni,li.o found themselves even more esranged than they had felt in, the linikg,Statcs ,Morcover, the social unrest
._.

that characterized China's internal contlitim in the first half of the century
did not reconunend itself to too inanYotierseas Chinese. In some Chinatown
families brothers divided over how t4rocce1l, one choosinPChina, while
the other chose Chinatown. In 1926 A.Vinifred Raushenbush, a research associate ofRobert E. Park, reported, t.i i what she regarded as a Chinese American
success story (Raushenbush. 1926 i,2 i ). An old Chinatown family had two
sons. One had become an engineer, gone to China, and was, at the time of her

research, helping "Sun Yat Seri to' work out his ideas about the harbors of
Canton." The other had gradliati from Stanford University where he had
been a football player, .and b
c a businessman and politician conciliating
,Ahe warring factions in'San F
isco's Chinatown. The latter "is a man who,
't because of his popularity as jjhIete, andbecause of the wide diverse human
curiosities which have made him a politician, finds himself at home both in
America and in Chinatow4 free to go back and. forth from one- to the other

... He has solved in his . own person
a problenakyltly more important to

Chinatown than that of thelightin tongs; hc has gotten out of the ghetto."
However, most Chinese could not vet out of the ghetto: As lfte..as the
19;o's Chinese parentrgedi.their .children t6 prepre themselves for alife
in China, Jade Snow Wongfathen"encouraged her to make the mastery of
Chinese her main objective; for he wanted her to go to China to study after
high school graduation; He thought that a Chinese could realize his optimum
achievement only in China."' Her brother was also urged to think of China
as his future home. "Father and son agreed that the study of .medicine in
China would.,prepare .Older RI-other for his career. Knowing the Chinese

Olanguage,

;ulie 'could establish Himself where medical personnel Was greatly
:needed, and he could strengthen his ancestral tics by. Visits to Daddy's native*
village andrelativ,S" ( J. Spopw Wong, a945: 95).4ietor,Wong bitterly fecalls
that
in the .1.93o's "it was always China that we Were taught was?fietie. In
.1,
those days we were all immigrants. Whether wc were \born in;A'rrielva, Or
,
,
.
'.
not, vet were ail i ni grants ... " y. Wong, lo7o: 24).
China seemed u inviting and Nl hite Airierica tOo formidable, then Chinan b -oned fee ly to some yo ng ChiregAmeridans. In 1926 a young
CI.

,

meric n-born Chi est told Win fred Raushenbuslik "Just .wait until the
inese in:San FranciscoN hieh
native- orn ride into power here aitiOng th
twelve years7and you wi see
,Will happen sornetim within the njext ten
a different Chinatown." (Raushenbush, 1926: 2 2 1 ) . More Chinese Americans
1

turned to work in restaurants. laundries. curio shops, and the Chinatown

r

,

.

4V

lottery in this period than went to China..But beginning in the 1930s more
Chinese were being born in America and the pressure on Chinatowns to
-Absorb this growing population portended difficulty. In the same period the
Rocky Mountain Chinatowns began to decline, and. Chinese from Montana

.

gio Arizona began migrating torSan Francisco, Chicago, and New York, centers ,
of..Chinese settlement in America.. Chinatown's ca mcity to house and employ
America's Chinese beca,rAc taxed just as the gre: depression set in.
owever sue esSThliit was as an arena of employinent, Al ghetto contained
its A c an- orn Chinese so well that theV had little contact with those white
with whom they might have shared a comnmn outlook. Galen Chow
(._//r44aN that during his childhood in San l.'rancisco's Chinatown all his &hums
L\_.,z were fellow Chinese of the second generation, and with the exception of his
white public setlool teachers, he had almost no contact with white America.
We all played in and around the streets and buildings of Chinatown
with an air of proprietorship. We knew every street, :They, unusikil-s
binlding, and every nook and cranny of Chinatown. We were less ,
sure of ourselves when we ventured out of Chinatow&either by ourselves or :vith our parents and at these times would present our stereotypical personalities of the subdued, unscrutable Oriental to the white
world.
i
The era of Chinese dia )ra in America began to erode in the decage that
began with the admission 'Of Chinese to quota status as immigrants and A
right of naturalization (19431 and concluded with the triumph of i.he ,co
munist rellfrolution in China. Since then Chinese have becont more .nplit mare
a national minority in polyglot America. With the sex ratio corning ever moqi.
into balance, the marriage of. American born Chinese to one-annthertincreasT' :
ing, and the birth and maturation of second and third generations in theWnitydi
States, We may speak of the shift from a diasporic people to an etlpiag4o 0,....
.
Characteristic of this change is the beginnings .of linpi6tistic ,hi4*.y,t
:,,-/,
,.
interest in discovering Chinese "contributions" to America,' the *.e''areh.. for
ethnic origins, and the rise of Asian American studies. The& is
c nonceable difference between the attitudes of the,.American-b
1
.

t

.

.

arrived immigrants. The new gangs of American Chinat
expossion to this fact as they organize alonglpes thaeltpar
Aarican from the you s recently arrived from Hong Kofig.
institutions of Chinatow the.cia s, hui kuan, and secret sOcie
to maintain themselves i the face (1f the acculturation and subur
the growing Chinese A crican iiddle class and diffidence,'
%

.

)

.11,3.e

tiggle

.

e.

intractability lof the new (immiRa nt
Paradoxically perhaps 'the be evidence of the decline of di g-p
rise of historical and na
onseioi.isness. Membershlipi in the
of Chinese was a taken co.- anted featw of the immigtant gron
first small cohorts of Ame4i -born ehse. lb among the A
and universityWducated that the gnAiiin
generations, the college-libu
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sense of anthivalcnce and anguish over identity finds anguished expression.
Seeking a break awa4"r from the brass of America that once seemed like gokl
to their piedfathers, this generation turns to almicity, rediscovers history;
defines culture, and atteinpts, to reenter thc community. The new Chines
represcntAmerica as it isneither a nicking pot nor a mosaic, rah& a plur
otiptete§6, values, institutions, and sentiments in less than equal or peaceful
,. . cocxkrence. But that is the story for another paper. For-the moment we might
'.'thVell..on the realities and sentiments of the last eradiaspora,ahd its conscquences. It shall .nOt

8:oo- 9:00 p.fn.

.wirh us again.
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THE INFLUEN 7E oft .CHINESE ON
UNITED S ATES HISTORY
By
Li
i LARRY W Um'

,

It is gratifying to participate in this historic National Gmfcrence. I am especially pleased that there is such interest in Chiqese-American history which
lo.tuses on the period from iSso to 1960. But why leave out the last is yea'rs?
The influence of Chine
n United States history is part of a great picture,
an unfinished painting, no... mathematical equation that abruptly ends in a

to

sum. And like a palling each of the speakers and panelists sees diverse things.
We differ in what IP see, in what is gloss, whl is real, what is enduring, what
is glib and oily, what is precise atd what is coilealing. Some of our historicalinfluence is robust, some outrageOusJrrational, a blot, and even tender strokes.

After a day of Os conference NIT have confirmed what we knew, that a
historical examination is not an exact science. History like beauty is in 4,11e
eyes of the beholder. No one can judge what is the extent of our influenee,
and whether .it is or will be temporary or lasting.
As a Chinese-American it is hard to speak of "our influence," obviously like

every participts or artist, we dip our brush in our own soul and paint our
o'wn thoughts in how w;e view history.
The very title of,our conference raises some questions. How do we separ7
.

ate the Chinese-American from United States history? How do we really
differ? Arc we not a parrof the whole certainly the develOpment of' California and of the United States cannot be easily separateddrom the conduct
as well a's the social and economic life of the Chinese.
If we do separate out the role of Chinese-Americans, and look at our long
presence in the United States, why han't our influence been greater? And
why IS little knowledge of the Chinese,Americans'. influence?
'Because we arc diferent, there is a st ong likelihood that we lhall in some
ays,ialways bliseti apart.. Many AmtriFns still consider "4merican", as

-. syncinymous. will white-,---and non-whi as foreigners. Whas only been -in
rI
.rec nt years that Chinesericans\ Iav fully participailed in comMunity.
lif Our partkipatioffir4 iti, uence is t developing and has yetlo reach
,

.:

ful maturity.
hat time of mgOrity wilI oon come/anti there should be an o4burst of
Asians greatlyiinvnlved in all phasesi!Of commmittaFtivities. That includes
the political life whictisio greatly influenCes.ant14.6blAs,ihe progress of any

#
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lt will take afful the more than 125 years for this to happen. Time andmore
importantly deteinatimi and self-discipline are necessary to bring this about.
The present day Chinese-American needs to be every bit. as vigilant as his
forefathers in preserving his identity and heritage, as well as preserving the
pioneering spirit of his forefathers.
The new Chinese-American, emerging into positions of community leadership must help his fellows and particularly assist the new Asian immigrant
the United St4es. He must be aware of the history of the past, not to allow
himself to be the maker or promoter of unfair laws or be the unfair law enforcer or endorser. He must he a positive influence.
Why kis our past commuity influeniFe or impact particularly in the affairs
of government been less th':in momentous?
The prevention, of Chinese to access to the institutions of government,
particularly the courts for redress of injustices committed against them, made
it easy to limit their influence as well as to commit all sorts of atrocities on
Chinese. It not only destroyed any possible community influence they might
have, but diminished their own self esteem. It is no wonder that many early
Chinese would only consider themselves sojourners.and not a permanent part
of the United States.
Any influence, not just political but whether social, economic or otherwise
importantly depends on access to all institutions of government. Isolation
from the main, diminishes influence. Exclusion all but destroys it.

An 18;4 Califnmia Supreme Court case points out the attitude of the
government thJ days. This case set the trend and temperament for Chinese
partici patinn. in

mmuhicy affairs.

In Ccople vs Hall, a "white citizen- was charged with Murder. A Chinese
househby was the only witness. The California law then said that "no Indian"
could testify for Or against a white man. The defendant was convicted on the
Chiree houseboy's teftimony and the_case was appealed. The Supreme Court
ruleor, that "Chinese were Indians ',..rind,,threw out the testimony. To argueotherwise .would be an insuivp thefgood:Sense of the legislature. "Otherwise,
to let Chinese testify in a cOurt of laW would admit them to all the equal
rights of citizenship. And-we might soon see them atthe polls, inthe jury box,
on the bench, and-in our legislative halls," said the Supreme Court.
ourt went on, -and I quote
"The nomalOus spectacle of a distin t pOpl , living in our community,
recogniiiig no igws of this state xc pt throt h
sitY, Eringing with.
'them theirprejudices and nation feuds, in vhich t r -; ndulge m open
Atiolation
law; whose me dacity is proverbial; a''rce of people
",
ir
WhOminature has marked as inferior, and who ar e indpable of progre

or intellectual development beyond a1/certain pot,
mt as ihe.ir,history
shown; differing in language, opinion', color, and physical cOnformation;
between whom and ourselves nature has placedAn impalkble difference...
They should be denied the right to testify and denied the further priege:
148
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of participation in dministering the affairs of Government."
first came across this outragemis decision when I was a Deputy in the
California Attorney General's office: As a young lawyer, I. should check on
I

its current validity. For if "Chine Se were Indians," I wanted to claim my rights
as an Indian. While Indians were also subjected to great discriminationi they

were also accorded 6.!rtain rights for the land that was taken from them. I
wanted to claim Inv share of oil lands, free fishing privileges aful free camping
on Indian reservatioik.
,
''.
,
Fortunately, the case was overruled long ago. Vet, it is a permanent part
' of our legal history, that the highest court of California could, and did write,
such an intolerant an&bigoted opinion.
Without access to the courts. Chinese were forced tii rely heavily on the

family and dktrict associations, 'especially when dealing with the outside

coiwunity.
This further increased the isolation. The ease with which qpressive acts
could be practiced against the Chinese made such acts particularly intense
during times of Cconornic recession.

The denial of equal rights and equal opportunities continued for many
years. BM the Chinese Persisted.4They refused. to be driven out. They had no
'reason to admit inferiority.
The fate of a .minority group is closely tied to economic conditions. I:Nen
today we Can mite that a depressed economy will bring.on even more bleak
conditions forshe oppressed.
Dissatisfied people look for a `gtapcgoat. In the c*-ly days the fact t
Chinese had no right to vote madmhem particularly vUltieriable to politici
In.ehe good tiines, when the.ecAliniywas booming, wealth and work p 1
ful, chinelrwere welcomed. ,Chinese Were praised for their customs of clea
ness, tlfrift;,Sobriety, industry and orderly behavior. C
c were willing to. ,
perfor&the uncongenial-and strenuous work.
In poorer times, the anti-Chinese moyenw would build into a frenzy.
The-Foreign Miner's Tax was passed by thr California I Aiklature in 1852
as the gold:diminished. The law was.bad, but the kiw enforcers were worse.
%The tax collector's pay depended -oo--thik amount.of taxes lie collected. This
resulted in a scandal jompelling the California Legislature to investigate
n merous cases of Chinese killed by tax collectors engaging in overzeallus
e forcement and ,iisbit'of violent free enterprise for themkelves.
.110
Thc denial oflOVerriment participatiork the,,Jackof kothigfowers, led to
,-.n 1855 "I
of $50 on 'Qiiinese;Then ea le' a' " Olice tax" in 1862- on
Mongolians who dlad not already p40.a miner's
and_ who Were engaged
in agricultural p suits.
.4
It is ohvious that for adir raqal group Ito hO .nt significant stability and
influence, it musi be econoniigailfjrqong
indepenOnt.
.

.

The ease with which oppressive acts were.initigated did not- go
lenge& With the help of othersz:a numberofthe more outrageous.

were'.t,

defied and suecessf till% controverted.

One famous case involved a laundryman who challenged a San Francisco
ordinance which required all laundries to have a license for tire safety. The
City officials, luiwever, refused to issue aiw business licenses to any Chinese
laundries even though they met all safety requitements. With the help of
counsel the law was challenged by a Mr. Vick Wo, and the United Sttes
Supreme Coil ruled that, though the law was proper, its enforcement was
unequal, unjust and improper. It denied equal protection of the laws . aci-anteed by the United States Constitution. '13ie case of lick Iro vs Ho lans is
still the icading case on equal protection of the law.
The Alien l,and Law of California enacted in 1906 deprived Asians of the
right to own land. That law was not successfully challenged until i 953. The
property entanglements spawned by the 'Chinese who Sought to evade those
laws will continilt' to make many a lawyer wealthy trying to Ounseramble
sonic of those deeds.
In the 187o's, 'California added h constitutional provision .which prohibited
the employment of Chinese by any:corporation or by any state or local govern-

ment. The law was used to haras Chinese, drive them from agricultural
eanips, from private industries, 1 from any public employment. Those

It

provisions remained in the Californ Constitution until 19.14.
The further isolation was enforced in the segregation hiws in public schools.
As early as 1860, the California Legislature declared that "Negroes, Mongo-

4

." lians, and Indians shall not be. admitted into khe, public schools" but that
separate..schools might be estatlished for-their education. Thus began the
first "separate but equal" rules. The Legislature liberalized this policy in 1866
by providing that th4 restriction applied only to Negro, Mongolian, or Indian_
children "not living under the care of white persons," and t
children
not so cared for "whose education can be provided for in no othe -ay", (e.g.,
- .
by
separate schotil ) could attend a school for white children, if the school.
.
trustees approved and..if.4 majority of the white parents did not object.
Onc of the first Federal actions contesting CalifornWs school segregation
law was If 'wig- Him vs Callahan, iiiikhkh Wong I lima Chinese citi.zeWehlid,
was unsuccessful in his attempt to get a' federal juitoctian allowing him to enter
the Clement Grartinpr School in San Franeiseo. Since there was a "sepapte

4*

school exclusively*r Chineohildren which ttip complainant can :mewl
and. which was not alleged to bc/mequal," the court applied the rule that lit
is well settled that she State haS tie right to provide scparafre sc molS for the ..
children of different -races.' SUclh action isl not forbiddetil iy tljc fourteenth
amendment to rhe Constitution, provided /the se ol so es abli ed. make no
laerimination ip the educ,ationaljfaciliticsi which t c '. affo. d.", rott 1885 to
( 1947, Californias declared policyl '-as to 4crrn ei liicslfschol dis ictl to establish separate saiools for children' 4 Mongolkan or Chinese descent!
,t
California's history is not lacking in incidents arising out of segregation in
the schools. But that is yet another subject.
.

.

.
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From iii70 to 189o, Chinese were successfully taking large quantities of
fish, shrimp'and abalone from California waters, They were the most efficient
and effective in developing the California hshing industries. Their equipment
was better than any of their competitors. An 1890 law barred Chinese junks
1

as "alien vessels."

.Another ridiculous law prohibited intermarriage of the races. Identifying
the "races" and what Was a "mixed marriage" resulted in sonic weird interpretations. The miscegenation law further isolated the Chinese. That law was
on the books in California until 1953 when it was declared a violation of the
freedom of religion and a denial of due process.
In earlier years, Chinese women were banned from entering the United
States. The,Exclusion laws made it impossible for thousands of Chinese males
who had been sonic of the major builders of the American West to establish
a normal family life. If Chinese men wanted to have families, it meant returning to China. To.depart and return eaSily, tltousands of Chinese in the United
States did just what other I88o immigrants did they Claimed birth in the
Unitcd States. They then went to China, married and often ha,d children.
The courts ruled that a child horn abroad to a..United States citizen held
nationality by birth. This meant that- children born abrOad were United
Statestitizens and could conic:to the United States even:though their mothers
were excluded. Inevitably, such unfair laws were ehtunivented, and the
government wiv cpntributor to the circumvention for enacting such harsh
laws.

.

But this incr. ed Chinese isolation. Naturally there'yould bc.prcat rektc....;
tarice to record or even discuss family history for fair* eipliatisrsthent of
unwanted disclosures. These would often tie followed by,thteats of deportation.
The Chinese family associations today can do a great service by gathering
and regarding thisfamily history. Much of this is locked in the memories of
aged Chinese elders whicy will in time be lost forever iiints recorded.
.

The oppressive laws a, re now history. One by one, the laEs we# struck
down. It was a difficult' struggle. But EiVvs ari'dynarnic mningful social
change can, and did,.,come about by lawful means, even though the bad laws
delayed the rOgr ,t,of the Chinese. These changes show the strength and
vitality of. o cons itutional srtem and i s principles the guarantees of
"due process of "equal protection", and i dedication to tli goals Of the
ConStituOon.

Those bra -c pioneering Chinese who. preced4 us, could h ve brought
about Inany f tl-k4, changes s9oner had they mOved ,mofe" rapdly toward'
involvement n theiOvernmendl process. For exaMple had they More aggressivelyfo low d up On the Yick TVo vt-Hopkin caSe in/theri$ 's with oqier
challeng s to,oppressive laWs, the S(ipreme, Cour May it: 'ilave, had the
opportunity to right otheriwrongs. Those pioneers blazed:a .irail. They also
presented a challenge, thl each generation improYe on chose befOre them.
.5.
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(:orreetion of social evil\ must continue.'
Occasionally a wrong IS laglitcd only after Wally Veal's. Last Wednesday
(July' 9, 197s) there was conducted ill Illy/0)11Ft a "hearing" to examine thyv
iyos case of Chief (korge Wittman, the only Chief of Police of San Francisco
who was tired from office. The dismissal was allegedly fur "neglect of duty"
when hiring three weeks out of a li,Ve Veal' Career, the Chief supposedly failed
to suppress gambling in Chinatown. The facts showed that the (Thief was an
innocent victim of an overzealous campaign aimed at Mayor Schmitz and
Abe Ruef. Coincidentally, there was a dev;tous plan to dike the Chinese out
of_the Chinatown area, and to relocate them in .h hunter's Point. There were
elaborate plans for resettlement which would illso allow some real estate
speculators to greatly profit from the sale of downtown properties. The unproved gambling and bribery charges were part of the overall schenie.
Chief Wittman's record together with (g-her facts were brought to light
with the help of thc City Librarian Kevin Starr and thc City Archivist Gladys
1-lansen (who both spoke at this conference yesterday) and several San Francisco historians and civic personalities.
After a presentation, thc "court" mandated the Police Commission to coriect the records. There were no grohnds for the dismissal of the Chief. The
San Francisco Library will have a 197i "judgment" from me setting the record
.

st Might.

This 197c proceeding may be a matter of little historical significance. Buvr
it.- brings to light in 1975 that an innocent official was in part a victim of an
overzealous racist campaign.
1 hearings such as these nccd to be held to remove a Kgma as well as to
remind us not to allow racial prejudice to repeat.
'Way Chinese-Americans are becoming a part of the mainstream of America. Some would say that thc Chinese have "made it." We still have not involitd ourselves in sufficent numbers in thc civic and governmental process.
Those who have become a part of the mainstream have a L 1 utiPto not let the
harsh practices and thc harassment of the past reoccur. That duty is owed
to am.' who are oppressed no. matter what race. There arc many ChineseAmericans who have not been accorded the same opportunities for advancement. There are.many yet whose lof has.not imprtived titn&b beyond their
immigrant forefathent.'
..,
Poverty among us, substandard cinditions or underemployment, reflects
on Al of: us. It restricts our...own' a voopmmt. It affeCts ti as a matter of
cUltural pride or'in some cases for the lack of it.
.'The limited influence of,Chinese in the United States is not (hie solely to
eminomic leeeSsionsi and the transgressions' of otiters. Many ot,, the early
Chinese qnsidereti themsehes merely l'ojourners, to, earn sufficient. money
;and then t'eturn s)o,hina fbr a life of comfort and case..Such thought limited
ourpwn developm'ents.
..,.....
.
.,
"rlich toonl*Chijkop.axay;not have.been -as aggressive in the 'area of civil
.

.

..

.
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,
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rights as they should have been. hie of the last civil rights !limps was the
Chtiells
fortheil 011.011;14 IS, Ch.lpler Of the
INativc. Sons of the Colden \Vest in 1 soc. In time their !;oals inereasinlv
eMphasized efforts to oppose discriminatlon, to gain civil rights And to better
the lot of Chinese fn America. I he Native Sons Chapter was not the hest
Chapter separated and later
vehicle for that purpose and in 191)4, the (
incorporated as the Chinese:Americm Citizens Alliance in tot z.
The CACA's composition was of American citizens of Chinese descent.
.1

Theiraims and [imposes v ere to better their conimunitv life in the United
States.
V, C.
rite

long in is 1 hstory of rhe'r ACA" tjuotA.;i1 the prophecy in the
3t -the Chilla

Califorelia ofAktv. z , $852. I
1/1.01$,,,S311i(TV' in ihe R:1111e schtg

RON'S

Wilt vet vote ;It

;111d hOw at the sante altar as our

.eountrynien.- l'sing that :is its goal, the CAC:\ fought for equal civil rights,
voice III the community. The
better educational opportunities and fi
Citizen Alliance, with 14 Chapters throu hoot the United States, cowhides
:.I

to dircct its interest on social issues that

lAts the Chinese in the United

States.

Unfortunately, the "CA has not been the strong civil rights organization
on the national scale that speaks :iuthoritatively for the Chinese. There is vet
no national Chi.nese organization that Commands that
...

authority or respect.

it may he claimed that there is a void in terms of a national leadership oranization.
While there are many local organizations and civic groups which promote
the interest of Chinese-. mericans, their spheres of influence arc similarly local.
"fie strong eight-knit family 'traditions have fostered self reliance. Those
traditions :ire 3 source of strength and discipline. let theV also have fostered

rivalries arid jealousies. For example, the Six Companies which claims to
atown's district associations omits three major associations
becaui
old Vorld rivalries. Family traditions also have lnnited development of expanded and more sophisticated business ventures. Only recently
has Chinese-American rnisiness enterprises embraced larger segnients or tlle
community. Thc old Asian traditions.of employment, almost pre-industrial
revolution master-servant relationships, have impeded the development of
more modern- cettective bargaining rights. These have tended to hold down

. .represent
I

employment opportunities,' for other Chinese. This billtds the poor conditionsthat result in acts that mars thc community and hence reduces (Am impact on
thc community.
Ake have let ourselves wste a great deal of our energies in disputes of the
old world. Pro-nationalist pro-imperialist .or alliance with thc People's Republic of China should on y be bf academic intcrcst.

.Our effet on the,hi4ory (If thc United States will fic infinitelY greater
ay're not allow ourselves to be overly involved in international
r'

II I

ics. Surc we

Should haVe an interest in Chin4 everywhere and in thc ricft 1 Wheritage
1
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we share. WC W.1111 tO niC11111.\ HIC hes! id. (WI (1\( Ii 1).1(1041.01111(k Mid

prescr..

it. Ilta don't let t hese internal conflicts impede mil influence here in the United
States.

Chinese-Americans number only

I

MA nation Of 220 Million. There

,!

are 2 million Asia li-Americans, :Ind frankly to the eyes. and minds of many
non-Asians, Asians are combiucd.togctlier Jis singk group. Indeed we share
a COMM011 !Hind. Tile differences bets\ ecn Chinese and Japanese-Americans

are minor. .Same with respect to Koreans, Southeast Asians, Filipinos and
those from the Pacific Basin.

-

Look back into the history of California. Fhe Alien land laws, the separate
but equal schools for Orientals, the general treatment of Asians. Generally,
we are all identified together. Even today as we face the problem of settlement of Vietnam refugees in the United States the dis6ction is blurred. A
California Congressman in 197 5 is quoted AS saying that his constituents are
tomplaining that "Dantn it, we have too many Orientals already."
I say, let's unite and increase our influence.
Asian-Americalls have worked their way into just about every occupation
and every aspect of America's economic' life, many achieving distinction.: A
arc self-employed more than any other
high percentage of Asians,
.minority group ill this country as husiness owners and operators. A higher
proportion of Asians have completed college than tlie average non-Asian
AmeiLican. These, high educational attainments Are testifilony to their own
'determination' and to America's increased tolci.".itice. Afore than :o% of Asians
over :5 ycars old love completed four or More years.lif-ciillege as compared.
to onki 1 1% of all other Americans 'over 2 ç. Our potential power is abundant.
OUr political 'and social influence can he greater, if Asians were united.
There have been many instances when yinnuon purposes and goals have
United the Asian conununities. Fair housing, bilingual education, fair eMploy-

ment, and immightion reform legislation arc examples. But when these
single goals arc reached or whenowcial crisis recedesTr.ends, the unity tends
to similQrly recede.
Shoulki the Asian influence or Chinese influence be any different (}r separate,

from ;he conduct of social or elonomic life of the rest of the nation? The
rAnsr may be that wc seek not separate influence hut a retention of ethnic
identity and recognition.
It is inipiAttant4o identify our .history and to currently register and chronicle thosç achievements, advancements and even our.failures. 1'hi4 is the ri hness of 'nited States history. It is the identification and .1ilthding. Qsf., he
diverse fforts and influences of all the elements of dur nation oar Imin de'
it greatiThe beauty of America is ifs many indiVidual groups, eatlitrifferen't
from thivother. Each ultimately fulfilling its potential of life, liherryilihd hap-,

piness. Indeed, that'is what America.is ;11 about.

It is most appropriate that.we learn from the past, if only to prove we are
Thank vim.

worthy of it.
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IMAGFS oF Tim CI IINFSF IN AMFRICAN LITFRATURF
AND MASS COMMUNICATIONS MFDIA

Chairman: 1Inn lark I

Chinese Historical Society of America

TF,XTROOK DISTORTIONS AND
I .I.ISTORICAL RFA 1111ES
By

CoNNIE ouNG Yu

Chincsc American history has been Other ignored, distorted, or at beg, sketch-

ily mentioned in textbooks. Chinese Ainerican growing up in California,
which has such a large Asian population, have 'learned little or nothing about

their own people in thc classroom Non-Chinese have acquired prejudice
.

ao*IfethnKentricity from textboolt distortions. Only recently have textbooks
VIA n any consideration to anneseilAinericans ancl- Other minorities. Ununatcly, these efforts have4xcn- larg'el'y misguided.
*lien -CIVinese are mentioned in textbookOt is with a condescend'
onizing approach. For examEle, thisincluSion M a State textbook,

FRS OF CALIFORNIA CiliattUfNI*S, the only Asian mencd, Ng Poon Chew, is described
manner:
"NtglPoon Chew was quch a funny and good speaker that people called
hini 'the Chinese Nlark Twain'."

Minority leaders arc usually referred to as "the Washingtons- of their
plc, or the "LincOlns" Without .introducing thcm as brigi* individuals
'of America. This story of Ng Poon Chew distortspehe trudiffbout other
Chinese:

"In those days, most Chinese did not plan to stay in California to work.
They hoped to, return to China. So they did not learn American ways.
They.did not giveyp wearing Chinese clothes. They kept their pigtails,
or qUetes."
The'child teading this learns to think of Chinese as strange and "clannish,"
Un-American unless they learn to giVe up their culture and assimilate. Instead of describing the' struggloq of Chinese immigrants in a soCiety wl ich
denied them_ equal rights, t is bo )I( depicts the ChineSe as totally unintere ted
in joining American life.

In contrast, Chew is d scribed by .the textbook as different from rOst
r4

Chinese:

"Ng Poon Chew waca bright, hard-woctng fellow. He, wantcd to stay
in California. He wanted to make something of himself. He wcnt to

.
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inight school. There he learned to speak l'Aiglish well. He wore American
.

clothes. lie.cut off his pigtail. He became a Christim."
Instead of showing how Chew was involved in the Chinese community and
in the fight to repeal Unfair immigration and civil laws against his people, the
book depicts him as a C:hinese who succeeded because he learned the ways of
the,white man.'
Here are some 'other examples of 'misconceptions, distortions and omissions
from.newiv published textbooks curruilly up for adoption.
(A series .of slides was presented to the audience showing pages from
textbooks: (1) A textbook title page which shows all types of people
.

white, black, red, brown, but no Asians. (2) A tetbook page which
says the Chinese exClusion law lasted only ten. years. (3), A page on immigration which only mentions Europeans. (3);Another which say,s that
all immigrants had the same opportunities. (4) A reference to citizenship
being available to all in the ioth century without 'mentioning restrictions
.,
against Asins. (5.-8) A story on the"Oriental" school in San Francisco
that distorts the truth. (8- io) Illustrations that are demeaning and insulting to Asians.)
We should be familiar with sucksextbook writing because it hasn't changed
much since we were in .public school, and we all have been affected by it.
Myths and Misconceptions in textbooks have been drummed into our heads

and are very difficult to shake. We have been thoroughly indoctrinated in
one perspective of America. We all studied U.S. history from the.narrow
point of view that everything began on the East Coast and spread Westward:
Plymouth Rock, the Thirteen Colonies, the Louisiana Purchase, Mexican
conceSsions and then California becomes a state. Only recently and as an
terthought, ethnic history is tacked on, as an appendage, not an integral part
ierican history. The history students learn is based on the premise' that
eivi zation on this continent began with the conquest of America .by White
, men, at nothing worthwhile occurred on this continent before that time.
Min rity history is merely a.concesSion. In -1964 the California Curriculum
Commi ion.: adopted its guidelines for `-`References to ethnic and. -cultural
minorities in-Textbooks in accordanee with the Senate Concurrent Resolution
of i9'62." "Textbooks must le free of bias and prejudice and, in fulfillment
Of this aim, must accurately Ortray the participation of minority groups in
r Amerkan life. The treatment of content must be consistent with the results
of authoritative research . . . also the content of books shOuld'help pupils to
resist all attempts at stereotyping, and thus enable students to, dvoid f'orming.'
unfounded, unfavOrable impressions'of any group or individual."
We know this law has been continually broken. Our children continue to
suffer ridicule stemMing from distortions about Chinese AmericaRs..Student
still gO through school withoutlearning the truth about Chinese AmeriCans
and other minorities. Even in a conference such as this, we hear speakers
\ writers of textbooks or potential .writers of textbooks 7 perpetuating miso

7

.
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cohcCptions: that the Chinse have always been, passive, drat they Were SQjourners until 1949, that they succeed because they don't rock the boat. We
should"be sick of the word "contribution' hi, reference to our historY, the
concept that we gained acceptance .by pay-offs of nonrstriking labor, free
agricultural advice and Bing eherri. All..that the Chinese have dole that we .
are proud of should be viewed as aebieinents. And p:1rticularly at this time
when we are celebratingithe Bicentennial Of Independence, we should .cornmernorate the decades of truggle -against oppressive, diserinnnatory laws,
that in true reVolutionary spirit Chinese fought for their rights in the courts
thereby sn'cngthening the Constitution for :ill Americans.
, We must remember that as early as 1859 Chinese.petitioned to attend public
sehoakbur were denied:Chinese men and women continually- fought in the
courts to become naturalized citizens..That throughout our history Chinese
resisted being colonized in this country. Textbooks should .hiention that in
1862 a Chinese resident named Lin Sing brought aCtion to the Supreme Court
of California to ticover the sum of five dollars, two months .of the pall tax
levied on aliens, and won hi's case, thereby setting a ,precedent for all aliens.
That in 188o a laundryman nathed Yick Wo won .the right to operate his
laundry against a discriminatbry ordinance, taking his case all the Way to the
Federal Supreme Court 19th c t ntury laW books are filled with court cases
.involying Chinese' 'fight ing for heir rights. And 'into the Twentieth Century
this resistance continued. In 1925. 200 Chinese"' detained on Angellsland Irnmigration Station roSe up in rebellion against cOrruption and horrendoOs
conditions and had to be quelled by troops with, fixed bayonets. Chinese were
active ih the- labor Struggles of the '36s and '4os and now we.see Chinese 'on
the picket lines opposing disCrimination, unjust wages aqd,pofice ,htutality.
We can tell the 'story ourkelves. We have, our own writers with the con;
sciousness of Our true history. Textbooks should, include.the.works of Chiriese
Ainerican writers,.such .as thoSe of the anthology AIIEEEEE, YARDB1RD '
READER, vol. III and LONGTIME CALIFOliN '.
Textbook's must continue to discuss the ideas.of the American revolution'
as it must relate to all minorities. The fact that Americans fought a revolution
against the economic and political power concentrated into the handS of a
few is as meaningful to Chinese Americans of the, 197os as it was to the early
.

.

.

:

colonialists.

Finally Chinese American history, must he nrade-i.a.dynamic, integral part
of American history andsulture, as relevant to all Americans as it is to us. -The
task begins by realizing it ourselves.
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ETHNOCENTRIC TEXTBOOKS AND
PERCEPTIONS OF CULTURE:
.

THE .CAST, -FOR THE CHINESE-AMERICANS
By
AI.BERT

H.

YEE

,

As a fourth-generation Californian,I was educated in this State. In California
public schools,1 Operieneed attitudeS, much. of which my children still encoUnter, that seemed highly 'misinformed and prejudicial, As I entered their
Classes for the first time, Some teachers would frown and make me feel unwelcome from the beginning. Often, they would say something such as, "Now
I can have that unit on China." YOu cannot believe how many times I had to
teach everyone in classes how to use chopsticks. One of my sixth-grade teachers uttered remark's such as, "Some people with dark skins don't think they
need to wash theinS'elyes." Besides myself, that class included one other possible

referent, a Mexican;American fellow. I do not know if she was talking about

him or me; but I surely did nbt feel comfortable mit. ad I understand .her
attittide. She wotild shake and scold the two of us on any pretext', it seemed.
Little was learned I was so conscious of her domineering presence. I remember
being absorbed with having to be so conscious of her lest she grab me for a

shaking (she put me within arm's reach of her desk) that I watched her bulbous nose throughout the day. Focusing upon the' teacher's big nose was partly
a point of relative distance and direction, but. that nose was fascinating in anCl
of itself. He.avily powdered in the first, hour, I NYas fascinated in., watching its
'evolution through the day as the powder faded and ,,the pores grew increasingly prominent. Teacher behavior ,aurilig nw youth frightened me, though
several seemed genuinely helpful 'and understanding.
In California schools, I read statementS such as this in our textbooks: "The
.best American citizens have come from Ireland, Scotland and England." That
assertion was, Supported by showing how m'any presidentscongressmen, and
senators had ceme fromosnch fieritage; which is a fact you cannot argue over..
However, thefact does not satisfy the generalizarion which follows and raises
other improper and false generalizations. It allows no consideration 'for people
like me and many others iri terms ?if being American. And you still hear this
aSsertion when the clasS is in a turmoil, when pupils Are not behaving dnd the
teicher does-not know, vVhat to do, I:Suppose and Says,,"This is not aChinese
classroom!" Hearing that in clasSes; wondered why a Chinese classroom
.

,

meant disorder and chaos? I went to Chinese language school after public
school and it was hardly' like that at all.

There arc 'many stereotypes,. many mis-pereeptions and many problems
concerning self-identity, and self-concept. Thinking, as F do quite often, about
Malcolm X's autobiography-(1964), I recall how he described the disintegra158
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tion of his family, mainlY from outside influences. l le said that as a youngster

his view of ,the bhick people in 'Africa was. of "naked savages, cannibals,
monkeys and tigers and .steaming jungles (p. 7 )" and tHis .wa.s his youthful
hi)age of his' own heritage. 'Hut image was not to change much until he was
about 2'3 and that only thr4gh his o,wn insaqable readings at Norfolk Prison
',COlony. Fortunately, that prison had been donated an .excellebt library. FOr
that period, Malcolm X wrote: "..
I had never forgotten how %then my class, me and all of tlmse whites,
had studied seventh-grade United States histhry bad: in Mason, the

history of thc Negro had been covered in one paragraph, and the
teacher had gotten a big laugh with his joke, "Negroes' feet arc so
big' Ow when they walk, rhel leave ft-hole in the ground .',...

,

You can hardly show me a black adult in Americaor a white one,
for that matierwho knows from thc history books anything like
the truth of the "glorious history of the' black man." I tools special
pains tolthnein the libra`ry for books_that would inform me on details
about black history (p. 1.74).
And so Malcolm X discovered-rhis .true heritage of which .he could have
.

0 great pride. He also discovered cultural ethnocentrism in What Europeans
and Americans stress A Western_ Culture. For mini*, he- painted out the
nation's common.ignorance of Chinese history and from the Chinese point of
view, historical causes for .hatred and tensiona history which reiriforced
China's helplessness and despair (p. 177-178):
'
,tereotypes and Misperceptions of the Chinese: HolPrejudice .Against
.11inorities Ate Perpetuated in America
Let me illustrate several points about American stereotypes and mispercep-

tions of thc Chinese and how they fee i back to harm.the self-identity of
Chinese-Americans. .Froin what I hear( and learned in school, two .things

.

tended to frighten me about-my heritage. One of them was there are so many
of us Chinese. When you talk about the Chinese, they always say how many
, there are as if it was bad and fearsome. When you_ read the isth and newest
edition of the'Encyclopedia Britannica, the first paragraph on China says it
is the most populous nation in the World. That is a true fact, but why dowe
make so much of it alone? What other relevant facts might AMericans be
aware of in respect to the Chine4?- As a people, the Chincse.go bac over 40
centuries and a4 things being relattve, the Chinese population can be viewed
as sUrprisingly low.-It would be more realistic to view,China'as a continental
whole and Compare that as an historical arena to Europe. In doing so, we see
that th4 rise of 'the Greek city-states occurred about 23 centuries ago, Jesns
Christ.' lived 2o centuries ago: and that the Norman Conquest of England
happencd nine centuries ago in. roóó. It is interesting to,note that 25 centuries
ago the lives of.Socrates and Confucius overlapped when the former was a)ad
of nine the year Confucius died (c. 479 B.C.), and that Caesar conquered the
159
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bxbarians Ul. northern Europe ,io centuries- ago ( so B.C.), over 400 years
after China's philosophic scliools of thought began.
In populatiOn growth, we can see that from i'66 :. to today, a period of only
a bit more than three centuries, Europe's population increhsed from ioo .
million to 650 million, From 18ot to ion!, the English more than tripled
their population from t million to 38 million and the Germans more than
doubled from 25 !pillion. to 56 million. ',Against those comparative facts, the,'
Chinese may he ,viewed as' rehtively poor producers over 40-5o centuries.
Another point in terms of relativity, the areaof continental. United States 'had
1

an Indian population of about,849:tImus1nd (Mooney, 1 9 2 8 ) at the-first of the

18th century which was diminished through warfare and chief abuse to a
Census count of 237,146 by low. The. Io7o Census found almost Soo thonsand
American Indians arlii-+efotal national population of over , 203 millión;As-we

celebrate our bicentennial year in pr-6, should we concentrate upon the
nation's'population and 'its growth as a prominent fact

is so incessantly done

for China. Perhaps we should shown concern, for t United States, with
less than six percent of the world's population consumes oVer 30% of the
world's energy and wastes co% of the fOod that is purchasedA doubt if 100
or even 200 Chinese use as lunch fuel and other natural resources as an,average
American does. At good times, about 2,000 calories a day more than satisfies
an averate Chinese while we Americans are often notesatisfied with 3,coo. The

question is, will the world continue to tolerate our:standard of living? Our
recent experiences with foreign oil and other natural resources indicate significant changes fit present and in the future. So the gross population of the Chi-.
nese as a fact for generalization conld haye been better taught to me and my
cbssmates.
... Another point of instruction that frightened me was the emphasis upon the

poverty, of the, Chinese in thetli century. Textbooks-show the familiar
picture of rwo boys paddle-wheeling water from the ditch up to rice patties.
Instruction emphasized the deprivation, the p.overt'y of the Chinese people,
heir croWdedness, their fatalistic and age-old sufferingwhickall summed up
to say that thc Chinese were less than human. Problems of population and
,poveity At 'so well into distasteful generalizations. The, truth is that the Chinese Rave suffered great deprivation, but it is crucial to ask, what were their
options and the'causes for their past problems? Why did the textbooks neglect
'the causes brought about by imperialism? I wiSh I could give you a slide report
on the People's Republic
of
China to show how the Chinese themselves have
,
.
up-lifted theirhuman Condition and oVercoule the problems with poverty.
Now let us examine .some of the causes for China's ills. Our textbooks 'do
niot cover the Opium War of r 838-1842. The Chinese government said that it
did not want opium sold in China, because of i6 terrible harm .and danger.
Yet the English, who Wished to profit from the opium they .grew in Indi,
callously deCided to thrust opium upon the 'Chinese through military means,
.After the Chinese damped 6 Million dollars of opium into the Pearl River at
160
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Capron, British troofis marched into China. In contrast to the Bo Ston 'Pa Party

'and the American Revolutionary wir, the Chinese lost their war for .Mdependence and as a consequence, lost Timm', many rights. For Mstance, Chinese

goods leaving China were taxed a.nd foreign goods entering China came in
dury-free. Armies of differentcountries carved out and ruled tlkir own terrivides; foreigners establish0 their OW11 c(mrts and even post ()hicks on Chitiese

soil. Shanghai \vas a foreign city when it was.infanums as the sin city of the
world. Our tcpbooks should cover the.Opium War. But the salremype makes
the Chines& appear to lie kivers of opium.

For another example, very few Aincricans know that China sent over 20)
thousand workei-s to Europe to help the Allied cause in the first World War.
This was the Chinese leaders' hope of (iblinitig some protection, some .heIp
from countries such as the United States which had asked for China's aid.
From school, an of us know something about President Wilson and the Versailles treaty. Yet few Americans know and few, if any textbooks say that the
treaty did ?lot return German-held territories in China back to the Chinese.
The Versailles leaders repaid China by giving her lands to Japan. The Chinese
representatives to Versailles returned to Peking and their report began the
year-long Mav.4th Moveinent against fOrcigners, especially Japan. The Chinese people know about the May 4th Movement, biq very few Americans
know' about it, and wc must ask why. Americans should know because many
Chinese militant' leaders said at that period that the Americans, the English,
and all foreigners could not be trusted and that they would have to bring about
change through their ywn me:ms. Chou En-lai and At ao Tse-tung were among,
those young militant leaders. Unless ymi know such facts, you cannot understand the Sino-American tensions and mistrust since 1919. AU of which relate

to further conquest by the lapaneseManchuria in 193 z and general war
1'937, the inepmess and failurc of the League of 'Nations an the inevitabl

coming of WW
Thus, siinplex and sensational attention to Chin:i's pop ation and poverty
shamed and frightened me as a chikl. However, after I learned more about
the true circumstances and facts, L felt a. sense of pride and began to be con-

cerned about how we could overcome America's. prejudices toward the
Chinese.

YelloW peril is a slogan of hatred in the USA that I have even.heard used
in court for no reason t an to take a specter of fear. UndR the fear of the
Yellow peril, Chinese i
igrants that came to California in thei9th century
suffered open brutality as wen as oppression from municipal and state .laws
that seem similar to th treatinent of 13Iacks rind Chicanos. Mark TA,ain and
others spoke highly of he industry, honesty, and sobriety of the Chinese but
caught between the c aims .01 unemployed whites and their tenuous 'social
status during hard tim s, the Chinese have been chastised for taking low wages.

But why did those w o force slave standards upon them go without criticism?
Who realIY does tit t c role of victim and oppressor? Under.the logic of such
to
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chastisement, Blacks should have been ttacked 14/ being slaves. Ironically,
Leland Stanford and others attacked th Chinese for taking 'terms that they
controlled completely. AcL'ortling to scl olars who have specialized in frontier
history, the Chinese in.the first 50 years f their residence in America suffered
One of the most outrageous attacks on wholc people that has ever been perpetrated. For reasons contrary to th r nerit, Africans and Chincsc were the
only people Arneeicans barred fool 'inn migration by name and law in thc moth
h century.
century and only the Chinese in, tl
In fact, we are nor eyen Chin se in 'alifornia, .we're Indians. Fev people
know that California's Supreme CQurt in m854 dealt with a case where a free

whitc'citizen was convicted of murd r on the testimony of a Chinese, man
(People zw. Hall, m8;4). The Supreme .:mirt decided that there are only thrcc
kinds ofpcople in this world, black, hite, and Indian. According to Judge
Harry W Low of San Francisco ( 4), it was rationalized that Columbus
laoded in the Ncw World in his attcmi t to find thc Orient. Columbus thought
die West Indies wcrc lands of thc Cliii csc Sca because the Indians seemed to
be Chinese. Thus. it was logical for tl 'Supreme Court of California to' assert
that Indians meant Asians and so th ::hinese must bc Indians and Indians
having no rights in court, the testimon f thc Chincsc witness could 'not stand.
In contrast, Nlark Twain wrote the o owing as a reporter for the Territorial
Enterprise in Virginia City, Nevada:
Of course there was a large Chinese population ... it is the case .with
every town and city on thc Pacific. coast. Thcy are a harmless race
when white men either let them alone or treat them no 'tvorse than

dbs; in fact, they are almost, entirely harmless anyhow, for they
seldom think of resenting ,thc vilest insults or thc cruelest injuries.
They are quiet, peaceable, tractable, free from drunkenriss, and they
arc as industrious as therday is long. A disorderly,Chinaman is rare
and a lazy one does not exist. So long as a ,Chinaman has strength to
;Ise his hands hc needs no support from anyody; white mcn often
complain of want of work, but a Chiriefin offers no such complaint;
he always manages to find something to do. He is a grcat convenience
.toeverybodyeYen to thc worst class of white men, for he bears the
'most of their sins, suffering fines for theiripetty thefts, imprisonment
for thcir robberies, and death for their murders. Any white man
can swcar a Chinaman's life a:vay in the courts, but no Chinaman
can testify against a whitc man. Ours is the "land of the free"nobody denies thatnobody challenges it. (Maybe it is because we
won't let Other 'people testify.) ...
In California he (the Chinese) gets a living out of old *mining claims

that white men have abandoned as exhausted and worthlessand
then thc officers come down on him once a month with an exorbitant
swindle to which the legislature has given the broad, general name
of "foreign" mining tax, but it is usually filflicred-on no foreigners
16:
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but Chinamen. This swim

has in some cases been repeated once or

twice on the same victim
thc course of the same monthbut
the public treasury wtas not additionally enriched kg it, probably
(Clemens, i 88o, p. 39 t ).

Textbooks: Their Ethnocentrism and Neglect of American Minorities
Through the Chinese Eaf:rience
'Let us examine two textbooks for illustration of what I have been suggesting

wc abhor and overcome. Many teachers and students arc familiar with the
State-adopted textbook 'titled, Exploring the Old 1,Vorld. It has a picture of
Marco Polo on the cover showing the Venetian going through a numntain
pass; a caption says, "Aiarco Polo on his way to China, 1275." Going into this
boOlt, vou find very little about China. In fact, it is more about the Near East,
Greece, Rome, and Europe. The text has a whole section titled, "Where Our
Civilization Began." And we learn fromaits reading that our civilization originated in those places and only those places. 1 do .not know if thc cover was
an anintcnded error, but the contents of thc book have little to do with 'China,
A Ica and othcr places of the world. The book does have quite a bit on the
exp Nrers and the discovery period. If Colunthus saw this textbook and other ,
textboolq we have on thc explorers, he woukd probably say you give too much

attention to the Santa Maria and to me. irou should say much more about
where we are trying to go and why? We are familiar with those fcw lines
the textbooks use to answer those questions. Something like thiS: "They
wanted to find a ncw route to Old Cathay where they needed to.go .to get
the spices and they wanted to get more silk and other "things."(But they do
not go intothe civilization of Old Cathay. And Vasa DeGama, Henry Hudson,
Sir Francis Drake and all those great people probably would say the same.
Walter T Swingle (1975, p. 6). formerly of the Library of Congress and the
Department of Agriculture wrote after extensive study of Chinese agriculture:
Fcw ,ikrnericans realize that our chief agricultural creditor is China.
We are indebted to the Chinese not only for the best vgricties of
oranges which we grOw but also for many other fruits and vegetables
grown cornmerciallY in the United States. The soy bean whose ex-

traardinary food values is now at last beginning to be appreciated
throughout this country, was one of the five sacred grains. believed
to have been given the Chinese people by the semi-mythical Ern-.
peror Shen-nung ... about .the 29th century B.C. Rice,'wheat, proso

(millet), barley, the other four of the five sacred "cereals," were
grown in China many centuries before they were known inEurope;
and the same can bc said of many vegetables that we commonly '
regard as European . As a matter of fact, all of our cereals'except.
maze, sorghuni and:some forms of oats originated in Asia. Almost
all of our crops are Asian plants. All of our corpmon temperate-zone
fruit trees, except the pecan and, the native persimmon, came from
Asii, and all Citrus fruits too. Horses; donkeys, cattle, sheep, goats,
163
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LOC Was OW tirs,r .ind only One
Horida, would he the name. Lue
to -receive the Wilder medal filmi the Amerieanfl'omological Society and
the Department of Agriculture and that Was in 191 i. In 1888 Lne responded
to crop failures in Hinia:i Ilk1 Cvnlved a more econoinical and hardy type
the orarge that we have tOday, Using
of orange and that u as the genesis
'u phrase I have repeated several times above, few AIM:tic:anti 1:1110W \Ir. I ate's

MOIR': Neer for the medal, he obtained no profit from' his discovery.

I

wonder why the orange industry of thi.. country does not at least honhr his
memory.
I ,et us consider another testbook hich is quite popular todayQuest for

Liberty. ()'itjhotu hater jith than the other one. It does cover the Chinese
immigrants and many of their problems, the injustices, but it "misses the
boat" at least once. It does not kpention Vick. Wu. And who WAS the man?
The story concerned the most famous legal ease'involying Cl,tinese discrimi-

nation, Vick Wit v.v. Hopkins in u88:-, a legal case that went all the way
through the.U.S. Supreme Court. Vick Wit was a Sf Francisco laundry man
who challenged an ordinance which required Hre--sa cry licenses for laundrymen. However, the law was only enforced upon the city's iço Chinese
laundries and licenses were not required of the 170 white laundrymen. After
a long legal process, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that even though the
ordinance was proper its discriminatory enforcement was unjust. "Thday, the
case of the Chinese latindryntan remains our country's leading example of

equal protection tinder the law. You would think a book titled Quest for
Liberty would mention it. Though less well-known many other laws directed
against the Chinese were far more abusive and long-standing (Low, 1974).
The California CorAtitution prevented Chinese:front employment by any
corporation and state orlocal government (rim 18-o to 1044 when the .proftibitive provision was finally removed. Until their successful challenge in
10;3, the Alien' Land Acts of 1006 prevented Asians'. not eligible for citizenship froTh owning land. Up to toct, riie kiW prohibiting the tnarriagil, ofChinese to whites Was strictly enforced. Until 1947; Califmmia law encouraged
children. Interest!the establishment of separate schools for Asian-American
..
ingly, t9 protect the rights of long-Haired school boys in recent times, there
has been referral to the overthrow of another San Francisco ordinance that
required that Chinese men cut their pigtails 'and wear certain clOthing.
,

Comprebensit-e Studies of TexThooks
Several years ago, I c0ndueted a content analysis study of 300 social stbdies

textbooks..1 found that about 7c% of the too texts ma.de no mention of the
Chinese -at all. Of the remaining 76, i; gave token representation with a
picture of an Asian, often in an interracial group ,of Americans, and/or one
or cwo lines meriti(ining urban Chinatowg., "Chinatowns preserve inter,
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esting OrientA.I ..,(1*stollIS; Sm FAAIICisc(1\ k MUM stop tor visnors to thy lovely
city by the Golden ( ;ate"), several lines
( :hinese railroad workers, le .
laundry and culinary skills of Chinese peoplt,
their relation to China s41cro.
their ancestors first developed silk.
Twenty-three testlimiks devoted several paragraphs and some even gave
several pages to the Chinese. Such coverage, however, cannot overcome super-

ficiality and misrepresentation. In discussions of the railroad period,'Leland
StanfOrd and. his missing the golden spike with theilver sledge received more
historical emphasis than she engine-urn)); feats and the workers. Several books
provided elaborate, coverage that seemed prejudicial and sensational in choice
and orientation. Perhaps the most comprehensive and objective summary that

could be packed into two pages is found in Frost's (1969) A History of the
USA. Caughery's (1966) Land of the Free and Seaberg's (1966) The Pioneer
vs. the ,Wilderness provide better than average.coverages of the Chinese role
in constructing the transcontinental railroad and discrimination against them
in the 19th century.
Follow-up content analysis was used to see how faur groupsAmerican
Indians, blacks, Asians', and Chicanoswere treated in terms Of historical
content and balance, illustrations, and teachep' guides. The .findings indicated'

a significant lack of comprehensive and accurate representation of all four
cultural ethnic groups. Chicanos and Asians barely rcceited any attention
at all. Pre-1865 history received the greatest attention and space by far, to
the general neglect of modern history. Consequeptly, litrie or no attention
was.provided I istorical and social aspects of the fOnr minoritY groups to help
studentS uncle land modern events and social issues. What illustrations and
written texts 'ere provided them tended to be misld:iding anestereotypic.
Raise the Level of Generalization:History for and of All Americans
Somehow in this country, there has been a peculiar blend of naive simplicity,
a dualism of 'favorability/unfavorabilit, and vicarious stereotypic references..
in the perceptions oft' white Americans toward the Chinese. A 'disparate' relationship continues between reality and representation of the Chinese people
in American society. Our textbooks typify the same myopic, .ethnocentric
view of what an American and a Chinese can be. Whatever an American is,
can he or she possibly be someone like Charlie Chan. Anna May Wong, Kung
Fu's Caine, Fir Manchu, Benson: Fong, or Frank Chin? One. of Bret Harte's

"heathen Chinee," one of Pearl Buck's innumerable characters, or Mark
Twain's Chinese miners? Architect I. M. Pei, novelist Han Sitin, Nobel
Laureates T D. Lee and C. N. Yang, California's Secretarc of Stafe, March
Fong Eu, the highly publicized tong Men and sing-song girls of bygone years,

or the immigrant hoodlums of recent. times? Confucius, Lao Tzii,
Ch'ien, Hu Shih, or Sun Yat-sen? Madame Chiang Kai-shek, Chou En-lai,,
Anna Chennault, Mao Tse-tung, or Senator Hiram Fong? Laundryman,
houseboy, grocer,. restanranteur, teacher, doctor, engineer, -or clerk? The
answer is obviously all and, none of them alone; becale such a tremendously
les;
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Some kisic 1i-0)4'111s ()t suutili sttitIiI.s )cxtb:.)ks have been the low level

varicd

gem:rah/alums and ,concepts they teach ',about human events, values, and

conditions, and tlwir pretense at compreheinivenes.s. Besides misrepresentations
and errors. the sekcted foci of euill'erll are Oftol So narrow (est) broad that
little transfer v'alue .to modern social issues Js gained. Instead of 'arguing for
reverse ethnocentrism .ind "yellow history -,thaterials and courses. AS a final

objective, I would suggest that the'gcnerali/ations .ind concepts aimed for in
social studies should4be universally applicable and illustrated hy a varicty of
l..anaples. In such an .ipproavh, for example, conquestssar, and violence would
not be glorified 311(1 presented as exemplary human behavior and problem
solving. Thus the Alamo would not be portrayed as a chauvinistic spectacle
of good versus had groups. It ss ould become the realistic human tragedy it
was-,-Where the highest military courage and human devotion to 3 cause were
shown by both Mexicans and lexans, all dedicated and yct constrained by the
force of circumstances to their- common deadly fate. The consequences of
that battle cominue to be reflected in negative 'attitudes, which American,
tetbooks,and teaehers continue to perpetuate. A .,oinprehensive approach to
that event and its participants would provide impPrtant !earnings about the
forces and background w hich lurm night it about and thc consequences Which
follow ed. The Boxer Rebellion. could be treated similarly and that would
make 3 revealing study indeed, especially in contrast to Hollywood's -to
Days in Peking,". Some would say that teachers and textbooks should not
teach problems, especially those that suggest that the country has made
mistakes. 1 would ',lin& Say to) [twill that history is made out of great probT
lents that arc main:bow. rem ilved, fur good and bad. So fl111(.11 35 We Would
,cover the Revolutionary Wir and WW II, we cannot neglect the contributions
mutt all Atilt:I-lc:1ns and all significant influences that developed this great land.
ave tried to show. that neglecting the Chinese in textbooks makes for cul(tural ethnocentrism and minority abuse.
In conclusion, 1 will read what Ralph Linton ( t936, p. 3:6-327) wrotc to
illustrate the borrowing of peoples from others and that all cultures, especially
that of the Unitet States, are indebted to others. Sonic of Linton's points are
mistaken and Many more examples can be added, but be makes the good point:
Our solid American crtizen awakens in 1 bed built'on a patteth which
originated in the Near East but which was .mOdified in Northerh
Europe before it was transmitted to Aincrica. He, throws back covers
made fowl cotton, domesticated in India, or linen, domesticated in
the Near East, or wool from sheep, also domesticated in the Near
East, or silk, the use of which was discovered in China. All of these
materials have been spun and woven by processes invented in the
Near Fast. He slips into his moccasins, invented by thc indians.of. the
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recent
l'uropean and Americai1 inventions, botli
date. I le talas oti his pijam.is, 1 g.ument in% ented in 1ntlia, and
washes with soap invented by the ancient ( ;auk. I le t rwIt shaves.
a masochistic. rite
sems tIl
been dvtived froM LAM'
Sumer If-ancient rgypt,
Returniag to the bedrooin, he removes ins clothes from a chair of
a

southern European type and proceeds to dress. I IC IlUIS out tralallents

whose form onginally derived irom the slon eittihing ot-tne
mads of thc Asiatic steppes. puts on shoes made from skins tanned
by a process invented in ancient Egyin and cut to a pattern derived

from the classical civilizations ortheAledit'erranean, and tics aronnd
his neck a strip of bright colored cloth winch is a'vestigial survival.of
the, shoulder shawls 'worn by the seventeenth-centnry Crciatians.

Before going out for breakfast he glances through thc window,
Made of glass invented in. Egypt, and if it is raining puts on Overshoes made
rubbe'r discovered by the Central American Indians
and takes an umbrella. invented in smitheastern Asia..Upon his head
he puts 'a kit madv of felt...1 material invented in the Asiatic steppes.
-

On'his way tobreakfast he stops to buy a paper, paying for it with
coins, an ancient Lydian invention. At the resfaurant a whole new
series of borrowed, elements confroilis him. His, plata is made of a
form of pottery invented in China. His knife is of steel, an alloy first
made in southern India, his fork Imedieval Italian invention, and hi$
spoon a derivative .of a ILluman original. I le begins breakfast with
an orange, originally fri..mi China, a canteloupe. from Persia, or per-

haps .a piece of .Africm watermelon. With this he has coffee, an
Abyssinian plant, with cream and sugar. Both .the domestication of
.cows aid the idea of milking them originated inthe Near East, while
sugar was first made in India. After his fruit and first coffee hc goes
on to waffles, cakes made by a Scandinavian techpique from wheat
domestiCated in Asia Alinor. Over these he pours maple syrup,

'

.invented-bv the'Inditins of thc Eastern. woodlands. As,a side dish he
may have, the egg of a species of hiRI domesticated in Indo-China,
or thin strips-of the flesh of an animal 'domesticated in Eastern Asia
which have been salted and smoked by a process developed in northern Europe.
Whcn our fricnd has finished, eating. he settles back to smoke, an
Ankrican. Indian habit. consuming a plant domesticated in Brazil_
in cithcr a pipe, deriYed from the Indians of Virginia, or a cigarette,
derived front Mexico. If hc is hardy' enough he may even attempt a

cigar, transmitted to us from thc Antilles by way of Spain. While
smoking hc reads thc news of the day, imprinted in characters invented by the.ancienr Semites upon a material invented in China' by
167,
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a process invented in Germany. As he abstirbs the accOuntS of foreign
troulMes he will, if he is a good conservative citizen, thank .a Hebrew
deity in an Indo-European language that he is ;oo per cent AmeriCan.
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FROM ALI SIN TO KWAI CHANG
By
TERRI WONG
INTR(ClUCTION

1.

A prejudiced image of thc Chinese is deeply entrenched in the minds of
many Americans. Since the late i9th century, educational institutions, advertising and public relations agencies, popular magazines, novels, newspapers,
radio, television, comic stripg, plays, and movies have developed and reinforced
stereotyped images of the Chinese which perpetuate hate and prejudice toward the Chinese people. -The various American media, which are responsible
for most of the distorted imagery, have projected ithages, for political; economic:social, or comical reasons, which have influenced Chinese-American

history. There have been prejudiced attacks on the Chinese from culturtl,i
soCial, economic, religious, physiological, and biological points of view, based
on falsified "evidence" from pseudoscientific stUdies.

The publicity the Chinese received in the last century during the antiChinese campaigns set the stage for prejudice and discrimination in the Piesenr.

Some of the most damaging stereotypes predominant today were developed
in fiction and films,. and most recently in nationwide advertising.
Chinesestereotypes fall into several easily- &finable. categories. They are:
1) STOCK CHINESE: Chinekmen have been.pOrtrayed as retarded, sadistic',
slant eyed; buck toothed, big eared, effeminate, heathen, decrepit, hunched
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-ober, mealy moythed, clumsy characters. They were, often shown in subservient occupations, such as cooks, laundrymen, and houseboys. They wore
"coolie" dress and, spoke in a barely intelligible mixture of Cantonese 'and
pidgin-English.
2) Fu MANCHU: One of the .most vital factOrs in creating the stereotype
of the mysterious and villainous Chinese has-been a fictitibus, made-in-America,
.

.

.

creature named Dr. Fu Manchu. He was the, villain Of countlds novels;
movies, and ,comics and was the most evil, sinister, and dreaded man, complete

with yellow skinvdslanted eyes. The vivid image of Fu and the expressions
aociated With him; such .as, "the Most mysterious race, the Chinese," "the

yellow menace," and "the enemy of the white race," quicldy became a
,

slanderous:stereotype of the Chinese as a people. 'Chinese have traditionally
been characterized as sneaky; inscrutable, cunning, and criminally inclined.
The Chinese were associated with evil, kidnapping children, eating rats, smok-'
.
irig opium, gambling, and .the .drug rnaiket.
3) CHINA Doti: A China doll, is <in abstruse.mixture of .a "child-woman"
and a "woinan-child." She's acharming nymphet and an,emotional chameleon
who ban be funny and prithi.shy and plaYful. She is the epitome of femininity

petite and slender with a long, flowing cascade of .midnight black hair;
gentle;, so'ir; quiet; and intoxicaeingly beautiful.. Almost a cliché 'of what a
white man would like to find marooned with him, a China doll is,"eiy, yet
submissive, passionate, yet qbedient." This dainty, almond-eyed beauty, with
a Complexion like peaches and cream, fulfills the fipies of every oversexed

male chauvinist. Due to aCtresses like Anna Mat o , limey Kwan, and.
exotic, sex objeCts
France Nuyen, Chinese women are thought to lie 'aii;
wlo fall head over heels for the charmSof white inales. Te image .of Susie
Wong fulfilled the desires of every immature white man.
: If Chinese were not obsessed with trying to conquer.
4) CONFUCIUS SAY
the wOrld or to-master flie English language,. then they were burning incense
and uttering wrds of fortune cookie wisdom: The Asians arc the originators
of ENstern MYsticism, however, they arc ilcver allowed to exercise this power.
.White men like David Cariacline on Al3Cs! "KUng Fu" become privy to the

secret arts of ,the Orient. Charlie Chan was the best known example of
"Oriental wisdom" in the movies and comics, but like all major Asian roles,
Chan was played by a string of white actors.
5) BANZAI SYNDROME: In war -movies: and especially comics, the .bespec--

tacled, squiniy-eyed, buck400thed Japanese soldier was a necessary staple.
DuringWOrld War II, Chinese actors were playing the roles of the eyil Japanese. They .jumped into machine-gun tire yelling "Baanzai!". or ccimmitted
hara-kiri at the slightest e7tcuse: A typical scene was one in which a G.I.,
armed only with a machine gun, was left _behind to stop the onslaught of
Japanese troops. Of course, the Asian hordes all perished by, mindlessly running directly into his line ,of fire, thus reinforcing the belief 'that Asian lives
are cheap.
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I will now present a chninologicardiscUssion of the Tabeve-mentione&racist
ithages froth 1857 to die 'present day.

le

Between 1857 and 1914,
stock or type Chinese CharaCter was .condeived,
developed, and extensive used in American plays. The earliest play contain-

ing a stock Chinese c racter was published in 1857. The play, "A Live
Woman in the Mines ' written by Alonzo Delano, immediately preceded the
great influx of .Chin
immigrants into California. The use of stock Chinese
characters in plays ded in 1914, at the opening of World War I, the last play
that useda stock hinese being "A Man From Denver," by Frank Bernard:
(Nam; the stock Chinese character is itill beingnsed today in motion pictures
and television.)
In the plays, the stock Chinese, character was always portrayed by a white
,

man. He \yore "coolie" dressdark blue or black, loose blouse and baggy
trousers gathered at the ankles; a conical; straw hat; wooden sabots or cloth

slippers." A necessary part of the .costurne was the queuethe longer the
better The white actors were made up to look like a so-called "typical
Mongolian." The allegedly "typical Mongolian" features that were emphasized were slanted, almond shaped eyeS, a small nose, yellow skin, add a.small
staiure.

The actors spoke in a pidgin-English dialect. Many of their words ended
/in "ee;" such as, "washee" and "samee." Words containing an "r" or "th"
were pronounced with an "I," and those containing a "d" were pronounced
with a "t." Some examples were "rots of nick" and "flied lice." Numerous
,

words and phrases were frequently used; such as, "Mellican" for "American,"
"Allee samee" for "All the same," and "All lite" for "All right."

Other white actors ridiculed the Chinese religion by derisively jeering
"heathen Chinee." White actors physically abused those who were posing
as Chinese men by kicking them; pulling their queues, and threatening to
cut off thier queues.
The primary function of the stock Chinese character in the plays of the
late i9th century and early zoth century, was to provide comic relief and
to establish local color in the mining and railroad scenes.
At the peak of the anti:Chinese furor, the gr5atest of allChinese stereotypes,

l6u Manchu, was created by Sax Rohmer. In 1913, thisfictitious character
became the villain of riumerotis novels. Fu Manchu was the\ "most diabolical,
sinister, and'-all-around un-nice Oriental Mastermind of all thne." 13ald as a
Chinese eggroll, with Satanic eyebrows that jutted upWard an4 a mustache
that Made his mouth seem always to sneer, the robed Fu Manchu
s a genius

at devising the cruelest of tortures." .He, was the epitome of evilfar he
dreamed of Conquering Europe and America. His archenemies were Sir Nayland Smith of Scotland Yard, whose primary goal in ,life was to rid.the earth
of Fu Manchu, and his assistant, Dr. Petrie.
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Rohmer's racist and slanderous phrase's quickly aroused ihe fear of the
"Yellow Peril." Some examples of his writings are:

..,. he lay at the mercy of this enemy of the White race, of this inhuman
being who himself kneW no mercy, of this man whose very genius was .
inspired by the cool, calculated cruelty of his race, of that race, which to
this day disposes of hundreds, nay, thousands of its unwanted girl-children
by the simple measure 9f-throwing them'clown a well specially dedicated
to the purpose."
"We owe our lives, Petrie, to the national childishness of the Chinese ! A
race of ancestor worshippers is capable of anything . . . "

" ... they were informed of an intimate knowledge of the dark and secret
things of the East, of that myiterionS East out of which Fu Manchu came,
of that jungle of noxious t 'ngs whose miasma had been wafted Westward
an."
with the implacable Chi
. . . a man whose brown body/glistened, unctuously, whose shaven head
was apish lowovhoSe bloodshot eyes were the eyes of a mad dog ! His
teeth, upper and lower were bared; they glistened, they gnashed, and a
froth was on his lips."

Unfortunately, Rohmer's racism was not confined to the printed page. The
Fu Manchu stories gained their greatest popularity when they- were made
into motion picture I 929. Fu Manchu and his archriVals starred in silent
eS. 'The Villain was portrayed by Warner Oland in
-and talking motio
chu" r929), and by Boris Karloff in "The Mask
"The Mysterious'
of Fu Manchu" ( r432).
An 1949, Republic Pictures produced a rs chapter "cliffhanger" movie serial
entitled "The Drums of Fu Manchu." Henry Brandon played Fu 'Mancliu
with extreme relish, gloating over his every new method of inflicting torture
and death.
These movies all used the same devices to show their hateful image of the
Chinese character andculture: "The mysterious Chinatown was suggested by
a whole,Fries, of Visual clichesthe ominous shadow of an Orientat figure
thrown against a wall, secret panels which slide back to reveal an inscrutable
Oriental face, the huge shadow of a hand with tapering 'fingers' and long
pointed fingernails poised menacingly, the raised dagger appearing suddenly
and unexpectedly from between closed!curtains." Most of the serial, "The
Drums of Fu Manch,u," was photographed in shadows, with the eeriest lighting possible falling upon Fu. Supernatural drums always announced Fu's
.

,

appearance.

The sneaky, inscrutable, cunning figure of Fu Manchu also infiltrated the
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-pulps of the early' low's. The pulps, cheap thrill magazines that were the .
forerunners of all comics, created a fantasy world wherelhe macabre image
of Fu challenged white men's sanity and white women's virginity. The pulps
played on the anxiCties of young lioys in puberty-by-preSeTifing Fu Manclm
as the arch-villain whose lust was only exceeded by his sadism.
'The image of Fu ,,lanchu in the motion pictures, novels, and comics built
"a completely prejudiced image in the- minds of many Americans, most of
'them, unfortunately, were children.
The revival of the Fu Manclufseries in 1965 ,was not successful., Christopher
Lee (a British actor) played Fu in "The Face of Fp MancIa17_44965` and in.
"The Brides of,Fu Manchu" (1966).- The last two ioii&i pictures involving
Fu Manchu neVer. gained TheTpopularity of the original movie.sdries of the

.

.

.

1930's and 11940's.

Howevei\=; the image of Fp'xrovided fertilematerial for comic book writers.
-Almost all superheroes of today pay homage to the descendants of Fu Manchu. They arc constantly, locked in mortal combat with diabolical Asians
who still sadistically, drool over white \women and are obsessed with conquering the world.
A few years after the amSeapriee of Fu Manchu, a new character, who
was the opposite of the dreaded Fu, was born. Charlie Chan, the brainchild
of Earl Derr Biggers, was a pate' al ingratiating, mealy mouthed, clumsy,
effeminaec detective. The audien es could immediately tell he was Chinese
becauSe he nevernsed first person p 6nouns, "I;',1 "me," or "we" in the presence
of whites.,His most frequently used idiom was
umbly beg to disagree."
ChangolVed his first crinie in a silent motion picture erial, "House WithOut
a Key.' George Kuwa.poitrayed Chan. ,;The series Was sUpposedly based
Ort ihe very first Charlie Channovel written.by Bjggers.\ However, it coulck
be more accurately described as an Allene7RaY-Walter Miller. vehicle that\
happened to include the Asian detective in 'its Cast of characters.
Five,Years later, a series was developed around Charlie Chan and his sons.
Hollywood promotion claimed that Chan was a clever, Chinese detective
who worked with White authority instead, of against it. In the tradition of
some 2100 featnre films and ,stage productions with Chinese alara'Cter leads,
.producers and casting directors made sbre that no Chinese man ever played
,

.

the role of Charlie Clun. Two Japanese played the role in the 'early days
when the Chan part was so small it was at the small print end of the credits.
But at the,..height Of. Chan's popularity, he was .being played by a string of
white actors.

Of all the white actors.who ever portrayed Chan, only Warner Oland,
Sidney Toler, and Roland Winters weze acclaimed by white critics as being
superb in their portrayals. According to Victor Sen Yung, 'Number 'Two
Son, Toler was best as Chan, the detective; Oland was better as an Oriental;
and Winters was the best in dialogue. °
Keye Luke played the original Number One Son; Victor Sen Yung played
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Number Two Son; and Benson Fong played Number Three Son.
Keye L'uke spoke English in an accent goo'd enough to be understood playing fools, converts toXatholicism, and Number One Son. Keye, who is still
active on the post midnight talk shows doing his Lionel Barrymore imitation,
still looks in his forties (although he's in his sixties) and now and then appears
as.a blind priest of Chinese mystieism who has overcome hi§ handicap by
reciting proverbs on ABC's "Kung Fu." For this role, he was nicknamed the
"Barefoot Charlie Chan."
.-.

.

Victor Sen Yung, NOmber Tw.o Son,,was born in San Francisco Chinatown.

He raised himself up through_high school as a live-in houseboy for a white.
uptown 'family Where he learned.to speak English like he was born in Chicago,

Illinois. -A§ Chan's Americanized Number Two Son, Victor .dressed in the
latest white fads. Ht,stared belligerently at white 'girls ank spoke all kinds
of American slang s ineptly that all America laughed.
A standard Chan plot was as folloWs7 A crime, usually a murder; would
be committed. Charlie Chan would be asked to investigate the case and he'd
bring along one of his. sons. After a lot,of blundering around by Chan's son,
"Chan himself would use one of his unusual techniques to flush out the real culprit. Throughout the movie, b9tween 'action scenes, Chan would spout forth
some glib Oriental proverbs; such as, "Mind like parachute function only 4>
when open" or "Bad alibi. like 'dead fish , cannot stand the test of time." In the
' end, Chan would as§emble all his.stispects.in -one robmand announce who. the
criminal was._ Of course, the criminal would try to escape, but he would be
apprehended by the local police.
NBC and Universal Studiosprophesied bhan's second coining in the 1970's
and sent NBC Vice President,David Tebet, out to look for. an "Oriental actor

wpo spoke Englisti in an accent understandable to U.S. audiences." They
did not cast an Asian in the role ,of Charlie Chan because they could not find
one whd had the charisrth and star status of the classic ChansWarner Orand.
and Sidney Toler, whO were' both-dead, and Roland Winters, who retired by

playing out the hit days of his career as someone's grandfather in James
..
Garner and Jerry Lewis movies.
NBC and Universal Studios preserved a white racist tradition by casting

a white. man for the Charlie Chan of the seventies. Ross. Martin, a white
actor known for his role on TV's "Wild, Wild West," became the fifth white'
_
man to play Charlie Chan in forty years.
None of the Sons got the job as Chan. Victor Sen Yung,.blames the Blacks
for the present scarcity of job's for Chinese actors, Benson Fong doesn't talk
about politics or religion or race. Keye Luke says that he has become resigned
to white supremacy. He said, `..rhere is one consideration that overrides all
others, and that's box offleef After all, this is not an Oriental theater, it's a
white man's theater. You have to cater to that."
.
During the early lobo's, the China doll broke the miscegenation taboo in
the U.S. film industry. Producers claimed that Chinese women lent a special
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Oriental charm, feeling, and atmosphere to an Oriental production. Vhite
men had easy access to Chinese women, but Chinese men were for idden
to toUch white women. The .stereotype that producers reinfirced w obviousChinese men were inferior to white men. The white male thu main-tained his sexual superiority over all races.
ng, in
The ,movie appearances of the. original ChiiVdoll, Anna May

---'

the 1920's and 1930's, launched the successful invasion of the China do I image
into the United States. The image Was subsequently perpetuated b white
actresses, as well as by Eurasian actresses, like Nancy Kwan and France uyen.
Anna May Wong Was discovered when she posed for an adve sement,
wearing a mink coat above brocaded silk pantaloons. The piiklic fi u became
where
aware of her in Douglas Fairbanks' "The Thief of Bagdad". (1924 ,
ong
beshe portrayed an enticing-Mongol slave girl. Subsequently, Miss
with
a
w
'te
man
came famous for her roles as a China doll, who fell in love

and was abruptly abandoned, and as a "dragon lady" who tempt d white
men with her charms and then turned them over to 3 band of cri nals.
The movies, "Toll of the Sea" and "40 Winks" were characteri c of the
pictures Miss Wong appeared in. hi "Toll of the Sea," Miss Wo g played
the trusting wife of a roving, American sailor who returned to the U.S., for
a "real" wife. The deserted little Lotus Flower' was an appealing figure. In
"40 Winks" Miss Wong portrayed a vampire who lured a ship's commander
ship for miscto his doom, thus en.abl,ing her partner to gain control of the
chievious reasons.

The gold mine for Chinese actors came 'at the advent of World War' II
when hostilities with Japan began. Soon after Pearl Harbor; Hollywood
produced a parody of the Chan rspilivies involving Chan and his Number Two
by
Son who go from comic and lovable clowns, to loathsome .,.re, merely
r

,

\

.
going from Chinese to Japanese.
Number
Two Son, Victor was sin4re, film'For example, as Charlie Chan's
Other than his
," bling and so shy that he was rarely seen talking to anyone
father and the Black chauffeur. As Joe Tatsuiko in "Across the Pacific," Victor
s

became a _cocky, backslapping Japanese who looked Hurhphrey Bogart in
the eye and said, "Hey, it's good to find someone on this boat who speaks my,
and killed in the climatic scenes.
lan age!" He was the first one Bogart shot
he Charlie Chan movies filmed during the war years were subtle forms
of-propaganda. Ten Chan films were made during this time,but Chah and
his Sons were .not busy smashing Japanese spy rings or getting involved in
the war effort. Instead, they continued solving high society murders. They

became visibly and actively NOT Japanese with all their hearts and souls.
With all the West Coast Japanese interned in concentration camps, the
Chinesovere the only ones left to take Japanese roles in anti-Japanese Movies.
At first, the Chinese were not too eager to portray Japanese people. It took
of
a lot of persuasion from photographer, James Wong Howe, to get .some
Bros.
production
of
"Air
Force,"
but
that
his Chinese friends into the Warner
1 74
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bro e the ice. Hollywood raised the price, and the Chinese,decided it was all
for a good cause and began learning their lines. They played Japanese servayits, admirals, generals, and spies. Richard Loo became well-known for
portrayal of Japanese officers in "Purple Heart" and in other war pietures.
beer salesman in real life: Richard Loo got $1500 a week for playing the
apanese generaL in "Purple Heart." H. T. Tshiang, who for years §tarved
his way around the Uidon Square section of New York selling his own plays
in pamphlet form, rated $Soo a week for such parts as the Chinese traitor in
"Purple Heart." Harold Fong, a bartender at Jamcs Wong Howe's restaurant,
grew a mustache and cut his hair short, a la Tokyo. Benson Fong, Charlie
Chan's Number Tbree Son, used to be so young, with iuch a sincere, trusting
face that he got kot up by the Japanese in almost every mo`vie he was in
outSide of \the 5fian movies. (As a matter of fact, he still gets killedin the
movies. He \vas last seen going to his maker on ABC's "Kung Fu.")
/Besides the Chan movies, "Purple Heart" was the next most popular propaganda movie. The movie starred Dana Andrews as the captain of a bomber
creNy. The eight crewmen of a crashlanded bomber were dragged into a
Japanese civil court fo stand trial for murder and espionage, although they
/Were legally prisoners of war.. These eight were,bullied and tortured in an
attempt to find where their planes took off from. The torture _scenes were
omitted, making the movie even more intriguing.. The crewmen resolved
to remain silent and firmly believed they wobld be acquitted. Benson Fong
played Moy Ling, the Son of a Chinese governor who killed his father after
,learning he had been bribed by the Japanese prosecutor to lie. Richard Loo
' played the evil General Ito AIiisubi, who tried to convince the court the flyers
were saies. He committed suicide when the flyers were acquitted. Allen Jung
playeVehe court appointed attorney for the 'flyers.
When the Chinese were not playing the rotes of vicious Japanese soldiers,
they were playirig the roles of heroic, loyal, Chinese soldiers who always
sacrificed themselves to save the rest of their American outflts. A'Chinese
soldier was never found dead in a movie. He never' 'died without a Scene.
Before he went limp, a movie star would either pin a medal on his bloody
shirt or mercifully shoot him in the head to end his agony.
No matter whiCh Tole they played Japanese patriot or Chinese patriot

Chinese actors never lived to the end of the movie. 0n19 the white stars
survived to make their exit from the war in one piece.
During the war years, another type of movie, the road movie, became
popular. White actors would go to China and travel along.a winding road,
"bumping into love and hate, birth and death" and overcome several obstacles
and roadblocks. Sometimes they ended up seeking refuge in Chinese missions,
posing as Catholic priests. as in "The Left Hand of God," or the female-star
would fall in love with a Chinese official and neglect her white husband, as

in "The Bitter .Tea of General Yen." In these movies, Chinese actois were
often accomplices to the wffiir! stam They helped hide them from Japanese
ris
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invaders and transported thejn safely tO,.the Allied side. Unfortunately: the
Japanese usually found out who had helped the Americans to. escape, and
again the Chinese would die.'
Many of these movies had religious overtones, for 'the road of life (road
of China) was traveled by priests, like Gregory Peck, in "The, Keys of the
Kingdom," who were passing through doubt.. When Peck doubted, it was

stormy outside and the Japanese soldiers were just outside of the Small Chinese

village, threatening the safety of his flock. He ceased to doubt. He got mad.
"And to this day, Chinese in some distant Chinese mountain village along
the road of life worship reruns of thatmovie once a week ori their State owned
television station."
In a scene from "The Left Hand of God," Humphrey Bogart, who was
posing as aCatholic priest in an isolated village, Was fighting off the advanceS
of a beautiful womari. His helpmate, a Chinese church sexton, was 'present
.at the same time. -Bogart said he was like a woman to him. He saidthe sexton
took care of hirri "like a good wife." Instead.of being offended; the sexton,
whr:, understood English perfectly, smiled. This scene Nyas dehlerately
planned to make the Chinese actor look like a fool. It would have been better
if he. had been out of the room when Bogart likened him to a woman, or if
he hadn't understood English in that movie.
After the war, several televisioti series that used many Asian actors became
popular. They included "The Islanders," "Hawaiian Eye," and "Bachelor
Father." The Chinese were cast in,cootemporary., non-military roles; such
as, in "Bachelor Father," Victor Sen Yung played Cousin Charlie, the pro.,-

*ter who was always trying to persuade his relatives to invest in some.
worthy project.

A popular comic series, "Terry -anci the Pirdtes," contained .a stereo-typical

,charaCter nained Kannv. Allen 'Jung played Nanny, the Chinese .kid with
the bideats. Children were-so accustomed-to seeing Allen Jung with big ears ,
that they didn't recogniac him without them.
Romance occur/red between a U.S. correspondent (William Holden) and
-a woman physician (Jennifer kincs), of Chinese-English blood in "Love .is.a
-Many-Splendored Thin< '0955). Their.romance occurred in Hong Kong.
-a:he fact that the woman waa-half breed stigmatized her 'socially. Her gas.sionate interest in medicine and .the need for her tO assist in combatting a
Rical epidemic often interfered with their love affair. -The two cOuldn't marry
becauSe.the man was already wed. The man was killed in the KDrean War.
(Note: killing one of the main characters was 'a favorite triclvf resolving
controversial racial iSsues without offending whites.)
"Smith' Pacific" (1958) was one of the first movies that dealt poignantly"
with the integrated love affair of a white man and an Asian woman. A young:
Navy lieutenant (John Kerr) and a flower-like native girl (France Nuyin)
fell in lpve, but the lieutenant was killed in combat.
In 1959; the Broadway phiy. "The World of Susie Wong," featuring starlet,
.
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France Nuyen, became a smash hit. Miss Nuyeri, the.daughter of a wandering

Chinese sailor and a French woman, was the star of the Nay. She playe.d
the role of Susie, .a..bar girl and prostitute who fell in love with an AmeriOn
painter (William Shatner) who was visiting. Hong Kong. The painter stayed
in a Hong Kong hotel, that was really a brothetand painted the girls working
there. He fell in love with Susie. In the end, a flood washed away Susie's
home,, killing her illegitimate baby. The painter,decided that he-loved Susie
too much to leave, so he married her, writ they\ supposedly lived _happily .
ever after.
Susie was a blighted China doll with mixed up ideas of right and wrong.
She justified her profession as a prostitute by claiming she had no'other means
of supporting het illegitimate child. She felt that since her mind was good,
it didn't matter what she did with her body. She didn't realize that her cdStomers weren't intekested in her mindonly her body.

The image of a. pathetie Chinese prostitute captured the hearts of the

-

American public. Once again, white males began looking at Chinese women
as exotic sex objects, whose bedrooms Were as easy to enter as Susie's.
play's success, Hollywood decided to:make a motion picture
Because of
based on the play. \Miss Nuyen was chosen to play Susie again. However,
not long after the filrhinghegan, Miss:Nuyen became depressed, ill and grossly
overweight over a brnken love affair with Marlon Brando. In desperation,
the ,direttor, Rav Stark summoned halfichinese-half-English Nancy Kwan
to take the leading role, After the movies.release, Nancy Kwan became an
overnight star.
). a young priest, adored bY a Chine-se maid,
In "Satan Never Sleep (
took over the missfor*of a iftiring pastor, an aging hut undaunted cleric. Red
troops overran the peaceful. sanctuary. The Chinese heroine was raped bY
the Communistcolonel, whohad once aspired to the priesthood. The elderly
cleric's life's wort'k was seeminly ruined. But true faith:and !ewe triumphed.
France Nuyen played the siniple, elfin ChineSe waif who Offered. her heart
to .ernbarrassed William Holden. The Communist colonel finally did right
by the girl he had wronged..
"Diamond Head!' .(1962) Was:concerned with bigotry in Hawaii. Charlton
Heston played a great white Owner of pineapple and sugarcane farnis who
opposed the marriage of his sister, Yvette Mimieux, to a full-blooded Hawaiian
played by James Darren, while he maintained France Nuyen as his 'mistress.

Although "Flower Drum song" (1961) was a feeble attempt to break
stereotypes, it resulted in mote reinforcement than reversal. Chinese stereotypes were used as the punch:lines of jokes and themes for songs creating a
happy and contented image of Chim.iown San Francisco. The movie managed
.to perpetuate as many stereotypes as it exposed. The father and aunt were not
wise ancestors, but stubborn activists. The ydlinger son was interested -in
.baseball, instead Of karate.- The. elder son was not the quiet, studious, and
'hardworking l'itirnber One Son, I,nt a young 111311 head over heels in love.
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-1 he leading Chinese female, wat a loud, Jup, shapely, swinging. nightclub
dancer (played by Nancy Kwan). A family, fnend was.a .hustler and nightclub entrepreneur. However, family loyalty and filial obedience W'as still an
accepted fact of Chinese life. There was a picture bride from Hong Kong
-who was smuggled into the United States to merry a Chinese-American she
had never seen before. The parents wore expensive Chinese costumes all the
time. The film waS,:in short, an outrage to the Chinese comirkunity.,

The film's director, Henry Koster 'said that, musicals were usually the
costlieSt form ci)f Hollywood movie to make because of the high salaries
Commanded by stars who were both actors and song and dance people. The
1961 production of "Flower Drum Song" didn't cost very much t&make,
because as Koster said, "You don't hart, to pay Oriental actors ai much as
you do regular actors."
In the 1960's, a popular TV western, "Bon nza," inclukci in its cast of
characters a Chinese cook. Victor Sentf ng played the Cartwright fancily
cook. His costurne and .speech were a most. identical to those of the stock
Chinese characters of the 18'7o's.' .He wore a .baggy blouse and; trousers, a
skullcap, ancl,of course,.a queue. His.speech was a grotesque mixture of Can.tonese and pidgin-English: The only dissimilarity bet-Veen VictOr.'s portrayal,
of a', cook and the stock Chinese characters was Victbr was a Chinese actor

playing the role of a Chinese, Whereas; the stock Chinese character of the
1870'S was always portrayed bY a- white man: ,When Chinese viewPd wrote
to Victor Sen Yung protesting his degrading dress-and language, he replied
that hp was only representing a true period of Ameritan,history. He felt
that he supplied a necessary outlet for comedy.relief,that lightened the straight

r..

plot. In other, words, he felt that an American Western was nOt comOlete
without its Chinese cook.,
In 1960, enson Fong played' a Chinese uncle who advised his nephew;
James Shige a, to give no baCk .talk to the whites, and leave his pure Sacramento Valle - accent in the house,,Then, he might live to be-in the last shot
of the movie The 'movie was "Walk Like a Dragon." A Chinese slave girl
was desired y two men, one white.'( Jack, Lord) and one Allow ( James Shigeta). In a uel between the two, Jack Lotd won, however, the Chinese girl
decided to ma ry James Shigeta. I suppose the tii'ne was not ripe for an interracial marriag between 'a white man and a yellow woman.
In 1970, "T e Hawaiians" dealt with-about 30 years in the life of Whipple

Hoxworth (C arlton Heston), the end of the 19th centUry, the changing
tides of history and the coming\of the pineapple to Hawaii. Tina Chen was
'allowed to deve p a secondary theMe. She played a Chinese servant girl who
fought her way from poverty to pow , while also being secretly in love with
Charlton Heston. 'Her role waS unique that Chinese rarely have real family
relationships in movies. They seem to 8 placed on earth full grown.
Benson Fong claimed that he did play çme respectable roles; such as, the
rime he played a Getynan scientist in "Our, Man Flint,",.or when he playe,d a
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very wealthy Chinese bpsinessmanin the_ Valt.Disney production or --Love
:Bug," or.wheri he appeared as a Jarlinese astronaut who fielps to kill a deranged

creWmembei iii "Ccinquest of Space." Today, he is a very sucassful restau,ranteur who boasts of buying a new Cadillac every two years.
Keye Luktis in his sixties now and registered with Medicare. He is still
dreaming of:going info private practice as a renovated version of Charlie Chan.
He has enrgred into
Victor Sen Yung isn't doing much acting.these
business with a Chinese food outfit. As part of his duties,,he dresses himself
in the stereotyped togs:-"skullcap, high ?c011ar silk shirt with widemouthed
sleeves-going from the opening of one stainless steel food shed to another,
doing to qiinese food what Colonel Sanders did to fried.chicken."
Miss Kwan still-hasn't been seen in a nontStereotypicaI 'role. She was last
seen in tV..'s "Kung Fu." She ,Filayed Mei Li Ho, the favorite concubine
of the Chinese Emperor,-who_seduced Kwai Chang (Caine).

The racist images of the 1970's have 'not changed. They still appear in
nation-wide advertising. In our consumption-oriented economy, advertising
is a major sales instrument for various goods and Frvices. Many ads develop
and reinforce a misleading image of Chinese to viewers, readers .and listeners
who usually have little or no contact-with (hinese people. I will cite 'a fewexamples.

In 1973, the Leo Burnett U.S.A. Advertising Agency produced a television
advertisement for Union Oil Company, which was offering porcelain mugs
and eoasters.for 490 with a minimum purChase of eight gallons of gasoline.
The.commercial showed a Chinese man dressed in a Union 76 dealer's uniform,
speaking in Cantonese wfiile an announcer "translated" in F,nglish. The Chinese
man began' the commekial speaking iMpeccable Cantonese. However, as his
voice faded, the announcer translated in pidgin-English:
"Arnericans, here is opportuty. ... to see China . . . Visit participating
Union Seventy-Six stations . . . buy eight gallons of gasoline . . . give ;

'dealer forty-nine cents ... get imported fine p6rcelain'... china mug ...
or four matching coasters."
The commercial obviously did not represent the typical marmer in which
Chinese speak English: Articles in front of key nOuns kad been'left out and so
many pauses were included that the effect-was choppy, subsiandard English.
Chun King produces Chinese food in cans or frozen packages. In the com-

mercials the Dancer Fitzgerald Sample, Inc. produced, the image that heat
and serve Chinese foods rival a Chinese restaurant was stressed. Their 'first
two commercials dealt with white supremacy over Chinese. In attempting
to create an Oriental flavor in the commercial, a Chinese cook was portrayed
as being humble and subservient. jn the commercial, Mrs. Ruth Smothers

and the Chinese cook were preparing dinner, Mrs. Smothers heated and
removed her Chun King dinner from th; oven before the cook finished his
preparations. After tasting the dinner, ihe cook said "Good" in a very heavy
!accent. In another commercial, Mama Cass' mother explained to a ,Chinese
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waiter in a tuxedo that Chun King dinners were far supecior to freshly cookcd
Chinese food.The.waiter meekly listened and replied:In-credible, in-Credible."
Again, theaccent in both commercials was prominent.. The reactions of the
Cook and waiter were-one-word, responses. :Also, the roles of the cook and
wa`iter/ were subservient. In the 1ania Cass' mother comnierical, the waiter

nodc14 his head up and down "reinforcing the "A:so" syndroc.
In/a Conunan /fair Spray commercial, an Asian male coni ted against
pong Match. An Asian female waited in the ,back-'
an Anglo male in
ground. The Asian emerged victorioo from the match, but.he was perspiring and his hair was a mess. Thc white did not have s drop of sweat on hii'n
and his hair was the best grooniedbin town. He walked away with the,Asianwonian. The ad implied that Asian men don't care about their appearance .
also reinforced the imaee cif a Ghinese-woman "falling. for",a white male.
In a Van fluesen shirt ad, two well-dressed- whites faced a group of very
ingratiating-looking Chinese, tile leader of which bears some resemblance to
Chairman Mac Tse Tung of the People's RepUblic of. China. In the background were an adt9irAg Chinese woman and a phdiographer., The caption

under.the picture mod: "When vou have to show the proper face, shoW
e proper shirt. Hampshire, House. Ry Van Huesen." This ad perpetuated

the stere(itypes: of smiling, ingratiating, self-demeaning Chinese people; of
"exotic" members of the female sex who surrender to the charms of a 'Cau,
casian; and of the Chinese practice of "saving face."

A commercial for Jesse Jones sausage opened on a Chinese inaMbusy
fvorking in a laundry as he said: "Everything no-good, everything 'shrink.
-good shirt shrink. man complain. No-good blouse shrink, lady complain.
c make sausage biScuit, no-pod sausage shrink. Then I complain. But
to av, wife find Jesse Jones sausage. Prime pOrk. Shrink less. Stay in pan,
not melt ,a,way. With Jesse Jones sausage, I can't complain. Why don't he
make.shirts?" The camera then panned to a picture of a package of sausages
and a pair of chopsticks. The announcer then said. "Sausage from Jesse Jones.
It shrinks 4ess." In a rnagFine ad using the same Chinese laundryman, the
caption beneath the picture rea'd: "When this fellow,gets throtigh sellingJesse
Jones sausage and franks, nobody else is going to have a Chinaman's chance."
An ad for Brown Company showed a Chinese restaurant pr6prietor, Wong
Ming, holding ? menu Printed on Brown Company paper, Behind him stood

stveral Waiters holding plates ofcstearning food and a waitress wearing a
cheong-sam. Tlie caption beneath the picture read: "The white paper for the
Wong job." Jn the ,text below the `picture. the company *mentioned "The
whitends Wong gets froni Velversheen makes the English practiCally flop off
the page." However, upon examin;;tion, anyone could see that- the entire
menu was in Chinese characters. Not a single word of Eilglish appeared. As
an insulting afterthought, a footnote was placed-at the' bottom of the ad. It
reads: "Any resemblance between Wong Ming and persons living or dead is
purely coincidental. Sorry about that."
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the S. Jay
Using the slogan, -With) Gillette Techinatie:, it's good bye
Reiner.Company produced a series of radio commercials and magazine advertisements for the Gillette company. One (If the ads developed the story of a

rehictantspy who.assuinedthe identity of a Chinese junk owner in order to
l'recover. the "small black box." However,- the spy co. uld not maintain his
eoirer clue-to numerous cuts and nicks on his face. It seemed rather ridiculOus
to assume that a white man couki successfully pose as a Chinese in Hong Kong,
,

even without the cuts on his face, This example of disreputable ceff writing
was consistent.with Hollywood's script writing and casting in Charlie Chan

moviesand 'semember Chan was never played by a Chinese actor.) One
the.spy wa; approached .by his superior in disguise. "X," his superior,
gave him'a Gillette Techmatic and spoke the .ful,lowing in a heavy accent:
.

"Techmatic has continuous raziir band. No bride with slurp corners to
cut and nick face. All safery encrosed in cartridge so never have to touch
razor brade again. And, adjustable."
This was another example of spoken English that many peOple associated
.

with Chinese.
The magazine version of the same ad used correct English with, no interchanging of the "r" and "I" sounds except for "Herro Nick." Although only
one example of pidgin-English was contained in the magazine ad, other refer-

'ences to Chinese sterfotypes were included. For example, Chinese are referred to as "Oriental enemies," and for Nick; it meant "curtains" when' "the
sinister Oriental approitehed him." 'These references reinforced the "Fu Manchu" and sinister _type characteristics that are often associated with Chinese.

Advertising is. not the only frirm of media that still contains degrading
stereotypes. The comics are a "convenient vehicle by which the grossest
stereotypes arc expressed in the name of fantasy." Comics are more than just
,a flight into a world of imagination. They adversely affect the opinions of
the youngsters ;vlio read these biased magazines, and watch the televised
versions on Saturday mornings. Tit comics arc showing ridieulous caricatures
of Asians that have been banned, for the MoSt part, from movies and television
programs. An example, is one episode of "Fritz the Cat." The Chinese people
were represented as a pack of rats, bent on conquering this country by flooding
.it with millions of other rats: This scene was reminiscent of the anti-Chinese
posters that Were printed at the height of the anti-Chinese campaignS during
the last half of the 19th century.
'The media arc resurrecting humilia,ting stereotypes in advertising, comics,
's

and reruns of war ruovie. The insensitive businessmen who profit from this
kind of racism continue to exploit the groups that-view their products. Such
men prey on the yitwers' ullibility and lack of association with' Chinese
him to pump them full of painful and insulting stereopeople, thus enabli'
'

Chine icto:s shoul4 be cast in more realistic and believable roles. The
Chinese hay,..- been thus far identified with subservient occupations; such as

2i8

cooks, laundrymen; and waiters; as well as with Fu Manehu,,Charlie Chan,
Susie Wong, and thc "Chinaman...who'alwayi dies" in war movies; shouting
something paradoxical. Chinese are like other people and many ao- occup'y
positions as successful doctors, lawyers, businessmen, and housewives. Chinese

dd not habitually quote Confucian proverbs. So, it's ridiculous fora Chinese
to be cast in a role in which, just before the top of his head is blown off by
his best. friend (a whitc), he shouts, "The river does not contend against the
willow, yet the doorknob still turns." (The moVie was "The Sand Pebbles"
and the white friend was Steve McQueen)"
The civil rights consciousness of the Iast dade and the recent entry, of
China into open international politics have ted to eliminate opcn discrimination, but it -will take generations to correct the wrongful, hostile attitudes
most Americans were taught about the Chinese and are still being subjected
to in the news media, advertising, and comics.
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#8 7.- CHINESE IMMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES
chairman: Irma Tarn Sbong, Hawaii Chinese History Center, Honolulu.

THE ORIGINS OF CHINESE IMMIGRATION
TIC0 THE UNITED STATES 1848-1882
By
ROBERT G. LEE

This eSsay is a review qf the historiography of Chinese immigration to the
United States between 1848 and 1882. It is an attempt to generate a series of
questions regarding the Chinese in this:period of "unrestricted" inunigtation.
These questions relate to the economic s'''14 social environment of midnineteenth century Kwangtung, the Chinese image of the AJnited States'and
California, and the methods adopted by the Chinese in their migration to the,
United States. Each of these questions is of sufficient magnitude to warrant
independent study. However, if Ave seek in anyone of them a single cause for
migration, we come away empty-handed. It is only in the synthesis of these
questions that an image emerges. This image is not of causes but of conditions that merged to encourage migration from Kwangtung to California.
Jt is an image that differs sikAificantly from the 'standard picture of coolie
laborers indentured to- servile labors in the mines or on the railroads. It'is an .
image that demands not only a new interpretation of the pro.cess of their
-immigration-hut of the whole Chinese experience in nineteenth century Cali. fotitie The image Presented here is still unfocused and .further research is

needed before it can be seen in dear relief:
essay hopes td prest ,a
- This
,
'prirnafacie case for the utility of that.research.

..

Chinese inimigration to the United States in the' nineteenth century has
beeha relatively neglected subject in both Chinese and American historiography. accent studies from Taipei and Hong Kong have tended to emphasize
the present economic"position and political coloration of the Chinese abroad.
Two exceptions are Wu Shang-ying, Mei-kuo hualch'iao pai nien chi shih.
"(A Tate Accouht of One Hundred Years:of Overseas Chinese in America)
kung yiieh feng-ch'ao (Agitation over the
and Chang Ts'un-wu,

Sino-American Exdusion Treaty),1 Both of these accounts, the' former a
genera4treatment of_the Chinese in the United ,States and the latter a monograp&c treatment of the anti-Ameiican boycott of i9o5,- touch only briefly
on the background, or Arocess of itnmigration to the United States. Recent °
works.done in the People's Republic of china have taken up the subject of
the treptment of Chinese workers in the United States. The most notable of a:
these include, AK Yin, Fan Meillua-kllng'chin yfieh,..(A literary collection
of materials concerning the opposition to the American exclusion. treaty),
Ch'ing Ju-chi, Mei-kuo chin Hua shih (American aggression against China)
183.
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and Chu Shih-chia, Slei-knop*o hai Hua-kung,shib-liao (Historical materials
concerning America's persecution of Chinese laborers).2 While these works
arc helpful in bringing togcthcr a variety of source materials, thcy deal

primarily with the maltreatment of .the Chinese in the United States, the
American participation in :the coolie trade to Latin Am'erica and w' h 'the
American exclusion of Chincsc immigrants, and ignorc thc backgro nd of
Chinese immigratio'n to thc Unitcd States and its process.
American histOriography of Chinese inrmigration during this Period falls

into two categories, works published in the early decades of this ccntury
which addressed themselves to thc controversy over thc exclusion of Chinese

from Amcrica, and more recent studies which have attempted to explain
the hostility encountered.by tbc Chinese in thc context of Amcrican economic
and social history. Of thc earlier writing, Mary R. Coolidge'S Chinese Immigra ion is thc classic. Along with George F. Sewards' earlier work, Chinese

limn ration In Its Social and Economic Aspects and Elmer Sandmeyer's
sullsc trent The Anti-Chinese Movement in California, ,CoAdge's wOrk exainines the anti-Chinese movement in California leading .up to the passage of
the exclusion' acts of 1882. Thesc three studies shed soine light on the life of

the Chinese in California but diey t6uch only lightly on the causes- and
processes of migration itself. The latter groUp of works such as Stuart C.
Miller's The Unwelconie limnigrant and Alexander Saxton's The lndispensible
Enemy the most notable of thc rccent studies .deal with the Amcrican

reaction to thc Chinese rather than with the Chincsc themselves. The most
important rcccnt atterupr to deal with the Chinese experience in nineteenth
century AMerica is Gunther Barth's Bitter Strength: A History of the Chinese
in the United States.1850-1870.3 Barth's work is however flawed both in
methrAology and..interpretation. His :Major methodological weakness is his
almost tätal reliance on English language sourccs, primarily California ncwspaper accounts of thc period. His uncritical acceptanck,Of these not unbiased
acconnts lead him to a highly imprcssionistic and therefore inaccurate account

of .Chinese lifein California. His account of the Canton delta as'ihe background to emigration is a distillation o. theChinese Repository; colOrful but
superficial. His highly selective choice of isource material' narrows his field
of vision to' such an extcnt that hc dismisscs important argumcnts put forth
by Mary R. Coolidge simply as too sympathetic to the Chinese, or Ping Chiu's
tightl$ argued economic study,- Chinese Labor in California, as too narrow.4

This unwillingness to cither examine primary and secondary material in
Chinese or to addrcss the arguments that run directly counter to his own,
leads him to some highly provocative but ultimately flawed interpretations.
,Fle argues, by reviving the analogy to the coolie trade to Cuba and Peru, that
-*Chinese immigration was nothing more than a tliinly veiled version of that
qUasi7Slave trade. (Hence the misnomer Bitter Strength.) From this central
assuMption flows a Clefenseof anti7tthinese discrimination as an exPression of
ideals of liberty and justice .for white Californians. ,While sOme skepticism'
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has been expressed (notably by 1,Volfrani kberhard) Ilis.thesis has gone unchallenged and forms the'underlying assumptiO of such works as Saxton's
in explaining the attack on the Chinese byAmerican labor.5
The reasons for the Chinese emigraiion' from Kw.angtung and the proCess
of inimigration into,CalifoTiain the inid7nineteenth century arc unanswered
questions. These qUestionl *assiftne a:central significance in the snl,tscquent
experience of the Chinese in the United States. Furthermore, an examination
of these problems may well shed some light beyond those narrow confines
into the debate over the impact of imperialism on China. This issue is currently being debated on a macroscopic level and in regard to a time perici*
,

later than the mid-nineteenth century." It may 'well be, however, that aI
examination of the conditions leading to xmigration will demonstrate the'
;impact of foreign economic penetration on local economic'and sdcial systems
and atleast.one type of popular response
We.must focus on kwaTigtpng froM the s3O s otiward'in order to understand.ChineseimMigration ta' the United States. The deterioration of tradi
tional hinese et4nontic 'and socitl patterns began to-acaelerate rapidly from
this period and created the conditions which encouraged the exodus frOm
Kwangtung.
The bedrock of the Kwangtting economy underwent major shifts in the
800's. The most fundamental endogenous change was the tremendous population increase that had been Ongoing from 'the Ming and Which .accelerated
from the early eighteenth century.' .Though estimates vd6;-, it i$1:likely. th2t .

'the population of Kwangtung came close to .doubling..bitween i86 and
1882." John Durand and Ho Ping-ti 'have expressed.cautions'cOnfidence that
the aggregate data at the provincial level rcprcscnts a reasonable .approximation of population growth for the period from the late 18th through mid 1;9th
century." Detailed demographic analysis below the provincial level is difficult,
as data for Kwangtung is particularly subject to error due to:serious underrdporting of both population and land.'" A breakdown of population data to
-.the hsien level would be extremely useful to study the impact of population
gkowth on a limited area as well as for a comparison of various hsiens. However figures for Hsin-ningihnd Shun-te.hsien.have been examined with little
statistical success. The impreeision of otir present empirical knowledge not7
withstanding, it is possible to hypothesize that this tremendonsprovince-wide

groWth led to at least .two significant econornid changes. The most dict
was an increasingly bitter struggle for land. John.Watt has suggested that this,

problem intensified from the mid-Ming on." The gazetteer of Hsin-ning
hsien, provides evidence of the bitter struggles over even the most marginally
arable ,reclaimed hrnds (hsia-eien).12 A seeond economic change was t.ruc

ttiral; population growth as well as economic growth in the Ming Jed to a
prOliferatjon of marketing comniunities. Rawski has noted this CleVelopment
in Mingefiklen and Hunan, and it is likely that a similar pattern. .of develop-

ment Occurred in Kwangtung, stimulated not only by, pOptaation growth
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hut by the. growth of .Macau, Canton and Hong Kong as cenws of foreign
trade.'" Watt suggests that this proliferation of marketing conununities disrupted rural life, arguing that the fluctuation of !marketplaces dislocated tradi,tional social relationships."

The increase in foreign trade, especially opium, must be counted as an
iinportant factor in disrupting the economy of Kwangtung. With the notable
exception of Chang Hsin-pao's Commissioner Lin and the Opium Witr, the
economic impact of the opium trade in the early and mid-nineteenth century
has been neglected in the Western literature of the Opium wars." Chinee
.Jtistdrians: bovieVer.;have emphasized the deleterious impact of the- bpiurn
trade as it affected thina's balance of payments and itie rising costs of silver.'8.
Chinese officials at the time were also concerned Abotit the opium trade as an
inflationary as well as social evil. The phra56yin:kueirCh'ien chien, expressing
the rising cost of silver and fplling value df copper cash, abounds in their

mernorials." Opium held the dominant position in China's foreign trade
throughout most of the 19th century. The' strains that it put on the Chinese
economy bore most, heavily on the Kwangturt, peasantry. For while taxes
and rents were calculated by a silver standard,. produce brought in increasingly worthless copper. By the late 1840's the cost of silver had risen to three
its official valu08 Furthermore, the opium wars added the burden of
tax sum 2%.e, increases that are/chronicled in the hsien gazetteers." to this
yoke was Wed the weight of a corrupted tax structure that allowed large
landlords And powerful clan's to avoid taxation." By bribing officials, lam!..,, lords-and gentry were able to avoid registering mych if not all of. their land
for taxition. Ho reports that millions 'Of niou'went unrepotted n Kwang.tung.21' Not only did this give another advantage to the gentry,Vrge landlords, and strOng clans, but it also led directly to the selling of lands by many
small holders to large..landlordS in order to seek shelter from the crushing
tax burden and voracious officials. By the 1930's close to 70% of all rural
Klyangtung families were ,either tenants or landless'labOrers.22
LiSif`dramatic but no less significant was,.the expansion of Cantoh as the
major -commercial center of Kwangtung ir early 19th century.. As foreign
trade flourished and opium flowed into China, capital began to gravitate'
toward Capton.,This led to a variety of ecoriolnic problems. If the pattern of
structural change.under.Condirions of inireasing commercialization described
by Skinner holds true, then the rise of Canton would haVe been accompanied
br a declihe in the market towns surrounding the city." Furthermore, As
Cotton cloth 'and other manufacttired foreign goods began to be used, the
'cottage* ihdustries by which the peasantry derived its marginal (though often
crucial) income would have declined.24 Finally, silver flowed not into foreign
coffers aldne but into the treasuries of the Chinese merchacts as well.25 The
',general pattern of the reinvestment of commercial capital ideb land and utaary
is well knowil and it is .no surprise to find complaints in thegazetteers regarding the rise of absenteelanaholding in Kwangtung." Thi's phenomenon was

..

.
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, especially strong in the areas immediately surrounding Canton. In Pan-yii
hsielt during thc .1930's for example, ruiarinclebtedness reached as high as
70%.21

These shifts in thc cconomic superstrutture exacerbated the existing. fissures in Kwangtung .society. The strcngth of clan and lineage organizations
in South China has bccn analyzed by Maurice Freedman while Hsiao Klingch'uan has illustrated .how clan fcuds and vendettas were a constant feature
of thc Kwangtung countryside." More'often 2S not thcsc conflicts stemmed

from thc struggle over lan&and.water rights Hsicn officials often com-,
plaincd aboin the large clans running roughshod over v,eaker clans in this
constant struggle. 29
re,

Banditry and to borrow Eric Hobsbawin's distinction "social banditry,""
wervalso common features of thc Kwangtung countryside. Some seventeen
bandit groups operated iri the provinte in thc nvo ycars prior to thc Taiping,
rebellion while the area around Cant9n was under the influcncc Of three Or
four overlapping secret societies between 1800 and 1850.31 The incrcasing
concentration of land in the hands of the wealthy could only have increased
Kwangtung's "floating" population of vagrants, beggars and bandits. DisPossessed pensants.and peasants who saw their real income gradually but unmercifully whittled iivay resortcd to outlawry and secrersociety activitjP to
relieve theit:rnisery,32

,

' Thc great TaiRing rebellion whith raged (Alf .of neighbdring K.wang0"
province largely bypassed Kwangtung on its march towards Nanking. Yet
.Kwangtung was not untouched by the winds of rebellion. In 1854, thc Red
Turban society rose in the hill districts, outsidc of Canton; seizing power in
the rural arcas and terrorizing the city. The, rebels advanced to capturc Fatshun an important diey-only 15 miles from Canton until they .were crushed
in 1056.33 This and the .ensuing _white terror rent the already strained fabric
of KVangtung society. Wakeman has argued that the period of resistance to
thc British in the 1840's led to a. development of class consciousness as the'

gentry-led militia brought together rich; and poor in a common defense
'against the foreignitiyasion: The yacuum.of,official authority and the period
of collaboration intensified this dais consciousness, -Culminating in tlic.Red. .
Turban rebellion.34 Finally, theefeat of rebellion and thc reactionary terror
in Which- hundreds of "thodsands were 3ilecuted
ry eomPlete domina.

tion of the countrysidc by the victorious gentry."
Kwangrung society was fractured not only dicing class and clan lines but
along ethnic lines as well. Thc fourth southern migration of the Hakka's
began in the early Ch'ing period.38.,As these ,"guest" people froth the north

lifted west across Kwangrime they foupd the land already heavily poplated. In the 19th century theirvillages were for the most part established in
'the less terti e hillsides and valleys.37 Conflict benyeen4he -Hakka anef:the
native "Punti" people halkeen a long standing tiacittan. Disputes over land,
water rights, rents and-WI-men so common to clan feuds were given an added .
387:
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ethnic dimen.sion. Btit it Was the Red *Ibrban-..rebelliolOod its disruption of
the rural social order that brought these ethnic antagonisms out in the open

'

on a generalized scale."8 Hakka braves had been used by the .gentry and
government in suppressing the Red Turbans and many Hakka tenant farmers
had used the government's reliance on them to withhold their rent payments
which caused resentment. In the years after 1853 their resistance was 'the

only factor in the way of undisputed gentry power in the province." The
ensuing war lasted from 1853 to. 1867 and by conservative estimates took upwards of half a million lives.'w A major characteristic in this wat of attrition,.
.between Cantonese, and Hakka was the large scale sale of prisoners into tilt,
'. semi:slavery of thi..eikilie:,trafit,, Itheir.Active between ..Alacau and points, in .,
Southeast Asia,: tke West Indies, and South.:Atf)erica.4-Ihe,war retilepti iti ..i.
,Undispuied control of rural Kwangtung by the.Y,m1ti,..rg-ehtry and landlords.,2
:,..an reiter:
,. Thttraditional ;recourse to rebellion thus' stymied, :and, cabg
tightening vise between deteriorating ecunonw and fragmente sOciety, the

..

Kwangtung peasant had nowhere to turn for relief but Abroad. While the
economic and social forces that combined to push the peasant out of Kwangtung are conspicuous:the vague image that drew hiin towards California, is l'
more difficult to reconstruct. Canton, Macau. and Hong Kong were not only
ports of trade but were cultural exchange entrepotS as well; images-of the
West inevitab,ly filtered through, these centers into,the Kwangtung country-

side. The gontryled resistance movenieht agaiiiit. the British ib the tally
1.840's notwithstanding, the Cantonese image of the West was by no means
,i, totally negative. Liang Chia-pin and Haoyen-ping.reinind.us.that hong tilerchants and tbrnpradors ilerform.etra.social and cultural function as well as
an ecoporiiic one..'3 By their adoption of Western attkides while anaifitaini
a place for themselVes in Chinese society, they ;projected positive ima s of
the West into China.

.,.

Neither was the-. impar of the Christian missionary insignifica. t. The

"z

,

`
.

,,.

taiping a'dap`tatsion of Christianity to the millenerian impulse ofthe easant
tradition suggests that.,Westerri'symbols fell on fertile ground amo gst the
poor. ancildisPossessed. Taiping leaders aid nothing to dispel liosiriy muses
Of the West, in fact they reported gloWingly on the goVernment .and Sociecy
of th1Jnited States as a Modef of .democracy." _Beyond the Taiping interpretationof the West wInch'appealed to the classes in revolt, the missionaries
made their presence felt through educational and medical instinitiOns.4 Lo
'Hsiang=lin has used genealogies toc.:.measure theitnpkt of the Christian mis., sionaries 'On seveilr n'Otable Cantonese-ClanS, inctUding the.. Yung clan of .
Chuog-shan hsien, whose member Yting Wing was tbe first,Chinese to gra
ate from an American university (Yale, 1854).4o.
A mbre direct inducement.to make the journey to California was the ne
of the gold strike Of 1848: In the early 185o's advertiseme ts were placed in
Hong Kong newspapers tO attract passengers for Arne n ships on the-if
return voyage from China..47 Word spread by letter,and by worii of rRouth,as ,
.

.

.

,.

,
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Chinese alreadY in. California. wrote home of the 'gold rush. By 1851, the rush.
from Kwangtung to California was on. After the initial surge of inunigratiou.
of thoprly 185o's, ithmigratiai levelled off and thc image. of California seems
to have receded. Howcuar, in tkie late 1 86o's China coast newspapers again
carried advertisements of thc advantages to ,be .had by shipping to California
to work (.15 thc railroads and in agriculture."
,
.

.

Added to the often desperate straits in which the'cKwangtting peasants
found themselves these positiv$ images spurred rdany to ma4cd. the- trip to.
California *to work,' if 'not th settle. Tte means that the Cantonese used to
'immigrate is perhaps the most problematic and most controversial, question
to be answered. The secondary literature is scanty and vague regarding the
methods Pf Migration. Since the. Methods the Chinesga used to immigrate
became a Major issue in the debats over exClusion,,much of.Iiteratute is ten'dentious.rather than illuminating and little-if any primary material has been
.ought to light in suppart.'61,the'dintentions
of the various atithors.,
To give this 'period a 'sense of order we may resoit to that all-purpose tool
of the historian, periodization. Chinese immigration to thc United States prior
to 1882 may bc divided roizghly into\ three' peribds. The!first periecl was the
years up.to 1851. Thesc years.might be called the period of "merchant immigration." California accounts depict the Chinese in California at that 'tithe as
being primarilyengaged as shopkeepers and as tfadesmen." It is evident however that there 'were skilled workers among thc Chinese who came under

.contract to, American employers." However, contract labor during this
period was a rarity and-contracts .1,,cre.diffieult. to enforce. In 1882 'the call;
fOrnialegislaiiire defeated, the passage of the Tingley bill Which w uld have
made legal the enforcement ..of indentures_ This sugge* that i dentured
coolie labor was not significant in the California cconomy. (UnhIce t e plantation and mining economies of Southeast Asia or the West Indies, the plantation and hacienda economies a the American South and §Outhwest were
adequately supplied with Black, Mexican, and Indian labor). It also suggests
that what indentures did exist were virtually impossible to enforce in the rush
r the.gold
Thc ycar '1851 saw a dramatic six-fold increase pf Chinese entering Cali,
fOrnia,.from 45o.in 185o to 2,716 in 1851. TheIolloWing year saw the nuMber
of immigrants jump to 20,o2'1:41 Thereafter.iti lelielled off to an Approzikmate
average of +boo immigrants- per year for the next decade. the initial singe
seems clearly to, have been a response to the lure of rid. This new group of
----Chinese were primarily of peasant prigips, ancfwent. into the mining districts
in searcfrof gold. The majority of theni came under the credit-ticket system.
The nature of this system is the sübject of , considerable contrOversy. The
det5ate'focUses orikhequestion of 'Whether the credit ticket sisteM was Simply
a system of loans which immigrants could repal*, as they worked at whatever
jobs they could _find or a thinly disguised version of the infamous coblie trade
with its quasi-slave Status. Regarding this question, much rcsearch remains
189
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to bc done. Previous arguments, have confused rather than clarified the issue
and.it is dangerous, as some haVe done, to,borrow from the Chinese experience
in Southeast Asia or Latin America to seek an answer. For example, while
a much abused credit-deter system did exist with regard to Chinese enligra...
tion from Fukien to Siam, the abuses that crept into that system may havebeen funetions of the fact that a well orgaRizettsysteOi of labor recruitment
existed in Amoy and SwatoW and the need for pIantafh labor in Siarn.5?.
There was considerable..forced eniigration of kidnapped or aptured prisoners
of war duringthe Hakka-Punti wars. That coolie trade was centered in Macau,
and from i856 to i867 virtually all of it was destined for Southeast,Asia, the'
West" Indies, and South America!'" Thc passenger trade 'from Kwangtung to
'California went through Hong Kong and Canton. In 1853, Dr. John Bowring,
then Governor of Hong Kong, argued against legislatiOn of the coolie trade,
singling out the'United States as the only country to which "Chinese immigration pras' confined almost wholly to independent emigrant5, who pay. their
own pa5sage.Money;and arc in conditidn to lookto their own arrangementS."54
Thc third .wave, of immigration begah, in ,i.868 and is commonly" associated
ivith the constrliction of dre trans-continental tairroad. However,
t e,nt that this third: wave of immigration ':w,hich continued at high .levels until
exclusion in 1882 Was a resPiMse to':a number of factors, railroad constructiim
.. being a relativelyMinor one..lt 95 in 1868 that Hakka resistance in Kwang7...
. tong was finally and decisiVeliCryshed. Yhis would'have freedMaily young
men who had bccn prcsscd into the fray to -defend their villages, ro leave in
'search of new adventure and wealth. This would also aecount for the draMatic
increasc of immigrants from the sze yup districts,.the major areas of conflict,
in the period, between 1868 and ,1.876.55.Arnither major factor was transition
of trans-oceanic travel from sail to steam during this Period. It was in 1867
that the Pacific Mail Steam Navigation Company inaugurated stcam service
from San' Francisco to China.56 While the Central 'Pacific did recruit laborers
beginning in 1867 it had already hired many of its .workers from among thc
Chinese already in_california. After the completion. of the transcontinental
line in 1869 the Chinese still ternained active in rail construction throughout
the West but there is little evidence to suggest that the Other 'lines, recruited.;
fresh labor from China, but rather used the massive work force laid off by
.

the Central Patific. The Chiiiee continued to imfnigrate to California in,
large numbers throughout the 1870's even as opportunities were increasingly
being closed to themand in.the face of open and often brutal hoStility.

Thc iinage of Chincse immigration thus reconstrueted calls for further
"

rcsearch and a new frameWork of interpretation. The social, croSion of midnineteentfi century Kwangfungl.which dislodged SQ many from the province.
not only to California but, to !Southeast .Asia, Australia,, and Latin America,
has been well researched. The.toles played by the demographlt crisis and the

'penetration of imperialism into the local economy have yet to be: fully,
explored, but must be considered formidable factors. The problems of recOn19t)

structing the Chinese image of California s an enormous onc. But it is necessary if,We arc ti; undersvnd thc purpose of the sojourn. Finally, the process
of immigration must be-carefully reexamined and the coolie myth put away.
The historiography: of 'the Chinese in the United States has suffered from
conceptual confusion. Their history Oas not been written in Chinese terms

but terms of their contributions to the development of the United States.
There is much to be proud of in those contributions. However contribution
history tells us little about the Chinese experience itself. For that we mUsicreate a Chinese context in order to understand how peasants pushed; nut tf
Kwangtung, their vilions of California, their hopes and aspirations,-and their
struggle for survival.
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THE TRAGEDY AND TRAUMA OF THE
.1
CHINESE EXCLUSION LAWS

By.
.

.V

DAVID R. CHAN

In recent years. increased attention has been given to the tragedy of the
World War II intergient cif the Japanese in the United States. there is wide
awareness of how Japanese-Americans suffered during the "relocation," and
how this experience subsequently influenced their behavor. However few
people realize that the Chinese-American community suffered through an
equally devastating experience at the hands of the Federal government, during
the sixty-plus year period of Chinese exclusion from the United States.
It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss the events surrounding the
enactment of the laws restricting Chinese immigration to America, or to detail the operation of these, laws. However, a basic knowledge 'of tripe laws
is necessary to understand how the behavior.of the Chinese-American community has been molded hy, these laws.

The first Federal law restricting Chiner immigration ,to America was
passed in 1882, as the hysteria over so;,c4114 "cheap" Chinese labor spread
from California to the halls of Congress. This Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882
suspended the further immigration -ofChinese""laborersr for io ycars, but

Chinese laborers who had already inimigrated to the United States were
v.,

9 frO;

allowed to leave and return freely provided they Obtained a retnrn certificate
befOre departing, This law proved unsatisfactory to the anti-Chinese ckmcnts in the Umted States, wlm aprarently expected the Chinese population
of the country to disappear overnight. (:onscquently, tH8H saw the passape 4
of a nuire restrictive law, the Scott Act. Fhere were tw) thruststo thc Sc Ott
the
Act. First, resident alicnChinese laborers were not permitted to return
s,. to
actherred
the
United States, once having left the country.2 And secondly, the
return of those Chinese laborers wlm had been residents of the United States
Exclusion law W. riskd, Inn were temporarily abroad when
when the
the Scott Act was passed. These persons had been guaranteed the right to
'return to the 'United States by both the 1881 Exclusion Act and thc treaty
between China and thc United States, but these "rights" were made worth,
less by the Scott Act.
The Scott Act effectively curtailed the influx of Chinese into the country,
and coupled with the departure of some of the earlier immigrants, caused the
resident Chinese population to decrease. Nevertheless, the anti-Chinese forces
were not yet finished. as in i ti9l they engineered the enactment of thc Geary
Act. The Geary .Act.was the ultimate of insults, in that-Chinese wcrc treated
as no better than paroled criminals, as all Chinese laborers were required to
register and be photographed or facc deportation. -Chinese persons arrested
under this ct were to be deported unless they affirmatively proved their right
to remain the United States.1 Although these registration provisions applied
only to al n Chincsc laborers, other classes of Chinese were deeply affectpd-::
by this lax For example. if a merchant or an American-born Chinese Ny.ere'
"caught" gaging in some form of labor, hc would be deported unless he
.

could pre. nt affirmative proof that he was not subject to the registration
requireme ts. hus. under thc laws of the United 5ratcs of America. it was
quite poss lc for an American-born Chinese, who had never left American
sod, to have been deported to China.*
As harsh as the letter of the law was, thc, laws were adMinistered as adversely
to the Chinese as could be done. Thc various Chinese exclusion laws5 as"
written only applied to Chinese "laborers." However, the term "laborer" was
given so broad an interpretation that it encompa'ssed everything.except those
.

classes specifically exempted by thc Chinese-American treatymerchants;
students, teachers. officials and travelers. Thus, for example, accountants, doctors, clerks, wives of laborers, innkeepers and restauranteurs were laborers
for purposes of the exclusion aces. As a result of this statutory construction it
was illegal for practically every resident of China to immigrate to thc United
States.

The immigration laws relating to the Chinese were essentially unchanged
for the next to years. after thc passage of the Geary Act. If anything the situation worSened with the general Immigration Act of 1924 which established
immigration rpiotas based on national origins. Sincc Chinese.were specifically
excluded 'from immigrating to the. United States anyway, thc 1924' act had

4A
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no direct impact on 1,1w status of Chinesc immigration. But prior to this act,.
China born wivcs of Aincrican'4orn Chinesc nicn" were allawcd to immigratc
thc Unitcd States thanks IA \hint: lenient judicial interpret.n1011.0f the eSISting laWS and trcatics. l'hough t h i 924 act was not written with the intent

to.cut off thc immigration of these wivcs, thc wordMg of thc new statute
clearly prccludcd thc further entry of such.wivcs. Only partial rclicf came
in 193o, when legis!ation WAS piisscd,to permit the immigration of Chinese
wonicn who marricd Anicrican-borri Chincsc men bcfore May 26, op+,
In rctrospcct. thc.Chincse xxclusion laws woidd havc !men repcalcd in due
coursc as attiNdcs within the country.bcgan to change. I lowever thc prcssure
of world cvcnts prematurely triggered the end to Chincsc cxclusion. During
thc carly stages of World War II the attitudc of thc Amcrican public tmvards

thek Chincsc changed drastically. On thc battic front thc plight. Of China,
America's war ally, cvoked sympathy from thc American public. Nlcanwhilc,
on thc homc front, thc natnmal war nuthilization crcatcd a scvcrc labor short

agc, and for the first timc, Chineso-Amcricans found thcmschts working
side tw sidc with white .Americans. in clic nation's dcfcnke plants. Through
this intcrpersonal contact. and thc attcndant publicity gcncratcd," thc
can public disLovcrcd that Chinesc-Aincricans really wcren't objectionable
peoplc, and wcrc just as patriotic and capablc as anyonc clsc.Furthcrmore,

it was rathcr embarrassing lor thc Uniicd Statcs to continue, its policy of
nncse cxclusitIn while China was one of its prineipal war attics. Accordingly,

'943, and with littic opposition,Q thc United Statcs rcpcaled all of the
ese cxclusion laws. China Nys givcn an annual immigration quota of lac
and forcign bornChinese wcre givcn thc right to becOme naturalizcd
an citizcns.
ifficial cild Of Chinese exchisionan 1943 was morc.symbolic than rcal,

given thc minisculc annual quota for China. On thc.iithcr hand, though the
quota rcmaincd at ioc until thc national origins Systein was abolished by the.
Immigration Act .of 1965, Bic dc. facto end to cxclusion came wcll bcforc I96_
due tp a numbcr of spccial rclicf provisipns. First and most important was the
cxcmption from quota for Chimp wivcs of American citizcns. as war bridcs
or othcrwise,"bcginning in 1945.. Subscquentexcniptions' from the quota were
granted to ccrtain forcign .bort children of :Amcrican-born Chincsc, Chincse
husbands of Amcrican ckizcnsi Chincse studcnts and other,Chincsc strandcd
hcrc:by political cvents in China, rcfugecs from the Chincse mainland and
others. Pursuant to thcse rclief provisions. thousands of Chinese .cnicred 'the
Unitcd States:

.

=

With thc Immigration Act 'of 1965, thc cra of legislative discrimination
against Chinese Immigration camc to an end. Undcr thc prcScnt law, national

origins are no longer a ra.clor in American immigration policy, exccpt for
the annual limit. of 26,000 immigrantS per countrv.Consequcntly, the past
decade has sten a sharp influx in thc number of Chinesc immigrants to Amcrica.

At tirSr blish.ir may secm that thc old Chinese cwlusion laws havc irdc
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relevance to toaay, since tney were enacrea some go years agu, auu werte
to rest over 30 years ago. But such is not the case. For One thing, a significant
portion of today's Chinese-Americans are descendants of persons who imrnigrated to the United States while the exclusion laws were in effect, making
these laws part of their personal family histories. But more significantly, the
effects of the Chinese exclusion laws have virtually permeated the entire fabric
of the Chinese-American community, and in large part, for better or worse,,
makingthe ChInese:AMerican community what it is today.
One of the most noticeable effects of the exclusion laws has been the imbalance in the sex ratio "among the Chinese in Ainerica. Historically the eaAy
stages of immigration was predominantly male, and this was the caie with

Chinese immigration' to the United State. I'n 188o, at the eve of Chinese
exclusion, there was 3lit'one Chinese female in the country per twenty-one
Chinese-males. Undimbtedly the sex ratio would have normalized -had Chinese
immigratiom not beenirestricted, but with the enactment of the exclusion laws'
ChinatoWn was doomed to be a male society for decades to come.

The..mention of ',`Chinatown to any white American during the period
of Chinese eiclusion Would evoke images of tong wars, whit4 slavery, gambling and opium, smoking.P While these particular aspects of life in China, . town were likeWoyeremphasized; there's no hiding the fact Oat these activities were an integral -part of life in Chinatown. But did anyoq ask why such
things occurred in Chinatown? These were just the inevitable result of the
bachelor society of Chinatown. As mentioned, the exclusion laws preverited
Most Chinese frOm bringing wives into the United. States, and in addition state
laWs often prevented intermarriage with nim-Chinese wOmen. tberefore most
of ChinatOwn's men did not enjoy a normal family life. Cons'equently such

alternative outlets were needed to occupy these Min in theii spare time."
It is ironic that white Arnetica.,pointed to the involvement of Cliinese in tong
activities, trafficking in women, gambling and opium Smoking *evidence of
the uq&irability of the Chinese race, when it was white Amerka'S laws which
made, ihese activities the only diverSiOns available:for" the lonely men of
Chinatown.
Even today old Chinese bachelors are a visible part Of Chinatowns through-

out the country. They May be seed in groups on fate stre'qts keeping eath
other company, or alone in their rooms with nobody in the4orld to care for
them. Originally many intended to return to China after hailing made their "
fortune in America, the land of the Golden Mountain. But with the establishment of the People's Republic in China and/or ecOpornic adversity in the
United States, their dreams of retiring td a life of luxuA in their home villages
have been squelched. Today these bachelors are living memorials to the tragedy
of the Chinese Exclusion laws.",
.
Actually though Chinatown has been described as_ot laChe1or4 society,"
in( fact most of Chinatown's residents . were married.; 'VC .with Wives and
children living in China. Though the exclusion laNsvs
entea t1/2Iern from
.

;'

bringing their families to this country, these men decided to earn their living
in the United States instead of China because of the better economic opporamities here. This arrangement known as the "separated" Or "mutilated"
'17- family was a common Chinatown pherthmenoif, and still- SOrvives to the
present.

For the separated family, personal contact was limited to periodié visits
by the father to China every five or ten or twenty years, the interval depending upon his economic wherewithal. Aside from t he sporadic visit, letters
would be exchanged, and the father would' send monetary remittances to
thina whenever he coulti. Quite oftei the father would bring a son over to
the United States, 'assuming the excluion laws did not ie,terfere.in order to
inciease the family's income. This often resulted in the potpetuatibn of the
separated family phenomenon for another generation, is the son too would
marry and raise a family in China, while he earned his living in the United
States.

With families being separated hy the Pacific Ocean, A'aturally a normal
family relationship was impossible: Besides the obvious problems in such a
situation, the separated family system produced other deleterious effects. For
one, more than. one American-6qm Chinese wife was surprised to learn after
her m rriage that her Chingse husband already had a wife and children back
in C Ina. Wire seriously,.when the time came for the separated families to rein America after exclusion ended, heit everyone lived happily ever after,
\ as the years of exClusion-included separation created 1their own problems.
. Since the newly unitediamilies had previously lived ii rather different cultural cliMates and had not been acclimated to living to ether as a family unit
under the same roof, it was patural for there to be adjdktment problems. But
for hwy newly arrivedthiriese wives and children, even ore traumatic was
the tremendous status adjustment which. hid to be mide. This problem of
status adjusiment should not be considered as' only being, iiiersonal th thee
immediate parties irwolvedits repercussions extend to the entire community,
and are quite evident today in Chinatowns throughout the country, aS evidenced by the page one coverage afforded by American newspapers.
In Kwangtung and Hong Kong, men who had gone off to America, the
cand of the Golden Mountain, were held in highest esteem. Likewise, so
were their families, 'who remained in China. Besides enjoying high status,
the family of:a "guest of the Golden Mountain" also experienced a relatively
high living standard, as the husband in America often would deprive himself
-in ordeO maximize his remittances to his family back in China. Being used
to a life of leisure and prestige, one can imagine the disillusion which reiUlted
when thc family arrived' in the United States to find that their husband and
faiher was but a common laundryman, waiter, or laborer, and that the United
States was not the greater.karadise that they had expected. This situation is
probably one of the causeAf the current discontent and unrest among immigrant Chinese youths, which has received so muCh publicity of late in the
,
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media. Spoiled by the high sotial and economic status they experienced in
Hong Kong, and being at an age at which it is most difficult to accept such,
envichange, many of these adolescent youths react to the shock of this new
day
behavior.
Once
again
the
present
ronthent by resorting to anti-social
clear.
But
impact of the exclusion laws upon the Chinese community is. quite
the United
foi- these laws, these -youths would have 'been born and raised in
ale
foreign
enyironment
would
never
States, and the problem of adjusting to
have existed.

n the discussion the Chinese exclusion laws have been
en a complete bar to further Chinese immigration to
through, Chinese continued to migrate to this country
America. But in rea
exemptions
in the
clusionsome
coming
legally
through
out the period ofmerchants
the
legal
immigration
consisted
of
law, others illegally. Most of
by treaty,
and their families, who were exempted from the exclusion laws
who' were recognized
children
of
American
born
Chinese,
and of foreign born
by American law as being American citizens, and hence not subject to the
exclusion laws. The legal migration, otchinese to America is not nearly as
significant for our discussion as the illegal immigration, for the means em"of
laws
ployed by Chinese immigrants to evade the unjust Chinese exclusion
still have .repercussions for Chinese-Americans today.
in cirChinese employed both "front-door" and "back-door" 'approaches
laws.
At
first
the
back
door
seemed
to
be
more
cumventing the exclusion
shared
thousands
of
miles
of
frontier
with
popular. Since the United States
reasonably
of
which
was
univarded,
one
stood
a
Canada atidMexico, moit
14
good chance of crossing over from Mexico or Canada without being caught.
However, this subsequentrY became a less attractive) means of entering the
and
United States, after Canada tightened up her o!.vn immigration policies,
being caught. Furthermore
as increased border patrols heightenei the risk of
surreptitious
entrants
to
remain
in this country wa's extremethe ability of such
ly precarious, as they did not have the slightest color Of right to be here under

Up to this
treated as ha mg

the existing laws.

Consequently we find that front door entry became the frefefable mode
of illegal entry. As has been mentioned, the exclusion laws did not apply to
derivative citizens (i.e. foreign born descendants a American-born Chinese)
or'to merchints and their families. The Chinese quickly made use of these
exemptions to circumvent ,the exclusion laws. In the late 19th century and
the first decade of this century the mok c6mmon technique was for an immigrant t6 pose as a merchant. This particular subterfuge was used'since with
the proper arrangements most atiyone could qualify for this exemption, due
to kstrange paradoxWhile theterm "merchant'? was construed rather narrowly with respect to the types of aetivity which qualified a person for this
starus, the 'requirements as to what constituted a proprietary inteiest were
rather lax. If a person were listed on the books of a United States business
as having a capital investment, and if he frequented the store premises, he
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had a sufficient ownership interest to qualify as a merchant. It was no wonder
then that Many Chinatown mercantile firms commonly had dozehs of partners,
. i
each qualying as "merchants" with their $100 investments.
Being classified as a merchant had mole advantages than just enabling one
to gain entry into the United States: Assuming one could satisfactorily maintain his statusin the eyes of the law, he could depart and re-enter the country
as hepleased,.and bring over his wife and children. This latter right was an
especially valuable one, as merchants .not only used it to bring their own
families to this country, but also gained entry for others by having them
Imasq, uerade as family members.. The imposter Mal) jeen (merchant) wife
or child may have been some peripheral relative, or even some stranger who"
was willing to pay well for the pportunity of coming to America.
The immigration by ersatz m jeen wives and children was the forerunner
of the "slot racket," an institution which has probably more influenced the
,behavior of the Chinese-American
community
than. anyrother single factor.
.
The "slot racket" was ingeniOusly simple in its inception, taking advantage
of the derivative citizenship status accorded foreign-born children of Ameris
can-boTh qhinese. Because of tge exclusion laws it was not at all unusual for
,

an American,born Chinese to have a wife in China, and for there to be periodic,
visits to.China. Whenever a visit to China produced an offspring, the returning

:Chinese-American would duly inform immigratlon authorities of the birth
to facilitate such child's coining to the Unifed States several years hence.
Seldom did a returninig Chinese-American not report the birth of a child,
a9c1 strangely nearly 95 per cent of the births reported were sons." Some
years later qhis son would come to America to ,join his father'. Except that,
in many cases the entrant was an unrelated party who paid a good sum for
the privilege of coming to America as the son, i.e., a "paper son." In fact
in Many cases there neVer was A real son in the first place. Rather, knowing
that the Immigration Service couldn't possibly verify or disprove the alleged
birth, the returning Chinese-American repoited the birth of a son where
none had been born, creating a "slot" which he knew would be worth quite
a lot to someone in China who wanted to come to America. To demonstrate
the magnitude of the "slot racket," one San Francisco man engineered the
entry of over .2,50 of his relnives and clansmen, virtually all the males in his
home village, over a ,so-year period.'6 While it can't be determined what
,

percenta ge. of exclusion period entries were fraudulent, the practice was widespread As one Chinese-American observed over a generation ago, when

friends and relatives immigrated to this country it was as other men's sons,
few fathers publicly acknowle ged their own sons. "
2ndActually the "slot racket" as scribed would not have been so important
were it not for the great 190 San Frahcisco earthquake. Given the small
numbers of Chinese in this country there weren't that many American-born
' Chinese around to pass the rights of citizenship to their foreign-born children.
But among other things the 1906 earthquake destroyed the citvs' birth records.
.i.
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Initially ladk of these records proved detrimental to San Francisco-born Chinese in Geary Act violation cases, as they had the burden of affirmatively
proving their American nativity to prevent aeportation. But subsequently
for purposes of establishing American citizenship when sending for foreignborn children and upon re-entering the country after trips abroad, nn such
burden existed. Hence the absence of the birth records attributable to the San
Francisco earthquake enabled many alien Chinese to claim American nativity
and citizenship. Given this sudden increase in native-born Chinese-Americans,

the "slot racket" provided the opportunity, .for much greater numbers of
Chinese to enter the United States. And after 1924, the "slot racket" waS
virtually the .sole means of entry as the merchant exemption was rendered
useless by a redefinition to include only those engaged in international. trade.
It did not.take the, United States government long to catch on to the entry

by bogus sons of merchants and citizens. Chinese entering the country,

whether as merchants and their families, derivative citizens, foreign students
or returning citizens, were subjected to a close.scrutiny reserved for' no pne
but Chinese. On arrival at the point of 'entry they were often detained18 for

'long periods of timeup to four yearsbefore being allowed entry or deported. While in detention they were subjected to an absurd degree of interrogation consisting of innumerable irrelevant questions dealing with trivial
matters. The following sequence typifies the questioning involved.
Q: How far is your home village from town?,
A: -Five li.
Q: You are wrong. Wc happen to have ascertained that it is seven IL Do you

deny that this is not your true home village?

N A: I have lived in this village all my life, and I believe it is five li. Buides, it
depends upon which end of thc village you fig.-tire the distance from.
Q: Where is che village pond?

'A: In front of the village.
Q: I mean in what direction in relation to the village? INTcorthwest? Southwest?

A: I believe it is to the north.
Q: Surely if you have lived there all yQur life, vou would know in what direction the village pond lies.
A: I am confused about what is north and south. ,All I know is that when I
leave the front door and turn left, that is the direction of the village pond.
o: How many pigs does your family keep?
A: Two.
Q: How many chickens?
A: It depends. When we kill onc, there, are fewer chickens until the hen
hatches more eggs.
Q: Where is your water urn situated?
.

A: At the kitchen door.

Q: Is your house one story or two stories?
A: There is an attic.
Q: Are there steps to the attic?
A: Yes.
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Q: HoW many?
A: Twelve.

Q: How do you know?
A: I counted them because I was told you wpuld ask me questions like these.

Q: Then you were coached in the answersio be given. You rehearsed and
memorized all this information to make us think you are the son of Wong
Hing.
A: No; no, no. I was not coached. I am the true son of Wong Hing, my
father, whO is now in San Francisco. He told me that you would ask me
questions Hite these and that I was to be prepared to answer them ip the
most minute detail."'

Multiply this exceipt by several hundreds or thousands and you haT'e an idea
of what a prospective Chinese entrant faced.2°

The objective of this kind 'of questioning was to trick the Chinese entrair
into contradicting either something hyaid before or the testimony of another
witness. Supposedly such a contradiction 'would be proof poSitive that the
entrant was really not who he claimed to be, providing grounds for deportation. The Chinese countered to this intense interrogation with "coaching,"
alluded to in the preceding excerpt: As part of ttie pUrchase price for a "slot,".
the prospective "paper son" was provided detailed family history and other
information which would prepare him for any question he might be asked.
In effect Chinese immigration to America degenerated into a game, with
innocent Chinese ending up as losers. The Immigration Service dedicated itself
not to the fair administration of the law, butsinstead to excluding as many
Chinese as possible, irrespective of the person's right to come here.2' The
actions of the Immigration Service were so oulragous that one Federal judge
reprimanded the Service in his written opinion overturning the exclusion of 4
a Chinese entrant.22 the end result was that "paper sons" were usually well
coached and.passed the examination, while legitimate applicants were somesimes denied entry.Take the case of Mock Kee Song, who had made five trips
to China over a thirty year period, and had been re-admitted each time as a
returning American citizen. He even gained entry for five of his children as
derivative citizens. But when he returned from his sixth visit to China he
failed to convince the Immigration Service of his American citizenship and
was ordered deported to 'China.23 While there is no indication whether he

actually was an American citizen there was no doubt in the case of an
American born girl, Helen Lee. Her relatives, knowing of the intense interro-

gation precedent to entry back to America, gave her coaching papers as a
precaution to cape with the Ymmigration Service's questions. However the
_coaching papers were discovered before her questioning and because she had
these paperp in her possession she was deported to China.24
Getting Oast the immigration examiners was but the first hurdle for a "paper
son," for so long as he stayed in the United States he was subject to deportation
if unmasked. The result w.as what Pardee Lowe described as a "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" society abounding,with disruptive forces traceable to the exclu,.
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sion laws. "Everybody, officially at least, had a split personality. Aliases were
the,rule rather than the exception. Father warned me to be extremely careful.
For instance, I was not to call Father's business neighbor Mr. Wang in front
of any Barbarian, but to hail him as Mr. Fan instead. But in our own Chinatown

circle I was to continue to call him Mr. Wang. He wouldn't like it at all,
Father said, if I. made ,a mistake."25 Detection meant deportation, so everybody in Chinatown had to play the name game. Mr. Wang's papers showed

he was the son bf somebne name(-Fan, so te had to go under die rinie of
Fan when dealing with non-Chinese. But all the Chinese knew that he was'
really Mr. Wang, and addressed him in that way. Even to this day ChineseAmericans speak in hushed tones when talking about true family surnames.
The danger of discovery was real and ever present in Chinatown. Surprise
raids on Chinese establishments and even street questioning in Chinatown Mr
immigration inspectors were comMonplace. With immigratiOn inspectors continually on the prowl a low profile was mantlatoryeycn if a person had not
relatives and friende
illegally immigrated himself, chances wererbany of

had. Though the Immigration Serviee was but one branch of one level of
government, all government bodies were avoided lest t& immigration authorities somehow become involved. Chinese could not be found on welfare rolls
during the depressionnot necessarily because it wasn't needed, but because
government contact could not be risked. Similarly the low crime rate in the

Chinese community was in part illusory, as many offenses were dealt with
within the cOnfmunity SO that the police, another branch of the government
would not become involved. Private disputes were kept out of American
courts and settled by quasi-judicial bodies'*ithin the Chinese communitii.
Even the census taker was avoidedand hene'e Chinese' population statistics .
are inadeurate.
With so many governmental services being eschewed by the Chinese com-

munity it is not surprising to find that a separate "inner government" developed: in Chinatown, usually known as the Six Companies _or the Chinese
Consolidated Benevolent Associadon. These organizations pre-dated Chinese
exclusion laws, having arisen to meet the needs of Chinese immigrants who
arrived in Ambrica during the years of overt anti-Chinese hostility. With the
imposition of Chinese exclusion, the need for this "inner government" continued, as it provided Tnany pf the services which the outside government
would have provided, had the Chinese chosen.to accept them. Iri the process,
the "inner government" became recognized as the voice of the entire Chinese
- community vis-a-vis the outside world. Recently there has been much criticism
of the Chinatown "inner government" by those who feel it is interested more
in perpetuating its own power than in meeting' the needs of the community.
The "inner governnient" is not as representative of Chinese-American community as irk once vias,26, and does not carry, the same weight it once did,
though some members of the non-Chinese commdnity still consider it to be
representative of the Chiriee community. But the fact that such an institution
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still exists today in America is directly attributable to the Chinese exclusion
laws.
.,

The need to avoid government contact spawned a general aititude ofnnoninvolvement vOthin the Chinese-American community which still is apparent
to some extent today. Chinese did not get involved with outside affairs,, and
outsiders did not become part of the Chinese cOmmunity. By turning inward
4.to protect the vulnerable members of the community, the acculturation procisslamong the. Chinese in the United States was greatly slowed. While other
-fSctors are also involved this helps explain why Chinese-Americans are more
reserved and get less involved than other groups in this country.
Personal relationships within the ChineserAmerican community were also
influenced by thc "slot racket" and its ramifications. One's prior illegal cntry
set him up as a target for blackmail and extortion-, and put him at the mercy
of persons with knoWledge of this. Witness the case of a paper son who subsequently became a community leacler, in New York. Some 35 years afterhis .

illegal'ëntsy he was reported to the Immigration Service by a disgruntled
employee, and was forced to expend everything he had earned to defend
himself in Court." In another instance a man sent an anonymous letter to the
Iminigration Service telling 4tA his wifes previous illegal entry, so. shat he
could marry another woman.4 One cannot document the, extent which this
sort of activity prevailed, but according to.'one rcspected obseEver, she Chinese-American community was a veritable web of slot related intrigue, black-.
mail, intimidation and slander..."

For those Chinese who illegally entered 41C United States decadcs ago,
deportation is no longer a real danger by virtue of 1957 legislation allowing
"paper sons" to readjust their status by confessing to their false entry. Also,
the existence of the Coriununist government on thc Chinese mainland makes
deportation unlikely anyway. Nevertheless the social and personal disorganization" related to the slot racket are still present today.
The exclusion acts did mcire'shan just limit the immigration of Chinde to
'the United States. Thcy created\ an aberrated sub-society where distortions
touchcd every aspect of daily life, the effects of which are strongly reflected
today. As recently as 1940 there was but one Chinese female in thc United
States per three Chinese males, and even in 1950 the rario was still neatly 2
males per fenrale. This shortage of womcn caused by thc exclusion laws
created 'a s.ociet in which anti-social activities replaced the dormarsocial
relationships which were lacking. Hence tong wars, gambling and the like
held a disproportionate role in the community picturc. This in turn served .
to aggravate the alreadv unfal',orable image tbe Chinese community had in
the minds of the American public. Thc continuing danger of apprehension
which faced community members who had comc to the United States in
contmention of the exclusion laws turned Chinatown into a secretive, suspicious, introverted, Withdrawn community, in which every move had to_te
weighcd in advance for its potential consequences. Deccption did not end
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once one's credentials were accepted by the Immigration Service, as it was
necessary to continue the impersonation in order to stay here. The deception
continued when other relatives, either paper nr genuine, came to America, as
it was necessary'to be consistent with paSt statements made to immigrition
officials. Hence paper relatives, and their progeny became real parts of one's
family tree, sinCe failure to do so would arouse suspicion. Even children were
indoetrinated.as to their paper -relatives just in case they might 'soineday, be
questioned by the Immigration.Service."' Giyen this Jekyll-HYde, society it
was natural that deception and self delusion spread to other facets of life,
often resulting in feelings of guilt, marginal behavior and psychological damage and mental illness.32
,

According to. one writer, the three most.pressing,problems'ofinatown

. today 'vare those of the elderly, the immigrantS and of juvenile delifiquency.33
All of these problems can be linked to some extent to the exclusion laws. The
Id not be cut off from their familiestoday had they been allowed
,.teolde
em to the United States in the past. Now these sojourners are
rin
d to live their lives out in loneliness. The sudden influx of Chinese
migr nts following the, years of exclusion and restriction has caused problems

, ch would not have been so great had there been a more orderly
i

gration flow in the past. Unemployment, overcrowding, delinquency
and e other ghetto and poverty problems in Chinatown which the' new
itnim ants face are the direct results of too many newcomers arriving at the
same tim 34 a there had been no Chinese exclusion many of today's immigrants would have arrived here years ago; instead of arriving now all at once.
For many, the adlustments to a new country and a new)ife would have been
a lot easier if they could have iminigrated durinie,the exclusion period.

Middle aged wives who had seen their husbands butice or twice in China
are much less adaptable to family life in the United tates than they would
have been as brides. For the children of the separatee.families, the exclusion
laws meant growing up in one culture, then being tfansplanted to another,
oftentimes with unfortunate results. Indeed the effectS-of the exclusion laws
have been and continue to be far reaching.
The fact that the Chinese exclusion laws have more or less been forgotten
is a tragedy in itself. Not only is there a lack of awareness of these laws among
he general public, but many younger Chinese-Americans too are unaware of

thesode of the Chinese experience in America. The togedy is that the
Chinese themselves have been blamed for certain conditions and behavior
partehiS;loth in the past and the piesent, and by non-Chinese and Chinese
alike, when the real_ culprit was the Chinese exclusion laws. Hopfully- this is
ohe tragedy which can be remedied.

r
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YUNG, WING-FIRST CHINESE GRADUATE
FROM A U.S. UNIVERSITY

I. BY
Lo HSIANGLIN
(Presented in a Chinese Lecture. The lecture, with additional material from

Yung Wing's Autobiograidly Was,written in English by C. 'Y Hsu, Editor
of Tb Asian Sncritn:, San Francisco. and presented here.)

i

Yung Wing (1828-191,i); the first Chinese to graduate from a well-known
American university, as a progressive thinker, reformer, revolutionary, eduWestern education for Chinese youths. While there
cator and advocate
may have been Chinese youths who came to the United States to enter school,
records show that he was the firSt Chinese graduate from a prestigious institudon of higher learning Yale College in 1854 and made his mark in the
,
history of modern China.

This first distinguished Chinesereturned student from the United States
played an outstanding role in the modernization of China. Of particular
importance was his advocacy of sending young Chinese to the United States
to study at a time when China was still proud of her own ancient heritage and
looked upon the Western "barbarian" countries with hatred and resentment

after the Opium War.of 1839-42 and the occupation of Peking by a joint
Anglo-French force in -186o.
By proposing to send Chinese youths to the United States to receive modern
.

education Yung Wing sowed the seeds of the new cultural movement and
paved the way for cultural exchange between .China and the West.
Yung Wing was born on November 17, 182i3 in the village of Nam Ping
(South Screen), about four miles southwest of the Portuguese colony of
Macao. When he was barely seven years old, his father took him to Macao
where the London Missionary Society was planning the establishment of a
Morrison Education Society School in memory of the British missionary
Robert Morrison (1728-1834). Before the opening of the school,,Yung Wing
whom his father.wanted toNenroll in the new schopl, enrolled temporarily, in
Mrs. K. F. A. Gutslaff's girls' school. He was one of two boys in tLe boys'
department. When the girls' school was disbanded, he returned to his native

village to resume his Chinese studies. In the fall of 1840, while the Opium
War was still going on, his father died. He and one of his brothers went
peddling candy to help support the family. When winter was over and when
no candy was made, he went into the fields to glean rice after the reapers.
When the Morrison Education Society School was opened on, November
I, 1839, under the cturge of the Rev. Samuel Robins Brown, a graduate of
207
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Yale of the class of 1832, he 'enrolled and continued his schooling. In 1842,

when Hong Kong was ceded to Britain according to the Nanking Treaty
which concluded the Opium War, the school was moved to the British colony.
In 1846, Brown left Hong Kong to return to the United States because of
ill health and he took three brilliant students: Yung Wing, Wong Sling and

Wong Foon with him to continue their educationin America. They arrived
in the United States on April 12, 1847. The three young men entered Monson
Academy, Monson, Massachusetts. In the summer of 1850, Yung Wing and
Wong Fpon gradnated from the academy, Wong Shing having returned to
China in 1848 because of poor health. Wong Foon went to Scotland and
entered the University of Edinburgh to study medicine while Yung Wing
enrolled at Yale College (renamed Yale University in 188j) at New Haven,
supported by the Ladies Association in Savannah, Georgia.
He studied hard. "I used to sweat over rily studies till 12 o'clock every night
the whole Freshman Year. I took little or no exercise and my health and
strength began to fail and I was obliged to ask for a leave of absence of a week.
I went to East Windsor to get rested and came back refreshed," he said:
He detested mathematics. especially differential and integrated calculus but
distinguished himself in English composition. In competition he won first
prize in his division in the second term and the third term. For a tin. he was
assistant librarian to the "Brothers in Unitv." which was one of the twii college
dpating societies (Linonia was the other) that owned a library, and of which
he was a member. When he graduated from Yale in 1854, he- attracted muc
attention' as being the first Chinese whuthad ever been known to go through
a first-class A.merican college.
.

All the time while he was studying at Yale, he was sorry to see the lamentable

conditions of China internal corruption and external aggression and felt
keenly the responsibility of redressing the wrongs in the Fatherland. In his
moments of despondency he regretted the Western education he had received
for it had opened 'his eyes to the reality.
"What am I going to de with my education?" he often asked himself during

his closing days at Yale. ' He was determined that the rising generation of
dhina should have the same.educational privileges as he and through Western
education China might be regenerated and modernized. Thus the idea of
having Chinese youths educated abroad was germinated.
In the winter of 1854 he returned to China. After visiting his mother in the
natiire village, he took up residence in Canton in the summer of 1855. The
Taiping Rebellion had already btoken .out. To suppres the rebels Viceroy
Yeh Ming-hsin of Kwangtung and Kwangsi massacred the people indiscrimi-

mtely. Yung Wing, whose residence was half a mile from the elecution
ground saw the -place strewn with headless human thnks and decapitated
beads drenched with human blood. His heart sank within him at the grue:
dome sight and sympathized with the Taiping cause that the Manchu government must be overthrown.
2 o8,
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To make a living he secured a job as private secretary to Dr. Peter Parker,
U.S. Commissioner, whom he knew while he was at Mrs. Gutslaff's school.
The post of:U.S. Commissioner was a temporary expedient to take the place

of an accreated Minister Plenipotentiary in Peking'a diplomatic ippointment still under negotiation. But he served for only three months: Then he
went to Hong Kong and thence to Shanghai where he secured a post in the
imperial Customs Translation Department. He found a regular system of
graft in the Customs and he resigned after only four months as he did not
want to tarnish his ovin name. In 1859 he took a trip through Chekiang,
Kiangsi, Hunan and Hupeh to visit the tea districts on behalf of the firin
Messrs. Dent & Co.

On November 6th of the same year he left Shanghai with two American
missionaries and a Chinese named Tang Lai-sun to visit the Taipings in Nanking. His purpose was to find out whether the Taipings were the men fitted

to set up a new government to replace the decadent Manchu dynasty. The
. parry was received by Hung Jen-kan, a cousin of Hung Hsiu-chuan, the
Heavenly King of the Taipings. He had known Hung Jen-kan in Hong Kong.
The latter, baptized bY the Rev. Theodore Hamburg of the Basel Mission in
Canton, was intelligent; broad-minded and possessed a knowledge of Christianity and other Western ideas. Arriving eventually in Nanking from Hong
Kong to join the Taipings, he was made a prince and enjoyed the confidence
of the Heavenly King. 'In the later stage of the Taipings, he. played an important role in formulating and determining the policies of the regime.
Yung Wing presented to the Taipings the following proposals:
i. To organize an army on scientific principles.

2. To establish a military school for the training of competent military
officers.

3. To establish a naval school for a navy.
4. To organize a civil gtwernment with able and experienced men to act
as advisors in the different departments of administration.
5. To establish a banking system, and to determine on a standard of weights
and measures.

6. To establish an educational system of graded schools ftir the people,.
making the Bible one of the textbooks.
7. To organize a system of industrial schools.'
Hung Jen-kan thought highly of his suggestions and wanted to secure his
services. But he told Yung Wing that he could not promise that the political
reforms he suggested would be implemented for they needed the approval
of the princes, most of whom were at the time away from the city on military
expeditions.. Seeing that there was no immediate chance of carrying out his
proposals, Yung Wing returned to Shanghai.
His assessment of the Taiping Rebellion is given in_ his autobiography My
Life in China and America: "The Tiiping Rebellion, after 15 :ears of incessant
and desultory fighting, collapsed and passed into oblivion, without l6aving
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any traces'of its career wortitTlOTTiiforicamemoratiOn behind .the fact
-., that it was the outburst of a' religious fanaticism 'iVTitch held- thc-Christiariworld in doubt and bewflderMent, by reason of itS Christian origin. It left
notrace ofits Christian element behind either in Nanking, where it siajourne'd
ftr nearIY.10 years, or in Kwangsi, where it hacl.its birth.. In China, neithir
... new political ideas nOr political theories or principles were discovered which
',would have constinrted the.basal facts of a new form of government. So that
risither in the religious nor.yet in the political world was mankind in China

nr:but of China benefited lw that movement. The only good that resulted
from the Taiping Rebellion was that God made use of it as a dynamic power
to break up the stagnancy of a great nation and wake up its consciousness
of a new national life, as subsequent events in 1894,- 1895, 189'8, 1960, toot,
and 1904-1965 fufly-denmnstrated."2
.
In,.1863, VicerOy Tseng Ktro-fan, then successfully leading an imperial
campal against the Taipings, dxrended an invitation to Yung Wing through

"r

two of iS friends, Chang Ssu-kueiandLi Shan-lan, to visit the Viceroy at
Y his headquarters in Anking, capital of 'Anhwei Province. In September of that
year he reached Anjzing and had two. interviews with the Vicekoy. The out.. -

conic was that he was entrusted withjhe mission of setting up .a general
ruachineshop capable of manufacturing rifles, cannons, cartridgcs, etc. Yung
Wing purchased machinery from Fitchburg, Mass., and set up the machine
shop at Kho-chang Mino, about four miles northwest of the city of Shanghais
in 1865. The machinc shop was afterwards known as the Kiang7nan Arsenal.
In 1866, when Viceroy Tseng visited the arsenal, Yung Wing persuaded him
to establish a.school of mechanical engineering at the arsenal to trhin Chinese
youths in this field. The following year a translation office was added to the
arsenal to translate sciotific wOrks. The arsenal became a center of Western
science and technology that helped the modernization of.China.
In 1867, Yung Wing.went to Soochow to call on an old frien\d, Ting Jihchang, Governor orKiangsu Province, who was interested in Western ideas:
He urged the -Governor to inaugurate a new educational program. Ting
asked him to submit his plan to the Premier, Wen Hsiang, who was known io
be liberal-minded and progressive. Yung Wing drew up four proposals as
follows:
..
r. A steamship company should be organized on a joint stock basis. It was
.

to be a purely Chinese company, managed and staffed.by Chinese exclusively..

An annual government subsidy was to be made in the form of -a percenfigei'''
of the tribute rice catried to f'eking frofn Shanghai and Chinkiang.
2. The government should 4p&Chinese youths to the United States to
receive mOdern education. One hrindred and, trwenty students were to be

sent on an experimental basis, in four years-3o each year. They were to
.finish their edtication abroad, in r5 years. Their average age was tO be from
1 2 to 14 years. TWO cornmissiobers were tn be appointed to supervise the
students whfle abroad..
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.. 3. The goverAtnent'should employ scientific methods to open up the mineral resources.and build railways to transport the mineral products.
4, In order to alloid,.untoward incidents the government should "prohibit
missionaries of any''rel'gious sect us denomination from interfering with the
people's legal procee
is would encroach 'upon, China's

eignty.3

.

.

But the death of Wen. Hsiang's mother sent ihe son into the customary
mourning and retirement from officialdom for three years and the'Proposals
were shelved. However, in, 1870 when there was a 'missionary incident in
Tientsin, Viceroy.Tseng,and, Governor Ting were commissioned jointly to
settle the case. Yung Wing urged Governor Ting td,Present his new educational scheme to VicergoTseng, The viceroy was impressed with his scheme
and memorialized the Court jointly with Viceroy Li-Hung-chang of Chihli '
o.n thescheme: In 1871, the Courraccepted the proposal and 41)pointed Ch'en
Lan-piri, clerk of the Board of JuStice, and Yung. Wing as CoMmissioner and
Deputy Commissioner for the scheme. In that year the first hatch of 30 pupilS
were selected in Shanghai and ,Hong Kong. The parents of the pupils were
required toisign papers in which they agreed to let their sons go abroad and
be educated ,there for a period of t c 'cirs, and not to hold the government
responsible for death or any accident that might befall the youths.

In 1872, this .4ft group of pupils sailed across the ocean to thc United
States, accompanied by Ch'en Lan-ping. YOng Wing had left earlier kir the
United States to arrange their enrollment and .accommodations. He set up

;

his' headquarters at Springfield, M. ss., as the Chinese Educational Commission.

The second group of pupiljafrs for the Vnited States in i 873. the third group
in 1874, and the fourth g up in 1875. A total of i io pupils sent by the goyern1
ment were how in the United States.
In i 874, Yung Wing put up a handsome, spacious bUilding on Collins Street,
Hartford, Conn., as the permanent headquarters .of 'the commission. It was
big enobgh tO accommodate the Commissioner, the Peputy Commissioner,
the interpreter, teachers and 70 or 8o pupils:
MOST of the pupils were intelligent and industrious and were well liked-bytheir American teachers. Willb!in Lyon Phelps in his AUtobiography and
Letters said that many of his Gbinese schoolmates at Hartford High School
were bright and well-behaved. "I could clearly recall everyone of the Chinese
schoolmates such as Auyang King, Kong Kin Ling, Ting Sze Chung, Wong
Kai Kah, Chuck Yen Chi, Tso Ki Foo, Tseng Tuk Kun and allothers. 'Chung
Mun YeW was onc of the class of 1883 in Yale University, and all his schoolmates respected him. He was a mcmber of A boat creV7, artd during the boat
race, he steered his boat with-such skill and composedness as if he were just
.practicing," he wrote.
.In another entry in his Autobiography, he said, "The most intimate schoolmate of minc was a Chinese whose name Was Tso Ki Foo. He was young but
mature, appearing grown-up and very coMposed. I feared I mighr never corn,
,
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pete with him in that respect. In thc classroom he even began translating

Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, a thing that I had never heard of."'
Ch'en Lan-ping, The Commissioner, took exception to the pupils befriending
Ole Americans and to their attendance at.Stmday schools and church services.
He returned to China in 1875 but laterrthe government appointed him Minister
to the United States and Yung Wing Associate Minister. Yung Wing was
reluctant to leave the educational scheme and go to Washington. l-k petitioned
the government to relieve; him of the Associate Ministership. The government
allowed him to retain the Deputy Educational Commissionership while assum.
ing the Associate Ministership.
At this time Wu Hui-shan was appointed Educational Commissioner. He
was a, crank and he accused Yung Wing in secret reports to the Tsung-li
Yamen (Board of Foreign Affairs), of indulging and petting the Pupils. 'It
happened that Yung Wing's application to the U.S. State Department for
admission of some Chinese students into the American military and naval
academies was 'rejected. This led Wu Hui-shan and Ch'en LanTing jointly
to plan to wreck the educational mission.
At this time the U.S. Government prohibited the entry of Chinese laborers.
Conservative elements proposed to the Chinese Government to recall the
students from the United States as a protest. Ch'en Lan-ping and Wu Huishan supported the idea and Yung Wing was left helpless.
The ChineseGovernment order to recall the students was issued in 1881.
A joint letter was scnt by President Porter of Yale, Rcv. Joseph H. Twichell,
Rev. John W. Lane, Samuel L. Clemens (Mark Twain), T. E Frelinghuysen,
John RussellYou g and others to the Tsung-li Yamen asking it to cancel the
.

.

.i<

secall'a the stud nts. But the attempt was in vain.

'

Mark Twain recalled this event in his Autobiography: "About 1879 (:) 188o

. the. Chinese pupils in Hartford and. other New England towns had been
ordered home, by the Chinese government. There were two parties in the
Chinese governmentone headed by Li Hung ..chang, the progressive party,
which was striving to introduce Western arts and education into China; the
other was opposed to all prgressive measures. Li Hung-chang and the progressive party kept the upper hand for some time, and during this period
the government had sent one hundred or more of the country's choicest youth
over here to be educated. By now the other party had got the upper hand .
and had ordered these y9ung people home. At this time an. old Chinaman
named Quong (Ch'en), a hon-progressionist, was the chief 'China minister at
lVashington, and Yung Wing. Was his assistant. The order disbanding the
schools was a great blow to Yang Wing, who had spent many years in'Working for their establishment. This order came upon him with the suddenness
of a thundercap. E-le did not know which way xo turn."5
Mark Twain said that he went with Rev. Twichell to New York to see
.General Grant at the Fifth Avenue Hotel to attach, his name to the jointpetition to the Tsung-li Yamen but the general said he would write a personal
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letter to Li Hupg-chang wlmin he had met, saying that thc recall of thc pupils
was a mistake. The letter was prepared 'right away and sent. Hc wry' re khat
shortly aftcr a cablegram came from thc Chinese government ordEring fake
Chinese Minister to continuc thc pupils' schooling in this country. Hcrc Mark
Tivain's:memory waS incorrect. Actually thc Chincsc did not rescind its order
of recalling thc pupils
.

Of the izo Chinese pupils Yung Wing wrote;:in, My- Life in China and
America: "Quite a number of.suryivors of thc one hundred odd shidents, I
am happy to.sai, have riscn to high-öfficial ranks and positions of greatitrust
and responsibility." Many of them/became high officials, diplomats, cngineers and physicians. Most prominent among thc first group wcre Liang
Tun-yen who becamc Shang Shu (Minister) of thc Board of Forcign AffairS
in 1908 and Jcme Tien-yau, known as thc "King of Railways," whose achieve-

mentin railway construction is ever remembercd in a bronzc statue crccted
in 1919 at Pa-ta Ling near Chu-yung Pass.
Among the second group wcre Tong Kuo-on, an educator, who, together
with Liang Tun-yen and'Liang Shing, urged thc U.S. Government to return
the Boxer Indemnity with which fundsTsing Hua'College (later University)
was founded tcyrepare students to bc educated in thc United States; and
Tsai Ting-kan, a well-known diplomat. Among the third group were Tong
Shao-vi who bccame Shang Shu (Minisrer) of thc Board of PostS and Tele-

graph, and who was appointcd delegite by thc Manchu Government to
negotiate peace with thc Provisional Government, of the Republic ,of China
in 1911; and Liang Shih-yi who was Premier in the Republican GoVernment

in 1921-22. Prominent in the fourth group were ,Liang Shing who, was
appointed Mister to Washington in i9o3 and, influcnced by Yung Witei
brought with him some zo self,supporting Chinese students to the United
States; and Liu Yu-lin, who bccame Minitter to the Court of St. James.7.
Not long after the recall of the Chinese students, Yung Wing also left the'
United States to, return to China as his educational mission had exPired. But
in the spring of 188z he hurried back to the United States whcn he heard that

his American wife, Mary Kellogg, was seriously ill. Shc passed away on
June 28, 1886 and Yung Wing remained in the United States to takc care
of his two young sons.
In 1895, at the summons of the Viceroy of Kiangsu and Chekiang, Chang
Chih-tung, he arrived in Shanghai to present a proposal for a new policy of
strcngth through reform for China. But the Viceroy, in the circumstanccs he
found himself, could not acccpt Yung Wing's proposal. He thcn went to
Peking and discussed with Chang Yin-huan, a senior member of the Tsung-li
Yamen, the establishment of a national bank and later he also proposcd the
construction of a railway connecting Tientsin and Chen-chiang. Both plans
fell through. In 1889, Emperor Kwang Hsu, adopting thc views of K'ang Yu-wei, T'an

Tz'u-tung and Liang Ch'i-chao, instituted the Hundred-Day Reform. The
213
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Empress-Dowager Tzu Hsi who sided with the conserviMVS and was opposed to the reforms reassumed the regency, imprisoned the Emperor and had
six rvforiners including T'an Tz'u-tung beheaded.
Yung, Wing who associated with the reformers was s'uspect. He lied to,
Shanghai and took up residence in the International 'Settlement. Here lw
supported the Chung-kuo Ch'iang Hsueh Hui (Society for China's Strengthening) whose object was the discassion of political reforms and was elected

its president. The Manchu government ordered his arrest And he fled to
Hong ct.nx in 1889.
In Hong Kong:he-tried to bring together all .anti-government group.' to
bring about a change in government. He associated with the reformers under,
K'ang Yu-wei and also the revolutionarieS under Dr. Sun Yat-sen. In 1902,
Hsieh Tsan-tai. and Li Chi-tang, members of the Hsing Chung.Hui, predecessor of the Kuomintang, plotted with Hung Chuan-fu, a survivoii of the Tai-

ping Rebellion, to secure the cooperation of the Triad Society'to start an
uprising 'in Canton. They decided that if the uprising was a success,. they
: Would establish a Ta-Ming Hsun-T'ien-Kuo (Great Ming Heaven-Abiding
Republic4 and to elect Yung Wing president. When they broached the subject to Yung Wing, he praised their bold scheme but Said that support and
rvognition of foreign nations, especially the United States; was necessary
frill any new government. He left Hong Kong for the United States in September of that year to solicit U.S. sUpport. But the Manchus soon learned
of the plot and nipped it in.the bud4.
In the United States Yung Wing came to know Charles B. Boothe and
Homer Lea, who were both helping Dr. Sun Yat-sen in his revOlutionary
efforts. In 1905 he introduced Boothe and Lea to K'ang Yu-wei who was
visiting the United States, accompanied by his daughter Tung-pi. In June
that year Lea invited K'ang to inspect the Chinese cadietintraining.
On October 19, 1908 Emperor Kwang Hsuo4ed away and the Empress
Dowaget Tsu Hsi also died a day after. Pu Yr, only three years'old, was put
on the throne with his father PrinCe Chunlis Regent. In view of the changed

situation, Yung Wing wrote to Boothe and Lea in January, 1909 that Dr.
Sun yraiten was now the recognized revolutionary leader of China and they
should'I4 him realize his plans and ideals.
In November, 109, Dr# Sun Yat-sen arrived in Ne,* York. Yung Wing
wrote to Boothe and Lea to arrange a secret meeting of Dr. Sun Yat-set and
his revolutionaries at Long Beach, California, in mid-March, 1910. The meet-

ing was held at Lea's residence there and passel the following important
resolutions:
1. The Chinese revolutionaries shall terimOrarily suspend the inadequately

prepared uprisings along the Yangtze Riter valley and in South China and
consolidate their manpower and resources for a large-scale uprising sometime
later.
z. As president of the Tung Alen Hui, Dr. Sun Yat-sen shall appdint
214
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Charles B. Boothe Overseas Financial Representative to confer with:the New
York consortiMn for a loan for the large-scale uprising.
Chinese cadets traiiied in thc Unitcd States shall bc dispatched to China
to strengthen thc revolutionary force.

+ The loan to 'be negotiated shall be U.S. $3,5oomoo to be paid in four
installments of $650,000, $1,100,000,

i,o5o,000 and $79'5,000 respectively.

Aftcr the Long Beach confercnce, Dr. Sun Yst-sen traveled to ,Honolulu,
Yokohama, Singapore and Penang to intensify the revolutionary movement.
On October 12,-1910, "he called a secret meeting of the revolutionaries at

Penang, at vch it was decided to stage a big uprising in Canton, 'to send
revolutionari

-the Wuhan tri-cities and elsewhere along the.Yangtze River

to instigate thc ncw armies thcre to' revolt and to establish a revolutionary
headquarters in Hong Kong. In January, 1911, the headquamert *as sct up
at No. 351 Happy Valley, Hong Kong and on March 29 an uprising was staged
in Canton. Undcr tlfe leadership of Huang Hsing the revolutionaries attacked

the headquarters of the Viceroy of Kwangtung and Kwangsi. Though the
uprising faded, it struck fear into thc hcarts of the Manchu officials. Seventy-

two revolutionaries wcre killed. Their remains mere buried at Huang Hua
tNKang (Yellow FloWer
,

1

.9utside Canton.8

But on OetOcr"19, .1911, the lainese Revolution broke out in Wuchang,
toppling thc Manchu dynasty. the boy Ruiperor abdicated., Dr. Sun Yat-sen
who arrived in Nanking..toward tVrerid of the year,i accompanied by. Lea
was elected 'President. of.the Provrisiorial Governrneqt. On January I, 1912,
lfe assumed the. Presidency ancF tqe Ripublic of China, eame into existence.
.
Dr. Sun appouited Lea High Military Adviseced sent a kngthy cablegram
'

to Yung Wing in tke .United Stat,s, urging *to return to China to help
a 0:tinifiCd Chinese government and consolidate the infant republic."
put'YungWing, then 85, and in ill health, could_not rnaltlithe triri. He passed
away in 14artford, Maks.. on.April-22, 191; .and was biAcied there. He was stirviyed
his two 'song:AIorvisOn Brown, theeldenand Bartley G., tile younger.
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#9 RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AND THE CHINESE
Chairman: Stanford M. kgman, New School for Social Research, New York

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THE
CHINESE IN THE UNITED STATES
By
KAREN C. WONG

The history of discrimination against Chinese is very unique, for though
the Chinese people contributed so much toward the building and greatness
of America, they were singled out both as a people and as a nation to be
discriminated against by national legislation designed to stop the Chinese
from coming to this country.
The story begins when the first great influx of Chinese came to this country
in 1848, as coolie labor to work in the mines during California's gold rush.
They were originally received with an attitude of special tolerance and
sympathy. However, that disappeared quickly when the Chinese began to
appear in the mines in 1851. They were attacked vigorously and viciously
by both publie laws and popular uprisings. From 1850-1870, California enacted the Foreign Miners Tax enforced exclusively against every Chinese,
which resulted in 5o% of total revenues paid as taxes during the first four
ycars of their enactment and 98% of total revenues during the final sixteen
years. As early as 1849, in a Chinese Camp in California, an uprising took
place against sixty Chinese miners. At Marysville, California, white miners
in 1852 drew up a resolution asserting that "no Chinaman was to be henceforth
allowed to hold any mining claim in the neighborhood." These anti-Chinese

sentiments spread throughout California and in every mining town, there
were similar restrictions and uprisings. Discrimination developed against them
because of peculiarities of dress, to their color, language, inoffensive habits
and their willingness to work for lower wages. The Chinese were driven out
of the\ mines about the same time as the railroads were being built.

Becanse of scarcity of labor, the Chinese were recruited to work on the'
Central Pacific in 1865. Because of their effidency, coolies were soon transported to work on the railroads. The Civil War period marked a decline in
anti-Chinek sentiment for their labor was needed to complete the Central
Pacific railroad.

The demand for Chinese labor decreased in the '70's, and tbe Chinese
a 16
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entered many different occupations from laundering, tailoring, fishing, to ,
cigar making. At this time,, a flood of European immigiants of the laboring
class arrived in California. Thcy organized, Mainly to sectlfe better treatment
for themselves, and it was nbt until thcn that the Chinesc bcaine undesirable .
elements.

The anti-Chinese movement reached its peak 'in 1875 when the Bank of
California failed and California went through one of its worst economic setbacks. At this time thc Chinese immigrant problem was confined mainly to
California and the $an Francisco region in panicular. With the completion
of the transcontinental railroad and California dcprcssion, a trickle of immigrants ca c to thc Pacific Northwest the Rocky Mountain states and the
East
rd.
In 1885, in,the Northwest, hundreds of Chinese were driven from Tacoma
and their homes and businesses burned. In February, 1886, hundreds of white
workers began coming to Seattle to drive out the cntire Chincse population

of 300-400 inhabitants. On February 7th, the mob went from building to
building in. thc Chinese section, loaded all their belongings, and marched
"then down'to thc docks. Money was raised by subscription to ship out 196
Chinese on the Queen of the Pacific. The rest were marched home, and later
took the train out until only fifteen remained. Governor Squires intervened,
the rights of thc Chinese were upheld, and martial law declared. President
Cleveland sent Federal troops to back up Governor Squire's proclamation.
The Chincsc were allowed to return after the Grcat Fire of 1889, though a
fcw had rcturncd earlier and wcrc prospering.
State legislation against thc Chinese was started as early as 1852 when the
governor of California advised that coolie immigration be restricted and in
1855 the state legislature cnacted a law imposing a head tax of $55 on every
Chinese. In 1858 a law was passed forbidding the Chinese from entering the
Statc but such legislation was declared unconstitutional by the California
Supreme Court and in 117. 6-by the United States StPreme Court; San Francisco also passed numerous city ordinances against the Chinese during this
period like the Laundry, Queue, and Cubic Air Ordinances.
California's efforts to stop Chinese immigration were rendered futile by
the Federal court decision, so California appealed to Congress for national

legislation to stop Chinese immigration. When the country lapsed into a
depression, anti-Chinese feeling entered into national politics and in 1876 both

parties inserted an anti-Chinese plank in their platforms to secure the votes
of the western states.
In 188o a law was passed whcreby the United-States could regulate, limit,
or suspend but not prohibit the coming of Chinese laborers to this country.
On May 6, 1882, a law was passed suspending Chinese imInigration for tenyears. This was the first national restrictive legislation on immigration and
established the permanent exclusion of the Chinese. Congress continued all
laws in force, so absolute prohibition of Chinese laborers continue . It accom217
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plished the effective exclusion of Chinese laborers for Chinese iimnigration
dropped to zero. his was the first time that the American government had
ever stopped people of a specific origin from coining to thc United States.
No Chinese citizen could be legally admitted to the United States as an immigrant from 1882 to 1944 when the Chinese Exclusion Act was repealed.
By the end of the 19th century, the California Chinese had, for the most
part, died off, returned to China, moved eastward, or settled into those ghettos
of American cities referred to as "Chinatown." Chinatown Was the only klace
a lonely Chinese laborer found fellowship, companions, social familiarity,
and solactl. biinatown acted as a buffer against the prejudices, hatreds, and
depredations of hostile whites. 'Chinatown originated with a parental sense
of group feelings and social needs and, at the same time, white aversion and
hostility gave added reasons for these Chinese institutiom to continue 'to
flourish. Chinatown was usually a small area, consisting of three or four
city blocks near the center of a large city. Here Chinese formed their o.wn
organizations which took care of their own conmiunity's needs. In those days
Chinatown Was wide open, businesses flourished, and some Chinese became
,
very wealthy.
Ungavory elements also existed here in the form of gambling and opium

....dens, singsong girls and tong wars. his was primarily due to the lack of
opportunity for family. livingan effect of the exclusion acts which resulted
in subtle genocide of the Chinese. Between 'the period of 1850-1882 with
unrestricted immigration, a. total of only .,848 Chinese women journeyed to
'America. In the same time span, over 100,000 Chinese men arriVed in the
United States. .In 1 Soo there were only 31868,Chinese women left. Before
the turn of the century, there were about :.; Chinese men for every ChineSe
woman. A closer balance Of the sexes did not occur until the 1960's.
As family building began, the problems like tong wars and Opium smoking
began to disappear. These changes'produced a new person, a Chinese Ameri
can. He automatically became a citizen through birth in this country. Although'ploud of .his Chinese heritage, he identified more with America. Yet
before the Second World' War, university graduates of Chinese descent could
obtain but few jobs outSide of Chinatown.; The war changed this and helped

the Chin9)e perhaps more than any other nationality. Duc to the lack of
Manpower
/ during the wp.,. the Chinese began to enter fields closed to tbem
previmisly.
\
The successful struggle of a few Chinese to assimAate into America's society

cannot be seeb as representative. Imbedded institutionalized racism affects'
and discriminates against many less fortunate amese Americans. Prevailing
attitudes and stereotype's of.Chinese have often resulted in low promotional
jobs and positions and limited participation in the mainstream of Ameri an
life.' We see ignorant and apathetical attitudes toward the spcial problen of
,thea Chinese and the exclusion in education of historical conzributionl the
Chinese have made in America.
.
.

2is
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The Chinese niust be recognized as a people who have long endured discrimination in trying to assimilate into thc American society. Society must
eliminate its discrimination and subordinating practices.because the profound
reality is that the Chinese will not dcny thcir Chineseness as omething to
discard along the path toward Americanization. AmeriQ must accommodate
this if shc is truly to be a democratic nation.

THE ANTI-CHINESE MOVEMENT IN(SINiVA
CRUZ COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 1859 i9oo
By
EDWARD C. LYDON

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
During thc latter half of thc nineteenth century, a forest fire of anti-Chinese
scntimcnt swept California. Thuching lightly in some, places, burning deeply
in.-others, thc anti-Chinese feeling alternately smoldered and flared over .half
a century. Though thcrc arc now several Studies examining thc anti-Chinese
movement at the'national and state levels,' t'here have .ticen few studics to
determine the 'nature and intcnsity of the anti-Chinese movement at thc local
level in rural California. This paper, an analysis of the'anti-Chinese movenient
in Santa Cruz county, will examine the,relationship of thc Santa Cruz movement to the statc level movement, will assess thc influence of the anti-Chinese
movement on local politics, and will analyze the effects of thc movement on
thc Chinese in the county.
.Santa Cruz county-is ideally suited for a study of the anti-Chincse movement. With a small but important Chinese population, and located on the
northern sidc of Monterey Bay, Santa Cruz county was close cnough to the
urban ccnter of thc movement t(vtie influenced, yet isolated cnough to develop
its own unique version. Also, the county had two distinct rcgions, each of
which nurtured diffcrcnt kinds of anti-Chinese sentiment. The northern end
of the county, around Santa Cruz, was predominantly a logging and manufacturing region; thc expression of anti-Chinese sentiment thcrc was constant
and at times vicious. The southern arca of thc county, the Pajaro Valley, was
dominated by agriculture, and the anti-Chinese refrain was often muted.
By 1886, the issueof anti-Chinese boycotts had all but split thc county in two.
When analyzing the causes and cffccts of anti-Chinese sentiment in Santa
Cruz county several assumptions werc made: First, there is no way to measure
latent hostility toward the Chinesethe feelings had to be expressed in some
way before they cambe ex4ned. So, when anti-Chinese sentiinent is identi219
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fied in an area, what is mean( is expres.sed opinion. Secondly, anti-Chinese
sentiment existed sporadically throughout thc cntirc period under study, and
several symptoms were uscd to diagnose its presence: restrictive ordinances,
anti-Chinese public meetings and rallies;anti-Chinese advertising, and violence
and harassmcnt dircctcd against Chinese. Third, sporadic sentiment became
a movement when organization existed and action was planned or taken. A
fcw anti-Chinese editorials did not constitute a movement; instcad, thcy often
wcrc a momentary expression of opinion by thc editor. In thc strictest scnsc,
movement must bc a sustained; organizcd effort to bring about changc.
Using thc above definitions thcrc was anti-Chinese sentiment in Santa Cruz
county between 1859 and 1876, and thc emergence of thc sccrct Santa Cruz
Order of Caucasians in 1877 markcd thc transition to a movement. Between
1877 and 1886, mirroring thc state-level anti-Chincsc movement, there was'a
vocal anti-Chinese movement in Santa Cruz county. With the wasting away
of thc anti-Chinese boycott movement in the summcr of 1886,.the Santa Cruz
movement subsided into occasional expressions ,of hostility which all but
disappearcd by 1903.
.

.

The Chinese in Santa Cruz County
The Chinesc never comprised morc than four perccnt of the county's total
population. From a single enumerated Chincsc in 1850,2 thc Chincsc population
grew to 785 in 1890 and thcn fell quickly to less than oo in 1910:
Chinese in Santa Cruz County3
Chinese
Total Population
.

1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910

643

4,944
8,743
12,802
19,270
21,512
26,140

6
156
523
785

614
194

With thc exception of Chinesc fishermcn along the beaches, seasonal laborers in the fields, and isOated groups of Chinese woodcutters and gardeners,
most of the Chinese livtd in the two most populous towns in the county.
Santa Cruz, the county seat of the miSsion that gave its name to the county,
wa& the manufacturing ccnter for the county. After statehood came to California, the area adjacent to Santa Cruz bccame dotted with lumber mills,
paper mills, tanners, and lime kilns, all of which used the piers at Santa Cruz
to ship their products to markets in San Francisco and southern California.
The Chinese community in Santa Cruz, though moved from tiV,to time,
was usually located on a street which ran/along the west bank of 'the San
Lorenzo River. The censukschedules for t870 and i880 dramatically ihow
the primary areas of \employment for Chinese in Santa Cn, were as copki;'
22U
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laundrymen, and domestics. In fact, in I88o, 79 of the 98 Chinese enumerated
within the city of Santa Cruz were employed in service capacities.' Though
several local industries had uscd Chinese labor at onc time, notably the California Powder Works, by 1889 they had all released their Chinese employees.
Thus, in Santa Cruz, thc Chinese provided services to thc white community,
and did not play a major role in thc economy of the city. In thc lumber camps
north of Santa Cruz, thc census schedules list a Chinese cook here and there,
but there are no Chinesc laborers in the logging industry, or at the saw mills.
Twenty miles southeast of Santa Cruz lay the Pajaro Valley, the agricul-

tural heart of Santa Cruz county, with Watsonville thc major town. As the
large ranchos of thc Mexican period were broken into smaller farms, intensive
agriculture found its waN'' into the area. By 1875, wheat and barley wcrc giving
way to specialty crops like strawberries, hops, sugar beets, and orchards. Mo
of the ncw crops needed to be cultivated and harvested by hand, and as the

need for firm labor grew, so did the Chinese community in \Watsonville..
Though Watsonville was always smaller than Santa Cruz, it always had a
larger Chinesepopulation. Thc majority of the Chinese enumerated in Watsonville were listed as agricultural laborers, and most of the remainder were
in service position to thc Chinese community: barber, a policeman (hired by
the Chinese), retal store operators, gamblers and opium dealers. Watsonville's
Chinese section w is a true Chinatown, as all seven of the Chinese females listed
in the 1870 ccnsu lived there as did twelve of the thirtccn Chinese females
in 1880.5 While this ielf-sufficient Chinese community provided labor essential
to the economy of the Pajaro Valley, thc Chinese in Santa Cniz wcrc on the
periphery of the manufacturing, and potentially vulneralik to anti-Chinese

hostility. As shall be shown later, this apparent vulnerabir was deceptive:
both Chinatowns had internal strengths which will prove to be invaluable in
the corning struggle:
1 Elmer Clarence Sandrnever, The Arai-Chinese ,ifovement in Crlifornia (Urbana,
University of Illinois Press, t939); Alexander Saxton, The Indispensable Ent-my ( Ilerkeky :
Iso. Stanford M. Lyman. Chinese ,,Imericans
University of California Pre&s, 71)
5; Betty Lee Sung, The Story of the Chinese
(New York, Random House, i
,

in America (New York, MacMi an.
2 United States Census (18to), ma
3 Bureau of Census, izth Census o

p. 27-57.

t for California.

(two), p. 565; 13th Census of U.S. (1910).

p. 596.

4 Burean of Census, 9th Census df U.S. ( t87o), manuscript. Californ: toth Census
of U.S. (18%), manuscript.
5 Ibid

CHAPTER II
THE FORMATIVE YEARS: 1859-1875
Anti-Chinese Sentiment in the Santa Cruz Area
Though there was a wide variety of hostility expressed toward the Chinese

in Santa Cruz county between 1859 and 1876, all attempts to form anti2 21
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Chinese organizations m.ere unsuccessful. Initially, the Cliiiwse %%Tee mit
visible in any numbers, so the Chinese issue was an abstraction and difficult
to keep on center stage. Periodically, Chinese laborers were bhmed for thc
economic ills of the state, but the absence of any sizeable number of Chinese
in the county made it difficult for local citizens to saddle thc Chinese with the
r
blame for liard time% in Satin Cruz. county.
Thc licitie Sentinel (later named the Santa Cry: Sentinel) began publishing in Santa Cruz in 1 8 ç6, and from that time until after the turn of the century
it kept a consistently anti-Chinese editorial position. During this first phase of
the movement, the newspaper took a sympathetic view of the stateWide antiChinese movement but 'always deplored violence directed against 'Chinese. In
the first anti-Chinese editorial spublished in thc county, editor John McElroy
laid the blame for California's hard times directly at thc feet of the Chinese
and the companies that employed them) From that editorial tntil 1876, the
Sentinel maintained its constant opposition to Chinese immigr tion.2
As thee number of Chinese in thc county increased,'the ed toria4 became
more openly racist. In a lengthy editorial in 1873, the cditoil, B. P. Kooser,
reiterated the standard anti-(Thinese view'thatthinese immig iation should be
stopped because the Chinese drove down wages and.they "cared nothing for
our countrY beyond the advantage ii affords for, making money."
.

He concluded this important editorial with the following observation:
"They [Chinese ] huddle in miserable, cheap tenements, without an idea of
decency; they arc surrounded with and grovel in filth and baseness, the very
sight of which is revolting and sickening. Neither is this an exception, for
wharever you find them in country towns they are always exkting in a like
condition."3 Apparently the abstraction was becoming- a reality.
However, the Sentinel was quick to deplore violence 4gainst the Chinese.
When the news of the expulsion of the Chinese from Horniais, California,
reached Santa Cruz in June of 1859, the editor criticized the use of forceon
both moral and legal grounds: "Such acts ate unworthy our boasted.sivilization."4 And, as the number of violent incidents against Chinese grew in
Santa Cruz, he upbraided the perpetrators of such actS.° In 1869, a mission
khool for the.Chinese was set up in Santa Cruz by .the American Missionary
Association. By t873 there was an active group of Chinese attending the
school, particularly during the winter months. Periodically, school boys
would line the route from Chinatown to the school, shouting threats and
throwingistones at the Chinese. In a blistering editorial, Kooser criticized
the boys for such acts and lamented the apparent lack of civility in such
behavior.°
.

By the mid-i87o's, Chinese labdr was being used extensively in the California Powder works on the San LorenzO River, in the San Lorenio Paper
Mill, the Soquel Sugar Beet Factory, and in the"cOnstruction of the narrow
gauge railway between Watsonville and Santa Cruz. Kooser criticized business

in general for using Chinese labor, but never directed that criticism toward

local businesses. The California Powtkr WookOelkpample, was one of the
main Manufacturing concerns in the cOlinty IF' &liking gimpowder which
was shipped all over the country. Chinese laborers wcrc used in the construction of the mill, as coopers, and elsewhere in the operation.' In 1864, a petition

was circulated in Santa Cul/ and presented tp the company asking that thc
Chinese be fired and replaced by whites, but the company ignored the reqiiest." Kooser defended the use of Chinese labor in the mill s thc only means
that the Powder Company could use to keep their producrs competitive with
goods produced on the east coast." That same tisfense had been nsed by California businesses throughout the I8-o's as a defense for using Chinese labor.
For Kooser, local economic expediency took precedence over principle: the.
Powder Alin provided jobs for whites asl, well as Chinese and its continued
operation was more important than expelling Chinese laborers.

In thc early 187o's,,the Chinese provided the labor for several important.
local construction projects including the regrading of thc road from Soquel
to San' Jose, the cohstruction of the horse railway in Santa Cruz, and the constructibn of the narrow-gauge railway between Santa Cruz and Watsonville."

Thc narrow gauge railway' provided Santa Cruz with its first rail link to San
Francisco., SoOser described the project in great detail, and frequently commented upon the industry and tenacity of the several hundkd Chinese work-

ing on the project." During the construction of -the railroad, a number of
Chinese laborers were initired and Kooser expressed sympathy for them."
While he condemned the use of Chinese labor in constructing the transcondnental railroad,13 hc was openly impressed with their work in the county. This
was a majhr charactersitic of the anti-Chinese sentiment expressed in the
'county though quick to support stateltvel movements against Chinese
migration, quick to sign petitions or vOte for anti-Chinese candidates, and
'quick toridicule the appearance of the Chinese and their customs, local citizens were reluctant to direct their hostility at Chinese in.the county.
Anti-Chinese Sentiment in the Papro I 'alley
The,.main newspaper in the agricultural end of Sofita Cruz county was the
,weekly Watsonville PaPronian. established in OM by J. A. Cottle and taken
over the following year by C. 0. Cummings." Cottle was very skeptical about
the anti-Chinese sundment being expressed in the city newspapers. In March,
1868, Cottle speculated aUut the high rate of unemployment in Watsonville,
and after noting the.number of idkrs in the arca'. rejected thc notion that they
had been put out of work by the Chinese, since there were only twenty Chinese
in the entire area." In May, 1M.), Cottle published a point by point denunciation of the anti-Chinese sentimc nrheing expre&sed elsewhere in the state. He
termed the anti-Chinese movement a "huge political Jack-o-lantern, stuck

on the pole of party to frighten the ignorant." Instead, hc wrote, California
should welcome the economic. intercourse with China; contact between China
and California would naturally result in the Chinese adopting American civili22;
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zation. He suggested that the complaint of,miscegenation "be dropped Until
Chinese want to marry their
it is ascertained Eby politicians] whether
sisters." He concluded the editorial with aplea for reason: "This howl against
the Johns is veri 'foolish and we hope that the people of 'California will not
allow themklyes to become unreasonable, just through the influenCe of prejudices."16 The theme of reason was played early in Watsonville, and thougia
the newspaperthanged hands seyetal times, the Pajaronian remained skeptical)
of the anti-Chinese movement until the nirnof the century.
Cottle sold the paper to C. 0. Cummings who, in 1869, picked up the theme
of skepticism about the anti-Chinese issue: "Is not this great issue of the day
the great humbug of the day12."11' By that time, the Pajáro Valley was becoming,

.

increasingly dependent on Chinese labor. In the summer of 1869, Cummings
stated flatly: "Truly, Chinamen are a lae9e,fit to us this year at least, and We
would advisethe enemies of Chinese labor to keep silent until our crops are
gathered ... they make excellent hands and can her depended upon to go to
work on, Monday mornings."" Again, the immete eConcunic need prevailed
4
N
over the broadl3i-stated principle.
The one unsucceSsful effort to establish an anti-coolie\Association in Sta
Cruz county occurred in Watsonville in, late 1.87.o.'On NoVember 22, a meeting was held to organize the Watsonville Anti-Chinese Associatil5n, whose
initial objective was ttldrive the Chinese from the EPajaro)' Valley ..." The'
-following week theMiociation leadership Asued a disclaimer indicating that
was to encourage the cessation of Chinese immigration into the
thei
tes: "There is no spirit of holtility on tht part of theSociety toward
the nese now among us . . ." tut, after two more weekly meetiris te Association disappeared." Even in the winter, Chinese exclusion was not a popular
issue in the labor-hungry, Pajaro Valley.
As tk.Chinese population in the Pajaro Valley.grew, a Chinese. section developed at Watsonville very near the center of town; just one block off the
I main street. In 1874, the Pajaronian (Cummings, editor) began a campaisql
to have the Chinese section of Watsonville eitlier cleaned up or mooed. Cummings described the Chinese quarter as a "sink hole of barbarism and multitudinous stinks ... situated in-the heart of the, business portion of Watsonville."
However, he also indicated that he wanted the Chinese to remain close to the
town, "Where they will not be so offensive."20' For the next six months .he
exhorted the citizens and the Town Council to do something about. Chinatown, but no ordinances were forthcoming and the Chinese remained.21
One possible reason that the anti-Chinese cry was not picked up during this
period was.the existence of a. racist.campaign against another ethnic group,
more' numerous and more visible. While the asti-Chinese movement Was
foundering during the early years, thsie was a,coun
(and state-wide)
movement directed against CalifOrnieS, Mexitans
s.22 FrOm laws
a
directed against their. customs and:traditions to mob
cc, the Spanishspeaking in Santa Cruz were undertonStam attack. Fxcep4for the fortunate
.

,
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few that were able to hold on to their Mexican land grants, by 1860, most of
the Spahish-speaking pdpulation in the county was sequestered in a Spanish'1-town to the east of Santa Cruz (Branciforte), or in a collection of bars and
shacks north of Watsonville (Whisky Hill).23Between 185o and 1875.at least
nine Spanish-speaking people were lynched in Santa Cruz county. 24 Vigilance
committees abounded in the county (as they did egewhere in California); in
i87o, a "protective,Association"Jormed in 9f'atsonyil1e and issued a list of
people wanted for crimes against the communityall on the list had Spanish
surnames.25

.

The relationship between the campaign against the Spanish-speaking an
the movement against the Chines&is not yet clear," but two interrelationships
appeared in Santa Cruz county. First,.there were a number of incidents of
assault between Chinese and Spanish-speaking residents of the county.27 This
could well have been a manifestation of the two groups jockeyingfor position
at the bottom of the socid-economic hierarchy. Secondly, during the 1874
editorial carnpaign to remove the Chinese settion from downtown WatsonVille, CurAings often noteel that Chinatown yos attracting "Greaserg and
Indians". into the heart of town.. Chinat wn was attractive to the Spanislspeaking population, providing entertai mei* in the form of gambling, opihm
and prostitution. Thus, the niove to get Chinatown ,outside the corporate
lithits of Watsonville was an efforeto keep the Mexicans, Indians and Californios in their placeoutside town.
By 1,875, the campaign_ of Violence against the Spanish-speaking in California was winding down. With the execution of the last bandido, Tiburcio
Vasque*--in San,. Jose in 1875; a sigh of relief went tip, from the Santa Cruz
county.25\.Thelast California lynching of a Spanisb-speaking inrson bccurred
in Santa Cruz in 1877 with the hanging of twO murder suspects from the San

-

1

,

Lorenzo river blidge.25 The energy that *law and prder"' elements of
Santa Cruz coin-my had expended in their campaign against the "greaser" will
now be directed against the Chinese.
1 Pacific Sentinel, Nov. i 1, 1859.
2 Santa Cruz Sentinel, April 13, 1862; Aptil zo, i 862:
,3 Ibid., March r5, .0373.
,
.4 ibid., June-18, 1859.
5 Ibid., Augtist 15, 1871; September 25, 1875.
6 Ibid., Apri1,9, 1.869; October 25, 1873.
7 Ibid., March 14, 1874.

/

8 ibid., October ez 2, r864.

°Ibid., March 14, 1874.
16 lbid., June 18-, 187orJuly 3, 1875.
11/hid., December 12, 1874; July 3, 1875.
12 lbid., January 1, 1876; January 22, 1876; jalll'ary 29, 1876.
il-Mid., April 2, 1867; April 23, 1.867.

14 E. S. Harrison, History of -Santa Cruz County (San Francisco: Ricitic Press, 1892),
.

p. 88.

15 Watsonville Pajaronian, March 19, 1868.
18 Ibid., May 14, ;MB.
17 Ibid., ',filly 15, 1869.
a
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18 Ibid., July 15, 1869.

18 Ibid., November 24, I870; December 1-December 15, I870.
,
20 Mid., Sept. 3, 1874.
21 Ibid., Sept. 10,,1874; Oct. 1, 1874; Nov. 19, 1874; Dec. 3, 1874; Dec. 24, 1.874.

22 Leonard Pitt. The Decline of the Californios. (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1970).
,.
23 Bureau of Census\,,Eightb Census ( i86o), manuscript, Santa.Cruz county.
21 Santa Cruz Sentind, June 2 I, 1856; Pajaranian, May 19, 1870.
25 Paiaronian, March 2;,1870.
28 Pitt. Decline of Californias, pp.. 71/4-78.
.
ugust 8, 1872.
27 Sentinel, Sept. 15, 1877; Dec.'5, 1883; March 29, '1 4;
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28 Margaret Koch, Santa Cmz Connty: Parade of the Past (Fresno: Valley Publisher,
1973), pp. 147-148.
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28 Pitt, Decline of Californio,,p. 200r Sentinel, May 5, 1877. Pitt erroneously puts the
San Lorenzo river in Santa Clara county.'
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of-IAPTER III
THE MOVEMENT MATURES: 1876-1883
Both
e state-wide and Santa \Cruz county anti-Chinese movements
emerged matured in 1876. In Santa \Cruz county a Coinbination of factors
contributed to the movement gaining 'momentum including: a depression,

the formation of the Workingman's Party in San Francisco, and Duncan
M'cPherson's becoming editor and publisheof the Santa Cruz Sentinel.
California had been experiencing an econ *c depression since 1869, and
by 1875, Santa Cruz county was hit by hard ti es. Unemployment was particularly high ih the manufacturing and lumber industry around Santa Cruz.,
The slump continued for the next five years: lumr mills closed, houses and
storostood vacant and even the California Powder Works closed for a short
time. The Pajaro Valley did not feel the economic pi4ch as severely, and the
Pajaronian cra:ved from time to time that Watsonville was faring pretty viel1.2
Thus, part of the stage is set for a strong anti-Chinese movemem in Santa
Cruz, and a weA movement in Watsonville. Perhaps the most important actor
on that stage will be Duncan McPherson, editor of the Santa Cruz Sentinel.

McPherson had come to Santa Cruz in 1856, and after dabbling in the
Sentinel as a business manager in,the i 86o's and editing ,a newspaper in San
Mateo for five years, he returned to Santa Cruz in 1876 and ltught an interest IL
in the Sentinel and became its editor. From that time until after the turn of
the century, McPherson was consistently, avidly, almost hysterically antiChinese in both' editorial policy and his persoiial political career. He published
verbatim minutes of anti-Chinese clubs, ran their advertisements, and often
provided personal leadership for the movement.
The tempo of anti-Chinese sentiment in Santa Cruz picked up in the spring
of 1876. On Saturday,%April 15, an Anti-Chinese Association was formed,
composed of an unknown number of unemployed "working men and mechanics." The Associatian was dedicated to boycotting Chinese businesses or those
businesses that employed Chinese. The nvit evening, several drunken men
attacked a Chinese residence in the Chinese section of Santa Cruz and hurled
zo

.
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stbnes through die windows until they were
ed. Eventually, seven of
the men were tried and convicted on assaulv clieges. The meetings on Saturday night, and the assault on Sunday evening'Vere the harbinger of things
to comc, but this anti-Chinese Associatj4was not heard from again.3
McPhersqn thcn launched a one yea1,7editorial campaign against Chinese
immigration. Drawing upon articles amkeditorials from San Francisco newspapers, he systematically enumerated all of the argumepts which, by this time,

were standard fare fol4ponents of Chinese immigration. Using such descriptive adjectives as "hog eyed," and "rat-eating," he denounced the Chinese
for undercuttinglvages, for bcing unassimilable, for being heathens, for smoking opium, for gambling, and for being diseased. He upbraide4 farmers for
not firing Chinese farm laborers, and he urged all businesses and families to
release their Chinese help and hirc uncmployed'whites in their plve.4#
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The Santa Cruz Order of Caucasians
A second and morc successful attempt to found .an awi-Chine§e club camc
in December, 1877, with the foundation of thc Santa Cruz Caucasian Society.
A secret society dedicated to boycotting the Chinesc, the Santa Cruz Cauca-

sians mct weekly and numbered dyer fifty at one paint. Though the Santa
Cruz Order was obviously patterned on its contemporary in San Francisco,
there is no evidence that it was involved in,killing Chinese as the San Francisco Caucasians were' McPherson, one of the founding methbers of the
Society,8 was careful to point out that the Caucasians were taking a "lawabiding, determined course" in urging thc boycotts. Meeting in secret, the
Caucasians began to hone thc boycott into an effective weapon; the weapon
will outlive thc organization.' For, just at the tiMe when the Caucasian membership began to hlossom,another group was forming in Santa Cruz county
which would provide the apparatus to transform the anti-Chinese sentiment
into a formidable movementthe Workingmen's Party.
The Santa Cruz Workingmen's Party
Founded in thc fall of 1877, and espousing anti-Chinese slogans, the Workingmen's Party spread quickly throughout California.. Undcr thc leadership
of Denis Kearney, the Workingmen's Party quickly attrdcted.the attention of
the unemployed both in San Francisco and Santa Cruz.8 By early Februaty,
1878, a Workingmen's Party was formed in Santa Cruz undcr the banner,
"No Nationality! No Religion! ... No Chinamen Need Apply."9 The success of thc organization was astonishing; inside one month, the Santa Cruz
Workingmen had 266 members which one editor claimed to be thc best response to thc party outsidc San Francisco.1° On October 26, 1878, thc Santa

Cruz Order of Caucasians adjourned indefinitelythe sccrct anti-Chinese
movement had gwe public.
From its inception, the Santa Cruz Workingmen's Party attractcd more than
just workingmen. The leadership in both Santa Cruz county and in San Fran.
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cisco was hardly proletarian; Elihu Anthony, the President of the Santa Cruz
.party was one of the pioneer Yankees to come into the county. Developer of
the first foundry in Santa Cruz, Anthony had come to be an extengive property-owner by the time of his election as head of the Workingmen' Party at
was
age 59.12 Until the.late 188o's Anthony, along with Duncan cPhers
the most vocal opponent of the Chinese in Santa Cruz.-eounty.
Behaving like a political machine, the Workingmen's Party directed its enthe Santa Cruz City
ergies to putfilbrg- candidates up for local elections.
ceeded in electing its
elections of April, 1878, the Workingmen's Party
candidates in four of the six offices up for election.'3 The platform of the
Santa Cruz party was similar to that of the state organization and included a
clean government plank, an anti-monopoly prank, and most importantly, a
plank opposing Chinese inunigration." Some Workingmen in Santa Cruz even
took to affixing signs to the rears of their wagons which read, "The Chinese

Must Go.""
The only important debate within the Working'men's Party in Santa Cruz
arose over Denis Kearney. "Kearneyism," a penchant for violent incendiarism,

was roundly denounced by most of the leadership within the party. Santa
Cruz had a taste of incendiarism during the summer of 1877 immediately
following the first of Kearney's San Francisco sandlot demonstrations, and
neither the party nor NIcPherson liked those tactics." At one point, McPherson became so disgusted with Kearney's antics that he wrote, "Kearney,
by his language, his demeanor, his threats, his antecedents, his plagiarizing of
other men's brains in speech-making has led the people ... to believe that the
anti-Chinese fight here is conducted mainly by hoodlums and Communists.""
Afithony, on the other hand, supported Kearney, and when the fiery leader
came to speak in Santa Cruz county In 187L. Anthony met him, hosted him,
and introduced him to the assembled cr(m d." Anthony owned considerable

property in Santa Cruz, and he stood to lose a lot if:violence broke out in
Santa Cruz, yet he wished to be identified with Kearney, apparently for
political masons. Soon after Kearney left the county, Anthony was elected to
the California Asserpbly.'9
Anthony was not the only Santa Cruz Workingmen's Party member to use
the party as a launching pad to higher office. William F. White, a farmer from
the Pajaro Valley who joined the Santa Cruz Workingmen because the Watsonville chapter had failed, attended several state-wide conventions of the
Party, and in 1879 was the unsuccessful Workingmen's Party candidate for
governor.20 By i 88o even McPherson, a life-long Republican, became rirspicious of the number Npoliticians (mainly Democrats) that were materializing
-within the Santa Cruz Workingmen's Party;21 and with its energies sapped by
intra-parry bickezing, the §anta Cruz chapter died by the end of I880. Though
short-lived, the Santa Cruz Workingmen's Party provided important political
experience for many of its members, experience they will draw on as required
by the recurring theme of Chinese exclusion.
:28
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Tthe Waisomn
oLigyjen 's Part.1,,e4118e nrtituidn; O:f 1879
Predictably',"
men's Itarty.was
ch moi-e'Subdued in WatsonEarly,
8, a Atts9rwil1e. cliapterprgarifzed, met regularly, and po.6tely
Yielco
..R.earricc ss,,,hdn Jiecame to siSeak ri i'l3q9. However, the
tett
.

Pdprontan
.news o f

as continually critipr of Kiarney and.his tactics, and when the
izuys cdcaing to'ilWatsoniille first- surfaced, Radcliff wrote:
:h.' .44Flur1ab
old:,!hell-bi4d and hcircp.'If he e4ibits, that noose here [Watsonville I 'it stills thrts Manytito-Ch.tivulsionSof laughter."22
. Who tho' debate on
roposaxalifotnia. Constitution began in the
sfirin
f .11879,
Attitsonvilie Workintinen's Party could not s port it
thoug he.Consti 'ori had been:influtnced by Workingmen's Par deleen it .s,4eikraftecr. the Paj'ato Wiley farmers could not sup, rt it
-"On tht.ground thaVit will Arive away capital froni the valley."23 So, a! in,

ire

the cminty was split!. Sari,ta Cruz supported the Constitution while Watsonvi le
opposed
,Oecfdriate, 9f the county voted for ratification,.-but a heav

negative voti*d6e in reom the Pajaro Valley."
The negative vote eannot be interpreted as being favorable to Chinese immigration, however, for in a" referendum on Chinese immigration held in
California in September, 1879, 2,450 Santa Ci-uz county voters indir.:Jted opposition to Chinese immigration While only four favored it." Mr-Pherson, when

commenting on the results of that referendum called the four "eranks."26
Thus, Santa Cruz county voters (and California) expressed overwhchning
opposition to continued Chinese immigration on a national level, while the
Pajaro Valley farmers remained apprehensive about losing their labor supply.
As the Pajaronian summed it up during the wheat harvest in 0379: "... the
Chinese must go- forthto bind."27
Reaction tO the Exclusion Bills

'the depth and strength of the anti-Chinese moycuient during this period
can also be measured by the reaction to attempts at federal restriction of
Chinese immigration. In March, ;879, citing its c millet with the' Burlingame
Treaty, President Hayes vetoed the first attempt to restrict Chinese exclusion
(the Fifteen Passenger Bill). The Pajaronian responded with disappointrnent;.
but the Sentinel voiced the opinion that, "A great work has been done by
Congress and destroyed by Haves." McPherson intimated that Hayes ws
influenced try eastern manufacturers, eastern ministers, and Mrs. Hayes.28
During the next two years, Santa Cruz county followed the progress of
treaty revision and the Miller Chinese Exclusion Bill with greacinterest, and
when the news reached Santa Cruz county that President Arthsir.,h.
etoed
this attempt, the north end of the county exploded with angel:N:9
e news
of the veto reached Santa Cruz on April 4, 1882, and by that even
onfire
was roaring as a crowd gathered to see a burning effigy of President Arthur

hanging in the Plaza. In speeches that evening, Duncan McPherson and
Elihu Anthony, along with other community leaders, expressed disappoint.
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ment in the President and reaffirmed their oppositiOn to Chinese immigration.

And, when the modified exclusion bill was signed by President Arthur on
May 6, the people of Santa Cruz celebrated in the streets."
Watsonville, refusing to observe the statewide holiday declared for public
protest against Chinese immigration on NIarch 4, r882., reacted to Arthur's
veto withvanchalance."' There were no mass meetings, and the Pajaronian
chastised die hanging in Santa Cruz as a "relic of bygone times [which] ...
carries no conviction or force with it.""2 The Pajaronian, having dismissed the
anti-Chinese issue as a "political taffy pull" sighed with relief when Arthur

finally signed the Chinese Exclusion Act in May, declaring, "At last the
Chinese question is out of politics, and we are glad of it."3"

McPherson's Blind SpotThe South Pacific Coast Railroad. \
Since 1871, the city of Watsonville had a railroad link'with aie San Francisco

\\

bay area, arid beginning in 1876, McPherson began advocating a direct rail
line between Santa Cruz .4nd San Francisco. Though one could ride the train
from Santa Cruz to San Ferancis, after 1876, it involved a circuitous route
through Watsonville, out to Gilroy, and north up the Santa Clara Valley.
A directiiink 'over the Santa Cruz mmintains would cut hours off the trip
as well as eliminate the ignominy of having to pass through Watsonville on
the way. Just as the South Pacific Coast Railroad -began construction south
from Santa Clara into the mountains, the anti-Chinese movement was organized. And .to his consternation, McPherson found that the road was being
constructe44y Chinese. McPherson had a dilemma: if he began a campaign
to get the S th Pacific Coast Railroad to fire its Chinese, who would build
the road? SoJhe chose to play down the role of the Chinese when describing
the building of the road. As the thousand Chinese railroad workers began
their arduous task of pushing a railroad through the twisting ridges north of
\ Santa Cruz, McPherson buried the .articles on back pages, and often failed
to mention that the majority oFthe workers were dhi nese. 34
The-story of the cOnstruction of the South Pacific Coast Railroad and-par7
ticularly the incredible tunneling done by the Chinese on the route; has yet
to recelye its due." There were eight tunnels totalling 2 and Y8 miles in length
drilled 1),\T Chinese laborers at an enormous cost in human life. The two longest

tunnels (eaCh over a mile) were drilled through gas-bearing rock, and there
were several serious explosions when, the gas was accidentally ignited. In'one
explosion in tunnel number three, thirty-two Chinese lost their lives." All
told, at least 45 Chinese were killed during the construction of the South
Pacific Coast Railroad.

After the huge explosion in tunnel number three, McPherson declared
that he had found thc solution to the problem of Chinese labor: "Laboring
men say that the Chinese mbst go. Send them into the oil-gas end of tunnel
N6. 3. -They will then wing their flowery way to the Celestial land, or hunt
the sources of the fircs that keep the volcanoes in perpetual motion."87 One
.

s
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week later, after recommending genocide iks a solution, Mc

6 1 1( 1061i4.

.

(the

bottom of his barrel of racist epitets \Wien he describe: ' ;-- hmege as

"... half human, half devil, rat-catigg, ragLwearing, law-ignorine,. Christian
civilization-hating, opium-smoking, labor-degrading, entrail-sucking Celestials ..."38 Even at a time when anti-Chinese descriptive terminology was
common in California newspapers, McPherson'seditorials have to take the
prize for the most vicious, and most repulsive.
When the South Pacific Coast Railroad was finally completed in M , 188o,
the road was quick tO release all its Chinese employees, and McPherson
proudly announced that there were no longer any Chinese on the road's payroll." Once again, economic necessitt tokc precedence over the stated prin-.
ciple of "Thc Chinese Must Go." E'Ven Duncan McPherson, a man with a
burning (and as yet unexplainable) hatred for Chinese had to hold back his
demand for releasing Chinese laborers until the railroad was completed.
The Narrowing of the Chinese World in Santa Cruz County
As occurred elsewhere in California, the Chinese in Santa Cruz found themserves increasingly restricted, regulated, taxed, and harassed. And, with the
development of the anti-Chinese movement in Santa Cruz county in 1876,
governments passed ordinances which.narrowed the scope of Chinese employment and social contact. Even in the Pajaro Valley, where there was a great
need for Chinese labor, ordinances restricting the Chinese wcre passed.
Santa Cruz; however, led the county in the number and variety of antiChinFt ordinances passed during this period. Besides the usual laws restricting gambling, opium, peddlers and laundries, Santa Cria even adopted a
pole-ordinance.40 Watsonville, though restrained ii its ant4-Chinese sentiment,
passed similar ordinances, including an ordinance making kite-flying rithin

the city limits of Watsonville illegal. A Chinesersident _of 'Watsonville*
Chinatown was arrested for flying a kite.'" These canipaigns directed againSt
Chinese culture are reminiscent of the campaign to clitninate the culture of
the Spanish-speaking population in the county during the 1850's and 186o's.
By the early 188o's very definite lines had been drawn by whites in Santa
Cruz county defining what work the Chinese could do, and where thcy could
live. Whether working in the fields, drilling railroad tunnels, or toiling .in
the laundries, the Chinese were providing a good share of the labor in the

County. Yet, they received little respect from the white residen s of the

county. And, not infrequently, Chinese were the butt of practical jo es. During the election of 1871, a long line developed in front of the pol ing place
in the city of Santa Cruz. One practical jo
handed a Chinese observer a
ballot and suggested he stand in line "jus
Melican man." The Chinese
stood in line for several hours, but, upo
riving at the voting table, was
turned away, much to the enjoyment o the assembled crowd.42 On another
evening, a Chinese put on roller skates t a Santa Cruz skating rink, and ac
sording to one observer, "first his heels ould be in the air, then soMe of the
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boys would take hold of his,lucue and jerk him over backwards ... This kind

of amusemst John took/good naturedly. ..."" Chinese were criticized for
not wishinro assimilat , yet they were ridiculed when they did make any
n culture. This "damned if you do, damned if you
effort to adopt Am
that good natured response of the Chinese into one
don't" bind will
of frustration and anger by the mid-1.88o's. When the anti-Chinese mOvemene
went on its last, and most abusive campaign in 1885, both Chinese communities in Santa Cruz county were ready for the fray.
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CHAPTER IV
APOGEE AND DECLINE: 1884-1892
After the passage of tpe Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882, the California antiChinese movement waited expectantly for Chinese immigration to stop and
Chinese emigration to begin. But, by 1884, an air of frustration permeated the
state as "Chinese must go" forces saw that the Chinese remained.' They expressed dismay that Chinatowns seemedAo get larger, and each arrival of a
vessel in San Francisco with Chinese aboard brought charges ,t the federal
government (customs officials in particular) was not euforcing the Exclusion
law. Ironically,.racist movements tend to place a high value on being treated
fairly by their elected officialswhile they espouse unfair treatment for someone else.2 By "1885, having lost confidence in state and federal lawmakers, the
anti-Chinese movements in many areas began to take the initiative; by using
direct actiorvagainst Chinese communities, they attempted to solve the problem that the governments hadPrefused to solve for them. As Saxton points out,
the archetypical incidents in Rock $prings, Wyoming Territory, and Eureka,

,
California, became the exam*s used by many California communities. From
ordinances in the early stages, the movement escalated to force, intimidation,
and in some ateas, violence.2

Anti-Chinese Movement in Felton
During the winter of 1885-86, as elsewhere in California, the anti-Chinese

/ movement in Santa Cruz county reached crescendo pitch. In November, an
anti-Chinete club forMed in the lumbering region of Felton and poulder
Creek, north of Santa Cruz. In 1877-there had not been enough int&est to
sustain an anti-Chinese movement, but the depressed economy and high un-

employment in the lumber industry finally took its toll, and by 1885 the

1

loggers struck out with a vengeance. Though there were few Chinese in the
area, anyone employing Chinese became the target of abuse and intimidation. Forixample, William Maitland, a British subject living near San Lorenzo
was visited on November 13 by a committee of his neighbors who gave him
rwenty4our hours to fire his Chinese cook. In an appeal for assistance written
to the British Consul in San Francisco, Maitland observed, "The men who
are meeting in this way are At the working men, but a mob of drunken
loafers ..." The governor sent a telegram to Santa -Cruz's Sheriff, Etmer,
Dakan, asking him "to take such measures as May.be necessary and proper to
protect Wm. Maitland from violence." Maitland steadfastly refused to release
his cook, and .with considerable attention being drawn to the situation, the
anti-Chinese forces backed down, conceding in December, that Maitland's
cook "is the only Celestial still in Boulder."4 The anti-Chinese club in the
Felton area liked to brag about its "non-violent"- approach of giving the Chinese a twenty-four hour ultimatum. However,
such an ultimatum used im_
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plied violence, and the threat of violence wait,ed at the end of the twenty-four
hours.

Santa Cruz Anti-Chinese Association
From the mountains, the movement rolled into Santa Cruz, and the festering Santa Cruz anti-Chinese movement erupted again. An anti-Chinese club
was quickly organized, and in a series of inflammatory meetings the group
decided to draft an ordinance for removing the Chinese from Santa Cruz. A
petition supporting the ordinance was circulated, and after it had over two
hundred signatures, Duncan McPhersontiublished the draft 4dinance and
the list of signatories in the Santa Cruz Daily Sentinel. The petition list included the names of most of the old Workingmen's Party leadership including
both Elihu Anthony and Duncan McPherson, as well as the sheriff of Santa_
Cruz county. Anthony, the first president of the revitalized Association, made
a series of anti-Chinese speeches similasr to the ones he lave in the late 1870's.

The arguments against the Chinese had not changed much over the years,
and they still included complaints about alleged wage depression, diseases,
and immorality. One new concern raised in the 1885-86 campaign was a fear
of miscegenation.5

During April, 1883, a young,Santa Cruz hotel worker named Sarah Burke
often was seen in the company, of Wong Suey Wan, a Chinese resident of
Santa Cruz's Chinatown. When she announced to her friends her int/ention
to niarry Wong, the white community became excited. Her employer, Mrs.
H. Harris, attempted to dissuade Sarah from Marrying the Chinese, and the
town officials made it clear that though the marriage would be legal, they
would not issue a license for it. Finally, Sarah fled Santa Cruz (followed
by reporters), and met,Wong Sucy Wan in San Francisco. Sarah's father
promptly had her arrestethand taken before a sanity hearing. The judge found
her 'to be of sound mind, whereupon, once freed, she married Wong Suey
Wan and went to live with him in Chinatown, SYn Francisco.6 The entire
episode was followed with horror and fascination by Duncan McPherson,
who concluded that; "Sarah Burke is ruined." McPherson later analyzed the
situation as one of infatuation brought on by opium: "This one instance of
the debauchery of a white girl through the devilish arts of the opium iens,.
causes a shudder to run through the community." Three years later, McPherson noted in an article clipped from the San Francisco Chronicle that
Mrs. Wong Ah Sue and her three children were seen in San Francisco. He
gave his readers an up-date, noting that Wong often visited Santa Cruz, and
at one point, when questioned about Sarah, said, "Shels belly nict."6 Though
there are no more miscegenetic unions during the 188o's in Santa Cruz, th-e
incident involving Shrah Burke assur,d that there would be an anti-miscegenation plank in the anti-Chinese platfo7ni in Santa Cruz.
The petition and draft ordinance were placed before"the Santa Cruz Town.1
Council and after several lengthy and noisy meetings, the Council' voted
234

against ,nbating Chinatown. The arguments given by the Council centered
around their belief that such an ordinance was unconstitutional, and, therefore,

the Chinese could not legally beliforced out of town. The Town Council
assured the assembled crowd that they would begin to draft ordinanup to
harass the Chinese, however?

Such a decision by the town' council, in the face of such overwhelming
popular sentiment, and in light .of the anti-Chinese history of the area is
puzzling. However, one conctrn expressed during the discussion was the
power of the Six Companies. When the ordinance was being debated, a rumor

spread through Santa Cruz that the Six Companies were going. to buy the
land, on the opposite side of the San Lorenzo River *and move Chinatown*
there 'if the' abatement ordinance was adopted.1° The mention of the SixCompanies as an .infiuence 'in the Movement may have been .an important
deterrent to the Council's adopting the ordinance. The Santa Cruz 'Chinese
community was not helpless; in the .early 188o's therb had been occasion to
.1

bring int oinside help.

The Six Companies dhcl the Diath of Lou Sing
In 1883, Lou Sing, a young Chinese laborer, died under mysterious circumstances. The local coroner termed the death a suicide by poison, but during
an autopsy it carhe to light that Lori Sing also had a broken neck. 'In spite of
this,. the Santa Cruz coroner stuck to his verdict of suicide. The Santa Cruz
.Chinese community, believing that Lau Sing had been murdered asked the
, Six Companies in Sa'n Francisco 'for assistance. Under the leadership of Wong
Kee, representative of the Six Companies in Santa Cruz, an investigation into

the death of Lou Sing,was launched. The .Chinese Six Companies rook an
advertisement in the Santa Cruz Daily Sentinel in which they advanced the
theory that Lou Sing was whipped and murdeied by whires, Dr. Charles
Stivers came to Santa Cruz from San Francisco, and under the auspices of
the Six Companies conducted fais own autopsy which resulted in h:s tentative
verdict that Lou Sing had been murdered. For two days the Chinese community Massed along Front Street, expressing their anger over Lcu Sing's
death, an/d\then in perhaps the largest Chinese funeKal ever held in the arca, Lou

Sing's bo67 was escorted to Evergreen Cenieterlundreds of mourners.
Dr. Stiver returned to San Francisco, gave his report to the Six Companies,
and though legal action was rumored, nothing cameof the investigation."
If Lou Sing was murdered, his murderers were never indicted. However, the
Six Companies had come to aid the Santa Cruz Chinese, and the communiry
"demonstrated an ability to withand harasztnent. By 1886, it was clear to the
anti-Chinese movement that any attempt tp -move Santa Cruz's Chinatown
would certainly bring the Six Companies down again.
.

The Anti-Chinese Boycott Campaign, Spring 1884
With the failure of the abatement ordinance, the anti-Chinese Association
-circentrated on the boycott as their major weapon. All over California boy23;
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cottS were being imposed on Chines' e and those that employed them. In a
series of editorials betwtsen February and- lay of 1886, McPheison exhorted
people to join the boycott and condemned,those that refiised. Advertisemegts
noting "No Chinese employed here" blossomed in the SantuCruz newspapers.
Though the boycott had considerable public support, there were two mAjor
hold:outs: A. A. TaYlor, thu,sditor of a rival 8anta Cruz newspaper, and the
people of the Pajaro
Taylor, editor of the Santa Cruz Daily Surf and generally supportive of the
and-Chinese movement, spoke cut against the boycott. Declaring it to be a
move by local politicians tO further their own ends Taylor refused to join it.12
Arithony and McPherson, angered by Taylor's refusal then asked for a general
boycott of the Surf, its advertisers, and its subscribers. Taylor responded by
filing suit against the Anti-Chinese Association, McPherSon,. and Anthony
for damages'amounting to' $lo,000." The suii went in and out of court for
several years before being dropped by Taylor in Ho." Somewhere in the
debate over the boycott, the anti-Chinese movement got lost, and without
wide public support, the Santa Cruz boycott failed, as it did elsewhere in
the state.
The Strawberry RebellionPajaro Valley's Response to the Boycott
All attempts to encourage white lobo' rers into the fields in the Pajaro Valley
had failed, and by the early 188o's, Chinese labor was still the primary source
of labor. In a thoughtfUl interview published in the Pajaronian, a farmer observed that `Machinery was moving into agriculture, leaving the least desirable
,tasks to be performed by hand.- For an example he cited the fledgling sugar
beet industry where weeding the beets wa's done by hand: Chinese-laborers,
while Working on their hands and knees,4)ecame so sore "that blood is left
as they moVe along.715 In the mid-188o's Chineselabor was vital not only,in
the sugar beets, but hops, apples, 'truck gardens, and strawberlies.: Chinese
i frequently share-cropped in thc strawberry fields, contracting to provide the
labor for one-half the crop.
Predictably, as the anti-Chinese movement in Santa Cruz began to warm
is up in the winter of i,885-86, Watsonville's response was chilly. A Watsonville
anti-coolie club was formed. in December, 1£38, but after two rneefings it
disappeared.16 The editor of the Pajaronian, Radcliff, was still skeptical of the
anti-Chinese movement, and as the anti-Chinese crinventions began to meet

and propose boycotts in San Jose and Sacramento, he expressed concern:
`... Danger flags ore on this boycotting engine, 'and its effect upon
the future shouldte considered as well as its application to the pres
ent. The Chinese should gobut peaceablyand go 'to stay. fiut to
drive them from town to town like hunted beasts, and to blacklist
those whp employ them, is something contrary to that spirit of blood
humanity supplied, to be characttic of this great nation which has

invited to its shores the poor anirdowntrodden of all countries.' if
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immigration is too plentiful, stop it; but to invite'people here and then
drive them out is un-American "rt

Two days later, the Executive Coinmitteeof the anti-Chinese clubs of
Santa Cruz issued its boycott proposal, and Radcliff 'reacted by denouncing

the.boycott as having the potential to destroy the economy of the Pajaro
Valley." Between March and. May, 1886, Radcliff contintlally editorialized

against the boycott citing that boycotts affected ate farmer but not the
Chinese laborer. He claimed'that the boycott did "portend depreciation of
property value, loss of crops, foreclosures of mortgages
The newspaper in Santa Cruz dubbed Watsonville's resistancc the "strawberry rebellion," as it was the strawberry farmers that would be the hardest
hit by the boycott. In May, i 886, the Non-Partisan Anti-Chinese Association
in San Ptancisco sent J. C. Buttner to Watsonville to organize an anti-Chinese
club. Shortly after the first meeting began, the building caught fire and the
meeting was canceled. Buttner rettrned to San Francisco and With disgust
.
announced that "the most pronounced pro-Chinese sentiment to bc found in
this State exi§ts in Watsonville, as a fire was started tb break up the meeting."
The Pajaronian responded by defending their anti-boycott 3osition, though
Radcliff claimed that the residents of Watsonville were not "Chinese lovers
or advocates."20

With exception of Felton, the 1885-86 anti-Chinese movement in Santa
Cruz county0ailed. Lacking broad popular, support, the anti-Chinese leaders
in the north end of the county became involved-in internal squabbles, a law
suit, and by winter, 1886, the movespent quietly died away.
Watsonville Moves Its Chinatown

Santa Cruz county experienced ,an economic -boo'rn" during 1886 and
1887 with both Santa Cruz and Watsonville showing signs of extensive -construction." To some observers in Watsonville, the Chinese section at Maple
and Union was a retardant to the expansion of Watsonville to the south and
east. In 1888 there were several editorials in the Pajaronian speculating about

the possibility of moving Chinatown:2'2 It was a cautious plea, for Claus
Spreckles had blessed Watsonville with a sugar mill and a 'campaign to encourage the cultivation of sugar beets was in progressChinese labor was
essential to sugar beet cu1tivation.2" Thus the recurring question in Watsonville: how to inove- the Chinese out of town, but not out of the valley? In the
Spring of r88, a solution was presented to the people of Watsonville.

John T Porter, the owner of the property on which Chinatown was located, agreed to negotiate a transfer of the Chinese to another parcel of land
he owned in Monterey County just across the Pajaro kiver, a mile south of
Watsonville. After a series of meetings between a committee and the Chinese
community, the Chinese agreed to the move.24 The Chinese Vice-consul,.

Colonel ee, came dawn from San Francisco, inspected the situation and
declared it an equitable solution.2'' i(), in June of 1888, Watsonville''s China=
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town was'moved, buildingS and all, across thc bridgeL- river's width beyond
the city limits and the county. In thc small community across thc iiver, Porter'
'laid out a main steet (named Dupont after thc one. in San Francisco), and a

parallel street. named Br9cklyn Striect. The new Chinatoyn was 'dubbed
"Brooklyn" by residents of the Pajaro Valley, antrit became st thriving Com-munity with upwards of five hundred Chinese residents by 1900.2° Thus, a
." cdmpromisc had been achievea: Watsonville had abated its Chinese* section,
,_....
but the agricultural interests still,had v e i I' labOr.
.
,

The Last Finny of Anti-Chinese Sentivent in,Cal,ifornia
.."
When anti-Chinese violence flared up in Fresno in August, .4493, neither
Santa Cruz nor Watsonville rallied to the .call. McPherson reiterated his belief
that white labor should 'be encouraged, but,theeditorials were brief.27 Thc
'Pajaronian notcd thc Fresno violence with conce14n, but editor Radcliff was
already being distracted by another iirunigrant 'groyp: t`japanese a're pouring
into this country at a heavy rate,,andrit is possibk thSt in thc legislgsion against
the Chinesc wc. are removing an evil to giv,e plaCe to a great one.'WAs thc
state-wide anti-Chinese forces turned to thc Japan .se' immigrants after t000,
the Santa Cruz anti-,Chinek m ovement.follow
. The: racisT did ncitego
, .

...away, it just shifted:gears. _ .
.;

The Chineie, Confii led: Chinatown, Santa
-County
:. By thc .189o's, thc life of the Chines
,, anta Cruz county had.,been nar-

.?' rOwed into the two Chinatowns; the' lafger' south of Watsonville, and the

'.

1

.

smaller along Front Street in Santa Cruz. Clver'the forty year§ that Chinese
had becn in the' county, there, had bccn a" notable,shift Of Chinese popAation'
to Pajar6-. Though thcrc will be -a small Chinatown inside the corpt r t
.of the city, there wcrc understandings about whcrc Chinese inlg t go.
- Chinese
in Santa .Cruz were dkcouraged faili venturing out-Side Cliti. atown,3/4,and
Pocifie Avenue was known to the CHIlkse as "the whita man's Ate C2"
Brooklyn, the Plijaro-AWley's.thinatowif, tafey
from
t 1 aCrOss stie'bri
.. Watsonville, continued to Thrive- well into thc twatieth-centurY. 1
en the
Chinese threatened to move back in 1902, The Town COoncil .of Wat.9\nville
reiterated its position4d thc Chinesc stayed in PajarO. thc Chines'e.'51Tgested.
they
,
. ..wotild move baCk into town when they notieed tl*it m4iyjapanese '
. were living within- the'city thnits of Watsonville." Then, in aCamplUO revi;,
4 niscent of thc pne ag 'iist thc Chinese, WatSonyille attemPted- to remove-the Japarwse.from the citI, ;Ilfthe JapMese wcrc peritnitted tosst4V, thenlike doininocs, thc Chinese wo d return, f011Owed,t)y.the4hnish-speaking.
..
'
.7N
An analysis of.rhe op censtis dramaticaByunderscores th4. dansition .thatoccurred in thc Paja 0 Valley's labOr supPly2. Thcrc wcre -stnall groups of
Japancsc farm labnre s'listed throughout thc"valleyrall male, irangink "in _age,
from 16 tJuimgh 30. lsewherethere weet larger groups of-male Chinese, farm .
lab'orers; but thcir ag ;se,r-anged from 30 ttlfough'65. The exctusion .laws.were
taking -their ,toll ok le Chinese Community, and bY 1910, thf Jaliancsa:had

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.
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CHAPTER y
C9NCI.USIONS

3

Racist movements operate in quarter-century cycles in Santa Cruz co nty
otfcl to a movement to restrict and contaiili the
Spanish-spe king. The perio I175-19oo was dominated by the anti-Chinese
movement, while,the first q after clothe twentieth centlry was devoted to
the,anti-Japiaise thoVement. Ii the late twenties and thirtie there was a strong

with the perd. 1850--1875

an a Cruz tOunty, but Wo4iap H prevented
ann-Filtintignovement
to:sustain ,an
'that movement 'from running 'ts full cycle.2 It was cli
2 39

.

.

.

2Ounty, 'so as thc populations of each minority 'group
nt in Santi
, the ruov,einens shifted to fresh targets. The constant scarch for
agriciikurar labailViiffortiia ens'gred that'a neW Minority group would be
75
forthcoming.
;:V
v.!'
The ruovernent:agfinst the Spanish-speaking in Santa Cruz county was a
furtive saga of c deitine,night-riding,, lynching and harassment. The move,. meat was comph itl by the fact that the objects wcre native-born, citizens
of thc Unitcd Stas and. Christians. How could thc Californios bc asked ta go
home? They we.re :Mime. Thus, the newly arrived Yankees madc it dear that
thcy wanted the Ipanish-speaking peopeo live apartin Spanishtowns. As
the economy a ale country developed, there weren't enough Mexicans, Indians, or Caifornios to provide the labor needed, so the Chinesc came to this
county t)0 ,fi'l at need. Thc campaign against the Chinesc was easily Mounted.
The ChineSaiverc aliens, ineligible for citizenship, physically identifiable; and
culturally
di:itinct. No moral dilemma was present about sending the Chinese
.
hoei sdtht cry bccamc, "The Chinese MuSt Go." However, they could not ,.
ty until another source of la.kor was found. Enter the Japanete.. ,
leaye,t
pancsc movement in Santa Cruz county (as elsewhere ih Cali0
The ah
',if the same speeches being madc by the saMe people, as the Japafarni
aliens ineligible for citizenship, physically 'identifiable, and culturnese w
a1ly4stinctthcy came from Asia and could bc asked to return.
move
dec
.

.

,1

t

.

..

.

,

Obviously, the continuak4istence of such movements throughout the
-

history of Santa Cruz county indicates ihat these movemelis fidfilled a need
for the majority group. hi the case of the anti-Chinese movement, the Chinese
provided am opportunity for tilansferring the, anxieties and frustrations of an
increasingly lomples economic world.3 It was no accident that the anti-Chinese moveuient was strongest whcn hard times came to the county. The depmcitins of the mid-187o's and micr-188o's are the seed-beds for thti 'antiChinqe movement all ovesCalifonna. However, it trAy be this very tendency
to use the.Chinese as scapegoats which hindered the anti-Chinese movement.

TheAgument that the Chincse were to blame for all the soriomic ills just
didn't-Et the reality of Santa CruZ county, and though the afflt-Chinese .forces
tried to amend the slogans, they eventually fell on deatgliars.
Pei

TOt argumcnt most oft% voiced by the anti-:Chinese forces in Califoa
.
,

was that Chinese forced wages down and evtint drove whites out of Jobs
e in selecteeindustries in
and took them over. Though it may have be'
San Francisco, it was not thc case in, Santa Cruz count)i. Over the decades,
inese in anta Cruz county concentrated
as pressures against thempew,
188o, as the manuscript:census
their efforts in non-comAtitive obs.
an y in domestic and service posiwere pred
records show, tiie Chin
d farm labo rs. Those few that had been in manntions, railroad miorkers

facturing (Powder A i had been r leased. Efforts hathheen made to e
courage whites to work on the railroa s and in the fieldsin the county ttlisk,
avail. In fact, Chinese labor crews struc successfully several times durintAfr
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construction of the South Pacific Coast Railroad, and in thc sugar beet-fields.
They could not have succeeded in striking had there been unemployed whites
waiting to take their jobs. Yet, in spite -of -the fact that they did not displace
whites, the anti-Chinese-leadership continued to claim that they did. As late as
1886, mo,st anti-Chinese specche and editorials in Santa Crwuz 'focused Qn that

one)jssue. The pu lie had heard that argument for over twenty years, had
N.vat hed the Chin ..e shift in. low-profile employment areas, and began to
. pecr that the anti-Chinese leadeigglip bad ulterior motives. The Pajaro
'Valley farmers knew the argnment iPls fntudulent as they had tried to get
sómeone else to crawl through' the bect fields, but to no avail.

.

Thc primary motives of the leaders of the anti-Qhinese movement in Sant:
Cruz county scent to have been personal political advancemnt..Elihti Anth*,..'`.
Elmer Dakan, and William White used tilt anti-Chinese movement to gain
nomination or election in the late 1870's. And, when Antliony,..Oppearedigain)
at the helm of thc anti-Chinese inOenfint in 1885, thc Pajaronian dahlia he
had nothing but political motives. In fact, even tFte meMbership became .sus,tticious, and in March, 18_86, unemplaved mechmics and artisans bolted from

*

the parry to form the Citizen's Anti-Chinese Club of Santa Cruz county. .
tMcmbers in this new club had to sign an oath pledging not, to accept.nomina,...'
tio. or any public office during 1886.4 That kind of dissensiob eventually
walke undoing of the movement.
/..
:
A her motive seems tOhave been personal ceanonik. pin. The.T
ship of the anti-Chinese clubs, pa,rticularly in Sibta Cillr was ptetiotpi
businessmcn and shop owners. Bovcorikappealill4bIted in. "No .dltit*.
,

:

.

ployed here" -sirs and advertisements. Any bov8ott tend

1,bitte

number of husiness competitors, snbusjnessmeKtWoukIllia.
1 3,
by joining.. Thc Pajaronian even. disinisSed 111cPhkrson's V.
as one having little to -do with the anti-Chine
,..yttokut.
i n .1
McPherson's effort to eliminate 'his competin
..t -,'..
was ineffective; hundreds of peopk,sigried ft*plCafge,, bn :pr.oc
. their daily business. Nothing changedibur iy Ca It'eNi-t tome, N

e.

..

ta c7.t

Another tendency wilich gave t
quality was the reluctance of the mo
their complaints. Other thollithe s e
the anti-Chinese arguments We're.u9ualli flit

besinetieirne
coorikat ,

,_will
'Uhinese-in-ge
.

han the local community. One
might-eve si lode.from tlik
.
that the anti- hmese movement was .adttn. g thtie'argnmentS
applicable t
e Chinese in San% Crintdunt. .
v
anti-Chinese ehierwas furtiltc.
The Sant
ese to fit the tstere0typed ad
ness of the
abatement or
ce failed t pasill the civ.,
surprise touref. i towni February, 188,61,r
vioWe being violate
orderly.5

.

he

rc disappoint

-?..

,

Perhaps the strongest deterrent to thc anti-Chinese Atovement in Santa
Cruz county was thc importance of the ,Ctiinese, and their 11or. Certainly,
that,is what Motivated thc Pajaro ValleY fltriners-t6 stage :their "strawberry
rébellion," But even thc county as a whole could not
're ihiiact that the.
bOomin 1887 came to Sktnta Cruz counts., Over tra
i
b'y Cginev, through
tunnels drilled by Chinese, along ctgs ,hewed by ,Chinese, across .4elds reclaimed and tilled by Chinese.
Finally, an analysis of the .06-Chine* movement in ''Santa Cruz County
mttst take into account.*.Arength uf hc Cfiinese,canOnnities in the county.
.Far from being.wicle4yedi:fearful
Ittttnbling, ho. malor Chinese com--ti

'

munities had the .inner 'coin:age. stid, i se.`Itelp to
t nd assaults upotit
then-members, and the, communitY so d
; ..te.,..yevent rcmo 1. The Wat-

sonville Town Connell asked. the Chiqt,e, :11! they wOuld agree o reMoval
across.the river. But, the sword Cut fwo Ntays: they 'bad gathcreI together
for strength, but being gathered,.,towther'they Wore confined. The, provided
the labor in the fields, but went into confinement in the evening sa ly behind
Chinatown. To many Chincsc this treatmem did not seem fair, and perhaps
Sam. Locke bcst sumnied up thc Chinese, View whcn interviewed after the
funeral of Lou Sing in 1884.: "Me spos'n-that dis ls flee countly
Mc spos'n
evely body halomume lite befo' the laW. Wha' ffr China boy *no -get same lite?

Mc heap Sabc."-Those rights will not haforthcoming untii long after the
railroad runnels la caved in. thc cuts eiSded, the tracks renloved, and the
name China BeacfrTorgorten.
.

I Roger Daniels, The Policies of Prejudice (Gloucester, Ma..s.: Peter Smith, M66).

Emory S. Bogar&s, Anti-Filipino Raid Riots, Report to Ingradi Institute of, Social
Science. Sanpiego,
3.Pcter Loewenberg, "The Psychology of Racism," in Gary B. Nash and Richard Weiss.
The Great Fear: Race in the Mind of America (New York: Holt, Reinhart and Winst9n,
Iwo), pp. i86-zoi.
.(
4 Sentinel, March z6-;kch :tc, 1886.
5 Ibid., February 7, 1886.

6 Ibid.,'Septetnlier 13, 1884. v.
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DR. ii-iU KING ENG, PIONEER.
By

.

ELIZABETH LEE ABBOTT j
itv

In his book China Awakened, Tyau wrote,
,.
Between.1881 ana 1896/the first foreign educated Chinese laay doctors
arriired in America. Dr. King Ya-me obtained her degree from Cornell
,85, while Doctors Mary Stone and Ida Kahn graduated from Michi,

4

eleven years later; the latter being preceded by pr. Hu King-eng
received her degree from Philaddphia Woman's Medical College in

1894. (Tyau, 1922, 2

411

.

.

Mei was the first, woman of ghinese descent to obAlthough Dr. King
tain her cIlle,ge educa n in the United Stmes, since sjie was adopted 'as a
smill child by AmePcan missionaries (Burton, inir,- zg.)"and spent most of
her practicing years outside of Chigt, Dr. Hu King-Eng, ("Precious Peace")

may be considered the first "real'hinese womwho was educated in a
foreign land and returned to serve her country. this paper kin attempt to
sh`Ow through the story of her life and caneer the relationship between the
It

4

development of organized education for Chinese women by Western women
missionaries and the education of Chinese women in the United StateS and
their impact on the status Of women and women's education0China !green
the years 1844 and 1929.
The first schools for Chinese girls were opened in Singapore (18z5) and
Java (1837). After the opening of till fivartreaty ports in 184+ Miss Aldersky
opened the first school for girls. inVingpo. She faced numerous difficulties
both because she was a "foreign barbarian" (and a female, at that) and because
of the attitude of.the Chinese, toward the education of,women. Regarding the
wrote, "It is a singular anomaly among Chinese
latter, Samuel Willia
writers, that while'the lay great stress upon maternaWnstruction in formin
the infant, mind, and leading it on to excellence, no more of them sho d

turned their attent* to the preparation of books fSigirls, and the4

mentfemale scho ls." (.s 7, 52-3.Y This anomalt-which is more uni
irtraii shogplarNvas

by Pari Chao, the fo emost woman s

Han Chia.who aried.

'

ch men, and not to teach women, is that, not ign rin
the essential relationilletWeen them? According to the `Ritesitit 'is
Yetkonly to

the rule tp begin:icifrriaOhildren to read at'thEreld eight years,
and by the age, of fifteen years they ought, then4o be. ready for
ilk

-2 sb

6-1

cultural training. Only why should it not be, (that girls' edUcation
as well as boys' be) according to this principle?
(Swann, 1932, 84.)\

Notwithstanding- this. pioneer of female education, the many outstand- :
ingwomen poets, and the.Aumerous literary mcn who had pride in daughters
of artistic and scholarly aecomplishment, three factors operated against4be
possibility of organized education for girls. These were: 1) the statti of
women in society, 2) myths concerning the female capacity, and 3) the degree
of goal attainment p(lssible in the general society. Women's status was dictated
by the principles of Yin and Yang which gave them a complementary relation-

ship to men andrhich was seen as 'dark (threatening?) and weak. Their
capaafty, by the sfPne definition, was,decidedly inferior. And finally, literature
in itself Was not a remunerative enterprise and the principal stimulation for
boys to study-T-the prospect of governMent officewas not open to girls.
Among the eailiest board schools was the Foochow Girls' Boarding School
in Fukien Province established by the Misses Woolston in 1859 under

in

,

ethtt

Southern M
Church. After encountering stolid indifference,
temptueus indig _.,*o, and even malignant hostility, they finally found ne,
girl. Her family dame to watch over" her to .make sure her eyes would not
be gouged out or that she might be spirited away. Burton, 1911, 42-4.) A
year later, there were eight pupils; severi were poor easant girls,.lured by the
food and clothing which the school provided.
ew years later,/parents
drutedTt was
furnished the clothing and books. FinaHy, a tuition
to this school that Hu KingArig Went as soon as she was able.
'Hu King-Eng was born in 1865. Her father,, son of a -military officer, had
beer; a devout Buddhist and .a vigorous opponent of Christianity until he was
converted by his brother and eventually became a .Methodist roinister. Etis
wife came from a wealthy gentry family. Hu King-Eng owed much to this 00
^
unusUal couple fovher adaptability, steadfast courage, and dedication to
service. Burtrkti ;Aces, "One of file cleirest memorie4' of her childhood is of
lyiniped Olghtnifter night, listening to the ruutqpur of her fatbes voi& as:
he/talked-tit) sdmerme .. ,,:x,rf the 'Jesus Way' andbearing the crash ofstoncs and

brickbats, the hUrling of which through the doors add windows was too
frequent an occurrence to interrupt these quiet talks."
- Hu King-Eng's diSlitnetion of being 'the first girl in Foochow with unbound
feet waS,due mainly tolilr fatherwho may be numbered among th
larli
*,..men fail ti es and all lands.J1e14 have been at the forefront for omen's
rights. Tt w iht872 that the Anti400tbinding Society was formed, inIing
the mrAt receptivity in South C *na Where the practice had bee
e. Mt .
Frttt. aCcepted..(Lang,..f946, 53.) The roam of binding her feet had bafel begun
T. whem ReV. 1-111 Yong-Mi, convinced 'Of t e evils of footbindi
ad her
:' bandages remoyedoKing-Eng:loo youn
understand, was asha4ied irip be
.

the only girl withow bounVeet. 011ie 1

mother t,Ok pity oi her and

replaced her bandages while the rather was away.iWhe
244
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I

,

r. Hittame home,

he had a serious talk with his wife and the bandages came 'off again. Liter, when

King-Eng was unhappy, her mother. replied, 411 theM bound-footed girls

never enter the, emperor's palace" (the ruling Manchu aid not bind their',
women's feet) and that .did thc trick. (Burton, 1912, n.) King-Eng's parents
not only unbound hcr feet, they unbound her mind and her NThole future life
as well.

King-Eng gradiated from Foochow Girls' Boarding School in 1882. Hcr
ability to play the organ may haye causeg thc native pastors to request the
inclusion of music along with English in the curricula when they were appealing to the General Executive Committee of the WoMen's Foreign Missionary

Society of the NIethodist Episcopal Church for the higher education of
Chinese girls. She continued hcr study at Foochow Women'N-lospital where

hcr adaptahility to medical work and hcr sympathetic spirit toward the
suffering of others so impressed Dr. Sigourney 'Frask, the head of the hospital,
that she wrotc to the Exectitive Committea of the Women's Foreign Mission-

ary Socicty (i ith Annual,lteport, p. 24, 5) to urgc them tosend King-Eng to
America to study medicine so that s1c could rcturn to China "qualified to lift
the woManhood of China to a highcj plane,/ and able to superintend thc medical world. (Burton, 1912, 24.) T is stat,Crent typified the attitude of the
more enlightened niissionaries (u (fortu, ately in thc minority) who had an
understanding of thc capability of thc Chinese woman to assume leadership
and who had thc vision to sec a day when thc Christian work in China would
be in thc hands of thc Chincsc. Dr.`Tratk's request was proved, thc dccision
Ns:'as left to Ktng-Eng.

At this tune, the-number of stdeps from Chi r bcing cducatcd in tbe
rs.educatio
nission was terminated

United.StaAwas minimal. Yung

on act Nas-enawd
still studying
aginat the Chincsc. King Ytt-M
Cornell. 'King,.Eng
agcd nor
hadr,.bever even been out of Fo
. 'Her parents neitber e
ap;Rosed the plap; iheyminted out to hcr the realities around,su a decision'.
4(Among other things, 00.ouldbe reerning toChina at age 28, unmwried!),
.She decided,to go to AmeijCa.,Years later, Dr. Hu recalled, "At that timc
the schoOl-ght4eliory, were with the inissionarytadies and I could not speak
'any English, tfiercrore I.did not..knOw any American politerlilknd all my:
clothes and otter 'daily-need things'were noi prom to use-in the Western
Only tivo yeArs bcforc. It was one year after the

"eountry. Although everytbeg could not bc accoraNamy will, I tru§ted
.

God withkall my14'iO,sLothing CO* clenge my heiar Burton, 1912 , 26.)
theprin of i88+J lefit for America With Dr. and Mrs. N than Sites.
.timuner in Iadelphia .with thc Philip Kccns and llearaid
She spent
to 'the MissiOnary Conventi n in N. Ora Falls.
English. In uguit;.slie.'w
ute
to
the
womenoliPhiladelphia
that "notwiths anding
It is
_ losed mills
Oracularly
duringthe
eConomic
depressiOn
*14-1,*ag
and

hard on the coal atid irOe' regions of Perib Wdiathr tev issumed the
additittial:economic as,..eil'ai social respanSii4li,ty-r fot':Hu -Kffig-Eng's educa245
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tion. A more dramatic considcradon was thelfact ttat only the year before
in Philadelphia, it had been rumored that the white jury which had acquitted
a white Man of murdering a Chinese had all been poilOned. (Milleki 969, 140.)

King-Eng entered Ohio Wesleyan University in belawabtio in thc
Fall and continued learning to new words Cday. Those of us who grew up
speaking only Chinese until we entered kinclediartep and those whO are involVed in either English as a Second Language and/or Bilingual/BiCultural
educadon will appreciate this episode. A teachwilvd borrowed a plate and
returned it with an Orange on it. Later, King-EnAorroived a plate from her
and returned it with two oranges accompanied by the following verse:

-.,

You taught me h lesson not long ago,
Which I have learned, as I'll try to show.

When you would return a plate to its owner,
Of something upon it you must be the *nor.
Onc orange you put on that plate of mine,
Two oangos find on this plate of thine.
(Burton; 1912, 28.1

L

.

In their.16th Annual Report, the Women's Society of Philadelphia wrote,
"Our ward; u King-Eng, as she has progressed in her studies, has also been
making her w 4ntoil4c hearts of all those surrounding her." A fellow student
said of her, "Gentle, modest, hcr heart fixed on a goal far head, $he was an

1

example to the carncst Christian girl and a rebuke to gy who had selfseeking aias." King-Eng converted many of her fellow sttEents to Christian-,

ity. The 'Other of one of her converts said, "Little did I think when I was
giving money for the work in China, that a Chinese girl would ..-. be ... leading my daughter to Christ." (Burton, 1912, 31.)
King-Eng did not forget her friends at ho e. As one bf the ten leaders of
at ,the ten girls in her group
the King's Daughters Society, she propose
earnrnbriey to buy King's Daughters' Badg to send v thtifoochoW'School
so that the Chinese girls could also organize a Kiiigk 4pghters Society.
In 1888, King-Eng enterellthWioman's Medical,College Of Philadelphia
which has a .ue place in the- hligtory of woineigNt only,..,,i'Vas it the, first
medical collej for wogien iii.the world but 'from it Was.sraduated :the first
women medical cloctOrsiteCtuna, India, JapanAnd Korea anti the first Chinese.-

'Am.. crioman phsician, Dr. Rose Goong Wong-of San Francisco who
0
Itgraduatie% 1925.
.

recoyerAng from a serious fever in 1890 when she heard of her father's 1 InessAhe
returned to China after ma1 :.' g a short ,4o -in Japan here she 'saw DrOra-Mei
e under t e. Southern MethodiSt Mission. At
King who was practicing
spent
het
time
nursing tier father; superintending the buildhome, King-E
. wing of a new.fa ly home, interpreting f r the. Foochow .1-16spital physicians
During herkyears of study, King-Eng lived with Mrs ),Keen. She

in the daily clirCics,-w4king aniong 'the in-patients,/and tcpching a am of
medical students. These varied experiencesan indication of the brbad settle
'l
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of her capacitygave her insight a'sto what additional p4paration she needed.
In 1892, the same year that Mary Stone and Ida Kahn came to study at the
University of Michigan, King-Eng decided to .resume her education. Because

this was four years after thc Scott Act of 1888 which limited thc tetorn to
the United States wf Chinese who had visticd .China temporarily and the ,year

that the Geary Law was enacted which renewed restrItion for ten years,
King-Eng had to rcturn by way of Canada. Mrs. Sites who returned with
.:_her wrote of this expelitoce as an "alarming and werisome ,struggle while
-' in Montreal to get permission for hcr to re-enter this alarmingly exclusive
country." (Burton, 1912, 38.)
,
Two ycars later, King-Eng graduated with honor. Hcr graduation, pictqc
is a portrait of a woman who stood' confidently at thc completion of/
appointed task and at thc thashold of a life of service. Hcr Chinqc go'
and-coiffeur convey hcr pride in hcr heritage. The upard tilt_of hcr chi ,
serene eycs and competent hands exude 'capability and a sense of purpose. She

received the additional honor of being chosen to,be a surgeon's assistant in
thc Philadelphia Polyclinic the following ycar where she attended .all clinics
and lectures. Upon completion qf her training, shc was commissioned as a
missionary of thc Wo.man's Foreign Missionary Society to work in the Foochow Hospital as a full-fledged ph sician undcr Dr: Lyon. Thc 26th Annual
Report ,tif the Woman's Foreign ;ssionary Society noted that: "During the
ycar theThiladelphia Branch has sent out two new missidnaries, both Medical.

Dr. flt4 who for ten ycars in this country, was the object .of our care and
affection, arrived safely in her native place. Fn,ochow, China,. on August 6, .
,
iasssacrc 15i'lKucheng....h.c,h_a_given lucli
promise -of usefulness that wc
'.:4 trAnch Tier 'future career with intense.
.....
interest."
At that time, there was concern over returned students
t they,rnight
have become culturally unable to-readjust from thc Western mode of lifev
wors.e, that they might have changed in their attitudes ana lave be&mTtpridet-,
.
fulpithese cqnaerns as far as Dr..% was con' rned were soon laid to rest2`.----Her acceptance lif :self., sense of misstot4nd Je of Country were factors in qt.
hAr maintaining heicultutilkihtegrity. IlEr example pavedlh
ay for.others
to follow. A fcw years later when Dr. Hu saw some girls off to
erica, she

just five days after the terrible

,

,

.,

old them, :', Slime people.do_ pot wa-nt girls to go to Amen a to study
bebause they think when the girls are educated they will be proud ... We have

a good opportunity to go toanbther country to study. ...So that*e.may help
our peo le. The more favour we reteive the more debt we owe ifte.Chinese
d g. ls. So. wherever wc go we must thinic Fow to benafit .our people'
,.
womcn
,, l
'
-..
e please, and then how can we be prthielF: (i...e. imideful.) ...;
t"., an d not
.'..1
.
Dr }-u b4arhe the first Chinese NyVtiari, to head a hospita140
°?i-wh n
,,,...,.
,

,

t.

.

Dr. Lvoj wet home on furlough aniti'fkberi.n charge. That s

Ida Kahi and Dr. 14ary Sto4ie.both..44-14iiatett4ith filmOr (ranking first
second in their 'class) from the -Univerilty. 61 Michigan .and, returned,;to
,,,
.

.-

?--4,

.

e

..,

China to Fact:lee in 1...n1:ions. These i %% 0 events possibly led to the opening

of the first school for girls to be established by the Chinese theMselveS thefollowing year.
In 1898, both Dr. Hu and Dr. Kahn were iske,1 liy 1,1 I-lung Chang,. thc
tlftned statesman, to be delegates from China to the Women's Congress in
London. This was an indication of the high respect in which the.doctors were
licli, of the riping status nf women, and of (hina's increasing-involvement
with the Western world outside of China.
The following year, Fooehow was threatened by war and tip missionaries
fled to Japan, Hong
and the United States. Dr. Hu was assigned the
task of being thc first r .', ent physithn in Woolston flospital.. Located within.
.

the city'walls of FooChomf`, it was considered a hardship post. As she began
her work, she faced an unusual prejudice. The people wanted tosce the '..
. "foreign doctor". and 'would not be .satisfied with a "Chinese student." It did
not take long for them to discover that Dr. Hu \Yas a bonafidc "foreign
doctor." Withiomonths, the work at the dispensary was opened three-mornings a week instead of one. She treated patients in the hospi%1 and made honx
calls. Shc alio started a training program with two sruden which was:the
beginning of hcr medical school.
..
.

.

The work grew slowly and then quickly expanded. The dispensary work -grew from 1,837 in .i 899 tti 15,000 in 4905. More iniicative of theimpact Of
her work was the standing of the, medical school. Irilit94:144.Hu wrote of
the commencement exercises, "Quite a number of the gentry, and eç teachers
of the góvernment schools for young men,' had asked to ipme to a tend the
graduating exercises ... they Were tirprised," and delightea%to see tbar their
countrywomen could be so brave and 40 so wcIl ... One' o the entry decided

that day that his daughter should come to tis to study
i 91455.) What a great Icapin less than five decades from t

.

dicthe." (Burtorie.
me when wory

fturines wcre used byx9men to indirte what parts of their bodies were,
ailing!

.

.

Dr. Hu's work gained appreciation from the many poor whet% she served
and from all- segments of ,the community. From magistrate* dn,down, all
readily supported the hospital. Honorary tablets of appreciation from w6althy
patients were glycol() hcr. Even phrsi6ians of Chinese medicialitigliirig. 1
_.,her some tlf their patients.

Tragect9struck in 1926. After three decades of service.r. Hu and her wOrk
became victims-of a wAye of, anti-forOgnism ind revollonary ac .vity that
swept China. "In an outburst of Airy aigainst the memberstif differe tpolitical
parties and the Christians her orphanage and hospital were raid d and pillaged, her laboratory .-vas btirned and she wii forced to flee for he life Ito
SingapQre where her mina went to pieces Over the injustice of her country;men.".1Mead, ic 3, 70-1.) She diecrat the hotne of her nephew, Dr. Chen Su
-Lan oh August 16,1929. (Postcard.)
.
.
*
,
.berrfeltloW pioneers, Dr.:King, Dr. Stone, and Dr. Kahn, were
.

4,
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tiller% of the "word," 'exemplifying the best of -Chrisnanity. They were also
spiritual sisters of Ch'iu Chin, the educator, social reformer, and martyr,
Born in the smile decade as Drs. Hu, Stone, 'and Kahn, ffustrated by China's
humiliation at the hands of foreign powers,-'she wrote the following during
, the time,that the three physi;ians were establishing their work:
We women love'our freedom,
Raise a cup of Wine to our efforts for freedom;
May Heaven bestow equal power on men, women.
Is it sweet to live low'er than cattle?
We would risc in flight.ycsi Drag ourselves up.
Wash awalie humiliation before us; the disg.racc,
relidening rs in shanic..
:)t'lf!inen'conse t to being bound in longevity as our comrades,
Otir'hands, iite as pure silk, will toil to restore, to
magnify, t e tivers, hills of our land,
(Ayscough, 1937, 143.)
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THE LIEF., INFLUENCE AND ROLE Or TI IF
CHINESE WOMEN IN THE UNITED STA.FES,
SPECIFICALI ;V IN '11.1E kV

1906-4)66

Br
4iNNIE SOO

Thesstand-tip comic, (*orge (Lobel, lus- a" routine in which hc ends with thc
punchlinc."I make all the big decisions in my family. My wife decides on thc
color of thi.drapes, or whether we' should buy a car. I decide on our position
On Israel, whetber w,e're gbing to vote for the party or;f4n the man this year."
WC laugh because wc knirsv thatalthvgh thc 'World outside may be fighting,
therc arc the family decisions to.bc inide which may affect that fighting. As
in all wordsospOken in fun, there is a kernel of truth concealed.

nit Chinese woman may, think to lierself: If my son's birthday falls on
down Saturday or Monday to register forthe draft?
If my daughter. chobses a career in law insteaai of biology, how, will that

Sunday, should I take

affect her choice of matrim(!nial prospects?

My paper then is entitled 'IThe Lifc, Influence and Role of the (Americanborn) Chinese WU-man in the United StatessPecifically the West, from 1906
td 106." This sixty-year period is a sexagenary cycle in the Chinese Way of
caletilation. I will use stories from the lives oi seven women by decades as
,

illustration.§.

Let me give a brief introduction to set the historical background.
We arc fainiliar With the Hui-Shen controversy around the year of
when the Buddhist monk is purported' to have landed near Mexico, according
to De Guignes. Perhaps we are less familiar with the story of the, Ming Dynty princess on her way to' Japan to be married. A huge typhoon arose and
.the 'kip was blown off course.
The captainlrossed the Pacific aqhe junk was shipWrecked off the shores
near Aiapuledtaffie destination of ifie Spanish-Manila-Acapulco trade route.
Legend has it that she never married, that she taught court dances to the.highborn Mexican _children and that her imperial robes were copied to become
the pretept-day costume for one dance. I grew up in Fresno surrounded,by
Mexican girls Who could dance .the ChinaPoblana.
And the Society's syllabus has' been.quoted time and time ,again about the
lone Chintse womansurname unknowri=flanked..by two-Chinese men as:the
ttiree Went off -to work, for,the Gillgspie familfin 1914.8 . Not much is JSvn

*lit her but judging from storietizold thrO4a. Iedsrs y oth
Oci lived a life of not knowing. the. English

Fie

g anIl cooking,

fi6t for the family he worked fur; second, for hilltielf and for h husband
whenevr, he cann from ihe mine fields. At iiirsp she did not undeistand
certain. command issued in English; later,she Worked itud worked, her hands
2-5a

2-*
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.

A
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'getting chapped and raw. She smiled .inel smild, her face getting creased
and lined.

In INto another woman arrived in San Francisco, di oiIihng the chinese
.feinalc population. In the three decades after tlut, men c.nnC V) work not only
in the gold mines`,.but in the fishing canips, the (Arming fiehls, on the railroads,
.and in the cities. We know from the source's listed in the Syllabus that there
were.a fcw morc wumcn who arrived to join their menfolk.

There is the wife of Mr. Chew On or (how flung who Came to licaver
Falls, Pennsylvania, in 1872* (ChM Bulle;in,Vol. I 0;igo, 4) "Who lived above

(

a tca stOre arid was rarely, if ever seen in public
found hcr affable and
courteoUs .. , She'appeired to be immaculately Clean as to person and typarel
and her costume was rich silk, heaVily embroidered. Shc wore inuCh jewelry,
including rings of, stone on- hcr _ankles that were adjusted by hinges ... In
1877,- thelast of the, Chinese left ... about half of them had left from time
to time, but thc remainder left in a body." Ana With them thc only Chinese
woman to be sccn in thosc parts of Pennsylvania and Ohio from 1872 to- 1877Mere is yct another vignette, this one in .eialinas'County. I nitiq first tell
you that 1 citrigipt loca,te this reference-book which was lent me by a friend
three ycars ag,' hen I tried to bol.roi.i it again, each said 117./nselsiee ha.(t)ltnialenveinr
owned such a' ok ;Hut -I renvber reading this about a c-: i
the late ii0o's.
.
,
She had Ma led a man twicc..her age and was carrying her h.ibv on hcr
back- in the si Itien cloth carrier thk is just now again bcginniqg tZi be seen
in Vancouver
Francisco and Oakland chinatowns.
ently.a whitc man, had come to thcir hbnie to buy some
The narrator,
.

.

firewood
_ from the 'husband. He mentiono4 that c;en thonugol: chueha(d)fcrocian,c)nofal
.

a busin
I, the tiny Chinese wdinan had bl'ought out
fail ; .', handed one to him, one to hcr husband atnide.

again.'Hu did not see her.again, but4uringiake course of i

.'

sts!:::::,-atriansaction,

hc could hear*r working in thipkitcherChe did nor emerge

f7r::1121:13tchaerreed,

not even whenle was preparing te go.

What struck me forcibly about this story was that. they were die only
Chinese family in that area;
-.It
There is another story about a Ione Chinese woman up io TUolunme County.,
This time wc know hcr name . . Chan Slice (Tuolumne County Historical
Society Journals).
..
"We mct Chan Shcc, the last Chinese lidy to leave old Tuolunioe County's ''''
.

,

Chinatown, in 1922. Chan, who was born in china in 18;4%.v.ri'ho't1:10e

out leisurely tor a v)isit as s e was interested and fascinated.
..
being-constructed.
.

r

on ef twe iih sour Joel sl

"Chinatown, with its muddy, barrow Lyons Street had the brown buil. '
ings,fall downAround her, but she held on, for it was home to hcr fror man ,
maw years. WI- husbaed had had a prosperous mercantile business 'here from'
but returned to China to bc with his ancestors; taking their hale

Carly Clays
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girl, iilenv, for her schooling. Chan was happy here, but on September 16,
1928, now 74 years 'old, local friends helped her to gct to her homeland and
be with her own people. Now Our Chinatown's irreplaceable ruins were torn
down in a hu Ty as thc Tuolumne County Historical Society and many others
protested. It hI a heritage of the past that the Chinese played in the colorful
and fascinating history of_ the Tuolumne County, not to be replaced." Chan
Shee no Tuolumne resident knows, when she came to the area lived to be
the last Chinese woman there as Chinatown fell down around her. When the
Oriental Exclusion Act was first enacted in 1882, shc would, have been 46
1

years old. However, as a wife of a merchant, she would not have been affected.
From time to time, I and I am sure that you have, have heard of stories of
stowaway wornen who came to work in the Golden Hillsnot the stories of

women who.were kidnapped for immoril purposes but of zne who came,
determined to work to send money back to her family, Sometimes she was
the middle child; sometimes she knew she was going to be sold and had run
away; other times-,- she had heard that she-was going to be blinded so that
:,. she could work as a masseur or as a beggar, No one ever put a surname to her,
but during the early days of the Pacific cross-over and khowing whdt we
' .know now of the crowded conditions aboard the clipper ships, this story of
a runaway woman seems highly unlikely. Granted that a frail girl could bathe
in the camp while the men were working in. the gold- mines or...the railroad
camps, the story still seems unlikely. And if a procurer or kidnapper had a
yictim he wanted to smuggle in, he more than likely paid her passage. If it
were the kinfolk of a merchant or a student, then why hide her? aut I digress.
Although at the time
For a minute, let me talk about a woman in Hawaii.
_ .period' I'm speaking of, Hawaii was not' a state, it is now, and it is in the
West. From what I have read of the prodigious amount of research that author
James Michener has done on his historical novels, The Source and Centennial,
I can Safely.assume he' has done as much on the Chinese chipter in his book,
Hawaii. J1/§t as I can assume that the Hales and Whipples were based, however loosely, on the Doles and Bishops, then I am on pretty certain ground
when I say .he based his character, Kee Char Nyuk Sum on a real Hakka
.

woman.
She was born id 1847, Michener writes, and she died over zoo years later.
Among her many, known atcomplishments besides that of having five sons
and starting the Kee Dynasty was the fact that she nursed the patients on. the
island during the illness of her husband who had leprosy. (There F.e on file,
.

in Hawaii's East-West Center, many stories of Chinese women who joined ,
their family member who hail this dread disease.) Regardless of this, every day,"
NYuk Sum worked and nursed her husband; every night until the day Of het
dea-tli; she Stripped and inspected herself for the leprous lesions. She died
in 1953.

There are people in Honolulu today who will put 4 name to her or that,
\ she is a composite woman a portrait drawn in part upon the life of ,Annie
:
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Ching, Char of whose children, two are sons. One is a doctor who is srUitiversity administrator and the other is the president of the ,Aloha Airline
Company.
Meanwhile, back in the mainland of the Unitcd States, men were rolling
cigars, making shoes and slippers. ,Women wcrc working the shrimp and
fiAling camps. There was one woman, Mrs. Fook Lam, who, as late as the
196es, was the only processor of a prized delicacy of the Chinese, the dried
salted fish, down south it Monterey. Every day that thc Sun was shining, she
would patiently hang each of her flat fish, likc clothing, on her clothesline,
with clothespin. Every night shc would store thcm in her iron lean-to shed.
The renewal, decade after decade of the Oriental Exclusion Act first enacted in 1813,2, brings tis up to 1902. In that year, Doris was born in San Fran-

cisco. Because of thc earthquake, her family flcd to Oakland in 1966. And
somehow, although hcr father talked about it constantly, they never moved
back to San Francisco.
She went to school in Oakland. Every day after public school, she attended
Chinesc school from 5 to 8 o'clock and from 9 to 1 2 on Saturdays. In fact,
she became a teacher of Chinese. Because she was with the Chinese community all thc timc, shc loSt facile use of her English. She met and married an
Amcricn born Chincsc..In time they had six sons. Thc oldest died in infancy.
Then, the entire family visited China and lived there two years. Another son
was,born :there. Upon their return,-she helped-her husband in a grocery store
until he had saved enough to buy one of his own.1here, she an.d her children
all worked, even managing a meat counter. In a robbery one day, her husband
was seriously wounded with a blow to the head. Although he recovered, he
wasnever as spry again. After his death, his oldest son took oVermanagement
ofthe store. Then he had a heart attack. A Inoke bomb Was thrown -into the
store and because of the damage, it was dccided to close down the store. Four
of her sons are now married. There are io grandchildren. As she approaches '
her 75th ycar, she has seen her oldest grandclaild niarried. She has also disCovered that she has arthritis with her fingers qf her right hand so badly
swollen that she could not clutch a cleaver to cut the Chinese -food into bitesize morsels.
Let me now move by decades to 1917 and talk about Dr. Yamei Kiir(ChFIS
Bulletin, January, 1975, Vol. 10, No. I.) " ... (She) set up under my general

"

supervision for the U.S. Dcpt. of Agriculture a soy bean mill in New York
City in the hope of supplying tofu to increase the bulk and food value of meat
dishes served to soldiers in training at nearby camps. Dr. Kin succeeded in
making excellent tofu.
She even served to a group of army officers a meal composed entirely of
soy bean dishes! However, it proved impossible to test tofu on a large scale
at that time, since we could not get priorities for transportation of soy beans

from North Carolina, then the nearest region where .they were grown on
any considerable scale."
153
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Sometime after the Exclusion ACt was lifted, there appeared in Fresno, a
_tiny Chinese wothan With bound feet. Her son, Mr: G., operated -a tiny
store "heloW where they lived. Oncea week, he carried .her down thc long,
narrow steep stairs and she would totter On her "lily roots" tothe markct and
chat with her friends. She would come back to the store and her son-would
carry her up the stairs. More often, however, we children would 'climb' the
stairs to visit her. Sometimes I. saw the granddaughters bring, a wash basin
and a,pitcher of warm water to bathe her. feet. They, would sprinkle a little
"Florida water" into the basin.
At about this time; in' 1925, in San Francisco, Betty 'was born. Her father

o

was a dressmaker, making clothes Of silks and satin for customers 9f his
shop on Market Street. Of, course, with the remnants that he had left over,
he made dresses for his daughters. BettY 'recalls her grade school teacher
. coming over to her and asking hor not to wear dresses of silk and satin to

-

school because her clothes were too fine for th rest of the school girls! Betty
also recalls being asked not to speak Chinese in class that for each time that'
she did so, she would be punished.
And speaking of San Francisco, in, my recollections, thcre is Mrs. Allen
Mar, Sr. of Fresno just as vital and lovely as when \I remembered her in the
30's. During the Depression, she, a Catholic girl, \ moved down froth San
Francisco. Together, she and her 'husband ran a small department store, the
Peacock. The customers who came in through the front store were Chinese,
Mexicans, Japanese, blacks and whites. They paid cash. But at her back door
came. the Chinese elderly men, who as ed for a cup,of rice. They had -no
cash. She and her husband gave generously. But this state of affairs could not
contimie for long. She wroteto the San Francisco St. Mary's and through the
Fresno-Monterey diocese, she was 'able to haye started, the St. Genivieve's
mission. Catechism on Saturdays was held by the nuns who were the SiSters
of, the Holy Family. She was one of' the founders of the gronp who had programs for the Chinese soldiers stationed at Pinedale during World War II;
providing commnnity picnics and functions. The Chinese Catholics and Baptists worked together in harmony. Mrs. Mar was instrumental iii seeing to it that
there was a nursery school foripre-kindergarten children. She underwrote
the cost of a mimeographed little magazine, called Chi-Kracs. One of my
classinites in catechism is-now a monsignor based in Fresno. As recently as
the early Iwo's, people were 'surprised to know that there were some Chinese
Catholics Who did not come out of San Francisco's St. Mary's school, but who
came from Fresno. Mrs. Allen Mar, Sr:Can take pride in,her work.

There is a woman in Southern California, whose name I won't give for
reasons which will become apparent soon enough. She was born- here in
northern California but soon moved south to Los Angeles. She was married
and:widowed three times. Behind her back, such women as she were called
,"manAdllers." By her first husband, she had a sori, a young businessman now
married and father of five children. She was left a widow when this son was
254
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a child. In 1935, she married again and they also had a son. The stepfather was
good to his stcpson, but of course indulged the son of his own flesh a little

more. At the age when the sccond son was leaving his teens, he got into
wrong company and Was introduced to gambling betting on the ponies.
He began.losing his wages. He got deeper in debt; he began to orge checks
and to take money from the store. He began io pilfer fromthe company's
storeroom and sell products for ready cash. He was arrested, charged, served
a little Pine, released. He could not resiat gambling once more. Once more
he soIc, served time, and was released. But in spite-of his mothers' pleas and
war4ings, once again he stole, was charged and he went to prison where he
ed.

Theh her second husband died. She married again, for the third time. After
over '25 years of marriage, he, too .died. And all this time, she was worki
to he'll) out the family income, rearing-her two sons. She waited on ta
she clerked; shefiled papers in an office; she cooked for her family, she w fi ed
and :limed their clothes. Today, although she spoils her .grandchildre loutrageoisly, she is still working and once a month she takes d bus to visit r son. /
In 1951 Miss Effie Chew of Oaklaffid retired from teaching pupils a incoln
Scho . Then about 65 years old, she had lived in Oakland ever since r family
h School
fied Sn Francisco's big &aster' of 1906. She attended Oakland
pfepared
Berkeley
wh
and t en Miss Bernard's Kindergarten, School in
her for teaching.- She started at Lincoln School in' 1918 and st d there for
the rest of.her teaching career. She helped hundreds of Chine c dren learn
e Wa Sung
English and get ,establiihed in the high schools of Oiklan
Club, 12 years after her retirement, honored her wieo a es s onial dinner

and presented her with a trip to Hawaii. She was the. aug ter of the late
Ng PoUn. Chew, publisher of the first Chinese daily n wspa. r in America,
Chungi Sai Yat Pp. She died last November 2. in 1974.

,

A n American and
My 1966 example is Mrs. March Fong Eu; the
firk whman to hold California's third hightst offic Secre ry of State. In her
first pOlitical years, I heard her then husband, Dr 11 ennis ong, introduce her
with these words: "I give you the best years o my Wif March Fong."
from Oakland and
She was then elected to become the assemblywo
eleetectin
1968, 1970,
GSM Valley, the 15th Assembly District. She was. re
of
the
Assembly,
she
and 1972 by ever-increasing majorities. As a membe
dutspoken
efforts
h,behalf
of
consumers,
won statewide recognition for her
and perhaps most notably for her battle. to abolish y toilets in public buildings and her fight to reduce the. teenage venereal disease epidemic through
improved education programs. (Her official biograPhy lists.many accomplishments too numerous to mention here.)
Born 'in Oakdale and named for the month in -which she arrived,- March
Gong, the daughter of a laundryman, grew up to become a dental hygienist
and an elementary school teacher. She met and married Dr. Dennis Fong, a
dentist They have/wo children, Matthew, a recent graduate of the Air Force
23'5
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Acaslemy and Mars a
a student.at U.C. Davis. She and Dr. Fong
were later divorced. .
In 1973, March ijiet Henry Eu, a Hong Kong businessman whom she
married:
As Secretary of ltate, Mrs. Eu is considered the state's chief electiOns
officer. The State Archives is also under control of the Secretary of State.
Here are stored millkins of documents relating to thc history and government
of California back to the days of Spanish rule. An exhibit hall was recently
opened in the Archives building to share these valuable documents with the
public. Her term of office began this year on January 6, 1976, and will expire
on January 8 of 1979.
My last example will bc myself in 1976 I will bc 50 years old a Gcmini
just as is the zodiacal sjign-f the United States of America.
I am an Asian first-generation born American woman; wife to an auto
mechanic, mother of two daughters, first-born sister to 9 brothers and sisters;
teacher of journalism and English, membcr of the Federation of Teachers,
alishioner of thc Catholic Church, and last, a member of thc human race.
13 In conclusion, I should like to rccitc mY ABC's
an incomplete alphabet

of women: Architect Audrey Lee; Actress Pat Gan; Brokcr in Maritime
Affairs, Rachel Chun; Ceramicist, Jade Snow Wong; pentist, Faith. Leong;
Enginecr, draftswornan, Janct Lam; Funeral director, Victoria Ng; Gcncticist in cancer research, Dr. Irene Y. Wang; Interior Designer, Rebecca Chow
Eastman; Insurance, Linda Shew; Journalist, Susannah Joe; Lawycr, Emma
Ping Lum; Medicinc, Dr. Marlene Wong; Nutrition lecturer, Mary Wong Dun-

kelbcrger; Optometrist, Helen Eng; Pharmacist, Josephinc Mar Sam; Photograpbgr, Connie Hwang;Itadio Commentator, Connie Chung; Sociologist,
Rose-Hum Lcc; Teacher, AliCe FA Yu; United States Government Service,
Sarah turn; Alice Sho, VocAist witA thp Asian. Wood Rock Group, Writer,
Betty Lee Sung; and .YWCA, Charlotte.Choy and Lonnie. Chan.
Ladies and.gentlemen, think of all the mothers, wives,sisters, all the women
horn I aid not name whOse life and role have exerted-an influence upon you
d the United States. tt;ink you. ,
-

Commeut: Irma Tam Soong, Hawãii. Chinese History Center, Honohilu
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Chairman: S. W Kung, San Francisco,California

THE "CHINA GANGS" IN THE ALASKA PiCtKERS.
ASSOCIATION CANNERIES, 189 2-193 5
By.
ROBERT A. N ASH

For a number of years a curious interest has [Sten expressed in thc Chinese
cannery workers whq annually migrated to Alaska for the brief season that
salmon returned to th*coastal waters and then thc rivers to spawn. Some of
this interest has probably been aroused, by the fact, that information on the
subject was not available from any of the usual sources, but most often there
has been a tendency to think of Chinese cannery workers specifically in connection with the "Star" fleet of the ,Alaska PaCkets Association. The "Star"
fleet (so-called because the major vessels bore such names as Star of India,
Star of Russia, etc.) was the last large 'fleet of square-rigged sailing vessels
operating from San Francisco as a home port. After the sailing ships were
taken out'of service, some remained in the Alaska Packers' yard at Alameda,
a reminder to Bay residents and visitors of a colorful past. Two of these
vessels, the' Balclutha (ex-Star of Alaska) and the Star of India, have been
refurbished to serve as floating museum pieces open to visitors, the former in
San Francisco and the latter in San Diego.
The role of the Chinese in the Alaskan salmon canneries cannot be logically
Separated from the, earlier development of the salmon fishery )i California
and the northward spread of the industry to Oregon, Was gton, British

Columbia, and thence to Alaska. Neither can the demands on the cannery,
work forcc be fully appreciated without reference to the geography of the
fishery and the salient characteristics of the resource. To consider the cannery

work force outside of this broader context is to dismiss the precedents for
Chinese participation and to fore-shorten the view, of their *stivities. The
material presented in this paper represents research in process and is not in-

tended as a final statement on the Chinese role in the salmon packing industry..

From the preponderance of Chinese employed in the earliest years, the
cannery work force came to be known as thc "China Gang" or "Orientals,"
regardless of the ethnic composition of the work force. The cannery waiters,
'.,of whatever nationality, lived in "Chinatown," the Tatters assigned to them
abOard the ships that carried them to and from Alaska, and in the "China
House" at the cannery. In the ledgers of the Alaska Packers Association,
the details of cannery labor force accounting werc summarized under the
caption, "Chinese' Ougracts."
:57
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BACKGRouNo ro I III! ALASKAN SALMON CANNING II4DUSTRY

the Natural Resource
.
The life histories and habits of the salmon, togeth9 with the resourcc
environment, are' the controlling factors in the work of the canneries..There
are only five specie-S-6f salmon on the American si4 of the North Pacific,
although the many common names in locarusage would make it appear that
therd.weremany more. The ranges of the five siecies varies somewhat but
all,are cool water fishes. A mean annual surface/water temperature of 55° F.-

ttablishes an arbitrary boundary between Y/arin and cop! waters., This
boundary intersects thc Oregon coastlibe. T* ranges of the salmon overlap
this boundary in a broad zone of transition/And some species are taken at sea
as far south as Southern California.
I, The digerence in habits among the species leads to a load importance of
one 'Or morc salmon from one place tb another along thc North Pacific Coast.
All of the species are hatched in frcsh Water;.some may remain in fresh water
for a year or more, but othcrs Migrat ,to the ocean immediately after
hatching. Mature fish return to the strea in which they were hatched in
-,their second to seventh year, depending on species. Each of tht species has
preferred sPhwning area types. The fish do not feed after returning to fresh
.water and all die after spawning.'
The king salmon is the largest of the spedes with an average weight of

/

20 pounds. In the Pacific Coast salmon fisheries the king is Of least importance,

!

but in California it was the major species, and indeed the one upon which
the whole industry was/founded. Thc king salmon ranges from Southern
California north to Alaska and south along the Asian coasts to Japan. This
species spawns id large rivers in several feet of water, ordinarily/in the main
current of the river; it made up the total catch of the Sacranfento and San
Joaquin rivers. T1e young fish may remain in the river /for a year or more
after hatching.bf usually migrate to the ocean irnmlittely. They return to
s old.
the parent streañi to spawn when five to sev
s the king but do not enter
Silver salm n occupy the same range at
the Sacramento and San Joaquin rers, prcferring the coastal streams from
Central California northward. They 'may spawn in small coastal creeks or
move on to stream headwaters in the mountains. In size, a mature adult
averages about lo pounds. Young silver salmon remain in fresh water for a
year tor more before their seaward migration, returning, to the stream in
whiçliv they were hatched in.thelr third or fourth year. Silver hnd king salmon
make up the entire commercial salmon catch of California.
/Red salmon, the Choicest of Pacific species, spawns onlyin streams mibutiry.
/to headwater lakes. After hatching in April or May, the young fish move
down to the lake where they feed on plankton and remain for a year or more
before migrating to the ocean. Mature fish, averaging 6 pounds in weight,
return to spawn in their fourth to sixth year. Red salmon are most abundant
in the Bristol Bay and Gulf of Alaska' regions.
258
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Pink salmon is thc smallest of the citie species, averaging less than 4
pounds. 'Their preferred spawnirig areas are in coastal streams ()illy a short
distance from the ocean. The period of spawningis from June to October.
Eatly in the spring the young migrate to salt water. Adults return to spawn

in their second year. The catclrof pink salmon is about twicc that of red
salmon. Pink salmon are mostly,concentrated in Central and Southeast Alaska,
but they range as far south Is Nirrthern California.
Chum Salmon, averaging 8 pounds, may spawn in coastal streams or travel
td the headwaters of long.rivers for this purpose. Immediately ifter hatching,

the young commence their migration to the ocean. Adults return to spawn
in their third to sixth year. The.chum salmon range is principally along the
sOuth coast of Alaska.

After reaching salt water the salmon mature rapidly and, except for the
king salmon, their migration at sca is rarely niore than a few hundred miles
from the parent strcana
Superi posed on thc cyclic prserns of salMon ieproduction is the annual
elimatic règmc in the vicinities Of the northern canneries. The abiotic factors
of the resourceenvironment constrain fishing and cannery operations to the
few week§ of the year, tribally not more than six to eight, that the salmon
ue approaching. t e strenins to spawn and the rivers and bays are free of ice.
Preak-up on the rorthery riv rs occurs in the latter days of May or early June.
The king.salm n run, arti in June, usually peaks in the last two weeks
of that month. The big rims of red salmon commence at the end of Jtine
and are completed by.the,middlc of thc following month. Pink salmon fishing
1

starts in the middle of Junc and is usuallv'encled by mid-August. Silver salmon
,.

runs may come as early as mid-July, liut tfic pcak period is in.the last two
weeks of August. It has been observed that manywof the Bristol Bay fishermen have earned "ninety percent of their-yearly income in two. weeks."2
At limes, thc fishermen's catch was in excess of the capacity of the cannery
to proecis the fish, and it was neceisary to delay the fishing:
The period of fishing and cannery operations is one of intense activity for
those engaged in thc industry and Natives alike. It comes during the time of
long daylight hours; more than 17'4 ho'urs at the canneries in Southeast Alaska

.

and nearly 18 V2 hours at the Bristol Bay canneries. The fish must be processed
as soon as possible after catching, and if the catch is large the cannery work1

day must be lengthened accordingly. To the Natives, this is the time of year
when the caches must be filled against the demands of the cOming winter;
a time to provide for both people and dogs.

Brill History of Salmon Canning on the Pacific Coast
commercial salmon fishery had commenced in California by 1849, but
the rst salmon cannery was notestablished for another 15 years. The reasons
for; this lapse of time typified the faltering development 'of commercial fishing
' on tihe Pacific Coast; local markets for freshly caught fish were too small to
,

,
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support more than modest fishing efforts, satisfactory means of preserving
the catch for shipmeneto distant markets were not then known in California,
and 'export markets were yet to be established. The local Market demands
acanbe gadged by the size of San Francisco with fewer than,57,000 inhabitants
in 1866 and not quite i 5o,000 ten years later. Fish preservation by drying,
but each of these
, smoking, and salting have been known from early times,
canmit
be dried because
methods alters the taste. Fatty fish, such as, salmbn,
the fat becomes rancid. Early atteMpts in Oregon to compete with established companies in the salt fish trade met with failure. The preservation of
foods in bottles, after a method developed in Francc, was introduced into the
United States)in 1819 and within 20 years the use of tin cans had largely
replaced glass.. Although patents had been ,granted for tin cans, as early as
i 8 lo in England and 1818 in America, technical problems in ,the,inanufacture
of CialS delayed their use for preserving sea foods until 1839 when cannery
operations were undertaken in New Brunswick and Delaware. The following
year the canning of lobsters started In tastport, Maine.*
Apparently sicking fish, not gold, William Hume emigrated 0 California
from Augusta, Maine, in 1852. He found what he iought F. the Sacramento
River which teemed with Salmon. After four years he retted to Maine for
a visit and induced, his brothers, John and George, to return with him to
California. On a visit to Maine in 1863, George Hume met' Andrew S. Hapgood, a friend of his youth, who was a tinner and had worked in the canneries
of New Brunswick and Eastport. Preliminary planning fOr the salmon canning enterprise followed and in March, 186+ Hapgood came to California,
bringing with him the necessary can-making equipment. Hapgood, Hume
& Co. established the first salmon cannery on the Pacific Coast in 1864. Robert
D. Hume, a younger brother, became an employee of the- firm.'
The cannery line was inftalled on a houseboat at Washington, across the
rivet from Sacramento, and a first pack of about 2,000 cases was made thae
year. Despite the loss of nearly half of the pack from spoilage, the first season
was declared a success; a San Francisco agent sold the prodaet for shipment
to Australia at $2o per case, thus enabling the firm to pay off their creditors
for tin plate and other supplies. 'The following year the output of Hapgood,
Hume & Co. was sold in Australia and South America.
William Flume commenced-fishing on the a cramento River a year before
attempts at hydraulic mining in the Mother Lode were successful. At first,
mining by this method had a negligible impact on the river fisherietc.but
improvements in the equipment employed and a widespread increase in the
sale of bfierations soon filled the rivers with sediments, Salmon spawn on
gravelly bottoms and when these bottoms were covered with the refuse from
mining operations,. the catch decreased.5 In 1886, Hume investigated the Co-

f

lumbia River, and in that year the Sacramento River operation was transferred .
to Eagle Ciiff.Washington, go miles above Astoria. This pioneer cannery on

r
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the Columbia River w14 indicative, in the earliest years i)f the industry, of
the trend of northward migration..
After the Hapgood, Hume & Co. plant moved to the Columbia, there were
no satmon canneries in California* until 1874 when two ncw canneries comil 6,
menced operation on the Sacramento River. In thc five years after 1_7_
the number of canneries on the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers and Suisun

BaY increased to so. A cannery was establiihed on the Eel River in 1877.
.The peak year was 1881. By 1885 only six of the Sacramento River canneries

were still operating. Three years later there were four and the Eel River
plant had been .shut down. The following year three canneries were open,

0

and by iriio the last of the Sacramento River canneries was closed.°
' All five,species of salmon were present at the Columbia River, but only the
king, red, and silver were in commercial abundance. In their first year on
the Columbiathe Humes limited their pack to 6,000 cases, stopping production
in the middle of the ,season for fear of breaking the market, but in 1868,
apparody having overcome this fear, a second cannery was opened. The
firm of Hapgood; Hume & Co, was dissolved, possibly at the time this second
Cannel), was established, since later listings show- Hapgood and four of the

Huhu brothers each as independent operators. George Hume formed a
partnership with Francis Cutting, of San Francisco, ancktheir pack was gradually increased to 37:000 cases. In 1871 the most important markerfor canned

salmon, Great Britain, was established.' The following year George Hume
introduced th e' employment of Chinese labor in the salmon canneriess -and
..
sold his interest in the partnership to Cutting.
The number of canneries on the Columbia. River increased rapidly% and
the industry expanded to other rivers in Oiegon and Washington. In.1877
R. D. Flume built a cannery on the Rogue RiVer in Oregon, and the first
camery on Puget Sound was erected at Mukilteo, near Seattle, by Jackson
& Myers. By 188o there were 43 canneries on the Pacific Coast with 12 in
California and 29 MI die Cdlumbia, River. In the Columbia River canned
there were 4,000 employees with a total payroll° of $600,000 for the season.
Of the total; isoomoo was paid to Chinese. Better statistics are not available
until 1888, in which year 2,466 of 2,855 cannery employees in the states of
' California, Oregon, and Washington, or, about 86 percent, were Chineie.°
Except in isolated instanCes, of whiCh die R. D. Hume plant on the Rogue

I

.

.

-River was one, Chinese labor contrac ors provided the cannery workforce.
ed in Alaska in 1878 when the Nort.11
The salmon canning industry
Pacific Trading and Packing Com* Wilt a plant at Klaw:ak andthe Cutting

Packing Company built a plant at qld Sitka. Both companies made packi
that year, but after the second year he Cutting plant was closed. In 1882
the machinery from the cannery at ld Sitka'was moved to Cook Inlet -and
,

another Cannery was erected on the K rluk River, Kodiak Island. Three more
canneries were added thefollowing y ar, and in 1884 the first cannery on the
Nushagak River, Bristol Bay, commted operations. For/many years,. the
2
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c Alaska. n .fishery could be regarded as ;in ottension of the California salmon

.

fishery, since most of the larger companies maintained their headquarters in
San Francisco. As the nomber of Alaskan canneries increaSed, there was a
c one ornittint reduction in thc number or Columbia River canneries as the
operators moved to northern waters.'°
The Alaska salmon fishery suffered from over-exploitation; thc number
of Canneries wcrc constantly increasing and competition, sometimes violent,
was unchecked. In 1888 there .had been sixteen canneries and a total pack of
413, t 1 5 cases. Thc following year there were 37. canneries and the pack was
719,196 cases. The pack of 1890.was nearly as large, and in 091 it was larger.
The packs of 1889 to t 891, all in excess of nurket demand, lowered prices and
local industry organizations were formed to reduce thc pack. In 1890 the
three canneries at Chiguik Bay agreed to share thc costs and output of one
of the canneries; itv 1891 the Karluk River canneries adopted a similar arrangement. In September of that- year the Alaska Packers Association was formed
for the puipo4e of disposing of thc unsold 363,000 cases remaining from the
pack of 1891. The Association dissolved When the surplus was sold.'!

These cooperative organizations introduced soine measure of order to
portions of the industry and, in 1892, p of the 37 operating canneries in
Alaska joined the Alasla Packing Msociation. By agreement, ,only nine of
the p canneries were to be operated and the total pack was to be reduced
by one-half. It is with this year that the rccords of the Alaska Packers Association commence, althoughthe organization was not formed until the following
year. Instead of nine, only eight of thc Alaska Packing Association canneries

operated in 1892. Thcy were thc Alaska Salmon Packing and Fur Co., at
Loring; Pyramid Harbor, Packing Co., on the Chilkat Inlet; Hune-Aleutian
Packing Co., Karluk Packing Co., and Arctic Packing Co., on Kodiak Island;
Chignik Bay Co., Alaska Peninsula; and Alaska Packing Co., and Bristol Bay

Packing Co., on the Nushagak River. Chew Bun was the labor contractor

i

for Lo 'ng, John Quinn & Co. for Pyramid Harbor, Sam Kee & Co. for HumeAleuti and Bristol Bay, Quong Ham Wah for Karluk and Arctic, Ah Keong
and ow Tuck & Co. fo! Chignik, and Wing Sang Ching & Co. for Alaska
Packing. Together, the six contractors sent 978 Chinese to the canneries in
1892 to handle about 7 t percent'of the total Alaska pack."
In 189; the Alaska Ptcking Associationswas incopporated and the firm is
still in business as a -subsidiary of the Del Monte/Corporation. During the
,first year the Association was comprised of 27 canneries; 14 Were operated and

the other 13 were claed. The labor contractors sent i,168 Chinese to the
canneries to process more than 78 percent of the total Alaska pack.
.
The success and power of the Alaska Packers Association was clearly
evident in the Salmon War of 1903. The Pacific Packing and Navigation
Cortipany, of Ncw Jersey, proposed to consolidate thc operations of a number

of canneries to provide control over four-fifths 91 the world market for
canned salmon. In their first rear, toot, they acquired t 8 canneries-in Alaska
26z

2 9,9

and five on Puget Sono& Ihr

11.1ciscr
pAcked about io
percent of the total Alaska output for.19411, PacitiC Packing and Navigation
Company about 3o 0cl-cent, anti the balance was packed by i o independent
canneries. The Alaska Packers Association, luilding .I,213,000 cases of the
1901 pack, met the challenge of the newcomer in Igo.; by driving the pricc
down to .16 cents per. dozen. Within three months the 1"acilic Packing, and
Navigation Company was in receivership."
The geography of the Alaskan salmon fishery has been the major control
overning its development. Factors of isolation, location, and the avaihibility
of fish and labor dictated the structure of thc indtistrv. It was essential that
the .fiSh be,canned as soon as pbssible to avoid ,,poilage. In regions where
thc supplrof fish is widery scattered, as in Southeast Alaska, a proliferation
canneries can be expected; where the supply is concentrated, as in
Bristol Bay,iewer and larger canneries would be fea)ible. The cannerysites
were isolated from markets Ind a supply of labor, an isolatiori.aggravated by,
the short season in which all of the work for the year was to be. performed.
Isolation from markets imposed substantial transport costs, and isolation from
a supply of labor necessitated the recruitment and transport of a seasonal
work force from outside Alaska." Figure i shows the locations of the Alaska
Packers Association canneries (Page 264).

cHINESE. EMPIAMSIEN I IN 'ME CANNERIES

,

The- only7 satisfactory solution to the difficult problem of Ataining a
relatively large,work force for the brief period of the salmon canning season
was,io be found in thc labor supply available among the Chinese. This was
not the first time that the large,' cheap, mobile, and able Chincsc labor pool
had provided a valuable resource. Precedents wcrc to be seen in the employment\ of Chinese'through labor contractors for railroad construction, irrigation work, agricultUral land clearing and planting-, and land reclamation penjects; The erriployment Of Chinese cannery workersthrough the intermediary
of a labor contractor 'was ahnost itniversaily adopted in the salmon canneries.

The Chinese Labot. Contractor
The role of. tge Chinese labor, contractor has not yet received the attention

that 'the topic warrants. There is practically nothing in the literature to
indicate exactly how the system operated or the extent of labor -,,ntractrir
activities. Available information shows that the labor contracto was usually
a merchant and, by agreement, be would supply some specified number of
laborers to do certain work. The chief prcrequisite of the labor contractor
vVas'the provision of food and supplies required to support the people under
contract. This was;.perhaps, his main, if not only, profit.
Inmany respects the role of the labor contractor appears to be the American
counterpart of the comprador in China. Both flourished in roughly the same
time sparti and both served to bridge the cultural differences between Chinese
and, non-Chinese. The meanest view of the labor contractor is not unlike
.
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Figure 1, Principal Alaska Packers iksociation Canneries, :893.193s.
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the later view of the comprador, a Chinese .who *sold his country's interest
to foreigners. Loose allegations of the bad conditions,brought about by the
methad'of labor supply in the.Alaska canneries are not sufficiently well documenteci to thow,that all labor contractorS wre bad. It is likely that an eventual
appraisal Will show .thit their importance jn the induitrial deVeloPment of
Western America was Somewhat comparable tOthe importance of the cornpraclor in the industrialization of China."
The Akska Packers AssoCiation was always an employer of Cfilnese for
their cannery operations and detailed accounts Of the "Chinese Contracts"
have been -extracitect from their records for the years 1892 to 1935, the lase"
year that tannery crews were recruited throbgh labor contractors. From
the ledgers can be learned the name of every labor cOntractoi2the number
and nationality of the cannery workers he supplied, the guaranteed minimum
pay for the season, and the acival amount paid." What cannot .be gained
.frOm the ledgers is the amount paid, or credited, to individual +workers, since
thtwhole amount was paid to the cantractor for redistribution.
.,

,

Seventy-four labor contractors have been identified and are given in Table 1.
No attempt has been made totrace any of those listed, but it is probable that
nearly all Avere-based in San Francisco. Two of the contractors, Fook On
Lungitind.Qnong Fat, were shrimp camp Operators. Fook on Lung Company
was alsO known as the California Shrimp +Co.

Several patterns of contractor activity can be noted. There -was a very

high turnififeramong the contractors; 3.2, or nearly percent; were engaged .
in the business for only one year and 55, more t4s percent, stayed in the
business for fiVe years or less. Only four contçprerved from six to ten
years, eight from 11 to 15 years, and five from 24 to 3 ears. None of the,
contraCtors were in the business for the total period of i1terest, but Quong
Ham Wah & Co. was active from 1.892 to 1934. When a ontractor engaged
to supply the crew for a particular Cannery,, it was usual for him to continue
with that Cannery for some period of years. The more important contractors
handled the recruitment .of crews for more than one cannery a year, and it
was not unusual for a contractor to service six or more canneries simultaneously. Some of the contractors operated independently most+ often, sometimes in partnerships, and some only in partnerships. Table z shows the activities of six contractors, two of whom, Quong Ham Wah and, -Chew Bun, were .
active in the earliest years and two, Chia Quong and Lem Sen, who wer,e: the
only ones to supply crewsin the last year of labor contractor activity. Hone
Yick & Co.' sometimes 'contracted -filatpendently but was more often in a
partnership. Chew Mock usually operated in a partnership.

The Ethnic Composition of the Cannery Workforce
Although the cannery workforce was commonly called the "China Gang"
or the "Orientals," the Chinese were predaininant in only rhe first 16 years
of the Alaska Packers Association operations. For 13 of those years the....
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TABLg I
LABOR CONTRACTORS, ALASKA PACKERS ASSCICIATION., I892-1935
1023 -I035'
Ah..Gow.
Lem Sem*
1904-1907
Ah Ho
1001-1006
Lew Kan
109-194
Ah Keong
I891#-.t003
Low Dong
1904-,1909
Ah Sing
I806-1800.
Low Soon
4
Geo. Aoki & Co.
1008
Low Yuen
19051908
Chang Gow
'00 8
Geo. S. Masui
/1897
Cliang Yick & Co.
Chew Bun*
Chew Chew
Chew Fung ,

Chew Mock'
Chew Suen
Chia Jim
Chin Lung
Chin Ng

I000
1802-10o3
1804-1022
1894'1922
1805-1022

1803-002

Chin Quong /
Chin Wing /

1909-1933
1804
1894
1002-1035
1010-1013

Chong Yick4 Co.
G. Cuitow
Fook Qu..Lung

1904
1914-1918

Fook Sung Lung & Co.

1804-1806

HarpFou

1803
1904
1008

Gonefyng

RAI Yick Lung & Co.
ook Tong
Tong Chew
ong Yick & Co.*

/ Hop Wo Lung & Co.

/ Hop Yick Wo & Co.
r John How
Jue Gin Look
Komada & Co

Kwong Chong Lung,Co.
Kwong Chun Yuen & Co.
Kwong Lung Tai & Co.
Kwong On Lung & Co.
Lee Young

.

Mow Tuck & Co.
On Hing & Co. .
On Kee & Co.

1802-1002
1895-1909

Oy Wo Lung
Pak Sing
Quan Shing Lung& Co.

I0430

Jno. Quinn & Co.
Quong Fat & Co.
Quong Ham Wah ac Co.*
Quong Mow Lung & COA
Quong Tai Jan
Quong Ying Kee
K. Sakama
Sam Fook
Sam Kee & Co.
Sing Kee & Co.

1802-1800
10pori001
1.892,1934
1805-1800
1894
189571898

So Ho On
Geo. S:tanaka
Tuck Lung Ching & Co.
E K. Uyeninami
Wah Hing Lung & Co.
Wing Chong Wu & Co.

-95-1-9-

1003
1893-192.3

I809.4005

105

Wing Lung On & to.
Wing On Wo & Co.

1903-1904
1018-1032
1004-10o6
1894

Wing Sang Ching & Co.
John Wo & Co.
Wo-On Co.

I900-903.

Wong Ling
,
Woo, On Hai Co.

10bk-1005

I00?

YoungFong & Co.
Yuen Lee

1000-1008

;010-1017
1904-1905

t003-'007

.1904

1803.
1802-1804

woo
1905
1904
1894

.
,.-

1020-103o
1893-1896
100i
1807- I 800
1905
1892
1909
1905
1803
1002
1803.
1807-1808

*AdditiOnal details on the activities of these contractors are given in Table 2.
Source: Alaska Packers Association, History, passim.

Chinese comprised, ioo percent, or neariy so, If the workforce, then 57 percent, 64 percent, and §4 percent. After 1908. less than half of the cannery
workers were Chinese, averaging about 143 percent over the remaining ,32
years of the period. Taken over the total period from 1892 to 935 the 'average
Chinese participation was s z percent.
Table 3 shows the composition .of the workforce by year. Reference to
the list of contractors (Table ) will stow that all but one of the Japanese
-contractors operated between the years 1904 and 1908, and it is during this
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TABLE 2
NUMBER OF CANNERIES SUPPLIED BY SIX REPRESENTATIVE
CONTRACTORS
,

k
Hz&Yic
n

Chew

.

Qucing.

Year
1802

Ham o;,ah
2

1

1/93

z

1

1

I

.' 2

I

1

4

z

z

2
z

2

3

2

3

2

z

3

2

2

3

1

3

3

1

3

1 000

..

1

0

.

.

I

z'

2

z

z

4
1

5

6
4

1

1906
1907
1908
1909
-1910

,:,

-

2
1

3

5

2.
2

1...-1

4
4

3

5

3

3

4

5

z

3

4

5

3

3

1911
1912
1913

4

5

3-

3

1914
1915
1916
1917

3

6
6

4

,

3
3
3

3

191.8-

1920
1921
1922
1923

5
5

1924 1925

6.
6
6
6

3

.29-2-7

4

4
4
3

3

3

3

3

3

.

3

3

3

3'

i

3

3

.'

..

,

3

6.

4.
4

!926

3

3

1

5

-4
4

.

3
3

.",6
6

1919.

1934
1935

Lein
Sen

.

6
6

1

1905

1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

.

z

1894.
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899

.i9o1
-1902
2903 .
1904

-:'

Chin

xCihoecvirc

Bun.

6
7

5

8

5

3

4

4

3
3

4
v

.4

z
2

'.

3

6
4
4

3
3
2

;

2

.)

3
3

4

1
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TABLE 3
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF THE,CANNERY WORKFORCE
Number of
Canneries
Operated -

Year
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896

978
1141

14
14

14

x x66

x6

6.

1901'

18

23
23
22

.:

1902
1903
1904
1905.

13
13

ri.

14
21

16

Ix

x5

7

13

9

1911

x 5,.

8

1912

15
15

7
7

15

8

14

I00
too
too
tob

3101
3132

/1

15

x 858

2737

15

1

x858

16

12

.

1914
1915
1916

100

2096

2562

14

1913 -

.1420

13

14.
18

1907
1908
1909
1910

1420
2096

202

14

-

x 5 to

too
too
too

.7

.

.

2162
.

too

2169
2208

57.0
64.0.

823

2023
2175
2139
2318
2333

1087
981
988.
887
806

53.7
45.1 ;
46.2
38.3
01'5

790

2226

629
558
527

28.3
27.7
28.3
29.3
29.6

1862

.1777

-1688."

521

499

Other
%
No.

: ---

2737
3101.
3132
1236
1413

2015 '
-

%., i 562

Filipino
%
No.

' Mexican
%
No.

Japanese
%
No.

Chinese
%
No.
I00
978
- 140.
1.141
x166
1268

.

15

t9oo

'

1208
1510

12

t6

1906

305

7

13

14
14
16 ,

.

Number of
Employees
Suppbed

13,

8

1897
1898
1899

a

Number of
Labor
Contractors

WO

100
563

.

588

I 10
232

39.1

46

72

3o2
s 563

13.9
26.3

48.8
63.4

41.0

89,2
-

2-..5

,221

9.5

1:143,t

49

2.1

= 47p

57

2.6

154o

69.2

34

1-7

190

10.2

142643

7140169

I-4,..

.

.
, -.

5.1

37.9
25.5

095
'522
458

37-3

450

.29.4
,27.1

47°
5 to

24.2
26.4

30.2 i

221 .

13.1

TAB E 3 (Continued) j.
Year
2917
1918
1919
1920
1921

Number-of
Canneries
Operated

Nlmber of

14
14
14

77

(

15
12

Number of

r

Employees
Supplied

tractors

1778
2866
2858

6
6
6

2892

'....

2427

dir anese

Chin

No.

%

Meztican
No.
%

65o
995

4.. 1924
2925
2926

13

26o I

13
13

- 2626
1458

14

42

5

4
4
4

1927
2928
1929
1930

12
23

4 ,,

23
zz

5
5

193.1

zo

3

i

1934

. zo
9
9

...-

1403

4481

,..

1932
1933

2682
2428

309

224

15.7

807
2064

504
654

365

22.8

74

6.0

772

52.9

97
223

243
260

898
708

534

734
665
636
429
597

52.3
44.9

27-9
22.2
122.9
t18. 'S

z as

282

19.8

884

355
322
303

2.2
9.8
8

3 66

2 .8

307

2

2292

2532
2226
2296

, 225 z
3
3
2

1137
2270

2
..272
1935
Source: Alaska PackerrAtsociation, History, , passins.

1

7

313
295
.298

2;.
i9.5

ss

3.6

2iso

20.6
22.9

55

4.5

274
362
321

534
132

19:

28.9
28.2
45.6
48.5

30'3

Other
No.
%

36.6
53.3
64.2
62.7
62.9

496
414
425
350

s

1922
1923

Filipino
No.
%

49.9

los

54

so

145
132

174
5.6.
2.9
2.6

25.3

8.6
*9.3

5-3
\'31.5

226
292
370
343

49.9

281

9.o
29.6
24.2
28.2
23.5

559207

444.7

226702

2203.9
7

348
8

29.
2.9

212

28.2

323
352
288

306
37

273
271

230
230
273

139
44
31

232

36
76
z

28.2
18.9
20.2
26.2
2.6

4.6
8.8
21.0
16.2
19.1

26.4
25.5
21.3

114
3.7

2.5
3.2
6.5
0.4

time span that the greatest number of Japanese were employed in the can-neries, After 19o8 the Japanese participation decreases abruptk
Mexican and Filipino _cannery workers were first differentiated from
"Other" in 1914, and for all of the years ,but two after that tittle Mexican
large numbers of Mexi-.
wOrkers formed the largest ethnic group. From
cans and Filipinos listed in 1914, it may be presUmed that they formed a,
substantial portion of the "Other" category, at least from 1910. The change
in nationalitt of the cannery workers posed a new problem in recruitment
for the Contractors; not only Was the contractor required to.prOvide an interface between Chinese- and English=speaking parties, but Spanish:speaking
workers also had to be accommodated. The recruitment portion:of the problem was handled, partially at least, by resoiting tb employment 'agencies and
firms dealing with Mexican nationals. In some cases the intermediary was a
Chinatown firm, Myers and YoUng. It is possible that a large portion of the
complaints about unscrupulous treatment of cannery workersby the contnc.

.

tors can be laid to this firm, or others like it, since Myers and Young are.saiil to

have been charged with violations of the law relating to. peonage.17 Com=
mencing in 1919 the ledgers contain a new entry for one or more Mexican
foreman at each of the canneries where Mexicans were employed.
The impact of certain events on the Alaska salmon canning industry can
be related to the figures,given in Table 3. The year 1892 was one in which.
only eight Alaska Packing Associatibri canneries were operated, and the rise
.

from less than zoo°. cannery workers to more than 3,000 represents the work-,
force tO man additional cannerieS. In '1903 the '"Iron Chink" was invented;

but it was not idtrotluced into Alaska canneries until the following year.
From the figures, it coukl be mistakenly implied that the introduction of the
"lion Chink" was responsible fot the precipitous decline in Chinese-workers
.

.

from i9o4 to 1905. ACtually, the drop in total Tabor force is more easily
explained by the fact that 22 canneries were operated in 1904 and only 14
in 19o5. Furthermore, only one "Iron Chink" .was used in Alaska in 1904,
and after a short period of opetation it was returned to Seattle for repairs
and modification."
The decreasing Chinese participation follows; in general, the decline of the
Chines& population in California attributable to the Exclusion Acts for the
years in 1920. The reason fbr the decaying predominance of Chinese workers'
,in the canneries is not readily. apparent at this tirbe, however. The last year,
that cannery crews Were procured through labor contractors.was 19'35. OWN;
tWo Canneries were in operation. In 1936 agreements were reached with the
newly organized Alaska Cannery Workers Union (CID) and seven canneries
were operated. The Cannery workforce, totalling 1,186 in 1936, was abott
30 percent Chinese, 15 percent Mexiclin, 29 percent Filipinos, and 26 percent
not identified.
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The Cannery Worker's Contract
When the cannery worker agreed to undertake eMployment at a cannery
in °Alaska, _he signed an agreement with the labor contractor, at which time
an =Count book was prepared for each worker. Upon signing, the Worker
was given a $20 advance on his earnings Which was entered in his account
book. In 1909 the advance was increased to $30, apd in 1910 to $40. In 1914
the advance was reduced tO $30, and in 1915 to $15.. Five days before sailing
the man was given a.second advance of $20, also recorded in his account book.
.In 1915 the second advance was increased to $35'A The second advance was
presumably given the worker to outfit hiniself for the season, and it is likely
that eVery labor contractor had ofi hand all of the supplies he Wished tesell
tO the *orkers at the time the advance was paid. The charge has often been
made, though not documented in detail, thatthe contractors urged, or forced,
the workers to bny supplies that were inadequate or not needed. The minimum requirement was for suitable-clothing. for the ,w0rk and season and
bedding. Any purchases in excess of the second advance was also entered into
the account book, and the goods were usually delivered to the buyer after
hi boarded the'thip that was to carry hini tO Alaska.
The employment was undertakenin consideration of a guaranteed minimum
pay for the season and found. The contractor supplied the mealS, arid the
Alaska Packers Association supplied transportation to and from the cannery,
fuel, salt, Water, and a place to sleep.
.

Mter the crew had boarded their ship, additional supplies could be had
from the Chinese foreman who operated a slop chest in whiCh delicacies,
opium, and other articles could be charged in the worker's acceunt book."

'

Thzvel to the Canneries

For most of the years discussed here, transportation to and from the canneries was by sailing-ships. Table 4, which is not considered to be complete
or wholly accurate aS to dates, is presented for the' purpose of identifying
the periods during whi6h different kinds of vessels were used in support of
the cannery operation's. The Alaska Packers Association fleet consisted of
vessels modifiecto the requirements of the trade in their shipyard at Alameda.
The vessels Were maintained in first class condition to meet the standards
established by Lloyds or other agencies.' for the Most favorable rates on insurance for vessels and cargoes."
The necessity for operating their own vessels, even for the short time of
intended use, arose from the difficulty of arranging charters for the required
number of suitable vessels durhig the period of demand. The fleet was augmented by charter, however, in most of the earlier years. For example, 23
vessels, owned and chartered, were sent-tckAlaska in 1900. Thirty-two vessels

were employed in 19o4. Table 4 shows that only about half that number
were owned by the Association.
'From 1.893 to 1905 the fleet consisted primarily of Wooden-hulled, squarerigged ships and barks. About 19Oo the decision was made to change to iron
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TABLE 4
r
PRINCIPAL VESSELS OF THE ALASKA PACKERS ASSOCIATION,
1893-1935
IRON/STEEL HULL)SAILING SHIPS

WOODEN Huta. SAILING SHIPS
1893-1900
George Skolfield
1894-19 to
Electra

James A. ,Borland

Worn

LliWellyn J. Movie
Will W. Case
Centennial
Santa Clara
Bohemia
Nicholas Thayer;
Sterling
Indiana
Tacoma .
Two Brothers
Levi A. Burgess
Columbia
M. P Grace

1894- ioo

Star of Russia ,
Star of Alaska
Star of Bengal
Star of England

1895-1926

Star of France

1894-1896

Star Of Italy
Star of SCotland

.`1895-1.905

1896-t927
1896-1926
t1970 926

4' 897-190F
1897-1898
1898-1926
1898-1918
1899719oo
-19041905-

.

Star of Schetland
STEAMSHIPS

19057

AICtiC

IRON/ST&EL HULL SAILING Stun
1901.-1926

Star of Chile
Star of India
Star of Peru

Star of Holland
Star of Iceladd
Star of Lapland .
Star of Finland
Stor of Greenland
Star of Zealvd
Stat of Poland
Star of Falkland

i9O2-1926
1905-1933
1906-19o8
1906-1929
1 906-1929
1906-1927
1908-1926
19o9 -1929
19o9-1929
1909-1935
1910-192
19 to-1929
1910-1935
1912-1918
1922-1928
1922-1935

Bering
Chirikof
Lurline

t9o1-1926
1902-1926

1925-1935
1926-1935
1928-1935
1929-1935

or steel ships, and the first of these was purchaied in 19o1, the year in wilich
" severil foreign-built iron 'Vessels were admitted io U.S. Registry. With the
acquisition of the Star -of Bengal,-Star of France, and Star of-Italy in 1906,
it was decided to _rename all of the iron and steel vesiels as "Stars." Nineteen
vessels were so-named but itere were apparently no more than 17 at any one
time, The period of "Star" fleet prominence was from 1907 to. 1908 to about
1927 when 12 of them still remained under the Alaska Packers' house flag..
In, 1928 five sailing ships were sent to Alaska and in 1929 only two. By the
end of 1929 most had been sold and none were sent to Alaska after that year.
In 1925 the Association' bought their firselarge steamship, the Arctic, the
following year the Bering was acquired, and two years later the Chirikof.
Each of the steamships could service two canneries, whereas the sailing ships
customarily went to a cannery. and itemained there until the' season ended.
Furthermore, the steamship made faster passages and crewswere easier to find.
From the approximate time spans during which the different kinds of vessels
were in use, .it cans be seen that the largest numbers of Chinese cannery
workers ivere employed before the advent of the "Star" -fleet.
'The nufnber of fishermen and cannery workers to be carried by the sailing
vessels required. modifications to increase the amount of living space. The
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fisherinen, sometimoi almost equal in number to the cannery workers, were
usually housed under the poop deck which was sometimes lengthened-forward

.

to,provide iufficient space. the "Orientals" were allocated space in the for,
ward part of the 'tween decks, the bext deck below the main deck. These .
qnartep were called "Chinatown." The Chinese foreman had a sMall cabin
in which he, lived and stored the merthandise he had brought to sell to the
Workers enroute ,to the cannery. The laborers occupied_three-dered bunks.21
Other required modifications were. special galley's for the preparation of

the foods of the major ethnic groups. On the Star of France there were
separate galleys for AMericans, Chinese, Mexicans, and Italians. The Chinese

.,and. Mexican galleys Were next to each other under the forecastle head.
, Across from the galleys' were the open heads (troughs for toilets) Which
were hosed down twice -a day: The Chinese galley consisted of a 'brick
structure with three large iron pots Cemented into the top. Pine blockS, or
"China wOod" was used for cooking. The Mexican galley Was alarbre iron
coal stove. Three meals were prepared every day. After the food. was
cooked,.it was carriea'to the liVing quarters below in large bowls and each
Chinese scooped his portion,from the large bowl into his own smaller bowl.
The Mexicans were each supplied.with a tinplate, a cup, and utensils, which
'were charged into their account books.
The-onthound paisages were usually the alOcvest, requiring an average of
.35 dayS. In 1018, the year many of the ships were caught in the, Baring tea
iCe, the Star of India was 57 days enroute from San Francisco to Nusharik..
TWo yeart later she made the, same passage in 20 days. About 20 days was
more usual for the southbound passage,, hut in 1912 the Star of Scotland

made it from Karluk in 8 days. The average time for the steamships was
about 10 days.
'Fable 5 gives data

.

.

the transport of cannery workerS for 1905, a year

.in Nhich 14 canneries were opepted. The times in transit rote from 16

,

days to the, nearest cannery to42 days to oneof the most distant. Thenumber
of workers carried, not inCludinrfishermen, and'the number of days in transit
indicate that the adequacy.of the water supply was always a problem. Aug-.

mentation of the supply of' water was another modification of the shipa
required for the trade. Water was doled out twice a day, but those at the
end of the waiting line were not always hicky enough to get their share.
The cannery workers 1ere given no water for washing, but the ship's,crew,
the fishermen, were allowed to wash every third day.22
As a consequence of being unwashed for a long time and the use of straw
mattresses, the quarters were-usually infested by fleas and lice. At least one _master always wore rubber boots in "Chinatown" when making his daily
ecni'on, reasoning that neither fleas nor lice' Could stick to tht rubber
Wing his y,isits. The Use of candles for lighting and the straw mattresses
on the bunks cOmliiricl to:Present a considerable fire hazard. The cannery
workers were on bOard for several daVs before sailing, and in one instance
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TABLE 5
VESSELS AND CANNERY WORKERS TRANSPORTED,.19o5
Cannery Workers
Transported

ec

nc
Vesse

.

5

Cannery . ,

-; c

,

`Ship Indiana

68

Bark Electra
Bark Etsterpe
-;.' Ship Bohemia
It Ship Santa Clara
, Ship Columbia
Ship Tacoma '

32

88

6o

Bark Coalinga2

:.

Ship M:R Grace
Bark Levi G. Burgess
Ship Star of Russiaa
Ship Llewellyn J. Morse
Ship William H. Macy
Totals
.

1:6
.

120
112

167
163

-

72
133
So
91

94

100
148
198
304
200
200
199
150

..

15o

71

26

63
.196
65
117

19
15
15

95
132

z 236

825

2169'

..

.

z 6o

Nushagak NC-z
Nushagak PHI
Nushagak NC-1
Koggiung X
Koggiung J

Niknek 0
Naknek NN
Ugashik U
Chignik
Alitak A
Karluk KS/AIC
Cook Inlet CI
Loring L

1 Liter called Star of India.
3 Later called Star of Chile.
2Stes of Russia sailed from Karluk 7-28-1905 and the following daY stranded on Chirikof

Island.bn 8-7 she returned to Karluk, made temporary repairs, and piled for San Francisco on 8-16.

4-11
-4-13

4-16'

5

4-14
4-15
4-16
471
4-22

4-4
4-27
4-1
3-25
5-6

5-12
5-24

42

5.-16

31

5-3
5-8
5-25

2o
24

40
30

,8-22
8-25.
8-zz

101.
92 ;

8-22
8-21
8-zz

.1 to'
104
88

1-21

91

Ai
56

8-15
8.-z6

98
89
z18

5-21

:5

9-4

105

4-24
4-18

24

748.

94

7228

131

5-14
5-19
4-29

'5-zi
Averages

:5

1.6

27-3

9-2o
loo.8

.

.
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a fire started in "Chinatow4'', on the Tacoma-. The departure had to be delayed
until rópairs'were completed: 'After arrival at the cannery the workers were
held en boaid Tor-several days until the water supply-at the cannery becaMe
operable and stearin *was available for the pumps. All pf the buildings were
of wOod, and when the plant was shut down at the Send of thf previous season,.

...all water .lines were drained, to prevent damage from freéing. The pllants
syere extremely vulnerable to fire until they wire put into operating conditiom
'Ethic 5 notes the stranding of the Stir of litafiel. Not all such accidents
teid the fortunate outeome Of this vessel. The ship Sterling, with 150 Chin
catinery workersebpard, struek an unchaited reef in the vicinity9f Nushalik
Bay at 6:oo a.rn;, on Ma,, 20, 1898. At 8: 30 a.m. the Chinese were landed on
Cape Constantine.l, By 5:00 'p.m. the Vessel began to break up. The Chineie

.

and 'crew were picked up'on the evening of May 21 by the steamship Presrdent.
No lives were lost. .The Balclutha,later called the Star of. Alaska, grounded
o5,the southern end of Kodiak Island in the early morning hours Of May 1.7,
isio4 while under full sail. After grounding, the tannery workers and .crew
I got ashoie and camped until rescued by a .,small steamer froth Karluk. No
lives were lost.. The vessel had been under charter, to the Alaska Packers

Assoeiation, who bought it very cheaply after it: vein aground and then
salvaged the ship. The Star of Bengal, with 1 io Chinese cannery.workers
and 28 others aboard, was blown ashore on Coronation Island while bound
from Fort Wrangell on September 20, 1908.. Increasing winds broke up the
,ship'before life saving gear could be rigged. Ten Chinese and 17 Caucasians
managed to survive on the rocky coast. All others were lost: On May 17,
1918, the ship Tacoma.was crushed in the ice after passing through Unimak
Pass into the Bering Sea. On' May 19 the ship wai abandoned and sank. The

cannery workers and crew, after, camping on the ice, made their way to

1

other icebound vessels in the vicinity. One seaman died from cold and exposure.= In 36 iears of sailing ship operations, only nine total losses were sustained by the Alaska Packers Association.
Life at the Canneries
When the cannery workers went ashore at the cannery they moVed their
'bedding and other personal property into the "China House," a bunk house
designated for their use. At most canneries the arrival date was well ahead
of the time the salmon would'commence their runs to,the spawning grounds.

The. principal work of the cannery crew prior to the packing of fish was
the Making of cans and boxes. At a later time it was found to be pracficable
to have the can bodies, without ends, made in San Francisco and flattened

for shipment. At the cannery the bodies were rounded out and bottoms
soldered in. Box shooks, cut to size, were carried to "Alaska with the geason's
supplies and nailed at the cannery."
In addition to the, cannery tasks, pigs and chickens taken north in coops

on dick Were to be cared for. Usually it was possible to get a litter of pigs
during the-season. At some of the canneries vegetable gardens were planted.
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These were Chinese enterprises insofar as it can be determined.° There was
also time to make a:little Chinese gin, which could be profitably sold io the

Nitives. Fines for selling liquor to the Natives were deducted from the
contract price for the Naknek canneries in 1906.
All of the work in the canning pr6cess was the responsibility of thciabor -,
contractor. Ile selected the men to do the work and payrnent was contingent
upon canning all of the fish the cantiery could handle. This necessitat'ed long

working days when the salmon were runnink. Durinpthe run the salmon ?
are present seven days a week, and for many years the canneries also operated
i
continually, in later years a six-day week was adoptedk
The most important Cliinese workers, as identified a the Alaska Paciters
Association ledgers, were the foremen and the :testers. The foremen ,were
.

-

employed on the basis of one for each rwo fillink machines, or lines. The
foremen was the go-between inany dealings tharthe cannery.workers might
have with the master of the vessel in which they .were transported or with
the cannery superintendent. Experienced testers were critical to' the canning
operation as the loss of product froln spoilage-was deducted from the contract. Tfiere was one tester for each filling machine.

In the earlier days of tlie industry the canning proem 'commenced with'
a buteher who cut off thE head, fins, and tail, and then-removed the viscera
of each fish. Some butchers were capable of handling 1,70o fish a day. Thel,
fish wefe thrown into a tub where they were washed and scraped with
knife, b t t not scaled. After cleaning, they were placed in a wooden trough
and cut can length with gang-knives. The fish sections were seron end
and cut to three parts, one of which was large enotigh to' fill a can. The
cans were filled by hand, the top soldered on, then packed in a vat of hot
water, and checked for leaks. If the cans leaked the solder was repaired.
The cans were put in an iron tank and boiled for-1% hours in salt water.
After this first cooking, the heads of the cans bulged and a small hole was
punched in one end to relieve tte pressure. The hole was soldered closed
immediately. After cooking in salt water for another 1 'A hours, each can
was.tapped with a tenpenny nail and defects were noted by the sound. Leaky
cans were sent back for rework.*
,
Constant improvements were made in the process as the industry expanded.
Near the end of the 'century work spaces had been reorganized to increase
the efficiency of the operdtions. Fish cleaning took place in the _fish house
where the fish were washed twice and brushed. in 1904 the "Iron Chink"
was introduced into the Alaskan Canneries. This machine was a large circular
device that performed all of the operations formerly done by the butchers.
The cleaned fish were stacked in bins on each side of the cutting machine.
Carrier trays conveyed them to the gang-knives and then to the filling machine
after they were cut to the proper length. From the outset Alaska Packeri
.Association canneries had filling machines capable of filling the cans for
800 eases of 48 cans a day. The machines filled only one pound tall cans, all.

.,-
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other can sizes and shapes continued to be hand packed. In later years the
.
.
number of *machines at the major canneries,was increased,'"
inspectiOn
table
for
After leaVing the filling machine, the cans went to an
weight .checic, Small luantities of fish were added by hand to make up any
shortage. -Can tops, with an open vent, were 'crimpecl on .by machine' asid
the cans conveyed .to a soldering machine, after which they passed through.,
a water spray to cooL The vent wai soldered 'by land and one laker of cans
was placed. in a strap-iron tray holding 96 cans. The trays were handled
by hoists and lowereg into a hot water tank for the first leak test. Leaking
cans wervemoved With tongs for inunediate repair of the soldering by hand.
The trays were stacked cui a truck and placed in a retortfor the first cooking

by steam. 'The retort was known as the bath room. The cans Were cooked
for an boar or more, as in the earlier grocess. When the first cboking was
completed, the cans were vented by tapping each' of them with a wooden
mallet having an awl point in its face: After the pressure ,was relieved, the
vents were soldered. The trays'were then placed in a second retort for'a
finil Cooking until the bones were soft. After the final cooking the caji
were still tested with a nail to identify those that were to be reworked, given
a lye bath.to remove giease and dirt followed by a fresh Water bath to reinove

the lye, And then taken to a cooling room. When Cooled, the cans were
stacked in a tray and dipped in a vai of laaper to inhibit rust. This.operation
was followed by. labeling and boxing. A Callnery operating at full capacity
did not have dint to repair defective cans. These were diverted to be used
for chickanfeed or sold under some other label, mostly to South Sea Islanders.
The Bristol Bay canneries presented special problems because of the 'relatively short period of ite-free waters. Tht v6sels and crews Usually arrived

TABLE 6
INDIVIDUAL CANNERY WORKERS CONTRACT EARNINGS, I905
Cannery
Alitak A
Chignik C
Cook Inlet CI
Karluk KS
Karluk AIC

.

Koggiung .1

Koggiung X
Loring L
,

Naknek NN
*Naknek 0

Nushapk PK) -

Nushagak NC-1

Nusha k NC-2
UgashikU

Gross Share

Days ,at Cannery

$2o6.66

105
218

$293.38 (High)
$211.69 (Low)

131

94
94

$234.10
$218.37
$212.91
$209.53
$286.88
$237.32
$233.44

104
110

$273.91
$266.70
$259-39'
$190.00

3,i4

Daily Earnings
$1.97
$2.49

llo.85 (Low)
$2.49
$2.32
$2.05
$1.90

90

$3.19 (High)

98
88
92

$2.42
$2.65
$2.98

91
101

$2.93.
$2.57
$2.13

89
277
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in May 'when..tliere were no salmon in the streams. From about June 6 to
16, depending. on the conditions in the river, the first run of king salmon
was expeCted. These fish Were not packedrby 'most of 'file Bristol Baycanaeries because they were too few in number. They were taken and eaten,
and sometimes the bellies we?e salted by,. ;hose whO Wanted them for their
own use. The red salmon runs commenced about June z6. to 20 and ,-theF
ppeirain numbers sufficient' to operate the canneries. From the time. the
red SalniOn runs started until July ao to 25 when the runs ceased, the cannery

pprated at fultcapacity: The work day started at 3ioo a.m. and usually did
not end before i 1: oo p.m. After the fish were canned, the cans were ,stacked
boithe product,.
in warehouses since there was no time io lacquer,
Thc,butchets,and fish cleaners were on their faet.41 day, standing in gurry.Swollen feet and, ankles were corthrion among them; The bath room men
- were alWays on the move and Were-the last to clean up at night. The men
at the lye tanks were constantly spattered by lye. These conditions continued
Jor four or five weeks -and then the rush beganfor the final clean up sO that
.the ships could be loaded and get out. of ,the Bering. Sea beforetfie end of
August. The final clean up inclmileilosting,.lacquering, labeling, and boxing
the canned fish 'and getting the canneries prepared for. being shut' dawn.28
Unlike' the caniieries in 'the Gulf of Alaska arid Southeast Alaska, the Bering
Sea canneries did not at first make their oWn cans but had them.made in San -

Francisco and shipped them to the Bristol .Bay canneries. About zz can- .
'Making machines,-leased from the American Can tompany, were introduced
`-:,
and cans made at the cannerii.s according to daily regitrements.
TARLE-.7

RANGES OF CONTRACT'RATE&PER CASE FOR GUARANTEED
PACK, 180.1933
(in cents)
, 1920 47.2-50
72
1906
189z
424-45_
1921
56
1907
474-52.5
42 -45
1893
1912
1908
47.5'524
42 -45
1894
.59
1909
1923
59
40 -42.5
47-57524
1895
1896
1897
1898.:
1899

isro

.

..

19°1.

2902'
1903'
1904

ton

'
..

40 -42,5
40 -42.5
40 -42.5

1910
.

474-524

1911
1912

41*-42.5
42.5-45

' 1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

43 -55
43 -55
43 -55
40 -50

42.5-45
52.5-55
52.5-55
52.5-55

47.5-524

."

25 -41.5

24 7414'
24 -41.5
52.5-54

6z -65
27e
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1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
-1932
1933

'

59
59
59
59
59
54
49
-54
50
47.5
45

Tbe Cannery WOrker's Earnings
The earnings,oi .the cannery wOrker foi the' season depended primarily
bri the contract agieement for a guaranteed pack. ,Table.4 stiows the gtoss

payf the cannery workers for 19(25, that is, the aMount paict to the. conIsactor divided.by. the number of cannery employees.. Under the terms of
the guarantee for loos, the rate varied from 47.5 to 52.5 cents per case. That '
rate' applied:);e-the guiranteed pack. If the number of cases 'packed at a
cannery exceeded the guarantee the rate for excess cases was reduced by 5
wits; if the number of cases was less than the guarantee, payment was made
for the guaranteed pack. Of the fourteenfcanneries listed, nine produced
more than the.guaranteed pack; Chignik atiaLoring each packed nearly half
again the quantity guarinteed. The other five canneries produced less than
TABLE 6
SEASON EARNINGS FOR FOREMEN AND YESTERS, :905-1935
Mexican'
'Foremen

Chinese

Foremen

$,336.00- 528.50
100.74- 513.33

1905

1906
1907
1908
1909

338.33
354.67
375.00
490.00
466.67
490.00 -

1910,
-191 I

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

1926
1927
1928

929

1930
1931
1932

29331934
1935

4300.00 450.00

..365.00 - 462.50
380.83 - 510.00

507.78 - 680.00
612*.00 - 824.00

1921
1923

;925

372.50
360.00 - 480.00

486.67 - 680.00
572.00 565.50
557.92
580.67 509.16 -

500.00
500.00
500.00
600.00

768.00
834.44
.797.33

888.34
819.00

6
6:Low.

450.67-- 901.33

500.00 - 600.00
500.00 - 600.00
550.00 - 850.00
500.00 - 850.00
60o.00 - 700.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
575.00 - 750.00
750.00

504.84 - 1o64.67
463.67 - 879.67
394.33 - 853.66

411.67 - 862.33
364.00 - 866.67
283.84 - 715.00
290.33
797-t3

385.67 - 801.67
372.67

Chinese
Testers
$181.62 - 346.61
171.50 J325.00
208.31 -'375.00
250.00 -455.00
250.00 - 3o6.67
389.00 - 492.50
350.00 - 512.50.

-367.5o 485.00

496.67 - 613.00
480:00 - 610.00
480.00 - 600.00

1920;

192c

494.67
497.00
460.00
666.67
683.34
646.67

.

784.33

1000.0- 1200.00
- 1100.00
279
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459.00 618.00
428.33-576.00,

409.50 - 570.00

386.25 -55i.00
402.00 - 615.00
353.33 -566.50
312.00 - 624.00
349.50 - 567.00
321.00 - 738.00
273.00 -591.00
276.00 - 597.00
252.00 - 600.0o
225.00 - 495.00
201.00 -552.00
263.25 -555.00
258.00 -543.00
450.00
450.00

4

the guaranteed pack; Alitak packed less than half the guarantee and Cook Inlet
packed just over half. In spite of these discrepancies, the total pack for the
season was within 0.2 percent of the guaranteed pack. The ranges of contract

rates to zoo are given in Table 7.
The crid61 responsibilities of the foreman and testers were recognized ,
from the 'beginning, and the many arrangements for extra compensation for
these two jobs present...a considetable difficulty in trying to determine the
cannery worker's earnings' fOr the season. 'Both the foreman ind testers some°times received a stipulated amount in addition to their lay, without a lay, or
for the season. After .19o5 the pay for foremen and testers Was by the season
and they did not share in the guaranteed pack payment. The ranges of com-.
pensation for the season for foremen and testers is given in Table 8.

TABLE g
LABOR RATES, 1934-1935
1934

Chinese laborer
Mexican laborer ..
Fish pewers
Retort men
Can washers
Can pilers
Fish butchers
Chinese cook
Chinese second cook
Mexican cook
Mexican second cook
Filipino secpnd cook
::Waiter
Chinese asst. foreman
Mexican asst. foreman
Chinese apt. tester

-...

r,$ 5o/month
1935

.

$ 7o/month
$ 50/month

.

....
.,

$450 - $ 550/season
$300 - $ 400/season
$350 - $ 400/season

425 - $ 400/season

$ 50/month
$ 70/month
$ ,75/month
$ 75/month
$ 8o/mohtli
$ go/month
$5oo/season
&too/season .

$40o/seasa
49o/season
$ i 30/month

$ 65/month
$550 - $,,i000/season

$400 $ .575/season
$ 380/season

$goo/season
$400/season

400/season

Cannery workat* other than the foremen and testers, appear to haveshared
equally in the payment for the pack at first htir by the 1920's, if not earlier,
some differentiation based on skill had conunenced. Butchers earned $30 to
$40 more for the season than laborers, and cleaners earned somewhat less than
the butchers." After 1933, minimum earnings for the season were no longer
established by the guaranteed pack but a scale of earnings lined on jo'b 'classification was substituted. These rates are given in table 9.

Whatever the gross earnings for the season may have been, they were
subject to deductions for advances, slop chest and commissary purchases, and
board. Together with gambling losses; an improvident cannery worker could
retUrn to San Francisco with little to show for the season's effort.
CoNcLusimis

Only tentativd conclusioni can be pnt forth it this early.stage of the investi-
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gation'Of the role of the Chinese in the Alaska salmon canning industry. The
partial rceords of one of the major organizationS in the industry, though the
larges4, have been considered.
At times it may appear that the over-riding objective of Chinese-Americatv
historical researCh is to document racial'discrimination. There is 'little, iftny
fuel, in this topic to feed the fire. IlthewOrk was hard, that can be laid.only.,
to the limited period of resource availability. If the pay was meakervas"
not less than that offered to non-Chinese& for comparable work. If cannery
-workers were the victims of unscrupulous dealings, the fault lay not with
the Alaska Packers Association but with the labor contractors.
Ate
A preference for Chinese cannery workers was initially based (in 1872)on the factors that (1) they were diligent and dependable workers, (2.) they
Verejeadily:available, and (3) they resisted organization in, unions. While.
the Packers could, see considerable merit ih ihese.a.ttributes, 'the same cannot
be said for Many! OinsiCle, the industrY.., There*riS- the usual cry that Chinese
wereraking jOhs that CatiCasians- should have, 'but .6ereCorded. numbers of
Chinese the' industry. was over-emphasized by referenCe to .the cannery
workforce as the "China Gang," even.though the Chinese ictually comprised
only about a fifth of the total workforce for most years. The resistance Of,
'Chinese to joining unions needs to be examined in light of the fact that mbst
unions were opposed to Chinese membership.
Chinese cannery workers were not paid less than they would have earned
at other jobs, and there is some evidence to show that this :was Pteferred
employment, since a number of Workers left. their usual jobt,as farMlahorers
to ko to the canneries each season. The Alaska canneryseason Coincided with
the period of school vacations, and it has been pointed out by a former Cannery

worker that this summer employment made it possible for many young
Chinese to continue their educations,
. A vast amount of research is necessary to complete this investigation,' but
it seri* clear now that the salmon- canning industry, based on one of the
major- resources of Western America, would not have progressed without
the participation of the Chinese. From the introduction of Chinese labor into
the canneries in 187 rio the decline of their labor in the industry about isoo7
spans a mere third of...a century....tut that 'was the period during which the
industry processes were formulated. Without the impetutprovided by_Chinese availability, who would have known that Filipinos or Mexicans should
-be sought to provide a workforce? Or is, it possible that the northern salmon
resOurce would not havt been developed until the adVent rif shipboard
refrigeration?
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toir," in Bulletin of the'United kites Fish Commission ... for 1901 (Washington:,Government Printing ()Mee, toot), p. :114-185.. A large model of a'aiittvon cannery is on eXhibit
in Alamein, hoktof .tbe museum ship ,3alclutha, ex-Star of Alaska,. San.,., Francisco.
,4
29 IfiterneW with' .Mr. Robert Chinn on August 13, 1974.
.
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AN ECONOMIC 'PROFILE OF' CHINESEAMERICANS: SOME PKELIMINARY FINDINGS
By
YUAN-LI Wu.

The present paper is an account of some of the preliminary findings of an
as yet unfinished study which some of 'us are undertaking. The entire study
is of much broader coverage.
A popular Bureau of the :Ccnsus publication on Asian Americans makes
the Toint that as i countity Of, frtimigantirihe Vgited States has accepted

'peoples from different:parts of the world who ha4e hetrOseek a better
life and to make the best of their opportunitiei: Thii geherat ssertion, raises
,
a twolfold qUistion. Out,of curiosity one may well ask whether; a.Sfar aS the
Chinese-Americans are concerned, they have aCtually optimized their opportunities here. A second question is whether the American society it large on
its part has made the best use of the human resource the Chinese represent.
Soit is a dual optimization question. I am not at all certain that we are going
to be able to answer both questions unequivocally. At any rate, let us look
at some of the facts, focusing on census data of the period between 194o and,
197o, that is, from the eve of the SecondWorld War to nea,r)y the present time.
The first thing census data tells us is that the median income of Cliinese
families in this country is' higher than that of all U.S. families. For instance,
, iccording tO the I06o ceuSus, the median income of Chinese-Arnerf can families
Was about $6,200 while that of fall Ainerican families was $5,66o. Ten years
later, in 1969, the Chinese-American median figure was Sto,61o, and that df
all American families was t9,600. This would seem to suggest that the Chinese

have done quite well for themselves. If you look at available data for other
minority ethnic groups, you would find that only Japanese-Americans haVe
fared better. AU the other groups have,much lower median incotnes than the
all U.S. median.
However, if you look at some other figures, you would receive a totally
mes of
dikerent impression. What I have done is to lOok at the annual
'ated,
individual persons in the United States. Here the statistics are !like
for the Chinese as well as for ill the people, between males and females. If
,
the male persons' incomes in this country are examined, the median income
**the Chinese maks in 1959 was 53,471. The correspondingrnedian income of
,

all UtS, males was $4,joo.1n 1969, the Chinese figure was $5,zoo versus theiall
U.:S. male figure of $6,4o0. So there is a_ Very distinct diipirity, However,
if .one compares the median incomes of female persons, exactly the reverse

would be trne. In 1959 the median incorne of female Chinese was $zi000
versus the all U.S. female figure of $1,357. In 1969, the female Chinese median
income Was about $2,7oo versus $2,300 for all U.S. females. One important

;

.

"iiiiettion' is: how are we to reconcile this daia 'with the previous figures 'on
fainlly income?
The answex seems id, lie in the f011owing facts. First, of the working age
population a larger proportion. among the Chinese is within' the labor force.
years, with the exception of the 1956 census, ethe ratio
Second, of the
of the employeE 'the labor force was also higher for the 'Chinese than for
the overall U.S. population. Similar comparisons hold regarding the number
.of income.earners within the!fimily al4thelkize of the. family.. ACcOrding to
the itOo cebsus, 36% of. all.ChineSe-Anierican,families.had 5 or, more persons.
In contrast, 'Caucasian American families having 5 persons or more Were
only 23% of the total. Furthermore, 59%. of the Chinese-American faMilies

had two or more income earners each. The corresponding over-alt U.S.
.

.

figure:w4o0y 5,1%. At the other end.Of the .stale, Ohly.-54 of die ChineseAmerican families had no ineemel.acners iks against 9% for all U.S. families.
.

*These statistics imply that the Chniese-AMeriCan familk.eartis a larger:than
*veva." ge ineome brhaving more persons ,at work even though the,income of
individual male Chinese workers kends t6 be lOWer. Alio, young adult Chinese

probably stay at home and contribute to the inCome of the family longer
than the non-Chinese. If one were to engage in a cost-benefit analysis, one

should weigh the larger familyincome against the larger labor input, together
.(with living Within the family with one's parents for a longer period. How
oneshould measure the (lost against the benefit in terms of family income I am
not about to draw any conclusion. Thai is i'queitionjor the anthropologist
whiCh faMTICst.

.

.

Another significant point is that there is very strong evidence that the'
larger family income contributed by the larger number of income earners .
Within the Chinese family is to a considerable degree the contribution of
female Chinese workers. Sitll another point is that the Chinese female attended
sebool longer: Until the 196o's, when the occupational pattern of Chinese,AmeriCans was altered by the large influx of new immigrants, the. ratio of
proffssional!.and technical: workers was higher. among Chinese fetnales than
among, the males. In short, the Chinese female stayed at seho61- Linger,' was
better edueated, and worked more frequently as 'profeSsionali: Perhaps the
explanation was that the more able youngfrmen tended tcr`be called .upon
help their fathers in tbusiness..If therhad any drive, they would go into buii-

ness. Women, on the .other hand, stayed in school and went into technical
professions. Much of this, however, has changed after the Second yorld War,
etpethlly in tbe 19(vo's.

The postwar.shift in occupational paitem has become quite pronounced

in recent years. In the 1970 6ensus, amongmale,emplued Chinese tbe.c4tegoiy
of professional and technical workers constitutes mate than 28% of the total.

This is a phenomenally large proportion_While "professional and technical
workers". are now the larkest group among male Chinese employed workers,
.

01:
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"adminiStrabirs, officials and proprietors," used to constitute the largest group.

In other words, the small b4siness man er proprietor was the predominate
group. Now it is the professional and technical worker, that constitutes the
- largest group.
Another point to be noted is that if you compare the male Chinese with all
.1 males in the U.S., differentiation with respect to their respective occupations
is, higher than that for feMales. The occupational pattern is much closer between the female Chinese and her non-Chinese neighbors. Moreover, if indexes of differentiAtion' or integration .are constructed, you would find that
in compering Chinese-Americans with all Americans, the degree of integration is much greater, and the degree of differentiation muCh smaller, in terms
of income than in terms of.occupation. This seems to suggest that while the
Chinese gointo certain Well-paid occupaiions, they seem to shun other occu-

patien*Pne finds both concentration and avoidance. Is iitecanie they were
excluded from certain occupations? Or is it becauielhey thought they, would
be excluded and.therofore never even tried to go into,them? What.has in fact.
*paned? This is kmething 'that deserves looking into. There are Many
mere questions that care worth, examining. .Elopefupy more social sqitntists
will take up the challenge.
Comment: John W Stevens, University of California, os Angela

t
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CALIFORNTA'S CHINESE PIONEERS

Chainnan: Chingwah Lee, Chinese Historical Society of America

A PIONEER CHINESE FAMILY
By
Mits. Wm. Z. L. SUNG

(Capsule of zoo years of the Nam Art Soo Hoo family)

I. EARLYLIPEA.M AliT SO04400 ( I e55-1920)
One hundred years ago, in 1875, a yoling man of the village of "Lung-HowLay!' (Dragon's Tongue) in Hoy Ping, Canton, China, Stirted by the glowing"'
ialespfreturning friends from "The Big City'in the "Gold Mointain"lof the
-Ileautilnl:"Conntryr. (Mei-Kub)*.ileeided that he, too, 17vould gii"to this new
land of hopes and promise:
He /aid studied hi the villagç schill till he was. 13, ther.ljad.. gone ones? study
in Canton laty till he was ra: Being the eldest of 3 soni, his mother chose a
wifeffor him, a coggly young *onion of 16;the daughter of a Chinese doctor

in 'a:neighboring var..
lithirgh it was difficult to leave the young wife and small precious son,
hadhis chance to study, he had to think of educating his a youngsk
and,
brothers, since his father had died and left him head of the family now.
"I shall return and take you, both Rick with me if it is a friendly and good
land," he said to the grieving young wife.
2. THE FIRST TRIP TO "GOLD MOUNTAIN,"

18,75

He left on a Mariy-masted sailing ship, and after a long and rough yoyage,
finally arrived at the "Big dty" in "Gold Mountain."
It .was trulY a new !add, very different froM the disciplined acres of rice
fields, fann lands and numerous villages of industrious hard:working farmers
and the htistling city of Canton, where he had spent years of ithdy *was'
so very different from this frontier city, built on the coastal hills of CaliYornia, filled with adventurous and rough folk who had come from many
different lailds to starch for gold, fdrtune, or a 'new life as well as those
who came down from the mountains past SacriMento, the "Second City":-men who came back to ,tivilization to replenish supplies and to recklessly
spend their gold nuggets and bags of gold dust which they had so laboriously
earned with sweat, toil and hardship.
He found that the Chinese were oppressed and persecuted by many of the
white men iyho took advantage of 'their quj et. good nature, stoicism, and
willingness to work under the most' difficult conditions. They took on the
must menal and unwanted jobp7such as ,house servants, cook, laundry, farm,
factorynd railroad laborers. Some few opened small 'shops to supply their

countrhien with the necrities of lifebut it was,a dreary life of hard and
287
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unceasing labor full of danger and catastrophy, sweating and toiling with
pick-az and shovel through rugged mountain passes and under broiling desert
suns. Their earnings were pitifully small, although thcy earned much Money
for their bosses.
Nam Art found work in a cigar factorymost distasteful to him', but after
each long day's work, hc went to evening school to study Englishin which
he soon became proficient, and was able to help many oi his fellow-workers.
He also joined the "Cheng-tao-hui," the "Righteous Path Society" and studied the Christian faithso much like his Chinese faith; which taught humanity
and compasiion for his fellow-man. Hc became a Christian, and was baptized,
later visiting; and working as a missionary travelling from town to town, up
and downCalifornia, wherever hc was called.
After kur years, in 1879, he returned to China. as a missionary. He was

ordained a .ister at thc Canton Presbyterian Church at Yun-Tsai-Tai Gai,
next to Borrnai HoSpital. Here he taught, preached, ministered to his congregation and was happy with his family, composed of 3 daughters and a son.
3. SECOND TRIP TO "MEr-Kuo," THE

EAUTIFOL CoUNTRIe:

In 1885, there was an urgent call for him to g back to work with the Chinese
church in California.
The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 de arced all -Chinese from entering
the U.S.A. except teachers, students, diplomats, travellers, and business Men,
but he came back as a teacher and missionary.. In 1896 he sent for his family,
who came on the Clipper Ship, the Argonaut which was becalmed for 6 weeks
half Miar acrifiss the Pacific.

Nam Art was a dedicated preacher, and teacher and became the first ordained Chinese pastor of the Presbyterian 'Church on Stockton Street under
the supervision of the Rev; Mr. Condit and later thc Btev. Mr. John Laughlin..
The church was a beautiful little Gothic church, with stained glass windows,
Art-visited and preached in missions as he had done before, going to Oakland,
Alameda, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Sacramenio, Marysville, Santa Rosa
and Monterey, sometimes bringing' back delicious fruit, abalone and other
luxuries. And how fortunate I was,to be taken on some of these trips, being
of the right size and age*Of some of the Chinese children in'different towns!
Riding on the trains with rcd-plush seats, tasting the delicious fruit in different areas, I was' made much of wherever We went, for everyone loved Papa.
Sometimes he would take mc to his office at the church, next to the office of

Miss Donaldina Cameron, with whom he 'went On trips to rescue girls
who had been sold into slavery. Miss Cameron was a dedicated young missionary frornNew Zealand, who took over Miss Ciilbeitson's job in the Home for
Girls on SacpmeitOStreet. Papa went to Miss Cameron's Home to teach the

girls English as well as Chinese and they all came to Sunday service, the
older ones singing in the choir and teaching Sunday School.

Giant Avenile .was then Dupont. Gal, and we wore alWays taken to see
288
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the gaily bedeekejand furbished shops and see the fireworks at New Year's,
and to visit friends and relatives. We dressed in our new garments, and wearing
the apron with a big pocket, to hold the red neatly wrapped New Year packets,
somitimetcontaining gold nuggets or gold coins. This was the festival when
all debts were cleared and everyone started the New Year afresh.
. There were outings to Golden Gate Park in horse-drawn trolleys or car-

naps, and we all went with the church groups to sweep the graves it the

Ching Ming Festival in the Spring..
4. Tns FIRE AND EARTHQUAKE OF 1906

Tbe earthshuddered and split wide open for several feet along the San Andreas
fault for the length of 240 miles froM southern California almost to the border
of Oregon State on April 18, 1 936 a t 5 o'clock in the morning, two days after

my birthday. More than 7oo people perished, Some of them belonging to
Papa's gongregation. Our home was solidly built, and fortunately not on top
of the fault, but was dynamited to help stop the spread of the raging fire, for
the water mains were broken by the quake and there was no water to put out
the fire, which was finally stopped at Van Ness Avenue after several days.
Papa divided us into 5 different groups of neighbors and families, with one
English speaking member heading each group, with instructions to try to get

to the waterfront and cross over the Bay to Oakland where it was said to
.be safe. away from the burning city. My second sister, aged 14, had chargi
of Our-group, th a brother, myself, and a tall, heavy, boundfooted neighbor
lidy with two small children, walking painfully and slowly, Nljth her heavy
hand on my ster's shoulder. Wc fell behind and were lost from the main
group, since e had to find our slow way detouring often from tbe cracks
in the groand, and trying to avoid the fire which we felt hot on our faces evei
though from veral blocks distant. We saw many people Crushed and mangled,
and tried to .e triCate them. Therewere many houses with one or two sides
gonebut the furniture inside still there, before being consumed by the fire,
like Open doll oases but there was the terrible feeling of being lost and
forgotten, for I was three days before we were able to get on a ferry boat
to cross the Ba . We finally reached a refugee camp on the shore of Lake
Merritt in Oakl nd where a Search party sent out by Papa found us. How
these memories return When we smell hot coffee with Carnation Milk and
doughnuts give to us at different plaCes by the Red Cross and Salvation Army

units, God ble them! Mama wept for joy when we were' hnally brought'
to her, as she t ught we might have been kidnapped or fallen into the cracks
of the fire and rished, as happenedto so many other children never found
-again.

My big brother was studying at Stanford University, 30 miles away, and
as soon as he heard of the hayoc and fire in San Francisco, walked all the way

back, since the railroad bed was cracked and split in many places; and the
rails twisted and buckled. He found Papa, who sent him back to the house
2119
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to bring out the insurance papers, lunise deed and birth certificates, but by
that tirne, maatial law had been declared beouse of the many looters, and no
.one was allowcd to go into any houses, so we lost everything, but were grateful that we were all alive and safe.
5 . A HAPPY CHILDHOOD IN MARIN COUNTY

After living in Oakland for 2 years (19,6-1909, Papa moved us to San Rafael,
where he had a mission. We lived' M a little white cottage with yellow baby
roses covering the porch, and wc roamathe hills on week-ends and holidays,
picking wild flowers and wild strawlkrrics, mushroom mid watercressfragrant and luscious. San Rafael was a friendly town and there was not as Much
raCial discrimination and prejudice as in some other places.
Living in the> county .seat of Marin,there were the annual festivals with
community barbecues, colorful parades, and, of course, the greased pig and

tug-of-war which wc loved to watch. We were not rich, but Papa, would
always take us to the circus when it came to town with the mellow calliope,
the huge, plodding silent elephants;the snarling tigers and lions, and the thrilling horse events, trapeze artistS, spangles and glitter.
One night, in particular, Papa took us to the hills in Sausalito to see Halley's
Comet, as it streaked across the clear and peaceful heavens, studdetl with stars

and constellations. He taught us to love Nature, and all its creatures, great
and smail. He taught us to rejoice in books and music, and I can remember
how our home was always 'open to friends and relatives, sharing whatever
we had with them.
He taught us that education was very important, and that we must keep
the best,. of the.old culture, retained through thousands of years, and learn the
best of the new, in a changing world; to be modest and unassuming, but never
to forget that wc were Chinese and have a heritage to cherish. He taught us to
do our very Iiiest in whatevtr we undertook, and he wrote to me every week

when I wasAway at school in the Mid-west, Komesick and full of tears.
"There is &thing in the world you cannot do if you make up your mind
to do it." "We must keep our faith in God and in ourselv4s." Mama purposely
did not learn to speakvEnglish, although ,she could understand everything.

Since 'NC saw only American children in school, .she did 'hot want us to
forgefour Chinese language.
These were the memories that sustained us in other times and other lands,
in spite of flood, drought, fanline, wars and pestilence and when we thought
the whole world Was tumbling down around our ears.
6. THE CHUNG SAI YAT PO

one of the first Chinese newspapers in the USA
Mr. Ng Poon CheW told me in 19:9 that Papa had taught him his first Chinese
and English in Canton in r879, and had encouraged him to come to Mei,Kuo

.in Mr. He was a very bright lad, and later a very brilliant young man and
fine scholar. On arrival in the U.S. he worked as a house servant and spent all
(1C)

P

,

1
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his spare time studying English, doingpo well that he soon entered the San
Francisco Theological Seminary, frontwhich he graduated in A 892. He wits
Papa's assistant Chinese pastor in Sad/ Francisco till 180+ when he went to
Los Angeles to be full time pastor at the church there. He started a weekly
newspaper thesebut sinte there were mare Chinese people in San Francisco
he returned in tvooand with iht aid of members of the PresbYterian Church,
tht daily Chung Sal Yat Po was begun. He went on many (86) speaking tours
throughout ;he country as he was a gifted and fluent speaker, and Papa,would
be editor,-writer and translator. We were often allowed to visit the ncwspaper
plant to watch the. men at work getting out the next day's paper, fascinated
by the typeaettini and printing presses. I still love the smell of ihk, and the.
printed page.

Aftex the fire anti earthquake, when We were living in San Rafael, Papa
would.commute daily to write for the newspaper and toleach. He had given

up work at the San Francisco church, but did voluntary work among the
missions. He went back to newTaper work and teaching to support his family

. for by this time, Big Sister :Vas attending the Univeksity of California in
Berkeley, and Paps was being much criticized for allowing a daughter to go
.-to college. He had also been injured during his commuting days from San
.Rafael by a white man kicking him in the leg and knocking him to the ground
fc,to get his place in line fos the ferry. There was still much persecution of,
ahd prejudice against the Chinese. Papa never recovered from that cruelty,
being lame and suffering from that injury till his death in 19:0.
We of this generation are fortunate to live in this country, for in mi other
,country in the world is there as much freedom though often it has beCome
license 4, and after too much permissiveness and neglect in the reasing of the

young. What we must learn and try to do in this third hundred years is to
;duper-discipline with humanity, from the-beginning of life, so that later' on

there will be habits of d ency, ' honor:truth: and justice as our built-in'
foundations. All else will all in place.
71 PAPA AND MAMA HAD i I CHILDREN, f boys and 6 jib' ls '

'The boys alfstudied engineering, and the girls became teachers.
znd-generation:
- 1st son. avil Engineering. Stanford took University of Illinois ion, then for trainee to
Baldwin Locomotive Worlu in Pennsylvania. Returned to China ioi built railroads
bridgis, hospitals and roads.
and son, studied Mechanical Engineirtmg, University oi California-Berkelty.
3rd son, University of California, Mining Engineering (Master's) 1925, killed mining accident, goat.
4th son, University of California-Bei.keley, MIT. Naval Architect, retired (shipbuilding)
oh son, Radio and Electronics, Berkeley and Mare Island, retired. Patrci'n of San Francisco
Zoosafaris, lectures to ychools and Senior Citizen Groups. top-San Francisco Man of
the Year.
1st daughter, University of California-Berkeley. . (Master's) 1915, Education, Lingnam,
Dean, Nankai.
2.91
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and'claughtet, graduated Sargent Sc gaol, Physical Education. Canabridge,,Mass. 1918. R.
..turned tO Clung, taught until her death 1925. A generation ahead of he rime on PE.
...3rd daughter, University of California-Berkeley,. Ann Arbor, Michigan (Master's), En
*Literature, returned. to China, Dean of Women and taught at Lingnam; Nankai, Yenc
St.John's, Shanghai,
4th daughter, University of California. and!Obertin 1921, taught Chemisuy, Biology, St.
John* Shanghai.
5th daughter, Armstrong Business College; legal secretary. Returned to Chine, taught till
.

.

death z974..
6draaughter, University of California, Ann Arbor, MiChigan, then Radio'.

2nd generation, Sons-in-law:
.

2:Early.

Teicher,iNaultai and Honan, 15 years, government service,,retired.
film industry.
3. Education, Teacher, Dean, President, St. John's, Shanghai, Priest, refigee relief worker.
Chemilt, with Wolverine, retired;
.

A.rd generation, grandchildren of the Rev. Nam Art SOo-Hoo:
Peter's children
.i Surgeon

Clara's

a Pediatrician
a Biochemist
a Engineer

Cleveland Clinic
Internal Medicine
Psychiatrist

.

Lily's
iPathologist
Federal &aployee,
,

Neuro.Surgeon

Dept. of Interior
iRegistered Nuise
Medical Technologist

Mansie's

Constiuction and.,
Mining Engineer

',Nutritionist :
Air Foree, Nivigiftar

3rd generation,,Sons-in-law:
. Priest 2. Research Chemist 3,- Mechanical Engineer 4. Computer Programmer

The Rev. Nam Art 'S. Oci-FLoo's great grandchildren all-still in school:

'

z. Eldest, Junior, Mechanical Engineering, U.C. Berkeley
2. Sophomore, U.C. DaVis, Veterinary Medicine
,
3. Freshman, Claremont Meh's College, Education, in Physics-1nd Mathematics
.4. Freshman, Feather River College, Forestry
5. Freshman, U.C. Berkeley, Music and EducatiOn
Altogether ifigffeatLgrandchildren, youngest- being,84 years:
.

Next one foiWege (1976) wants twstudy Medicine.
Years of Teaching and Missionary.work: 285
a. Papa 45 years (1875-192o) died 1920
2. Clara 45 years (1915-1960) died 196o
3. Pauline 6 years ( z9-,925) . died .1025 Shanghai
4. Nettie 56 years (19'9-1975) still teaching
5:Lily 28 years (1921-194)
.

6.Mansie-42 years ('933-1974) died 1974

7. Z. L. (son-in-law) 48 years (1919-1967) died
J. Philip (son-in-law) 15 years (1915-1930)
Total: 285 years

'3
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THE CHINESE TEMPLES OF
NORTHERN CALIFORNIK
By

i '
CxEORGE M. WILLIAMS, DANIEL D. WONG, BRENDA L. WONG
(The following is the narraof S multi-media presentation which irgolved three screeni,
sax slide projectors with miZerS and programmer, and a tape recorder with a synchronizer.

In.all almost s5o slidekare presented, in the fifteen minute program. The program was
,
developed as a plea for the, preiervation of these tem les.)
.

Chir.e Ainericins of the and, 3rd, and '4th generation&ard,heirs

ts o the

Moist temples of Northern California. However, many ofiliese Cttinese ha've
seemingly adopted the values and much of the culture Of die white majority.
Many ChineSel-Americans have .little, if any,. knowledge of the religious
. philosophies or traditions of their ancestor&
When the Chinese first arrived in Northern California, they sought riches
in the gold :fields. They dreamed of returning to China as Mandolin& But

the difference betWeen the dream and reality was enOrttious. They were
taxed as fo lign miners and soon prevented from Mining the. best claims.
Western frontier dretv the losers of many cilltures, ptincipally
The ho
Europeans, who sought in a virgins land opportunity to make
North
th fortunes. These" Northern Europeans were often loners, distrustfUl
of group effort beeause they were victimized by power an disadvantaged
by thepld World Social Order. Now they generally had on'Ifr their own resourCes to depend on. High ofi their list of values was tuggei individualism.
Early Chinese laborers, bound together by a language an customs that
were strange to the Western frontier, often banned together in working
groups usually qrganized by the Chinese Six CompOnies. These companies,
rut) by San Francisco ChiRese merchants, often contracted with wiii& owners
tQ provide Chinese laborers. The banning together of the Chinese became an

,

excuse for/whites to adopt discriminatory practices in order to keep the .;

0

Chines&in thek place, to secure an economic advantage for hard working
individt ls (whites), and to establish a new pecking order in the new world.
The fear that the Chinese groups would gather in for themselves the wealth,
that was so hard to find.drove the Northern European descendents to institute laws and taxes that penaliied the Chinese in their search for opportunity
and wealth.
How curiotis it is to see the cytle of oppression turn! So many Americans,
were descendants of those who had been persecuted for being different not
a pigmentation difference but customs and religious practices and beliefs. But
to be sons of the oppressed seems not to make one morally superior, capable
of breaking the cycle of oppresilon,.Instead they seized the opportunity to
rise from the weak and lowly and grasp power, bothicapegoating the pre293
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viously oppressed Chinese and aisigning disabilities to them. The Chinese
were pictured' ailmmoral, disease-ridden, and carriers of evil habits..,These
were.excuses for their 'violent remoial.

The masses 'had often been exploited in China and many religious texts
'direct the peasant to submit passiVely. Bat there is real subtlety here: One
submit* it water submits to the."Confines of, its containers. Yet the patient
strength of water wears away the mightiest Mountain ortlite strongest oppres-.
sor. So says a verse in the Tao Te Ching: "The highest excellence is like water:
The excellence of water appears in its benefiting all things, and in its occupying, without striving, the low place- which all men dislike Hence, its way is
near to that of the Mo."
But even oppression* was viewed as an- improper balance in the universe.
When Yin and Yang are in harmony, all is well, all is right. And since every-,.
thing is composed of positive and negative forces, lack of balance itrthe caose
of evil.
h was to .the transcendent reminder of these insightS that Chinese peasant

.

laborers retuned, when the New World they 'enconntered in the mining

-.

-

camps and' the frontier towns becanie latently or manifestly oppressive. The
temple symbolized a place where the Chinese laborer was a human being. It.
wai a part of a Culture :which gave wholeness and 'meaning to existence. The
temple symbolized harmony, balance and justice..
As one steps over the threshold evil is left Onside. Evil beings cannot even
see into its holy sanctuary. Inside are sources of positive power who care and
who generate within the heart of the worshiper the courage to go back out .
in an unbalanced world and work patiently 'while following the Tito. The

strength of the path is in a long-suffering weakness bd eventual Victory.

And that victory is symbolized in a surprising way in the Temples of Northern
---"*.California. They cOntain the presence of the God of War, Kwan Yu. Hesloes
,not teach the worshipers in America to oppose discriinination with the sword.
He stands as the cosmic sydbol..that oppression of the followers of the Tao
will end, that balance will be restored, that good fortune and happiness will
eVentually Come to thoSe who ao not use negative force to ittain life's ends.
These Chinese laborers were taught to be men of peace and patience. Their
deep psychological insight is that the, means one uses hffects the results. A
patient pursuit of welth, along a road of suffering will chasten one's character
and purify it. Thus, being disadvantaged is tragic only when one loses sight
of its cosmic significance. Besides, Kwan Yu will right the wrong by punish,
ing the evil doers in the life to come.

But time has changed both the templeS and the way Chinese view themselves. The "anti-Chinese" violence in the Northern California counties drove
these "foreigners" south to Marysville, Sacramento, San "Francisco and Los
'Angeles. Slowly Some cultural assimilation occurred. But what happened to

the Taoist Temples that dotted the Northern California landscape? Many
were too impermanent to last especially since' a few were deliberately
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burned down by hostile neighbors. But the temples or their remnants survive
in various forms in ChicorOroville, Weaverville, Mendocino, and Makysvillr
What has haOpened to such central institutions of the Chinese community
dUring this century of contact?What happens to them when their cultural,
social, and religious functions have lost Much of their meaning? They were
once sanctuaries for a persecuted people in troubled times. They were pliées
to conduct buiiness affairs, write letters home, begin celebrations, and worship.
The Taoist Temple in Chico faces the most immediate crisis. It has become.
prinoipilly.rhe George Orberg Collection. Stored for years in a warehouse
and defiled by the elements, its remnants were restored briefly for exhibit in
the Anthropology Museum at California State University,: Chico. They have
sincy returned ro storage and an uncertain future. Given to George Orberg
for safekeeping by the last of the Chinese community, these religious symbols
could slip into the hands Of private collectors:
Chico could easily became a symbol .of.- Chinese-American history. Its
Chinese Settlements' began in 1865. Contributions to. agriculture, commerce
,

and industry were substantial. gut the most obvious remains of the 3,000
Chinese-Americans who once lived in the two neighborhoods are the stone
fences and a few gravestones. Chico seems to have been the first community
to produce aqerrorist organization which scapegoated the Chinese foreigners
IS the cause of the economic depression of the 1870's. The terror*of the Order
of the Caucasians during, the 1870's reduced the Chinese commimity to a
handful. Despite heroic, effOrts by General Bidwell and a Committe of the
Hundred, Chicoani who stood against this terrorism, the Ordei of tFCaucasians achieved i6 purpose locally "to drive Mongolians" from America.
The Oroville Temple represents another level of concern. It became a city
museum, saved from ruin by the efforts of tlie Oroville Women's CoMmunity
Club and the community as a whOlo. The thinese in Oroville suffered froni
the terror reeked by the Order of the Caucasians so ,that few families remain
today. The temple complex also contains a Buddhist Temple and the family
shrine room of the Chans.
Despite Oroville's efforts to save these relics, it ould easily become a
dead objeCt for antiquarians. What is needed to enliven the experience in
order to.capture stake of the power and mystery of this place?
The Weaverville temple, Won Lim *Miao, had the honor of becoming a
State Park. The exhibits are informative, if the ctieriOus pause long enough to
learn of the temple's place in the life of the Chinese in this old mining town.
Mr. and Mrs. Moon Lee still reside in Weaverville and lead in Bomb Day
festities ! each summer. Museum-like qualities permeate the temple atmospher& A railing has been built in the central section of-the temple to keep
furnishings fl of arm's reach of visitors: OnCe a hub of ceremonial activity
and an excuse1e, social gatherings for California Chinese, the temple is quietly
beCOming an object of curiosity and a misunderstood symbol of the strangeness of those "heathen Chinee."
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MendoCino's Chinese Temple is a private, family temple. Its rugged simplicity fits perfectly with the simplicity of the one behind the ro,000 things. That
one is the Tao.

Within remain the articles,of worship ready when needed for communion
with the holy. But when no more Chinese-Americans wish to worship here
then.what? Will its curios decorate the interest centers of rich collectors? Or
will another use be found which flows from the Taoist way? .
The Bok Kai Temple at Marysville remains in the (hands of its .Chinese
Community. Joe Waugh Kim is the sole surviving trustee and custodian of
the temple.
The Bok Kai Temple is still a place of worship for about ten Chinese families .
living in the area. An active place of worship, it attracts Vietnamese, Thai
and other visiting worshipers. Roasted pig, boiled chicken,.and Chinese pastry
are offered to ancestors. Yarrow sticks rattle, as prayers for good fortune are
chanted:
A long table stands before the main altar. It holds a byass tablet with.descriptions of the seven deities of the thmple. Among the deities are Kuan Yin, ,
Godaess of Mercy; Kuan Kimg, God of War; Yuk Fung, Secretary of State;

HoO Gee, God of Earth; Ts'ai Shen, God of Wealth. The principal deity,
Bok Kai, is called upon to divert flood waters and relieve drought
Chinese from many parts of Northern California travel to Marysville to
celebrate BOmb Day Which falls on the second day of the second month of
theChinese calendar. An all weekend community celebration, i begins with
a parade and ends with a community dante. Traditional bonibs are fired by a
mortar ink.) the sky, falling supposedly into the hands of those most deserving

of good hkk for the corning ypr. Dozens of young men scramble for the
coveted rings.
Area Chinese look at the temple with pride, especially on Bomb Day. The
ternple is the Vehicle through which they gather and socialize, plan activities,
and find common goals with others in their ethnic group.
Like other churches in America, part of the Bok Kai Temple's vitality lies
in the social life and community concern that it generates: Year after year the
temple's worshiping population declines. What will happen when there are
no worshipers left? Will the death of the religious use of the temples mean
-an end of their service to mankind?

Will a new relevance be seen for these places which have stood against
exploitation .or as the Chinese used to say, improper balance in the Universe?
Will they then become part of each of our heritages and, when understood,
provide a new -source of inspiration to enrich our lives?
/ -

Comment: S. Michael OpPer, California State University, Fresno
3:00- 3: 15 p.m.

Break.
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45- 4:00 p.m.

Highlight Re Ports from Seminar Sessions.

4: oo- 5:00 p.m.

Open Forum, with Advisory Panel.

5:00- 6:00 p.m.

Break.

6:oo- 7:00 p.M.

Social Period, Empress of China, 838 Grant Ave., 5th Flr. ,

7:00- si:oo p.m.

SuperiOr Court Judge Harry W. Low, M. C.
Announeernents and Introductions
Remarks: Thomas W Chitin, President.
_

Banquet
Chinese Musical Number. Wilma Pang, playing the,Cheng
and singing Gentle.Flowing Stream, a folk tune from

Yunnan ProvinceChina.
Introduction of Speaker: Judge Harry W. Low.

THE CHINESE EXPERIENCE IN% CALIFORNIA
By
MARCH FONG Ey

4 want to thank [California SuperiorCourt Judge Harry Low] for his kind.
remarks.
I don't- know exactly why it i, but it seems that ,whenever Chinese get
together, particularly in Northern California, and whenever Harry dr I is a
f,eatured guest, which is quite often in both cases, 1,Ve have the respective
.
honor to introduce, one another.
And in the old' days when I was a new ineinber of a-county school board
and Harry was an aspiring attorney, Harry used to introduce me as a promising educator and elected official who might one day eiren be a member of
a county board of supervisors,.
And I used to introduce Harry as a promising attorn'ey who might one
day even be a member of the- House of Delegates of the California Bar Asso,
ciation, and who knows : .. might even win a case before thee State or Fedetal
Supreme Courts.
Time went on, as did the events *le, attended, and I got accustomed to
bragging about Harry as an outstaddini member of the San Francisco Muni_
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cipal Court Bench who Might one day even be the Presiding Judge of the
Municipal Coisrt Bench.
And Harry would refer to me as a promising Member of the California
Legislature who might one day even be a Committee Chairman.
.
And 'time went on as did the events we attended, and I got accustomed
.

.

to bragging about Harry as an outstanding, member of the San Francisco
Superior Court Bench who might one day *even be'tkile Presiding Judge: of
the Superior Court4Bench.
And Harry would refer to me as a Committee Chairman in the California
Legislature who Might one day even be a Secretary of $tate.

When I was inaugurated as Secretary of. State, one of the judges who
swore me in was the Presiding Judge of the Superior Court of San Francisco.
And I introduced him as a future member Of the Cilifornia'SupremeCourt.
..Harry and I have been introducing one another since we were born; 'and'
.
iieither M us will admit who came first.
But I can tell, you that my father bought his father'S' hand laundry in the
agricultural cbmmunity- of Oakdale, California . .
thats.the Presiding
Judge of the Superior Court of San Francisco ,and California's' Secretary of
State were both, bornin the same room of that laundryA; . . at different times,
of course . .
that. Oakdale and California haven't been the same since.

:

I think thatthere's a bit of ,California 'history in that circumstance and I
think that circumstance speaks to the history 'of the Chinese in the United'
States.
rcannot tell:you just how delighted I am,to have this opportunity to partici,

p
.

6

in what I hope and expect will itself be an historic .0ent in the effort tO.
ect, docuMent, and Chronicle the history of the Chinese in the United

v
States.
It is a rare condition when historians are themselves part of the history they

record.
And I doubt that there, is any other ethnie, group in the United States or
any other country for that matter' which can speak of unspeakable adversity
in relatively recent times . . . frOM the point of view of judges, lawyers,
doctors, professors, :and seeretaries of state.
There.is absolutely no ethnic group in the United States or any other country which can talk about its past' with such' a: proud but .not arrogant Conk-denCe .in the future as we ,clo- here tonight, and as manrof you hive done
over the past two days.
We are unique, to be sure. .
And we are uniquely Anierican.
We are the only ethnic group which has had the peculiar fortune to be the
named object of an entire article in a state or federal constitution outlining a
list of rights which we are not to enjoy.
We are the only ethnie group which in less 'than Aven .decades has had
various of its members hanged and honored in the streets of the same city.
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And with undeniable assurance, I say. that we are the only ethnic group
in this country which can dine pleasantly in a restaurant on a street a few
blocks away from *Aro streets which are named after governors whose only
c.ftim to poptilar acclaim was their unfulfilled promise to rid California and
the nation of the Chinese 'whose filth poured in from Asia.'
As AMericans, we have simply:outlived the usefulness of Governor Haight
and Governor Kearny.
As Chinese-Americans, we now have custoay of the documents which
record that history.
Wsnow have 'Custody of the personal papers of Governor' Haight and
Goveltor Kearny.
We have, through the scholastic efforts of this Society and the personal
experience of our brotheo and sisters, the future in our bones.
, And without at all pretending or trying to. be cornY about it, I have to say
.4that we atel not merely talking about Chinese in America . . . we are talking
about Americias it has tempered and shaped the relatively few Chinese who
inhabit its continent.
I have examined the program fot this conference and I nbte with great
interest the subjects of the seminal% conducted.
As a politician.who is,asked, to speak approximately forty times.per year
on the experience of the Chinese in the United States or Califonlia; I can
tell You that I will personally lienefit from the transcripts of the seminars.
I have a canned speech on the subjecti which several of you have already
heard at least once, but which I can no longer give, not because it isn't interesting, but because it has fallen prey to-what politicians fear most about their
canned Speeches ... it was published . . . It was published last Tuesday Word
for word . . . in the leading Japanese newspaper of Los Angeles.
'SO I will greatly appreciate the net* material You will give me but I would
also hope you will appreciate sgme of the new material I can give,you
not as a Chinese necessarily, but as California's Secretary of State and the
constitutional keeper of the Archives.
I sit on a powder keg of information abont the Chinese in thii state and
nation, a treasury of our always colorful and often ignominious history.
From an examination of your program, I note a certain reliance on local
and Federal source' Taterials.
I want to till yob that I have primary materials staring you right in the
face ... I have visual, graphic, constitutional, corporate, statutory documen6
which beg examination and interpretation . . . all bearing on the experience
of the Chinese in the United States and California.
_7! want to tell you something about what we have, sOlicit your use of it,
and more,or less technically tell you what our archives is all about.
Quite siMply, the records in the state archives are filed and catalogued
under the names of the departments or offices that created them.
It is our practice, in conformance with basic archival principles, to maintain
.
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- an agency's reiords in the exact order in which the agency itself maintained
them for adminis,trative. use.
.Citaloguing in. the Archive's 'is In accordanee Kvith the state government's
organizational structure7-by departments, divisions, bureaus, offices; and in

accordanee with operational records unitsby 'record groups, series, files.
Thni,f4 information on a Chinese .doctor in the state archives, ybu must
turn to the records of' the State Board Of Medical Examiners.
For (nformation on a Chinese manicuiist or a Chiiiese hairdresser or cosmetician, the records of the Board of Cosmetology must be examined.

For information on a Chinese corporation, the recads that come to the
archives from the corporate division of the Secretary of State must tie examined.

-

Articles of incorporation provided an example of a record group whose
Physical arran meht serves as a finding aid, and the incorporation artiCles
are filed alp ,- beti

..,The'title

lyp by corporate name.
y corporation folders, for instance, begins with the word
e:

Chinese Be volent Association of Fresno (1897)
4. nters Mutual and Protective Association .(S.F, 188o)
Chinese
Chinese. Ed I, tional. Film Co. (S.E, 1925)
Retorm Association (S.E, 1899)
Chinese Ern.
Chinese Express mpany (S.E, 1911)
Chinese Free,Press Publisffing Co. (S.E, 19o4)
Chinese Library and Social Club (S.F, 1896)
Chinese Miners Club. (S.E, 1900)
Chinese Native Sons of the Golden West (S.E, 1893)
Moving down the file draweraa way, you can find the articles of incorporation of the Foo Chung Benevolent Association (S.E,.1897) and the Look Yiak
. Hing Association (L.A., 1897); the Wong Investment Company- (S.E, 1912)
and the Yee Toy Yuen Mining and Development Company (S.F., 1911).
In the filed articles Of literally hundreds of Chinese-American corporations
,

'is documentation of Chinese economic, social, and cultural activity and of
Chinese participation in the mainstream of our economic life.
A second majOr record group in the state archives with a name index is
the great collection 4 case files of the Snpreme Court of California. Two
alphabetical indxes of these case files are available; one of plaintiffs, the
other ofIdefendants.
A glance at the index of the names of plaintiffs beginning with the letter

"A" shbws that between the year 1853 and 1915- no fewer than 55 cases
reached the California Supreme Court in which the name .of the.party who
brought the action began with the letters "Ah"Ah Chow, Ah Chung, Ah
Fong, Ah.Hing, Ah Sing, etc.
The majority of the 55 cases were actions petitioning for writs of habeas
4
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corpus, which means that those cases played their part in the long fight waged
gainst racial discrimination and for civil liberties.
Chinese were litigants in thousands of the Supreme Court cases documented
in the archives.
Such records throw significant light on the life and times of many California Chinese.
of
A third large record group with a name indeZ illustrates a basic chaiacter
contain
matewhich
is
that
archival
records
the holdings of the state archiVes?
rial on all aspects of society, good .and bad, fortunate and unfortunate, alike.
The aichival Colleetions record the acts of the state's people as they actually
were, and not as seen under a halo of reconstructed hindsight.
The record group referred to here is that known as the Governor's'prison
opapers, for which an alphabetical name index is available.
Turning to the letter "A," we find listed no fewer iban 112 files of persons
committed to prison whose names hegin with the letters "Ah" ranging from
Ah Bin to Ah Yek.
The case files contain trial transcripts or other information ori the details
and circumstances of the violations of the law.
They are full of social history and rich in human stories.
Other records in the archives contain physical descriptions and albums of
photographs 'of those unfortunate members of society.
The records of the state legislature in the archives document discriminations
long practiced by the dominant Society against the Chinese.
The procession of bills and resolutions of session after session, the flow, of

petitions from the people, are enumerated in the indexes of the printed

journals of the Legislature.
For. the content of these documents one must refer to the archives which
has the original bills, resolutions, and petitions from 1849 down, to' the present"
time.
These records form a vast library of opinions 'arici attitudes,, of likes and
dislikes, of interests and motives and positions, which together formed the
social and economic climate in which the California Chinese made our way.
The state archives has a recohl of the name, age, occupation, and place of
birth of every Chinese rdent in California in the years 186o and 1880.
These are the U.S. Census enumerations which are immenSely useful for
deMographic studies of the California Chinese as well as for many other kinds
of social and economic research.
The enumerations are-arranged by county.
Researchers who know the difficulties of using census rc'eords on microfilm
will be glad to know that the enumerations in the state' archives are all in
the original manuscript form.
The record groups and series of many other state departments contain
material on the California Chinese which is.indicated whenever a California
Chinese had had some dealing with a state departnientarprograrn.
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What I am saying is that we have primary documents hi our archives . . .
we have the gresit and glorious Constitution of 1879 which forbids Chinese
from being employed except in punishment for a crime ... we have the whole
seriei of debates which led to that Constitution .. . and we have the statutory
consequences of that Constitution.
I wauxito. alert you to what we have and recommend that you use it.I wOild also say that for the first time in the history of our state . . . I am
using it . to the extent that neit February, which happens to fall at about
the same time as Chinese New Year, the state archives will open an exhibit
featuring the contribution of. the Chinese to the development of California
and the nation.
Displayed for the first time will be the reality and not the myth of ihe
transcontinental railroad, the reality and not the myth of the sardine industry
off MontereY, the reality and not the myth of Eureka and the salmon industry,
the reality and not the myth of Weaverville, Angel's Camp, Clapboard Gulch,
Hangtown, Jackais fill, Six-Bit Gulch, Igo and Ono.
What we are talking about by talking about our history in this country
is justice . justice not necessarily promised . . . but justice redeemed . . . a
type of justice which in our experience which we hope to document will be
a type of. justice which mill assure forever that no Americans among us will
be subjected to the circumstances our predeceSsors endured in what -we believed and still believe to be the finest country on earth.

3 3(0
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SATURDAY, JULY 1 2, 1975
8: 30- cgoo a.m.

9:00-io:15 a.m.

Registration, Announcements, etc.

iang Cheng, Ambassador Kk the United States

Pole-run OF A CHINESE DIPLOMAT
OF THE LAST MANCHU EMPERORS

SIR CHENTUNG LIANG CHENG
Taotai, K.C.M.G., K.C.V.O.
Basis of Paper Presented by
Lo HSIANGLIN
(A Chinese Lecnue, based on this following address by WALTER MUIR wHrrEHILL
given at the Fourch Annual Dinner (New Series) of the Keechong Society,
8 November 1972. Boston: Boston Athenaeum 1974)

When I returned from Europe in 1936 and went to the Peabody Museum of
Salem I found myself in the midst of the China Trade. On every hand were
portraits of ships, ;hipmasters, Hong merchants, Chinnery drawings, and
Chinese oil paintings of Macao, Whampoa anchorage, and the foreign factories at Canton that made this southern Chinese port as vividly familiar as
Canaletto made Venice. As I was soon devouring the writings of William C.
Hunter and the Personal' Reminiscences of Captain Bennet Forbes, the partners in Russell and Company became familiar friends. This illusion was
heightened whenever 1 called on Miss Mary B. Forbes at 215 Adams Street
in Milton and saw her grandfather's house whieh preserved so admirably
the domestic setting of a China Trade merchant. So it gave me particular
delight many years later when Crosby Forbes, who had inherited the house,
-devised the means for its permanent preservation as a Museum of the American China Trade. I am happy tonight to oke part in the fourth annual dinner

of the Keechong Society, which continues the tradition begun almost a
century ago when present and past members of the firm of Russell & Co. began
dining tdgether at the Somerset CAA).

When Crosby Forbes asked me to address you some months ago he told
me that as my friends Carl Seaburg and Stanley Paterson, authors of the
recent biography of Thomas Handasyd Perkins, were to be guests at tonight's
dinner, it would be appropriate for me to say something about that Boston .

merchant, who arrived at Canton as supercargo of a Boston ship in 1789,
only five years after the American China Trade began. I have long been fascinated by the career of T. H. Perkins. I have known many of his descendants.

Thomas Sully's great portrait of him is a dominating feature in the Boston
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Athenaeum, where I have spent more than twenty-six happy years. ;the
Seaburg-Paterson biography is in a sense a product of the Athenaeum, for
the authors have long based themselves there. I greatly appreciate their having

dedicated their book to me. But there is nothing that I, could add tol'heir
admirable treatment of T. H. Perkins himself. The best that I canlIO., is to
summarize 2 case in historical detection into which I was accidentally led
last year by one of Perkins's descendants.

Americans too frequently form stereotypes of foreign nations from the
least favored representatives who have immigrated to the United States in
large numbers. The overwhelming majority of Chinese.from the region of
Canton who have settled here have been laborers, restaurant keepers, and
laundrymen, while most of the Chinese gentlemen and scholars that we have
known have come from northern provinces. Yet New England shipmasters
and merchants found the Hong merchants of Canton to be singularly valued
friends and allies. Russell Sturgis is quoted by Samuel Eliot Morison as saying

that "he never knew better gentlemen than the Hong merchants." I propose
tonight to tell you of iny search for a Cantonese genf.leman of the latter part
of the nineteenth century and the early years Of this one who was the diplomatic representative in many countries of the last Manchu Emperors, and
whose life will perhaps make us understand more clearly the quality of the
early Hongrinerchants.
One evening in June 1971 a great-granddaughter of Thomas Handasyd
Perkins who was spending some weeks in Andoier told,me of her surprise
in finding on a wall in the Holmes Library at Phillips Academy the portrait
of a Chinese graduate, Sir Chentung Liang Cheni, whom she, as a small child,
had first seen in Washington, more than sixty years ago. While Chinese
Minister to the United States, he had cometo dine with her mother, Mabel
Hunt Slater. She remembered vividly, her mother's French maid Victoire
inquiring whether, when helping the Chinese Minister on with his overcoat,
she should put his pigtail inside or out! She had seen him only one other
time. This ,was in 1914 when she ind her mother and sister were traveling

round the world. While they were in Hong Kong, Sir Chentung Liang
Cheng came to their hotel and took them in a Steam launch with canvas top
with,scalloped borders to his waterside home some distance away. On arrival
they passed through' a gray brick wall into a courtyard' where his mother;
wife, and various children were assembled to greet them. Their host then
ceremoniously produced and unrolled a great scroll of calligraphy executed
for the Dowager Empress, and given by her to her, minister, which was a
great treasure of the household. Fifty-seven years later there was a Pronstian
quality to encountering the portrait of this- long-forgotten and long-dead
Chinese diplomat on the-wall of a New England boarding school. We wondered who on earth this man was, and why his portrait was in the Holmes
Library.
Quick recourse to Claude M. Fuess's history (if the school indicated that
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he was a member of the Andover class of 1882, who had 'distinguished himself in a baseball gamb-against Exeter in t881. It appeared that he had done
some remarkable battinr as center fielder"for the Andover team. Although
greeted with derisive cries of "Washee, washee; chinkee go back benchee,"
the Chinese student hit the first ball pitched for a three-bagger. In the next
inning he again knocked a two-base hit, scoring another runner; his two long
hits Contributed materially to Andover winning the game by a score of 13 to
5. Dr. Riess recalled how twenty-two years later this inspired batter returned
to Andover is Sir Chentung Liang Cheng, Chinese Minister to the United
States, to give the principal address- on the 125th anniversary of the school!
In it Sir Chentung recalled the famous game of 1881, thus:
When the train arrived with the victorious nine, the whole school turned

out to welcome them with torchlights, a brass band, and an omnibus
drawrr 1?)-7 enthusiastic students with a long rope. Even Rome could. nOt
havereceived Caesar with greater enthusiasm and pride when he returned
from his famous campaigns in triumph.

This accounted readily enough for the portrait in Andover, bht gave no
hint as to how this eminent 'baseball player turned diplomat had become a
British knight. A reference to the 1911 edition of Debrett'sPeerage,Basonetage,

Knightage, and Companionage quickly disclosed that he had been created
an, Honorary Knight Commander of Michael and George in i897 when' he
= in England, as Secretary to the Special Chinese Embassy ta 'Queen
Victoria's Diamond Jubilee Celebrations. Furthermorein i9o9 he had becorhe
an Honorary"Knight Commander of the Victorian Order when he returned
to London as a member of the Chinese Privy Council and of a Chineie Naval
Commission in England.

-

At this point my wife recalled that ten years before we had stopped in
Charlotte, Vermont,,at a gift shop conducted by a pIeasantChinese silversmith,

who had mentioned that his grandfather had been a gradtiate of Phillips
Academy and Chinese Minister to the 'Jnited States. A few days later when
we were at our house in Starksboro we went to Charlotte, where we found

Guy Cheng's Gift Shop, and its proprietor, who proved indeed to be the
grandson of Sir Chentung Liang Cheng. Guy Cheng (whose name before
Americanization was Cheng Chao-chia) told us that his father, Cheng Huan,

a native of Tientsin, was the son of a comprador in the shipping firm of
Butterfield and-Squire. Cheng Huan sVas sent to Phillips Academy, where
he was in the class of 1903, and went often to Washington as a protégé disciple

of the Chinese Minister, whose daughter he eventually married: Although
'Cheng Huan hankered to go to West Point, Sir Chentung thought poorly of
his becoming a soldier, so he went instead to the Massachusetts. Agricultural College at Amherst. He returned after graduation to China and died in
Hong Kong in 1968.
Guy Cheng's presence in Vermont was the result of a curious chain of
circumstances. Born in Tientsin in tot 2, he came to the United States in
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SS13$ aS a member of the Chinese iennis team competing for the Etsvia Cup,

'Wilting AO itay here, lle got an athletic scholarship at Tulane University,
Where he was graduated in 1939, and subiequently did two years of graduate
work. Tiring of constant tennis coaching, he got. a job.as counselog ita a boys'
. camp , on Lake Chatnplain in North Hero, Vermont.. Through friendships
acquired then he decidedto stay in this beautiful part of Vermont. Fie became
a-United States citizen ih 1948 through a special Act of Congress.
Guy Cheng's mother, the daughter. of Sir Chentung Liang Chenk died in.
!sal after the birth Of her ninth child. The eighth 6hild, Cheng Chao-rnin,
_an aviator trained at Hangchow, was sent. to Phoenix, Arizona, duripg World
*. War-II for further initruCtion. His picture appeared oh the cover of Life for
4 May 1912, which contained a story on the training of Chinese aviation

cadets. He became a. Lieutenant in the Chinese Ai,r Force and was killed
in combat at the very end of the war.
p other brother, Lot Cheng, who, was admitted to the, United States oil
Ching's financial guarantees, is" now assistant vice president for logos
.' C
at the Burlington Savings Bank. Thus my wife's lOng memory-led us to
discover_ two grandsons of Sir Chentung Liang Cheng within a few miles
of our Vermont house. Through the kindness of Guy Cheng,' I entered into

S

correspondence with his uncle, Liang'Sai-wa, who was living in Hong Icong,

and with Mrs. Frederick Q. Ebeling in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, :who
had long been a friend of the Liang family. From their letters, from grUbbing

in the indexes of books in the Boston Athenaehm, and from inforttlation
kindly furnished by the Minister of Foreign Affairs in" Taiwan and hy the
Ambassador-of the Republic of China in Washintgon, I have gradually pieced

together an incoMplete picture of the life of Sir Chentung Liang eheng.
whic.h I offer you tonight.
Fust of all (although known at Andover as Pi Yuk) his formal ad'4 name
was Liang Cheng, the family name, Liang, coming first in traditional Chinese
.

fashion. Chentung was a "courtesy name,' which when knighted in 1897
he placed before his family hame. Had he not, done so, English speaking

:

, -,..,

friends would have addressed him as _Sir' Liang, which would have been as
grating to the ears as to speak' of the wartime Prime Minister as Sir Chnrchill.
He was born on 2 October 1867 in a village near Canton, Whatnpm on the
delta of the Pearl River, opposite which Americian ships had anchored frortki.
the beginning of the Chiha Trade. Later in life he built a house vith a large"
garden for his mother in this village, and_ used to stay there with her whenever he was free to do so. Thus .thrfelice that Thomas Handasyd Perkins,
supercargo- of the ktrea, first saw on 18 September 1789, was visited hy his
granddaughter and two: great-granddaughters a century and a quartet later
as guests of a former Chinese Minister to the United States.
As I suggested earlier, although most Chinese looked upon fOieigners as
inconsequential devils, the Hong merchants of Canton often proved to 'he
valued friends to American shipmasters and merchants. Seemingly thi Liang ,,
--..,

'
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family of Virhampoa gave foreign devils more than the benefit of. the doubt,

for Liang Cheng's Mother let him be sent to the United States when only
eleven as or of the first groops of students sent abroad by the Manchu
Governmint to seek Western knowledge in a foreign' cnuntry. This Chinese

,

'4
Educational Mission, founded by Yung Wing of the Yale class of 1854, with
headquartees ill Hartford, Connecticut, undertook, with the support of the
Chinese Government to ,send. thirty students a,year to be educated in the
,UnitedStates The first group of boys, whose ages ranged from ten to sixtetn,
were sent in 1872. It Was hoped that the enterprise might continue for fifteen
Yeart
Liang Cheng entered the Pt, (lowest) class in the Classical Department,
'at Phillips Academy in 1878, and with a Chinese roommate lived with the .
- faculty faruilTof. Mr:McCurdy in a large brick house next to the 4ta d e my
office..In 1930 the venerable classics maeter George T. Eaton recalred how
fifty. years earlier the boys "ran in ind out of our house with joy to ui all."
Unfortunately in 188i the Chinese Government called home all the students
in the United States through the Chinese Educational Mission, fearing that
the y were becoming too Americanized. Although Liang Cheng was thus
unable to graduate with his classmates in 1882 and go on to college in this
e?unstry, he had alreadwbsorbed enough Western ideas to beconwa conservative leader in the reMin movements that were then beginning to deyelop
in China.

On arriving home' he became a junior official in the Ministry of State
(Tsung.Li 'fah Muen). His first assignment abroad was in Madrid, but in

April 1886 he arrived in Washington as an attaché on the Staff of Chang Yinhuan (7837-1900), Minister to the United States of Ainerica, Peru, and Spain.
This cultivated diplomat, who spent much of his life in the study of Western
and because of it was executed by the antiforeign Boxers in 190o,
was, it appears, the mentor of the young Liang Cheng. He too was a native
of the district of Canton. One of his tasks during his three years in Washington
was the negotiation %a treaty in 1888 t*ceming the restriction of immigra-

tion of Chinese laborers to the United ttates. Chang Yin-huan returned to
Peking in 189o, where he held various.court posts. In December 1894, when
China had suffered defeat in the war with Japan, Chang Yin-huan and Shao
Yu-lien, Governor of Taiwan, were sent to Japan as joint ambassadors to inquire about tenns of peace. Liang Cheng accompanied them as second secretary of this "special commission.

When Chang went to England as the Chinese Special Ambassadc for,the
Diamond jubilee in 1897, he took with him his younger protégé, wIo in the
cou rse of the visit received the knighthood that thenceforth causera him to
be known as Sir Chentung Liang Cheng. The party 'arrived in )une 1897. Oti
nth they visited the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich; on the twenty- the
etnhtee
were at St. Paul's when Queen Victoria went there in procession
secosne
for the Thanksgiving Servke. TWo days later they attended a State Evening
37
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Reception at Buckingham Palace, and f Our days after that the Queen's Garden
,Party. Early in July Ambassador Chang went off to Paris and St. Petersburg,
,although it ,is not ulear whether or 'not Sir Chentung Liang Cheng accompanied him, for The Times of lo July 497 notes that "several members of
the suite of the Chinese Special Ambassador had attended a garden party
-given by Baroness Burdetr-Coutts at Holly Lodge, Highgate, on a day when
Ambassador Chang was already in St. Petersburg. The Ambassador returned
to London on the twenty-seventh, and sailed with his party for New Yolit a
few days later in the'steamship St: Paul.
Sir Chentung Liang Cheng accompanied Prince Chuan to Berlin, presum-

ably in 1890, to tender China's apology to the Kaiser for the killing of.
German subjects in Shantung province. On arrival, the ChineSe delegation

was kept waiting for days before they were granted an audience; moreover
the Kaiser insisted that they should kow-tou before liimas a sign of obedience
and humiliation. Liang Cheng, First Secretary of 'the delegation, who sensed
_the malice intended for his master. by Wilhelm H, strongly objected. He

argued firmly that since Gennan envoys, when they mented themselves
before the Chinese throne, would not and did not kow-tou, Prince Chuan
would not ,do so, but would pay the highest respect to the Kaiser in the
manner commonly practiced in the Imperial German Court. With patient

diplomatic address, Sir Chentung finally won the battle. The German Foreign
Office and the press were Much impressed by the Chinese stand. Finally the
Kaiser gave upthis wlim. Thus Sir Chentung saved his country from humiliation, and incidentally ade a name for himself in European capitals. From
that;Inonient he was Mghly respected as an'able diplomat.
Fre survived the turbulence of the Boxer rising, during which Chang Yishuan lost his life. When the'rebellion was over, the Dowager Empress realized
the folly Of adhering to.the traditional view that all foreigners were devils,
and plaCed increasing confidence in the enlightened mandarins, whether they
weie Chinese or Manchus. The execution of Chang Yin-huan was much
regretted; his disciple Liang Cheng gradually gained favor at court.

At that time two daughters of a Manchu noble, Yu-kan, who had been

Chinese Ambassador in Paris, were appointed ladies-in-waiting to the Dowager.Empress. As their mother Was French and they had been brought up in
France, they were well versed in both French and English, and their services,
as well as those of Sir ChenningLiang Cheng, were in great demand whenever Her Imperial Highness personally received foreign' dignitaries. As Sir
Chentung was made a tutor of the Imperial house, giving English lessohs
to several -princes, he became very friendly with these ladies-in-waiting.
Knowing that he-was a widower, the Dowager. Empress turned' match maker.
Although he became very fonil of one of the girls, he would not let himself

fall in love without obtaining the consent of his mother. The old lady disapproved of.the marriage, expressing the wish that if her son were to marry
again, she would like to have a girl of Cantonese race and land as her daughter308
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in-law. So the romance .% ith Princess Der-lin, who later wrote Two Ye ars in
the Forbidden City (published in French, English, and Chinese) came to an
end.
,

Nevertheless Sir Chentung continued to enjoy the confidence of the

Dowager Empress. In 1901-1902 he was again in E,urope as first secretary of
a special mission to Berlin Sand London. On 12 July 1902, when forty-four
years old, he was commissioned by royal decree to be Chinese Minister to the
United States, Peru, and Spain, the pogt tharhis mentor Chang Yin-huan had
earlier filled. It had beell held since 1897 by Wu T'ing-fang (1'842-1922), a
lawyer educated in England.
Alfred E. Stearns, long Headmaster.of Phillips Academy, who 'knew Sir
Chentung well in later life, recalled his "thrilling stories of political life and
peril in his Oriental empire. As progressives in their time, he and his Americaneducated companions early fell under the suspicion of the conservative Man-

chu Court. At limes their lives were seriously endangered; and his final
ap ointment to the responsible position of representative of his country to
United States was a personal and well-deserved tribute of the astute
old Dowager Empress to his notable loyalty and integrity. That he never
betrayed this confiden4 was well- attested by his masterly work during his
official life in America."

41.

Having arrived in Washington, he settled in the Chinese Legation in Du
Pont Circle, on 5 April 1903, and remained inthe United Stags in this post
until 3 July 19o7. In the autumn of 1903 he was relieved of his duties in Peru,
and on 8 November 1903 was made concurrently Minister xo Mexico, where
he presented his letters of credence in April 1904. Seemingly he never assumed
any duties in Peru or Spain, but made himself a very welcome resident of the
Dktrict .of Columbia.

Within a few weeks of Sir Chentung's arrival in Washington he went to
Andover to deliver on 16 June 1903 the address on the one hundred and,
twenty-fifth anniversary of Phillips Academy. Alfred Stearns, only recently
ppointed Headmaster, long remembered "the speaker's table over on that

'de of the,gymnasium, with the dragon flag of China, for they used the
dragon then, spread over the wall, and the Chinese Minister and .his bedecked,

attendants all in flowing and brilliant robes at that table." Sir Chentung
racefully 'recalled his undergraduate days, his boyish fear and admiration
fo Professors Coy, Comstock, and MacCurdy, but especially his three-bagger
wi two men on bases made against Exeter. In the same month he received
the fipnorary degree of Doctor of Laws from Amherst College.
he had a fondness for New England, he took his family to Amherst for
the summer of 1905, renting the house of Dr. Goodell, the president of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College. His next-door neighbor, Frank E. Whitman, secretary of the Amherst class of 1885, caused Sir Chentung to be made
an honorary member, of that class during their twentieth reunion. Honorary

degrees go frequently to eminent persons, but honorary membership in a
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college class implies unusual gifts of personal attractiveness, especially when
the class is a tightly knit New England college and the honorary member ,is

Chinese. In 1906 Sir Chentung Liang Cheng also received an LL.D. from
Yale UMversity.

Honors also came from the linperial court, for on the occasion of the
seventieth birthday of the Dowager Empress in-1905, she sent him the scroll
of calligraphy that has been previously mentioned. It was 7 feet long and
4. feet wide,`NOtten on yermillion paper in dhinese black ink. On the left

were charactersumerating the full title of the recipent; on the right were

.

eight titles, consisting of two characters each, used by Her Majesty on such
important state occasions ais coronations and ioyal birthdays, the best known
of wilich was Tsyr Shi, meaning Benevolent Prosperous. In the cpter was
the, huge character Shouh, for longevity, which was part of one of th eight
titles; above it was stamped an inipression of Her Majesty's Imperial seal.
Although the huge character was supposed to have been personally written
by the Dowager, it ma54,1i.ke the titles, have ,been the work of members Of
the Han-Lin-Yten; the Royal Academy.
Throughout his four years in Washington Sir Chentung was constantly
concerned with the welfare of- Chinese students in the United States. On
19 Junesii9o7, shortly before the end of his mission, he returned to Andover
for the 129th commencement exercises. He was once more a guest of honor,
for at the alumni dinner Chinese and Ain .i.can flags decorated the Borden
Gymnasium, and he was given a loving cup. '4ne side bore the American and
Chinese flags crossed and the other the seal of Phillips Academy with the
inscription: "Presented to Sir Chentung Liang Cheng, Andover '82, at his
25th anniversary by the alunmi of Phillips Academy at Andover, Mass., as a
token of their esteem and appreciation." At the dinner he told the- alumni
according to The Phillips Bulletin, "that he felt under great obligation to the
school as his three years at Andover had been of great advantage to whim in
/.....the four years of his official life in this country4le related how the incident
of his making the three-base hit in the Andover-Exeter ball game in 1881,°
I
which won the contest for Andover, affected his standing in Washington. He

said that wlegg after he came here President Roosevelt told him that an
Andover studen, t he met in one cg his hunting trips in the West had informed

him that he thought the new Chinese minister was the ainese boy that
played on the Andover nine in the '8o's and won a championship game by a
hit. 'When I assured the President that I was the sameiserson,' said Sir Liang,
from that moment the relations between President Rbitievelt and myself became ten-fold stronger and closer."
Henry Adams in a letter to Elizabeth Cameroedescribing one of Theodore
Roosevelt's diplomatic receptions at the White House in January 1904 noted
that "the Chinese Minister in marvelous dragons and jewels embraced me
tenderly." The Russo-Japanese War was brewing. A few days later, writing
from his house in Lafayette Square, Adams noted: "my friend Liang, the
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Chinese Minister, came in, and after looking at illy Ming potiches which he
knows little about, he talked war for an hour." On 6 Fcbruary, the day that
Japan severed diplomatic relations with :Russia, Sir Chentung again sat 'in
Henry Adams'S library add "talked war" for an hour, expressing his alai.%
,
about China.
.

,

Having studied at Andover himself a quarter of a ccntury before, Sir
Chentung was greatly concerned with bringing Chinese students to the,United States, and made them .feel very much at home 'at the LegatiOn in
Washington. It was ;typical that he dissuaded his future son-in-law, Cheng

-

Huan of the Andoverrclass of 1903, from becoming a soldier and persuaded
him instead to study agristiukure. The Chinese Ministcr's life was complicated

by United States restri 'ons on thc importation of coolie labor and, by
American illuse of the Chinese already resident on the Pacific coast, which
led in turn to anti-American feeling ,in China and a widespread Chinese.
boycott of American goodS. Elihu Root as Sccrctary of State had freqUent
exchanges with the Chinese Minister, whom he characterizcd to his biogra- .
pher, Philip.C. Jessup, as "a Very intelligent .add perspicacious man.' Jessup
speaks qf Sir Chentung's "braliant mites" to Root; I shall quote as an example '
-a paragkaph frOm this,.biOgraphk.

..

.

..

.

,.
.

.

The Minister was" on firth, groUnd and was.,,playing his hand adroitly.
, ...Root did not answer aronce, hut on Febrtiars i4th, 1996, he 'sent the
Minister,a very stiff nate proteselnagainSt a proclalmatiori alleged to
have-been issued' by. the Chinese Gonst11 Gveral in an Fliancisco in pursuance Of instructions from his. GOvernment. -The Sa-oclaination stated
that the Chines.se Gove,rnMent had never prohibitVjor obstructed° the
boycotrwhicih wag. a. protest against die. Americaffvexclusion laws:, Root,
posita
is n was slirectly contrary to the asgupanCes given
declared that,.4lti
.rotlamation
by -the Chiheic-Goevnthent; .1Te demanded that -the. Pilf,

....
-.4

.-

revoked oEdisavoived and thAplie Consul:General be roperly disciplined. Sie:Chefitung j...iang:Qheng replied On the 244.....,w/fh another
epNi,le of suavelialiancy which one can .norread at aMispassionate distance withfok exaiiming "Aucheir Ile Alsavon,cd any, knowledge of
.

the proclamation bins.agreed tb investigate,."I might content rnySelf With
this- forcgoing reply, but for the peculiar tenor, of your note. It is:avrave

..
.

.

:

i'c' to -cOnyey to a friendly power* intlination.of duplicity on its part,
and
... and this is seldom done- vet+ upon ,the.most conclusive evidbnce
I
under serious provation. It is a deep grief te nie that even a suSpicion
-.i of suelit'hinduCt is tntertained by one Whose acts have bon 'narked by
77,,:.such iordiat gekfict.will4tO, my countryt apd whose intercourse with ine.
' hasmeat haracteriied by such Ireat #riendship and. sincerky. To one
who has attained...iguch high ert-64nce in Jtis profts§ion and litas dqvated
.
4,
his li to a'studytof the,force,ana value.of eiiden'Ce, it:may seem:almost
\ impe nent: in me to . suggest' that:: his own 1;lepattmErit sh9u Id contain
. .r,
.
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4
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facts whickwould vindicate my Government from the heinaus offence
implied in your note."
When Sir Chentung Liang Cheng left his post in Washington. on 3 July
1907, he was succeeded by his predecessor Wtt T'ing-fang, who had been an
active promoter of the Chinese boycott against American goods. This substitution gave .pIeasure neither to the President or 'the Secretary of State,
although Theodore Roosevelt wrote thus to Elihu Ftoot on i6 September
1907:_

My feeling would be strongly that we ought not to object to Wu. He is
a bad old Chink and if he had his way he would put us all to the heavy
death or do something equally unpleasant with us but we cannot expect
,to get a Minister like the one that has just gone, and the loss is far more
China's than ours; while I do not object to any Chinaman showing a
feeling that he would like to retaliate now and then for insolence to the
Chinese.

During his four years in the United States Sir Chentung Liang Cheng had
taken important steps toward the redemption of the Canton-Hankow Railway from the United States, and had paved the way for the remission by the
United States of a thirteen-million-dollar claim on the Boxer indemnity. The
money thus obtained was used for varying the education of the Chinese by
providing scholarships for Chinese students in America; it was also instrumental in the founding of the Tsing Hua University in Peking. A letter that
Sir Chentung received from J. S. Tait on his departure from Washington
admirably sums up the feeling that he inspired. "As PlenipoCentiary, you
have exalted the Courtesy of,Nations into a sentiment of brotherhood and
kinship; and have demonstrated the value of the personal equation in binding
them more closely together in the bond of a permanent friendship."
The August 1907 issue of The Phillips Bulletin published among its alumni
notes: "1882 Chenrung Liang Cheng, lately Chinese Minister at Wasliington, known in his school days as Pi Yuk Liang, has become president of the

board of foreign affairs and comptroller general of Maritime customs at
Pekin." Also for a short time after his return to China, Sir Chentung Liang
rCheng served as chief manager of the Canton-Hankow Railway. In 1909
he accompanied Prince Tsai-huan, brother of the Regent and uncle of the

.

Emperor of China, and,Admiral Sah Chen-ping to Europe as a member of a
special Naval Commission that spent three weeks inspecting dockyards and
shippards in England, behire-making similar visits in France, Germany, and
Rana. Subsequently he was sent to Berlin as Chinese Ambassador, presenting
his aedentials on 15 July 1910. A document courteously supplied me by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China states that in 1911 he
was tansferred to France, yet in 1912 he still seems Co have been in Berlin
for the Andover master George T. Eaton then paid a call of homage on hinr
there. Sir Chentung served as the Chinese repreSentative at the international
312
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convention on the prohibition of opium at the Hague, whieh wag signed on
,
23 January 1912.
This Was Sir Chentung Liang Cheng's last service to his country, foi upon

the abdication of the Manchu Emperor H'suantung and the proclamation of
a Republic of China on z February 1912, he found himself in a difficult
and trying situation. As Alfred Stearns wrote: "With the straightforwardness that had always been characteristic of him he sought and eventually
secured his reCall. When I last saw him in Hong Kong, shortly after his return
om Berlin, he had retired from political life, unable to bring himself tá trust

th11dic4rogram of political reform advocated by the younger and enr

of the ne ly established republid. A progressive in his day,
give by the swiftly moving political current of
1 Country never wavered, but like many of the
his later life. His loyal
best students .of Chinese history, he believed his country ready for a constitutional monarchy, but not then for a republic."
Although frequently-approached by the republican government, he never
again accepted any Public office. He returned to Whampoa to the house that
he had built for his mother, and lived quietly in retirement for the remaining
years of his life. In addition to his two British knighthopds, he had received
high decorations from France, Belgium, 6ermany, Italy, Austria, Russia, and
Japan. Yet what he treasured most was the scroll of calligraphy from the
Dowager Empress, whom he. had so ably served overseas, that he showed to-.
his American visitors in 1914
He was already ill when he returned to China, for Alfred Steams, who saw
him soon after he left Berlin noted: "He had lost greatly in weight, and the
lines bore evidence of keen Suffering; but there was no lack of interest in his
old school and the friends of his American school days. At the banquet which
he and his fsiend andochoolmate, C. L. Chow, generously provided for, me
the night before I sailed. from Hong Kong he was the samt delightful host I
had found him seireral years before when it was my good fortune to pass
two days with him as his guest at the Chinese Legation in Washington." By
1917 he was confined to his bed. Minor operations in China and a major one
in Japan did not arrest the cancer from which he died on xo February 1918
When only just entering his sixties. The estate at Whampoa and its contents
having long since been confiscated, Sir Chentung's widow and family have
for many years been living in Hong Kong. His family still preserves there
0
4
the scroll of calligraphy.
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Chairman: Albert H. Yee, California State University, Long Beach
. OPPORTUNITIES IN PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION FOR CHINESE-AMERICANS

By
HERBERT K. YEE

Thank you cousin Albert, and membcrs of the conference. I might say that
I cerainly commend our Chairman, Thomas Chinn and the Executive Board
of the Chincsc Historical Society for putting on this wonderful program. I
was glad that Albert sat me right in the center of the aisle here instead of on
the end. I remember when Governor Reagan told me of a conference that he
had attended at the Virgin Islandi and in introducing the Master of Ceremony
went down the line: Governor of Nevada, and Governor of Maryland; and
all the way until he was fairly tired and.he got to the end and he said, "now
I will introduce to you the virgin of GdVernor's Island." So I'm glad I wasn't
caught in that fix.
I bring you greetings from my little town of Sacramento, commonly known
as Gheefau. Now, San Francisco is called the big city, "Difau," and certainly
we live in a very pleasant area. Some of you, I know, come from New York
and from all over the country. I hope you will enjoy spending a little time
in our area. We stretch from a beautiful lake up at Lake Tahoe in the high
Sierra and it goes down into the Mother-Lode country where gold was found
and that's what it is all about. In Chinese we call it, "gum san;" gold mountain,
and then it goes into the Sacramento area and extends to San Francisco. As I

speak this morning, I can think a little bit about my own family, in fact it
came out in last week's Chronicle, in an article titled, "Fiddletown." My great
grandfather settled there and built a little Chinese herb store called the Doc
Yee Herb store. So whenever you're in Fiddletown, please drop by this his-

torical monument and visit that little place there. I found his diary and I
thought I was going to find a monumental historical document. But opening
I only found it listed his winnings and earnings in the gambling den across
the street.
So that was a disappointment, but at least I know my great graudfather
was a hutnan being. He came over with the miners or the railroad buildersi
he was their Chinese herb doctor. Subsequently his son, who was my grand
uncle Dr. Ti Wah Hing, and then my father also took up Chinese herbs; a
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business carried on for three generations. My father was originally au engineer.
------------He-went-tu_Stanford and UC and finally graduated from the University of
Michigan in 1921 With a masters degree in 1923. He went back to Chiniand

built quite a few railroads. Now Albert mentioned to you' a little bit ibout
my background so I will have to speak in that vein because it would be ludicrous for me, not being an educator as I am a practicing dentist in Sacramento
for 27 years, to tell a group of educators all about,education. So I will speak
to you, briefly of course, touching on the various activities that I have been

involved in.
For, io years I have bccn on the Statc Board of Dentistry. I have been very
privileged to have taken care of formcr Lieutenant-Governor Reineke, Wilson I .
Riles' family and now Jerry Brown has called me about his particular situation. But anyhow, I've been on the State Board of Dentistry, which licenses
all the dentists in the State. We give the examinations. We h ve about 2,000
dentists coming to the State to take the exam. soo of them are local graduates,
which means from the five dental schools; Loma Linda, UCL , USC, UC-San
Francisco and UOP. We also have about 1,000 dental hygenists. They're the
girls who help dean the teeth. In these io years, I have been involved with
many dental problems. I think the one that was the Most delicate and difficult
was the f"orcign dentist probkm. In 1967 we had a group of Filipino dentists

who wantcd to. takc thc examination with further education. During the
Cuban crisis wc allowed the Cuban dentists to come to our country as with
the situation today for the Vietnamese doctors 'and dentists. We give them
the first part of the National Board which is the basic science, that is, biochemistry, anatomy, physiology and etc. If they pass that, then they go to
one of our dental schools for two years and they're eligible to take the
Board examination. Well, the foreign dentists didn't think that they wanted
to do that. With Wily Brown on their side, I had to negotiate the bill for

that in 1969 and they have been taking the exam for some five years. I must
say that, however, thcy are lacking in many aspects; however they do have
the opportunity and there are some who are very good. I will discuss a little
bit further oh that. We also have disciplinary hearings against dentists. For-'
tunately we arc very lucky that by the time you get to be a professional man
you don't get into too many problems, but nevertheless when you administer
to shme 20,000 or 24,000 licensees which now include about 17,000 dentists
in the State and about 5,000 or 6,000 dental hygenists problems occur. Every
year we may have about 30 or 40 that will get into difficult problems; meaning;they may defraud the public, or send for an insurance 6laim that cannot
be justified, or they may be alcoholic, or narcotic, or moially intemperant,
or illegally advertise. Then we have in these past few years gone into corporation; that is, dentists can be incorporated and also many other phases. Now I
will mention bricfly that I also serve on the Council in Dental Education which
, formulate all the dental programs fgaiihe country. We also accredit the school.
Each school has to be accrcdited auEe every seven years. For six years I've

-
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been traveling around the country and I've gone to many schools, and to
many towns that I would not normally have gone: It is a unique experience
because in %piny of these areas they've never seen a Chinese. Many times I
would look in their roster and say, "Ah, I'm glad to see you have accepted
A Chinese by the name of Lowe," and then they would turn red-faced and
they would say, "I'm sorry Dr. Yee, Mr. Lowe is a white man or a Caucasian,"
so I'd say, "get busy with it." On my responsibility as a regent of UOP, I'm
very happy that I have this opportunity and most of you *who are here locally
know that thC, University of the Pacific is a very fine school. We have twelve
colleges and among them are many professional schools; we have a School
of Dentistry, a McGeorge College of Law which has 250 in each class. Our
Schooi' of Dentistry has ioo in each class. We have a School of Pharmacy,
a School of Medical Science, which is developing now on Webster and Sacramento Streets, formerly the old Stanford-Lane Hospidl. So, those of you
who would like to come to one of our schools, please attend our campus in
Stockton. We need you as a student; or, encourage your children to come.
And-then lastly, Fm involved in the California Post-secondary Education
which, about three years ago, the legislature mandated in AB77o a commission
which supersedes the University of California, State University and College
System and the community colleges to coordinate, plan, and help to advise
funding of these various segments. Of course, community colleges obtain
most of their funding through their local districts. However, if there is any
State funding to be made, it must go through our Commission. I just completed the study which sets up the criteria for establishing any new campuses
in California.
However, those are the areas that I have been involved in and so I will
speak briefly on what is the opportnnity for Chinese-Americans in some of
these professions that we seek. And certainly in the 70's, unlike the 6o's, I
think the young people are getting to be a little more settled; the 'Vietnam
war is over, and those that are in school have a meaningful purpose. They
want to have a career. They want to find jobs. I think we will find this next
period to be a period of rest, not unrest as we had in the '6o's. In this next
decade we will, of course, find new attitudes, new changes tht will encourage
young people to go to college. Now, I might say that Chinese and Oriental
people or Asiatic people usually, perhaps because of family background, may
not need as much encouragement as other ethnic groups in wanting them to
find a profession or career. In our School of Dentistry for instance at .U0P,
for 135 positions we have 3,500 applicants, which means we have to select

almost i out of 20. Now, it isn't all that bad because what happens to the
youngsters is they crisscross. They apply to about six or seven schools. So
your encouragement to young persons or to a person who desires a profession
mast begin early. In high school, they have to want to go to college and want
to do well. Now we have a lot of young women applicants; in our last class

we accepted i. And incidentally, in our class at UOP we had 14 Chinese
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and 6 Japanese so we had 20 and 20 out of :35-is a pretty good percentage
when you conskiErthe percentage of Asian-American population in the State
of California. We're running over lo% Oriental in our Dental School at
lUOP. incidentally, there was a bill, by Assemblyman Chacone I think last
, which would mandate that all of our educational systerni be relegated
ni balance and that
to a percentage of-citizen component. That is ethc
would, of course, if we had mere than our percentage at UC, have thrown
most of them out of college just to get a racial balance, and of course, I was
vehemently against that sort of thing and I'm glad it was dropped. I could
apply that to medicine since. I'm sure medicine and dentistry and law have
the same format. These are very much sought after, including optometry,
phlkmacy,'ind veterinary medicine, so that you must have a very good GPA.
I'm talking aboui schools that arc professional schools, which usually means
two years of college before you go into four years of professional training.
In this aspect, our entry class of this year of 75, which just began at UOP
Dental School have a'grade point average of 3.45. So, we have a cut-off line
at 3.: and you can see the competition. And even among that group with
3.2,we have a thousand young men that we have to sort out to get 135. So
you tan imagine our task is almost impossible. But I'm' happy that in looking
at the first page, these are computerized there are two books, one book is
computerized according to the alphabet and the other according to GPA;

th

that in the first page of 4o-names I see 6 names that are of Chinese extraction.

Of course, I've always gone on the premise that we who are Chinese can
compete on the same basis as anyone else. I ask for no favor fropur school

in that respect. The only area I may ask for is financial assistance; the Chinese
have a problem in that area. On that first page there were 6 Chinese; that
last one from Stanford was a 3.7 and I made the remark, "what a smart aleck"
or something like that. So it shows the tough competition, but I understand,
someone tells me, they don't give a "D" in Stanford anymore; so now I don't
have that GPA.when I went into
feel quite 2S bad because I Celt
dmission teit; you have to take a
dental school.'Then we have the
Education which I used to be on
test administered by the Council on
have
so take a test just like MCAP
and I just got off this December, and you
for medicine, and ceitainly a law test. Then, of coursc,, with certain recommendations you might get into the fchool. But I would certainly, of course
being in the, pribssion, think of it with highest regard; I think it's a good field
for young people wlio have the talent and the ability and the desire and the
dedidnititi to go into these health professional fields or in the,law, or enginer
ing, or architecture. Now I'm going to give you a 'few statistics to give you
an idea of how we're doing as far as minority and especially as Asians. I'm
not going to give you a long list and bore you with,a lot of statistics. But, I
think'those of you who live around here will know iome of the schools that
I'll Mention. I'll take up law for instance, at four schools:.Hastings,
UCLA and UC-Berkelev. Now, these arc very popular schools that are at-
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tended by our young people% Thereare also San 'Diego and Cal Western and

;Western State, but in Hutings, for instance, there are 1500 students, total
student body. Total minority is 254, 16% are minority or 16.8 and Asian is
7.7. Now in Davirthere are 491 students; 171 are minority. So Dats is doing
great for a percentage of 34.8% and among the Asian-American we have
23.2. At UCLA, the percentage is not high. There are a thousand law students
at UCLA; 199 are minority which gives them a i9%, but Orientals are only
2.5. And Berkeley has 914 and total minority of 249, which gives a 27% and
Asian is 7.9. That gives you an idea. so right away, Davis is a very good school
.

that has a high enrollment of Oriental or Asian students. Now I'm going to
give you thc latest figure's on the six professions which I have listed: Dentistry, Medicine, Optometry, Pharmacy, Veterinarian Medicine, and Law and
this pertains only to the University of California system and this is very
current; I just got it from oui California Post-Secondary Office yesterday.
This is the number of students enrolled at the end of this curreni year. Now
in Dentistry, of course you must remember there are only two dental schools
in the University of California, that's UC-Berkeley up here at Parnassus Hill
and. UCLA down in Los 'Angeles; there are 81 Asian-American students
enrolled in dentistry. Now; tiC has about 88 students in each class so they
have about 350 students and UCLA has about maybe 450 so you have about
800 students in the Dental school in the two UC school system and there are
82, to they art running about lo%. in Medicine, there are 153 students in
the three or four, 1 think there are four medical schools let's see. there is
Davis, there's UC-Berkeley up here, there's UCLA and there is one other,
Irvine campus so there's about 5 and so there's 153. In Optometry, there's

only one Optometry School, and that is UC. In fact there are only two
Optometry Schools in the whole State of California. The other one is a
private school in Fullerton and the .one at UC has about 6o in every class so
there are about 250 and there are 33 Orientals enrolled there. In Pharmacy,
at UC Pharmacy there arc 109. And in Veterinarian medicine there are 12,
that's in Davis. In fact there is only one school of Veterinarian medicine in
the whole State of California. And of course in Law there' are 271 enrolled =
for a total of 659. So that's a vast improvement from the enrollment. of '72;
I used another gage and at that time there Nee've gained roo Asians. Now I
didn't divide it up between Japanese or Chinese, I just assumed that probably
it would be fairly even. At UOP, because we do have two or three members
on our faculty that are Chinese and myself as a regent, we're strong in Chinese
enrollment. At USC, because of the Japanese faculty there, there is a greater
proportion of the Japanese enrolled there. But, that is neither here nor there.

Now, these are just a few figures. But that gives you a little idea of the
opportunity that is available for these various professional fields. I'm not
going to take up anymore time unless there are some questions, I've enjoyed
talking with you this morning. I don't know whether I've helped you or not.
I've tried to be as brief as I can; I know that there is another speaker after
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me. I certainly appreciate, Albert, that you invited me to ipeak here and of
course if there is anything tbat anyone has a question on, I would be happy
to answer. Yes, young lady. . . . O.K. the number? Well, I don't have the
numbers I just have the percentage. On Hastings, there was 77 of the :54,
that is minority so you can figure that out from that, and then in eavis,there
was 171 minority in the Law sthool. 171 minority out of 491 gives us the
34.8% with 134%. This is quite current because this is the Americag Bar
Association report as of January 17, 1975. O.K.? It's about six months behind but this is probably for the last year's class. 0:K.? you want me to
gi4e any others or that's pretty good? Someone had a hand up? Yes: ... I'm
sorry,,I haven't sone. into that problem. Some of the figures I quoted you
did come from that Office of Civil Rights and the HEW and about how they
will fire outside after graduation 'I don't know how far you want to go in

medicine sat:ally, you're going to go into Manpower study, 1 find .that
Chigoe now we're talking about Chinese-Rmericans are quite acceptable as medical doctors. In fact, 6o% of my practice is Caucasian, maybe
:5% Chinese and the rest is mixed: SonYesure in medicine, now I'm not
quite sure how lawyers do in the practice of 4w to the public. I'm sure they

do pretty well. But, dentistry, architects have done very well, there are
several archiiects in my town several of them were on the city planting
commission, etc. Nurses have ,done well. Pharmacy you see many Chinese
and Orientali in the Pharrilacy School at UC and at UOP. So, of course, the
Manpower study sbows we're graduating only 14,000 medical doctors and
we need 19,000. So, as long as there is a need and you're fairly capable, I'm
sure you'll be hired. . . . It's extremely hard to get in. I think ther4re only
three veterinary schools in the entire West. One I's in Denver, one is in Washington and the other is at Davis.... I know it is very difficult to get in. I understand it is even more difficult to get into a School of Veterinary medicine
than medical school because of the number of schools. So that's why I asked
the last time I met, I had lunch with Don McNeil who is the diiector of our
California Post-secondary Education, that we should hire a man in our office
to do a study of our health schools. And if there is a need in these areas where
youngsters can't get into, that's where we should build more schools to accotilthodate their needs. A lot of our young people are going to 'Guadalajara.
They have an enrollment of 5,000 down there and half of them are from the
State&
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IS CHINESE-AMERICAN HISTARY LIVING?
By

Jon)/ Lim
Is Chinese-American History living? For any of us.who are peripherally connected with educational pr social research techniques, the title of this address
is one hell of a mess. What's living to me may not be living to you. Then are,
to be sure, different levels to what ode can mean by the word living. I'll try
to hit upon some of these levels. I will make quite a lot of use of what We
call unobtrusive measures. Now, unobtrusive is like this. There is a pOPUlat
art exhibit, for example. You have no counter or anybody taking numbers of

people going through. So, you look at the tile on the floor in front of the
exhibit and how well is it worn out? Or if you want to ktow what kind of A
drinking city this is and you really don't have a chance tit do something very
scientific, you go Over to the.garbage dump and look at all the beer cans and
you get some idea. That's an unobtrusive 'measure. Arid, of course, sve

try to refer often to some other research. First, let% see what we hove in
balance. On the positive side,of the ledger, we know that there are ChineseAmerican historical societies 40 few cities throughout the United States, the

Most active of which are probably right here in San Francisco's Cbirlese
Historical
Sand Honolulu, f-lawaii's Chinese History Center. TheY
issue regula

etihs. We kndw that there is at least 5 or 6 basic texts On the
Chinese in America that are relatively cominonly used throughout colleges

and high schools in the United States. There is an increasing number of
short-term courses On the Chidese in America, geared towards thegneral
public. I imagine you can count this Conference as one of them. These courses

tend to supplement the more formal semester-long courses being found in
more and more colleges and universities throughout the United States. Right
here in San Francisco we 'have as an added thing, TACT; The Association
of Chinese Teachers, ESAA Chinese-American History Project. Aside ,frorn
special editions of journals on the Chinese in America like some past iftues
of the California Historical Society and the Journal of Social Issues, one can,
if she or he is so inclined, find numeroutg references to the Chinese-Arnaiean
activities integrated into articles that are non-Chinese in nature. For examPle,
I get a lot of my jollies skimming through artibles in the California Historical
Journal just to find imy references ifiacle to Chinese. Sure enough and Orton
enough reference is made to something Chinese. Articles such as, "Indlis4ial
WorkerS of the World and Their Fresno Free SPeech Fight," "T Loss of.a
Reputation;" -or "The linage of California it Britain befor
a bnolc
review on Factories in the Field: the Stirry. orMigratory F
in Cali.1,-- 188o
fornia, a book review of The Democratic Party in California
to, 1896; all of these make references ,to Slime aspect. of ChinesAmerieari
experiences. By the way, all these that I-just mentioned were just in nne
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edition. so you tali imagine if you looked through all these editions and just
quickly skior through them, you'll .find.enough references. More often than
not;every i..0e of the California 'Historical ()Tian& ly entertains some passing
there are many of us who 'are
refertnees tO thinrehineWArnetiCan. Then
Chineie-American
six part series on TN.
familiar with "Gtou San Auk," the
Chinese-American
concerns in newiThere are oCcaSitioar feature artidles on
Washington
Post, The New
Mars such ilfs the. Christian Science.Monitor, the
7:- Yotk Times, and particularly the Honolulu Star-Bulletin and the Honolulu
Advertiser. forexample, if I can find it in here, I have ciuite an article here,
well, anywy, I can't find it. But it says, the '"Chineselieritage in Hal1/2ii."
Every so. 0fogi, usiially about three or four times a year, the Hawaiian newspapers sp-ma, entire editions on ethnic heritage. I'm going to coMe back to
tils point a little while and explain what this means by outiide system
50PPorte Riglit, now, and I didn't even hear it mentioned throughout, this
CTIfetenCe, butUt WaS in the Sairrandsco Examiner the other day, and it
was in yesterday's San Francisco Progress, there is alitoto 'elthibit right here
at Sutrolihrary, A half a block away, on the ChOese in America. Lastly of

quite a lot of
course, is this Conference itself. So you can see Oat there are

7

things so far as the Chinese in America Bre concerned. I think then, that there*,..
It can
is enough evidence that the Chinese in American ,history is not dead.
as
living?
What
is
the
quality
even be said that it exists. But is existing the same

of that existence? How living-is it? Now let's' look at the other side of the
ledger;
I have been losing all kinds of things here. I don't know what the problem
is. Cib, yes! Ana we read a statement from the Eaft-West a very short while
01;_ing Chi Wang: "Unfortunately .few people
n

frieenilidsr,

itiag.osthi. Esbyv'coeonuruntrYe4twknhiow-rh-le

of the mistre*ent of the Chinese in the

fe:wer People realize the welfare and fate of Chinese-Americans
are dependeOt on U.S.-China relations." Right? And there is a great natiOnal
study called the National Assessment in EducatiOnal Progress. The NAEP
in different
studies schools .in the 'United States to see how good they
espon
ents had
topics. There is a statement here in a summary of that. "Ittlo
n
culture
littIt knowledgeof the contributions of minority groups to'Ame'
nified
School
in history:' Svc) Studies done a few years ago in San F
but
of
the
studiet
District, by the way, I happened to have been the autho
ethnicity.
12 anyway, I Wanted, some idea of what school children knew about
The first year, it wasn't 'as goiid of a reSearch design as desired because I
threw out questions and children had to respond to them:For example, even
though this isn't even necessarily Chinese-American but it's Asian-American
mess up die Asian-Americaris, you -can be
, and -ou
y can get sOnie tclea, if they the
Chinese.Americane. "Japanese people
.sure they are, going -ti5. me.!_ yp.
missions
in
California."
94 of 663 people missed that. question.
founded the, I
go, on up ifr,,to the sixth grade.
thirdograders;
but
That's io.z.0, that was
Ase
built
many
railroads
in
the
West"
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,53.6% missed that question. "Jimmy Wong is a Japinese-American name.'
ids) of 387 hissed that one. That's almost 70%. And in the same question for
the sixth graders, "The Chinese built many railroads in the West," 229 out
of 387 miskd for a 59.M. (Well, two years later, I said let's make this thing
little better. Instead of of throwing questioris out, we started a little research
hIñg m which I said, o.k. just tell me anything you know abont Asians, anything you know about Blacks, anything you know about and so on and so
forth. This is Oist a sampling, a small thing. This is only in a class of 2o, of
Which two are Asians, and they can't answer about their own group. So from
the i8 othets, these are all ihe answeri'that we got about Asian people:
"Asian peoPle speak funny." That was by a Black student.
achillese, (and he spells it "Chines") grownups wear makeup." By a white'
student.
All right, that's the extent of that one, o.k.?
.
"Peking it in Japan." 137 of 44tit missed that One. All right, well, yOu can see

we're not getting too far in that one. We know about Albert yee's studies
from yesterday's sessions and also in his Journal of Social Issue On "Myopic
Perceptions" of textbooks, how minorities are ill-treated, particularly -the
Chinese. All right, now, one thing that interests me, talking about obtrusive

and unobtrusive evidence, is coin collecting and stamp collecting, and a
whole slate of things coming on with this whole Bicentennial thing. Here's
this"the spirit of '76,proof qualiiy, limited edition Medallion in solid sterling
silver." There is a picture of the drummers. O.K., we know that's not Asian.
And yet &the are the things that are supposed to represent Arnerica. The
first Bicentennial bell, Paul Revere saking a ride o.k., let's go to the Franklin
mint collection. They're really coming out With a whole pile of thing's. Here

is a great one. This collection is "the great people that madeup America."
They have about 20 faces on a coin over here and I don't see one Asian-looking
face. All right? But, to show .yon there is some ,hope, and this is a political

process, here's some official coin medals of the Indian tribal nations as part
of the Bicentennial. You see, Franklin mint again; the Indians havesotten in.
All right. But we can go on and I don't think I'm going to go over too much
of the Franklin mint. I. like junk mail. I think we can also tell from Miyor
Alioto's statement a few weeks agq, "Chinatown is not a ghetto." This hot
-only shows that he doesn't understand Chinese-American history, but it
shows a few other things. I don't think we'll really go into that at this time.
What's very important, a couple of weeks ago in Washington, D.C., the
Smithsonian Institution has put up a bicentennial display, a really very fabulous

display, of the zoo years of American History. I went through it and they
have themes like this. "Immigration" you donk see anything on,Asians. On,
"Peoples of America," you don't see anything on Asians, except one little
photograph exhibit. There is apparently a Chinese person sitting with a
Caucasian wife. His children are sitting (Around the kitchen table. They
have one hot dog on eqch plate. That's the Chinese-American experience, I
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guess. In the section on transportation, nothing is tiened on Asians. On
the section on race relations, there is nothing iyi tionebrdri Asians. On the
section on civil rights, there is nothing mentiorPe on Asians: On the section
in California, there it a small part on the Chi* ..,-: The Chinese are known
for their foods, art and utensils. And the only tithe you can see any Asians
is in the war and the niilitary section, in which Commodore Perry is shown,
and a few other things to do with Japan, but nothing Chinese-American.
%esident Ford's statement.on the Vietnamese: "Americans have always welcoined the Asians." Welli.thete again, you know, Chinese-American history
1. is not filing. Stamp collecting. I went through all the stamps that the Ukited
States has ever p#nted; over two thousand. The only Asian faces that you
see are one of Chiang Kai Shek and one of Sun Yat Sen. Now, I don't kik9w,
that we particylarly consider those two in Chinese-Americin history,
you are a stamp collector, there is nothing hitting you $ubliminally. Yod
we might know a lot 'of things about ChineselAmerican 'history, blit how
does it hit you? Street signs, park names, the only name I can find in going*
through the San Francisco street directory is China basin, which I don't think
anybody knows about. there is iLee Avenue, but I don't know if that "Lee"
it Chinese. There is a Marl Lane. I don't know if it's named after Him Mark
Lai; or . . . diere's an old Chinatown Lane. You could see Chinese things in
Chinatown, but if you think of Spanish names, all the streets are not just in
the mission areas. There are Rivera, Ortega, Santiago. Those things hit you
subliminally. You know it. In Hawaii, many streets are named after Hawaiians. You know it at least in Hawaii, because look at the street signs, if you are

ndt illiterate. Now, we notice some subliminal things like Bing Cherries.
But for all you know, it could belDave Bing, the Black baseball player. Yod
have Lums Hot Dogs, but Lum Is German, and if Lums Hot Dogs were
Chinese, maybe I'd be richer. The only thing I can think of that is sublithinal,
is, of course, the Lau vs. Nichols Decision, in which many thing§ are called
Lau nOW: Lau CentrIS, but I will leave that to Karl Li and Ward Sinclair this
afternoon. As to the content analysis of ;iewspapers, I have to quickly do this.
On another article, which I just have done about the People's. Republic of
China, when the Chinese want to mention something, they make a concerted
effort. In just one edition, for example, I countea 2o% of the domestic articles
were on the ethnic minorities. And this is the daily newspaper affair. How
many times do we ever see this in the United States unless it is on crime or
something like this? O.K. So, those are stacking up the things. If one were
to draw some conclusions from this pia-LIN of evidence, it might be accurate
to say that Chinese,American history is not dead. But if one were to put the
existence on the ten-point scale from "very dead" to such a thing as "very
alive," with very aliie being lo, I would put Chinese-American at this stage
of history at 1:out two..Chinese-American is dead or non-existent to most
people. It is existing to a number of those who have taken upon themselves *
to .do some readings in it if not even some investigating. It even acquires
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a life for a few buffs, a few natives and some specialized research centers.
Adding to this picture, though, is the fact that most who study it, study'it in
segregated circumstances. siAs has been said more than once, the segregation
in our curriculum reflects the segregation in our society. This situa n reflects
penings.
a very real dilemma: much of our history is not one of isolating
It's not just the Chinese-Amcrican history or just the Irish-American history
has been interor just the Jewisli:lkinerican history. Much of our hist
twined. Reality was an integration of events and experien . Yet our history
and our curriculum cited events as if they occurred in isolation. EthnicTaistory

seems more often than not to come in an individual package. All these, of
course, are not reflected only in Cainese-American history. All ethnic history,
in fact, has this weakness and will nev,er become living if it doesn't reflect the

life of reality as it really was and is, an integration and interrelationship of
events. Is it a shame that a tew instances of integrated reporting that there
are, like the numerous scattered articles that I mentioncd in California Historical Quarterly, are not more widely read= 'In thcif rightful haste to. balance
history, more ethnic historians are busy gather.:14 facts. School persons, however, have not done so much in their busy schedule to make these facts come
alive. So-called relevant learning activities are few. Al Sing Yuen's "zoo Years

Before Me," which has an activities chart which includes at least three
educational-psychological principles to make Chinese-American history alive,

is about the only learning material on Chinese-Americans that I am really
familiar with that inculcates this. Everything else is just a body of knowledge

which replaces another body of knowledge. Practically everything else is
mere aCquisition and enumerating Of facts; not the most effective, way to
learn or to remember or to keep alive. Specifically, there are learning activities, by contrast, which generate much follower interest. For example, as a
bicentennial activity, The Polynesian Voyaging Society has:engaged in much
research to build a sailing vessel like the original ones which first carne to
Hawaii from Tahiti. Public interest is built up by public relation activities to
Solicit public funds. Donors all get some title, depending on the size of their
donations, and they would be called as a paddler, a sailor, an oarsman, etc....
They work, believe me; while I was in elementary Catholic school, we used
to spend five dollars on pagan babies. These things work. Hawaii newspapers
have always supported the educational system. Special editions on the ethnic
heritage are regularly printed throughout the year. Coverage shy away from
exotic treatment, but, rather, discuss topics rather naturally. School childret

contribute to some of these editions. There is in Hawaii a so-called nonsystem support to school learning activities. In the Palau Islands, out in the
Mariannas, all history projects' by school-aged children are corrected by the
Palauan elders for veracity of facts'and the 'collecting of Palauan language.
History and language is seen as integrated learning experiences. Applying
some learning principles to Chinese-American history, we'll try to look at
what is happening to us. A statement about something is not the same as
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idpic of rurce allocLon S than it.doei,toinstruction. Put in another
xv;y:. it cawbaiV that .th are,tliiimajog levels of learning, the cognitive
and the affectivt4 with Ithe t pitrie }fairing ro do with knowing .and the,
.iffectiire.having in. do NVith;thttfeefing, in addition to knowing. What is the
.situation as applied fc'eol.. neseArriesican'hcstory? On the cognitive or knowledge level, there are ii&*.A1,- Iot dT-historical facts known, most of which, stem
ftom se tondary sources, that is, facts stemnihg from other than basic sources.
There seems to be precious little new findings, although our archival session

.

last Thursday and March Fong's talk last night at the banquet, show that
primary sources are existent. Additionally, despite the still goodly amount of
knowledge of Chinese-American history, precious little of it is developed into
any theory, let alone coherent theory'. Stanford Lyman is the only person I
know that has any real theory on Chinese-American history. The theory he's
building is going to make these facts come alive. Merely hashing a, body of
facts is not in itself a theory. Speaking of theories, I can, probably to your
annoyance, give you some theory on why there is so little theory you can
find in Chinese-American history. Basically, it is because most of us are not
social-science oriented. We are not so oriented because our P-ist social environment, which included generous doses of Waspish racism imposed upon us,
forced us into areas of endeavors that left us so little time and talent for social
skills. Anyway, let us mention something about the affective level of leareing.
How much Chinese-American history is absorbed by the reading of ChineseAmerican literature, since it is by literature that one empathizes? You can
answer this by asking yourselves.what Chinese-American literature is there?
Of the few that there are, how many are even read?
Since I have so far picked on educators and researchers, let me say something about the Chinese Historical Society of America here in San Francisco.
Nothing personal, of course. Is the Chinese Historical Society continuously

linked to a university, a school, or a bilingual project such as the ktry
Chinese History Center is? Does the Chinese Historical Society of .Atrori

have, say, a travelling photo exhibit to popularize Chinese-American e
ences? By the same token I haven't let schools and educators off the hook et.
Have educators themselves come up with.any bright ideas for linkages with
organizations such as the Chinese Historical Society of America, and by this,
I don't mean ripping them off for freebies.
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To tie this discussion together with some ideas I have about resources allocations, call it politics in its broadest sense, if you will, I would like to refer to
a few pages in an article I have just written about bilingualism in the Pebple's
Republic of China:
As with many other foreign countries, education in the People's Republic
of China is more centralized than it is in 'die United States. Although
not entirely clear, the educational-political process seems to follow a
pattern similar to the following descriptions. Every province, municipality, and social system, in this case, the schools, has a revolutionary com,
mittee. These committees insure that Communist Party thoughts and
politics are carried out. These committees have various sub-divisions,
among which, is education. For this discussion, you might throw in the

word "history" instead of education. The committees attempt to coordinate one aspect of life with another. Education, for example, would
be in line with agriculture, health, factory work, welfare, etc. This

centralization ensures that China's qipcational systems being open prove
that open systems do not nectssarily breed innumerable alternatives that
cannot be dealt with effectively. If anything, the wide openness of China's
educational4stems makes it virtually impossible for deviancy to sneak
in. There are just too many plates where the systems are open and visible
to those in and out of those systems.
Besideijust being open, much outside or non-system support is given
to education
that adults can "feel" for the students. For example,
Putonghua and nglish, which most students are required to study, are
broadcast over cal stations. Adult support and empathy of what students undergo, then, are enhanced. tn political jargon, all of these activides blur the line of distinction at the border separating the system from
its enyironment.
All of this systems discussion is not without a historical perspective. One

has only to visit any of the many historical exhibitions that are currently
being popularized to.sense why China's educational systems are-so open. To
rid itself of centuries of internal and foreign oppression, China has undergone calculated movement after calculated movement. There was a movement
to
_ unify itself in its resistance to Japan, a movement to rid itself of foreign
oppression, a movement to strengthen itself economically and agriculturally,
and a movement to rid irself of perceived reactionary influences. Every action
is hopefully calculated as an integral part of some other action. If it can be
controlled, nothing 'is wasted time, action, or materials. A web is weaved
system analyst's delight.
This historical perspective is kept vivid and alive by weaving it into the
oOl system's curricula. Themes referring tr the movements mentioned
,i.
%......../ a ore, are/onsistently brought up in languagt, lessons, in social studies, in
art, in'inusic, in health, and even in many meetings.
In supportive roles, every province and city seem recently to be operating

7-'
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museums, which, in one way or another, refer to kmes of pastRp
r
all
this
compared to timcs of present liberation. Pethaps the best term
precious hiitorical perspective, as used by our many hosts and guides throughout our China tour, is the word "popularize." Unlilie the varied interpretations many other countries have given this term, there's only one strict mean-.
ing in China all persons are to be involved. Popularization of anything,
then, does not come about by chance. A high level decision must first be made
etc.... and I'll finish up my talk here.
In closing, I would like to stress that I am not suggesting that we all embrace
the People's Republic of China. I am, however, suggesting that weJook

toward the People's Republic of China as a model of how learning principles
and political resources allocation are blended to make history vivid and alive.
All of us historical society members, educators, public relations people,
motivational research people, socially aware Chinese-Americans, and nonChinese friends we all have roles to perform if we are to make ChineseAmerican history alive; more alive, not only.' for the sake of bettering human
interrelatiOnships. After all, a more living history more ensures that past mistakes and injustices may be prevented from being further perpetuated.
Thank you.

1 1: 30- 1: oo p.m.

Lunch.
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#14 EDUCATION (Continued)
Chairman: Albert H. Yee, California State University, Long Beach

FEDERAL FUNDS FOR
CHINESE-AMERICAN PROJECTS
By
WARD SINCLAIR
INTRODUCTION

In order to understand what Federal funds are available for what programs,
it is necessary to become knowledgeable about Public Law 93-38o, the Education Amendments of 1974. You will find in reviewing this law that.thers ae
several sources of funding for certain kinds of activities. On'the asSumptio%

that Chinese-Americans would be interested in bilingual education, I. have
prepared a description of the bilingual education programs that appear in
this piece of legislation.

This review of Public Law 93-380 shows there are more than a dozen
bilingual educational activities mentioned in the Law. It is not the intent here
to place any value judgments on these activities, but rather fo identify .and
to describe briefly each one. It is obvious that Congress clearly intended to
make special provisions for persons of limited English-speaking ability.
1.

Title I, ESEA

.

Under Tide I, Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), compensatory 'programs for educationally de rived children will not only continue, but will be expanded to include p rams for the children of migrant
farmers and 'fishermen, flit handicapped ldren, and for neglected or delinquent childfen. In each of these categories there is a disproportionate number
of children who have limited English-speaking ability. See Subpart 2, Sections
121, 122, and 123.
z. Bilingual E

_a Act

This act c
ns the following definitions which are important:
Sec. 70
a) The following definitions shall apply to the terms used in
e:

) The term 'limited English-speaking ability,' when used with referce to an individual,

:`(A) individuals who were not born in the United States or whose
native language is a language other than English, and
"(IV individuals who come from environments where a language other
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than English is-dominant, as further-defined by the Commissioner by regulations; and by reason thereof, have difficulty speaking and understanding

instruction in the English language.
(z) The terni 'native language,' when uied with reference to an individual of limited English-speaking ability,, means the language normally
uted by the parents of the child.
(3) The term low-income' when used with respect to a family means
an annual income for such a family which does not exceed the low annual
income determined pursuant to section 103 of title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
(4) (A) The term 'program of bilingual education' means a program
of instruction, dmigned for children of limited English-speaking ability
in elementary or secondary schools, in which, with respect to the years
of study to which such program is ipplicable-(i) there is instruction giverm, and study.of, English and, to the
extent necessary to sallow a child to progress effectively through the
educational system, the native language of the children of limited Englishsmiting ability, abd such instructkin is given with appreciation for the
cultural heritage of such children, ai with respect to elementary school
instruction, such instruction shall, to the extent necessary, be in all courses

or subjects of study which will allow a child to progress effectively
through the educational system; and
(ii) the requirements in subparagraphs (B) through (E) of this

paragraph and established pursuant to subsection (b) of this section
are met.

(B) A program of bilingual education may make provision for the
voluntary enrollment to limited degree therein, on a regular basis of children whose language is English, in order that they may acquire an understanding of the cultural heritage of the children of.limited English-speak-

ing ability for whom the particular program of bilingual education is
designed. In determining eligibility to participate in such programs, priority shall be glien to the children whose language is other than English.
In no event shall the program be designed for the purpose of teaching a
foreign language to English-speaking children.
(C) In such courses or subjects of stuay as art, music, and physical
education, a program of bilingual education shall make provision for the
participation of -children of limited English-speaking ability in regular
classes.

(D) Children enrolled in a program of bilingual education shall, if
graded classes are used, be placed, to the extent practicable, in classes with
children of approximately the same age and level of educational attain-

ment. If children of significantly varying ages or level of educational
attainment are placed in the same class, the program of bilingual educa00
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non shall seek to insure that each child is provided with instruction Which

is appropriate for his or her level of educational attainment

(E) An application for a program of bilingual education shall be
developed in consultation with parents of children of limited Englishspeaking ability, teachers and, where applicable, secondary school students, in the areas to be served, and assurances shall be given in the applica-

tion that, after the application has been approved under this title, the
applicant will proVide for participation by a committee composed of,.and
selected by, such parents, and, in the case of secorary schools, representatives of secondary school students to be served.

The law authorizes a sliding scale for funding which, if fully financed,
would more than double the current level of support. Grants are to be provided to local education agencies and institutions of higher education for the
establishment, operation, and improvement of bilingual education programs;
to beprovided forsuxiliary and supplementary community educational activities for adult education programs and preschool programs, and to be provided

to state education agencies in order that they can give technical assistance
and coordinate bilingual education activities.
One-third of the appropriations.is to be used for training bilingual teachers.
In addition, the National Institute of Education is to receive $5,000,000 annually to carry out a program of research in the field of bilingual education.
Section 723 provides for "not less than ioo fellowships leading to a graduate

degree" for the purpose of "preparing individuals to train teachers for programs of bilingual education."
3. ETHNIC HERITAGE STUDIES.CENTERS

The legislation authorizes continued supporgor these Centirs to July 1,
1978. Many funded programs contain a bilingual component.
4. EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

The only reference to Bilingualism found in Title II is Section 204 (F)
where the Law states emphatically that: "the failure by an educational agency
to take appropriate action to overcome language barriers that impede equal
participation by its students in its instructional programs" is deemed an un-

!ailed practice.
5. FEDERAL IMPAq AID PROGRAMS

Title III makes major changes benefiting the Bilingual child in Public Laws
81-815 and 81-874., Section 304 excludes Impacted Aid funds spent by local
education agencies for the benefit of Bilingual children when calculating a

State's equalization formula. Section 305 includes children who reside on
Indian lands when computing eligibility.
6. 'CONSOLIDATION PROGRAMS - TITLE IV

States which wish to receive grants under this dile must submit a State
Plan which would have to include the identification of local education agencies
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where the average per pupil ,expenditure is 'higher because of "eldren from
low-income families, children living in sparsely populated areas, ind children
from families in which English is not the dominant language."
Under the Special Projects Act of Title IV, Section 404, (c), (2) (g), there
is authorization for projects for gifted and talented-children, including_ those
in bilingual education programs.
7. Tyna vl - PART A ADULT EDUCATION
a
S#ction 607 provides special assistance for Bilingual Adult Education Pro_gram. Such projects are to be coordinated with similar activity funded wider
Title VII of the Vocational Education Act. The instruction is to be given in

hoth English and the native language of the adult. Fifteen percent of the
States' Adult Education allotment is to be set aside for Special Adult Education Projects including the development of "methods. for educating persons
of limited tnglisii-ability."

8. Trnm VI

B

En-11-nCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED
1

Section 614 authorizes a one year only special State .entitlement to assist
states in initiating, funding, and improving programs and projects for the
education of handicapped, preschool, elementary, and secondary students.
The law also broadens the screening procedures used in identifying handicapped children by stipulating that "piocedures to insure the testing and
evaluation materials and procedures utilized for,the purposes of classification
and placement of handicapped children to be selected and administered so
as not to be racially or culturally discriminatory."
9. EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT

This Act continues to support pia:trams designed "(i) to meet the special
educational needs of minority group children who are from environments in
which a dominant language is other than English for the development of
reading, writing, and speaking skills in the English language and their primary
language, and (4) to meet the educational needs of such children and their
classmates to understand the history and cultural background of the minority
41',groups of w hich su ch children ar e members."
/*N4
io. NATIONAL READING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Title VII provides expanded support for a national reading program, and
specifies in Section 705 that special priority is to be given "schools having large

numbers or high percentages of children with reading deficiencies." One of
the criteria set forth in the application process stipulates that provision must
be made for "the use of Bilingual Education methods and techniques to the
extent consistent with the number of elementary school-age children in the
area served by a reading program who are of limited English-speaking ability."
11. HIGHER EDUCATION Acr OF 1965 - DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONS

Section 832 allows a new institution to become eligible for Federal assistance
331

during its initial operating year, if the Commissioner determines that the
institution "will substantially increase higher education for Spanish-speaking
people." P5eviously there had been a three-year waiting period.
It. Htagies EDUCATION ACT OF 1965 - SECTION 833

This Section makes it possible for colleges and universities to receive grants
br contracts for the purpose of adding to their curriculum "a program of English language instruction for students of limited English-speaking ability."
Such students may also'receive "guidance and counseling in order to enable
them to pursue a post-secondary education."
13. BILINGUAL. VOCAnON.M. TRA.INING

Section 841 amends the Vocational Education Act of 1963 by specifically
authorizing' Bilingual Vodational Training for persons of limitecl Englishspeaking ability; and bY' adding a new Part J carrying the title "Bilingual
Vocational Training." Part J is intended to provide language instruction for
skilled and semi-skilled wOrknien already in the labor market; and "who desire
or need training or -retraining to achieve year-round employment, adjust" to
changing manpower needi, expand their range of skills, or advance in employment."
14. LIBRARY SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTION ACT

These serVices liave been expanded specifically tO include "programs and
projects which serve areas. with high concentratidos of persons of limited
English-speaking ability."
SUMMARY

In addition to these specific citations, there are several others which refer
directly to the concerns of the Federal government for our Indian population.
Seyeral provisions of 93-380 deal with bilingual programs for this particular
-

group.. Altogether there are at least twenty references ini,he Education
Amendments of 1974 to bilingual education.
ORGANIZATION OF THE U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Now teat it is apparent that there are several different provisions for Federal.

funding of bilingual education programs, the next question is how to apply
and compete for these funds. It must be remembered that bilingual educatioh
is being used here only as an example, the same _principles apply whether you
are seeking funds for handicapped clAidien, adult education, ethhic heritage,
or whatever. What should be ingpded in such an outline?

First, let me describe the organization of the U.S. Office of Education.
Under Dr. Terrell hell, Commissioner of Education, there are five.Bureaus;
each headed by a Deputy Commissionr. These Bureaus are the Bureau of
SchOol Systems, the Bureau ofjost-Secondary Education, the'Bureau of Occupational and -Adult EduCation, the Bureau Whe Handicapped, and the
Office of Indian Affairs. In addition to this Wainngton office, there are ten
332.
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Regional Offices, each of which is organized in a similar fashion. Lich of the
Regional Offices is headed by a Regional Commissioner. The Regional equivalent va Deputy Commissioner in Washington is an Assistant Regional Corn:,
rnissMer.
If you know definitely which Assistant Regional Commissioner is.responsible for the progyam about which you want information, that is the person
to call. On the other hand, if you do not know who the proper person might
be; your best bet is to call the Office of the Regional Commissioner in the.
Region there you live who will then direct you to the proper individual.
Included with these remarks is a list of the ten Assistant Regional Commissioners for School Systems which gives their addresses, telephone numbers,
and the States included instach of the Regions.
It cannot be'emphasized too strongly that the Regional Offices are your
quickest and most effective "contact for information about programs funded
through the Office of Edtication:It is the responsibility of the Regional Offices
to disseminate inforMation and to provide technical assistance to any organiza_tion or interested individual who requests it.
flow PROPOSALS GET FUNDED'

Too often people look at Federal legislation to see what appears to be the
area's in which the Federal governivient is interested. They then try co devise
a program which will enable ihem to get a piece of the,money. A much better way to try to do what you deem important and within your capability

is to identify your cop priority and then develop an outline rather than a
formal proposal. With this outline you can discuss your idea with Federal.
officials, State .or local education personnel, and other colleaguet to get their
reactions.

There are five points that should be covered in this outline. First, you
should include a brief description of yOur idea. Second, identify the target
population which you have in mind and explain why they, need the service
you are proposing. This is your needs assessment. Third, describe youx
evaluation procedures. You will have established certain objectives or goals,
but how will you know if or when you reach them) Fourth, point out why
Federal dollars are needed. Be sure that you are not asking the Federal government to finance, an activity which should be the responsibility of a state or
local education agency. Finally, attach a budget. In this initial stage the budget
does not have to be a complete, itemized, line budget, but you should indicate
in broad terms 'how much money you will need and for how long. Are you
seeking funds for six months, an academic year, a calendar year, or what?
This outline should be rwo to three pages in leggth plus the budget. When
it is completed, contact your Regional Office to find out to whom you should
send it.
Assuming that you receive a favorable reply, you will probably be asked
to develop a formal propmal according to a cr of published guidelines...When
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this occurs you can be quite certain that many other individuals and groups
will also be submitting proposals for funding from the same sour9e.
The guidelines will tell you, in 'detail, thc deadline for submission Of your
proposal;.the infOrmation that it must contain," and when the decision to
fund er not tO fund will be made. The Jest is up to you. Since you are now
in a national competition, you must prepare the bey proposal of which you
are capable according to the critcria contained -hi the guidelines.
- After the proposals have been received (if >tours does riot arrive on time, .61
it will not be considered), they are evaluated by a panel of nori-Federalpsywle
who score them according to the same criteria that was Used in writing them.
Nes they are ranked in order With the highest score being first and so on.
The proposals are funded according to this order starting ae the top apd going
down.the list until the money runs out.
,

CONCLUSION
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,
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It must be remembered that often there ,are seireral sources..of funding for
a well-conceiired, carefully planned, skillfully docurne
proposal. Seek
and get the advice of the stafc.of the Regional Offices.
-thin looking to
see what funds are available', determine .where yeq
rest' lies and where.

yob want to try to make an: impact. Even thO

e cannot fund every

he one who knekvs what
proposal or idea, We recognize the fact that yo
you-?.pgrticular situationis. You know what needs to-the done, and now, I
hope you know that the Office of Education wantS to help..
i
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DEPARTMENT OFHEALTH, 'EDUCATION, AND'WELFARE
OFPCE OF EDUCATION
ASSISTANT REGIONAL COMMISSIONEM FOR SCHOOL SYSTEMS
Region I: Cynnecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Mpshire, Rhode Island, Verntine
Fred J. Wilkinson, ARC for School Systems, 4obn F. Kennedy Federal tuilding, Gliyern-A
.
4
tii
ment Center, Bdsron, Massachusetts 'te,o3; (617) 223-689i
.
:
RegioolI: New Jersey, New York, Puertii Rico,. Virgin Islands '''
Ward Sinclair, ARC for School Systems, Room 3954, 26 Federal plaza, New York; Nee/
becifkicoo; (2i2) 264-4424
.
, ,.
.-,

,

gion
III: Delaware, pistrict of. Columbia, Maryland, Penniylvania, Virginia, ;Weer
. . .

d
Virginia
Edward Cooper, ARC for Schooltystems , P. 0. Box 13716, Phildelphia, Pennsylvania '

pool; WO 597-1037
Rtgion'IV: Alabama, Florida, Geokgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, iNorth Carolina; Souih
Carolina, Tenhessee

A

William J. Phillips, ARC for School Systems, 5o 'Seventh Streq, NE, Atlanta, Georgia
303231 (404) 526-3076

.
Region V: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnespia, Ohio; Wisconsin
.
P. Max Gabber-, ARC for SchooLSystems, 300 South Wacker Drive, hicago, Illinois
- ...
.
6p6o6; (312) 353-7330
Region VI: Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, OklahomeetTexas
Eric N. Dennard, ARC for School Systems, 114 Cominerce Street, Dallas, Texas 7520;
,*

(214) 744-3084

.

Region VII: Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska
Harold h. Bfackburn, ARC for School Syitems, 6oz East 12th Street, Kansas CityrtMissouri 64ielS; (8z6) 374-2276
rn
-N
.,

.

,...
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Regioi VI1 : totOra
FAMkel, AR.for
13r.
(ioi
''.`
Region

Notth Dakota, South Dakota, Uiih, Wycnning '
ool Systems, 196: Stout Street, Denver, Colorado, 84:201;

`i

.

Hawaii, Nevada, American. Samoa, Guam, Trust Territory
i.
hool Systems, Federal Office Building, .50 Fulton Street, San

.. Arizonsi, 641,4 "....

tific
Alfredo Villa, i',;,

. of the.

V...,....

Frahcisco, Califciinia 94101; (415).556-7369
Region X: Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington
Allen Apodacg ARC.flinfIchool Systems; Arcade Plaza, 132: Sedond Avenue, §eattle,
Washington otho: ; (so6) 2-045o ,
.

.

.

....

.

200- 2:1 5 p.m.

Break.

2:15- 245 p.m.
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CURRICI;LUM KIT FOR
UNDERSTANDING CHiNESE AMERICANS
By

..

ANNA WONG
.

.

In a multicultural society, imistimportant for teachsw and students tO linow
about.the life experiences, contributions and history of the Chinese in America. It is equally important for teachers a.nd students to know about, to under*" stand and to respect the life styles of the Chinese American students in their
class and in their school. It is hoped that this Chrriculum Kit for Understanding Chihese Americans developed by The'AssOciation of Chinese Teachers
.(TA .,CW.,.;.'will help to foster this understanding.
Itiqosferg, The Association of Chinese TeaChers received a one.7year giant
from the. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare
under:* the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) for its proposal entitled:
"Project for Cross Cultural Understanding: Tte Chinese Americans?: The
goal of ,the Project was to complement and strengthen the school district's
, efforts to increase i\ulticultural understanding within the school community
,

(ndergarten to sil.rth grade).40

,

A ma' or activity of the Project was to develop curriemlum materials which
focusedl on contemporary lifpstyles of ahinese Anlericans in San Francisco.
Such instructip materths are a necessity *because f the lack of appropriate ,
The Assoeiiti of Chinese Teachers is a profesnal educaiional
in 190 to address itself to a quinber of educational problems confron

on founded
e school com-

munity. Among these were the lack of curriculum materials and staff training on the
history, experiences ind life styles of Chinese Americans.
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_

orary Chinese Americans,for the implentenaterials on, nt
curriculu
multi-ethnic
Ttructiona1
pvtirarn in the San FranciSco -Unified
.. tatind of a
_School
District.
Furtheriht#,.there
is
a dearth of materials audio-visual.and
.,
:literature which are rekeVint to and reflect' the.' contempOiary mores and

3

.

,
,
.
values of Chinese Anillkil!*;',:f.'...
This .i)ast year, the Pr&it'deVerop.ed the "Curriculum Kit for Understanding Chinese Americans;";,'Sii trnilti4nedid presentation designed for kindergartep
.

.

to the 'sixth grade to be used in a total group wing, in small groups or inch- .
vidually. The purPose.of the kit is.toincrease Ms cultural understanding by
providing infortnribeabout ccintemporary Chinese American life styles
for all elementarrt#ae students'.
The currictiluPilit contains the following: :
threesou4Ifihnstrips
recall gimes .,.
.open-end . r cards
,

ctivities 4=
, --, ,American Awareness Test

-- rulp 'pia

'

Pre/ '
.4teadre

e

..

,..

The thrsp: filmstrips ,.portray life styles of Chinese Americang and are in,
tended toll used as ajeries in tnideistanding Chinese Americans.
Filmstrip ..#.;, detting to Knoi...0,01 Latv,,shows.a Chinese American girl
living in theChinatown/Nortll Beach area of'Sari Francisco. lie .objective
fOr this filmstrip,iX to 'appreciate difference§ ancesintilarities between the
ChineSe kzuticaddiiii.other,Arnerican lifestytes. Thus,,Carol I,w, an eight7
year old bilingual/biatiltural giii is seen participating in a number of activities,
thoSe which are common tO manYpeople And those Which refleet her .par... :,
ticular tideuraf heritage.'
I
'Filmstrip #2, My Friend, Roliud dan,portrays a Chinese immigrant family:Jiving.. in. Chinstown and their difficulties in 'language, employnient and
.

,

:.

.

.

..

4 adjustment.) a diffeient environment. The objectives of thiNparticular
'filmstrip are to indicate that Chinese imniigrants begin a newie in this coun-

try and need to learn new things. In this filmstrip, Rolannd his family
..iiiilke 'theft diirctilties and try fg resolve them
.*,
dons of the chinese
Filmstrip 43, Julie's Report, emphasizes the c
that the history of.
.inAmerica. The objective of Julie's Report is to

.Chinese4Mericans in the Unita States, along with the hiStory. Of other

' 'ethnic mintnities and Others aiLpart, itf American history. Julie Wong, at
first unaware of the history c;Mi le Chinese in America, learns much about
th e early accomplishmentscrit.ire Chinese:Lin railroad Construction,:mining;
ecially the Workof, the Chinese "laborers in
fishing, minufacOning an
.
..
''':'''' 'firming which in turn helped California to, develop..
The learning activities accompanyingthe filmstrips are used to further the,
discussion of the Clitese American experiences as presented in the filmstrips.,":,,,,.,
these ..actiyitie5 s. arlOgned for learning .centerstimptding, lariguage artsi.li:As'
4-.
,

r

o
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creative writing, art, etc. Fot example, the role playing cards can be placed
in the language arts center. The purpose of the role playing. activities are to
sensitize magas to.the needs of minority students, to solve problems and
to role play eltry day situations. A teacher or an aide muse beat this center

,

activatieso At

cher's guide Illitividet islekground information, the scripts of the
'ps, concepts to be taught, prebost.viewing suggestions,a sample
.
plan add resources.
social
'culum' kit can be used in a number of curriculum areas
!

dies,

,:.

ding, language arts. For eiarnple, in social studies, the niaterials can
'ea for understanding different etLWic groups in Sam Franclseo.

123 used as a

fflin also be used in cross cultural comparisIs, first studying about one

-'

group and Ihen discovering the similarities and differences withother grouse,
The materials can be used in social studiesOnits about6the family, neighbor-';
6
hood, San Francisco, California, United States, immigration, etc. ...,:
In the 4velopmcnt of the instructional materials, the project staff worked
students, teachers and parents. From these consultations, initial .:
directly
ere$
developed. These initial materials were' the; presented to ,
mat
ty
Advisory
Committee, to the Project Board, tO tekehers and
-. the Co

.4

.

.

to the st
materials

ent 'communities for previewing. In addiabn, the4inktiuttio
'.
field tested id the San Francisco schools:- -

cant
als rated them

Reception of the curriculum materials on Childre
- vA
.

.

favorable. Au of the teachers field testing the rna
contplete

Correci

.

..... A.

-

authentic
'well organized

..,- &vent

,

.

'

,

.

. .!°

1

in addition, mosr of the teachers rated the 'instructinal lila
-'i.
appearance
,.,
0.
interest

,..-

.

. clarity

,'?' :

readabiky
At each preview sesaipn of thiAnitial insifu
evaluated our materials. On a ratin scale of ar-.,
ing excellent, the overall ratingior 'the erricul
rating of 4.1

tings above 41

tirri'

atoilli shdwed a

e m-ithe artaslirraloapj

es Of the sound fltrip&. . 117 v
s and frOrn tea ers fiel
to bed
were
t
instructional mate
f
r
eietile
snits

ail technical qu

`'.

Froin thec pt

um Kit for U
isco Unified Sclidol pi
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proved participation the National Coriference for credit under Article
3.3 of Education Code Section 13344. Further informatin available at
Registration Desk.
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